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THIRD GRAND DIVISION

OF TOB

ANIMAL KINGDOM.

THE ARTICULATED ANIMALS.

THIs third general form is altogether as characteristic as
that of the vertebrated animals; the skeleton is not interior,
u in the latter, but it is not reduced to a nullity, as in the mol
1DBC&. The articnlated rings which surround the body, and
freqnently the limbs too, supply its place; and as they are
almost always sufficiently hard, they can afford all the neces
sary points of support for locomotion; so that we find in this
division, as in the vertebrated, the different movements of
walking, running, leaping, swimming, and flying. It is only
the families destitnte of feet, or whose feet have only soft and
membranaceous articulations, which are confined to the move
ment of reptation. This external position of the hard part..,
and that of the muscles in their interior, reduce each articu
lation to the fonn of a case, and allow it only two kinds ol
motion. When it is attached to the neighbouring a.rticulatiIJD
by a firm juncture, which happens in the limbs, it i. fixed tl~~'.l

by two points, and can never move, only by ginglymau, t!dt ..
to say, on a single plane, which requires mgre nuDJeI'tJIM art...

VOL. XIII. B



2 ARTICULATED ANIMALS.

culations to produce the same variety of motion. From this
also results a greater loss of force in the muscles, and conse
quently more general weakness in each animal, in proportion
to its size.

But the joints which compose the body have not always
this sort of articulation: they are most usually united merely
by flexible membranes, or emboxed one within the other;
and then their motions are more varied, but do not possess
the same force.

The system of organs on which the articulated animals are
most similar to each other, is that of the nerves.

Their brain, situated on the resophagus, and furnishing
nerves to the parts which adhere to the head, is very small.
Two cords, whith embrace the resophagus, are continued
along the belly, uniting, from space to space, into double
knots or ganglia, from which proceed the nerves of the body
and of the limbs. Each of these ganglia performs the
functions of a brain, for the surrounding parts, and suffices to
preserve their sensibility for a certain time, when the animal
has been divided. If we add to this, that the jaws of these
animals, when they have any, are always lateral, and move
from without to within, and not from top to bottom, and that
there has not yet been discovered in any of them a distinct
organ of smell, we shall have pretty nearly expressed all that
may be said of them in general. But the existence of the
organs of hearing; the existence, number, and form of those
of sight; the product, and the mode of generation -; the nature
of respiration; the existence of the organll of circulation; and
even the colour of the blood, present great variations, which
it will be necessary to study in the different sub-divisions.

• A remarkable discovery on this subject is that of M. Herold. that in
the egg of the crustacea and arachnida, the vitellU8 communicates with the
interior by the back. See his di_rtation on the egg of spiders. Marburg,
1824, and that of M. Rathke on the egg of the Alltaci, Leipzig, 1829.



ARTICULATED ANIMALS. 3

DUtri1nltion of tAe A.rticulated A.,.imal8 i"to Four Cla8ae,.

THE articulated animals, whose inter-relations are equally
numeroos and varied, nevertheless present themselves under
four principal forms, whether internal or external.

The ANNELIDA., or RED-BI,OODED WOHMS, constitute
the first. Their blood, generally of a red colour, like that
ofvertebrated animals, circulates in a double and closed sys
tem of arteries and veins, which has sometimes one or many
hearts or Ileshy ventricles, sufficiently marked. They respire
by organs which are sometimes developed externally, and
sometimes remain at the surface of the skin, or sink into its
interior. Their body, more or less elongated, is always divided
into numerous rings, the first of which, named the head, is
scarcely different from the others, except in the presence ofthe
mouth, and the principal organs of sensation. Many have
their gills uniformly distributed along their body or its middle;
others, which generally inhabit tubes, have them all at the an
terior part. Those animals never have articulated feet, but
the greater number, instead of feet, have IetlB, or bundles of
stiff and moveable hairs. They are generally hermaphrodites,
and some of them have need of a reciprocal intercourse.
The organs of their mouth consist sometimes of jaws, more or
leas strong, sometimes of a simple tube; those of the external
senses, of Ileshy tentaQula, and sometimes articulated; and of
some blackish points, which have been regarded as eyes, but
which do not exist in all the species.

The CRUSTACEA constitute the second form or class of
articulated animals. They have articulated, and more or leS8
complicated limbs, attached to the sides of the body; their
blood is white: it circulates by means of a Ileshy ventricle,
placed in the back, which receives it from the gills, situated
on the sides of the body, or under its posterior part, and

B2



ARTICULATED ANIMALS.

whither it returns by a ventral canal, which is sometimes
double. In the final species, the heart, or dorsal ventricle,
is itself elongated, like a canal. All these animals have an
tennlll, or articulated filaments, attached to the fore-part of the
head, generally four in number, many transverse jaws, and two
compound eyes. It is only in some few species that a dis
tinct ear is to be found.

The third class of articulated animals is that of the ARACH

NID.", which, like a great number ofcrustacea, have the head
and thorax united in a single piece, with articulated limbs on
each side, but the principal viscera are enclosed in an abdo
men, attached to the hinder part of this thorax. Their mouth
is armed with jaws, and the head provided with simple eyes,
varying in nu~ber; but they never have any antennlll. Their
circulation is performed by a dorsal vessel, which sends
forth arterial branches, and receives venous ones from
them; but their mode of respiration varies, some of them
having true pulmonary organs at the sides of the abdo
men, and others receiving the air through tracheal, like
the insects. Both, however, have lateral apertures-true
stigmata.

The INSECTS are the fourth class of articulated animals,
and at the same time the most numerous of the whole animal
kingdom. Some genera excepted. such as the Myriapoda,
"'here the body is divided into a great number of nearly equal
articulations, the insects have it divided into three parts; the
head provided with antennlll, eyes, and mouth; the thorax, or
corslet, to which the feet are attached, and wings, where there
are any; and the abdomen, which is suspended behind the
thorax, and encloses the principal viscera. The insects which
have wings do not receive them until a certain age,.and often
pass through two forms, more or less different, before arriving
at the perfect state of the winged insecL In all their states
they breathe by trachelll, that is, by elastic vessels whicl} re-



ARTICULATED ANIMALS. 5

ceil'e the air through stigmata, pierced on the sides, and dis
tribute it, by infinite ramifications, into all parts of the body.
There is but a vestige of a heart, which is a vessel attached
along the back; it undergoes alternate contraction, but no
branches to it have been discovered, so that we must believe
that the nutrition oC the parts takes place by imbibition. It
is probably this sort oC nutrition which has necessitated the
fIOrt oC respiration proper to insects, because the nutritive
Said not being contained in vessels., and not capable of being
directed to circumscribed pnlmonary organs, in search oC air,
it wu necessary that the air should be spread through the
whole body, to reach the Suid. This is also the reason why
iD8ects have no secretory glands, but only long spongy vessels,
which appear to absorb, by their great surface, in the
mass oC nutritive Buid, the proper juices which they should
producet.

The insects vary infinitely in the forms oC their organs oC
the mouth and of digestion, as well as in their industry and
mode oC living. Their sexes are always separate.

The crustacea and arachnida were for a long time united
with the insects nnder one common name, and they resemble
them in many respects, both in external form, and in the dis
poeition of the organs of motion, of sensation, and even of
manducation.

• K. Canu hu reeognized IIOJDe regular movementll in the ftuid which
fi11I the body of the 1arYlIt of certain Wecta; but theee movementll do not
lab place in a cbe I)'Item of veuelll, 88 in the superior animalB. See his
1reaSDe, intitled, II Di.Icovery of a Simple Circulation of the Blood," &c.,
in German, Leipsig, 18~7, 4to.

t See on this subject, my Memoir on the nutrition of inaect8, printed in
17119, in the M. de ]a Soc. d'Hiat. Nato, &c. Paris, Baudouin. An. vii.
4to. p. 32.



FIRST CLASS OF ARTICULATED ANIMALS.

THE ANNELIDA·,

ARE the only invertebrated animals with red blood; it circu
lates in a double system of complicated vessels t.

Their nervous system consists in a double knotted cord, like
that of the insects.

Their body is soft, more or less elongated, and often formed
into a very considerable number of segments, or at least of
transverse folds.

Almost all of them live in the water (the earth-worms or
lumbrici excepted); many bury themselves in holes in the
bottom, or form tubes there with the ooze, or other sub
stances, or even exude a calcareous matter, which produces a
sort of tubular shell.

• I established this claBs, distinguishing it by the colour of ita blood
and by other attributes, in a memoir read at the Institute in 1802. See
Bullet. des Sc. Meaaidor. An. X. where I have principally described the
organs of circulation. M. Lamarck adopted, and named it .4.Rftelida, in
the extract from his COW'Illl of Zoology, 1812. Brugui.~rea had previously
joined it to the order of intestinal worms; and Lin!lleUB, more anciently
still, had placed a part of it among the mollusca, and another with the in
testinal worms.

t It has been IUIlJerted, that the Aphrodite had not red blood. I think
that I have observed the contrary in the .4.plarodila Sqvam4la.



CLASS ANNELIDA.

DiMon of the Annelida into 'nree Orders.

7

THIS not very numerous class, presents in its respiratory
organa, the bases of satisfactory divisions.

Some hue gills in the form of plumes, or arboscullll, at
tached to the head, or to the anterior part of the body. Almost
all of them inhabit tubes. These we call TUBICOLM.

Others have on the middle part of the body, or along the
sides, gills in the form of trees, tufts, laminlll, or tubercles, in
which the vessels ramify. Most of them live in the mud or
ooze, or swim in the sea. The smaller number have tubes.
We name them DORSIBRANCBIA.

Others, in fine, have no apparent gills, and respire, either
by the surface of the skin, or as some believe, through internal
cavities. Most of them live freely in water or mud; some
only in humid earth. We call them ABRANCHIA.

The genera of the nrst two orders have ~l stiff hairs, or
bristles, and of a metallic colour, issuing from their sides,
sometimes simple, sometimes in bundles, and supplying the
place of feet. But in the third order there are some genera
destitute of such support ••

The special study which M. Savigny has devoted to those
feet, or organs of locomotion, has caused him to distinguish,
1. The foot itself, or the tubercle which supports the bristles:
sometimes there is but one to each ring; sometimes there are
two, one above the other; this is what is named simple or
double oar. 2. The bristles which compose a bundle for

• M. Savigny has propoeed a division of Annelida, according to their
having bristle8 for loeomotion or not; theae last being reduced to the
leeches. M. de Blainville, who has adopted this idea, makes of the AI&
.lidG which have bristles his clasH of EfIIOfIIOsotJ cutopoda, and of thoae
which have none. thst of EtatOfllOSOO apollo; but (what M. Savigny did

not do) he interminglee. among the apoda, several of the intestinal worms.

13



8 CLAS8 ANNELIDA.

each oar, and 'Vary much in (onn and consistence, sometimes
forming true spines, l'lOmetimes fine and Bexible hairs, oRen
denticolated, barbed, &tc.. 3. The cirri, or Besby filaments
adherent either above or beneath the feeL

Aa to their organs of the senscs, the annelida of the first two
orders, haTe generally, at the head, tentacola, or filaments, to
which, notwithstanding their Beshy consistence, some modems
give the name of antennle, and many genera of the second
and third haTe black and shining points, which, with some
reason, have been regarded as eyes. The organization of
their month varies greatly.

• See, on thilllUbject, the memoir! of M. Savigny. on the invertebrated
IDimalI ; and thole of MM. Audouin, and MilDe Edwards, on the......



FIRST ORDER OF ANNELIDA.

THE TUBICOLE·.

SoJlE form a calcareous homogeneous tube, resulting probably
from their transudation, like the shell ofthe molluSca, to which,
however, they do Dot adhere by muscles. Others construct it
by agglutinating grains of sand, fragments of shells, and par
ticles of mud, by means of a membrane, which is doubtless
also transuded. There are some, in fine, whose tube is almost
entirely membranous, or horny. To the first of these belong,

SERPULA, Lin.,

Whose calcareous tubes cover, by twisting round them, stones,
shells, and all submarines bodies. The section of these tubes
is sometimes round, and sometimes angu.lar, according to the
species.

The body of the animal is composed of a great number oC
segments. Its anterior part is spread into a disc, armed on
each aide with several parcels of coarse hairs, and on each

• M. Sevigny, joining ~e ~reflicolce to this order, changes the name
into &rprJtJcet1I. M. de Lamarck, adopting the same arrangement,
changes ~e name~ into 8«kJ&tQl'UJ. My genera of TulJicolce are
M. Savigny'. family of ~mp1aitrite. With M. de Lamarck, they compose
tboee of ~lIIfJiitriUG and 8erpulac«z. With them, M. de B1ainville forms
hia order of EfIIomozotJ cletopoda Aeterocri.riRa; but contrary to hi. own
dcfiniUoD he baB introduced ~ere 8pio and Polydoru.



10 CLASS ANNELIDA.

side of its mouth is a plume of gills in the form of a fan, usually
tinted with lively colours. At the base of each plume is a fleshy
filament, one of which, either on the right side, or the left,
indifferently, is always elongated, or dilated at its extremity,
into a disc, variously configurated, which serves as an oper
culum, and closes the aperture of the tube, when the animal
has retired into it-.

The common species Serpula contortuplicata t, Ell.
Corallo xxxviii. 2., has round tubes twisted, and three lines
in diameter. Its operculum is funnel-shaped, and its gills
often of a fine red, or varied with yellow, or violeL It speedily
covers with ~ts tubes, vases, and other objects, thrown into
the sea.

We have, on our coasts, a smaller species, with a claviform
operculum, armed with two or three small points. (Serp. t:er
micularia, Gm.) MUll. Zoo!' Dan. lxxxvi. 7. 9. &.c. The
gills are sometimes blue. Nothing is more agreeable to see
than a group of these serpulm, when they are well expanded.

In others, the operculum is flat, and bristled with more
numerous points t.

There is one in the Antilles (Serpula gigantea, Pall.
Miscell. x. 2. 10.) which sojourns among the madrepores,
and whose tube is often surrounded by their masses. Its gills
are spirally rolled when they re-enter the tube, and its oper
culum is armed with two small, branching horns, like the
antlers of a deer §.

• The mORt common Serpula having this disc in the form of a funnel,
naturalists have taken it for a proboscis, but it is not pierced, and the other
Rpecies have it more or 1l"1I8 c1aviform.

t It is the same animal as the ~pAitritepeaicillUl, Gm. or 1'ro1JG&citletz,
Brng. Probollci-plecttlflll6, Fab. Column. Aqnat., c. xi. p. 22.

t These are the Galeolaria, Lam. An operculum is visible on them,
Berl., Schr. IX. iii. 6.

§ The same as Terebella bicortW, Abildg., Berl., Schr., IX. iii. 4. Seb.
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M. de Lamarck distinguishes:
SPIRORBIS, Lam., in which the branchial threads are

much less numerous, three or Cour on each Bide; their tube is
a tolerably regular spiral, and they are usually very small -.

I

SABELLA, Cuv.,t

Have the Bame kind of body, and the Bame fan-like gills as
the Serpull£. But the two fleshy filaments adherent to the
gills both terminate in a point, and Corm no operculum; they
are lOmetimes even entirely wanting. Their tube most fre
quentlyappears composed of grains of clay, or very fine mud,
and is rarely calcareous.

The known species are pretty large, and their branchial
plumes are delicate and brilliant in the extreme.

Some of them, like the Serpolre, have a membranous disc on
the anterior portion of the back, through which pass the first
pairs of bundles oCbairs. Their branchial combs are spirally
convoluted, and their teutacula are reduced to slight
folds t.

III. m. 7. and the ~mllia or ~'"mal-jIovJtr. Hom. Lect. on Comp.
ADd. II. pl. I. On this Ipiral convolution of the gillII, M. Savigny eBta
bliahes hill nbdivision of StrptIle Cymospir~, of which M. de Blainville
baa ace made a genus. Add. T. 8IelltJla, Gm. Abildg., loco cit., f. 6. re

markable for an operculum formed of three plates strung together.

• &rp.dll SpirillrurI. Pall. nov. act. PetrDp. V. pI.V. f. 21. Serp. SpirfJf"1M.
Mull. Zool. Dan. III.lxnvi. 1-6.

t This name of Sabella designates in LinJllllU8 and Gmelin various
animals with factitious. and DDt transuded tubes. We confine it to thOll8
which I'eIleJDble each other in their proper characters. M. Savigny hal
employed it 88 we have. with the exception oC our first division, which he
pIacee among hill Serpuhe. M. de Lamarck c:alla oW' SabellJe, Amphitrite.

t M. Savigny leave. this division among the Serpu1le, and makes of it
his &rpIIle SpirtlflUllUr, of which M. de Blainville hal since made hill genus
Spira-ua.
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The Mediterranean possesses a fine and .lllrge species,
with a calcareous tube, like that of the Serpu1:E, with orange
gills, &c. Sabella protula, Nob., or Protula Rudolphii

Risso -.
In others, there is no membranous disc in front; their

branchial combs form two equal spirals t.
There are sometimes two ranges offilaments on each comb!.
In others again, one of the two combs only is thus formed;

the other, which is smaller, envelopes the base of the first,
Sabella uniapira, Cuv.; Spirograph" Spallamranii. Viviani.
Phospho Mar. pl. IV. and V. §

There are some whose gills only form round the mouth a
simple funnel, but with numerous filaments, crowded, and
strongly ciliated on the internal surface. Their hairy feet
are almost imperceptible; Sabella vill08a, Cuv. New species.

Some, in 6ne, have been described, which have but six
filaments, arranged like a star. Tuoolaria Faln'icia, Gm.
Fabr. Graml. p. 4~O ; it is the genus Fabricia, of Blainville.

TEREBELLA, Cuv.,

Inhabit, like most of the Sabelllll, a factitious tube; but it is
composed of grains of sand and fragments of shells. More-

• The existence of this magnificent species, and the calcareous nature of
its tube. are incontestible, notwithstanding the doubt expressed. Diet.
des Sc. nat. lvii. p. 43~. note. The Sabella bUpiralil (...4mpAritrite flO"'
taconair, Trans. Linn. VII. vii.) differs very little from it., I dare not
affirm that it is the same as Seb. I. :uiJr:. 1. erroneo11llly cited by Gmelin
and Pallas, under Serpula gigantea. for this figure exhibits no disc.

t These are the simple Sabellie of Savigny. ...4mpllitrite rellif_ir,
Mull. Ven. xiv. or 7Uhularia peraicillul, id. ZooL lxxxix. 1. 2. or Tere1Jella
r_fOMllir. Gm. ; ...4mpAitritei_.fimdibul_. Montag., Lin. Trans., IX. viii. I
...4"'1'A.~a, id. ib. XI. v.

t Theae are the Sabe~ ...4.tartle, Sav., such as Sa1JeUa gradV, Cuv., or
llIdica. Sav.; 71dJIIlaria'iJltJ!lS!lica. Shaw. Linn.,~Trans. V. ix.

§ These are the SabeUIe Spirograplaicle of Savigny.
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oyer, their body. has much fewer rings, and their head is dif
ferentlyornamented. Numerous filiform tentacula, capable
of considerable extension, surround the mouth; and on the
neck are gills in the form of arbuseula, and not fan-shaped:

Linnmus, in his twelft.h edition, had given this name to an
animal described by Kaehler, and which might belong to this
genus, becau8(' it was supposed that it pierces stones. M. de
Lamarck has employed this name, (An. sans Vert. p. 824.)
for a NereiJJ, and for a Spio. The TerebelltB of Gmelin, com
prehend AmphiftO'11Ue, Nereides, Serpul«l, &c. At the present
day, MM. Savigny, Montagu, Lamarck, and Blainville~ em
ploy this name as I do, and as I had proposed, Dict. des Se.
NaL ii. p. 79.

We haye several of them on our coasts, a long time com
prehended under the name of TerebeUa Conchilega, Gm.
Pall. Miscell. ix.. 14-22, and for the most part remarkable
for tubes formed of thick fragments of sbells, and the edges of
their aperture elongated into several small branches formed of
the same fragments, and serving to lodge the tenlacula.

The greater number have three pairs of gills, which in those
whose tube has branches, issue through a hole destined for
that purpose.

These are the simple terebelllll ofM. Savigny, such as Tereb.
flU!tltue. Sav., Eg., Annal., Y. f. 8 ; Ter. cirrhata, Gm. Mull.,
Ver. xv.; Ter. gigantea, Montagu., Linn., Trans. XII. ii.;
T. Nebulo8a, Id. Ibid. 12.2. ; T. constrictor, Id. Ibid. 18. 1.;
T. t:ertUBta., ibid. fl.; he also names a T. cirrhata, ibid. xii. I.,
but which does not appear to be the same as that of Muller.
Add T. mriabiliB, Risso, &c.

N. B. M. Savigny has two other divisions ofTerebellm, his
T. Ph,zelk, which have but two pairs of gills; and his T.
ItIaliil!, which have but one. Among these last would come
Amphitrite crUtata, Mull., Zool., Dan., LXX. i. 4.; Amph.
f1mtricOltJ, Bose. Vera. I. vi. 4-6.
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AMPHITRITE, CtltJ.,

Are easily recognized by bristles of a golden colour, arranged
like combs, or a crown, in one or more rows, on the anterior
part of the head, where they probably serve as a defence, or,
perhaps, as a means ofcrawling, or gathering the materials for
their tube. Around the mouth are very numerous tentacula,
and on the commencement of the back, on each side, gills in
the form of combs.

This genus, such as it is in Muller, Bmguieres, Gmelin,
and Lamarck, also comprehends the Terebelks and SabeUte.
I reduced it, in 1804, to its present limits. (Diet. des Sc.
Nat. ii. p. 78.) Since then, M. de Lamarck has changed my
divisions into genera, his Pt!ctinaritB and SabeUaritB, which
M. Savigny calls Amphictents and Hermelks. The name
Amphitrite has been transferred by M. de Lamarck, to my
Sabelks. M. Savigny, on the contrary, makes it the name of
a family.

Some of them compose light tubes, in the form of regular
cones, which they carry along with them. Their gold
coloured bristles form two combs, whose teeth are directed
downwards. Their very ample and multifold intestine is
usually filled with sand.

These are the PectinaritB, Lam.; the AmphictefttB of
Savigny: the Chry&odonte& of Aken; and the CiBtentB of
Leach. This perpetual changing of names-and in the pre
sent case there was not even the pretext of a change of limits
in the group--will end by rendering the study of nomenclature
much more difficult than that offacts.

On our coasts, we have, of this division, Amphitrite auri
coma Be~ca, Gm., Pall., Miscell. ix. 3-5, whose tube, two
inches long, is formed of small round grains ofdivers colours.
It is the same as the Sabella Belgica, Gm., Klein., tab. i.~.

Echinod. xxxiii. A. B., and as Amph. auricoma, Mull.,
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Zool., Dan. xxvi., of which Bmguiereshas made his Amphi
trite tloree.

The South Sea produces a larger species, Amphitrite auri
cnIa CapenBi8, Pall., Misce!. ix. 1, 2, whose tube, thin and
polished, has the appearance of being transversely fibrous,
and formed of some dried, soft and stringy substance. It is
the same as Sabella chrgBOdon, Gm., Bergius Mem. de
Stockh. 176~, ix. 1, 8.; as Sabella capenBis, Id. Stat, Mull.,
NaL SY81. VI. xix. 67, which is only a copy of Bergius ; as
Sa1JeUa Indica, Abildgaart., Ber!., Schr. IX. iv. See. also
Marl, Slabber., Mem. de Flessing. I. ii. 1-8.

Other Amphitritre inhabit factitious tubes, fixed to submarine
bodies. Their gilded brisUes form on their heads many con
centric crowns, from which results an operculum, which closes
their tnbe when they contract themselves in it, and the two
parts of which may be separated. They have a cirms to
each foot. Their body is terminated behind by a tube bent
towards the head, without doubt to emit the excrements. I
have found a muscular gizzard in them. They are the
&hellaM of Lamarck, and the HermelbB of Savigny.

Snch is the species found along our coasts, Sabella alveo
lata, Gm., Tubipora arenO&a, Linn. Ed. xii. Ellis. Corallo
xxxvi., in which the tubes, united to each other in a com
pact mass, exhibit their orifices, pretty regularly arranged,
lODlewhat like the cells of bees.

N. B. It is here, perhaps, that the Amphitrite plumO&a of
Fab., Faun., Grc:en. p. 288 ; and Mull., Zoo!., Dan. xc., ought
to come. But the descriptions are so obscure, and agree so
little together, that I dare not place it. M. de Blainville
makes of it his genus Pherusa.

Another, Amph. o&trearia, Cuv., establishes ita tubes on
the shells of oysters, and is said to injure their propagation
very much.

I suspect that it is to this order that we must refer,-
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SYPHOSTOIfA, Otto,

Which have at each articulation, superiorly, a bundle of fine
hairs, inferiorly, a simple Beta, or bristle, and at the an
terior extremity two parcels of strong and gilded bristles.
Under these bristles is the mouth, preceded by a sucker, sur
rounded with many soft filaments, which may perhaps be
gills, and accompanied by two fleshy tentacula. The knotted
medullary cord is observable through the skin of the belly.
They live embedded in mud.-Siph08toma diplocAaiteB, Otto;
Siple uncinata, Aud. et Edw. Littoral. de la France, Annel.
pI. ix. fig. 1.

Hitherto has always been placed in this vicinity-

DENTAL.lUM,

Which ha\"e a shell like an elongated cone, arched, open at
th,e two ends, and which has been compared· to an elephant's
tusk in miniature. But the recent observations of M.
Sllvigny, and especially of M. Deshayes, render this classifi
cation very doubtful. See" Monographie du Genre Dentale,
Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Paris," 1. ii. p.821.

This animal does not appear to have any sensible articula
tion, nor lateral Betm; but it has a membranous tube in front,
in the interior of which is a sort of foot, or fleshy and conical
operculu~, which closes its orifice. On the base of this foot
is a small and flatted head, and gills in the form of plumes,
and visible in the nape. If the operculum remind us of the
foot of the vermetm and Biliquarim, which have been placed
among the mollusca, the gills strongly remind us of those of
the Amphitritlll and Terebelllll. Ulterior observations on their
anatomy, and principally on their nervous and vascular sys
tem, will resolve this problem.

Some of these have the shell angular, or longitudinally
striated.-Dent. Elepkantinum, Martini; I. i. 5. A.; D.
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aprinlfm, ib. 4. A.; D. ,triatulum, ib. 5. B.; D. arcuatum,
GualL x. G.; D. sexangulum. Dent. dentalis, Rumph. Mus.
xli. 6; D. Fasciatum Martini, Conch. i. 1.3. B.; D. rectum,
GualL x. H., &c.

Others have round shells: Dent. entalis, Martini, 1., i. 1,2,

&c.

SECOND ORDER OF ANNELIDA.

THE DORSIBRANCHIA,

BAVE their organs, especially their gills, distribnted pretty
equally along their whole body, or at least along its middle
portion.

We shall place at the head of the order, the genera whose
gills are the most developed.

ARENICOLA, Lam.,

Have gills ~ the form oC arbuscula, on the rings of the
middle part of their body only; their mouth is a fleshy
proboscis, more or less dilatable, and neither teeth nor tenta
cuIa, nor eyes are visible. The posterior extremity is not
only destitute of gills, but also of the parcels of silky hairs,
which furnish the rest of the body. No cirrhus exists to any
ring of the body.

M. Savigny has made of this genus, a family which he names
TAelethtllla, and which has been adopted by his successors.

The known species, Aren. pucatorum, Lam., Lumbricus
fllaf'iflJU, L. Pall. Nov. Act. Petrap. II. i., is very common on
the sand on the sea-shore, where the fishermen go in search
~fit with spades, to use it as a baiL It is about a foot long,
of a reddish colour, and diffuses, when it is touched, an
abundant yellowish fluid. It has thirteen pairs of gills. Add.

TOL. XIII. l:
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Arenicol. clavata. Ranzani. dec. i. p. 6. pl. i. f. 1. ; iC indeed
it be a distinct species.

AMPHINOME, Brug.,

Have on each of the rings of the body a pair of gills, in the
form of a tuft or plume, more or less complicated, and to each
oC their feet two packets of separate bristles, and two cirrhi.
Their proboscis has no jaws.

This genus has been justly withdrawn by Bruguieres from
the ApkrodittB of Pallas, and the TerehelltB of Gm. With M.
de Savigny it is the type of a family, which he names Ampki
nome, also adopted by his successors.

M. Savigny divides them into
CHLOEIA, Sav., which have five tentacula to the head,

and the gills in the form of a tripinnate leaf.
The Indian Ocean produces one ofthem, the Ampkinome che

f'ellle, Brug.; Terebellajlava, Gm., Pall., Miscel., viii. 7-11.,
extremely remarkable for it.! long bundles of lemon-coloured
bristles, and the beautiful purple plumes of its gills. Its form
is broad and depressed; it has a vertical crest on the snouL

And into
PLEIONE, Sav AMPHINOME, Blainv., which, with the

same tentacula, have gills in the form oftufts. They are also
of the Indian seas, and there are some very large; Terehella
carunculata, Gm. ; Aphr. car. Pall., Miscell. viii. 12, 13 ; Ter.
r08trata, ib. 14-18; Ter. complanata, ibid. 19-26; Pleiorae
alcyonia, Sav., Eg. Annel. ii. f. 3.

He adds here, EUPHROSYNE, Sav., which have but a
single tentaculum in the head, and whose tree-like gilla are
very much developed and complicated, Euphr081lM laureata,
Id., ibid. f. 1; E. mirlosa, ide ib. 2.

N.B. It is also near Amphinome that the genus ARJS
TENIA should come, Sav., Eg. Annel. pI. ii. f. 4.; but it is
ouly established on a mutilated individual.
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MM. Aodouin and Edwards approximate to the amplli
Dome, HIPPONOE, which have DO canmcle, and but a single
buDdle of bristles, and a single cirrhus to each foot.

There is a species belonging to Port Jackson, Hi~
GaatlicAatMlii, Ann. des Sc. Nat. t. xviii. pI. vi.

EUNICE, C"".,
HaTe also gills in the form of plnmes, but their proboscis is
powerfully armed with three pairs of corneous jaws differently
formed. Each of their feet has two cirrhi, and a bundle of
bristles. Their head has five teutacula above the mouth, and
two at the nape. In some species only there are two small
eyes.

E"nieeis the name of a nerei8 in Apollodoms. M. Savigny
makes it the name of a family, and gives to the genus the
name of LEODICE ; M. de Blainrille has changed these
names, lint into BrafICkiOJU!reill, and then into Nereidon.

The sea of the Antilles possesses one species of more than
four feet long, Eu,.. gigantea, Cuv., which is the largest of
the known annelida.

There are several on our coasts lesa considerable in size;
such &8 Nereill NortIJt!!Iica, Gm., Mull., Zool. Dan. I. xxix. 1 ;
.\t. pinnata, ib. 2; N. Cuprea, Boac., vera. I. v.!.; Leodice
Gallica, and L. Hilpanica, Sav; Leod. antennata, Sav.
Annel. pl. iii. fig. 1-4; Etln. karQllsii. ib. fig. ~ll.

M. Savigny distinguishes from them, under the name of
MARPHIS..E, species otherwise very similar, but which want
the two tentacula in the nape. Their upper cirrhus is very
short; Ner. IltJftguinea, Montag., Linn. Trans. xl. pI. iii.

A species at least closely allied, N. T'llbicola, Mull., Zool.
Dan. J. xviii. 1-6, inhabits a corneous tube.

lt is probably near Eunice that should come the Nef'eU

crlJUlJ, Mull., Vers., pI. xii., which M. de Blainville, without
baving seen it, proposes to refer to the geuus ETEONE of M.

c2
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Savigny, which nevertheless wuuld appear to have gills al.
together different.

After these genera with complicated gills, we may place
those in which they are reduced to simple laminre, or even
to slight tubercles, or, in fine, in which the cirrhi alone
supply their place.

There are some which still are related to Eunice by the
strong armature of their proboscis, and by their antennre being
of odd numbers.

Such are,
LYSIDICE, Sav., which with jaws similar to those of

Eunice, or even more numerous, and often of odd numbers,
have but three tentacula, a.nd some cirrhi for gills, LyBidice
Valentina, Sav.; L. Olympia, id.; L. galatina, id., Eg.
Annel. p. 53.

-AGLAURA, Sa"., have also numerous jaws, and of odd
numbers, as seven, nine, &c.; bnt they want tentacula, or
have them altogether concealed. Their gills are also reduced
to the cirrhi.

I unite the AGLAURlE and the CENONlE of Savigny; and
even certain species without tentacula, which MM. Audouin
and Milue Edwards leave in the Lysidicre, Ag. fulgida, Eg.
Annel. v. 2 ; CEnone lucida, ib. f. 8.

NEREIS, (proper) Cuv., LYCORIS, Sav., have teutacula of
even numbers, attached to the sides of the base of the head,
and a little further forwards, two others, biarticulate, between
which are two simple ones. They have but one pair ofjaws
in their proboscis; their gills only form small laminm, over
which is spread 0. net-work of vessels. There are, besides,
to each foot two tubercles, two bundles of bristles, a cirrhus
above, and another below.

We have a tolerable number of them on our coasts, Nereill
'Versicolor, Gm., Mull., Wurm. vi.; N. Fimlwiata, id. viii.
1-3; N. Pelagica, id. vii. 1-3; TerebeUa rulwa, Gm.,
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Bomme, Mem. de Flessing. vi. 357. fig. 4, A. B.; L,!/coris
Emtia, Eg. Annel. pl. iv. f. I ; Lycoria nuntia, id. ib. f. 2 ;
N. beaucoudraiaii. Aud. and Edw. Littor. de la France.
Auoel. pl. iv. fig. 1-7; N. ptllaatoria, ib. fig. 8-13.

N. B. TheNereiB tlerrtlcoaa, Mull., verso pI. vii. and incisa,
Ott., Fabr. Soc. d'Hist Nat. de Copenh. v.1st part, pl. iv.
f. 1-3, appear to have the head of lycoris, but with long
filaments in place of gills. They require a fresh exami
nation.

Near theae Nereides are grouped many genera, likewise
with slender body, and gills reduced to simple laminm, or
even to simple threads or tubercle~. Many are destitute of
jaws or of tentacnla.

PUYLLODOCE, Sav., NEREIPHYI;LA, Blainv., have, like
the true nereides, an even number of tentacula, at the sides
of the head, and four or five small ones besides, in front.
They have eyes; their large proboscis, furnished with a circle
of very short fleshy tubercles, shows no jaws, and they are
especially distinguished by having gills in the form of rather
broad leaves over-lapping each other in a single rowan each
side of the body, and over them are spread some vessels ex-
tremely ramified. '

Nerei8 lameUifera Atlantica, Pall., Nov. act. Petrop. it
pI. v. fig. 11-18; perhaps the same as the Nereiph,!/lle de
Pareto, Blainv., Diet. des Sc. Nat.; N . ./lava, Ott., Fab.,
Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Copenh. v. part i. pI. iv. f. 8-10.

N. B. N. tJiridis, Mull., verso pl. xl. of which M. Savigoy,
withont having seen it, proposes to form the genus EULALIA
and the two EUNOMI.A, Risso, Europ. Merid. iv. p. 420.,
appear to me to be also phyllodoctB ; perhaps we should even
refer to them the Nereis pinnigera, Montag., Linn. Trans.
IX. vi. 8; and the Nereia ateUifera. M~., ZooI. Dan. pl.lxii.
f. I., of which 1I. Savigoy, without having seen it, proposes
to make a genus, under the name of LEPIDIA; and the
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N.longa, Ott. Fab., which M. Savigny places with N.jlam,
in his' genus ETEONE : all these annelida should be carefully
examined afresh, according to \he detailed method of :M.
Savigny.

We must not confound these phyllodoclB of M. Savigny
with those of M. Ranzani, which are allied to the aphroditm,
and particularly to the polynoe.

ALCJOPA, Awl. and M. EdUJtJrd6.

They have pretty nearly the mouth and tentacula of
pbyUodoce; but their feet, independently of the tuberele
which supports the bristles, and the two foliaceous cilThi, or
gills, present two branchial tubercles, which occupy their
superior and inferior edges, Alciopa Reynaudii, Aud. and
Edw. Of the Atlantic Ocean. The pretended Nais Rathke,
Soc. d' HisL Nat. de Copenb. v. part i. pl. iii. f. 15, may very
probably be an Alciopa.

SPIO, Fab. and GtlaeL

The body is Blender; there are two very loog tentacula,
which have the appearance of antennlll, eyes in tbe bead, and
on each segment of the body a gill on each side, in the form
of a simple filament. These are the small WOnDS of the
Arctic Ocean, wbich inhabit membranous tubes, Bpio ,eli·
eomis, Ot.t., Fab., Birl., Schr. VI. 'V. 1-7; Spio fi'icONtis,
ib. 8-12. The POLYDOR..E, Bose. verso I. v. 7., appear to
me to belong to this genus.

SVLLI8, Sa"., have tentacula of an uneven number, articu
lated like the beads of a rosary, as well as the superior cirrhi
of the feet, which are very simple, and have but a single
parcel of bristles. It appears tbat there are some varieties
relative to the existence of their jaws, Bylli' monila.ri8, Sav.,
Eg. Annel. iv. f. 3. copied. Diet. des Sc. Nat.-N. B. The
Nerei, armillaria, Mull. verso pl. ix., of which, without
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haring seen it, M. Barigoy proposes to fonn a genus, which
be names LYCASTI8, has tentaeula and cirrhi, bead-like, as in
8yllis; but its tentacula are represented of an even number.
It haa also need of a new examination.

GLYCERA. SafJ., are recognized by their bead being in the
form of a fleshy and conical point, which has the appearance
cl a little hom. and the summit ofwhich is divided into four
very small tentacola, IlC&J'Cely visible. The proboscis of some
still presents jawl. It is said that in others there is no ap
peuance of this kind, Nerei8 allJa, Mull. Zool., Dan.lxxii.
6,7.; Gl~c. Meehlii, Aud. and Edw. Litlor. de la France.
Annel. pl. vi. fig. 1.

NEPBTHYS, O"fJ. The proboscis of phyllodoce, but no
teDtacola, and on each foot two bundles ofbristles, very much
separated, between which is a cirrhus, Nephthga Hombergii,
Cuv. repre8eDted in the Diet. des Sc. Nat.

LUMBRINERA, Blain.".,

Want tentaeola; their body, very much elongated, has at each
uticolation only a very small forked tubercle, from which
iasoea a small bundle of bristles. If there be an external
organ of respiration, it can only be an upper lobe of this
tubercle, fIe1'eU ebranchitJta, Pall., Nov., Act. Petrop. ii. pI. vi.
f. 2; Lombrinere brillant, Blainville, pI. of the Diet. des Sc.
NaL; Lumbrictufragilia,Mull.,·Zool. Dan. pl. xxii., of which
M. BlaiDville makes, but with some hesitation, his genus
SeOI,ETOMA.

N. B. The SCOLOLOPE8, Blainville, which are known
ooly by the figure ofAbildgaardt, Lumbricm 8qutJmaitl8, Zool.
Dan. IV. elv. 1-5., have a very slender body, with numerous
rings. to each of which is a cirrhus se"ing as a gill, and two
bundles of bristles; the inferior of which seems to issue from
a fold of the skin, compressed like a scale; their head has
neither jaws nor tentacula.
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ARICIA, Sa"., want both teeth and tentacula. Their body,
which is elongated, supports upon the back two ranges of
lamellated cirrhi, and their anterior feet are fumished with
denticulated crests, which are not found on the other feeL
Ar. Ouvierii, Aud. and Edw. Litt. de Ja France, Annel. pl. vii.
p.I-I8.

The LumbriCU8 Armiger, Mull., Zool., Dan. pl. xxii. f. 4 and
6, of which, without having seen it, M. de Blainville proposes
to form a genus under the name of SCOI,OPLE, appears to
want both teeth and tentacula, and to have &imple small
bundles of short bristles on its first segments, and a bifid
wart, a small bristle, and a branchi&1lamina, long and pointed,
on the others.

Our coasts of the Atlantic possess some species of many
of these genera.

HESlONE have the body short, tolerably thick, and com
posed of few and indistinct rings; a very long cirrhus, which
probably performs the function of gills, occupies the upper
part of each foot, which also has another inferior one, and a
bundle of bristles. Their proboscis is Jarge, and without
jaws or tentacula. We have some from the Mediterranean,
HeBione Splentlida, Sav. Egg. AnneL pl. iii. f. 8; H.fe&tiva,
id. ib. p. 41; He,. fHJntheri.na, Ri880., Em., Mir. iv. p. 418.

OPBELIIU, Sa'IJ.

The body thick and short, with feebly-marked rings, and
scarcely perceptible bristles; some long cirrhi, serving as
gills on the two thirds of its length. The mouth contains, at
the palate, a denticulated crest; its lips are surrounded with
tentacula, of which the upper two are larger than the othen.

N. B. It is probably in this neighbourhood that should
come the Nerei8 prinnatica and bi.from, Fabric. Soc. d'HisL
Nat. de Copenb. v. premo part pJ. iv. p. 17-28.
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CIRRHATULUS, Lam.,

Have a very long filament, serving as gills, and two small
bundles of bristles to each of the articulations ~f the body,
which are very numerous and very crowded; there is, more
over, a line of long filaments around the nape. Its head, but
little marked, has neither tentacula nor jaws, Lumlwicw
cirrAatlUl, Ott., Fabr.• Faun., Graml. £ :S., from which the
Twe1JeUa tentaculata, Monl, Linn., Trans. IX. vi. and the
cirrAinere .filigere, Blainv. pI. Dict. des Soc. Nat., do not
appear to me to differin genus; Cirr1&. Lamarckii., Aud. and
Edw. Littoral. de Ia France, Annelid., pl. vii. f. 1-4..

PALMYRA, SafJ.,

Are recognised by their upper fasciculi, the bristles of which
are large, flatted, disposed like a fan, and shine like the most
finely polished gold. Their inferior fasciculi are small; their
cirrhi and gills but little marked. They have the body elon
gated, two tentacula tolerably long, and three very small.

But one is known, from the Isle of France, one or two
inches long. Palrn'!l"a aurifwa, Say.

APBRODITA, Lin.,

Are easily recognized in this order by the two longitudinal
ranges of broad membranous scales which cover their back, to
which, through a very groundless assimilation, the name of
elytra has been given, and under which their gills are con
cealed, in the form of smalllleshy crests.

Their body is generally of a flatted form, and shorter and
broader than in the other Annelida. We observe in their in
terior a very thick and muscular resophagus, capable of being
protruded externally like a proboscis. The intestine is un
equal, and furnished on each side with a great number of
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branching creca, the extremities of which are fixed between
the bases of the bundles of bristles, which serve as feet.

M. Savigny distinguishes HALITHE..E, which have three
tentacula, and between two of them one very small crest.
They are destitute of jaws.

We have one of these upon our coasts, whicb is one of tbe
most beautiful of animals, in point of colour, Aphrodita acv

leata, L. Pall. Misc. v. ii. 1-13. It is oval, six 01' eight
inches long, and two 01' three broad. The scales of its back
are covered and concealed by a sort of stuff resembling tow,
which arises from the sides. From these same sides spring
groups of strong spines, whicb partly piel'ce the tow, and
bundles of flexuous bristles, shining with all the brilliancy of
gold, and changing into all the tints of the rainbow. They
do not yield in beauty to the plumage of the bumming-bird,
nol' to the most lively lustre of precious stones. Lower down
is a tubercle, from which spines in three groups issue forth,
and of difFerent dimensions, and, finally, a fleshy cone. Forty
of these tubercles may be counted on each side, and between
the .first two are two small Beshy tentacula. There are fifteen
pairs of broad scales, and sometimes inflated, on the back,
and fifteen small branchial crests on each side.

Some of these Halithere have none of this tow-like stuff on
the back, and our seas produce one species of them-Aphrod.
!l,yBlriz, Save

Auother subdivision of the Aphrodita is that of POLYNOE,
8av.,EuIlIOLPE, Oken,which hue no tow on the back; their
tentacula are Dve in number, and their proboscis contains
strong and corneous jaws.

We have several species on our coasts.
Aphrotl. IfJUtIflUJu., Pall. Misc. Zool. vii. U. Littor. de la

France, Annel. pI. i. f. 10-6; Pol".. ltctu. Aud. and Edw.
ib. pl. ii. f. II-IS; Apl"od. punctata, Mull. Verso xiii;
Aplwod. cirr1&o6a, Pall. Misc. Zooi. viii. 3-6; A. lepidota,
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ida ib. 1-2; ..4pAr. Clava, Montg. Lin. Trans. IX. vii.,
which is at least greatly allied to ..4pAr. plafla, MuD. Verso
xix; Polyrioe impatieru, Sav.Egg. Annel. pI. iii. f. i; Polynoi!
...riccta, id. ib. f. 1.

SIGA.LION,..4ud. and Milae EdtD., are of & much more elon
gated form than the otlaer apbroditm; they have cirriri to an
the feel. Sigaliofl MathiedtB, Aud. and Edw. Littor. de la
Fran~Annel.

TheAcoETES, of the same, have cirrhi which alternate with
the elytm for a considerable length; their jaws are stronger,·
and better denticulated, ..4coete. Pleei, Aud. and Milne Edw.
ConecL of the Muse~m. The Antilles possess a large species,
which inhabits a tube of the consistence of leather.

N. B. The PAyllod6ce~ of M. Ranzani. called
POLYDONTE by Renien, and E'lWlo/pe mazirna by Oken,
appears very much allied to AcoETEs. Its proboscis and
jaws are the same, and neither of the genera has perhaps been
deecribed from complete individuals.

There remain still many of the Annelida too imperfectly
described to be well characterized: such as N ereia caJC(I,

Fabr. Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Copenh. part i. pl. iVa f. 24-28;
N.longa, ide ib. f. 11-18; N . .ApitrodittJide., ib. 4-7; ib. f.
11-18; BrtJflChiariw f'UMlra1Jfl'datu.B, Montag. Linn. Trans.
xii. pI. xiv. f. 6; Diplote, kfalina, ide ib. f. 6 and 7 i and the
pMeDded Hirudo lwanchiata, ofArchib. Menzies, Lin. Trans.
L pI. xvii. f. 8. Nor have I placed the MYRIANA., and two
01' three other genera of M. Saviguy, for want of an opportu
nity of re-examining them.

CS<ETOPTEIlUS, Cuv.,

A new and singular genus that can only come here; the
mouth without jaws, and proboscis furnished above with a lip,
to which are attached two very small tentacula. Then comes
a disk, with nine pairs of feet; then a pair of long silky bun-

13
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dIes, like two wings. The gills, in the form of laminre, are
attached, rather below than above, and predominate along
the middle of the body.

There is one species,OMtopterw PergamentacetU, eight
or ten inches long, which inhabits a tilbe of the substance of
parchment. It belongs to the sea of the Antilles.

THIRD ORDER OF THE ANNELIDA.

THE ABRANCHIA,

HAVE no organ of re8piration externally apparent, and seem
to respire, some like the lumbrici, by the entire surface of their
skin; others, like the Hirudines, by interior cavities. They
have a closed circulating system, most generally filled with
red blood, and a knotted nervou" cord, like all the Annelida.
There are BOme which still have seire, or bristles serving for
locomotion, and others which are destitute of them, which
gives rise to the establishment of two families.

The first family, that of
SETIGEROUS ABRANCHIA, or PROVIDED WITH SET..E,

comprehends the Lumbrici and the Naides of Linnreus.
LUMBRICUS, L.,-vulgo, eartA-UHn"fIIs--charaeterized by a

long cylindrical body, divided by wrinkles into a great num
ber of rings, and by a mouth without teeth, necessarily re

quired subdivision.

LUMBRICUS, Cuv. (proper),

Are destitute of eyes, of tentacula, of gills, and of cirrhi; a
tubercle, or sensible enlargement, particularly at the season of
reproduction, seems to attach them to each other in inter
course. In their interior there is a strait rugose intestine,
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and some whitish glandB towards the middle of the body,
which appear to serve the purposes of generation. It is cer
tain that they are hermaphrodites; but it may be possible
that their approximation serves only to excite them mutually
to self.fecundation. According to Mr. Montague, the eggs
descend between the intestme and the external envelope, as
far 88 around the rectum, where they disclose. The young
ones come out alive through the anus. M. L. Dufour says,
on the contrary, that they form eggs analogous to those of the
Hirudines. The nervous cord is only a series of an infinity
of small ganglia, crowded one against the other.

M. Savigny subdivides them again: his ENTERION have
under each ring four pairs oflittle bristles, eight in all.

Every body knows the common earth-worm, Itl1nlJriCfU
lerrmm, Le, with a reddish body, attaining nearly a foot in
length, with one hundred and twenty rings, and more. The
enlargement is towards the anterior third of the body; under
the sixteenth ring are two pores, the use of which is un
mown.

This animal pierces the earth in all directions, and swallows
much of it; it also eats roots, ligneous fibres, animal sub
stances, &c. In the month ofJune it issues from the earth at
night, for the purposes of generation.

What I have here mentioned is common to many species,
which M. Savigny was the mst to distinguish: he has charac
terized twenty of them. See my analysis of the labours of the
Academy of Sciences, 1821. M. Duges distinguishes six,
but be does not refer them exactly to those of M. Savigny.

N. B. Moller and Fabricius speak of lumbrici, with two
Belle to each ring, of which M. Savigny proposes to form his
genus CLITELLJO, LtlmlJ. minutw, Fab., Faun. Grrenl. f. 4.,
and of lumbrici with four or six setre; but. their descriptions,
which are old, have need of being confirmed and completed,
before we can classify their species.
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HYPOGlEON, Sav., have aD additional odd pair of Iletm on
the back of each ring: they belong to America. HypogaJOfI
hirtum, Sav., Egg. Annel. p. 104.

MM. Audouin and Milne Edwards also distinguish TRO
PHONIA., which have on each ring four bundles of shorter
setre, and a great number of long and brilliant ones, which
surround the mouth.-7ropkonia harhata, Aud. and Edw.
Littor. de 1& France, Annel. pl. x. f. IS-H).

N.AIS, Linn.,

Have the body elongated, and the rings less marked than the
lumbrici. They live in holes, which they excavate in mud,
at the bottom of the water, and from which they protrude the
anterior part of their body, which they keep incessantly mov
ing. There are visible on the head ofmany some small black
points, which may be taken for eyes. They are small worms,
and their power of reproduction is as astonishing as that of
the hydrre. Many of them exist in our fresh waters.

Some have setre tolerably long, NaiB Elingius, Mull. Wurm,
ii; N. littoral'is, ide Zool. Dan. lxxx.

And sometimes a long proboscis in front, Nais prohoscidea,
id. Wurm, i. 1-4., of which M. de Lamarck makes his genus
STYLARIA.

Or several small tentacula at the posterior extremity, Nais
digitata, Gm.; ClBca, Mull. ib. v.; of which M. Oken makes
his genus PROTO.

Others have very short setre, Nais tJermicularis, Gm., Rres.
III. rciii. 1-7; N. Serpentina, ide xcii., and Mull. iv. 2-4 ;
Lw.mhricus tuhije:c, Gm., BonneL vers d'eau douce, iii. 9-10.
Mull. Zoo!' Dan. lxxxiv.; Lumh. lineatus, Mull Wurm. iii.
4-:».

We may approximate to this genus certain annelida hitherto
referred to the lumbrici, which fabricate for themselves tuhes
of clay, debris, &c., in which they live, Lumhrietu tubicola,
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Mull. ZooL Dan.mv.; LImb. BabeUari8, ib. civ.6. M. de
Lamarck unites them with Naia tubifez, and makes of them
hia genus TUBIFEX; but a new examination of them is
nec:euary.

CLYM'ENA, SafJ.,

Also appear to belong to this family; their body, tolerably
thick, has but few rings. which for the most part have a range
of strong selle; and a little higher, on the dorsal side, is a
bundle of finer selle. Their head has neither tentacula nor
appendages; their posterior extremity is truncated and radi
ated. They also inhabit tubes, Clymena amphistoma, Sav.,
Egg. Annel. pI. i. f. 1; Cl. lumbricalis, Ot.. Fabr.• Aud. and
Edw. Littor. de la France, .Annel. pl. x. f. 1-6; Cl. ElJieuis.
Aud. and Edw. Littor. de la France, f. 8-12.

The second family, or that of
ABRANCHIA, WITHOUT SET..E, comprehends two great

genera, both aquatic.

HIRUDO, Lin•• the LEECH.

Have the body oblong, sometimes depressed, and wrinkled
transversely. The mouth is surrounded with a lip. and the
poeterior extremity provided with a Batted disk. both adapted
to fix npon bodies by a sort of suction. and serving the leech
as the principal organs of locomotion; for after extending
itself, it fixes its anterior extremity, and approximates the
other, which in its tum adheres, to allow the first to be carried
Corward. In several we observe, underneath the body, two
series of pores, the orifices of as many little interior pouches,
which some naturalists regard as organs of respiration, al
though they are usually filled with a mucous Buid. The intes
tinal canal is straight, inflated from space to space, as far as
two-thirds of ita length, where there are two cmca. The blood
swallowed ia preserved there, red and unchanged, for many
weekL
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The ganglia of the nervous cord are much more separated
than in the lumbrici.

The leeches are hermaphrodites: a large penis projects
from under the anterior third of the body, and the vulva is a
little farther back. Many of them collect their eggs into
cocoons, enveloped in a fibrous excretion.

They have been subdivided according to characters chiefly
derived from the parts of the mouth.

SANGUIHUGA,Sa17.,JATRoBDELLA,Blai,.". These are the
leeches properly so called; the anterior BUcker has its upper
lip divided into several segments; its aperture is transverse,
and it contains three jaws, armed, each on its edge, with two
ranges of very fine teeth, which enables them to penetrate
through the skin without making any dangerous wound there.
Ten small points have been observed upon them, which are
taken for eyes.

We are all acquainted with the common or medicinal leech.
Hirudo medicinali8. L., so useful an instrument in local
bleeding&. It is usually blackish, striped with yellowish
above; yellowish, spotted with black underneath. It is found
in all dormant waters.

H..EMOPSIS, Sav., differ from the last only because their jaws
have but a few and obtuse teeth. M. de Blainville calls them
Hypobdella, the HorBe-leech; Hirudo .angui8'4ga, L.;
HtB11I&p. ,angui,oroo, Sav., Moq. Tand. pI. iv. £ 1.; Car. pI.
xl. f. 7.; much larger, and altogether of a greenish black. It
has been reported to be sometimes dangerous, from the wounds
which it inflicts.

The difference of opinions as to the power of the horse
leech to draw blood is very singular. Linnlllus says that
nine of them can kill a horse. MM. Huzard and Pelletier,
on the contrary. in a memoir lately presented to the Institute,
and inserted in the Journal de Pharmacie, March, 182~, as
sure U8 that it never attacks a vertebrated animal. M. de
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Blainville thinks that the difference arises from its having been
confounded with a nearly-allied species, the Black Leech,
which he makes the type of a genus that he calls PSEUDOB
DELLA, and of which the jaws are merely folds of the skin
without, any teeth. I believe this fact would deserve a fresh
investigation. Both species devour Lumbrici with avidity.

BDELLA, SafJ., have but eight eyes, and the mouth is com
pletely destitute of teeth. M. Moquin-Tandon changes this
name into LIMNAT18.

There is one in the Nile, Bd. Nilotica, Egg. Annel. pl. v.
f.4.

NEPHELI8, SafJ., have also but eight eyes, and their mouth
internally has but three folds of the skin. M. de Blainville
names them ERPOBDELIA:, and M. Oken HELLUO. Snch
are Hir. fJtIlgaru, L, or H. octoculata, Bergm., Mem. de
Stockh. 1767, pl. vi. f. ~-8; N. atomaria, Caren. L. C. pl.
xii. See also pI. vi. of M. Moquin-Tandon.

There are many small species in our waters, among which
we distinguish TROCHETu,Dutrochet, GEOBDELLA, Blainv.,
whieh differ only by an enlargement at the seat of the genital
organs.

We have one species of them, which frequently comes to
land to pursue the lumbrici, GeobdeUa trochetii, Blainv.
Diet. des Sc. Nat. Hirud. pl. iv. f. 6.

M. Moqnin Tandon, under the name of AULA8TOMA, de
scribes a subgenns whose mouth is also furnished with nothing
bot longitndinal folds tolerably numerous, .Aula8t. nigreBcenB,
Moq. Tand. pl. vi. f. 4.

After Nephelis are placed the BRANCHIOBDELLA, of M.
Odier, remarkable for jaws, two in nnmber, and the absence
oreyee.

One species is known, which lives on the gills of the astaci.
BrarachiobdeUa tUtaci, Ode Mem. de la Soc. d'IIist. Nat. de

Paris, tom. i. pI. iv.
VOL. XIII. D
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All these sub-divisions have the anterior sucker but little
separated from the body; in the following two it is clearly
distinguished from it by a strangulation, is composed but of a
single segment, and with a transverse aperture.

HlEMOCBARlS, Sav., have, with this conformation, eight
eyes, the body narrow, and the rings but little distinct; their
jaws are projecting points, scarcely visible. They do not
swim, but walk like those caterpillars called geometrical, and
particularly attach themselves to fish. M. de Blainville, who
had given them the name of PISCICOL.E, adopted by M. de
Lamarck, has again changed it into ICBTBYOBDELLA.

We have one species of them, pretty frequently found in
the Cyprini.-Hirudo piscium, L. Rwsel, Ill. xxxii. Add. ;
Pi8cicola cephalota, Caren. pl. xii. f. 19.; and Moq. Tand.
pl. vii. f. 2, Pi8cic. te88elata, Moq. f. 3.

ALBIONA, Sav., differ from the preceding, because their
body is bristled with tubercles, and their eyes are six in num~

ber. They live in the sea. They are the PONTOBDELLA,
of Leach and Blainville.

Our seas nourish in abundance the Albiona verrtlC08a,
Hirudo muricata, L., all bristling with small tubercles, Add.
Pontobd. areolata, P. vernu:ata. P. spinulo8a, Leach. Miscell.
Zool. lxiiL, lxiv•• lxv.; Hirudo vittata, Chamisson, and
Eisenhardt, Nov. Act. Nat. Car. t. x. pI. xxiv. f. 4.

BRANCBELI.ION.-This name has been given to a parasite
of the torpedo, very similar to a leech in its two cups or suckers,
its depressed body, and its transverse folds. Its anterior cup,
which appears to have a very small mouth at its posterior
edge, is supported on a part attenuated in the form of a neck,
at the root of which is a small hole, for the organs of genera
tion; there appears to be another behind. They are the
POLYDORUS ofOken, the BUANCHIOBDELLION ofRudolphi,
and the BRANCBIOBDELLA of De Blainville.

The lateral edges of its folds, compressed and projecting,
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haTe been regarded as gills; but I can discover no vessels
there. Its epidermis is ample, and envelopes it like a very
)ooee sack. It is the BrancheUion torpedinis of Sav.; but
the species observed on the tortoise should not be associated
with iL Hir. branckiattl, Menzies, Linn. Trans. I. xviii. 8.,
which truly appears to have plumose gills, and which it
would be necessary to examine again.

'Ve also commonly range among the leeches,
CLEPSINA, Sav., GLOSSOPERA, Johns., which have a

widened body, a posterior cup only, and the mouth in the
form of a proboscis, and without sucker; but it may not be
impossible that BOme of them rather belong to the family of the
planaria.

M. de Blainville names them GLOSSOBDELLA; Hir. C(Yfll,

planata, or lIexoculata, Berg. Mem. de Stockh. 17:)7, pI. vi.
r. 12-14; H. trioculata, ib. f. 9-Il ; HiT. hyalina, L., Gm.,
Trembley, Polyp. pl. vii. f. 7; Olepsina palud<Jsa, Moq. Tand.
pl iv. r. 3, &c.

I believe them still more allied to the PHYLLINE, Oken.,
and to the MALAcOBDELL..E, Blainv., which have also broad
bodies, and are destitute of proboscis and anterior sucker.
They are parasite animals: the first are named EPIBDELLA
by de BlainY'.; HiT. hippogloaBi, Mull. ZooI. Dan. Iiv. 1-4.
To the second belongs HiT. gr08lltl, Mull. Zool. Dan. xxi.

GORDIUS, L.,

Have the body resembling a thread, slight transverse folds
only marking its articulations, and neither feet, gills, nor ten
tacola are visible. Nevertheless, in the interior, a nervous
system is still distinguishable in a knotted cord. Perhaps,
however, it may be necessary to place them definitively
with the cavitary intestinal worms, like the nemertes.

D2
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They inhabit fresh water, mud, and inundated grounds,
which they pierce in all directions, &c.

The species are not yet very well distinguished: the most
common, Gar. aquatiCU8, is several inches long, almost as fine
as a hair, and brown, with blackish extremities.



SUPPLEMENT

ON THB

CLASS OF THE ANNELIDA.

IT is of the utmost importance to the student of natural his
tory, thoroughly to understand the application of the names,
aud the strict limits of its various divisions: to do this, be
comes of still greater consequence, and we regret to say of
infinitely more difficulty, as we descend in our researches to
thoee beiugs which rank lower and lower in the great scale of
auimaJity. This arises from the multitude, the variety, the
habits, and the localities of such beings, often presenting great
impediments to observation and examination j but still more
from the confusion and mutation of names and divisions, by
careless investigation, or scientific vanity. This has been
strikingly exemplified with respect to the animals to which
OlD' attention is now directed j and a few preliminary remarks
in reference to their classification will not only be useful but
indispensable.

In the infancy of the study of natural history, the name of
VBRMES, or WORKS, was bestowed on all animals with long
aDd soft. bodies, from a comparison of them to the earth-worms,
or ltmabrici, to which this term had been specifically devoted.
Cooaequently, the larvm ofinsecls were considered as worms,
and are still considered as such, by the great majority of man
kind.
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The names ofwonns,-alCw~,,~,Ev~al, f'>.,u11{:, in Greek, and
tJerme8 in Latin,-were employed by the ancients to designate
certain animals, which to a certain degree they suited; with
much more reference, however, to the elongated form of their
body than to the softness of their composition. But, as we have
seen, the Greeks had three words for these beings, each ofwhich
had its peculiar signification. From what Aristotle tells us
of his 8cole:r:,-a word, the root of which is indubitably 8colio8,
which means torlUOtl8,-it is evident that it applied to all the
animals which exhibited the form of the common worm, or
rather, perhaps, whose movements were tortuous, whatever
might be the nature of the change which they were subse
quently to undergo. It would seem, however, that it was
more especially' applied to the first degree of development in
insects, to the state in which they appear on ilJ8uing from the
egg of the parent. Aristotle certainly extends its application
no further than to insects.

Such, however, is not the case with ..£lian : in two places of
his work on the natllre of animals, where this expre88iOD
occurs, he evidently intends the lumbrici; in a third, it is
probable that be alludes to the caterpillar of the cabbage
butterfly; and iD a fourth, he thus designates, after Ctesias,
lOme fabulona animal, although he states it to belong to the
genus of those which are nourished and engendered in wood.

Athenreul employs the word Scolezia to designate the small
worms which live in the vulva of the she-mule.

The term Eulai appears to have been also employed to
designate the form under which some insects e:ost, for a
greater or leu period of time, lince we Dnd it applied to ani
mals which inhabit putrid flesh, and also wounds and ulcers.
Its extension, therefore, was not very greaL ..£lian likewise
employs it to designate what in all probability was a larva,
when he tells U8 that in India the peasants remove the land
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tortoises from their shell with a mattock, in the same manner
as they remove the worms from plants which are infested by
them.

F'mally, the word Elmim, which is frequently employed by
Hippocrates in many of his works, and among others, in his
General Treatise on Diseases, was applied by him to those
urimals which are at present known under the denomination
of i"tatinal tDOrm8, of which he was acquainted with but a
small nnmber of species. Aristotle has employed it in the
same manner, as well as lElian, every time that he speaks of
the substances which are used to rid dogs of the worms, to
which they are subject.

The Latin authors, and Pliny among the rest, appear to
have restricted the word lumbricu8 to the intestinal worms,
and to have rendered the three Greek denominations by a
Bingle one, that of fJt!f"T1IP8, from which it has happened that
the modems have been led to the same confusion, by the
word fIJOrIM, which, as well as the French word fJer8, is evi
dently derived from the Latin. All the other animals, which
they comprehended under the name of eZ8anguia, meaning by
that term that they had not red blood, were divided under the
three titles of imeda, mollusca, and ztKJplyta. The term
fln'fIU!6 did not then possess that undue extension which it
obtained among the naturalists of the last century, with whom
it at last comprehended all animals, with the exception of the
vertebrata, the insects and the crustacea. This extension was
probably o\\ing to the having united in the definition of the
word the consideration of the softness of the body to that of
its elongated form. To LinnlBus unquestionably is a.ttribut.
able this unlucky innovation; for, previously to his time, we
find that isidore, of Seville, though he has employed the name
of~, for a sort of class, has only included under it such
animals as might with some propriety be so called: in fact
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true worms, whether belonging to the Annelida of our author,
or not, nevertheless, we find, iu his definition of the slug, the
word verme8 employed as a principal name.

With respect to the red-blooded tDorIIU, with which we are
most i.mmediately concerned in this place, though some of our
remarks may be found allusive to genera, thrown among the
zoophytes by Cuvier, but comprehended by M. de Blainville
in his classification of worms into Chetopoda and Apoda, (see

text) the ancients seem to have known but very imperfectly
the animals which constitute the class Annelida. Aristotle
confines himself to stating, probably With regard to the
nereides, and underthe denomination of marine ScolopendrQ!,
that they are similar to the land Scolopendrre, but a little
smaller, of a redder colour, with a greater number of feet, and
more weak; that they are born in the same manner as serpents,
and in places full of rocks, not in the depths of the sea.
Aristotle has also spoken of leeches, as well as of some intes
tinal worms. He adds, in another place, that they bite not
with their mouth, but irritate by contact only, like the acala
I'hQ!, or sea-nettles (a class of zoophytes); that they emit an
unpleasant odour; and finally-which is somewhat less credi
ble-that when they are caught with a hook, they reject, or
,"omit forth all their intestines, until they have expelled the
hook, and then put them in again, and go about as well
as ever.

Pliny has added nothing to the statements of Aristotle re
specting this class of animals•

.£lian, Oppian, Dioscorides, and Galen, have likewise done
nothing but copy and exaggerate what has been left. us by
Aristotle. The two latter have merely added the remedies
which they conceived to be of suitable application in case of
accidents from the contact of the marine BColopendne, and
those in the composition of which they employed the animals
themselves.
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Isidore, of Seville. is the first author in whose works we find
a particular chapter, the fifth. under the title of fJeNIles; but
he confines his attention there to lumbrici, ascarides, leeches,
and worms that inhabit flesh.

Albertua Magnus, in his book on the animals of the division
t!ZMIJtgtlia, speaks of the leech, and of the worm, in an alpha
betical order.

Wotton has not extended the number of the animals of this
class, and only speaks of the nereides under the name of ma
ri"e IICOluperu/Ice, in his book upon insects; of leeches among
the fish; and ofearth-worms under the name ofintestini terrce;
sa well as of intestinal worms under the generic denomination
of l.rn1Jrici; elmi,.. in Greek, among the insects.

Belon, in his history of aquatic animals, mentions, for the
first time, under the name of lumlJricu& marin,", in opposi
tion to the earth-worm, which he names lumbriCU8 terrestri8,
the animal which we now call arenicola.

Ronde1et went considerably farther: in fact, he not only
described and gaTe figures of several nereides, still under the
name of 1lea-lColopendra, but he remarked, for the first time,
one of the tu1Jicolent annelides, probably of the genus serpula.
He also described and figured the common and the sea
leech, and also made known two species of sipWlculi (zoo
phytes).

Gesner collected all that had been advanced previously to
his time by the ancients and modems respecting the cheto
poda., and the worms in general. But he added nothing
new, and speaks of them only in articles altogether detached

• We beg to UIe this term or M. de Blainville, as more conveniently
expreIBing the ,dig_ tmflelida, or those which move by means of bun
dles 01..or bristles. We may also occasionally employ his term apoda
to express thole which sre destitute or such appendages, always, however,
1imitiDg the exten~ or those terms to the genera in the text.
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and separate, and gives ns less. perhaps, about them under
the head vermis, than under that of .colopertdra.

Aldrovandus, and his abridger, not having followed the al
phabetical order, like Gesner, were nece8&llrily forced to unite
all these animals in a sort of clus or group, under the com
mon name of fJi1fT1Ie,. But it is remarkable enough that they
did not comprehend among them any of the chetopoda, but
merely the worms which live in the body of man, or that of
other animals; those which live in plants, in the earth, as the
earth-worm, which they call1umhricu8 terreBtrilJ; and·finally,
the slugs, probably after the definition of Isidore, who has
characterized the slug as" fJef'mil lima:c dictu. eo quod in
limo fUJllcitur; UfIUle et .ordidu.emper et~ Aahetur,"
an etymology which had already been given by Varro.

The Chetopoda are, however, mentioned in the seventh
book of those writers, when they speak of aquatic insects.
In the sixth chapter, the nereides are comprised again
under the name of .eQ,-IlColqpendrtB. In the seventh chapter,
are placed the worms which live in cloths. Tn the tenth
chapter is the gordius, which is named .eta, vel vitalil

aquatiCUB, and which has been called gordiUB from the
habit of twisting itself up like the Gordian knot. The
Ololygon of Theon appears to be the same animal. It is, he
says, a palustral animal, simple, slender, oblong, indistinct,
similar to a lumbricus, but thinner. In chapters xi. and xii.
are the sea and land-leech; in xiii. the lumhriri marini,
that is, the aipuftctlli of Rondelet, and the arenicola of Belon.
In x. the hippocampus, a species of fish. In xviii. the
asteritB, which were then considered insects, according to the
rigorous definition of the term insecta.

After this time, during almost the whole period, which pre
ceded the regeneration of natural science, until Ray, and more
particularly Linnreus, authors comprised under the term worms,

13
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the iBteatiDlB, and the earth-worms, while the c1aetopoda were
ccmsidered u inaecta. Ray, whose method is very rigorous,
divides his imectaJ which comprehend all articulated ani
mals, into insects which do not undergO metamorphosis, and
thOlle which do. The first secLion i.8 dirided into apoda and
pAorotpoda. The division apoda comprehends the worms
which live in lIle earth, u the lnmbrici; those which inhabit
the bodies oC animals, u the intestime ; and those which live
in the water, as the fresh-water and sea-leech, &c. He ob
eerves, that among the terrestrial species, most authors range
the limaces, whether naked or conchyliferous. The group oC
plwropoda, is then divided according to the number of feet,
into kezlJfHJd8J octopods, tetradecapoda, and polgpods. In this
last section, under the name of terreBtria, come the J uH, and
the true Scolopend.no; and in the aquatic division the .ea
M:OloperulreJ or nereides.

In the first edition oC the SyBlerna NatureJ LinnllluB ex
tended the term tJermiB to all animals that were not mam
malia, birds, reptiles, fishes, or insects, and consequently to
mollusca, whether naked or shelled, and to zoophytes; but he
excluded the in&ect-W0rm8 of Ray, from his clus vermis.
This elasa was then divided into Cour orders: 1. Reptilia, for
the intestinal worms, comprehending, however, the leeches
and lumbrici; 2. Zoopkyta for the chetopoda, or setigerous
annelida, the naked mollusca, the meduS&l, and the echinD
dermata; 3. Te8lacea, for the conchyliferous mollusca, com
prehending, however, the ascidilll, under the name of micro
cosmos; 4. and last, the Litkophyta, for the madrepores and
serpolacee.

After this first essay, appeared the genera Amphitrite fU!f"eiB,
and aphrodita, which belong to the cbetopoda. In subse
quent editions of LinnIllUS, the name inte8tintB, wu substi
tuted Cor reptilia, for the first order. The denomination
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zoophyta was replaced by that of moUwca, for the second,
while it replaced that of lithophyta, for the fourth, which was
suppressed.

In the eleventh edition, the class of worms is divided into
five orders: Inteatina, MoUwca, Teatacea, Lithophyta, and
Zoophyta, and the genera which at present constitute the class.
of red-blooded worms, were parcelled out, BOme as ltImbricus
and !&indo in the first order; others as terebella, aphrodita
and nerei8 in the second; and finally, some as serpula and
sabella in the fourth,in consequence ofthe tube in which they
live.

In the interval from t.his edition of the Bgstema NatfWtB.

to the last, which appeared in 1766, and which was very
closely followed by Gmelin's, the thirteenth, BOme very im
portant researches on the animals of the Linnrean class of
worms, and especially on the chetopoda, or setigerous anne
lida, were given to the world. The labours of Pallas, in 1766,
on the aphrodittB, the nereides, and the serpultB, were the
true origin of every thing judicious, which has been subse
quently proposed concerning this class of animals. He
plade the very important observation, which he had already
applied to the mollusca proper, that the presence or absence
of a calcareous envelope did not constitute a sufficient ground
for placing in two separate orders, animals which, in other re
spects, are similarlyorganized. Thus he approximated together
the aphroditre and the nereides of the order mollusca of Lin
nmus, and the serpulre and amphitritre of that of his testacea,
saying, that they should form a distinct order, constituting the
passage to the Zoophytes, and to which, he adds, may be
joined the lumbrici, t.he hirudines, the ascarides, gardius, and
the trenire or tape-worms; all which has been done since, has
been fowlded on this observation of Pallas.

To two Danish naturalists,Otho Frederic Muller, and Otho
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Fabricius, we are indebted for a considerable number of ob
servations on the European species of nereis, as well as on
many other animals of the Linnman class of vermes. The
first has proposed some changes in their distribution, intro
ducingan entire order, and at the same time a tolerable Dum
ber of genem.

By him, however, the class vermes is still divided into but
five orden, as be bas united the last two of Linnmus, 1. In
ftUDf'ia, for a numerous group of animals which be supposed
were produced in vegetable or animal infusions, and his la
bours are all that we yet possess on this subject; 2. Helmin
tlaiea, or worms, in which he ranges, in two distinct divisions,
the intestinal worms, and the hirudo in one, and all the
cbetopoda, comprising among tbem the lumbrici, in the other;
3. MoUruca, the same as Linnmus, abstracting the chetopoda,
but leaving the planarim, the fucioli and the medusm, with
the tme naked mollusca; 4. TeBtacea; ~. under the name of
CelltUari4, the lithophytes and zoophytes of Linnmus; be
sides some very curious observations on the reproduction of
the Daides, and nereides, and the distinction ofa great number
of Dew species, science is indebted to this author for the esta
blishment oC the genera Nais and Amphitrite, and the more
exact circumspection of those previously established. His
researches were subsequently made available by Linnmus
himself and several of his successors, in modifying the 8YB
lema NaturiB.

Though the celebrated naturalist, Blumenbach, has almost
exclusively followed Linnmus, in his methodical distribution
of worms, he has nevertheless introduced an observation, as
characteristic of the class, namely, that it never possesses
articnlated organs of motion, in opposition to what he had
said concerning the insects, in which those organs are articu
lated ; "a character," be adds in a note, " which appears to
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me to be more precise, than that which has hitherto been
employed to distinguish insects from worms."

Gmelin, in his edition of the Sglltema Nat",rtIJ, necessarily
much augmented the number of genera, by collecting all that
had been established since the last edition of Linnreus; but he
made no great changes in the methodical distribution of
worms, except by adding the last class proposed by Muller,
under the name of infU8oria. The chetopoda, and indeed
all the red-blooded worms were still scattered through the
three orders of intestina, mollusca, and testacea. He did not
profit by the observations of Pallas, of Muller, or of Blumen
bach.

In 1789, the part of the French Encyclopredia, on worms,
by Bruguieres, made its appearance, with a table of the metho
dical distribution of those animals. But this writer, though
he felt the necessity of establishing a new order, that of
echinodermata (now in the zoophytes), effected no sensible
amelioration. Nevertheless, in proportion as the study of
the animals of the inferior class proceeded, the name of
vermes, given to his last class by Linnreus, was reserved for
the animals which the ancients thus distinguished, and ceased
to be generally employed for the other orders, which were
named mollusca, testacea, zoophytes, and infusoria. Thus,
in the Synopsis of Animals, published by Baron Cuvier, in
1798, the seventh book treats of insects and worms. Under
the name of UJortTUI, 'be then divided these animals into two
sections, according as they were provided, or unprovided,
with setre or spines for locomotion; or, in other words, into
chetopoda and apoda, as has been done by M. de Blain
ville. Among the first were grouped the species which live
in tubes, and also the lumbrici ; in the second were placed the
leeches, and intestinal worms. Thus tb.e observation of Pallas
was appreciated, and put into execution, by Cuvier, respect-
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ing those animals, as it also was at the same time in regard
to the mollusca.

Thus did M. Cuvier, by abandoning the views of Linnreus,
retnm to those ofthe ancient naturalists, such as Aldrovandus,
Mon1fet, and Ray, by comprehending in one and the same
division, t~e insects and worms; but he did more, by follow
ing, as he tells us himself, the ideas of Pallas, and uniting
with his worms, the serpulre, the sabellre, and in general all
the chetopodre with tubes.

Two years after this, M. Cuvier, in the tables which form a
sequel to the first volume of his Lessons on Comparative
Anatomy, introduced a slight modification into the classifica
tion of the worms, which he subsequently carried farther.
This consisted in comprehending under this name, in a defini
tive manner, only the chetopoda and apoda, which exist ex
ternally, the others, or the intestinal worms, being thrown
into a sort of ifICerta Bedel, with a view to a new order. As
for the first, they are divided according as they have external
organs of respiration or not; and the second, according as
they are provided with lateral satre, or destitute of them. In
the first, are all the chetopoda, lumbrici excepted; in the
second, those last animals, nais and thalassema, (now a
zoophyte) and in the third, the hirudines, the planarilll, and
even the fascioli, which are nevertheless intestinal animals.

In 1802, in a particular memoir read at the Institute, M.
Cnvier, in giving his observations on the organization of the
chetopoda, proposed to designate them as a class, by the
name of red-blooded worms, comprehending in it the hirudines
and lombrici, without observing that the most common and
thickest species of our seas has not the nntritive fluid of a red
colour.

A short time after this, M. de Lamarck, determined most
probably by the consideration put forth by Cuvier, also made
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a particular class of the worms, which he divided more easily,
but perhaps less felicitously, accordiug to their habitat being
external, as is the case with all the chetopoda, aud the hiru
dines, or in the interior of other animals, as the entozoa, or
intestinL He admitted nearly the same genera as the Baron,
or at least created but few new ones.

M. Dumeril nearly contents himself with giving new names
to the divisions adopted by M. Cuvier. As to the intestinal
worms, he cuts the difficulty short by making zoophytes of
them, as Linnmu!l had done before, in the instance of the
tamia.

In 1809, and afterwards in 1812, M. de Lamarck proposed
for the class of Chetopoda, the new name of Annelide,. He
divided, as M. Dumeril had done before. this class into two
orders, with reference to the situation of the gills, whether
external or concealed (supposing the latter to have gills),
under the uames of cryptobranchia and gymnobranchia. He
also then particularly established some new genera.

Notwithstanding these innovations of the French naturalists
on the methodical distribution of Linnmus, the rest of Europe
refused to follow the example, and adhered with obstinacy to the
code of the Swedish Aristotle. In Germany, however, in 181~,

M. Oken returned to the division of Aldrol"andus, and though
he did not in all respects follow the French naturalists, yet his
arrangements were based upon the same principles. It is un
.necessary to follow him through the details of his allocations,
but though we cannot deny him the merit of extending just
views, yet we must accuse him of those perpetual mutations
of nomenclature which have proved. to such a signal degree,
detrimental to the progress of natural science.

M. de Blainville, and especially M. de Savigny, have
expended much and most meritorious labour upon this class
ofanimals. But instead of pursuing this analysis of separate
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systema~ any further, we Bhall som up in a few words all
that hu been done for the arrangement of the chetop6tla (leav.
iDg the others out for the present), from the time of Linnlllus
to our own day.

We have seen that these animals were scarcely known to
abe ancients, whose observations were confined to the nereides
aloue, under the name of Sea-8COlopendrtB. LioolEus, collect·
ing the little which had been left by Belon- and Rondelet, es
tablished them into four genera, Serp1lla, NereU, SabeUa,
and ~mpAitrite, the relations of which he did not appreciate,
placing them at a distance from each other, in four different
orders of his clus fJerme6. Pallas pointed out these relations,
and did for them what he had done for the mollusca and testa·
eeL Neither Gmelin nor Bruguieres understood the value
of his remarks, and profited very incompletely indeed by the
detailed observations of Muller and Otho Fabricius. M.
euvier wu the first who executed what the genius of Pallas
bad derised, and who united all these animals under a single
clauic name. In this he wu followed by M. de Lamarck,
and by all zoologists who extended the application of the na·
tora1 method to zoology. M. de Blainville, in applying his
general notions of the methodical classification of animals to
the class in question, which he restricted a little, introduced
the consideration of the similitude of the rings of the body and
of their appendages, for the establishment of orders and fami
lies, and even of a great number of genera, almost at the very
moment when M. Savigny, after a long series of minute obser
YaUOI18, was publiabing a general system of these animals,
adopted by MM. de Lamarck and Latreille, in which he made
known a great nomber of new species of all seas, adopting
always as the basis of his classification the jaws and gills, but
still with a consideration of the nature of the setlll, and the
dirision of the llppendages into oars.

TOL. XIII. E
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The small number of animals composing this division of the
annelida (the chetopoda), has not permitted any very great di1fe
rences among zoologists in their systematic distribution; (or,
after all, whether we give the name of family or even of order to
the genera of Linnams, pretty nearly the same distribution of
species win always result. But such is not the case respect
ing the place which sbould be assigned to this class in the
animal series.

Before the time of Linnmus, the proper situation of any
group of animals was a question that but litUe disturbed the
repose of naturalists. Linnmus himself, though his acute
mind could have hardly failed to lead him to select the most
suitable, yet in the present instance gave himselfno trouble of
the kind, since he has tbrown the chetopoda into three or four
different classes. But when natural methods were introduced
into zoology, such anomalous distributions could no longer be
admitted. M. euvier determined by the colour of the blood
of these animals, which, without being of the same nature, has
the relation with the blood of the vertebrata of being equally
red, places them at the bead of the articulated anim&1s, and
consequenUy before the crustacea, the arachnida, and the in
sects. Some objections have been made to this allocation,
and with an appearance of reason. It has been said that
animals in which the organs of sense are reduced to an obtuse
touch, which move with difficulty, without complete limbs,
which are hermaphrodite and cannot abandon the habitat of
the waters, are placed before insects which enjoy all the
organs of sense; which can execute all kinds of locomotion,
even that of flight; whose nutriment is so various, or so
select; who· employ such a multitude of ingenious means to
procure it, in which the sexes are constantly separated; and
whose modes of assuring the development of their progeny
excite our admiration the more highly in proportion u we be-
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come better acquainted with them: are the annelida to be
raUed to this rank because they possess a nutritive fluid of a
red colour, or because they have what, after all, may be con
sidered but as the semblance of a circulation?

In reply to all this we may briefiy say that, anatomically
and physiologically considered (and, after all, considerations of
this kind form the proper basis for zoological classification), the
lIDDelida are more complicated in their organization than the
sobeequent classes; they form a more obvious link with the
elaues immediately preceding, and (be it remembered) that
the objection against their being placed before the insects, if
it prove any thing, proves too much, for the same objection is
equally strong against the allocation of the mollusca in the
animal kingdom. But the fact is, that this objection, like
others of the same kind, is grounded upon the very untenable
position, that the works of nature proceed in a linear series,
a position which every true naturalist knows to be equally
contradictory to fact and reason. As for the assertion relative
to a circulating system, it will not bear examination. Analogy
would lead ns to conclude that in every organized being cir
cu1aIion mnst exist, and we are informed that its existence in
ilUlects has oC late been demonstrated by an English natural
ist •• I( so, we cannot have any donbt concerning it in the
annelida.

M. de Lamarck followed the example of Baron Cnvier, and
placed this class between the cirropoda and the crnstacea.

M. Dumeril, in his analytical Zoology, has not thought
proper to follow the views of MM. Cuvier and Lamarck. Be
admits, however, with them, that the organization of the anue
lida is more complicated than that of the insects, anel that,
according to the natnral scale of beings, they ought imme-

........... -
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diately to follow the cmstacea, and conduct to the insects;
but, in consequence of their form, of the trilling development
of their organs of locomotion, and especially in conseqnence
of the mode of respiration in insects, which appean to hold
the place of the circulation of the blood, he thinks that the
worms ought to be placed between the insects and the zoo
phytes; that is, between the class myriapoda, with which
he finishes the former, and that of Helminthii, or intestinal
worms, with which he commences the latter.

M. de Blainville intended to place this class between the
myriapoda and the apoda, or intestinal worms. Thus we
should pass, almost insensibly, to the sub-annelida, and by
them to the holothurim, which would properly commence the
zoophytes. But it was necessary to place between those two
types the mollusca, which, after the vertebrated animals, also
form a paraDel line, proceeding to, and arriving at the zoo
phytes, through the ascidim~

Respecting the animals of which we are now writing, there
is but little of any thing important in the study of them, ex
cept what may be derived from it by natural philosophy.
Their utility to the human species is but slight indeed. The
larger nereides and the arenicolm are, however, much used &8

baits for catching fish, especially whiting and mackerel. They
even constitute a small object of commerce with the inhabit
ants of the coasts of the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. The
lumbrici, or earth-worms, are also employed to catch fresh
water fish, and among others, eels, and fish in general, that
live in mud.

We must, however, now take a brief view of the organiza
tion of the chetopoda.

The organization of these animals has been studied in its
external parts by Pallas, by Muller, and very particularly by

,'Otho Fabricius, and M. Savigny. As to their internal organi-... ..'
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zation, the little we do know is essentially owing to Pallas.
Some genera have also been treated of by Baron Cuvier and
Sir Everard Home, and among the rest the Arenicola, which is
one of the largest species in our European seas.

The body of the chetopoda, in general elongated and ver
miform, is sometimes, however. merely a lengthened oval, the
longitudinal diameter not exceeding the transverse more than
two or three times, as is the case, for example, in the genus
aphrodite. It is also sometimes cylindrical, as in the lum
brici, and lOme other genera. But the permanent character
or the body in this group of animals, is its being divided into
• considerable number of rings, segments, or articulations, by
transverse furrows, in which the skin, being softer, admits ofthe
movements necessary for locomotion. The number of these
eegments varies considerably, and in some genera. as, for iu.
Btance, the serpUIIll, becomes an important character for the dis
tinction of species. The rings too, at least in diameter, are
never rigorously alike,but are gradually diminished towards the
two exb'emities of the body. The head is constantly distinct,
but it seldom happens that it is composed of a single ring. It
is eYen difficnlt occasionally to decide where it begins, be
cause it is never separated from the relt by a series of
articulations, forming any thing like a neck. It is therefore
necessary. in applying the denomination of head. to take its
appendages into consideration.

In the majority of the species, such as the nereides, the am
pbiDOlDIIl, and still more in the lumbrici. not only is there no
neck, but it is impossible to find means of separating the
trunk into thorax, abdomen, and tail. But such is not alto
gether the case with the serpollil and amphitritlll: in those
groups a certain nnmber of rings which follow the head are
tnJ1y di1I'erent from those wbich form the rest of the body. and
• IIOIt of thoracic region is perfectly distinguishable, and con
seqnently an abdominal one. There is no caudal part, how-
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ever, risible in any of the cbetopoda, no more than in By
other of the division articulata.

The rings or segments of the body of the chetopoda are con
stanOy provided with a pair of appendages, eitber consider
ably complicated, or extremely simple. These appendages
are never, even when most complex, composed of more than
three parts: one proper for locomotion, another for sensation.
and a third for respiration; and when most simple, have at all
events the first. As to their position on the rings, the appeo
dage8 generally occupy the extremities of the greatest trans

verse diameter; but it sometimes happens that tbey are sito
ated lower, and more frequenOy higber, according to the
peculiar uses for which they are intended. Generally speak
ing, they tend more to an upper, or dorsal position, as they
appertain more to the anterior rings of the body; so that when
placed upon the rings of the head, they may with propriety be
termed tentacula. The exact reverse is the case when they
are situated behind, their tendency being more and more to
an uncler position, in proportion as the rings approach to that
segment which contains the anus.

The extent of the lateral portions occupied by the appen
dage must, and in fact does vary, according to the complica
tion ofthe latter. In the Naides we find it reduced to a mere
point, while in the amphinomm, and some of the nereides, it
takes up more than a fourth of tbe circumference of the ring.

When the extent of the insertion of the appendage is con
siderable, it frequently happens that it is dirided into two
parta, one snperior and the other inferior to the lateral line.
To these M. Sarigoy gives the name of ()(Jr., a name desening
of adoption, as in fact they do sene the animal for the pur
poses of swimming. Each oar seems composed of the same
parts, but arranged in an inverse way, the separation taking
place iu the fasciculi of selm. But be this as it may, the ap
pendage in the chetopoda may be composed of a gill, of
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cirri. of nipple. anel of liebe, which we must proceed now to
define successively.

The gill (for we have only occasion to consider a single side,
as the animal is symmetrical), is always situated at the upper
root of the appendage. whether simple or bipartite. This gill,
which exhibits a character common to every organ of respira
tion, namely, that of being extremely vascular, with a very
uender dermoid envelope, varies sufficiently in its form, as it
may be either simply bifid or trifid, as in the nereides, or con
siderably ramified into arbuscula, as in the amphinoma; or,
in fioe, multifid, and longitudinally pinnate, as in the ser
pnlacem.

Their position allows us to distinguish them into man)'
kinda: in the regUlar state, they constantly occupy the upper
root of a variable nomber of appendages, and they are dorsal,
as in the amphinomm, and the larger species of nereis. In
that case, a number of them may be attached to all the rings
withont. interruption. At. other times they are ant.erior, and
confined bnt to some rings.

The cirri, which we shall see might be termed tentacula,
or tentacular cirri, on the cephalic, or pod.cephalic rings,
are species of filaments not vascular, in leogth and even in
form extremely variable, which may be situateq either at the
upper part oC the appendage, immediately under the gill, when
that exists, and which sometimes seem even to take the place
ofit (ciJ'nU nperior), or at the lower·or ventral portion of
the appendage (cifT'fl' inferior orventrali••) The form and
proportional dimensions of the latter vary considerably, but in
general it. is smaller than the upper.

Sometimes we find at the root. of the fasciculi of setal,
behind or before, dermoid prolongations of the nature
of cirri, but whicb, shorter and broader, no longer deserve
this name, yet are still worthy of notice. They may be
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de.rignated by tbe name of Iolmle8, mammillary, cifThoru, or
8fJuamous, according to their form.

The nipples, or mammiUe, are elongations, more or less
considemble, of the sides of the segment, at the extremity of
which the setm are implanted. Sometimes they are almost
nothing, and then the articulations of the body are very little
sensible; at other times, on the contrary, they are excessively
long, and then the body appears deeply incised throughout.
its entire length. It is those which support tbe lobules, of
which we have been just speaking.

The.ettl1 (wboae structure we will give more in detail by
and by), are sti1f, hard, fragile parts, which are implanted
more or less deeply into the &kin of the chetopoda, and, in
general, are considerably numerous. There is but. a single one
in lOme nudes. They form simple or divided fasciculi, placed
at the extremity of the nipple, and between the two cirri of
the appendage.

Modem naturaliats, lOch as M. de Blainville, Otho Fabri
cius, and Savigny, distinguish three kinds of setle.

1. The simple setm, which are slender, pointed, and straight
at their extremity; these are the most common, and such as
fasciculate the best.

2. Booked setm, wbich are still mther slender, and curved,
and terminated by a hook at their extremity.

8. The needles, or spines (tM:Ulei), which are Itraight, like
the simple selle, but which are always thicker, and much
sti1fer; luch are to be found in BOme ofthe aphroditm.

We have now stated all which can enter into the composi
tion of the most complex appendage of a chetopoda.

When it ia not divided into two parts, one superior and the
other inferior to the lateral line, the appendage is composed
of a lingle oar. In the other case, it is in the form of two
oars.
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We have already remarked, that even in the cbetopoda.
whose rings are most similar, there are, however. some differ
ences; bnt in the genera, those differences are much greater.
In general, on proceeding from the most complete segment,
which i. usually towards·the anterior third of the body, and
going towards the head, the gills and the setal diminish
gradually in length and strength, becoming, as we have said
above, more and more dorsal, while, on the contrary, the cirri
&eqoiTe a greater development. This may be observed in a
very manifest. manner in the cirri of the cephalic riDgs, and
even in those which lIUITOund the anns in the nereides. These
1aUer preserve the name ofcirri; but such i. not the case With
those which accompany the riDgs which compose the head.
Muller and Olbo Fabricius have called them tefltacula. M.
Sarigny designates them by the name ofanten1llll, a denomina
tion which seems altogether improper, and calculated to pro
duce confusion. The name of tentacula i. preferable, thongh
after all there is nothing in those organs which can cause
them to be compared to the tentacula of the cephalons mol
1118C8, Dar to the antennm of the hexapod&, which rather ap
pear to be organs of olfaction. Let. this be, however, as it.
may, the tent.acula of the head in the chetopoda are nsually
perfectly in even numbers; but it sometimes happens tbat.
there is one odd one, and that medial. It is, however, only in
the aphrodite that this singular disposition takes place. In
oar descriptions, we regard as cephalic, or belonging to the
head, not only the cirri which are found upon the first riDg,
bat alao those which spring from some of the following, and
which in general are very well distinguished from the cirri of
the appendages by a greater degree of length.

It may be sometimes remarked, that those organs appear to
be dirided into segments by transverse folds, which has caused
them to be termed articulated by some writers. But it rather
appears that this effect, which is real, often takes place from
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the action oC the liquor in which these animals are preserved,
and is not remarked in the first state. Some species, how
ever, constantly present this disposition.

We also find, in a tolerably great number of chetopoda,
that the first two or three rings are provided with points, or
rather with spots, vmy distinct, constantly arranged in one
manner, and which have been honoured with the name oeeyes,
though we shall presently see that there is nothing oC the sort
in their structure, and that they do not in any wise serve the
purposes of viaion. It is proper, however, to remark, that
these points are pretty nearly constant in their number, and
in their disposition; so that very excellent zoological charac
ten may be derived from them.

It only remains for us now to notice with respect to the ex
terior of the chetopoda, their colour, and the tubes or fonnels
which a great number of their species construct.

A character which appears peculiar to this class oC animals,
and which of itself alone might almost suffice to make them
recognized, is, that besides their proper and fixed colour, the
epidermis. or rather the skin, properly 80 called, appears
tinted with colours, irradiated with magnificent reflections of
gold or purple.

As to the external tube which the chetopoda often inhabit,
although it is often sufficiently regular and solid, it cannot,
however, in any manner be compared to the shell of the mol
lusca, not even when there is the greatest approximation, u
in defttalium and Iiliquaria. These tubes of the chetopoda
are always simple excretions from their body, which are by
no means attached to it, and from which the animal may issue
forth without dying immediately. We begin to observe
something of this kind in the mucosity with which certain
species line the hole, hollowed in the mud or sand which
they inhabit, u in the arenicole and some lumbrici. This is
analogous to the mucous pellicle ofthe tube ofthe amphitritm
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and the sabelbe; but iu the latter, surrounding this mucosity,
is attached externally a stratum, more or less thick, composed
merely of mud or very fine grains of sand, or, in fine, of debris,
more or leas thick, of shells and larger grains of sand. These
tubes are CODstantly open at both extremities; there are also
BOme of them more regular, which are completely calcareous.
The double opening ia a character whereby they are distin
guished fiom tubular shells, the summit of which, on the con
traJy, ia conataDtly imperforate. These last-mentioned tubes,
however, appear constantly to grow after the manner of those
shells, by laminlll or strata extremely thin, placed inside ofand
oot-edging one another. From this result smlll marking the
growth, more or less apparent outside, but we never remark
longitudinal smlll on their surface, nor any thing indicating
the delicate working of the edges of a month, as in the mol
IDIJCL This character alone might suffice to distinguish them
from the true tubular suit.; but to this we may add, that the
constant perforation ofthe summit ofthe tube of the chetopoda
never allows the animal, in growing and advancing in its tube,
to form partitions there, whereas in the tubular shells the re

verse is invariably the case. A final character which dis
tinguishes the tubes of the chetopoda is, that they are adherent,
and fixed flatly through a greater or less portion of their
extent, on foreign bodies, which never takes place with the
tubular shells.

The two last external parts which we have to examine in
the Cbetopoda, and which naturally conduct to the consider
ation of their internal organization, are the orifices of the in
testinal canal, which constantly exist, and which are pretty
nearly always terminal, but sometimes, however, a little
oblique, onder each extremity, especially the mouth.

Thi. mouth is sometimes immediately at the origin of the
body,or at the anterior extremity ofthe head, as in the lumbrici,
aod a great nnmber ofnereides ; but also, in many cases, it is at
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the extremity of a long anterior elongation of the body, then
without distinct articulation&, without any other appendages
than sorts of jaws, varying in number, and it is eminently
retractile. This has been designated under the name of pro
boscis. We shall see that the mouth, when it is simple, is
often accompanied with barbles, or cirruli very numerous, as
in the serpulw.

As for the anus, always very large, and transverse, it pre
sents nothing very characteristic, except, perhaps, in the
cirri, which may accompany it, but which belong to the ap
pendages.

The internal organization of these animals has been much
less studied than the form of the external parts. It is certain
that it presented difficulties of a very different nature.

The envelope, which constitutes the external cylinder of
which the body of the chetopoda is composed, is entirely 80ft,

or is never supported either externally or even intemally, by
any solid part ofa calcareous or corneous nature. We merely
observe, that it is furrowed transversely, by striw more or less
deep, where the larger part of the body of the animal is
Bituated; but it cannot be said that the e....velope is there less
hard, than on the rings themselves. This envelope is com
posed, as usual, of a skin, and a contractile, muscular stratum.

The skin does not, as in other animals, appear to be divisible
into the usual parts. It seems to be formed only of a sort of
mucous and transparent epidermis, doubtless decomposing the
light, by a phyBical disposition of its parts, or perhaps even
by its folds, 80 very fine that they form fissures. Underneath
is sometimes found a true pigmentum, on which the natural
coloration of the animal depends, which is very various. It
has been. found impossible to discover any nervous structure
in this, though its sensibility, as we shall see by and by, is
very great.

We are not acquainted with any special organ of sensation
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in the chetopoda, unleu we may consider as such, to a certain
point, the cirri of the appendages, when any exist, and espe
cially the tentacula, and the tentacular cirri. Their structure
does not appear to differ from that of the general envelope,
only they are filled with a substance, which by the action or
alcohol, sometimes coagulates incompletely, and is divided
into fragments, more or less regular, corresponding to the
folds of the envelope, which sometimes gives them the ap
pearance of being articulated. They are sometimes, however,
really composed of globular articulations, regular, 80 as to be
completely moniliform, as may be well observed in the species
of nereides, which constitute the genus Syllis of M. Savigny.

As to the black points, or spots, which we have said exist
at the upper part of the cephalic rings, and which are pretty
generally regarded as eyes, they are evidently formed, each
by a small flatted globule of a black colour, and lodged in a
particular excavation of the dorsal muscular band, interposed
between it and the skin, which appears more thin and trans
parent in this place than elsewhere.

The locomotive apparatus is essentially composed of the
sobcntaneons muscular stratum and the appendages, espe
cially the sebB which enter into their composition.

The sub-cntaneous muscular stratum, only more thick un
derneath, and on the sides than above, exists through the
whole extent of the body, and forms the greatest portion of
its investing sheath. It is essentially composed of longitu
dinal fibres, divided into superior, lateral, and inferior {asci
cnli, each separated into two parts, by do~, ventral, and
latera1lines. These fibres, however, are not extended without
interruption, from one extremity of the animal to the other; but
they terminate succe88ively, at least in part, opposite to a vari
able number of rings anterior to that from which they have
issued; but there is no more adherence to the skin in one place
than in the other. Thus, in the common nereides, the two dorsal
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muscular bands, separated only by the donal vessel, are con
tinued without interruption from one extremity of the body
to the other, not, however, attaching themselves successively
to the contraction of each ring, or to each transverse furrow.
When arrived in front, they contract, and terminate at each
tentaculum of the head.

The appendages, in their active, or contractile parts, are
really composed like the rest of the skin, with the difference
that the muscular stratum is there of necessity much less
thick; but it has not appeared that those parts are provided
with special muscles.

The pll88ive parts of the appendage, or the sebB of what
kind soever they may be, are always rigid and fragile. Their
chemical composition would appear to be a mixture of cal
careous and corneous matter. Each seta is hollow through
its entire extent, at least if we are to judge of all, from the
demonstration which has been made in some species. Ordi
narily pointed, and harder on the summit, they are on the
contrary tnmcated and soft at the base. We have already
seen, that, according to their uses, they are straight, aciculated,
or curved into hooks, at their extremity, in which last case,
they are always much shorter. Sometimes they are even
denticulated, as in the serpulill.

These parts, usually retractile, and intractile, except in the
final genera, are in fact capable of being withdrawn almost
completely through proportional holes pierced in the skin.
They do not appear, however, either particularly, or in fasci
culi, to be provided with muscles which should produce
movement. But their extremity, after having traversed the
skin, pushes as it were within the longitudinal and lateral
muscular fasciculus, which produces sorts of shrouds as to
the masts of a vessel. By the contraction of the fibres, the
seta is pushed outwards, more or leu strongly, without which
it re-enters into a state of repose. This is an arrangement
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which has not been remarked but in this class. There
ue, besides. some small basilary muscles, which are de
riTed from the lateral contractile stratum, and which, accord
ing as they come before or behind the base of the fasciculus
of Betle, must carry them forward, backwards, upwards, or
downwards.

The other parts of the appendages of the chetopoda, mobile
in all directions, extensible and retractile to an extremely
remarkable degree, produce all their movements only by means
ofthe subcutaneous, muscular stratum, which enters into their
composition.

It is pretty nearly the same with the teeth or jaws. No
peculiar muscles have been observed in them, and their move
ments are owing to those of that part of the subcutaneous mus
cular envelope in which they are implanted.

The Belal properly so called, of length and breadth so vari
able, that they are sometimes fine enough, and soft. enough to
be manufactured into felt, are often disposed in fasciculi. But
they are also sometimes like a fan, and in a single rank.

The aciculte, or pointed selm, are sometimes divided in a
tolerably fixed manner in the fasciculi, or bundles, most fre·
quently bot one or two in number; but sometimes also more
numerous, as in the bristling aphrodite.

As to the hooks, they are always on a single rank, very
much crowded one against the other, the hook being directed
externally and forwards. The range which they thus form is
supported on a linear nipple, not much projecting, and com
prized between two lips of the skin, producing, when they
are drawn in, a sort of stigma, analogous in appearance to
those organs in insects, but in reality much more like the
Dipples or false feet of the caterpillars, as has been well re
marked by M. Latreille.

The digestive apparatus of the chetopoda, is in general
very simple, often composed only of a simple cylindrical

18
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canal. almost without enlargements, and extended from the
mouth to the anus; but in some species a little more com
plicated.

The mouth is sometimes. aa in the lumbrici, and neighbour
ing genera, a bivalve orifice or not, situated at the anterior
extremity of the body; but in a great number of cases, it is
no longer at the apparent extremity of the body, but rather
at that of two or many of its rings a little modified, and which
can re-enter or come forth from the part of the <Esophagus
which corresponds to a variable number of rings which fol
low. '1'0 this extensible part of the <ESophagus in certain
chetopoda, the name of proboscis haa been given, perhaps
erroneously; {or there is no particular moscle which can serve
to draw it in or put it forth. It is really formed like the
double envelope which constitutes the rest of the body, with
the difference that there never are any appendages properly
80 called, but only little accumulations of corneous tubercles,
the use of which is not known. Sometimes we remark, be
sides, at the orifice of the first of these proboscidiform rings
some papillary tubercles, or even short barbles, which no
doubt assist the mouth in prehension. We also observe pretty
often in the nereides a pair of teeth or corneous hooks, curved
like a reaping hook, denticulated or not, on the concave edge.
These hooks, which have sometimes been designated under
the name of jaws, are in general two in number, forming a
lateral pair. Four have been observed in a species of nereis,
each occupying an angle of the extremity of the proboscidal
ring. Two are capable of being protruded to seize the food,
which is then delivered to the other to be masticated.

These hooks are hollow in a great portion of their base, and
this cavity gives insertion to some muscular fibres, which.
without doubt, aasist their movements.

In a tolerably great number of the chetopoda, the anterior
part o{ the intestine is provided with a true buccal m88B, much
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more complicated, and capable of being carried forward or
backward, by fasciculi of muscles, which, belonging to the
IIUb-cutaneous muscular stratum, are carried, either from the
anterior margin of the buccal orifice, to the anterior half of its
mass, or from the rings which immediately follow it behind,
to its posterior half. We find, besides, that it is in a great
measure composed by numeroua transverse fibres, which must
aet strongly in mastication.

This mastication is performed by corneous or calcareous
parts, which cover some longitudinal folds, corresponding to
each other by pairs, and they often extend a considerable
way into the entrance of the intestinal canal. The number
and form of these Tarioua kinds of teeth varies sufficiently.
No true odd one exists among them, that is to say, in the
middle dorsal or ventral line; but almost always the two teeth
which constitute the inferior pair, are contiguous, in the medial
line. which forms a sort of under lip. The lateral pairs are
Tariable in number, and most frequently composed of a sort
of handle which is introduced into the muscular stratum, and
ofa free cnn'ed part, which may be either denticulated or noL
It is this last part, which, being susceptible of being some
times augmented at one of its angles by a corneous tubercle"
has been the caUBe, that M. Savigny has defined, in a group
or two of the nereides, some of the genera which he has esta
blished among the multidenticulated species, according to the
odd or even number of these organs, which he has deno
minated jaws. M. de Blainville declares that he has found
them always even, with the difference just noticed,-and
which does not take place constantly on ,the same side, as
M. SaTigny supposed, but in an entire genus, that of aphro
dite, the teeth which constitute the upper and lower pair, are
contiguous, and touch each other in the middle line, from
which it results 'that they act, like the jaws of bony animals,
in a vertical direction, two against two.

TOL. XIII. F
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At the end of this first part of the intestinal canal comes
tbe CEsopbagus, whicb in tbe species wbere there is no buccal
mass, is the direct continuation of the buccal cavity; but
wbicb, in the others, takes its origin at its upper part, so that
the plane of the latter is much lower.

Accompanied in its traject by some salivary glands, often
rather long, at least in the species where mastication takes
place, or shorter in those in wbich this function does not
exist, the CEsophagus is more or less dilated, and constitutes
the stomach.

This part of the intestine is sometimes enlarged, solidified by
muscular fibres pretty thick, and constituting a sort of gizzard,
as may be seen in the lumbricus terrestris. But most fre
quently it is membranaceous, and is continued, through the
whole thoracic portion of the trunk, undergoing some dilata
tions, more or less marked, or being provided with sorts of
CCEca opposite to each interval of the articulations. These
dilatations are often determined, in a great measure, by the
plenitude of the stomach, and then its parietes are very thin.
In the contrary case, they have a very great thickness, &s
much in consequence of that of the muscular stratum, as of
that of the mucous membrane, which fOnDS some considerable
longitudinal folds. This disposition belongs essentially to
the nereides.

In the amphitritm, including the pectinarire, tbe stomacb
is long, tolerably thick, but witbout any trace of Calcum. The
same is the case with the terebel1m.

It does not appear that any distinct liver bas yet heen ob
served in the chetopoda, nor any organ which might per
form its functions, otherwise than some granulations in the
thickness of tbe intestine, as in tbe nt'reides, or which often
terminate tbe Calca, and even form a projection under the
skin; sucb may be considered the small denticulated crests
which are seen bebind the root of the appendages in the
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aphrodite acvleata, and which have been regarded as gills. In
fact, in the family of the aphrodites, and especially in the
principal species, A. Acoleata, the stomach, entirely mem
branaceous, is furnished throughout its whole length with long
calCB., pedicled, or narrowed at the place of their communi
cation with the intestinal cavity, and which proceed trans
versely, and dilating, even into the interval of the rings.
Nothing similar seems to exist in any other genus.

The rest of the intestinal canal, most frequently without
convolutions, and without any notable difference of diameter,
proceeds directly to the anus, which is constantly terminal,
and ordinarily very large and transverse; but in the pectinarim
it is not the same, the intestine making two convolutions of the
length of the body before it terminates at the anus, and those
convolutions being united by a sort of very slender mesentery.

The apparatus of respiration is not always specially marked
in the chetopoda. In fact, in the final genera, it is im
possible to find the modifications of the skin, proper to con
stitute lungs or gills.

When this apparatus is specially marked, it always forms
tme exterior gills, the form and position of which are suffi
ciently di1FerenL

In the serpulm and amphitrites, those organs situated on
the back of the labial ring, are formed by long cirri, furnished
with two ranks of denticulm, very short, and supported on a
sort of pedicle, as it were lamellose. We find that they are
almost entirely compolled of a very thick "Cssel, which, seen
with the microscope, appears a sort of trachea, analogous to
what is observed in insects, its parietes being, in fact, sup
ported by transverse fibres.

In the sabellarim, the pectinarire, and the terebellm, the gills
ramified like little shrubs, occupy the lateral portions of the
cephalic rings, and it really appears that these are the vessels
themselves, ramified, and covered by a skin extremely thin, '

F2
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80 much so, -that in the living state, they are of a blood-red
extremely lively.

In the arenicollll, they are again arhuscular, but they occupy
the upper part of the root of the thoracic appendages.

In the amphinotDlIl, and the multidenticulated nereides,
they are equally dorsal, and on a more or less considerable
number of rings of the body, but they are merely pectinated
and slender; those of the last rings of the body finish by
even becoming unilobate or cirrhous.

Finally, none, unless indeed in a rudimentary state, are
admitted to exist in the aphrodites, in many genera ofnereides,
in the lumbrici, na18, &c.

The circulatory apparatus of the chetopoda, simply pre
sents the vascular portion, without any heart, or true organ
of impulsion. This vascular part is doubtles8 composed of
two orders of vessels, but much less distinct, in any point of
view, than in the higher animals.

We may nevertheless consider, as belonging to the venous
system, a single thick vessel, somewhat flexuous, without
swellings or dilatations, and which occupies the middle ventral
line above the nervous system. It is the result, without
doubt, of the branches which come to it transversely, on each
side ofeach ring, in the whole length of the body, except in
front, where it receives three thick branches, a medial, which
is placed below the buccal mass, and which is really the con
tinuation ofthe trunk, and two lateral, one on each side, much
stronger, and which bring back the blood from the buccal mass
itself by irregular branches, from its muscles, and from the
skin of the first rings. All this process is very observable in
the nerei8 gigas.

In the species which have the gills attached to the first
rings of the body, as the serpullll, the amphitritlll, and in gene
ral all those inhabiting sand, the vessels returning from the
different ramifications which compose them, render com-
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plicated the anterior part of the venous trunk, or of its two
branches, like a V. In the species in which the gills are
dorsal, and on a great number of rings, the veins which re
turn from them, belong to the corresponding transverse
branches.

From the anterior extremity also of the bifurcation of the
media-ventral vein, spring the principal branches of commu
nication with the arterial system. These branches, placed on
the sides of the <esophagus, ascend towards the back, and
end at the dorsal vessel.

The arterial system is formed by a thick medio-dorsal, or
rather intestinal vessel, evidently swollen from ring to ring,
at least in its action, by the·blood which it contains, and
furnishing on the right and left, some transverse vessels,
which, when arrived at the root of each appendage, divide
into two branches: one which proceeds forward, and the
other behind. Each of these branches is itself divided into
two branches; one which returns internally for the hepatic
lobes, and the ovaries; the other which goes to the branchial
part of the appendage. This, at least, is sufficiently observ
able on some nereides in the living state.

With respect to the species, whose gills are at the cephalic
rings, and much more complex, it is easy to see that the
lateral branches of the dorsal vessel, must be much thicker,
and that they are continued in the branchio.l cirrus, and in its
ramifications.

In the lnmbrici, the thick dorsal vessel, with its pulsations
and its lateral transverse trunks at each ring, are equally ob
servable, but without the branchial ramifications. There
have been merely remarked, in front, two vessels, occupying
towards the end the medial line ; one straight and~smaller; the
other 6exuous and of a more considerable calibre, neither one
nOT the other having pulsation.

The apparatus of generation in the chetopoda has not yet
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been stodied in a sufficiently complete manner in all the
principal genera, to render it pouible to deduce any clear
general conclusion concerning it.

lt appears extremely probable that the two parts of the
apparatus are distinct, but that they exist in the same in
dividual, which produces what is termed an incomplete her
maphrodism. This seems at least to be absolutely true of the
lumbrici.

In the terebellllJ the ovaryappears to constitute a white body,
depre88ed, bifurcated behind, occupying the upper face of the
abdominal mnscular plane, from the head as far as the ninth
articulation. Its communication with the exterior is made by
a medial orifice, situated on the anterior part of the ventral
disc.

In the pectinaritB (first division of the Amphitrite in the
text, see note), the female organ is constitoted by a pair of
oval corpuscles, situated altogether at the anterior part of the
body, on each side of the origin of the <Esophagus, and which,
according to the observations of Pallas, scarcely the size of a
double seed of millet during the greatest part of the year,
swell early in the spring, and form considerable masses, fill
ing all the anterior part of the body, and composed ofa great
qnantity of white grains.

The female part of the nereides consists in a series more or
le88 considerable of globular m&BBeB, of a yellowish white,
grained, placed between each gastric enlargement, without
adherence or communication with it, and, on the contrary,
terminating by an adherence to the skin, immediately at the
upper root of the corresponding appendage.

In the terebellllJ the spermatic vesicles are four pair in num
ber, the anterior two being smaller. They are implanted in
the interstices, which separate the peduncles of the append
ages from the fourth as far as the sixth j and their external
orifices, in the form of lrans\"erse chinks, are perceived, though
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with difficulty, in the furrows which separate these pedun
cles.

In the pectinarile these vessels are placed in the same man
ner; but they are only two pairs in number, situated in front,
and adhering to the peduncles of the second and third pair of
feet, behind the gills. The liquor which they contain is, ac
cording to Pallas. of a yellowish colour, like bile.

The male part in the nereides is perhaps formed by a series
of C4Wp1UJCles, ranged by pairs on' each side of the nervous
cord, but only for the first three and twenty rings, diminish
ing in volume by little and little, in proportion as they ap
proach from the middle part more and more to the extremi
ties. It does not appear, however, that any canals arise from
Iheee organs, which should establish a communication be
tween them, and still less any communication with the ex
terior.

The nervous system in all the chetopoda consists, &8 in all
the articulata, of a series of ganglia, situated in the medio
Tentralline, in as great a number as the body is composed of
rings, often naked in the visceral cavity, but often also under
neath a portion of the sub-cutaneous muscular stratum. Each
of these ganglia is united to the following by a double cord,
...ery diatinct, which constitutes an uninterrupted thread from
one extremity to the other of the animal, enlarged at in
ternls. It is Cram these enlargements that snbsequently pro
ceed in radii the threads which go to distribute themselves,
especially to the fibres of the muscular stratum, whether it be
sub-cutaDeous or sub-mucous. The first, a little thicker than
the others, does not appear to furnish more than two thick
branches, which proceed from each side of the head, and
whieh, arrived at the root of the tentacular cirri, are divided
into threads for each of them. This is particularly observable
in lOme nereides.
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In the amphitrite, we may very well tTace along the bran
chial cirrus a nervous thread, which accompanies the vas
cular syslem.

One of the singularities presented by the chetopoda is, that
their recrementitious fluid, or the blood, is almost constantly
red, the aphrodites excepted. Of the cause of this we are
entirely ignoranL

Their phosphoric property is altogether remarkable, at
least in the smaller species. From this Liooa!us long since
denominated one of their species' nef'eiB noctiluca. M.
Viviani has likewise noticed one of them among the animals
to which he attributed the phosphorescence of the waters of
the sea of Genoa.

The chetopoda have in general been too little observed in
the living state, and especially for a sufficient time, to en
able us to know any thing with certainty respecting their
physiology, or their natural history.

We only know from the experiments of Muller, that the
nereides and the nai'des are capable of reproducing the parts
of their body which hal'e been amputated.

The chetopoda are almost all aquatic, the earth-worms
excepted, and even those, to a certain point, may be regarded
as such, so much need have they of humidity, and so much
do they fear, and are injured by droughL A great part of
these animals live in the waters of the sea.. It may be even
remarked, that there are few marine beings that perish so 800n
when they are put into fresh water. The majority of the
naides live in fresh water. It would appear, too, that though
the nereides generically belong to the sea, that some true
species may be found in the Jakes of North America.

Some of these animals are to be found in all quarters of the
world, and, except the Amphinoma!, which have not yet been
met with except in the seas of warm latitudes, and particu-
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lady in the Indian, all the other genera have some species in
all &eas. We may observe, however, that the largest species
come to us from the Indian seas.

It is in general on the shores of the sea, in the midst of
thalassiophytes, in the anfractuosities of the madrepores, of
rocks, in the sand, and particularly in mud, that the chetopoda
are to be found; and if some species are more commonly to
be met with in the open sea, as, for instance, the amphinomm,
named by M. Savigny Pleione vagaru, it appears that they
may have been drawn along with marine plants by the cur
rents, as is the case with many other animals.

A great many species are free and wandering, but others live
in a tube without being fixed there.

The position of this tube is rarely horizontal, and when it
is vertical. should any chance displace it, the animal torments
itaelf until it has recovered ita proper station. as Pallas has
frequently proved by experiments on the pectinarire.

The locomotion of animals of this class is in general rather
I1ow, and may be compared to that of slugs, to a certain ex
tent, though they have a great number of feet, or at least, as
we have seen, of appendages that serve for locomotion. This
is the case with the species which are most favoured in this
respect, such as the nereides. In the aphroditus it is infinitely
slower; and is reduced to a nullity in the serpulre, the amphi
trites, and the sabellarim : in fact, they can only rise or sink in
the tubes which they inhabit, by their fasciculi OT hooked
eetre.

The nereides not only creep in a serpentine manner on the
smface oC solid bodies at the edge of the water, but they often
swim very well, either by successive undulations oC their
bodies, like eels and serpents, or by even agitating their ap
peodages, which serve as oars.

The chetopoda appear to be for the most part carnassial, and
Ceed upon smaller animals than themselves which come within
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reach of the species inhabiting tubes, or which they go in
search of when they can move, as do the aphrodites, the am
phinomle, the nereides, &c. The sPeCies which have the
mouth armed with corneous or calcareous teeth, whether
trenchant or molar, must Ulle as food living animals, and
often such as are of a considerable size. Nereides have
even been found in the holes of teredines, from which it has
been concluded, that the former preyed upon them. The
larger nereides with many teeth may doubtle88 attack pretty
large animals, even fish perhaps not excepted.

There are chetopoda, on the other hand, which appear to

feed only on organic molecules, or at least on the portions of
organized bodies contained in the soil which they inhabit:
such are the arenicollE and lumbrici, whose intestinal canal is
constantly found iilled with earth and sand. It is true that
their mouth is but a simple orifice, without any buccal appa
ratus.

The means which the animals of this class employ to pro
cure their food cannot certainly be very inventive; for those
which live in tubes, it is sufficient to agitate in all directions
the barbles with which their heads are adorned, to draw to
wards their month a current of water, which must bring \\'ith
it a certain number of little animals, or even to seek them and
draw them towards the mouth by a sort ofprehension,executed
with the assistance of their branchial cirri, or of the barbles,
when they are provided with them. Certain of those tubico
lar species may thus remain in ambush at the entrance of their
tube, and so much the more easily, as it is often composed of
grains of sand, or of particles of shells, in all respects similar
to those which constitute the surrounding soil.

The free and vagrant species may go in search of the
objects which suit them, but in all probability they lay no
ambush.

The lumbrici, thalassemm, and the arenicolm, have only to
13
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excavate their habitations to find in the detritus ofthe materials
which they swallow the substance which is to snpport them.

We know very little concerning the mode of reproduction
in the majority of the chetopoda; it is in fact extremely diffi
cult to make direct obsenations upon them in the bosom of
the walel'B, and often in the soil itse1fwhich they inhabit; and
it is not less difficult to institute experiments for the purpose
of ascertaining any information on the subject.

We do not know whether all the species have need or not
of the approximation of t.wo individuals to propagate their
species, u is certainly the case with the lumbrici.

It ia only certain, that towards the commencement of
spring, in our seu at leut, we find the bodies of thelle
animals filled with eggs, or with a milky, and u it were sper
matic matter. In South America, we know from DarCel,
quoted by Pallas, that the amphitrites at Cura~oa are in full
yigour in the months of September and October; that at these
times they deposit their eggs, and that the young ones come
forth in the month of November.

The number of the young is immense; but are they de
posited in the egg state or in that of the living animal, or in
particular localities t These are facts of which we know
nothing, and we are likely very long to remain in such
ignorance.

The species which live in tubes are certainly not born with
ODe, &8 is always the case, on the contrary, with the conchy
liferoua mollusca, becaDll8 with the latter the shell in reality
fonus a part of their skin, which is not the case with the
tnbicoloU8 chetopods. It is then probable that the very young
chetopod has no tube, but that it forms one immediately
after it has been expelled from the bosom of the mother.

We have still less information respecting the duration of
life in these animak; we even know nothing in this respect
about the earth-worms, which we find in lOch abundance in
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our gardens, and with which it might be useful for us to
become better acquainted.

The chetopoda are of no great utility to the human species.
It appears, however, that the larger species may be made
available in the way of food. Pallas relates that some inha
bitants of the coasts of Belgium eat the buccal portion or
mouth of the aphrodita aculeata; but this must prove a very
poor resource indeed.

The larger nereides, the arenicola, the clymenre, the tipun
culi, and even the lumbrici, are employed as baits with great
advantage in hook or small net fishing. A tolerable uumber
of fish are taken in this way alone; and it has been remarked,
that the fiBbing ill more successful when these worms can be
employed in the living state.

These animals, notwithstanding the small number of cases
in which they can be useful to us, are nevertheless more ad
vantageous than burtful. The earth-worms themselves, by
dividing the earth, facilitate the development of the roots of
the plauts of our gardens.

As M. de Blainville, in his second class of worms (apoda)

haa thought proper to include along with the laat division of
our author's annelides (the abraflchia asetigera), intestinal
worms, we cannot in this general sketch avail ourselves of his
observations, valuable as they otherwise may be. We must
therefore reserve what we ha,"e to say concerning these animals,
such as Hirudo, &c. until we come to observe upon them in
their proper place. We shall now proceed to consider suc
cessh'ely the orders and genera of the Annelides of the texL

We begin of course with the order

TUBICOL..E.

Under the denomination of SERPUL..E (our first genus),
coming doubtless from the word Serpere, to creep, Linnams
very early distinguished a pretty great number of marine
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tribes, which, adhering to immerged bodies, appear in fact to
creep upon their snrface, from the great number of inflexions
which they form there.

Notwithstanding the labours of Linnreus and his editor
Gmelin, it was only since the introduction of the consideration
ofthe animal into the systematic disposition of shells and tesbe
in general, a consideration owing to Pallas, to Poli, and after
wards to MM. Cavier aud de Lamarck, that any kind of cer
tain order could be established in the great genus Serpula of
Gmelin. M. de Lamarck was the writer whom the nature of
bis labours most necessarily conducted to this task, and to him
is owing the definitive establisbment of tbe genera Verme
ttlll and four others, which are now ranged under tbe type of
the mollusca, and also ofthe generaSpirorbi8, and some othe~,

which have remained among the chetopoda or annelida, along
side of the true Serpula. NevertbeleS8, it would appear that
science did not pOS8eS8 any just cbaracter whereby to distin
guish the tribes which belonged to the mollusca from those of
the chetopoda. until it was furnisbed by M. de Blainville.
We shall briefly notice his distinction here. A tube or funnel
of a molluscous animal, usually free tbrough a great part ofits
extent, is never pierced at its extremity or summit, and its
cavity often presents a series of partitions, wbicb are formed
in proportion as the animal in growing larger, has been obliged
to abandon the most narrow part of it; sometimes this part of
the shell is entirely filled and solid, as in mugHo The testa
of a cbetopod, or tubicola, however solid it may be, is, on the
contrary, constantly, at least at its origin, fixed, applied by its
"entral face, on a foreign body, and does not rise more or less,
except towards its termination, wbich varies according to the
form and the extent of the sub-posed body. It is always
pierced obliquely towards its origin or its summit; and there
are no partitions or divisions wbatsoever in any part of its
ca"ity. This is in strict relation with the organization of the
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animal, whoBe anus is always terminal and posterior, and
which, besides, has no 80rt of adherence with its tube.

The genus Serpula may be thus cbaracterized: animal
moderately elongated, a little depressed, compoRd of a great
number of articulations very mucb crowded, consisting of an
abdomen and cepbalothorax, tolerably distinct; the head, or
first segment, is larger than the otbers, and bas for appendages
above a pair of elongated tentacula, dilated into an operculi~

form disk, radiated at the extremity, and one of which aloue
is completely developed. On each side is a tolerably large
gill, in the form of an unilateral comb, composed of a variable
uumber of long cirri, furnished with & double internal rank
of mobile barbs; the tborax is short, with a .sort ofmembrana~
ceous sternal plate inferiorly; the appendages of the thoracic
and abdominal rings are divided into two oars, the upper one
provided with a fasciculus of subulated Betm, returning to
wards the back; the lower with a range of hooked selm, for
the thoracic rings, but tbe reverse for the Becond. The testa
is in the form of a conical tube, 8Olid, entirely calcareous, irre
gular convoluted, free in a portion of its termination, and fixed
by its summit; the aperture is rounded.

The characters just assigned to the genus Serpullll, after the
most common European species, will suffice to make known
the general form of the animal, and all that presents itBelf ex
ternally in relation to it, adding, however, that it is contained
in a membranaceous envelope, as are all the tubicolm-an
envelope whicb, without doubt, produces the shell, always
muC'b larger than itself. As to the organization oftheBe ani
mals, it has been very little studied.

The intestinal canal commences by & buccal orifice, altD
gether anterior, provided with two lips, without any trace of
teeth or proboscis. This orifice conducts into the intestinal
canal, which proceeds directly to the anll8, is always mem
branaceous, and even presents no very distinct gastric en-
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largement. The anus is altogether terminal, and very
small.

The manners and habits of the serpulre are extremely
simple. Constantly fixed by their tube on bodies submerged
in the sea, at tolerably great depths, all their movements are
confined to advancing more or less out of their tube, so as to

puah forward the thorax, but rarely beyond that, and the
gills more especially, which they develope like a fan, and
agitate here and there. This partial sally from the tube, is
doubtleae performed by means of the hooked appendages,
which are directed hindwards, taking their resting point on
the parietes of the testa, somewlfat in the manner that chimney
sweepers mount up our chimneys. On the least danger, which
is indicated by the more rapid motion of the water, the
aoimal sinks into its tube, deeply enoogh for its tentaculum,
when dilated, completely to close the aperture, and thus serve
as an operculum. We know but little concerning the sort of
food UIIed by the serpUllll, and still less concerning their moile
of reproduction. It is said, however, that they are nourished
by aquatic animalcullll, which they seize by the help of their
branchial tentacola. The origin of the tube in a part which
is open obliquely, leads us to soppose that the young animal
is altogether naked, and that it forms no calcareous envelope,
until some time after its birth.

It is known that species of this genus exist in all seas.
Neverthelesa it would be difficult enough positively to ascer
tain their geographical distribution, because it is possible that
they might be confounded with the vermeti, or other animals
with tubes. We find, however, from the researches of M.
Sarigny, on the species of this genus,-the only examination
in which attention has been given botb to the animal and
the abell-that there are serpulill in all our seas, in those of
India, and in those- of Alnerica, and that the largest come
from the seas of warmer climates.
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We have already said, that M. de Lamarck divides the
serpullil of Linnllms into four genera: these are serpula pro
per, spirorbis, vermilio, and Galeolaria. The spirorbes dift"er
from serpula only because the entire testa is constantly ap
plied to some body: vermilio, which belongs to the gasteropod
mollusca of the "regne animal," and dift"el'll not from ver
metus,-because the operculifonn tentaculum of the animal
is surmounted by a small testaceous piece; and galeolaria,
the second division of serpula, in the text, because this tes
taceous piece, operculiform, is not simple, but very complex.
M. Savigny has not adopted this arrangement, nor indeed
mentions any species with calt:areous operculum: his dispo
sition of the species is deserving of all attention in conse
quence of the above-mentioned principle which he has fol
lowed, of taking the animal into consideration, as well as the
envelope.

The genus SPIROBBIS was established by Daudin, for the
species of Serpullll by Linnlllus and Gmelin, whose testa, ad
herent in its entire extent, is rolled flatly, in a manner almost
regular, and thus forms a sort of planorbic shell. As for the
rest, the Spirorbes have all the charactel'll of the true SerpUllll,
the animal perhaps dift"ering still less than the shell. Accord
ingly, M. Savigny has rejected this genus from his distribu
tion of Annelida.

The manners and habits of the Spirorbes do not dift"er from
those of the other Serpullll: they are always very small; some
of them are to be found in all seas, fixed upon every species
of marine body, dead or living. M. de Lamarck characterizes
five living species, but it is not improbable that there is a
greater number in existence.

The name SABELLA has been employed by Linnlllus in the
tenth edition of the Systema Naturm, and afterwards by
Gmelio, in the thirteenth edition of the same work, to desig
nate a genus of his order of testaceous worms which he de-
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fined: animal similar to the nereides, open mouth, with two
thick tentacula behind the head, contained in a tubular shell,
composed of grains of sand retained in a vaginal membrane.
But as at this period, the animals which form the arenaceous
lobes, were but very ill known, it is not surprising that at
tention was given rather to the tube than to the animal, for
the pDrpOll8 of increasing the species of this genus. To this
was doubtless owing the addition made by Gmelin to the
species of Linnams, of a great number of the cases or sheaths
of the p1&ryganefB, or of neighbouring genera of insects, the
larve of which are found in fresh water, and of which, in
imilalion of Schroter, whom he has unluckily copied, he
makes as many species, as there are different bodies which
enter into the composition of those tubes. Some modem
zoologists, and particularly the French authors, have adopted
this genus with some modification, and others have taken no
notice of it.

Thus, M. de Lamarck, in the first edition of his Im"erle·
brated Animals, makes no mention of the Sabelllll. It appears,
according to his definition, that he arranged the known species
under Amphitrite; but in his last work, he established under
the name of SabellarifB, a new genus for one of the species of
the Sabelllll of Linnreus.

11. Cuvier, in his " Tableau Elementaire," appears to have
intended to place the true Sabelllll of Linnlllus in the genus
Amphitrite; but in the Regne Animal, he has named Sabelllll,
those chetopods, whose tube is usually clayey, whose gills
are {an-like, and without appendages in tlle form of a comb.
Of the habits of these animals there is nothing to remark.

To pursue this genus through the subdivisions of the text
would be useless. We should find nothing to entertain our
readers, but the controversies and blunders of naturalists, and
the everlasting revolutions or"nomenclature.

TEREBELLA is a genus ofChetopoda, with artificial tubes,
VOL. XIII. G
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established by Linnreus for a tolerably great number of ver
miform animals, belonging to our author's red-blooded worms,
or annelida, which live upon our coasts, sometimes imbedded
in the sand.. This genus, adopted by all zoologists, but
rectified, and purged of the species not naturally belonging
to it, may be thus characterized: body elongated, subcylin
drical, inflated in its anterior third part, attenuated behind;
head not very distinct, but yet formed of three segments;
thorax of twelve, and provided underneath with a sort of
sternal scutel, lengthened as far as the twenty-first ring; ab
domen cylindrical, and composed ofa great number of articu
lations; mouth subterminal, bilabiate; upper lip advanced,
and furnished above with a great number of unequal and
filiform barbles, cleft underneath, and prehensile ; no tenta
cula; gills in the form of arbuscula, two in number, or four,
or six, disposed in pairs on the first, second, or third thoracic
ring; feet dissimilar; the thoracic, with two compound oars,
the dorsal with subulate setal, the ventral, with a double rank
of hooked selm, and the abdominal consisting of hooked setal
simply; the tube cylindrical, open at the two extremities,
membranaceous, and invested with large grains of sand, and
fragments of shells.

The organization of the T. conc1tilega, has been examined
by Pallas under the name of ftereis conchilega. The exact
ness of his description has been verified by M. de Blainville.
The body of this animal, of a whitish colour, with a rose
tint arising from the irradiation of the red colour of the
sanguine vessels, is rather elongated, lumbriciform, a little de
pressed, nevertbe~ess rather more convex above than below,
and gradually attenuating behind. Under the belly is a
narrow, flat, small band, which commences immediately after
the head, and which terminates by being narrowed and at
tenuated a little beyond the middle of the body. It is divided
into many parallelograms, by the scissures of the segments.
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The anterior third of the body, a little broader than the rest,
forms a sort ofthoracic region, composedofseventeen segments:
they are provided on each side with a pencil of setre, above
and underneath, with & sort of vertical cleft, with two lips,
pretty similar in appearance to a long stigma, but which is really
produced by the re-entrance of two very crowded ranks ofsetre,
very short, and curved hook-wise. In the rest of the body,
composed of more than one hundred and fifty segments, there
are no other appendages but those ranks of hooked setre.

The head of the terebella is but little distinct, and appears
as it were truncated. We may nevertheless recognize there,
by meaD6 of the appendages, several segments. The first,
or labial, which advances more or less above the mouth, in
the form of an epiglottis, and which supports at its upper
face, a variable, but often a considerable nnmber of cirrous
harbles, of different lengths, and which are formed by a sol1
of shred, bending longitudinally underneath. The second
ring constitates the posterior lip; it is much more narrow
above than underneath. The third supports, on each side, a
11011 of membranaceous lobe, and forms a kind of neck.

After the head, come the 6rsttbree thoracic gills; the gills
are in the form of arbusculre, more or less ramified, and rather
dorsal. The third pair is accompanied, underneath, with a
pencil of simple setre, but without any range of hooks.

The mouth very large. is anterior and inferior.
The anus is terminal, folded, and circular.
The organs of generation (or, to speak more properly the

onry), are terminated, according to Pallas, by a medial
orifice, situated at the edge of the first segment of the abdo
minal band.

In the organization of the terebelIre, we may remark. as in
all the chetopods, that the sub-gelatinous epidermis, is re
covered with the greatest facility, from the rest of the cuta
neous envelope. The dermis is confounded with the muse.lar

02
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stratum, which is divided into five longitudinal bands ; a
single dorsal, and two inferior pairs. It is between the in
ferior edge of the dorsal, and the superior edge of the external
abdominal band, that the setal are implanted.

The intestinal canal is retained to the parietes ofthe visceral
cavity, onlyby a small number of fibrilllll. It is extremely
narrow at its commencement at the mouth. and without any
traces of teeth in the buccal cavity, but it increases by degrees,
in bulk, and after a sensible and sudden contraction, it forms
the stomach. The latter, corresponding pretty nearly to the
eighth articulation, is membranaceous, a little swelled in the
middle, and at the twelfth, or thirteenth articulation. It be.
comes a little more narrow, but more fleshy in the place where
the intestine, properly called membranaceous, exists, which is
continued directly to the anus, surrounded immediately by the
external envelope, to which it adheres in all parts.

The respiratory apparatus, altogether exterior, is formed by
gills above described, which are evidently only ramified ves
sels enveloped with a. skin considerably attenuated.

The laUer, proceeding no doubt from the ramifications
which return from the gills, follow, as usual, the inferior and
medial part of the abdomen.

The apparatus of generation consists of a female, and of a
male part.

The female part is composed of a single medial ovary, oc
cupying the whole inferior face of the visceral cavity, as far
as the ninth ring. Pallas tells us that it terminates behind in
a bifurcation. This mass, which presents irregular, transverse
stra.ta, is white, and is composed of a great number of oviform
grains. It is terminated by a single orifice, of which we
have just spoken.

The male part consists of four pairs of small pyriform
vesicles, the base being behind, and the neck forward, placed
on each side of the anterior moiety of the ovary. The an~
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terior pair is much smaller than the otherS, and especially
than the two middle ones. Their termination takes place ex
ternally, by very small orifices situated between the fifth and
sixth pair of feet, for the fourth pair; between the fourth and
fifth for the third; between the fourth and second for the
IleCODd ; and between the third and last, for the first.

These animals live often assembled in great numbers, in
thoee parts of our coasts where plenty of sand is to be found;
and especially argillaceous sand, for, although their tube
often contains sand, properly 80 called, fragments of shells
enter still more into its composition. These tobes often ex
ceed, by two or three inches, the surface of the ground in
which they are implanted. When the sea covers them, we
Bee the animal put forth its barbles and gills, and agitate them
in all directions. The last are of a fine blood-red, and have
10 much sensibility, that if they are touched, they contract,
the blood is expelled from them, and they are no longer red.
The barbles of the month are not coloured by the blood.
They are in a perpetual movement of contortion, ofextension,
and through a property dependent, no doubt, on the mucous
matter secreted by their surface, as well as on the particular
form of their inferior face, they adhere with a great facility to
all the bodies which they touch. It is, in fact, with the as
sistance of these organs, that the terebella constnlcts its tube;
ita base is a glutinous membrane, to the surface of which the
fOreign bodies are cemented. They are pretty nearly cylin
drical, aliUle narrowed, however, behind, but broadly opened
upon that side, as well as the other. They are uncovered for
the space of an inch from their origin. Some appear to have
been found totally so, as Pallas notices in the case of indi
~'idoals, which he has observed on the masses of eggs of the
buccinum nndulatum.

When the terebeUa is withdrawn by force from its tube, it
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seems probable that it can proceed to fonn another. Pallas,
in fact, informs us, that when it is very much annoyed there,
it will issue forth spontaneously, and make its escape by
a vermicular kind of movement.

The AMPHITRITE is a genus of manne wonns, whose
character consists in having the head furnished with two
pieces of a. metallic lustre, and similar in form to combs.
These animals, for the most part, inhabit tubes, which they
form by agglutinating sma.ll grains of sand or fragments of
shells, and which are BOmetimes fixed, and sometimes free,
according to the species. The body of the amphitrite is in
the form of an elongated cone, and is ordinarily terminatea by
a long and tubular tail. The rings which compose the body
support all, or in part, on each side, a fasciculus of aome stiff
setal, which the animal employs for motion. There are also
at each of these rings BOme fleshy filaments. The gills of the
amphitrite are attached to the anterior part of the body only,
as happens with all the worms that inhabit tubes, because
gills attached to the other piuts of the body, which are sunk
in the tube, would be useless for respiration; these gills are
in the form of a plume of feathers, and their greatest number
is four pair. The head of the amphitrite is as it were trun

cated: around its mouth are filaments, more or less numerous,
which serve as 1entacula; the two brilliant combs are placed
underneath. It is probable that the animal makes use of
them to attract towards it the bodies which are to become its
prey, or the grains of sand which it desires to attach to its
tnbe.

The amphitrites have, for the most part, a skin &0 fine, and
BO transparent, that a.ll their interior is perceptible through it.
this interior generally consists only in an intestinal canal, as
thin as the skin itself, and almost always filled with sand.
There are, however, BOme species which have a muscular
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Pzard. We also observe in them a vessel filled with red
blood, longitudinally directed, and which in the living animal
exhibits very marked contractions..

M. euvier originally attached both his Sabella and Tere
bella to this gen118.

The SIPH08TOM..£ is a very remarkable genus of these
animals, established by Dr. OLto, in a dissertation printed at
Breslau in 1820, on an animal discovered and observed first
on the coast of Naples in 1818, and which he has thus charac
terized: body cylindrical, articulated, elongated, attenuated
at the two extremities, enveloped in a skin extremely thin,
diaphanous, provided on each side \lith a double series of
selle, directed forwards, and the anterior of which approxi
mated, forms two sorts of advanced combs; the mouth inferior,
aubterminal, with a mass of cirri extremely numerous in front,
and a pair of tentacular cirri behind, composed of two orifices,
placed one before the other, the first smaller, canaliculated at
the base, with an advancement in the form of a proboscis, and

"the second much broader and niore rounded behind. How
ever extraordinary may be this character of a double mouth,
an arrangement not known in any other animal, M. Otto has
described and .figured it with so many details, that it would be
di1Iicult to deny its existence, however one might be at first
disposed to do so. Some doubts, however, may attach to the
nile of these two orilices, as one of them might very well be
aupposed to belong to the apparatus of generation. Be that
as it may, we shall present our readers with M. Otto's descrip
tion of this curious animal, which he names 81 diplochaite,.

Its body cylindrical, elongated, flexuous; and about three
inches long, is attenuated at the two extremities, but especi
ally behind; at the distance of about half an inch from the
mterior, it presents an enlargement, an indication of the place
0CCIIpied by the viacera; the number of segments of the body
is about forty, but they are not very distinct, except on the
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side of the belly which is flatted; the sides of the body are
bristled with a great number of stift" setal, long, thick, espe
cially in the middle, of no great lustre, and whitish, forming
two longitudinal distant ranges, each ring supporting two of
these setal at each side. A singularity which they present is,
that they are all tum~d forwards, contrary to their arrange
ment in all the other annelida; the setre of the rings which
compose the anterior extremity are very large, crowded against
each other horizontally, so as to imitate on each side a sort of
comb, directed forwards, as in M. Lamarck's division of am
phitrite (pectinariaj, and furnished at its root with a consi
derable quantity of tentacular cirri, extremely short and labial ;
between these two fasciculi, and at the inferior face, is the
head, properly so called, of a conical form, adherent to the
body by the summit of the cone, and elongaLed anteriorly into
a small proboscis; it is at the base of this elongation that the
first buccal orifice is placed, which is continued in a sort of
gutter for ils whole length, and which M. Otto considers to
serve as a sucker; the second mouth is farther back; it is
much larger, and surrounded by a labial pad, in the form of a
horse-shoe, at the posterior part of which is a pair of tenta
cula, sub-compressed, mobile, sub-articulate, and with a deep
furrow on the edge; the anus is rounded, large, and altogether
terminal. No other orifice has been observed on the exterior
of this animal.

The cutaneous envelope, rather thin,and transparent enough
to let the nervous and vascular system be seen through it, is
formed of two laminw, one of which is the skin, properly 80

called, and the other, which M. Otto names the peritoneum,
still thinner, is very little adherent; the latter, at the anterior
third of the body, separates the anterior cavity into two very
unequal parts, by a sort of diaphragm, pierced only by the in
testine; it is in the anterior part that lie the principal viscera.
The two mouths have each an resophagus, about an inch long,
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which communicate by a lateral orifice partJ)' with a large
bladder, which M. Otto thinks to be the stomach, and partly
with a single intestine, which continues it; the first <Esopha
gus, more narrow, has been most frequently (ound empty, but
sometimes filled with a whitish juice, while the second was
always filled with the same bro\\"D matter as the rest of the in
testine; the latter, placed under the other, has also more
ample and more solid parietes. At the place where they
approximate to form a common intestine, both adhere with the
gastric bladder and with the intestine, but the first more with
the former, and the second with the latter; so that it appears
that the bladder should be the continuation of the superior
Ol8Ophagus, and the intestine of the inferior. This bladder is
large, spheroidal, very thin, diaphanous, most generally
empty, but sometimes filled with a yellowish juice. M. Otto
does not think that this is a true stomach, but a sort ofbladder
proper for suction. On each side of the anterior mouth is an
organ, in the form of a cylindrical C<Ecum, an inch in length,
8exuoU8, and full of a viscous juice. M. Otto makes this to be
a large salivary gland. The continued intestine is very nar
row and cylindrical; it makes many convolutions round the
bladder, traverses the membranaceous partition, assumes the
dimensions and cellular form of a bulky intestine, and pro
ceeds directly to the anus, surrounded in its course, as well as
the narrow intestine, by a hepatic mass, thick, and of a yel
low colour.

The apparatus of generation consists of many small sacs
of eggs, situated in the anterior part of the visceral cavity,
and attached together, and with the peritoneum, by filaments
extremely fine. In the month of January, some individuals
had neither these little sacs nor ovules, while others had them
"(ery much developed. M. Otto was not able to find the ori
fice through which they could pass.

He was easily able to convince himself of the existence of
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a vascular system, by many v888els which proceeded from the
intestine to the cutaneous envelope, and from the latter to the
former, and especially towards the bladder, and the hepatic
ma88 of the upper <Esophagus, and under the large intestine;
but he was unable to follow the distribution of them. in con
sequence of their finene88, their great Dumber, and their colour
being yellow throughout.

The nervolls system consists in a filament extended from
one extremity to the other of the middle ventral line, and
swelling into a ganglion, giving out filaments for each articu
lation. The first appeared thicker than the others; accord
ingly, the nerves which it furnishes for the sides of the head
are thicker.

The S. diplochaite, thus named by Dr. Otto, on account
of the double series of seire with which its body is furnished,
was found by him in tolerable abundance on the coast of
Naples, cast ashore by a tempest, but dead. At other times
the fishermen brought him living specimens in their nets.
We have followed his mode of considering this animal; but
might it not be pouible, says M. de Blainville, that he took
one extremity for the other, and that the two orifices, which
he considered as mouths, were one af them, the inferior, the
anus, and the other, the superior, the orifice of the generative
apparatus 1 The direction of the setre would seem to favour
this opinion, and then the extraordinary anomaly of an ani
mal with a double mouth would vanish.

The DESTALIVJI is a genus of animals probablyarticu
lated, and belonging t.o this class, but rather imperfectly
known, and the classification, as oar author obsen-es, is
doubtful. The body is a lit.tle conical, termin&ted behind by
a sort of basement, which i88ues from the tube, and superiorly
by a cephalic enlargement, in the middle of which is found
the mouth, at the extremity of a sort of button, aud having at
its base a frill, the natore of which is unknown, but which

13
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yery probably is branchial or v8JlCular. It is contained in a
cUC8reOUS tube, tolerably thick, solid, slightly arched, open at
the two extremities, smooth, striated, or even polygonous at
ita superficies.

We have very few details, indeed, concerning the manners
aDd habits of these animals. It is nevertheless very p1'o

bable, that they live sunk perpendicularly in the sand or ooze,
iDto which they can no doubt penetrate more or less. But it
IeelDS. at least, very doubtful that they can change place,
Inm8porting their tube along with them. The species of this
genus are however very common on the sandy coasts of the
leaS of warm climates, and even on those of the Mediterra.
DeaD. It appears that they were equally abundant in the
ancient sea, for many of them are to be found in the fossil
1ta1e.

We are acquainted with a great number of tubes belonging
to species of this genus, which are named Dentalia, in con
sequence of their resemblance to the tusks of the elephant,
md which are divided into smooth, or striate, angular, or
polygonous.

We come DOW to the second order of annelida, the DORSI

BRANCHIA.

ARENICOLA is a genus of marine worms established b)'
Lamarck, and which appears even yet to comprehend but a
lingle species, which was designated by Linnreus under the
name of l"",bricru marin,,", and by Pallas nnder that of
wreu lumbricoide" while the animal is, in fact, neither a
lumbricus nor a nareis. The generic characters are the want
of teDtacula and jaws, and the possession of gills only in the
middle of the body, the two extremities being destitute of
them. This worm is about eight or ten inches long, and a
little thicker in the middle, than at the two ends. Its skin is
marked with a multitude of annular wrinkles. For every
five there is one bulkier, and more projecting than the others,
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and on this are attached the feet and gills. This distinction
of large and small wrinkles does not exist in the posterior
third of the body, where no gill nor foot is discemible. In
front the feet advance, close up to the head, which itself is
distinguishable only by the presence of the mouth, but the
gills do not proceed 80 far. There are six of these large
wrinkles in front, which have only feet without gills. There
are fourteen which support gills, very small at first in front,
enlarging by degrees as far as the tenth or twelfth, and after
wards diminishing. The feet, like those of the other genera
of this order, are only fasciculi of stiff and brilliant set.re,
which the arenicola causes to enter, or issue forth at will, by
means of certain muscles, of which we have already given a
sufficient notion in our general article.

The gills are those parls which most quickly attract the
eyes of the observer, in the living animal, by the beauty of
their structure and the changes of colour which are remarked
in them. These gills are sorts of aigrettes, composed of eight
or ten principal slips or blades, which proceed from a com
mon base, and separate like the radii of a circle, at the same
time curving gently. Each of these blades or stalks supports
a dozen of small branches, which are subdivided two or three
times into smaller branches. All this apparatus cannot well
be seen but for a "ery short instant, during which it is ex·
tended in every direction, and of a fine red colour. In a
second it sinks in upon itself-the branches are folded, it
grows pale, and becomes altogether grey. These two states
thus alternate with each other as long as the animal is in
good health, and are caused by the blood, which is carried
into the gills to be respired, that is, to undergo the action of
the circumambient element, and which afterwards returns
into the interior of the body. It is thus that respiration takes
place in all the marine worms with red blood, such as amphi
noma, &c. &c.
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The «:esophagus of the arenicola can, at the will of the
animal. be unrolled externally, and form a sort of proboscis,
all bristling with small tubercles. There are neither jaws nor
teeth. The stomach extends towards the tenth gill. Its
membrane is of a fine yellow colour, on which the vascular
net-work of which we have spoken, is very agreeably drawn.
At the anterior part of the body are on each side five blackish
ponches, which probably serve as testicles, and on the junc
tion of the resophagus and stomach are two other conical and
mnscolar pouches, of the use of which we are ignorant. The
eggs are small grains of a yellowish colour, which swim in
the interior of the body.

This worm is very common on most sandy coasts. Fisher
men employ it as the best bait for catching sea-fish. Jt even
forms an object of commerce, and is sold dear enough in
those places which do not produce it. It is found in the
sand, at about a foot and a half or two feet in depth. Its
retreat is discovered by small cordons of sand which it has
voided, and which close the orifice of its hole. Its external
colour is reddish, and it changes into a dark green. When
it is touched it emits a liquid, of the colour of bile, which
causes spots upon the fingers difficult to remove; but in the
month of August it only sends forth a milky lI.uid. On draw
ing it rather slightly by the tail, the latter separates into seve
rsl articnlations, withont any appearance of tearing.

The AMPHINOME is a genus of marine worms, originally
established by Bruguieres. The charscters consist in an
elongated body, more or lessll.atted, each articulation ofwltich
supports a pair of gills in the form of tufts, or little plumes,
and in a mouth without jaws. Each articulation supports
besides two tufts of hairs, or stiff setre, most frequently ac
companied, each of them, with a .fleshy filament more or less
lODge The head supports a certain number of similar fila
ments, and sometimes an ornament in the form of a crest.
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The mouth is a longitudinal cleft, which ca.n re-enter or issue
forth from a rounded cavity. The anus is at the posterior
extremity of the body. The intestinal canal is usually
straight and without any great convolution. Nothing is
found there but saud or mud. The stomach is a sort of giz
zard, fleshy and robust. The interior of the body exhibits
numerous vessels, which doubtless, in the living animal, were
filled with red blood, like those of the other articulated
worms. These animals belong either to the East Indies or
South America.

We shall include what we have to say respecting EUNICE,
&c. under the head of

NEREIS. Linnmus was the first naturalist who applied
this name, derived from that of a family of nymphs of the
court of Neptune, to a tolerably numerous group of elongated
and depressed worms, usually composed of a great number of
rings or segments, provided with tentacular appendages, and
which are commonly found on all the sea-coasts, concealing
themselves in the holes or anfractuosities of all the bodies
which they can find, and penetrating even into the sand and
mud. This name we find employed even in the first editions
of the Systema NaturtB. At a later period Linnlllus introduced
under it some species which do not belong to this genus, as
Pallas demonstrated in his memoir, on the aphroditm; but the
latter also, in his tum, united animals to it, which really do
not appertain to it. Muller was more happy in his work
upon worms, and in the Prodromus of his Fauna of Den
mark; although he greatly augmented the species of this
genus, he separated however the fluviatile species, of which
he made the genus Nals. Otho Fabricius described a greater
number of them, and in a manner frequently still more com
plete, so that Gmelin, in collecting all that had been done
upon the subject, has carried the number of the Nere"ides to
more than twenty-nine species. From that time until late
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yean the systematic writers adopted this genus, such as it is
in Gmelin, almost without making any other change than
adding a very small number of species. This may be easily
seen in Bruguicres' "Tableau des Vers," in the Encyclope
die Methodique, Blumenbach's Manual of Natural History,
that of the Baron Cuvier, the first edition of Invertebrated
Animals, by M. de Lamarck, and even in M. Bosc's Treatise
of Worms, although he indicates some new species. In the
first mentioned work, however, we find a new established
genus upon a species equally new, and the observation that
the three sections of Linnlllus and Omelin should form so
many distinct genera, when the mouth of the animals com
posing them should be better known. M. Oken also esta
blished a small section in this genus, but without any new
observatious. The naturalists of our country, in the mean
time, and among others MM. Donovan and Leach, made
mOl\"D some species of Nereides not before observed. The
nature of the labours of M. de Blll.inville also led him to
endeavour to throw some light on this great genus, by care
fully studying the small number of species which he could
procure. It was thus in considering the disposition or com
position of the appendages of these animals, that he was led
tt) this result, of some importance to the philosophy of the

•
science, that in the animals articulated externally, to which
he has given the typical name of entomozoaria, or entomozoa,
each ring of the body in its complete state is provided with
appendages, formed of three parts, one respiratory, or bran
chial, the other locomotive, and the third sensitive; that aU
the rings are not necessarily provided with these parts of the
appendage; that it may have three, two only, or one, or
there may be none whatever in some of the lowest species, or
in BOIDe parts of the body of an animal modified by some
other cause. From this point the transition was easy to
show how in the Nereidcs the general respiratory and loco-
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motive parts of the appendages, diminish in proportion, as
from the middle of the body, they approach the two extre
mities; and how, in front, the attachment of these two modi
fied appendages, rises by little and little, so as to open into
the first rings of the lateral tentacula, and then of the superior
tentacula, more or less elongated, according to some local
cause. He also succeeded in showing that the teeth them
selves, in such as are provided with them, are nothing but
fasciculi of hard setre, approximated together, and analogous
to those of Lhe other rings of the body.

This mode of considering the external parts of the nereides,
natnrally conducted M. de Bla.inville to the attempt of render
ing their systematic arrangement more perfect. He proposed
to divide the nereides into eight subgenera, according to
characters derived from the presence or absence of teeth,
from those of the tentacula, and from their number; from the
form of the mouth, furnished with proboscis or not; from
the existence, or absence of gills, from the form of the parts
of Lhe appendages, and even from the absence or presence of
the black spots which have been regarded as eyes. To all
these genera he gave different names, but at the period to
which we allude, the defect of materials did not permit him
to perfect or finish his labours.

While M. de Blainville was thus occupied in revising the
genus nereis, M. Savigny was employed in the same manner,
and as materials were furnished him in great abundance, he
was enabled much more completely to perform his task, as
may be seen by consulting his system of annelida, forming
part of the great work on Egypt, by the French Savans. He
considered these animals in a much more detailed manner
than had been done previously to his time, at least 8S far as
all Lhe external parts are concerned, and established a great
number of genera, which have since been adopted by M. de
Lamarck, in his New System of Invertebrated Animals.
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Leaving systematic distribution, however, (or the present, we
must now give a succinct view of the .structure and history of
the nere"ides.

The body ofthe nereides is in general extremely elongated,
slender, attenuated, cylindrical, sub-cylindrical, or even
sometimes depressed, especiall,. underneath. Finally, a litlIe
broader in the middle, it becomes gradually attenuated to
wards the extremities, but much less so towards the anterior
extremity, which is always more or less truncated, than to
wards the posterior. It is formed of a great number of rings,
or segments, broader than long, very distinct, very mobile,
one upon the other, in their whole circumference, and the
broadest and longest of them are in general towards the an
terior third of the body. The posterior ones d~crease insen
sibly as far as the last. On the first or second anterior ring
"'e may pretty frequently distinguish ODe or two pairs of
black orbicular spots, which have been regarded as eyes.
These first rings, in certain species, do not appear to be com
plete, but rather cleft, or open in their inferior part, so that
the aperture of the (Esophagus is preceded by an oblique in
ferior cleft, to which the name of mouth has been given. In
other species these rings are complete, but they are wide
enough to permit the re-entrance of a considerable cephalo'id
proboscis; which itself is sometimes composed of one or two
rings.

To suit to this disposition of the cephalous rings, it is
evident that the mouth must present different forms. In the
first case, it is a cleft more or less long; in the second, it is a
round hole, sometimes accompanied in its circumference with
papillie, or papillary tubercles disposed in radii.

The posterior extremity of the body of the nere'ides ter
minates by being very much flatted. Sometimes the last ring
ia in the form of a dagger point, which alone extends beyond
the anus. This last is always very broad and transverse.

VOl.. XIII. H
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The appendages which furnish the sides oC the rings of the
nereides are always much more complicated than in tbe true
lumbrici, and even than in the na·ides, but less 80 than in the
amphinomm, and neigbbouring genera. They constitute, in
general, a small lamina, compressed from front to back, and
placed vertically on each side of the ring, of which it occupies
the entire upper part. But this lamina, or tbis species ofCold,
is sometimes almost nothing, while at other times it is longer
than even the diameter of the ring, and forms a true pedicle.
This lamina, in its greatest state of complication, is divided by
an emargination, or a bifurcation, into two portions, more or
less distinct, placed one above the other. M. Savigny designates
them by tbe name of oars. The upper one is composed of a
soft, flexible, tentacular part, more or less elongated, some
times giving out at its base a bifurcation, by way of branchial
appendage; and of a fasciculus of hard, rigid, comeo-calcare
ous selm, situated at the superior base of another tentaculary
nipple, which, after that, is constantly inferior. In the two
parts of the fasciculus of selm, there are almost always two
or three harder and stiffer selm, wbich M. Savigny names
aciculi. Sometimes, however, the selm are not divided.

The simplification of this appendage may be considered to
commence by its non-bifurcation, but afterwards the denticu·
lations of the branchial lobe disappear; then the branchial
lobe itself; the selm afterwards become attenuated by a dimi·
nution of their number, and are reduced in length. There re
main then only the tentacular lobes. They subsequently
diminish, either both or one of them, and the appendage i.
sometimes represented only by one or two small tubercles.
We may very well conceive too, that what are named eyes in
the nereldes, are perhaps but the extremities of these rudi
ments of tentacula.

But this rudimentation (if we may use such a term) of
certain parts of the appendage in the nereldes, is sometimes
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accompanied with an augmentation of another part, which
produces what have been named alltennular cirri, tentacula
and tJIIteRlllB, by the great development of the sensitive part
ofthe appendage, on the cephalic rings, and by their superior
position, in the same way as the agglutination of the setre, or
of the aciculi on the lateral parts of the anterior rings, has
constituted what has been named jaws, or teeth, at least in
the species which have them corneous and simple. Finally,
to this BaUle augmentation of the tentacular cirri of the ap
pendages, fa owing the long pair of setaceous filaments
which seem to terminate the body behind, forming a sort of
tail. They are always double, and constanLly belong to the
ring before the last.

The attachment of the appendages in the nereides still
preseuts something remarkable enough, in this, that being
nearly lateral in the medial or normal rings, it descends a
little in the more posterior ones, and ascends again, much
more evidenLly in the anterior, so that what remains on the
cephaloos rings, namely, the tentaculary filaments, are almost
altogether superior, and become frontal. In certain species,
eYeD the two tentacula which are most approximated, form
bot one, which is then odd and medial.

From all this, it is evident that we may distinguish, and
with just reason, to a certain point in the body of a nereId,
1. a proboscis, which is but one or two entire anterior rings,
in the interior of which, there may be teeth, which, without
any doubt, become exterior, or at least marginal in their action.
2. A cephalous enlargement, formed of two broader rings
than the proboscis, and disposed obliquely, 80 that the anterior
produces a sort of advance, or front, under which the pro
botcis may withdraw, and the posterior, a complete ring, re
ceives it when it is more deeply retracted. This it is which
p".,. to the incomplete appendages of these cephalous rings,

H2
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a disposition more or less tentacular, according ail, from being
lateral, they become more and more dorsal, or frontal. We
may then very well apply a common denomination to those
tentacula, since their origin is the same, and distinguish them
only, as they are altogether superior, or lateral. 8. A species
of neck, as some authors have made of it, formed of the nar
rowest and shortest rings, which immediately follow the
cephalous rings, and the entire appendage of which is almost
rudimentary. But these rings are something less distinct
than the others, the trachelian rings passing by little and little
into the thoracic, and those again being less distinct from the
abdominal. We may, however, consider as such those whose
appendages are the most complete, and especially in the
branchial part. As for the coccygeal, or post-anal rings, there
are never more than one, terminated by a short point, a little
dagger-wise.

The appendages may be equally di"ided into cephalous,
cervical, thoracic, abdominal, and prreanal.

Considering the cirriform, or tentacular appendages of the
cephalouB rings, as of the same nature and of the same
origin, we may, for the purpose of rendering ourselves better
understood, divide them into superior or frontal, and into
lateral.

The teeth, more or less deeply placed, will be distinguished
from the masses of corneous tubercles, equally unciform
sometimes, which arm the rings of the proboscis, by their
size and their development, and even sometimes by their
calcareous nature.

There is no objection to preserving the name of eyes, (al
though it is very doubtful whether they be really organs of
vision,) for the black orbicular spots which are remarked upon
the principal cephalous ring of a tolerably great number of
nereides, and their consideration should not be neglected, as
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their presence or absence, tbeir number and disposition, ap
pear to furnish tolerably good zoological characters.

We may term cervical appendages, the first, in greater or
lea number, which do not present the complete composition
of those of the rest of the body, and especially are destitute of
gills.

We may reserve, on the contrary, the denomination of
thoracic appendages, for those which are perfectly complete,
at least in relation to the particular species which may happen
to be under consideration; for it may occur, that in a group
of species, no appendage is absolutely complete, that is to
say. formed ofits two parts, divided by a lateral line, and both
composed of a fasciculus of setal and of aciculi, of tentacular
filaments, and particularly of a primate or branchial ten
taeulum.

Finally, the name of abdominal appendages suits those of
the rings, which have lost something of their complication,
from the most perfect to the pair which precedes the anus,
and which may be termed prmanal.

In the di1ferent parts of the appendages, some di1ferences
may be found, on which it is proper to remark. Those of the
absolute. or proportional length of the tentacular filaments, or
of the nipples which support them, are ofbut little importance.
Such, however. is not the case respecting the simplicity, or
the complication of form of the filaments, or superior tentacu
lar c11'l'U8. In the first case, there is no gill, properly so called,
but in the second there is, and then the number of digita
tions and their forms become characteristic of the species, and
often of the rings.

The fascicnlus of stiff, cameo-calcareous sebEl. which com
pletes the appendages, is sometimes like the latter, divided
into two fasciculi, more or less distinct, by a lateral line.
But, moreover, they are themselves formed of two sorts of
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setre; some finer and more flexible, to which this name may
be preserved, and the others stiffer, more resistent, and con
stantly of a black colour, which M. Savigny has named
aciculi. The setre also exhibit differences in their mode of
termination; but it requires magnifiers of considerable power
to enable us to perceive this character.

The skin, or general envelope of these animals, iQ most in
stances extremely thin, presents a character common to the
entire class, of exhibiting the different colours of the prism,
according to the inclination of the luminous rays; in other
respects it offers no great differences of thickness and of struc
ture, according to the parts of the body to which it belongs.
It is, however, always thinner on the tentacular cirri, wbether
branchial or not.

These cirri, whicb constitute the only sopposable organ
of touch in these animals, are of different sizes, often 'Very
long, and placed throughout the whole extent of the body;
the longest are in general the upper ones of each appendix,
and especially those which terminate it in front and behind,
wben we have considered them as tentacola. They seem at
times to be as it were articulated, although they are never in
reality so, the skin being of the same thickness througbout.
This should seem to be owing to the manner in which the sub
stance which fills them is divided, and it may be that this
sub-articulate disposition exists only in the nereides which
have been preserved in alcohol.

The black points which the authors who have observed the
living nereides regard as eyes, are tolerably large, compara
tively to the thickness of the cephalic ring which supports
them. Of number and position constant in each little group,
they are sessile, and rather independent of the skin. The eye
itself forms an elongated spheroid, altogether black on ODe

side, and shining on the other, leaving in the muscular stratum
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on which it is supported a slight excavation; this side is
white, and evidently in communication with the rest of the
system.

The locomotive apparatus of these animals is extremely
simple, although considerable: it is composed by two strata
of muscular fibres, situated under the skin; the external
matum, much thinner than the other, is formed by transverse
fibres, while the internal one, very thick, is entirely formed by
longitudinal fibres; this'last stratum is much thicker under
neath, where it constitutes two or four DarroW bands,
extendedfrom one extremity to the other, and sometimes per
ceptible externally; on the upper part, or in the dorsal line,
the longitudinal band is perhaps not thicker, but it is not much
divided except into two, by a medial furrow; on each side
the moscular bands, superior and inferior, are thicker, so as
to fill almost all the interval comprised between the skin and
the intestinal canal. It is in fact from these bands that pro
ceed the small oblique ~uscles which go to the root of each
appendage; and it is in their thickneBB that are deeply sunk
the fasciculi of selle, and of aciculi, of those appendages,
which are provided with them so as to be drawn forward or
backward by the fibres which are· attached to their base, or
which penetrate even into the nipples which support them;
the8e are true specific muscles. In the species in which the
appendages are deeply divided into two branches, there is be
sides a longitudinal muscular fasciculus which follows the
whole lateral line, and to which the transverse fibres adhere.

It is not neceuary to say that all the longitudinal muscles
are dirided into as many parts as there are rings to the body
of the animal: in the species which have a pair of teeth, each
or the latter has peculiar muscles to approximate and remove
it; in those whose masticatory apparatus is more compli
cated, the muscles are more complicated: at first the upper
lip, or the cleft ring, which immediately precedes the mouth,
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has a strong lateral muscle, which is carried from the lateral
base to the side of the general muscular sbeath; another,
more considerable, belongs to the second cephalic ring: it
attaches itself to the lateral face of this ring, and is elon
gated pretty far backwards into the visceral cavity, be
tween the intestinal canal and the longitudinal cutaneous
stratum; one or two small oblique fasciculi, and much
shorter, proceed from the first cervical to the posterior cephalic
ring. The buccal mus, or mouth, with its appendages, is
drawn back by a very powerful muscle, which is inserted
at its dorsal and lateral face. What is more remarkable is,
that the enlargements of the intestinal canal, at leut the ante·
rior ones, have also retractor muscles; those which carry the
buccal mass forward, are altogether dorsal, and much less
strong: the teeth ate as it were implanted by a sort of pedi
cle, in the very parietes of the msophagus, or rather of the
buccal cavity, the fibres of which are longitudinal; and they
are surrounded from their base to a little distance {rom their
far extremity, by a thick stratum of transverse fibres, which
musl act in the manner of a powerful sphincter.

The mouth of the nereides, in the species provided with a
true proboscis, and e\'en in those which have one formed by
proboscidian rings, is always terminal, and consisting of a
rounded orifice, and sometimes of a transverse cleft; but in
the multidentated species, it is a sort of oblique cleft nnder
neath and behind the first ring.
Th~ proboscis, properly so called, may be considered as a

very long ring, sometimes filiform, and at other times more or
less c1aviform, and enlarged at its extremity. The skin
which invests it is always much thinner than on the rest of the
body; in {act, this organ is often retracted into the interior
part of the intestinal canal, pretty nearly like the tentacula of
the limacinlE. It is rarely armed at its extremity; sometimes,
bowever, there are two pairs of little hooks, one at each cor-
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Der of the enlarged extremity of the proboscis; more fre.
quently it is furnished with folds, with tubercles, or even with
tentacular papilbe at ita orifice.

Finally, in the multidentated species, the mouth, as has
been already mentioned, presents the disposition of a cleft, at
the orifice of which the whole of the jaws may be supported
by the moscles which move the whole buccal mass; these
jaws appear to be nothing but the corneous or calcareous en
cruatment of longitudinal folds to the number of three or four
on each side, wider, and more open in front, narrower, and
convergent one towards another behind. Accordingly, they
always seem to be of the same number on each side; but the
fint two folds. the most anterior and inferior, much shorter
than the others. are sometimes composed of two corneous or
calcareous particles, placed one at the end of the other.
This anomalous disposition has occasioned MM. Savigny and
Lamarck to attribute to these animals jaws of uneven numbers,
and always more numerous on the left than the right. In an
individual of the nereU pinnata, examined by M. de Blain
ville, there were four teeth, the first anterior and inferior one
was semi-lunar, very small, simple on the right hand, and with
a small tubercle at the posterior angle on the left; the second,
a little larger. and of the same form, but denticulated on its free
edge, was in like manner undivided on the right, and divided
on the left, the accessory part being in front of the principal.
F"mally, the other two were perfectly similar on both sides:
(Jne broader, stronger, and denticulated on its free or internal
edge, wasjoined to the fourth, which was longer, morc slender,
and more posterior; for its posterior third part, and beyond
that this double tooth, united on a common pedicle, is con
tioued with its corresponding one of the opposite side, some
thing like a pair of sheers, and it was this part which was
principally seized by the thick annular muscle. In an indi
vidual of the llef'eU gigM, whose jaws had pretty nearly the
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l&Dle form, with the difference of being calcareous, the same
gentleman found that at the right the second tooth was equally
ditomous, the accessory piece being also in front. But be
sides these sorts of lateral jaws in this section of nereides,
there is a sort of lower jaw, composed of two symmetrical
pieces, a little widened into a palate at the extremity, and
approximated in the medial line; their posterior extremity
is implanted in the transverse fascicolus of muscular fibres
of the buccal mass.

The communication of the mouth with the rest of the intes
tinal canal is direct in the proboscidian nereids, but in the
unidenticulated species, and particolarly in the multidenticu
lated, this is not the case. The bnccal cavity forms a sort of
col-de-sac behind, and the continuation is made with the reso

phagus, by an aperture in the form of a cleft, situated at the
anterior part of the superior paries. This orifice conducts
into a sort of pharynx, or enlargement, from which issues the
intestinal canal. The latter is always extended in a right
line, from one extremity to the other of the body of the ani
mal. We often distinguish there a somewhat short resopha
gus, but mnch more narrow than the rest, as in the nniden
tated species, and moreover some salivary glands, pretty
long, and a little twisted, and they open considerably behind
the buccal mass. The stomach, which is of a pretty con
siderable diameter, and almost equal to that of the abdominal
cavity, is sometimes without very distinct enlargements, and
corresponds to the rings of the body. It is sometimes praUy
markedly.st.rangnlated towards its grooves, and more or less
dilated into crecal appendages in the enlargements of the
rings. Its parietes, Qften very slender, are sometimes, as in
the Nerei8 gigaa, almost as thick as the skin, so that we may
easily distinguish in them, as in the latter, two strata of fibres,
one longitudinal and the other transverse. Often also these
two parts of the general envelope are strongly connected toge-

13
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ther by means of numeroWl cellular f'nEna, which are carried
from one to the other, forming numeroWl transverse cells.

The termination of the intestine is made, as has been al
ready mentioned, altogether at the posterior extremity of the
body. It is usually very wide aud transverse.

No liver. properly so called, has been distinguished round
any part of the intestinal canal of the nereides. but the sali

vary glands have been found to be particularly distinct, at
least in the nnidentated species.

The portion of the exterior envelope, modified so as to be
converted into an organ of respiration, is constantly external
in the nereides, and consequently constitutes gills, bot those
gilla are not always perfectly distinct from the tentacular
cirri of the appendages of the rings, in which case it is pro
bable that the latter take the place of them. In the mnlti
dentated nereides there are some very distinct, and which are
often even more or less pinnated. In the nnidentated species
the lateral cephalic tentacula may doubtless be regarded as
gills, as well as the little cirrous tongues. which are found
underneath the snperior and inferior cirri. Finally, in the
apecies with proboscis, it is very rare that there "is any thing
ollie but simple tentacular cirri, sometimes. it is true, aug
mented at the superior part with sorts of cirri compressed
into little leaves. which may also be regarded as respiratory
organs, bnt from no proof except analogy of position.

The circulation of the nereides appears to be extremely
simple; and the blood is constantly ofa fine red colour, com
parable to that of the arterial blood of vertebrated animals,
with warm blood, and that in tbe whole vascular system.

The apparatus of decomposition in these animals is still
leu known than that of composition. The cutaneous exha
lation is sometimes sufficiently abundant, since certain
apecies can form from it a sheath, or at least line their
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dwelling-place, such as holes or anfractnosities, which they
inhabit.

The organs of generation are still more obscure. It ap
pears, however, that we may consider as ovaries some small
whitish utricles, granular, which are found on each side of
each ring, and between the cooca of the stomach, the orifice
of which appears to exist at the base of its appendage, so
that these animals should have a large number of ovaries.
They do not, however, possess their full development but in
the extent of about three-fifths of their total length. In front
they are very small, and still more so behind.

The nervous system consists in a long abdominal and
medial thread, extended from one extremity to the other,
and often concealed by fasciculi of the inferior longitudinal
muscle. In certain species it does not merely form a thread,
but it swells a little in the middle of each ring, and it is from
this enlargement that the threads come forth which go to the
muscles and the skin. In the nereis pelagica we find even
that these ganglions, about the second anterior third of the
body, are very thick and very distinct, while they are so little
so elsewhere, as to lead lIS to doubt of their nature.

No naturalist has yei studied the different functions of the
organs which constitute the nereides. The faculty, however,
of continuing to live, has been recognized in them, after a
considerable portion of the posterior extremity of their bodies
has been cut off, the amputated part being reproduced in a
tolerably short time.

Their eyes appear to be but of very small utility to them j

but it is not so with the tentacular cirri of their body, and
especially \lith those of the head, which they direct in all
ways, as it were to examine and scrutinize those obstacles
which may occur to them.

Their locomotion on a resisting soU is very lively, and is
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made in a serpentine manner from right to left. Otho Fabri
cius tells Ull that he has even seen the two extremities moving
at once in the same direction. It appears that certain species
can swim equally well in this serpentine way, without doubt,
by means of the oars, formed by the pencils of setre of their
appendages, and especially by the aid of their foliaceous cirri.

Those which bury themselves in the sand or mud, which
doubtless are the unidentated species, appear to do this by
the assistance of the tuberculous points with which their pro
boscidian rings are armed.

We know but little concerning the natural history of the
nereides, except what we have received from Otho Fabricius
and M. Bosc. It is generally admitted that the species of
this genus are found only in the waters of the sea.

It is equally evident that there are species of nereides in
all prp-ts of the world, although they are very far from having
been sufficiently studied. From the little that we do know
concerning their division, it would appear that a species of
each group may exist in the different zones of the globe, but
the largest belong to the torrid zones of the two sides of the
equator.

The nereides most usually live in the excavations oflittoral
rocks, in the hollows of sponges, in certain alcyones, in uni
valve or bivalve shells, in madrepores, in the interstices of
the radicles of thalassiophytes, under stones, and in general
in all bodies which present fissures more or less profound.
There are some which bury themselves in mud or sand, where
they excavate a lodge proportional to the dimensions of their
body, and sometimes they line this dwelling with a mucous
matter issning from their body in sufficient abundance to
construct a tube or sheath. From this they put forth a
greater or less portion of their body, but rarely the posterior
extremity, so that they may be able to re·enter on the slightest
indication of danger.
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They all appear to feed upon animal substances, whether
in the living state, or in a state of putrefaction more or
less advanced. M. Bose, who has observed the manners of
some species on the coasts of the United States, tells us posi
tively that these animals feed upon polypi and small worms,
on which they throw themselves, by darting the anterior part
of their body, which they have first contracted. Otho Fabri
cius tells us of some species of spio, or nereides with tubes,
that they seize the planarile, on which they feed, by means
of their long tentacula.

,No observations appear to have been made on the mode of
reproduction in animals of this genus, and it is easy to con
ceive that such observations must be very difficult to be
made. It appears merely probable that the eggs must be
very numerous, and that they issue from each ring, for the
ovaries have been remarked to have filled the emarginations
made by the gastric enlargements.

It has not, we believe, been at all observed that the nereides
were hurtful animals; the larger species are, on the contrary,
regarded by fishermen as forming an excellent bait, which
causes them to be sought after pretty carefully on the coasts
of the ChanneL It is generally women and children who at
low tide gather them in the muddy or sandy places, and in
the intervals of shingles, with a sort of trident.

We have already had occasion to mention that the distinc
tion of the species of the nereides was but little advanced be
fore the labours of M. Savigny, notwithstanding that Pallas,
Muller, and especially Otho Fabricius, had given us some
excellent descriptions of those which live on the coasts of the
northern seas. It must be allowed that it is difficult enough
when a careful study is not given to each part, composing the
appendages, which is not always so easy to be done, as cer
tain of these parts may be more or less retracted, when the
animal appears in our collections.
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The arrangement of the species of nereides, accOl'ding to M.
de Blainville, should indicate the passage from the aphrodites,
which he placesat the commencement ofthe class ofChetopods,
to the lumbrici, which are at the end. It should be establish
ed on the development of the appendages in general, and parti
cularly on those of the head. More regard, however, has been
paid by naturalists to the mode in which the mouth is armed.

The genus EUNICE of the text is put at the head of the
Nereides by M. de Blainville; the anterior extremity of the
digestive canal is provided with a buccal mass, armed at the
interior with corneous folds or teeth, denticulated, and lateral,
the two inferior of which are very much approximating the
medial line, and constitute a sort oflower jaw.

This group encloses the largest species of nereides; many
appear to exist in the European seas, but they are never of so
large a size as those of the seas of warm climates.

The corneous or calcareous armour which invests the lateral
folds of the buccal cavity in these nereides, would lead us to
suppose that their food was more solid than that of the others.
and that they might even attack the smaller fish.

We shall conclude our remarks on the present order of
annelida with a brief notice of the aphrodites.

This is a genus of marine worms, the character of which
is to have membranaceous plates in the form of a scale,
which form two ranges on the back, where they are attached
by their middle. one pair fastened to two of the rings. The
gills are placed on those rings which have no scales, and so
amall that they can hardly be perceived; each ring, more
oyer, supports feet composed of stiff setal, which vary in num
ber according to the species.

The body of the aphrodites is generally broader and flatter
in proportion to its length, than that of other worms of the
same family. It has been supposed that they have articulated
tentacula round the mouth, but this is erroneous; they are
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nothing but simple and fleshy filaments, similar to those
which are attached to the rings, and only a little larger; their
alsophagus can re-enter and come out so as to represent a
species of proboscis. When it is altogether elongated exter
nally, the aperture of the gizzard presents itself, and with it
four small teeth that are there attached, two above and two
below. This gizzard is fleshy, and very strong; the intes
tinal canal is straight, and gives out on each side a multitude
of Calca which terminate sometimes by a simple dilatation.
sometimes by some ramifications.

The blood vessels of the aphrodites are a little smaller in
proportion than those of the nereides and the arenicolle;
nevertheless, it is easy to perceive them, and also to demon
strate that they are filled with a red fluid. Their nen'ous
system is very apparent, and consists in a medullary cordon,
which predominates through the whole length of the belly,
and is swelled into as many ganglia as there are segments in
the body.

It is said that the sexes are separated in the aphrodites, and
that they are oviparous. In certain seasons the body of the
female is found full of eggs, which swim in a liquid, and that
of the males full of milt; but no internal organs have been
found destined to produce them, nor external apertures to
evacuate them.

We shall now proceed to the third and last order
ABRANCHIA.

The genus LUMBRICUS was indicated originally by the au
thors of antiquity, and admitted successively, under the same
denomination, by all the modern zoologists, except by M. Sa
vigoy. Linneus, Gmelin, and his followers, who are very nume
rous, place this genus in the division of external worms. M.
Cuvier at first imitated Linneus; but he gave to the dit'ision
of the worms in which he placed the lumbrici, the name of red-
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blooded, which was changed by M. Lamarck into that of An
.elida. The generic characters of the lombrici are: body elon
gated, very extensible, attenuated at the two extremities,but es
pecially at the anterior, composed ofa great number ofarticula
tions, having for appendages only spines or selle, forming longi
tudinal strUe; mouth, terminal, simple; anus likewise terminal,
and longitudinal; the organs ofgeneration terminating towards
the anterior third of the body, near a sort of pad or swelling,
more or leu con.siderable, which may be remarked there.

The organization of the lumbrici has been studied by
eeveral persons, and among others by Willis, Redi, Mon
tegre, and Sir Everard Home. Their body, perfectly
round, is terminated in a manner more obtuse behind than
in front, where it is considerably attenuated, and becomes
very pointed; the furrows which divide it into articulations
are IlO much the deeper and more crowded, as they approach
more to the posterior extremity; also the articulations are
much more marked in front than behind; they are especially
so in a place situated towards the anterior third of the body,
.here we remark an enlargement of a redder colour, formed
by six rings not 10 distinct as the resL At the sixteenth
ring, at its inferior and lateral part, is a sort of ovaliform
tubercle, transverse, whiter than the rest of the body, which ill
pierced by a cleft: eqnally transverse. This is particularly
evident wben the animal is elongated. At the thirty-sixth
ring we see eqnally on each side a part more lIesh-coloured
than the rest, and which represents an elongated tubercle,
occnpying the space of three rings: no trace of aperture
is visible there. O. Fabricius, in his description of the
common earth-worm, puts this pad at the twenty-seventh and
twenty-eighth rings, and says that in front, that is to say, at
the twenty-fourth, he has seen a pendant, soft: appendage,
whose envelope being very thin, su1l'ered to escape a limpid
fluid, through an ormco by which it was pierced; at the

VOL. XIII. I
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upper part of the back on each side is a series of pores very
symmetrically placed: it is from those orifices that the hu
mour which invests the body of the lumbrici comes forth.
Some authors think that at the same time they are sol1& of
stigmata for respiration.

The general envelope of the lumbrici is eminently con
tractile, in consequenr.e of the thickness of the muscular
stratum, which doubles it. As for the skin itself, it presents
this character of irritation which is found in all the animals of
the clll8R. The skin is more slender, and ~fter in the intervals
of the rings, but these latter are more inflated and more re
sisting. Each of them is provided. to the right and left,
with a number, variable, as it would appear, according to
the species, of small calcareo-corneous setal, of a golden
yellow, disposed in pairs; one latero-superior, and the other
latero-inferior, and the succession of which, on each ring,
forms four longitudinal series on each side of the animal, or
eight in all. These setal, rough and resistent, are more 01'

less short, and strongly directed backwards. This is what the
appendages become reduced to in this genus of animals.
There is, in fact, no trace of tentacular parts, not even around
the mouth. The intestinal canal is simple, extending from
the mouth to the anus. The former is very small, for it is
pierced in the first ring, which is remarkably pointed; but
as it opens a little obliquely at its inferior part, there result
two kinds of lips, the upper of which is oval and much longer
than the other, which really possesses but little sensibility.
There is not, at the anterior part of the canal, any buccal
dilatation, or teeth, or lingual enlargement The <esophagus,
when arrived to about the sixteenth ring, terminates in a
true gizzard, almost as thick as a pea, of a fleshy and ten
dinous tissue, with fibres a little oblique. All the rest of the
intestine goes directly without enlargement to the anus, which
is pierced in the fonn of a longitudinal cleft in the wt ring.

13
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In the pusage of the intestinal canal, the muscular fibres
which p888 from one ring of the body to another, attaching
abemselves to the interval, form sorts of diaphragms, which
proceed to terminate at the parietes of the intestine. No
author speaks of the liver, properly 80 called. Some, how
ever, have considered as holding its place, a thick flexuous
vessel, which predominates all along the inferior face of the
intestinal canal. But this is probably an erroneous opinion,
this vessel being more likely to be a mesenteric vein. The
apparatus of the circulation of the lumbrici appears to be
very simple. From all the parts of the exterior envelope,
and from the intestinal canal, springs a very close net-work
of small veins, which unite in a single thick trunk, situated in
the medial line of the ventral face. This trunk, when ar
rived near the head, ascends by five pair of lateral canals,
to the dorsal swface of the body. These canals soon unite in
a very long heart, occupying all the middle line of the back,
broader in front, and growing more narrow in proportion as
it goes backwards. The heart may then very well be con
sidered as an aortal artery, from which, subsequently issue
the divisions which repair into the different parts of the body.
Its motions of systole and diastole are very perceptible.
From this distribution of the circulatory apparatus, it is ex
tremely probable that there is no special organ of respiration,
and that the entire skin is modified for this purpose. There
are, however, many authors who regard as sorts of lungs, the
little follicles, to which the dorsal pores conduct, as the same
has been snpposed with regard to the leeches. The organs
of generation appear to have sufficient relations with those of
the same animals. Like them, the two sexes exist in the
l18JDe individual, and the apparatus are situated towards the
anterior third of the body. They are composed, behind, of a
double series of yellowish pores, situated above the stomach,
into which repair a great number of blood.,oessels, and in Cront,

12
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of those other pairs of. white vesicullll, the posterior of which
is thicker and more oblong. It would seem that these last
communicate with the exterior by the vertical clefts which
we have observed on each side of the sixteenth ring. It is a
query whether the posterior bodies are the ovaries, the eggs
from which, previous to issuing forth externally, should pass
through the anterior vesicles, that would thus perform on
them the office of spermatic organs. "Of this we must be the
less certain, as Montegre assures us that the young ones,
which come forth in the living state, do 80 by the anus, and
that the eggs from which they proceed have descended be·
tween the external envelope, and the intestinal canal, as far
as the circumference of the rectum, a disposition which is,
to say the least of it, very singular. It seems, however,
quite certain that the lumbrici are ovoviviparous.

The nervous system of the lumbrici is composed of a brain
extremely small, situated above the mouth, and of a gastric,
or abdominal cord, which is formed by a series of a great
number of small ganglia, much crowded, one against the
other.

The lumbrici cannot be supposed to taste, smell, see, or
hear, in any wise, since they have no specific organ of sense.
But, in compensation, their tonch appears to be extremely
delicate. Accordingly, it is sufficient to strike, or even slightly
to stir the earth which they inhabit, to make them come out
quickly. The mncons nature of their skin causes them to be
partial to humidity, wliether in the earth or atmosphere.
They are, therefore, much afraid of the drying action of
light, sun, and air. If, by any cause, they find themselves
exposed to it they quickly endeavonr to withdraw from its
influence by sinking into the earth, or getting under some
shelter, and if they cannot do 80 they soon dry up, and are
deprived of life. They move with tolerable swiftness on the
surface of the earth, by the alternate extension and approxi-
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matioa of the rings of their body, a part of which i. more or
less fastened to the soil by means of little hooks, and that in
all directions. They doubtless walk more generally forward,
bat they can likewise move a little in a contrary direction.
For entering the earth they always use the upper lip, which
they contract, 80 as to give it solidity, and a terebrant form,
but they never can perform this operation, except in a very
looae and humid soil. The canals which they form in the
earth, have always at least a double issue, one by which
they enter and another by which they COme forth. It is by
the first that they eject in a vermicular form, the earth which
they have swallowed in excava.ting their galleries, and they
issue forth through the other. To ascend thus in their hole
it appears that they make a little use of their spines. It is
generally supposed that these animals feed only upon the
animal and vegetable BDbstances found in the earth which
they traverse. But it appears that they join with those
evident portions of organized bodies. It is quite certain that
thelumbrici seek,in preference, unctuous soils, such as the holes
where dung is deposited, the strata of our gardens, &.c.

Although these animals are really endowed with herma
phrodism, that is to say, they have both sexes at once, it
does not appear to be complete, but the above approximation
of two individuals is necessary for reproduction, without,
however, any reciprocal penetration of an exciting organ. It
is at the commencement of the spring that coupling take,
place, and this always occurs during the night, and half out
of the ground. The two individuals adhere so closely toge
ther, by a sort of agglutination of the enlarged ring, that they
IOOner suft'er themselves to be crushed than separated.
Montegre tells us, however, that this adherence is not so
great as to prevent the animals from sinking into their hole,
on the least sensation of approaching danger. At the end of
a .pace of time of greater or 1~88 duration, but the exact
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extent of which we do not know, they deposit their y01mg in
the earth. We are no better acquainted with the time which
they take to acquire the necessary development for repro
duction, and for attaining their largest size. Neither do we
know any thing conceming the duration of their life.

'!be lumbrici are in full p088euion of their faculties only
during the seasons of spring, summer, and a part of the
autumn. In proportion as the cold approaches, they sink
deeper and deeper into the earth, where, according to M.
Latreille, they form a sort of lodgment, or case, probably
with the mucous matter which iuues from their bodies.
Under certain circumstances, the nature of' which does not
appear to be sufficiently understood, the lumbrici become
phosphorescent. Experiments have been tried upon them,
respecting their capacity of reproducing parts removed.
Some authors tell us that they have even seen the parts of a
lumbricus cut in two, become each of' them a complete
animal.

This is conceivable respecting the anterior half, because it
contains almost all the essential parts of the organization,
and that, so to speak, there is nothing to form but an anus;
but it is not probable that the posterior moiety can repair the
1088 of the stomach, the organs of generation, &:c. The
lumbrici are scarcely of any other nse to the human species
than as bait for fish. '!bey are procured by searching for
them, with spade or fork, in the unctuous or loose soils of
our kitchen-gardens, 8tc. or even by stamping on and dis
turbing the soil in which, from the multitude of holes by
which it is pierced, we may recognize that there is an abun
dance of these animals. What comes to the ssme thing, ill
by sinking the spade or a stake in the earth, to cause all
around a considerable commotion and pressure. If this ope
ration be continued for a while, especially in warm and humid
weather, there will soon appear a great quantity of lumbrici,
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which may be preserved until it is neceuary to employ
them.

However abundant these animals may be in our gardenB
and fields, it seems certain that they do no harm to our .gar
dening or agricnlture; and even, as they divide and tum the
earth, 60me persons are of opinion that they are more useful
than injurious.

We have but little knowledge concerning the distribution
oC the species of this genua on the surface of the earth.
They have as yet been studied in a satisfactory manner only
ill Europe. It is however extremely probable that they
exist in North America, and the north of Africa and Asia.
But on tbis subject we have no positive certainty, and still
less so respecting their existence in the southern portions of
those mighty continents, or in Australasia.

The NAIDES have evidently many relations with certain
species of Nereides, and strongly so with the lumbrici.
Their intestinal canal is simple,. extended from one extre
mity to another of the body, a~d adherent to the external
envelope by cellular bridles. The mouth is round and ter
minal, without any trace of tentaCular, or masticatory appa
ratus. The anus is likewise terminal and rounded. We
Bee all along the back of the animal a flexuous vessel, filled
with a red fluid, as in the nereides. There is no trace of
gi1la on any oC the rings; but all of them, or almost all, are
provided on the right and left with spines, or calcareo
c:omeous aciculi, simple. and sometimes fasciculate, but
always few in nnmber, and pretty nearly as in the lumbrici.
The nervous system is almost unmown. These animals live
almost constantly in fresh waters, running or stagnant, in
the mud or 60ft clay which border them, and are seldom
Tiaible. It appears that they feed on small animals, whether
infusory or not, which they probably swallow entire. M. Bose
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has seen a nais. whose intestine was filled with DaphniJe still
living, which it had taken very dexterously when swimming.
Their mode of' generation is pretty nearly nnknown. It is
said. however, that they are oviparous, and that towards
spring, is perceptible, towards the two thirds of the length of
their body, and underneath, an elongated mass of' a different
colour from the intestine, and which, seen through the micro
1C0pe, appeared to contain an innumerable qnantity of eggs.
This is to be seen for a longer or shorter time, which depends
upon the heat of the seUOD; but in general it has disappeared
at the commencement of summer. The nudes can be mul
tiplied artiiicially, by cutting their body transversely into
many pieces. Such, at least, was the result of the experi
ments of Trembley and of Rmsel; M. Bose, how8Yer, tells us
that he has repeated them without success.

The ancients appear to have been acquainted only with the
most common species of HUtuDO, and these animals were
Dot yet employed in medicine, at the time of Hippocrates.
Pliny designatel them very well under the name of' Bini
dille6, and of SaragtlUugtB, distinguishing two species. Many
new species have been added in modern times, and they have
been divided into generic groups. Many scientific meu have
.tudied their organization, the knowledge of which yet ap
pears hardly complete, if we may judge from the very great
and singular differences of opinion existing on many points of
conseqnence respecting iL

A part of their history, which had been much neglected
until later times, but the Blndy ofwhich has been necesaitated
by their dearnesa, and the difficulty of procuring them for
medicinal purposes, i. their mode of reproduction and preser
vation. M. Lenoble, a physician of Versailles, appears to be
the first who noticed that the medicinal leeches formed a lIOlt

of cocoon, which Bergman bad before observed in relation
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to another apecieL In our obeervations respecting the hiro
dines in general, we shall take as a type, the medicinal leech,
which is by far the best known.

The body of a leech, in a state of moderate extension, is
elongated, a little depreued, more convex above than un
derneath, attenuating insensibly in front, and much less BO
behind, where it is rounded~ Therefore its greatest diameter
ia towards its posterior third or fourth. It is formed of a
variable Dumber of rings or articulations, very regular, very
equal, separated by interstices a little more nanowed, and sub
linear. The anterior extremity is obtuse, although sub-angular.
In a state of inaction it presents a large orifice, oval, depressed.
and oblique, because the upper lip, composed of incomplete
rings, adVaDces sensibly more than the lower, formed by the
edge of the first complete ring. Thus there is no distinct
lUcker, or copper, although these lips perform the functions of
ODe. On the first rings are observable BOme black points
which have been called eyes, but which, at most, are but
very imperfect mdiments of such. They are to the number
of five pairs, very regularly disposed like a horse-shoe. In
all the rest of the back, nothing is perceptible but BOIDe me
gular mncous pores. Finally, altogether backwards, is an
apertnre much more evident, and perfectly medial, for the
aDus. The ventral face of the body preseots, towards the
first fourth of its length, two large medial orifices, at BOme
distance from each other, the anterior of which serves as we
shall see, for aD iuue to the male organ, and the posterior is
the female organ of generation. In its whole length, we see
on this inferior face of the body, some lateral pores pretty
much swelled or tuberculous, raDged by pairs. ODe at every
fifth riag. Fioally, at the posterior ext.remity is a muscular
diU, perfectly circular, a little CODr.ave, forming a sort of
copper. Sometimes we observe that each ring is provided
OIl each side with a small, not projecting. and retractile
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'ubercle; doubtless the rudiment oC an appendage, but in
which no selm are perceptible. M. de Blainville appears to
be the only author who has noticed this.

The envelope of the leeches is soft in all its parts, and in
all directions, so that the animal can eaaily pass from a semi
globular to a sub-linear form. The skin, properly so called,
is adherent in all its points, and even almost confounded "lith
the subjacent contractile tissue. An epidermis may be there
distinguished, or rather a sort oC varnish extremely thin, ap
plied on a pigmeutum tolerably thick, granular, and coloured
in various ways. The dermis itself is not very thick, it is ad
herent, and subiuberculous, in consequence of the great
number of'crypta with which it is sown, which give it a porous
aspect. Each ring separated from the others by a tolerably
deep furrow, is itself divided into two by a tl'ansvetBe fold,
on which there are numerous longitudinal fissures.

The crypta of the skin are larger, and more developed on
each side of the belly, at every fiftll ring, and Corm a pretty
considerable projection or tubercle, pierced with a large pore.
These organs, M. Thomaa considered aa sorts of lungs, but
with small reason, as they never contain any air, and are
filled with the same sort of mucosity as the other crypta of
the skin, nor is there any thing in their position analogous to
that of respiratory organs. Neither have they any real re
lation to the male organ oC generation, as waa supposed by
M. Bpix.

This very soft and contractile skin oC the leeches, ill, in all
probability, the only organ of sense which can be recognized
in them. There seems to be no appendage, no cavity, which
can be regarded aa the seat of smell. There certainly may
exist an organ of taate, probably in the sort of lips which
precede the dentiferous tubercles; but of this we can be by no
means certain.

We remark, as ,,'e have already mentioned, at the upper
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face of the first rings of the body, certain black points, which
have some apparent resemblance to the simple eyes ofhexapod
inllCCtB, and still more 80 to the similar organs which exist in
the nereides; but whether they are really eyes is more than
doubtful, for on examination they do not appear to poBse88
either the structure or the USCl of such organs.

.As for an organ of hearing, the place of the leeches in the
animal series will not permit us to believe that they polSess
any.

The apparatus of locomotion consists in its active part
alone, and it is entirely confounded with the skin which
coveR it; thus it is erroneously that lOme authors have ad
mitted that each ring of the body is supported by a cartila
ginous band. The contractile fibre has a shining satiny
aspect.

The distinct part of the muscular system forms a stratum
moderately thick at the internal face of the skin, on its whole
extent, but a little thicker underneath than above. This
IItratum is composed of two planes-the external, formed of
circular or transverse fibres, is much more slender than the
internal. The latter is tolerably thick, especially below; it
is entirely composed of longitudinal and fasciculated fibres,
the mos(extemal of which terminate from one ring to ano
ther, while the internal have an extent much more consider
able. We remark, moreover, certain fasciculi of transverse
fibres within the plane formed by the longitudinal fibres.

At tbeanterior extremity ofthe body these two planes offibres
appear, as it were, to be confounded, from which results a con
tractile tisme, not distinct from that of the dermis, and which
constitutes the two lips or edges of the anterior aperture, there
msceptible of assuming any form.

At the posterior extremity there is also a sort of confusion
of the two planes of muscular fibres, but they assume a new
and peculiar disposition; in fact, the longitudinal fibres, ap-
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proximated in consequence of the absence of the viscera, pr0

ceed from a central point, and form radii at the circumference
of the discus, which we have said terminatea the body of the
leech, while the circular fibres preserve their usual disposition.

The apparatus of digestion is pretty similar to that of most
of the class: there is no evident serous lacuna between the
exterior and that which constitutes the intestinal canal; on
the contrary, these two parts are united by numerous cellnlar
and vascular bridles, which pass from one to the other, and
thus produce a sort of strangulations, and then a series of
pouches or dilatations of the intestine.

We have already remarked, that the anterior extremity of
the leeches presents an aperture more or less considerable,
conducting into a cavity sometimes conformed like a cupper;
at the bottom of this cavity exists a labial fold, composed of
three lobes, not very distinct, rather narrow. two lateral and
one ventral, leaving between them a triangular space, the sum
mit of which is npwards. In this space appear projecting
more or less the dentiferous tubercles; these tubercles are the
l&IDe in number as the labial folds, but in an invene order.
Their form is sublenticular. They are placed on a leVel,1O
that the free part of their edge, very obtuse, converges towards
the longitudinal axis of the body, and the adherent part is
confounded with the contractile stratum of the external en
Telope. They are of a yellowish and shining white, and
appear to be of a denser tissue and more compact than the rest
of the contractile stratum of which they are a dependence.
They seem entirely contractile, though there is at their donal
base a mnacular fasciculus, more distinct, forming a part of
the longitudinal stratum, extending under the c:esophagus, and.
besides, another transverse bridle, very visible, particnlarly
between the two inferior tubercles. It is on the very blunt
edge, however, that one can distinguish, by the assistance of a
glue of very short focus, a double series of corneous teeth, ex-
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tremely fine; sometimes they are so much so that it is impos
sible to perceive them. In the middle ofa space comprised be
tween the internal roots of the dentiferous tubercles, is a round
orifice, extremely small, and conducting into the intestinal
canal.

We have already said, that this last is not free and floating
in tbeviaceral cavity; in fact, its parietes are adherent by their
external surface, almost immediately to the muscular sheath,
by means ofa stratum of cellular tissue, ofa spongy aspect, of
a deep brown colour. and which may be very well considered
as hepatic. Be this as it may, the intestinal canal has its
parietes extremely slender; the mucous membraue is scarcely
less so: it forms longitudinal folds, very little marked; they
are much more so in the whole length of the resophagus, which
is very short, and all its parietes are distinct. Beyond this

.is the stomach, which extends almost to the posterior sixth
of the total length of the body; its moat singular peculiarity
is, that in the leeches which are gorged with blood, we find it
divided by a considerable number of strangulations, and of
lateral pouches, mostusually ofa sigmoi'd form; these pouches,
which some authors bave regarded as stomachs, are vari
able in Dumber, according to the report of different authors.
The stomach of the leech, when completely empty, which is
the proper state in which it should be studied, and not in a
state of enormous distensiou, presents a great number of lon
gitudinal folds, which converge or approximate at the entrance
of the sinuses. At the place where this stomach terminates,
it is again continued in a vast pouch on the right and left,
which extends as far as the extremity of the body, occupying
its entire breadth, and without its parietes being more sepa
rated from the skin than the rest of the stomach. There
are also perceived strangulations formed by the transverse
muscolar fibres, which have been named crecums. The in
testine, properly so called, is very short j its communication
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with the stomach is made by an extremeJ"1IBIImr orifiCe; it
has a similar opening into the rectum, which latter proceeds
directly to the anus, which is very small, and pierced in the
last ring of the body.

No anthor has spoken of a liver in the leech; yet M. de
Blainville regards lIB soch the cellular system, already men
tioned, of a deep brown, which clothes externally, in the form
ofa membrane, the greatest part ofthe intestine and stomach.

The respiratory apparatus, according to the generality oC
observers, does not exist in a specific manner in the leeches.

The circulatory system is considerable and very complicated
in these animals: it is composed as nsual of a venons and arte
rial system, but there is no heart, properly so called.

The venOD8 system is formed of two very long vessels, with
their distinct parietes, situated underneath each side of the

. body, between the intestinal canal and the longitudinal stra
tom of muscles of the external envelope. These vessels,
which are evidently larger in the middle than at the extremi
ties, receive in their p'assage a great number of transverse
branches, some of which return from the tissue itself oC the
animal, and others come from the vessel on the opposite side,
from which it follows that these two large ,"ems and their
ramifications form a net-work with broad meshes on the back
of the leech.

Towards the anterior extremity these two veins are con
tinued in branches which curve upwards, and unite in the
middle and dorsal line to a smaller vessel, but with parietes a
little thicker, placed in a longitudinal furrow, hollowed in all
the length of the intestine. This is the aorta, from which
spring, at a right angle from the two sides, the vessels des
tined by their ramifications to carry the blood into all the
parts of the body of the animal, but especially to the parietes
of the intestinal canal.

The reproductive apparatus, or system oC generation, is
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also very complicated in this genus of animals, 1irBt, because
the two sexes exist in each individual, and secondly, because
each of the sexual organs is very much developed.

The female sex is composed of several parts, all accumu
lated at a little distance from .the posterior genital orifice,
which belongs to it. There are at first two ovaries, ovoid,
or sub-globular, placed in front of the orifice; from each of
these springs a very short oviduct, but by its union to its
congener is formed a single canal, directed from behind
forwards, and projecting almost entire into a pouch or BOrt of
matrix with distinct parietes, mucous and contractile, and the
neck of which is extended as far as the external orifice.

The male sex is still more complicated, and much more
extended. It is formed of a complex secretory organ, of an
excretory canal with epididymis, and finally of an excitatory
organ with its sheath.

The secretory organ is composed of a series of small white
globular masses on each side of the intestinal canal, between
the sinuses of the stomach, contained in the cellular tissue,
but certainly without any adherence to the skin. Each little
mass is nothing but a w~ite vesicle with very slender pa
rietes, and contains a whitish fluid. Each of these fur
nishes a small white canal, which is BOon united to a
common canal, situated at the external side of the series, and
which advances directly, making, however, many sinuosities
&om rear to front. When this canal has arrived towards the
genital region, its diameter diminishes in a sensible manner,
aod it comes in connexion with a white ovaliform mass,
which seems formed by the crowded convolutions of this
canal, 80 as to represent the disposition of the cerebral con
volutions in the mammifera. From this mass issues a dis
tinct canal, cemented against it, and which terminates at the
root of the sheath of the excitatory organ. This sheath, con~
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siderable and very long, is directed baekwards {or ita fint
half, then forward for the second. These two parts are
eemented one against the other, and towards the place
where the ovaries are, the extremity gives issue to the exeita
tory organ. The latter very long, slender, and cylindrical in
a part of its extent, elaviform at its extremity, i880es forth by
the anterior genital orifice, probably from the contraction of
the sheath, which appears to be of a muscular tissue.

We have to state that this description, differing consider
ably from what we find in the works of many authon, i.
taken from M. de Blainville, who had the fortunate opportu
nity of dissecting a leech taken in the act of eoupling, and in
which consequently all the parts were in the greatest state of
development, so that at all eventa we may rely upon its gene

ral truth. This part, however, of the anatomy of this animal
involves much difficulty. The nervous system of the leech
is pretty nearly similar to that of the lumbrici, and the rest of
the class. Placed on the middle abdominal line in the cellu
lar tissue, whieh separates the intestine from the sub-cutane
oua muscular stratum, it is composed of a certain number of
ganglia placed in file, and furnishing, beside the corda of
communication in front and behind with each other, some
transvene threads for the external envelope. The number of
these ganglia appears to be very variable. The first, much
larger than, and differently eomposed from, the othen, is
immediately on the under lip. Besides the threads which it
fumiahes to the surrounding part&, there iunes forth on each
side a thick cord, which is continued with a cephalic or epi
labial ganglia scarcely thicker than itself, and which gives
out the nerves of the npper lip.

Each ofthe following ganglia is ofa lozenge form; the an
terior and posterior angles furnish the double corda which
contione the neIVODS system along the belly. and from the
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exterior angles proceed the extremely fine threads, to distri
bute themselves to the different parts; the last ganglion sup
plies thOBe which proceed to the posterior disk.

The leeches feed on animal or vegetable matter, and on
the joicea or substances of the former only, according to the
species. The medicinal leech, when feeding by suction, fas
tens itself by the posterior disk, and having selected the spot
to bite, applies the anterior disk to it, which acts like a
cnppiDg-glaas; the mouth is then advanced, its lips widened.
and the three dentiferous tubercles which carry the hooks are
erected and stiffened by a strong contraction of their museu
lar tissue. By the alternate contraction and slight expansion
of these tubercles, a combined action of pressure and rubbing
or the hooks is produced, and the smaller blood vessels thus
become ruptured, and the wound, slight as it is, llome
times produces a degree of inflammation, which would not
be likely to result from a llimple cut produced by a smooth
edged instrument.

On opening the leech shortly after it has gorged itself with
the blood of its prey, it will be found that none of this blood
has paued into the intestines. The operation of digestion is
extremely slow, notwithstanding the rapid and excessive
manner in which the leech fills its stomach: a single meal of
blood willsuftice for many months, nay, more than a year will
IOmetimes elapse before the blood has passed through the in
testines in the ordinary manner, during all which period so
much of the blood as remains undigested in the stomach con
tinues in a fluid state, and as ifjust taken in, notwithstanding
the vast difference in the heat of the body of a mammiferoUB
animal and that of a leech.

The species which swallow animal matter in an entire state
take it only when alive or very recently dead. These do not
present the singularities in the structure of the msophagus

YOLo XIII. K
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and stomach found in the blood-sucking leeches, but digestion
is extremely slow in all.

The leeches are essentially aquatic animals, most of them
living in fresh water, but some in the sea j a few occasionally
quit the water, and as nature seldom acts on a single rule, one
species is said never to go into it-humidity, however, is as
necessary even to these as to the earth-worms.

We have nothing to add on the genus Gordius, and proceed
therefore to the translation of euvier's description of such of
the articulated animals as have articulated feeL



ARTICULATED ANIMALS,

AND

PROVIDED WITH ARTICULATED FEET;

OR,

CRUSTACEA, ARACHNIDA, AND INSECTS.

THESE three last classes of articulated animals, which Lin
nrwJ united under the name of [meets, are distinguished by
articulated feet, at the least six in number. Each articula
tion is tubular, and contains in its interior the muscles of the
following articulation, which always moves by ginglymus,
that is to say, in one direction only.

The first articulation, which attaches the foot to the body,
and which is most frequently composed of two pieces, is
named the haunch; the following, which is usually in a situ
ation nearly horizontal, is the thigh; the third, most usually
vertical, is named the leg; ,finally, there remains a series of
little ones, which rest upon the gronnd, and properly form
the tarnu.

The hardness of the calcareous, or corneous envelope of
the greater number of these animals, is referrible10 that of the
excretion which interposes between the dermis and the epi
dermis, which in man is termed the rete fllUCOftIm. It i.
also in this excretion that the colours, frequently 80 brilliant
and 80 Tanoos which adorn them, are deposited.

These animals always have eyes, which may be.of two
K2
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sorts: the simple eyes, which present themselves under the
form of a very small lens, commonly three in number, and
disposed triangularly on the summit of the head j and the
composite, or eyes with facets, whose surface is divided into
an infinity of different lenses, called facets, and to each of
which a thread of the optic nerve corresponds. 'TheBe two

sorts may be united, or separated, according to the genera.
We do not yet know whether, when they exist simultane
ously, their functions are essentially different or not; but in
both vision is performed by means very different from those
by which it is caused in the eye of the vertebrata.

Other organs which appear in this division for the fint
time, and which are found in two of these classes, the crus
tacea and the insects, namely, the antenn(.lf, are articulated
filaments, infinitely diversified in form, often so even accord
ing to the sexes, attached to the head, appearing eminently
adapted for the purposes of a delicate tact, and perhaps of
some other species of sensation of which we have no idea,
but which possibly may refer to. the state of the atmosphere.

These animals enjoy the sense of smell, and that of hear
ing. Some place the seat of the former in the antennlll.
Others, like M. Dumeril, at the orifices of the trachelll;
othen again, like' M. Marcel de Serres, ·in the palpi. But
these opinions are by no means founded on positive and
conclusive facts. With regard to hearing, the decapod crus
tacea, and some orthoptera, are the only animals of this
division which have a visible ear.

In the mouth of these animals there is a great analogy,
which, according to the observations of M. Savigny, even
extends, relatively at least to the hexapod insects" to those
which can only suck fluid aliments.

Those which are called grinders, because they have'jaws
proper for the trituration of food, always have them in lateral
pairs, placed one before the other. The anterior pair are
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especially named mamlible8; the pieces whicb cover tbem
in front and rear, are named lip.; and that of the front in
puticular receives the name of labrum. This remark belongs
more especially to the hexapod insects. Certain articulated
filaments attacbed to the jaws, or the under lip, and wbich
appeal' to serve the animal for the purpose of recognizing its
food, are termed palpi, or antennults. The forms of tbese
vmona organs determine the nature of the aliment as pre
cisely as do the teeth of quadrupeds. To the lower lip the
tangoe, or ligula, commonly adheres. Sometimes (the lJee8
md many other bymenopterous insects,) it is. considerably
prolonged, as well as the jaws, and forms a sort of false pro
boecis (prOrtlfuci.) baving the pbarynx at its base, often
covered by a species of sub-Iabrom, called by M. Bangny
epiplaMf'lZ. Sometimes (hemiptera and diptera,) tbe man
dibles and ja"'B are replaced by scaly pieces, in the form of
bristles or lancets, received in a tubular elongated sbeath,
either cylindrical and articulated, or more or leBS elbowed,
and terminated by sorts of lips. These parts then compose a
true proboscis. In other sucking insects (lepidoptera) the"
jaws alone are considerably prolonged, and unite to form a
lobular body, in the form of a tbread, having the appearance
of a long tongue, very fine, and rolled up spirally, (spin
trt1rllpe, Lat.); the other parts of the mouth are very much
diminished. Sometimes, as in many crustacea, the anterior
feet approach the jaws, &B8uming their form, exercising a
part of their functions, and one might then say that the jaws
are mnltiplied. It may eVen happen that the jaws shall be so
much reduced, that the maxillary feet, otberwise jafD-jeet,
may replace them altogether. But whatever may be the mo
difications of these parts, there is always a means of recog
nizing them, and of reducing these changes to a general
type.
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FIRST CLASS OF ARTICULATED ANIMALS, AND
PROVIDED WITH ARTICULATED FEET.

THE CRUSTACEA (CRUSTACEA,)

ARE articulated animals with articulated feet, respmng
through gills, covered in some by the edges of a testa, or
carapace, external in others, but which are not incloaed in
special cavities of the body, receiving the air through aper
tures placed at the surface of the skin. Their circulation is
donble, and analogous to that of the mollusca. The blood
repairs from the heart situated on the back, to the dift"erent
parts of the body, whence it comes back to the gills, and from
thence it returns to the heart. These gills, situated sometimes
at the base of the feet, or on the feet themselves, tIOmetimea
on the lower appendages of the abdomen, form either pyra
mids composed of plates piled together, or brisUing with
barbs, or tufts, with simple laminllB~ and even appear in some
to be solely constituted by hairs.

Some zootomists, and especially M. Ie Baron Covier, have
made ns acquainted with the nervous system of many crna
lacea of divem orders. The same subject haa lately been
treated profoundly by MM. Victor Audooin and Milne Ed
wards, in their third memoir on the anatomy and physiology
of animals of this c1aaa ( Ann. tk, Scinac. Nat. xiv. 77J and
we want nothing to complete these researches but the publi
cation of those made by M. Straus, on the branchiopoda, aDd
particularly on the limulllB, of which these two naturaliata
have Dot spoken.

" The nervons system of the crustacea, submitted to their
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observation, preseuta itself, as they inform us, under two
Tery diJrerent aspects, which constitute the two exf.nlmes of
the modifications which it exhibits in the crustacea. Some
times, as takes place in the talit",", this apparatus is formed
by a great number of nenous enlargements, similar among
themselves, disposed in pairs, and united by corda of com
munication, so as to form two ganglionic chains, distant one
from the other, and occupying the whole length of the ani
mal. Sometimes, on the contrary, it is merely composed of
two ganglia, or knotty swellings, dissimilar in form, volnme,
and disposition, but always simple and uneven, and situated
one at the bead, and the other at the thorax. This is what
we meet with in the maja.

" Certainly, at the first glance, these two modes of organi
zation appear to be essentially different, and were we to limit
the atody ofthe nervous system of the crustacea to those two
animals, it would be very difficult to recognize in the central
nervous mass of the thorax of the maja the analogue of the
two ganglionic chains, which occupy the same part of the
body in the talitrus. But if we recall to mind the divers
facts which we haTe mentioned in this memoir, we must
DeCe88&rily arrive at this remarkable result."

They were conducted to this by the exact study of the
nervous system of vanous intermediate crustacea, forming so
many links of this series, such as cymotlWe, phyUo8oma, pale
_, and pali,,"""; they also rest on the observations of
H. Ie Baron Cnvier and M. Treriranus: they deduced from

them this consequence, that in spite of these differences of
disposition, the nervous system of the crustacea is neverthe
leu formed ofthe same elements, which, isolated in some, and
uniformly distributed through the whole length of the body
in othen, present various degrees of centralization, at first from

"ithout inwards, afterwards in a longitudinal direction; and
that, finally, this approximation is carried to an extreme,

13
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wben there exists only a single nucleus at the thorax (the
crabs proper, or brachyuri.) Of all the macrourous decapods
observed by MM. Victor Audouin and Milne Edwards, the
palinurus would be that whose nervous system is the most cen
tralized, and in fact, iu our method, this crustaceum is but
little removed from the brachyuri; but it would not be the
BaJDe with Palemoo and the lobster, for according to them
the :first would approach more iu this respect to Palinorus
tban the lobster does, wbile in our distribution this last crus
taceum precedes palemon, an arrangement which appears to
us to be founded on many very -natural cbaracters.

The crustacea are apterous, or without wing&, provided with
two eyes, with facets, but rarely with simple eyes, and com
monly with four antennle; they have, for the most part (the
pmcilopoda excepted) three pair of jaws, (the upper two
whicb are designated nnder the name of maruliblell compre
hended); as many of jaw-feet, but the last four of wbicb be
come, in a great number, real feet; and ten feet, properly_so
called, all terminated by a single claw; - when the last two
pair of jaw-feet fulfil tbe same functions, the number of feet
is then fourteen. The mouth also presents, as in the insects,
a labrum, a ligula, but no lower lip, properly so called, or
comparable to that of these last. The third pair of jaw-feet,
or. the first, closes the mouth externally, and replaces this
part.

The sexual organs, or those at least of the males, are al
ways double, and situated under the breast, or at the lower
origin of tbat posterior and abdominal part of the body wbich
is commonly called tail; but they are never placed behind.
Their teguments are usually solid, and more or less calcareous;
they cbange skin many times, and generally preserve their
primitive form and their natural activity; for the most part,
they are carnivorous, aquatic, and live many years. They do
110t become adult, or fit for. generation,· until after a certain
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DII1IIber of moultinga. With the exception of a small num·
ber, in which the changes of the skin exercise a trifling influ
ence on tbeir primitive form, modify or augment their locomo
tive organs, these animals are, when born, size excepted, such
as &hey will remain for the whole of their existence.

DIVISION OF THE CRUSTACEA INTO ORDERS.

The situation and form of the gills, the manner in which
\be head is articulated with the trunk, the mobility or fixed.
DellS of the eyes, the masticatory organs, and the teguments,
1rill form the basis of our divisions, and give rise to the fol·
lowing orders :-

We shall divide this class into two sections, the MALACOS.

TRACA and the ENTOMOSTRACA. The first have generally
very solid teguments, of a calcareous nature, and ten or four
teen feet, usually unguiculated; the mouth, situated in the
uaual way: is ~ompo8ed of a tongue, a labrum, two mandibles
(often bearing a palpus), two pairs of jaws covered by the
jaw-feet; in a great number, the eyes are carried on an arti
culate and mobile pedicle, and the gills are concealed under
the lateral edges of the tella or carapace; in the others, they
are usually placed under the post-abdomen. This section is
composed of five orders, the DECAPOD8, the STOMAPODS,

the LEIIODJPODS. the AMPHIPODS, and the ISAPoDs; the
first four embrace the genus Cancer of LinnlllUB, and the last
that which he names Oniscus.

The Entomoltraca. or insects with shells, of Muller, com
pose the genos MoraocullU of Linnlllus. Here the teguments
are corneous and very thin, and a testa in the form of a buck
ler, of one or two pieces, or in the form of a bivalve shell,
COY'erB or encases the body of the great majority; the eyes are
almost always sessile, that is fixed, and often there is but one;
the feet, the number of which varies, are in the majority ex
clusively adapted for swimmi~g, and without any claw at the
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end. Some, having an anterior mouth, composed ofa labrum,
oftwo mandibles (rarely fumished with palpi), of a tongue, of
from one to two pair of jaws at most, the extemal ones, naked,
or not covered with jaw-feet, approach the preceding crusta
cea. In the other entomostraca, and which appear in mauy
respects to border on the Arachnida, sometimes the masticat
ing organs are simply formed by the haunches of the feet,
advanced and disposed in the manner of lobes, bristling with
small spines, around a large central pharynx; sometimes they
compose a little siphon or bill, serving as a sucker, as in
many Arachnides and many insects, or do not show themselves
at all. or scarcely show themselves extemally, whether the
siphon be intemal, or that suction is performed after the man
ner of a cupping-glass. Thus the Entomostraca are either
denticulated or edenticulated; the first form our order of
BRANCBIOPODS, and the second that of P<EClLOPODS,
which in the first edition of this work were only a section of
the preceding order.

The singular fossils called TRILOBITES, and of which M.
Broguiart, our fellow-member of the Royal Academy of
Sciences, has given an excellent monograph, being considered
by him, as well as by other naturalists, as crustacea which
border on the entomostraca, we shall treat of them succinctly
at the sequel of the latter.

FIRST GENERAL DIVISION.

THE MALACOSTRACA.

The Malacostraca are divided naturally into those whose
eyes are on a moveable pedicle, and those in which these
organs are sessile and immoveable.
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MALACOSTRACA WITH EYES SUPPORTED ON A MOVE

ABLE AND ARTICULATED PEDICLE, OR DECAPODA

AND STOMAPODA IN GENERAL.

Eyes supported on a mobile pedicle, of two articulations,
lodged in fOBBets, distinguish these crustacea from all others.
Considered anatomically, they appear to be still more remote
&om them, inasmuch as they are the only ones which present
sinuses where the venous blood collects, before repairing to
the gills to return to the heart.

The decapoda and stomapoda resemble each other in many
common characters: a large shell, sometimes divided in two,
called testa or carapace, covers in front a more or less ex
tended portion of the body. They all have four antennm, of
which the middle are terminated by two or three threads; two
mandibles, with a palpus near the base of each, divided into
three articnlations, and usually inclined upon the mandibles;
a bilobate tongue; two pair ofjaws; six jaw-feet, but the four
posterior of which are in some transformed into claws; ten or
fourteen feet, in those in which the four jaw-feet have this
form.

In the greater majority, the gills, seven pair in number, are
concealed under the lateral edges of the testa; the two ante
rior pair are situated at the origin of the last four jaw-feet, and
the others at that of the feet properly so called. In the other
crustacea, they are annexed, under the form of tufts, to five
pairs of feet like fins, situated under the post-abdomen; the
under part of this posterior portion of the body is equally
furnished in the others with four or five pairs of bifid
appendages.
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FIRST ORDER OF CRUSTACEA.

DECAPODA,

HAVE the head intimately united to the thorax, and covered
with it by a test or carapace, entirely continuous, but most
frequently presenting some deep lines dividing it into divers
regions, which indicate the places occupied by the principal
interior organs. Their mode of circulation offers some cha
racters which distinguish them from the other crustacea. The
heart, very much circumscribed, of a figure approaching oval,
and witb muscular parietes, gives birth to six vascular trunks,
three of which are anterior, two inferior, and the sixth pos
terior. Of the three anterior arteries, the median (the oph
thalmic) is distributed almost exclusively to the eyes; the
two others (the antennary) spread themselves over the
carapace, the muscles of the stomach, a portion of the viscera,
and over the antennm ; the two lower, (the /lepatic) carry the
blood to the liver; the last, (or the sternal artery) the most
voluminous of all, and which sometimes originates on the left,
sometimes on the right of the posterior part of the body, is
principally destined to carry the nutritious fluid to the abdo
men, and to the organs of locomotion. It furnishes a great
number of vessels of considerable volume, among which we
must particularly remark that which :MM. Audouin, and
Milne-Edwards, Dame the upper abdominal artery, because it
issues from the posterior part of this artery, (a little before
the articulation of the thorax and abdomen, vulgarly called
the tail) and because it penetrates into the abdomen, (the
tail) where it divides itself into two thick branches, continu
ing its passage backward, becomins more and more slender
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in its progress, and terminating at the anus. The .blood which
hu BelTed for the nutrition of these divers organs, and which
is thus become .venous, flows from all parts into two vast
aiUU8e&, one on each side, above the feet, and fonned of
venous gulfs, united in a longitudinal series, in the manuer
of a cbain. It discharges itself into an external vessel of the
gills, is renewed there, becomes arterial again, passes iuto an
internal yessel, and afterwards directs itself towards the heart,
trllYersing lOme canals (lJranchio-carditae) lodged under the
nult of the flanks. All the canals of the same side are
uuited in a wide trunk, bave a common opening into the
lateral and corresponding part of the heart, through one aper
ture, whose folds form a double yalve, and open to allow the
blood to proceed from the gills to this viscus, but close to
abut it out from an opposite direction, or to hinder it from
passing from the beart to the respiratory organs. Examined
internally, the beart exbibits a great number of bundles, and
of mWICular fibres intercrossed in various directions, and com
pomug many small lodges in front of the orifices of the arteries.
These lodges are 80 many small auricles, which communi
cate together with facility, wben it is dilated, but which ap
pear to form, for each vessel, when the heart is contracted,
an equal number of little cells, whose capacity is in relation
with the quantity of the blood of the vessels which are pro
per to them. These vessels open into the interior of the
heart. by eight apertures. the two lateral ones of which we
have spoken, comprised. Such is, some few modificati0D8
excepted, the general system of the circulation of the de
capods.

The upper surface of the brain is divided into four lobes,
the middle ones of which, furnish each, from their anterior
edge, the optic nerve, which is carried directly into the
pedicle of the eye, and is divided there into a multitude of
&breada, proceeding each to a corresponding facette of the
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cornea of theBe organs. The inferior sunace of the brain
produces four other nerves which go to the antennm, and give
out some tbreads to the neighbouring parts. From its pos
terior edge spring two nervous cords, very much elongated,
embracing the msophagnslaterally, and uniting underneath.
In some, as in the brachyuri, this union takes place only in
t.be middle of the thorax, and the medullary substance after
wards assumes the form of a ring, and in proportions eight
times larger than the brain. This ring gives rise, on each
side, to six nerves, the anterior of which repairs to the parts
of the mouth, and the five others to the five feet on the same
side. From the posterior edge proceeds another nerve, re
pairing to the tail, without producing sensible ganglia, and
appearing to represent t.he ordinary nervous cord. In others,
as in the macrouri, the two nervous cords, before they unite
under the msophagus, give birth each at the middle of their
length, to a thick nerve, repairing t.o the mandibles, and their
muscles. United, they form a first median ganglion, (the
BUb-cervical) furnishing nerves to the jaws and the jaw-feet.
Approximated afterwards, in their entire length, they present,
successively, eleven other ganglia, the five first ofwbich give,
each of them, nerves to as many pairs of feet, and the six
others furnish those of the tail. That of the pagnri has some
ganglia less, and these crustacea thus appear to form the pas
sage, from tbe bracbyuri to the macrouri. We shall add, that
M. Serres believes tbat he has recognized in these decapod
crnslacea, some vestiges of the great sympathetic nerve.

The lateral edges of the carapace or test, refold underneath.
to cover and protect the gills, but leave a vacancy anteriorly,
for the passage of the water. Sometimes even (see DorippU&)
the posterior and inferior extremity of the thorax presents
for this purpose, two peculiar apertures. These gills are
situated at the origin of the last four jaw-feet and feet. The
anterior four are less extended. The six jaw-feet are all of a
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dil'erent form, applied on the mouth, and divided into two
branches, the exterior of which has the form of a little an
temJa, composed of a pedUDcle, and a setaceous, and many
articulated stem. It has been compared to a whip, (palptU
~Uiformu). The two anterior feet, sometimes even the
two or four following ones, are in the form of talons. The
last articulation but one is dilated, compressed, and in the
form of a hand. Its inferior extremity is prolonged into a
conical point, representing a sort offinger, opposed to another,
formed by the last articulation, or the tarsus proper. This
Jut is mobile, and has received the name of thumb (pollex)
the other, or the one which is fixed, is thought to be the
itulez. These two toes are also called mortkntell. The last
is sometimes very short, in the form of a simple tooth,
and the other folds underneath. The band, as well as the
fingers, will (orm for us the forceps, properly so called. The
preceding, or antepenultimate articulation is denominated
CGrptU.

The respective proportions, and the direction of the loco
motive organa are such as to enable these animals to walk
sideways or backwards.

Except the rectum, which opens at the end of the tail, all
the viscera are enclosed in the thorax, so that. this portion of
the body represents the thorax and abdomen of the insects.
The stomach, snpported by a cartilaginous skeleton, is armed
intema1ly with five osseous, and denticulated pieces, which
complete the mastication of the aliments~ We may see there,
at the time of moulting, which occurs towards the end of
apring, two calcareous round bodies, convex on oue side, and
plane on the other, which are vulgarly called erallll ega,
which, as they disappear after the moulting, give groUDds to
presume, that they furnish t.he matter for the renovation of the
teata. The liver conaiats of two large clusters of vessels,
closed at ODe end, and filled with a bilious humour, which they
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pour into the intestine near the pyloMs. The alimentary
canal is sbort and straight. The sides present a range of holes,
placed immediately at. the insertion of the gills, but wbich are
not discovered until these organs are removed. The breast
piece, seen internally, presents, at least in many large species,
some transverse lodges formed by crustaceous laminle, and
separated in their middle by a longitudinal crest of the same
consistence.

The sexual OTg&DS of the males are sit.uated near the origin
of the two posterior feet. Two articulated pieces, of solid
consistence, in the form of horns, of stylets, or of setaceous
anOOnnle, placed at the junction of the tail and thorax, and
replacing the first pair of sub-caudal appendages, are re

garded as the generative organs of the males, or at least their
sbeaths. But according to our observations on various de
capods, they sbould consist eacb of a small membranaceous
body, sometimes in the form of a bristle, sometimes filiform, or
cylindrical, i88uing from a hole situated at the articulation of
the haunch of the two posterior feet, with the breast·piece.
The two VulVIIl are placed on this piece, between those of the
t.hird pair, or at their first articulation, dispositions which
depend on tbe enlargement or diminution of the breast-piece.
Copulation takes place belly to belly. The growth of these
animals is slow, and tbey live a long time. It is among them
that· the largest species are found, and those that are most
useful to UP as an article of food; but their f1esb is difficult of
digestion. The body of some decapods attains a length ex·
ceeding three English feet. Theil' forceps, as is well known,
is very formidable, and so powerful in some large individuals
as to raise and trip up a goat. They remain habitually in the
water, but do not perish directly on being exposed to the air.
Some species even pass a portion of their lives in this latter

. element, and visit the water only during the season of· their
amours, and for the PU1'P0se of depositing their eggs. They
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are nevertheless obliged to make their sojourn in burrows, or
in fresh and humid places. The nature of the decapod
crustacea, is voracious and carnivorous. Certain species
even proceed to cemeteries to de\"our carcases, and to feed on
them. Their limbs are regenerated with great rapidity, but
it is necessary that the fractures should take place at the
junction of the articulations, and they know how to cause
them there, if the breach should accidentally occur elsewhere.
When they are desirous of changing skin, they seek a retired
place, so as to be in shelter from the pursuits of their enemies,
and to remain there in tranquillity. When the moulting is
done, their body is soft, and, according to some persons, is
then of a more delicate flavour. From a chemical analysis of
the old testa, we learn that it is formed of carbonate and
phosphate of lime, united in divers proportions to gelatine.
On those proportions depends the solidity of the testa. It is
much less thick and flexible in the last genera of this order,
and farther on it becomes almost membranaceous. M. de
Blaiuville has observed, that that of the palinuri is composed
of four superposed strata, of which the two lower ones, and
the opper are membranaceous; the calcareous matter is in~

terposed between them, and forms the other stratum. From
the action of heat, the epidermis assumes a tint of red, more
or less lively, and the colouring principle is decomposed in
boiling water. But· other combinations of this principle pro
duce in some species, a very agreeable mixture of colours,
often bordering on blue or green.

The greater number of fossil crustacea, which have been
discovered up to the present day, belong to the order of de
capoda. Among those of Europe, some, and the most ancient,
approach the species now actually existing in the zones
which neighbour the tropics. The others, or the more modern,
have a great affinity with the living species, which are proper

VOL. XIII. L
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to our climates. But the fossil crustacea of the tropical
regions appear to me to have the greatest relations with many
of those found there at the present day, in the living state; a
(act which would be interesting to geology, if the study of the
(ossil shells of those countries, and collected from the deepest
strata, should present U8 with a similar resulL

The first family, or that of

BRACHYUROUS DECAPODS, (KLEISTAGNATHA, Fab.,)

Has the tail shorter than the trunk, without appendages or
fins at its extremity, and folding underneath, in a state of re
pose, to lodge itself in a fosset of the chesL Triangular in the
males, and furuished only at its base with four or two ap
pendages, of which the upper are larger, in the form o( horns,
it becomes round, broader, and gibbous in the females. Its
under part presents four pair of double filaments edged with
hair, destined to carry the eggs, and analogous to the natatory
8ubcaudal feet of the macrourous crustacea and others.

The VulVIB have two holes, placed under the breast, be
tween the feet of the third pair. Their an1ennlB are small.
The intermediate usually lodged in a fosset under the anterior
edge of the testa, terminate, each, by two very short threads.
The ocular pedicles are generally longer than those of the
macrouTOus decapods. The auricular tube is almost always
petrous. The first pair of feet is terminated by a claw. The
gills are disposed on a single range, in the form of pyramidal
tonguelets, composed of a multitude of little leaves, piled one
upon the other, in a direction parallel to the axis. The jaw
feet are generally shorter and broader than in the other de
capods. The two external ones form a sort of lip. Their
nervous system again, differs from that of the macroura. (See
the generalities of the decapods.)
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This family might, as in many methods anterior to the
distribution of these animals by Daldorf, fonn but a single
genus, th~ of

CRAB, (CANCER.)

The greatest number have the feet all attached to the sides
of the breast, and always exposed. The first five sections
are in this predicament. The first, or the SWIMMERS (PIN

XIPEDES) unites to this character, that of having the final
feet at least terminated by a very flatted articulation like a
fin, (oval or orbicular, and broader than the same articulation
of the preceding feet, even when they also are fin-like.) They
remove more frequently from the shore, and proceed into the
high sea. If we except the orithyim, the tail of the males
presents but five distinctly marked segments, while that of
the females has seven. We shall commence with those, all
of whose feet, the claws excepted, are natatory.

MATUTA, Fah.,

Have the testa almost orbicular, and armed on each side with
a very strong tooth in the fonn of a spine. The hands are
denticulated above, in the manner of a ridge, and bristling at
their external face, with pointed tubercles j and the third
articulation of the external jaw-feet is without any apparent
notch, and terminates in a point, 80 that it fonns, with the
preceding articulation, an elongated and almost rectangular
triangle. The external antennm are very small. The ocular
pedicles are a little arched. Cancer latipe" Degeer.

POLYBIUS, Leach.

Approximate to the Portuni; but their testa is proportionably
leu broad, and more rounded. Its sidee only present the

L2
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ordinary teeth. The third articulation of the external ja""
feet is obtuse and emarginated. The eyetl are much thicker
than their pedicles, and globular. We know as yet but a
single species which has been found on the coast of Devon
shire, and which M. Dorbigny, the correspondent of the
Museum of Natural History, has also observed on our mari
time coasts of the western departments. (PolybiUJI Hemlowii,
Leach.)

In all the following swimmers, the two posterior feet alone
are fin-like. We may at first detach from them those whose
testa is almost ovoid, narrowed and truncated transversely in
front, whose tail presents distinctly in the males (the only in
di"idua1s known) seven segments. Such are,

ORITHYIA., Fab.,

Only species known, O. Mamillaris, Fab. Cancer mmactl
. latUJI, HerbsL

The testa of the last swimmers is notably wider in front
than behind, in the form of a segment of a circle, narrowed
towards the end, and truncated, 80 as either to represent a
trapezium, or approach very nearly the shape of a hearL
Its greatest transverse diameter generally exceeds its oppo
site diameter. The tail of the males presents but five seg
ments instead of seven, the number of those in the female,
and which is generally proper to the tail of the decapods.
The third and the two following are confounded together. or
form but one, nevertheless we discover the traces of them, at
least on the sides.

We shall separate at first those whose eyes are supported
on slender and very long pedicles, proceeding from the middle
of the anterior edge of the testa, prolonged as flU' as its lateral
angles, and lodging in a groove formed under the edge.
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The test is in the form of a transverse trapezium, more
broad and straight in front, with a long tooth in the form of a
spine, behind the ocular cavities. The claws are elongated.
spiny, and similar to those of the majority of the species of the
genus Lupa of Dr. Leach. The only living species known
inhabits the coasts of the Isle of France, and those of the
neighbouring seas.

The ocular pedicles of the other crustacea of this section
are short, occupy but a very small portion of the transverse
diameter of the testa, lodge in oval cavities, and resemble in
general those of the ordinary crabs, with which those swim
ming crustacea are almost insensibly connected.

These crustacea may be united into " single subgenus,
that of,

PORTUNUS, Fa/).

Some species proper to the seas of the East Indies, such
as the AdmelUB of Herbst, are distinguished from all the fol
lowing by their testa in the form of a transverse quadrilateral
figure, narrowed posteriorly, and whose ocular eavities oc
cupy the anterior lateral angles. The eyes are thus distant
one from the other, by an interval almost equalling the greatest
breadth of the testa. The insertion of the lateral anteDDm is
very remote from these cavities.

Other species, whose testa is in the for )f the segment of
a circle, truncated posteriorly, and wider in the middle, are
remarkable for the length of their claws, which is at least
double that of the testa. Ita sides presel.~ each nine teeth,
of which the posterior one is much larger. in the form of a
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spine. The tail oC the males is often very different from that
of their females. These portuni compose the genus Lupa oC
Dr. Leach, and are, for the most part. tolerably large, and
exotic. The Mediterranean presents us with one species
Portunu, Dufourii, Lat.

A third division shall be composed of species analogous to
the last ib the form of the testa, but whose lateral teeth, com
monly five in number, are almost equal, or the posterior one
of which differs but little from the preceding. The length of
the claws but little exceeds that of the testa.

Those which have from six to nine teeth on each side are
all exotic. (P. Tran'luebaf'iu" Fab. HerbsL) is the only
known species, ha.ving nine teeth, and all equal at each late
ral edge.

The following species, all of the European seas, have five
teeth at each lateral edge of the carapace. CallCer'. pu1Jer,
L.-C. corrugatw, Penn. Zool. BriL-C. mtSntJI, Lin. Fab.
(Common crab of our coasts.) This 'appears to us to belong
to Porlunus, rather than to crab properly so called.

We shall form a fourth division with the subgenus

PLATYONICHUS,

Whose denomination has replaced that of porlumnw of
Dr. Leach, too much approximating to the word porlUflW,
already employed. Here the testa is at least as long as broad,
and almost in the form of a heart. All the tarsi of the feet,
the claws excepted, are terminated by a small semi-elliptical
lamina, elongated and pointed; the index is very much com
pressed. This division agaiu comprehends but a single
species, which is the cancer latipe, of Plancu&. The front
presents three teeth, and each lateral edge of the testa five.

From the swimming crabs we pass to those, all of whose
feet terminate in a point, or by a conical tarsus, sometimes
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compresaed, but not forming a fin, properly so called. 'Those
among them whose testa is broader, cut in front like the arch
of a circle, narrowed and truncated behind, whose claws are
identical in the two sexes, in which the tail presents the same
number of Ilegments 8B in portunus, and which, with the ex
ception of the tarsi, almost entirely resemble the last-men
tioned genus, shall compose our second section: that of
AllCUAT..l.

THE CRABS, properly so called, (CANCER, FalJ.,)

Have the third articulation of the extemal jaw-feet notched
or marked with a sinus, near the intemal extremity, and
almost squared. 'The antennm, but little exceeding the front,
and with but few articulations, are folded, smooth, or but little
Cmnished with hairs. The hands are rounded, and do not
present the appearance of a ridge above.

Some have the radical articulation of the extemal antennm
much larger than the following, in the form of a lamina, ter
minated by a projecting and advanced tooth, closing inferiorly
the intemal comer of the ocular cal·ities. The fossets of the
middle or intemal antennm are almost longitudinal. Such
is C. pa!JUrua, Lin.. which Dr. Leach separates generically
from other crabs.

In the others, the inferior articulations of the antennm are
cylindrical. The first, although a little larger, does not differ
from the following as to form and proportions, and does not
pass the intemal canthus of the ocular {ossets. Those of the
intermediate antennlB extend rather in the direction of the
breadth of the testa, than in that of its length.

There are some among them whose toes have their extre
mity hollowed like a spoon, (C. dentatus, Fab.) These are
the clorotliull of Dr. Leach. Many of these species in which
they terminate in a point are remarkable, inasmuch as the

13
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arching of the edges of the testa terminates posteriorly by a
fold, and a projection jutting out in the manner of an angle.
Those whose front is tridenticulated, and whose testa pre
sents on each side only this projection or posterior tooth,
.compose Dr. Leach's genus Carpilius. The species of this
subdivision (C. coral/intis, Fab.; C. macalatua ejusd.) have
marblings, or round spots, of the colour of blood, (Xantko
of the same.) Other considerations might induce us to aug
ment the number of these sections. But we have thought
proper to confine ourselves to an indication of the principal
ones.

PIRIMELA, Leach,

Altogether resemble the crabs, but their external antenne
are.remarkably extended beyond the forehead, and their stem,
longer than the pedicle, is composed of a great number of ar
ticulations. The fossets of the intermediate are, as well as in
C. pagtlNRl, rather longitudinal than transverse. But one
species known, (P. tienticulata, Leach.)

ATELECYCLUS, Leach,

Have, as well as the pirimellll, the fossets of the intermediate
antenne longitudinal. The lateral antennm are elongated,
projecting, and composed of a great number of articulations.
But they are very setaceous, as well as the claws; these claws
are strong, with the hands compressed. The third articula
t.ion of the jaw-feet is sensibly narrowed above, in the manner
of an obtuse, or rounded tooth. The tarsi are conical, and
the ocular pedicles are of the ordinary size. The tail is more
elongated than in the preceding crustacea.
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TRIA, Leach,
\ "- ..-
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Approach the last by reason of their lateral antenDle, of the
direction of the fossets lodging the intermediate ones, of the
form of the third articulation of the external jaw-feet, and of
their sub-oI'bicular testa; but their eyes, as well as their
pedicles, are very small and scarcely project; their tarsi are
very much compressed and sub-elliptical; the front is arched,
rounded, and without marked denticulations. The pectoral
space comprised between the feet is very narrow, and of the
same width throughout; the claws are proportionally much
less strong; the testa is smooth, and in some other respects
these crnstacea approach leucOBia and Corgsies, The pro
totype species is Thia poUta, Leach.

MURSIA, Leach.

Of which but a single species is yet known, propel' to that part
of the ocean which encompasses the southern extremity of
Africa; it approaches Matuta and many portuni, by reason of
the long spine with which each side of the testa is armed
posteriorly. It also approaches the crabs, properly so called,
in the form of the testa, and the external jaw-feet, with this
difference, that their third articulation is in the fonn of an
elongated square, narrowed and truncated obliquely at its su
perior extremity; but as in Calappa and Hepatus, th' hands
are very much compressed superiorly, with a short and denti
culated edge.

HEPATUS, Latr"

Have, as to the widened form of their testa, the shortness of
their lateral antennre, a great affinity with the crabs, properly
80 called, and appro"ch Munia and Calappa, by reason of
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their hands being compressed, and terminated above in the
manner of a ridge: but the third articulation of their external
jaw-feet is in the form of an elongated triangle, narrow, and
pointed, without apparent eroargination, a character also ob
served in Matula and Leucosia. The type on wbich this sec
tion is founded is HepatUII fa8CiatU8 (Latl'.), whicb Fabricius
haJJ confounded with Calappa.

A third section, QUADRILA.TERA., has the testa almost
square, or formed like a heart, with the front generally pro
longed. inJIected, or very much inclined, and forming a IOrt of
hood. The tail of the two sexes is of seven segments distinct
in their whole breadth; the antenDIil are generally very short;
the eyes of the majority are supported OD long or thick pedi
cles. Many live habitually on land, in holes which they
excavate; others frequent fresh water. Their course is very
rapid.

A first division wHl comprehend those in which the fourth
articulation of the external jaw-feet is inserted at the internal
upper extremity of the preceding articulation, either on a
short and truncated projection, or in a sinus of the intemal
edge. These are they which approach the nearest to the
crabs proper.

Some have the test sometimes square or trapezoid, but not
transverse, sometimes in the form of a truncated heart; the
ocular pedicles are short, and inserted either near the lateral
and an1erlor angles of the test, or more interior, but always at
a sufficiently great distance from the middle of the ·fronL

Here come

ERIPHIA., Lair.,

Which have the lateral antennlll inserted between the ocular
cavities and the medial antennlll; the test is almost alway.
heart-formed, truncated posteriorly, and the eyes are remote
from its anterior angles. (Cancer Spinijrou, Fab.)
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TRAPEZIA., Latr.,
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Similar to Eriphia, in the insertion of the lateral antennm, but
whose testa is almost square, depressed, smooth, with the eyes
situated at its 'anterior angles, and the claws very large, in
compariaon with the other feet. Cancer cymOtWce, &c. all
exotic.

PILUMNUS, Leach,

Dift"erent from the two preceding snbgenera, by reason of their
lateral antennm being inserted at the internal extremity of the
ocular cavities, below the origin of the pedicles of the eyes;
they are more approximate, as to the form of the testa, to the
crustacea ofthe preceding section, than the other quadrilatera,
and ambiguous, in this respect, between the two sections. As
in the majority of the arcuata, the third articulation of their
jaw-feet is almost square or pentagonal; the lateral antennm
are longer than the ocular pedicles, with a setaceous stem,
longer than the peduncle, and composed of a great number of
amall articulations; the tarsi are simply furnished with hairs.

TUELPH USA., Latr.,

With lateral anteDDm, situated as in the pilumni, but Ilhorter
thaD the ocular pedicles, of but few articulations, with the
Item scarcely longer than the peduncle, and cylindrico-conical ;
the testa is almost in the form of a truncated heart, and the
tarsi are furni,hed with spiny or denticulated ridges. Can
cerjltl1!iatilU of Belon-Rondelet, and Gesner.

Other quadrilatera, having, like the preceding, the fourth
articnlation' of the exterior jaw-feet inserted at the internal
extremity of the preceding articulation, are removed from
them by the trapezoidal form of the testa, transverse and
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widened in {ront, as well as by their ocular pedicles, which,
like those of podophthalmus, are ioserted near the middle of
the front, long, slender, and reaching the anterior angles; the
claws of the males are long and cylindrical. Such are

GONOPLAX, Leach,

Our seas furnish two species, Cancer angulatus, Linn., and
Cancer rhombo'ides, Ejusd.; the principal difference between
which is, that the former has spines at its anterior and poste
rior angles, the letter at the anterior only.

In the second division ofquadrilatera, the fourth articulation
of the external jaw-feet, or of those which cover inferiorly
the other parts of the mouth, is inserted at the middle of the
end of the preceding articulation, or more externally.

Sometimes the testa is trapezoId or ovoid, or in the form of
a heart, truncated posteriorly; the ocular pedicles, ioserted at
a little distance from the middle of its anterior edge, extend
as far as the anterior angles, or even go beyond them.

In commencing with those whose testa has the form of a
transverse four-sided figure, widened in front and narrowed
behind, or has the form of an egg, we first find

MACROPHTHALMUS, Leach.

As well as in gonoplax, the testa is trapezoid, the claws are
long and narrow; the ocular pedic1es are slender, elongated,
and lodged in a groove, under the anterior edge of the testa;
the first articulation of the intermediate antennm is rather
transverse than longitudinal, and the two divisions which ter.
minate it are very distinct and of middle size; the external
jaw-feet are approximate inferiorly at the internal edge, with
out vacancy between them; and their third articulation is
trannerBe.
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The following, forming the three next subgenera, have the
fourth pair of feet, and then the third, longer than tbe others ;
the intermediate antenn;e are excessively small, and scarcely
bifid at the end ; their radical articulation is almost longitudi
nal. These animals are proper to bot countries.

In the following the testa is solid, of a quadrilateral or tra
pezoid figure, wider in fronL

GELAMIMUS, LaL, Uca, Leach.

The eyes terminate their pedicles in the manner of a little
head; the third articulation of their external jaw-feet is in a
transverse square; the last segment of the tail of tbe males is
almost semi-circular, that of the females is almost orbicular.

The lateral antenn;e are proportionally longer and more nar
row than the same in the ocypode8. One of the claws, some
times the right, sometimes tbe left, (for this varies in indivi
duals of the same species) is usually much larger tban the
other; the toes or fingers of the small one are often in the
form of a spatula or spoon.

OCYPODE, Fab.

The eyes extend into the major part of tbe length of their
pedicles, and form a sort of knob; the third articulation of
tbe external jaw-feet is in a long square. The tail of the
males is very narrow, with the last articulation in the form of
an elongated triangle; that of the females is oval.

The claws are almost similar, strong, but sbort, with the
forceps almost in the form of an inverted beart. Thus, as the
etymology of the generic name announces, these crustacea
ron with very great velocity; it is so great, that a man on
horseback would find some difficulty in keeping up with them.
From this faculty the,- received the name of e'lue8 among the
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ancient naturalists. By the modems they are sometimes
named land-crabB, (Cancer curBor, Linn.) In some others of
them the eyes terminate the pedicles, and form a sort of knob.
Some of the old continent (0. Rlunnbea, Fab.), and all of the
new, are in this case; but the latter have a peculiar charac
ter, announcing that they visit the water more frequently, or
swim with greater facility; their feet are more even, more
flatted, and furnished with a fringe of hairs.

In the nex.t, the testa, at least in the females, is very slender,
membranaceous, and flexible ; the body is almost round or
sub-ovoid. The ocular pedicles are sensibly shorter than in
t.he preceding subgenera.

At first come,

MICTYRIS, Latr.

Their body is sub-ovoid, very much inflated, more narrow
and obtuse in front, truncated posteriorly, with the hood much
lessened, and narrowed into a point at its extremity. The
claws are elbowed at the JUDction of the third and fourth arti
culation; this latter is almost as large as the hand. The other
feet are long, with the tarsi angular. Add to these esaential
characters, that the ocular pedicles are curred, and crowned
with globular eyes; that the ex.ternal jaw-feet are very am
ple, very hairy at the internal edge, with the second articula
tion very large, and the following almost semi-circolar.

Immediately after Mictyris we shall place

PIYNOTHERES, Latr.

Very small crustacea, living for a part of the year in divers
bivalve shells. The testa of the females is soborbicular, very
slender, and very soft, while that of the males is solid, almost
globular, and a little narrowed into a point in fronL The
feet are ·of moderate length, and the claws are straight, and
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conformed in the usual way. The external jaw-feet present
distinctly but three articulations, the first of which is large,
transverse and arched, and the last provided at its internal
base with a small appendage. The tail of the female is very
ample, and covers all the nnder part of the body.

We DOW arrive at c1'Ustacea, which, analogous to the last
by reason of the insertion of their ocular pedicles, are never
theless remote from them as respects the testa: it has the
form of a beart, truncated posteriorly; it is raised, dilated, and
rounded on the sides, Dear the anterior angles. The ocular
pedicles are sborter than tbose of the preceding subgenera,
and do DOt altogether reach the laieral extremities of the testa.
The intermediate antennae are always terminated by two very
distinct divisions.

In some, sucb as

VeA, LaIr.,

The size of the feet, beginning inclusively at those of the
second' pail', diminishes progressively; they are very bairy,
with the tarsi simply furrowed, without denticulations, or re
markable spines. (Oancer tlca, Lin.)

In the others, the tbird and fourth pair of feet are longer
than the second and fiftb; the tarsi have denticulated or very
spiny ridges. These crustacea form two subgenera.

CARDISOMA, LaIr.,

Having the four antennae, and all tbe articulations of the ex
ternal jaw-feet exposed; the first three articulations of the
same jaw-feet are straight, the third shorter than the preced
ing, emarginated superiorly, almost in the form of a beart.
F'mally, the fi1'8t of the lateral antennae is almost similar to
the rest, and broad.
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OECARCINUtl, Latr.,

Whose four antennre are covered by the hood; the second and
third articulation of the exterior jaw-feet are large, flatted, as
it were foliaceous, arched, and leaving a vacancy between
them on the internal side; or the last of these articulations is
in the form of a curvilinear triangle, obtuse at the summit. It
reaches the hood, and covers the three following articulations
(4,6, and 6.) Cancer ruricola, Lin.

Sometimes the testa is almost square, subiBOmetrical, or but
little broader than long, flatted, with the front diminished in
almost its ~iltire breadth; the ocular pediclea are short, and
inserted at the lateral anterior angles; the two ordinary divi
sions of the intermediate antennlll are very distinct; the ex
ternal jaw-feet are separated internally, and form by this
separation an I\Dgular vacancy; their third articulation is
almost as long as broad; the claws are short and thick, and
the other feet are very much flatted; the fourth pair, and then
the third, are longer than the others; the tarsi are spinous.

PLAGUSIA, Latr.,

Have their middle antennre lodged in two longitudinal and
oblique fissures, traf'ersing the entire thickness of the middle
of the hood. P. deprelllla, Latr.

They are inferior, or covered by this part in

ORA-PSUS, Lam.

Their testa is a little wider in front than behind, or at least
not more narrow, while in plagusia it widens a little from front
to rear. Graplltlll varillll, Latr.

Our fourth section, ORBICULATA, has the testa either 8ub-
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globular or rhomboIdal, or ovoId, and always very solid; the
ocular pedicles are always short, or but little elongated; the
claws are of unequal size, according to the sexes (larger in
the males) ; the tail never presents seven complete segments;
the buccal cavity proceeds narrowing towards its superior ex
tremity, and the third articulation of the external jaw-feet is
always in the form of an elongated triangle. The posterior
feet resemble the preceding, and none of the latter is ever very
long.

CORYSTES, Latr.,

Have the testa in an oblong-ovoid 6gure, crustaceaus, with
the lateral anlennlE long, advanced, and ciliate. The ocular
pedicles are of middle size, lind apart; and the third articula
tion of the external jaw-feet is longer than the preceding,
1rith an apparent emargination for the insertion of the follow
ing articulation. The tail consists of seven segments, but
two in the middle are obliterated in the males, Cancer per
IOfUIttu, Herbst., Leach.

LEUCOSIA, Fab.,

Have a testa, whose form varies, but is most generally almost
globnlar or OVOId, and always of a very hard and stony con
sistence. The lateral antennre and the eyes are very small;
the eyes are approximate; the third articulation of the exter
nal jaw-feet is smaller than the preceding, and without ap
parent internal sinus. These parts are contiguous inferiorly,
along the internal edge, and form an elongated triangle, whose
extremity is received in two upper lodges of the buccal cavity.
The tail very ample, and suborbicular in the females, usually
pretJents but four or 6"e segments, but never seven.

Dr. Leach has divided this genus into several others, but
which we shall present as simple divisious.

VOL. XIII. If
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The _pecies whose testa is transverse, with the middle of
the sides greatly prolonged, or dilated in the manner of a
cylinder, or cone, form his genus Iza, (Leucona cylilldnu,
Fab.)

Those whoBe testa is rhomboidal, with Benn conical
points, in the form of spines, on each side, compose that of
Iphi8.

If the testa, having always the same rhomboidal form,
presents only angles or sinuses on the sides, we shall have his
genus NurBia; and that of Ebalia, if these lateral edges
are smooth. .

The leucosie, with ovo"id, or almost globular test&, and dis
tinguished besides from many of the preceding, by having the
claws always longer than the body, and thicker than the other
feet, and the tarsi sensibly striated, may be thus divided.

Some have the point advanced beyond, or at least not out
edged by the superior extremity of the buccal cavity. The
external branch of the exterior jaw-feet is elongated, and
almost linear. In these the claws are slender, with the hands
cylindrical, and the fingers long.

Sometimes the testa is almost globular, and either very
spiny, as the genus arcania, or even as in that of ilia.

Sometimes the testa is suborbicular and depressed, u in
the genus penep/uJfta; or it is OVOid, as in that of myra.

In some the claws are thick, with the bands ovoid, and &bort
fingers. Thel8 are the trne Le.co8ie of this natural••

In the othen, the superior extremity of the buccal canty
passes the front or forehead. The external bnmch of the ex
terior jaw-feet is short and arched; the tesla is rounded and
dep1'e8sed.

This last division comprehends his genus phylim.
Other considerations, taken from the proportions of the feet,

and the fonn oftbe extemaljaw.feet, lII1pport theee characters.
Ilia nucletU, Leach.

12
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The fifth section, that of TRIGONA, is composed of species
whose testa is generally triangular or subovold, narrowed into
a poiDt, or in the manner of a beak in front, usually very un
equal and rough, and the eyes are lateral.

The epistoma,or interval comprised between the antennlll and
the buccal cavity, is almost always square. as long, or almost
as long, as broad. The claws, or at least those of the males,
are always broad and elongated. The following feet are very
long in a great number, and sometimes even the last two
have a different form from the preceding. The third articula
tion of the external jaw-feet is always square or hexagonal, in
chose at least, whose feet are of the usuallengtb.

The apparent number of the segments of the tail varies.
In many of them it is seven in botb sexes; but in others, or
at least in the males, it is leas.

Many of these crustacea have been.vulgarly designated
aoder the collective name of Sea.qnderll.

Althougb the species of this tribe are very numerous. but
two have &8 yet been discovered i.o the foS&il state, and ODe
of which (Maia~) is still emting in the 68.m.e

localities.
A first division mIl comprebeod those, wDe seoond and

following feet are similar, and the size of which dimiJ:Usbes
progressively.

Among those we sb&U form a first group, of all tbe species
whose tail, either in both sexes, 01' in the females, consists of
&eYeD articulations. The third articulation of the external
jaw-feet is always square, and tnmcated or emarginated at
the oppel' internal angle.

Very large claw., especially wben compared with the other
feet, which are very sbort, directed horizontally, and per
peadicularly to the axis of the body, as far as the carpus or
uticulatiaD pl'ceding the band, afterwards folded in front

M2
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upon themselves, with the fingers abruptly bent, and forming
an angle; ocular pedicles very short, and not at all, or very
little projecting from their cavities, and a shelly testa, very
unequal, or very spiny, characterize

PARTHENOPE, FalJ.

Some of them have the lateral antennm very short, of the
length of the eyes at most. Their first articulation is entirely
situated below the ocular cavities.

If the tail presents in botb sexes seven segments, these spe
cies will compose Parthenope, properly so called, of Dr.
Leach. If those of the males present but five, we shall have
his genus Lambnu.

The others have the lateral antennm very sensibly longer
than the eyes. Their first articulation is prolonged as far as
the internal upper extremity of the cavities proper to these
last organs, and appears to be confounded with the testa.
Here the post-abdomen always consists of seven segments.
The claws of the females are much shorter than those of the
other sex. The same naturalist distinguishes generically
these crustacea under the denomination of Eurgnoma. (Can
cer tuper Pennant.)

In the following the claws are always advanced, and their
length is at most double that of the body. Their fingers are
not abruptly and angularly inclined.

Here the length ofthe longest feet (the second pair) little ex
ceeds that of the testa, measured from the eyes to the origin of
the tail. The under part of the tarsi is generally either den
ticulated or spiny, or garnished with a fringe of hairs, termi
nating like a knob.

We shall present, in the first place, those whose ocular
pedicles arc ,'ery short, and of middle length, capable of
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being withdrawn altogether within their cavities, and whose
claws, in the ~e& at least, are notably thicker than the
other feeL

MITHRAX, Leac/t.

Their claws are very robust, with the fingers hollowed like
a spoon at the end. The stem of the lateral antennre is sen
sihly shorter than the pedicle. The tail is composed of seven
articulations in both sexes. (Mithraz spinicinctUll, Latr.)

ACANTHONYX, Latr.,

Have an ad,,'ancement in the form of a tooth, or spine, at
the inferior side of the legs. The under part of the tarsi is
bairy, and, as it were, pectinated, and the upper part. of the
testa is even. The tail of t.he males presents, at most, six
complete segments. (Meriaglabra, Collect. du Mus. d'Hist.
NaL)

PISA, Leach,

Whose claws are of a middle size, wit.h the toes pointed.
The legs have no spine underneath, and t.he tail consists of
Beven segments in both sexes. As well as in the preceding
IObgenera, the lateral antennae are inserted at. an equal dis
tance from the f08sets, which receive the intermediate. and
&om the ocular cavities, or more approximated to the latter.

Some, as in the genus naxia of Dr. Leach, have two
ranges of denticulations under the tarsi, others have but a
single range of denticulations, or a simple fringe of thick
hains in a knob, under the same articulation. Those which
are in this last case form the genus Lissa of the same.

Among those which have but a single range of denticula-
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tions, sometimes, as in his Pi8a properly 80 called, the length
of the feet diminishes gradually; sometimes the third feet
are abruptly shorter than the preceding in the males. This
takes place in his Ohorinus. Of these four genera of Dr.
Leach, the prototype species are, Pim aurita, Latr.; Pua
chiragra, ejusd.; Pisa Xyphia8, ejusd.; and Pi8a heros,
ejusd.

PERICERA, Lair.,

Approximating to pisa in the form and proportions of the
claws and the number of the segments of the tail, are remote
from them as well as from the anterior subgenera, inasmuch
as the lateral antennre are inserted under the muzzle, and
more sensibly approaching the fossets which lodge the inter
mediate ones, than those which receive the ocular pedicles.
(Maia taurus, Lam.)

In the two following subgenera the ocular pedicles are
short or middle-sized, as well as in the preceding. But the
claws, even those of the males, are scarcely thicker than the
following feet. The tail is always composed of seven seg
ments.

MAlA, Lettth.

In these the second articulation of the lateral antennre ap
pears to spring from the internal canthus of the ocular cavi
ties. The hand, and the articulation which precedes it, are
almost of the same length. The testa is OVOId. (lflac1lus
Oornutus, Fab., the Oancer s'luinado, of HerbsL)

MJCIPPUS, Leach,

IIa,·e the first articulation of the lateral antenna: bent, dilated
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at its upper extremity, in the manner of a transverse and
obliqne lamiua, closing the ocular cavities. The following
articulation is inserted under its superior edge. The testa,
seen above, appears. as it were. broadly truncated in front.
Its anterior extremity is inclined, and is terminated by a sort
of hood, or denticulated bill. (Cancer cristaius, Linn.)

STENOCIONOPS, Leach,

These are distinguished from all the subgenera. ofthis tribe, by
their long, narrow, ocular pedicles, projecting very much out
of their fossels. (Cancer ceruicomiB, Herbst.) ,

Sometimes the under part of the feet presents neither ranges
of denticulations nor fringes of bair, like a knob; those of the
first pair at least exceed the testa in length by one half, and
often by a much greater proportion. The body is generally
shorter than in the prec~ding, either globular, or in the form
of a contracted egg.

A crustaceum of this tribe (Maia retuja, CoIL du Jardin du
Roi), whose testa is an OVOid, tnmcated, or blunted in front,
and woolly; whose ocular pedicles, elongated, and very much
bent, proceed to lodge themselves behind, in fossets situated
under the lateral edges of the testa; whose carpus, as well as
in the maire, is elongated, offers another character which dis
tinguisbes it exclusively: the length of the feet, beginning
from the second, appears to augment progressively, or at least
to vary but little. Dr. Leach has formed of it the genus

CAMP08CU.

In the others, as usual, the length of the feet diminishes pro
gressively, from the second pair to the last.

We are acquainted with some whose ocular pedicles,
though mnch sborter than those of stenocionops, are always
projecting; whose lateral antennlll have the third articulation
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of their peduncle as long or llven longer than the preceding,
and terminated by a long and setaceous stem. They approach
micippus. Such are

KALIMU s, Latr.,

Two species, one very aear the Cancer supercili08UI of Lin
nwus.

'Those which form the two following subgenera have the
ocular pedicles susceptible of complete retraction into their
fossets, and protected posteriorly by a projection in the form
of a tooth or angle of the lateral edges of the testa; the second
articulation of the peduncle of the lateral antennw is much
larger than the following; they are terminated by a very short
stem, in the form of an elongated stylet.

HYAS, Leach,.
Have the lateral edgell of the testa very much dilated, in the
manner of an auricle, behind the ocular cavities, which are
oval, and tolerably large; the external side of the second arti.
culation of their lateral antennw compressed and carinated,
and the ocular pedicles capable of being entirely discovered,
when the animal raises them up. The body is subovoid.
(Cancer aranetla, Linn.)

In

LIBINIA, Leach,

The ocular fossets are very small, and almost orbicular;
the ocular pedicles are very short, and admit but of little pro
trusion. The second articulation of the lateral antenwe is
cylindrical, and but lillIe or not at all compressed. The body
is almost globular or triangular.

We shall unite to these the DocltBa and Egeria of Dr.
Leach.
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In his Libinia, properly so called, the claws of the males
are thicker than the two following feet, and almost as long;
the length of those which are the longest is not altogether
double that of the testa. (LilJinia canalictllata, Say. ema,.·
ginata, Leach.)

The claws of the males of DocltBa are notably shorter than
the two following feet; the length of these feet scarcely ex
ceeds more than once and a half that of the testa, which is
almost globular, and always covered with a brown or blackish
down. (Dockea Ri88onii, Leach.)

In Egeria the claws are filiform, with the hands very much
elongated, and almost linear. The following feet are five or
six times longer than the testa. The body is triangular.
(Egeria Indica, Leach.)

After having reviewed the subgenera of this tribe, whose feet
coming after the claws are of an identical form, and whose tail
is composed, in the females at least, and most frequently in
both sexes, of seven articulations or complete segments, we
.hall pass to those in which it presents but six at most. The
feet are generally long and filiform, as in the last subgenera.
If we except lept0pu8, these crustacea are again remote from
the preceding, in the relation of the form of the third articu
lation of the extemal jaw-feet; it is proportionally more nar
row, contracted at its base, and the following. articulation
appears to be inserted at the middle'of its upper edge, or
more externally. The following subgenus differs from those
which succeed it, by having but three segments in the tail
of the males. The form of the third articulation of the ex
ternal jaw-feet appears to me to be in other respects the
same as in the preceding subgenera.

LEPTOPUS, Lam.

The tail of the females is formed of five segments. The
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body is convex, and the feet are very long. But a single spe
cies is known. Maia longipe" Coil. du Mus.

If we except some species of hymenoaoma, in which the tail
presents distinctly but four or five articulations, in all the fol
lowing subgenera this part of the body has six, either in both
sexes or in the males. The third articulation of the external
jaw-feet is sometimes in tlle form of a reversed triangle, or of
an oval, narrowed inferiorly, sometimes in the form of a heart.
The following articulation is inserted at the middle of its
superior edge, or more externally than internally.

Some, such as the three following subgenera, approach to

those which we have just described, in the isometrical, or at
least transverse form of the epistoma. The basis of the inter
mediate antennm is but little remote from the upper edge of the
buccal cavity.

One of these subgenera is distinguished from the two others
by the flatness of its testa, and by the upper extremity of the
first articulation of its lateral antennm (free in many), not ex
ceeding that of the ocular pedicles. Such are

HYMENOSOMA, Leach.

The testa is triangular 01' orbicular. (H~ orbictl
laria, Desm.)

In the two following subgenera the testa is more or less
convex, always triangular, and terminated in front in the man
ner of a bill. The first articulation of the lateral antennm, al
ways fixed, forms a crest, or projecting line, between the
fassets of the middle antennm and those of the eyes, and which
is prolonged beyond the end of the ocular pedicle&.

INACHU8, Fab.,

Have slxaegments in the tail; all the tarsi almost straight, or
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but litLle arched; the ocular pedicles even susceptible of
being concealed in their fossets, and a tooth or spine, in the
males at least, at the posterior edge of these cavities. Dr.
Leach has greatly contracted the primitive extent of this
group. (CaReer dodeCOB '! Linn. Inachru dorsetten8i8, Leach.)

ACH..EU8, Leach,

Have all equally six segments in the tail ; but their four pos
terior tarsi ate very much arched, or like a reaping hook;
their ocular pedicles are always projecting, and present a
tubercle in front. (Aclueus cranchii, Leach.)

Next come those whose epistoma is longer than broad, in
the fonn of a triangle, elongated and truncated at the summit,
and in which the origin of the middle antennm is removed,
by a notable space, from the superior edge of t.he buccal
canty; the ocular pedicles are always project.ing, when the
testa is triangular and terminated ina point, more or less
bifid, or entire.

STENORRYNCHUB, Lam., MdCf'opodia, Leach,

Haye six segments to the tail in both sexes. The anterior
extremity of the telta is bifid. (Macropodia tenuirostri8,
Leach.)

LEPTOPODIA, Leach.

The tail of the males is composed of five segments; that of
the females has one more. The testa is prolonged anteriorly
into a long, entire, and denticulated point. (Inachw sagit
tMi"" FlIh.)

The last trigona differ from the preceding, in the diS8imi·
larity of the posterior feet..
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PACTOLUS. Leach,

Have the four or six anterior feet simple, or without forceps;
the internal extremity of the penult articulation of the four
binder ones is prolonged into a tooth, forming with the last
articulation a forceps or didactylous hand. The testa has the
form of that of leptopodia, and the tail presents the same num
ber of segments, but the feet are much shorter; those of the
third pair are wanting in the individual which has served
for the establishment of this section. (Pactolu B08cii,
Leach.)

LITHODES, Latr.,

Resemble, as to the form of the first eight pair of feet, the
other trigona. Their length, however, appears to augment pro
gressively from the second to the fourth, but the last two are
very small. folded, but little apparent, imperfect, 'and as it
were, useless. The tail is membranaceous. with three crus
taceous and transverse spaces on the sides, and another at
the end, representing the segmentary divisions. The eyes
are approximate inferiorly; the external jaw-feet are elon
gated, and projecting; the testa is triangular, very spiny, and
terminated anteriorly in a denticulated point. These crustacea
are proper to the northern seas. (Cancer maia, Linn.)

Our sixth section, that of CRYPTOPODA, is composed of
brachyurous crustacea, singular in this. that the feet, with
the exception of the two anterior. or claws, can be entirely
withdrawn, and concealed, under an advancement, in the
form of a vault, of the posterior extremities of their testa.
This testa is almost semi-circular or triangular; the upper
blade of the forceps is more or less raised, and denticulated
like a ridge. In the species in which those are largest, they
cover the front of the body.
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CALAPPA, FalJ.,
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Have the testa very gibbous, the forceps triangular, very
much comprell&ed, denticulated above, like a ridge or crest,
and covering perpendicularly the front of the body, when the
feet are contracted. The third articulation of the external
jaw-feet is terminated like a hook; the superior extremity of
the buccal cavity is narrowed, and divided longitudinally into
two lodges by a partition.

Some, and the most numerous, have the two posterior and
lateral dilatations of the testa incised, and denticulated. (Oan
cer gra,,,llatU6, Linn., Oalappa granulata, Fab.)

Others, such as Oalappa fornicata, Fab., have the edges
oC the dilatations of the testa entire.

£THRA, Leach,

Differ from calappa, by tbeir very flatted testa, their forceps
not raised perpendicularly, nor shading the front of the body,
and the almost square form of the third articulation of the ex
ternal jaw-feet.

Sometimes, (.lEthra depre"a, Lam.) the testa is in a trans
verse oval; sometimes, (Parthenope fornicata, Fab.) in the
Corm of 'a short triangle, ,'ery broad, dilated, and rounded
laterally. The claws are but little elongated, and tolerably
thick; but sometimes they are longer, angular, and remind us,
as does also the Corm of the testa, of the parthenopes. These
last speeie3 might form a subgenus proper.

Finally, a sel"enth and last division, NOTOPODA, is formed
of braeh)'uri, wbose last four, or last two feet, are inserted
above the level of the others, or seem to be dorsal and tum
upwards. In those in wbich they are terminated by a sharp
hook, the animal usually emplb)'s it to retain divers marine
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bodies, such as the valves of shells, of alcyones, with which
it covers itself: the tail has seven segments in both sexes.

Some of them have, as well as the other brachyuri, the tail
folded underneath; their feet are terminated by a sharp hook,
and are not adapted for swimming.

In this dh·iaion the testa is almost square, and terminated
anteriorly by an advanced and denticulated point, 01' it ill
subovoid, or truncated in front.

HOKOLA, LeMA,

Have the eyes IUpported by long pedicles, ~ery much ap
proximated at their base, and inserted below the middle of
the front; the two posterior feet alone are raised; the claws
are larger in the males than in the females.

The head is very spiny, with an advanced and denticulated
projection at the middle of the forehead. The upper jaw-feet
are elongated aDd projecting. (Homola Sp;nij"rlYAI, Leach.)

DORIPPE, Fab.,

Have the eyes very much apart, and situated at the lateral
and anterior angles of the testa., the four posterior feet rai..ed ;
the claws short in both sexes; the testa ovoid, broadly trun
cated, without uy projection, in the form of a bill, Uld
flatted.

As M. Desmarest has observed, we see OIl each side abcwe
the origin oftha claws, an oblique cleft, cut longitudinally by
a diaphragm., ciliated, like it, upon its edges, communicating
with the gills, ad serving as an issue for the water. (DoriPfM
lanata, Cancer lanatuB, Linn., Desmarest, &c~)

In the OIhers, the testa is sometimes almost orbieular or
globular; sometitDes allChed in fro~t, and contracted poe-
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teriorly, denticulated or spiny on the sides. The eyes are
situated near the middle of the forehead, and carried on short
pedicles.

DBOMIA, Fah.,

Have the four posterior feet inserted on the back, and ter
minated by a double hook; the testa suborbicular, or almost
globular, gibbous, and woolly, or well furnished with hairs.
(CaMer oo,..mia, Linn.)

DVNOMENE, Latr.,

In which the two posterior feet, much smaller than the others,
are alone dorsal, and as it appears to us, imperfect. The
testa is widened almost into the form of an inverted heart, and
truncated posteriorly, like that of the last quadrilatera, and
simply furnished with hairs. The ocular pedicles are longer
than those of Dromia. (Dgnomene hispida, Desmarest.)

The last notopeda differ from the preceding, in that all the
feet, with the exception of the claws, are terminated like nns,
and from all the other brachyura, in having the tail extended.
Such are,

RAl'HNA, Lam.

Their te8ta is elongated, proceeds narrowing from front to
rear, and has generally the form of an im'erted triangle, with
the bue denticulated. The ocular pedicles are elongated.
The lateral anteolUB are loug and advanced. The external
jaw-feet are equally elongated, narrow, and with the third
articulation contracted into a point towards its extremity.
Alllhe feet are very much approximate, or almost contiguous
a1 their origin, and beginning from the fourth pair, they
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ascend upon the back, but the last two alone are upper. The
forceps are compre8lled, almost in the form of an inverted
triangle, denticulated. and with the fingers abruptly bent.
These crustacea have the greatest relations with the albn
mea of Fabricius. the first subgenus of the next family. and
thus make the passage from the brachyura to the macroura.
From the approximation of the feet it is even probable that
the genital apertures of the female are situated as in m&

croura.
The second family. or

The MACROUROUS DECAPODS-ExoCBNATA. Fab.,

Have at the end of the tail some appendages, forming most
frequently on each side a fin, and the tail as long at least as
the body. extended and discovered. and simply curved to
wards its posterior extremity. Its under part most frequently
presents in both sexes five pair of false feet, each terminated
by two laminm, or two threads. This tail is always composed
of seven distinct segments. The genital apertures of the
females are situated on the first articulation of the feet okJIe
third pair. The gills are formed of vesicular, barbed, .•
hairy pyramids, and disposed. in many, either on two rangeS
or by bundles. The antennm are generally elongated and
projecting. The ocular pedicles are usually short. The
external jaw-feet are most frequently narrow, elongated, in the
form of palpi, and do not completely cover the other parts of
the mouth. The testa is more narrow, and more elongated
than that of the brachyura, and usually terminating in a point
at the middle of the forehead. For more ample details we
must refer to the memoir before mentioned, of MM. Audouin
and Milne Edwards. A character observed by them on the
lobster (Aatacua marinus. Fab.) and which would be decisive,
if it applied to the other macroura, is, that besides the two
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venous sinuses of which we have spoken in the generalities of
the order, there exisl8 a third, lodged in the sternal canal,
and extending between the two preceding, from one end of
the thorax to the other. This very curious disposition would
establish, according to them, a connexion between the ve
nous system of the macroura, and that of the stomapod crus
tacea.

The macroura never quit the water, and with the exception
of a small number are all marine.

After the example of Degeer and Gronovius, but a single
genua has been formed of them, that of ASTACUS, which we
shall thus divide.

Some, from the proportions, form, and uses of their feet, of
which the first or second at least, are in the form of claws,
and from the sub-caodal situation of their eggs, evidentlyap
proximate to the preceding crustacea, and still more to those
which are vulgarly known under the names of craw-fish, 'lob-

tIler, and prawn or shrimp. I

The others have very slender feet in the form of a thread
orlub, and accompanied with an appendage or external and
e1G8pted branch, which seems to double their number.
Taey are proper for swimming, and none of them terminates
ill a forceps. The eggs are situated between them, and not
under the tail. •

The first shall be subdivided into four sections, the ANO

MALA, LoCUST..E, ASTACINI, and CARIDES.

The second shall compose the fifth and last section of this
family and of the decapods, that of SCHIZOPODA.

In the first, or that of ANOMALA, the two or four last feet
are always much smaller than the preceding. The lmder
part of the tail never presenl8 more than four pair of appen
dages, or false feet. The lateral fins of the end of the tail, or
the pieces which represent them, are thrown on the sides, and
do not form with the last segment a fin, in the form of a fan.

VOL. XIII. N
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The ocular pedicles are generally longer t.han those of t.he
macroura of the following sections.

Here (the Hippide8, Latr.) all the upper segments are
solid. The t.wo anterior feet sometimes terminate by a mo
nodactylous hand, or ODe without fingers, in the manner of a
palette, and sometimes they go into a point. The six or four
following finish with a fin. The last two are filiform, folded,
and situated at the inferior origin of tbe tail. This tail grows
Danowabruptly, immediately after its first segment, which is
sbort and broad, aud the last is in the form of an elongated
triangle. The lateral appendages of the last but one are in
the form of curved fins. The subcaudal appendages are in
number four pair, and composed of a very slender and fili
form stem. The antennre are very hairy, or ciliate. The
lateral ones at first approach the intermediate, and are after
wards arched, 01' turned outwards.

ALBUNEA, Fab.,

Have the two anterior feet terminated by a very compressed
hand, triangular and monodactylol1s. The last articulation
of the following feet is like a reaping-hook. The lateral an·
tennre are short. The intermediate are terminated by a single,
long, and setaceous thread. The ocular pedicles occupy the
middle of the forehead, and form, when united, a sort of
muzzle, 6at, triangular, with the external sides arched. The
testa is almost plane, nearly square, but rounded at the pos
terior angles, and· finely denticulate at the anterior edge.

The only species well known is (Cancer Symnina, Linn.)

HIPPA, Fab.-EMERITA, GrOflOlJ.,

Have the two anterior feet terminated by a very compressed
hand, almost ovo'id, aud without fingers. The lateral an
tennre are much shorter than the intermediate, and rounded.
These last are terminated by two short obtuse threads, placed
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one upon the other. The ocular pedic1es are long and fili.
form, and the third articulation ofthe jaw-feet is very large, in
the fonn of a lamina, emarginated at the end, and covering
the following articulations. The testa is almost ovoId, trun
cated at the two ends, and convex.

The last articulation of the second feet, and of the two fol
lowing pair. is triangular, but approaches, in the last at least,
to the fonn of a crescent. The last two of the fourth pair are
straightened up, and applied on the preceding two. The first
one of the tail bas two impressed and transverse lines. (Hippa
adactyla, Fab.)

REMIPES, Lair.,

Have the two anterior feet elongated, with the last articulation
conical, compressed, and hairy. The four antennre are very
much approximated, very short, and nearly of the same length;
the intermediate are terminated by two threads. The ocular
pedicles are very short and cylindrical. The external jaw
feet are in the form of small claws, slender, arched at the end,
and terminated by a strong book. The testa is conformed
like that of bippa.

The last articulation of the second and third feet forms a
triangular plate, with an emargination at the external side;
the same of the fourth, is triangular, narrow, and elongated.
As well as in hippa, the first segment of the tail presents
two impressed and transverse lines. (Remipes testudinariu8,
Latr.)

Sometimes (Pagurini, Latr.) the teguments are slightly crus
taceons, and the tail most frequently soft, in the form of a sac,
and rounded. The two anterior feet terminate in a didacty
lous hand; the four following go into a point, and the poste
rior four, shorter, finish by a sort of forceps or small didacty
10DS band. The first articulation of the peduncle ofthe lateral

N 2
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antennllJ presents an appendage or projection proceeding into
a point, or in the form of a spine.

These crustacea, which the Greeks name carcinion, and
the Latins cancelli, live for the most part in univalve and
empty shells. Their tail (Birgu8 excepted) presents, and in
the females only, but three false feet, situated on one of the
sides, and divided, each, into two filiform and hairy branches.
The three last segments are suddenly more narrow.

In some, such as

BIRGUS, Leach,

The tail is tolerably solid, suborbicular, with two ranks of ap
pendages, in the form of laminllJ, underneath. The fourth
feet are only a little smaller than the two preceding; the two
last are folded and concealed, their extremity lodging in a
depression of the base of the thorax. The fingers of the end,
as well as those of the last pair but one, are simply hairy or
spinous. With the exception of the claws, all the feet are

separated at their origin by a very sensible interval. The
thorax is in the form of an inverted heart, and pointed. in
fronL (Cancer latro, Linn.)

PAGURUS, Fab.

The last four feet are much shorter than the preceding,
with the forceps charged with small grains. The tail is 80ft,
long, cylindrical, narrowed towards the end, and usually pre
sents but one rank of oviferous appendages, and which are in
the form of a thread. The thorax is ovoid or oblong.

Some species, CmNoBITA, Latr., are distinguished from
the others by their advan~ed antennllJ, and the middle ones
are almost as long as the exterior or lateral, and have elon
gated threads. The thorax is ovoldo-conical, narrow, elon
gated, very much compressed laterally, and with the anterior
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or cephalic division in the form of a heart. (PagUf'US clypea
tlU, Fab.)

Those which form the most numerous division, PAGURUS,
proper, La'r., have, on the contrary, the middle antennw
curved, notably shorter than the lateral, with the two threads
short, and the npper one in an elongated or suhulated cone.
The anterior division of the thorax is squared, or in the form of
a triangle inverted and curvilinear. (Cancer Ber,.kardus,
Linn.)

A species inhabiting the Mediterranean should, from its
llecnliar characters, form a subgenus proper (PROPHYLAX,

Lair.) In these the tail, instead of being, with the exception
of the upper of the three last segments, soft and arched, and
having bot a single rank of oviferous threads, is covered with
coriaeeous teguments, is directed in a straight line, and is not
curved underneath, except at its extremity. Its inferior sur
face presents a furrow, and two ranks of false feet. The body
besides is linear, with two lateral appendages at the end 'Of
the tail almost equal, and whose division is larger, foliaceous,
and ciliated. The last four feet are slightly granular at their
extremity, and appeSf to be terminated only by a single finger,
or at least are not very distinctly bifid. Perhaps we ~U8t re
fer to this division, the paguri living in serpulw, alcyones, &c.

In all the following macroura, the two posterior feet at most
are alone smaller than the preceding. Most frequently the
false subcaudal feet are five pair in number. The teguments
are always crustaceous. The lateral fins of the penult seg
ment of the tail, and its last one, form one in common, dis
posed like a fan.

The two following sections have a common character, which
separates them from the fourth. The antennm are inserted at
the same height, or on a level. The peduncle of the lateral
ones, when it is accompanied with a shell, is never entirely
covered by it. The false sub-caudal feet are often but four in
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number. The two middle antennre are never terminated but
by two threads, and generally shorter than their peduncle, or
scarcely longer. The extemal leaf of the natatory appen
dages of the last segment of the tail but one, is never divided
by a transverse suture.

Onr second section, LOCUSTA. thus designated from the
word locusta. applied by the Latins to the most remarkable
crustacea of this division, from which comes the French word
lang0U8te, have always but four pair of false feet. The p0s

terior extremity of the fin terminating the tail is always almost
membranaceous, or less solid than the rest. The peduncle of
the middle antennre is always longer than the two threads of
the end, and more or less folded or bent; the lateral ones are
never accompanied with scales: sometimes they are reduced
to a single pedicle, which is dilated, very much flatted. and in
the form ofa crest; sometimes they are large. long, going into
a point, and entirely bristling with prickles. All the feet are
almost similar, and go into a point at the end; the first two
are simply a little stronger. Their penult articulation, and that
of the two last, is at most unidenticulated, but without form
ing with the last a hand perfectly didactylous. The pectoral
space comprised between the feet is triangular. The thorax
is almost square or subcylindrical, without any frontal prolon
gation, in the manner of a pointed bill or lance.

SCYLLARUS. Fab.,

Present, in the form of their lateral antennre. a character al
together unusual; the stem is wanting, and the articulations
of the peduncle, very much dilated transversely, form a large
crest, flatted, horizontal, and more or less denticulated.

The external branch of the subcaudal appendages is ter
minated by a leaf, but the internal, in some males, only shows
itself in the form of a tooth.

According to the proportions and form of the thorax, the
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position of the eyes, and some other parls, Dr. Leach has es
tabliAhed three genera: 1st SCYLI.ARUS with the thorax as
long or longer than broad, without lateral incisions, and the
eyes always situated near its anterior angles. The last arli
colation but one of the two posterior feet is unidenticulated in
the females. (CaNCer a,.clus, Linn.)

2nd, His THENGS has the thorax measured in front
broader than long, with a deep incision at each lateral edge,
and the eyes situated at its anterior angles. (Tltenus Indicus,
Leach.)

Srd, His IBAcus does not differ from thenus but in the po
sition of the eyes, which are approximated from the origin of
the intermediate antenne, or much more interior. (Ibacu8
Perorrii, Leach.)

PALINURUS, Pab.,

Have the lateral antann;e large, setaceous, and bristling with
prickles. Some of these crustacea arrive to a very consider
able size. In the species of our coasts, and probably in
others, the females have at the extremity of the last articulation
but one of the two posterior feet, a projection in the form of a
Rpur or tooth, exclusively proper to this sex. Scyllarus presents
the same difference. (Palinu1'w quadricomis, Fab.)

The third section, that of ASTACINI, Latr., is distin
guished from the preceding, by the form of the two anterior
feet, and often by that ofthe two following pair, which termi
nate by a forceps with two biters, or a didactylous hand. In
some the last two or fonr are much smaller than the preced
jug, which approximates them to the &Domala. But the fan
like fin of the extremity of the tail, and other characters
remove them from these last The thorax is narrowed in
front, and the forehead advances more or less, in the manner
of a beak or pointed muzzle.

Some GAL.iTHADE..E, Leach, ha\'e, as well as the preced
1
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ing macroura, four pair of false feet; and the middle antenDm
elbowed, and with two threads representing the stem, are
manifestly shorter than their peduncle. That of the lateral
antenna is never accompanied with a plate in the form of a
scale. The two anterior feet only terminate in a didactylous
hand, which is often extremely flatted. The last segment of
the tail is bilobate, at least in the majority.

At the head of this division. will come these whose two
posterior feet are much more slender than the preceding, fili
form, folded, and useless for running.

GALATHEA, Fab.,

Have the tail extended, the thorax almost OVOid, or oblong,
the middle antennre projecting, and the forceps elongated.
The upper part of the body is usually very much incised or
striated, spiny, and ciliate. (Galathea rugosa, Fab.)

Dr. Leach forms with the galathea gregaria of Fabricius,
a proper genus under the name of GRIMOTEA. The second
articulation of the intermediate antenna is terminated in a
knob, and the last three of the external jaw-feet are foliace-
ous.

The £GLE_~ of the same is not distinguished from the pre
ceding and from galathea, but by having the mandibles den
ticulated, the second articulation of the external jaw-feet
shorter than the first, and the upper part oftha body gene
rally even.

PORCELLANA, Lam.,

Form in the macroura, with reference to the tail, a very sin
gular exception; it is folded underneath as in the brachyura.
They are 9therwise remote from galathea, in the more short
ened, suborbicular, or almost squared form of the thorax; in
having the middle antennre withdrawn within their fOBsets;
in their forceps being triangular; and finally, by reason of
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the internal dilatation of the lower articulations of their ex
ternal jaw-feet. Their body is very much flatted.

Some are remarkable for their very large forc,eps, furnished
with hairs, or very much ciliated. Such are 1st, Cancer
platyckiles, Penn. whose forceps are hairy only at the exter
nal edge, and thorax almost naked and rounded. 2nd, P.
kirla, Lam., in which all the upper part of the forceps and
thorax is hairy, and in which this part is almost oval, and
narrowed in front. The others have the pincers without
hair; such is Cancer hezapUl/, I..inn.

The genus MONOLEPIS of M. Say appears to constitute
the passage from porcellana to megalopus. It approaches
the first in the relation of the two posterior feet and of the
direction of the tail. But this tail should have but six seg
ments, and the eyes should be very large, as in the second.
1t would also appear that the lateral fins of the end of the tail
resemble those of the last.

The other crustacea of the same division differ from the
preceding by having their posterior feet similar in form, pro
portions, and uses, to the preceding, or equally ambulatory.
They are again remote from them, by reason of their body,
which is more thick and more raised, and of their lateral
antennm, which are much shorter, also by reason of their
claws being smaller, the bulk of the eyes and the lateral fins
DC the tail, which are composed but of a single lamina. This
tail is·extended, narrow, and simply curved, underneath, to
wards its extremity.

MEGALOPUS, Leach-MAcROPA, Latr.

We shall comprehend in our second division (Astacini, Latr.)
those which have five pair of false feet, the middle antennlE
straight, or almost straight, projecting, advanced, and termi
nated by two threads, as long or longer than their peduncle,
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and which a single subgenus excepted (gebia) have the four
01' six anterior feet terminated by a didactylous hand.

Their tail is always extended; their two posterior feet are
·never much more slender than the preceding, nor folded.
The peduncle of the lateral antennre is often accompanied by
a shell.

Those whose first four feet at most are terminated by two
tingers, whose lateral antennre never have a shell or scale at
the base, and in which the exterior leaf of the lateral fins of
the end of the tail presents no transverse suture, will form a
first subdivision. Their feet for the most part are ciliate or
hairy.

Sometimes the index, or immoveable finger (formed by a
projection of the last articulation but one,) of the claws, is
very sensibly shorter than the thumb, or mobile finger, and
forms only a simple tooth.

GEBIA, Leach,

Approach the preceding subgenera, in that the two anterior
feet alone are didactylous. The leaves of the lateral fins of
the end of the tail, proceed widening from their base to their
extremity, and have longitudinal crests. The intermediate
piece, 01' the last segment of the tail, is almost square. (Gebia
stella/a, Leach.)

THALASSI1'lA, Latr.,

Have the four anterior feet terminated by two toes or fingers,
the lt~aves of the lateral fins of the end of the tail narrow and
elongated, without crests; and the last segment of this tail,
or the intermediate piece, in an elongated triangle. (ThalalJ
sina scorpionides, Latr.)

Sometimes the four anterior feet, or the two first and one of
the second, are terminated by two elongated fingers, forming
the forceps completely.
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The two anterior claws are larger; the lateral leaves of the
60 terminating the tail are in the form of an inverted triangle
or broader at the posterior edge. The intermediate, on the
contrary, grow narrow from the base to the end, and proceed
into a point

CALLIANASSA, Leach,

Have the claws very unequal, as well both in form as propor
tions; the carpus of the largest of the two anterior is trans
vene, and forms with the forceps a common body. The same
articulation of the other claw is elongated. Tbe two posterior
feet are almost didactylous. The external leaf of the lateral
fins of the end of the tail is larger than the internal, with a
crest or ridge; this last is even.

The ocular pedicles are in the form of a scale or sbell, and
the cornea is situated near the middle of their external edge.
The threads of the middle antennre are but little longer than
their peduncle. (Oallianaua aubterranea, Leach.)

AXIV S, Leach,

Ditrer from them in their claws, wbich are almost equal, and
in wbich the carpus makes no part of the forceps; the pos
terior feet are similar to the preceding. The leaves of the
lateral fins are almost of the same size, and bave each a
longitudinal crest; the threads of the middle antennre are
eridently longer than their peduncle. (Aziw BtirhynchuI,
Leacb.)

Our second, and last subdivision, presents crustacea, in
wbicb the six anterior feet form so many claws, terminating
in a forceps perfectly didactylous, a character which dis
tinguishes them from all the preceding decapods, and wbicb
approximates them to the first of the following section; but
here the claws of the third pair are the largest, instead of
which, in the others, it is the first two, and their thickness,
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moreover, is much more considerable. The peduncle of the
lateral antenna is accompanied with a scale, or spines; the
external leaf of the lateral fins of the end of the tail is, in all
the living species, as it were, divided into two by a transverse
suture.

ERYON, Desm••

Have all the leaflets of the caudal fin, narrowed at their ex
tremity, and terminating in a point; the exterior one presents
no transverse suture; the two threads of the middle antennm
are very short, and scarcely longer than their peduncle; the
sides of the testa have very deep notches; the forceps of
the two anterior claws are narrow and eloI;lgated. (EryOfi
Cuvierii, Desm., a fossil species.)

ASTACUS. GronmJ., Fab.,

Have the leaflets of the lateral fins of the end of the tail
widened and rounded at their extremity; the external one is
divided transversely into two by a transverse suture, the pos
terior extremity of that of the middle is obtuse or rounded ;
the two threads of the middle antennm are notably longer than
their peduncle; the sides of the testa are not incised.

In some, and all marine, the last segment of the tail, or that
which occupies the middle of the terminal fin, presents no
transverse suture.

Those whose lateral antennm have a large scale on the
peduncle, whose eyes are very large, and kidney-formed, and
in which the pincers of the two anterior claws are narrow,
elongated, prismatic, and equal, form the genus NEPHROPIIJ

of Dr. Leach. (Cancer NorwegiCU8, Linn.)
Those in which the peduncle of the lateral antennm presents

simply but two short projections, in the form of teeth or
spines, whose eyes are neither very large nor reniform, and
which have the pincers or forceps more or less oval, com-
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pose, with the fresh.water species, the genus ASTACUS, pro
perly so called, of the same naturalist. (Cancer gammarus,
Lion.)

In the fresh-water species, which, in their antennre, eyes,
and the form of the claws, otherwise resemble the preceding,
the lut segment of the tail, or the middle one of its terminal
fin, is cut transversely in two by a suture. (Cancer QIItacus,
Linn.)

In the fourth section, that of CARIDES, the middle an
teDDIe are superior, or inserted abO\·e the lateral, the peduncle
of the latter is entirely covered by a large scale.

Their body is arched, u it were humped, and of a con
sistence less solid than that of the preceding cmstacea; the
forehead is always prolonged in front into a point, and most
frequently in the manner of a bill, or pointed lamina, com
pressed and denticulated on its two edges. The ~tennre

are always advanced; the lateral ones are usually very long,
and in the form of a very attenuated thread; the intermediate,
in a great number, terminate in three threads; the eyes are
very much approximated; the external jaw-feet, more nar
row. and more elongated than usual, resemble palpi or an
temue; the mandibles of the majority are narrowed, and
arched at their extremity; one of the first two pair of feet is
often folded on itself, or doubled; the segments of the tail
are dilated or widened laterally; the external leaflet of the
terminal fin is always divided in two by a suture, a character
which is observed only in the lut cmstacea of the preceding
section. The odd piece of the middle, or the seventh and
last segment, is elongated, narrowed towards the end, and
presents, above, some ranges of small spines; the false feet,
four pair in number, are elongated, and usually foliaceous.

Some have the first three pair of feet in the form of a
didactylous claw, and their length augments progressh·ely, so
that the third pair is the longest. Such are
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PEN..EU8, Fab.,

Iu which no articulation of the feet presents any annular
division; their mandible-palpi are raised and foliaceous.
We see a small appendage, in the form of an elliptical plate,
at the base of the feet, a character which seems to approach
these crustacea to pasiphae, the last subgenus of this section.
and to those of the following, (PaltBmon sulcatus, Oliv.)

Other penilli have the intermediate antennlll terminated by
long threads; these are those of our second division. (Pentftul
monodon, Fab.)

STENOPUS, Latr.,

Are distinguished from the last by the transverse and annular
divisions of the two articu!ations before the last, of the four
posterior feet; all the body is soft i the antennlll and (eet are
long and slender; those of the third pair are the broadest
(Cancer setiferm, Linn.)

The other Carides, many o( which have the intermediate
antennlll terminated by three threads, present at most but
two pair of didactylous claws, formed by the four anterior
feet.

A subgenus established on a single species proper to North
America. that of

ATYA, Leach,

Is removed from all the analogous cmstacea, by an anomalous
character; the forceps terminating the four claws is cleft as
far as its base, or appears to be composed of two fiogers in
the form of lashes. united at their origin; the articulation
which precedes, is in the form ofa crescent; the second pair is
the largest; the middle antenolll have but two threads. (Atya
8cabra, Leach.)

In all the following subgenera, the fingers of the forceps
arise only at a certain distance from the origin of the last
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articulation bot one, or that wbich is in the form of a hand,
and the body, or articulation which precedes it, is 110t an
nulated.

First come the Carides, whose feet are robust, and not
filiform, and without any appendage at their external base;
their body is never very soft nor ,-ery much elongated.

Among these subgenera with feet without app'endages, the
three following again present unusual forms as regards the
claws.

Tn that of
CRANGON, Fah.,

The two anterior claws, larger than the following feet, have
but a single tooth at the place of the index or fixed finger,
and that which is mobile is in the form of a hook, and bent.

The upper and middle antennlll have but two threads;
the second feet are folded, more or less distinctly bifid or
didactylous at their extremity; none of their articulations
are annulated ; the anterior bill of the testa is very short.

We shall not separate from Crangon the EGEON of M.
Riuo, or the PONTOPHILUS ofDr. Leach. In the latter, the
last articulation of the external jaw-feet is as long again as
the preceding, while they are of equal length in the first; the
second feet of Egeon are shorter than the third, and the
smallest of all, whereas their length is the same in crangon.
Bot the number of species being very limited, this generic
distinction becomes so much the less necessary. (Crango,.
nUgarU.)

PROCESSA, Leach, Nnu, RiBBO,

Have one of the anterior feet simply terminating in a point,
and the other in a didactylous forceps; the two following are
unequal, slender, and also terminated by two fingers; line of
these second feet is very long, with the carpus and the pre-
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ceding articulation ~nu1ated; this character is proper to the
other foot only at the first of these articulations; the feet of the
fourth pair are longer than the preceding and the two following;
the upper antennm bave but two threads. (Nilca edulu, Risso.)

HYMENOCERA, Latr.,

Have the two anterior feet terminated by a long book, bifid
at the end, and with very short divisions; the two following
are very large: the hands, tbe fixed finger, and the upper
thread of the middle antennm are dilated, membranaceous,
and, as it were, foliaceous; the external jaw-feet are likewise
foliaceous, and cover the mouth.

We shall now pass to some subgenera in wbich the claws
present no remarkable or unusual particularity.

Sometimes the upper or middle antennm are terminated but
by two threads; the bill is generally sbort.

GNATHOPHYLLUM, Latr.,

The only ones, which, in the relation of the form and amplitude
of the lower jaw-feet, approacb hymenocera; the four anterior
feet are in the form of didactylous claws; the second p~ir is
longer and thicker than tbe first; none of the articulations of
the four are annulated. (Alpkeu8 elegans. Ri88o.)

PONTONIA, Lat,..,

Have, like the two following subgenera, the four anterior feet
in tbe form ofclaws, and didactylous, but the carpus is not an
nulated. (Alpkew tltyrenu8, Risso.)

ALPHEUS, Fab.,

Which have also the four anterior feet terminated by a
didactylous forceps, but the carpus of the second is articu
lated; these last are sborter than the first. (AlpkeNs tnala

baric1u, Fab.)
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HIPPOLYTE, Leach,

Are removed from Alpheus only by the respective proportions
of the claws; the second are longer than the first. (Paltemon
tlivernmana, Oliv.)

The last two subgenera following, have this peculiarity,
that one pair only of their feet is terminated in a didactyloul
forceps. In

ANTONOMEA. Risso,

It is the two anterior, which are distinguished from the
others, by their size. thickness, and disproportion. (ARtoRomea
Olirii, Risso.)

P ANDALUS, Leach.

The two anterior feet are simple, or scarcely bifid; the two
following are longer, of an unequal length, didactylous, with
the carpus and the preceding articulation annulated.

The external jaw-feet are slender and very long, at least in
BOrne; the anterior projection of the testa is very long and
much denticulated. (Pandaills aRnlllicomis, Leach.)

Sometimes the upper antennm have three threads; these
crustacea have four didactylous claws. the smallest of which
are folded and the bill elongated.

PAL..EMON, Fa6.,

Are distinguished from the two following subgenera, by their
inarticulated carpus; the second feet are larger than the first;
these last are folded. (P. serratus, Leach.)

The carpus is articulated, or presents some annular divi.
sions in the two following subgenera:

LYSM.~TA, Ri88o,

Which have the second pair of claws larger t.han the first.
(L,smala seticauda, Risso.)

YOLo XIII. ()
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ATH_o\NAS, Leach,

In which the first pair of claws, on the contrary, is more
bulky than the second. (Athanas "itescen8, Leach.)

The last subgenus of this section, that of

PASIPHlEA, Sav.,

Although very much approximating to many of the preceding
by the superior antennm being terminated by two threads;
hy the form of the four anterior feet terminating in a didacty
lous forceps, preceded by an articulation without annular
divisions, and by the shortness of the muzzle or frontal horn~

yet they differ from them in some relations. An apPendage,
in the form of a thread, or hair, is very distinctly visible at
the external base of their feet; these feet, with the exception
of the claws, which are larger and almost equal, are very
narrow and filiform; the body is very much elongated, very
much compressed, and very soft. (Alpheus sivado, Risso.)

Our fifth and last section of macroura, that of SCHIZO

PODA, appears to connect the macroura with the following
order: the feet, none of which are terminated in a forceps, are
very slender, in the form of lashes, provided with an ap
pendage more or less long, proceeding from their exterior
side, near their base, and exclusively adapted for swimming;
the eggs are situated between them, and not under the tail;
the ocular pedic1es are very short, as in the majority of the
macroura, the forehead advances into a point, or presents the
appearance of a sort of beak. The testa is slender; the tail
terminates as usual in a fin. These crustacea are small and
marine.

H ere the eyes are very apparent; the lateral antennre are
accompanied with a scale; the middle ones are terminated
by two threads, and composed of many small articulations, as
well as the preceding.
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MYSIS, Latr.,

Have the antennre and feet exposed, the testa elongated,
almost square or cylindrical. the eyes very much approx
imate, and the feet capillary, as it were, formed of two
threads. (ltfyBi8 Fabricii, Leach.)

CRYPTOPUS, Latr.,

Have a subovo"id testa, enlarged or swollen at intervals, folded
inferiorly on the sides, enveloping the body as well as the
antenDle and feet, and leaving discovered undemeath nothing
but a longitudinal cleft. The eyes are wide apart. The feet
are in the form of lashes, with a lateral appendage. (Crypto
pw Defrancii, Lat.)

Sometimes the eyes are concealed. The intermediate an
tennre are conical, inarticulate, and \'ery short. The lateral
ones are composed of a peduncle and a thread, without dis
tinct articulations. Their base presents no scale, at least
projecting.

MULCION, Latr.

The body is very soft, with the thorax ovoid. The feet are in
the form of a lash, and the m&jority at least have an appen
dage at their basis. The fourth pair is the longest of all.
(ltfulcion Lesueurii, Latr.)

Nebalia, which we had at first placed in this section, not
having natatory appendages under the last segments of their
body, and their feet being pretty similar to those of cyclops,
will plUl8 with condylura into the order of branchiopods, of
which they will make the beginning. Nebalia, from their very
projecting eyes, which appear to be pedicled, and from some
other characters, seem, with zoe, to link the schizopoda with
the branchiopods.

o 2
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THE SECOND ORDER OF CRUSTACEA.

STOMAPODA

Have their gills exposed, and adherent to the five pairs of ap
pendages situated under the abdomen, (the tail) which this
part presented us in the decapods, and which here, as in the
majority of the macrouri, serve for swimming, or are fin feeL
Their testa is divided into two parts, the anterior of which
carries the eyes and the intermediate antennre, or forms the
head. without bearing the fin-feet. These organs, as we]] as
the four anterior feet. are often approximated to the mouth,
on two lines converging inferiorly, and from thence the deno
mination of Stomapods given to this order. The heart, to
judge from the squillre, the most remarkable genus of this
order, and the only one which has been studied, is elongated,
and similar to a thick vessel. It extends all along the back,
reposes on the liver and the intestinal canal, and terminates
posteriorly and near the anus in a point. Its parietes are
slender, transparent, and almost membranaceous. Its ante
rior extremity, placed immediately behind the stomach, give~

birth to three principal arteries, the middle one of which (the
ophthamic) throwing out from both sides many branches, is
more especially carried to the eyes and the middle antenne,
and the two lateral (the antennary) pass over the sides of the
stomach, and lose themselves in the muscles of the mouth,
and of the external antennre. The superior surface of the
heart produces no artery', but a great number are seen to issue
from its two sides; and each pair, as it appears to us, corre
sponds with each segment of the body, commencing at the
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jaw-feet, whether these segments be exterior, or concealed by
the testa, and even very small, as is the case with the ante
rior ones. At the level of the first five rings of the abdomen,
or of those which carry the na1&tory appendages, and the
gills, this upper surface of the heart receives near the medial
line five pairs of vessels (one pair for each segment,) coming
from these last organs, and which, according to MM. Audouin
and Milne Edwards, are analogous to the branchio-cardiac
canals of the decapods. A central canal situated below the
liver and intestine, receil'es the venous blood, which flows in
from all parts of the body. At the level of each segment,
bearing the fin-feet and gills, it throws out on each side a late
ral branch, repairing to the gill, situated at the base of the
corresponding fin-foot. The parietes of these conduits have
appeared to the BalDe observers smooth and continuous, but
formed rather by a stratum of cellular lamellary tissue, ce
mented to the neighbouring muscles, than by a proper mem
brane. It haa seemed to them that these conduits communi
cate together towards the lateral edge of the rings; but of
this they are not certain. The afferential or internal vessels
of the gills, which in these squillre form plumose tufts, are
continued with the branchia-cardiac canals, are no longer
lodged in little cells, pass between the muscles, turn obliquely
round the lateral portion of the abdomen, gain the anterior
edge of the preceding ring, and proceed to terminate at the
upper surface of the heart, near the median line, riding
slightly one upon the other. The medullary cordon presents,
besides the brain, but ten ganglia, the anterior of which fur
nishes the nerves of the parts of the mouth; the three fol
lowing those of the six natatory feet, and the laat six those of
the tail. Thus the last four jaw-feet, although representing
the fonr anterior feet of the decapods, nevertheless form a
part of the organs of mastication. The stomach of the same
crustacea (squillre) ill small, and presents some very small
teeth, towards the pylorUlo It is followed by a thin and
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straight intestine, which occupies the whole length of the
abdomen, accompanied on the right and left by glandular
lobes, appearing to hold the place of the liver. An appen
dage, in the form of a branch, adhering to the internal base of
the last pair of feet, appears to characterize the male indi
viduals.

The teguments of the stomapods are slender, and even
almost membranaceous or diaphanous in many. The testa
or carapace is sometimes formed of two bucklers, the ante
rior of which corresponds to the head, and the other
to the thorax, sometimes of a single piece, but free be
hind, leaving usually uncovered the thoracic segments, bear
ing the last three pairs of feet, and having an articulation in
front, serving as a base to the eyes, and to the intermediate
antennlll. These last organs are always extended, and ter
minated by two or three threads. The eyes are always inter
approximate. The composition of the mouth is essentially
the same as that ofthe decapods; but the palpi of the mandi
bles, instead of being couched upon them, are always raised.
The jaw-feet are without any whip-like appendage, such as
they present in the decapods; they have the form of claws or
small feet, and in many at least (the squillm) their extemal
base, as well as that of the two anterior feet, properly 80

called, presents a vesicular body; those of the second pair, in
the same stomapods, are much larger than the others, and
than the feet themselves; accordingly, they have been con
sidered as genuine feet, and fourteen have been reckoned.
The four anterior feet have also the form of claws, but ter
minate, as well as the jaw-feet, in a talon, or by a hook, which
is bent at the side of the head, over the inferior and anterior
edge of the preceding articulation. or the hand. But in some
others, such as phyllosoma, all these organs are filiform, and
without forceps; some of them, like the six last, and equally
simple ones of the stomapods, provided with claws, have an
appendage or lateral branch. The last se,'en segments of the
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body, enclosing a good part of the heart, and serving as an
attachment {or the respiratory organs, cannot, considering this
relation, be assimilated to that portion of the body termed
tail in the decapods; it is an abdomen, properly so called.
Its last segment but one has, on each side, a fin, similarly
composed as that of the tail in the macrouri, but often armed,
as well as the last segment or intermediate piece, with spines
or teeth.

We shall divide the stomapods into two families; in the
first, that of

UNIPELTATA,

The testa forms but a single buckler, in the shape of an elon
gated quadrilateral figure, usually widened, and free behind,
coyering the bead, with the exception of the eyes and antennae
(which are borne on a common and anterior articulation), and
the fint segments at least of the thorax. Its anterior extre
mity is terminated in a point, or is preceded by a small plate,
finishing in a similar manner. All the jaw-feet, the second
of which are very large, and the four anterior feet. are very
much approximated to the mouth, on two lines, converging,
inferiorly, and are formed like claws, with a single finger or
hook, mobile and folded. If we except the second feet, all
these organs have, externally, at theit origin, a small pedi
cled bladder. The other feet, six in number, and the third
articulation of which carries laterally and at its base an ap
pendage, are linear, terminated by a brush, and simply nata
tory. The lateral antennlll have a scale at their base, and the
Item of the intermediate is formed of three threads. The
body is narrow and elongated, and the ocular peduncles are
always short.

This family is composed of a single genus, that of

SQUILLA, Fah.,
•

Which we thus divide:
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In some· the cruataceous buckler is preceded by a small
plate, more or less triangular, situated aboi'6 the articulation,
bearing the middle antennl!! and the eyes, covers only the an
terior portion of the thorax, and does not fold underneath
laterally. The articulation serves as a peduncle to the mid
dle antennw, as well as to the ocular pedicles, and the exter
nal sides of the end of the abdomen are uncovered.

Sometimes the body is almost Ilemi-cylindrical, with the lut
segment rounded, denticulated or spiny at the posterior edge.
The lateral appendages of the last six feet are in the form of
a styleL

SQUILLA, proper, Latr.,

Have, along the internal side of the last articulation but one
of the two large claws, a very narrow groove, denticulated on
one of its edges, spiny on the other, and the following ar
ticulation, or talon, in the form of a reaping-hook, and most
frequently denticulated. (Cancer manti8, Linn.)

GONODACTYLUS,LaW.

The groove of the last articulation but one of the large
claws is widened at its extremity, and presents neither denti
culations nor spines. The talon is bellied out into the form
of a knot towards its base, and afterwards terminates in a
compressed point, straight, or but little curved. All the
species are exotic. (Squilla 8cyUaru8, Fab.)

Sometimes the body is very narrow and depressed, with
the last segment, almost square, entire, without denticulations
or spines. The lateral appendage of the last six feet is in
the form ofa palette, almost orbicular, and jutting out a little.
The antennw and feet are shorter than in the preceding. The
last articulation but one of the large claws is furnished at the
internal edge with very numerou8 hairs, in the form of little
Mpines. The talon is like a reaping-book.
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CORONIS, Latr.

Bot a single species is knOWD, Sf/uilla eusebia '! Risso.
The other stomapods of this family have the testa, as it

were membranaceous, diaphanous, covering the whole thorax,
folded laterally underneath, prolonged anteriorly like a sword,
or spine, and advancing above the support of the middle
antennae and the eyes. This support is capable of being
bent undemeath, and of being enclosed in the case formed by
the cune of the buckler. The posterior fius are concealed
onder the last segment.

The talons of the great claws have no teeth. The second
articnlation of the ocular pedicles is much thicker than the
first, in the form of an inverted cone. The eyes, properly so
called, are thick, almost globular. The fin-like appendage
of the feet resembles that of the squillae and gonodactyli. In

ERICHTHUS, Latr., SMERDlS, Leach,

The first articulation of the ocular pedicles is much shorter
tban the second. The middle of the lateral edges of the
buckler is much protruded in the form of an angle, and their
posterior extremity presents two teeth. (Erichthua t:itreu8,
Latr.)

ALIMA, Leach.

The:first articulation of the ocular pedic1es is much longer
than the following, slender and cylindrical. The body is more
narrow and elongated than in Erichthus, the lateral edges of
the buckler are almost straight, or but little dilated. Its
middle is carinated longitudinally. Each of its angles forms
a spine, of which the two posterior are the strongest. (Alima
"yaliRa, Lat.)

The second family, that of
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BIPELTATA,

Has the testa divided into two bucklers, of which the ante
rior, very large, more or less oval, forms the head, and the
second, corresponding to the thorax, transverse, and angular
in its outline, carries the jaw and ordinary feet. These feet,
with the exception at most of the posterior two, and the last
two jaw-feet, are slender, filiform, and for the most part very
long, and accompanied with a lateral ciliated appendage.
The four other jaw-feet are very small, and conical. The
base of the lateral antennm presents no scales. The middle
are terminated by two threads. The ocular pedicles are long.
The body is very much flatted, membranous, and transparent,
with the abdomen small, and without spines at the posterior
fin.

This f~mily comprehends but a single genus, that of

PHYLLOSOHA, Leach.

All the species belong to the Atlantic Ocean and the Eastern
Seas. With reference to their nervous system, they seem to
be intermediate between the antecedent crustacea and those
which follow.

OF THE MALACOSTRACA, WITH SESSILE AND
IMMOVEABLE EYES.

The branchipes will be, from this point, the only crustacea
which present us with eyes carried on pedicles; but besides
that these pedicles are not articulated, nor lodged in special
cavities, these crustacea have no carapace, and are also re
mote from the preceding by many other characters. All the
malacostraca of this division are alike destitute of carapace.
Their body, from the head, is composed of a series of articu-
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lations, of which generally the first seven have each one pair
of feet, and the following, and last, to the number of seven at
most, form a sort of tail, terminated by fins, or appendages in
the shape of stylets. The head presents four antennw, of
which the two middle are superior; two eyes and a mouth
composed of two mandibles, of a tongue, of two pairs of jaws,
and of a sort of lip, formed by two jaw-feet, corresponding to
the two upper ones of the decapods. As in the stomapods,
there exists no ftagrum. The last four jaw-feet are trans
formed into feet proper, sometimes simple, sometimes termi
nating in a forceps, but almost always in a single finger or
hook.

According to the observations of MM. Audouin and Milne
Edwards, the two ganglionic cords of the spinal marrow
should be perfectly symmetrical, and distinct in their whole
length; and according to the observations of M. Ie Baron
Cu\"ier, the onisci would not be remote from them, only that
these cords do not present in all the segments of the 'body
the same uniformity, and have some ganglia less. Thus, ac
cording to them, the nervous system of these crustacea must
be the most simple of all. In cymothoe and idotea the two
chains of ganglia would be no longer distinct. Those which
come immediately after the two cephalic ones would form as
many small circular masses, situated on the median line of
the body; but the coros of communication which serve to
unite them together to form a continuous chain, would remain
isolated, and cemeuted one to the other. It would seem, ac
cording to these facts, that these last crustacea should he, in
this point of view, more elevated in the animal scale than the
preceding; but other considerations appear to us strongly to
Ileparate the talitri from the onisci, and to place in an inter
mediate rank cymothoe and idotea.

The sexual organs are situated iuferiorly towards the origin
oC the tail The first two appendages with which it is fur-
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nished underneath, and which are analogous to those which
this part presents in the preceding crustacea, but more diyer
sified here, and always, as it would appear, bearing gills,
differ in these respects, according to the sexes. The coupling
is the same as that of the insects.

These animals are divided into three orders: those whose
mandibles are provided with a palpus, appear naturally to be
connected with the preceding crustacea; such are the amphi
podes. Those in which these organs are without palpi, will
compose the following orders, the lremodipods and i80pods.
Yamus, a genus of the second, being parasites, will conduct
us naturally to boPYTUs and cymothoe, with which we shall
commence the isopods.

THE THIRD ORDER OF CRUSTACEA.

AMPHIPODA

Are the only malacostraca. with sessile and immoveable eyes,
whose mandibles" like those of the preceding crustacea, are
provided with a palpus; the only ones also whose subcaudal
appendages, always very apparent, resemble in their narrow
and elongated form, in their articulations, bifurcations, &.c.
as well as in the hairs with which they are furnished, false
feet, or rather fin-feet. In the malacostraca of the following
orders these appendages have the form of laminm, or scales;
these lashes or hairs appear here to constitute the gills.
Many exhibit, as well as the slomapods and Immodipods, \'e
sicular pouches placed between the feet, or at their external
base, of which the use is unknown.

The first pair of feet, or that which corresponds to ilia
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second jaw-feet, is always annexed to a particular segment,
the first after the head. The antennre, whose number, with
but a single exception (pltronima) is four, are advanced,
gradually become slender, terminating in a point, and are
composed, u in the preceding crustacea, of a peduncle, and
of a single stem, or accompanied at most by a ,small lateral
branch, and most frequently pluriarticlllate. The body is
usually compressed, and curved underneath posteriorly. The
appendages of the end of the tail most frequently resemble
small articulated stylets. These crustacea may be comprized
in a single geuus, that of

GA.MMA.RUS, Fah.,

Which may be divided at first, according to the form and
number of the feet, into three sectipns.

1. Those which have f(Jurteen feet, all terminated by a
hook, or the same number terminating iu a point.

2. Those whose number of feet is also fourteen, bot in
which these organs, or the lut four at least, are imperfect,
and simply natatory.

3. Those which have but ten apparent feet.
The first section will be divided into two-
The first, UROPTERA, LaIr., have the head thick in gene

ral, the antennre often short, and simply two in number in
some, and the body soft. All the feet, the fifth pair at most
excepted, are simple. The anterior are short or small,and the
tail is either accompanied at the end with lateral fins, or ter
minated by appendages or points, widened and bidellticulated,
or forked at their posterior extremity.

In some, u in

PHRONIMA, Lair.

There are but two antennre, very short, and biarticolate. The
fifth pair or feet is the largest of all, and terminated in a di-
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dactylous forceps. The appendages of the tail are SIX lD

number, and in the form of stylets, elongated, forked, or biden
ticulate at their extremity. Six Tesicular sacs are visible
between the final feet. It appears that there are many spe
cies, but they have not been described in a comparative and
rigorous manner. The type is Cancer SedentariU8, Forsk.

In others the number of the antenn&l is foor; all the feet
are simple. The tail has, at each side of its extremity, a
lamellary or foliaceous fin, the lamin&l of which are pointed
or unidenticulate at the end.

HYPERIA, Latr.,

Whose body is thicker in front, whose head is occupied for
the mOllt part by oblong eyes, a little emarginated at the in
ternal edge, two of whose antenn&l are as long at least as one
half the body, and. terminated by a setaceous stem, long, and
composed ofmany small articulations. (Cancer monoculoides,
Montague.)

PBROSINE, Riuo.

Similar, in the form of the body, and that ofthe head, to hype
ria, bnt the antenn&l are at most only of the length of this
part, with but few articulations, in the form of stylet, or
terminated by a stem, in an elongated cone. (Pkronfli! fIIt.I

cropktkalma, Risso.)

DACTYLOCERA, Latr.,

Whose body is not thickened in front, whose head is of middle
size, depressed, almost squared, with the eyes small, and
whose antenn&l, very short, and with few articulations, are of
diverse forms; the inferior being slender, and in the form of
a stylet, the superior being terminated by a small lamina,
concave at the internal side, and representing a sort ofspoon
or pincer. (Plrrosina Semilunata, Risso.)

13
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The second, GAMMARINE, Latr., have always four an
tennlll; the body is invested with coriaceous elastic tegu
ments, and generally compressed and arched; the posterior
extremity of the tail is without fins; its appendages are in
the form of cylindrical or conical styles; two at least of their
four anterior feet are most frequently terminated in a pincer.

The vesicular pouches, in those in which they have been
obserYed, are situated at the external base of the feet, be
ginning from the second pair, and accompanied by a small
lamina. The pectoral scales enclosing the eggs are six in
number.

Sometimes the four antennlll, although of different propor
tions in many, have essentially the same form and the same
uses. The inferior do not resemble feet, nor perform their
functions.

One 8ubgenU8, which we have established under the deno
mination of

lONE,

After a figure of Montagu's (Oni8CfU thoraciCfU, Linn. Trans.
IX. iii. S, 4.) presents us with very peculiar characters, and
which remove it from all the olhers of the same order. The
body is composed of about fifteen articulations, but distin
guished only by lateral incisions, in the form of teeth; the
four antenDlil are very short; the external, longer than the
two others, are alone visible, when the animal is observed at
the back; the first two segments of the body are each provided,
in the female, with two elongated cirri, Ieshy, flatted, and
similar to oars; the feet are very short, concealed under the
body, and hooked; the last six segments are provided with
lateral appendages, fleshy, elongated, fasciculated, simple in
the male, branchy in the other sex. We also see at the pos
terior extremity of the body, six other simple, curved ap·
pendages, two of which are larger than the others; the abdo-
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minal valves are very large, co\'er the whole inferior part of
the body, and form a sort of receptacle for the eggs.

All the following Amphipoda have the segments of the
body perfectly distinct in their whole extent, and none of
either sex exhibit the long cirri in the form ofoars, which are
seen in the first two of lone.

In these, the talon or mobile finger, when it exists, of the
feet terminating in pincers, is formed only of a single articu
lation.

Among these last there are some whose upper antennre are
much shorler than the under, and even than their peduncle.
The stem of these is composed of a great number of articn
lations.

ORCHESTIA, Leach,

Have the second feet terminated in the males by a large
pincer, with the talon, or long moveable finger, a little curved,
and by two fingers in the females; the third articulation of
the lower antennre is, at most, of the length of the preceding
two united. (Ot'UCUI gammarelluI, Pallas.)

TALITRUS, Lair.,

Have no feet in the form of a claw; the"third articulation of
the inferior antennre is longer than the preceding two united;
these antennre"are large and spiny. (Onucmloculta, PalI.)

In the following, the upper antennre are never shorter than
the lower.

Some, having, moreover, their antennre elongated, setaceous,
and terminated by a pluri-articulate stem, and without re

markable claws, approach the preceding, in that the upper
antennre are a little shorter than the lower, and are again re
moved from the following, by the form of their head, con
tracting in front, like a muzzle; such are
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ATYLUS, Leach. (A.tylU8 carinatU8, Leach.)

All those which succeed, have the upper antennre as long, or
longer than the lower, and the head does not advance in the
manner of a muzzle.

Here, as in the five following genera of Dr. Leach, the
peduncle of the antennre is formed of three articulations.

Some present, in their superior antennre, a character unique
in this order; the interior extremity of the third articulation
of their peduncle has a small articulated thread. It dis
tinguishes

GAMMARUS, (proper) Latr.

The four anterior feet are in the form of little claws, with the
talon, or mobile finger, folded underneath. (Cancer pulex,
Linn.)

The antennm of the following, are, as well as in all other
amphipods, simple, or without appendages.

MELITA., Leach,

Have the second feet terminated in the males, by a large
compressed pincer, with the talon folded under its internal
face; the antennm are almost of equal length; the posterior
extremity of the body presents, on each side, a small foliaceous
plate. (Cancer palmatuB, Montago.)

MiERA, Leach,

Whose second feet are likewise terminated in the males, by a
large compressed pincer, but the talon is folded back on its
inferior edge, and is not concealed; the upper antennm are
longer than the lower, and the posterior extremity of the body
presents no foliaceous lamina. (Cancer gammarU8 gr088i.
manua, Montagu.)

In which the {our
VOl•• XIIJ.

AMPITHOE, Leach,

anterior feet are nearly identical in both
P
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sexes, and the last articulation but one, or the hand, is oyo'id.
(Cancer rubricat,", Montagu.)

PBERUSA, Leach,

Which do not differ from Ampithoe, except that the hands of
the claws are filiform. (PheruBafucicola, Leach.)

Sometimes the peduncle of the antennre is composed of
only two articulations-{the third, from its smallness, being
confounded with those of the stem, or forming that of its
base) ;-the superior are longer than the inferior; all the feet
are simple, or without pincers. Such are

DEXAMINE, Leach.

In those, the talon, or mobile finger of the two pincers, is
biarticulate ; the antennre are ofequal length. (Cancer gam
mar," spin08U8, Montag.)

LEUCOTHOE, Leach,

Have the antennre short, and their peduncle with two
articulations; the four anterior feet strongly terminated in a
pincer, the talons of the two anterior biarticulate; those of
the second pair with a single articulation and long. (Cancer
articul08U8, Montagu.)

CERAPUS, Say.,

Whose antennre are large, with the peduncle in the upper of
three, in the lower of four articulations; the two anterior feet
are small, with a talou of a single articulation; and the two
following terminate in a large triangular hand, smooth, den
ticulated, with the talon biarticulate. (Cerapu.l tulJtUa
"B, Say.)

Sometimes the lower antennre, much larger than the npper,
and wholle stem is composed at most of four articulations,
have the form of feet, and appear to serve, at least occasionally,
as organs of prehension.
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Here the second feet are terminated by a large pincer.

211

PODOCERUS, Leach,

With projecting eyes. (Podocerw mriegatru, Leach.)

J.ASSA, Leach.

Eyes not projecting, (JaB8lJ pulchella, Leach.)
Sometimes none of the feet are terminated by a large

pincer.

COROPHIUJI(, Latr. Cancer gr08npel, Lin.

The second section, HETEROPA, Lat., is composed of
those which have fourteen feet, the last four of which, at least,
are imperfect at the end, and exclusively proper for natation.
It comprehends two subgenera,

PTERYGOCERA, Lat.,

Which have the thorax divided into several segments; four
antennm furnished with hairs forming plumes; all the feet
nalatory, and the last large and pinnated; and cylindrical
articulated appendages at the posterior extremity of the body.
(OrtUcw arenan,", Encyc. Method.)

ApSEUDES, Leach. EUPHEUS, RiBlo.

Which have also the thorax divided into many segments, but
the two anterior feet are terminated by didactylous pincers;
the following two are widened into a knob, terminating in a
point, and denticulated on the edges; the six following are
slender and unguiculated at the end; the last four are nata
tory; the antennae are simple; the body is narrow, elongated,
with two long appendages, in the form of a thread, at their
posterior extremity. (EupheUlligioidel, Risso.)

The third and last section, DECEMPEDE8, Lat., is com
posed of Amphipodes presenting bot ten distinct feeL

p2
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TYPHIS, Risso,

Have but two very small antennre. The head is thick, and
the eyes not projecting. Each pair of feet is annexed to a
proper segment: the anterior four are terminated by a didac
tylous pincer. On each side of the thorax are two mobile
laminre, forming sorts of shutters, or valves, which, united,
when the animal folds its feet and tail underneath, close the
body inferiorly, and give it the form of a spheroid. The pos
terior extremity of the tail is without appendages. (Tgphu
OfJoides, Risso.)

ANCEUS, Risso, GNATHIA., Leach,

Which have also the thorax· divided into as many segments,
as pairs of feet, but in which all those organs are simple and
monodactylous. They have, besides, four antennre (setace
ous.) The head is strong, squared, with two large projections
in the form of mandibles. The extremity of the tail has some
foliaceous appendages in the form of fins. (AtlCeuB forficula
ria, Risso.)

PRANIZA, Leach,

Have four setaceous antennw, as well as Anceus; but the
thorax seen above presents ouly three segments, the first two
of which, very short and transverse, have each one pair of
feet, and the third, much larger and longitudinal, bear the
others. All the feet are simple. The head is triangular,
pointed in front, with the eyes projecting. The posterior ex
tremityof the body also presents a fin on each side. (0rV
CU8 ctBnlleatua, Montagu.)
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THE FOURTH ORDER OF CRUSTACEA.

~MODIPODA,

Are among the malacostraca with seBSile eyes; the only ones
in which the posterior extremity of the body presents no dis
tinct gills; which have almost no tail, the last two feet being
inserted at this end, or the segment serving as an attachment
for them, being followed only by one or two other articulations
very small. They are, again, the only ones in which the two
anlerior feet, which correspond to the second jaw-feet, form a
portion of the bead.

They have all four setaceous anteDDIIl, and carried on a pe
duncle of three articulations, mandibles witbout palpi, a vesi
cular body, at the base of four pair of feet at least. commencing
from the second or third pair, those of the bead comprized.
The body, most frequently filiform or linear, is composed,
reckoning the head, of from eight to nine articulations, with
some small appendages, in the form of tubercles. at its poste
rior and inferior extremity. The feet are terminated by a
strong book; the anterior four, the second ofwhicb are largest,
are always terminated in a monodactylous pincer or talon. In
many the four following are shortened, leBS articulated, with
out book at the end, or rudimentary, and by no means proper
for the ordinary uses.

The females carry their eggs under the second and third
segments of the body, in a pouch formed of approximated
scales.

These crustacea are all marine. M. Savigny considers
them as neighbouring the pycnogonides, and making with
them the passage to tbe arachnida from the crustacea.
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But a single genus can be found of them, to which, from
ancient usage, we shall preserve the name of

CYAMUS, Laer.

Some, FILIFORMA, Laer., have the body long and very
slender, and linear, with the segments longitndinal. The feet
equally elongated and slender, and the stem of the antennz
composed of many small articulations.

LEPTOMERA, Lae. PROTO, Leach,

Have fourteen feet (the two annexed to the head comprised)
complete, and in a continued series.

In some, as in our LEPTOMERA proper (Gamma"" peda
tUB, Mull.) all the feet, with the exception of the anterior two,
have a vesiculary body at their base. In others, as ilie PROTO

of Leach (Cancer pedatUB, Montagu), these appendages are
proper only to the second feet and the four following.

NAUPREDIA, La'r.,

Have but ten feet, all in a continued series, the second and
the two following pair have at their base a vesicular body.

CAPRELLA, Lamat'clt,

Have likewise but ten feet, but in an interrupted series, com
mencing inclusively at the second segment, not counting the
head. This segment and the following each present the vesi
cular bodies, and are totally deprived of feet. (SqfJIilla lo1Ja'a,
Muller.)

The other lremodipods, OVALIA, Lat., have the body onl,
with the segments transverse. The stem of the antennm ap
pears to be inarticulate. The feet are short, or but little elon
gated; those of the second and third segments are imperfect,
and terminated by a long cylindrical articulation, and without
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hooks. They have at their base an elongated vesicular body.
These hemodipodB form the subgenus of CYAl\IVS (proper),
Lat. LARUNDA, Leach. (Oniacu8 ceti, Lin.)

THE FIFTH ORDER OF CRUSTACEA.

ISOPODA,

Pol,gonata, Fab., the genus MonoculUII excepted,

Approach the lmmodipods by the want of palpi to the mandi
bles, but they are remote from them in many respects. The
two anterior feet are not annexed to the head, but depend, as
well as the following, on a peculiar segment; they are always
fourteen in number, unguiculated, and without vesicular ap
pendage at the base. The under part of the tail is furnished
with very apparent appendages, in the form of leafiets or vesi
cular pouches, and the first or the exterior two usually cover
totally, or in a great part, the others. The body is generally
Satted, or more wide than thick. The mouth is composed of
the same pieces as in the preceding crustacea; but here the
parts which correspond to the two upper jaw-feet of the deca
pods present still more than in these last the appearance of a.

lower lip, terminated by two palpi. Two of the antennm, the
middle, are almost obliterated in the last crustacea of this
order, which are all terrestrial, and differ from the last in their
respiratory organs. The male sexual organs are most fre
qllently announced by the presence of linear or filiform ap
pendages, and sometimes of hooks, placed at the internal
origin of the first subcaudal laminm. The females carry their
eggs under the breast, &c.
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This order in Linnleus embraces the genus

ONISCUS,

Which we shall divide into six sections.
The first, EPICARIDES, Lat., is composed of parasite iso

pods, without e)'es or antennre, the body of which is very flat,
very small, and oblong in the males, much larger in the
females, in the form of a narrowed oval, and a little coned
posteriorly, hollow Wlderneath, with a thoracic border, divided
on each side into five membranaceous lobes. The feet.are
situated on this border, very small, curled up, and of no use
either for walking or swimming. The under part of the tail is
furnished with five pair of small ciliated imbricated leaflets,
answering to as many segments, and disposed on two longitu
dinal ranges; but the posterior extremity is deprived of
appendages. The mouth presents distinctly but two mem
branaceousleaflets, applied on another of the same consistence,
in the form of a large quadrilateral figure. The lower conca
vity, forming a sort of flat basket, is filled by the eggs.

These crustacea form but a single subgenus, that of

BOPYRUS, Lair. (Bopyrua crangQf'Um, LaL)

The second section, CVMOTHOADA, Lat. comprehends the
isopods with four very apparent antennle, setaceous, and al
most always terminated by a piuri-articulated stem; having
eyes, a mouth composed as usual, vesicular gills, disposed
longitudinally in pairs; the tarsi formed of from four to six
segments, with a fin on each side near the end, and the ante
rior feet most usually terminated by a strong claw or hook.
These crustacea are all parasites.

Sometimes the eyes are carried upon tubercles, at the sum
mit of the head. The tail is composed of only four seg
ments.
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SEROLIS, Leach.

Bot one known species, Oymothoa paradoza, Fab. The an
tennm are placed on two lines, and terminated by a pluri
articulate stem. Under the three first segments of the tail,
between tbe ordinary appendages, there are three others, trans
Terse, and terminated posteriorly in a point.

Sometimes the eyes are lateral, and not carried upon tu
bercles. The tail is composed of five or six segments.

Here the eyes are not composed of simple eyes approxi
mated, and in the form of little grains. The antennre are on
two lines, and of seven articulations, at the least. The six
anterior feet a.re commonly terminated by a strong claw.

In some, whose tail is always of six segments, the length
of the lower anteDDm never exceeds half that of the body.

We shall commence with those whose mandibles, as is most
usual, project but little, or not at all. Here come the

CYMOTHOA, Fab.,

Whose anteDDm are almost of equal length, the eyes but
little apparent, with the last segment of the tail in a trans
verse square, and the two pieces terminating the lateral fins,
linear and equal, in the form of a styleL (Oymothoa CBstmm,
Fab.)

"ICHTHYOPHILU8, Lair. (Nerocila LivOfU!ca, Leach.)

Having also the antennre of equal length, and the·ey.es but
little visible; but the last segment of the body is almost trian
gular, with the two pieces terminating the lateral fins, in the
form ofleaSets or lamin~, the exterior of which is larger in
Nerocila, and of the same size as the other in Livoneca.

In the four following subgenera the upper antennm are ma
nifestly I'Qorter than the lower.

Many hal'"e, like Cymothoa, all the feet terminated by a
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strong and very arched claw. The last eight are not spiny.
The eyes are always apart, and convex. They form their
genera in the method of Dr. Leach, but may be united in a
single subgenus, under the common denomination of one of
them, that of

CANOLIRA, Leach. (Anilocra, Olencira, ejuad.)

Olencira have the laminlB of their fins narrow, and armed
with prickles. In anilocra the external lamina of these fins

is longer ·than the internal. The inverse of this is the case
with canolira; besides the eyes are but little granulated,
while they are very sensibly 80 in the preceding.

In the three following subgenera the secoud, third, and
fourth feet only are terminated by a claw strongly curved,
and the last eight are spiny. The eyes are usually but little
convex, large, and converge anteriorly•

..£GA, Leach,

Have the first two articulations of their upper antennlll very
broad and compressed, while in the two subgenera which suc
ceed, these articulations are almost cylindrical.

RoCINELA, Leach,

Differ from ..£ga, as we have just said, in the form of the
first two articulations of their upper antennlB, and approach
them in their large eyes, which are approximated ante
riorly.

CONILIRA., Leach,

Resemble rocinela in their anteuulB, but the eyes are small,
apart, and the edges of the segments are almost straight, and
not in the form of scythes, and prominent.

The last subgenus, among those of this section whose an
tannlB are on two lines, whose tail is of six segments, and
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wbose inferior antennlB are always short, is distinguished
from all the preceding by its strong and prominent mandi.bles.
It is tbatof

SYNODUS, Latr.

In those which follow the tail is most frequently composed
of but five segmeuts. The length of the lower anteDDlB ex
ceeds the half of that of the body.

CIROLANA, Leach,

H ave six segments to the tail.

NELOCIRA, Leach,

Have but five, the comea of the eye is smooth.

EURYDICE, Leach,

Similar to Ne10cira~ the number of the caudal segments,
remote from them in the character of their granular eyes.

This subgenus conducts us to those in wbich these organs
are formed ofsmall grains, or simple eyes approximated, and
which have besides the four anteDDlB inserted on one and the
IllUDe borizontalline, of four articulations at most, and all the
feet ambulatory. The tail is composed of six: segments, the
last of which is large and suborbicnlar. Such are

LIMNORIA, Leach. (Limnoria Terebrafl8, Leach.)

The third section, SPH..£ROMIDES, Latr., presents four
very distinct antennlB, setaceous or conical, and a single sub
genus excepted, (anthura) always terminated by a stem,
divided into many small and short articulations; the lower
always longer, are inserted beneath the under part of the first
articulation of the upper, which is thick and broad. The
mouth is composed as usual. The gilla are vesicular or soft,
naked, and disposed longitudinally in pairs. The tail pre-
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,

sents but two complete and mobile segments, but haa
often on the first BOme impressed and transverse lines, indi
cating the vestiges of other segments. On each side of ita
posterior extremity is a fin terminated by two leaflets, the in
ferior of which alone is mobile, and the superior is formed by
an internal prolongation of the common support. The bran
chial appendages are curved interiorly. . The internal side of
the first is accompanied in· the males by a small linear and
elongated piece. The anterior part of the head, situated
under the antennm, is triangular, or in the form of an inverted
heart.

Some have the body oval or oblong, in a state of contrac
tion assuming the form of a belL The antennm are termi
nated by a pluri-articulate articulation, and the inferior at
least sensibly longer than the head. The lateral and poste
rior fins are formed of a peduncle and two laminre, composing
with the last segment a common fan-like fin.

In these the impressed and transverse lines of the anterior
segment of the tail, always shorter than the following or the
last, do not reach the lateral edges. The first articulation of
the upper antennm is in the form of a triangular palette.

The head, seen from above, forms a transverse square.
The leaflets of the fins are very much lIatted, and the inter
mediate piece, or last segment, is widened, and rounded late
rally.

ZUZARA, Leach,

In which the leallets of the fins are very large, and the upper,
being shorter, is removed from the other to form a border to
the last segment.

SPH..£ROMA, Lair.,

In which the leaflets are of middle size, equal, and applied
one upon the other. SpA. dentata, Desmarest.
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In these the impressed lines, or transve1'1le sutures of the
anterior segment of the tail, reach its lateral edges and divide
it. The first articulation of the upper antennm forms an
elongated palette, square or linear.

The leaflets of the fins are usually narrower and more thick
than in the preceding. The exterior one sometimes emboxes
the other. The latter is prismatic. Their point of union
presents the appearance of a knot or articulation.

Sometimes the sixth segment of the body is sensibly of
greater breadth than the preceding and the following. One
of the two leaflets of the fins alone is projecting•

.N..ESA, Campecopea, Leach.

Sometimes the sixth segment is of the length of the preced
ing and the following. (Nte8a bidentata, Desm.)

CILIC..EA, Leach,

In which one of the leaflets of the fins alone is projecting,
the other being laid back against the posterior edge of the last
segment. (CilictBa, IAtreillii, Desm.)

CYHODOCEA, Leach,

In which the two leaflets of the fins are projecting, and
equally directed backwards. The sixth segment is not pro
longed posteriorly, and the last presents but a small lamina in
an emargination.

DYNAMENE, Leach,

Like cymodocea in the projection and direction of the leaflets
of the fins, but the sixth segment is prolonged behind, and
the last presents bot a simple cleft, without lamina.

The others, such as
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ANTBURA, Leach,

Have the body vermiform, and the antennre scarcely as long
as the head, with four articulations. The leaflets of the
posterior fins form by their disposition and approximation a
sort of capsule.

The anterior feet are terminated by a monodactyloU8 pin
cer.

In the fourth section, InoTEIDES, Leach, the antennm are
also four in number, but on the same horizontal and trans

verse line. The lateral are terminated by a stem, finiahing
in a point, gradually growing more slender, and pluri-articu
lated. The intermediate are short, filiform, or a little thicker
towards the end, of four articulatioIlll, none of which is di
,·ided. The co~position of the mouth is the same as in the
preceding section&. . The gills are in the form of bladders,
(white in the majority) susceptible ofbeing swelled to sen-e for
swimming, and covered by two laminlll, or valvules, of the last
segment, adhering laterally to its sides, longitudinal, biarticu
late, and opening in the middle by a straight line, like two
shutters. The taU is formed of three segments, the last of
which is much larger, without appendages at the end, or
lateral fins.

IDOTEA, Fab.,

Have all the feet strongly unguiculated, identical; the body
oval, or simply oblong, and the lateral antennlll shorter than
one half of the bo<!'. Onucur entomon, Lin.

STENOSOHA, Leach,

Differ only in the linear form of the body, and the length
of the antennlll exceeding the half of that of the body. (St~

"oloma lineare, Leach.)
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ARCTURUS, Latr.,

Are very remarkable for the form of the second and third feet,
which are directed forward, and terminate by a long barbed
articulation, and imperfect, or but slightly unguiculated.
The anterior two are applied on the mouth, and unguicu
lated. The last six are strong, ambulatory, thrown back
wards, and bidenticulated at their extremity. In the relation
of the length of their antenDlIl, and the form of the body, they
approach Steno80ma. (.ArctfWtU tuberculatus, Lat.)

The fifth section (A,ellota, Lat.) presents us with isopods
with four very apparent anUmnlll, disposed on two lines, seta
ceous, terminated by a pluri-articulate. stem; two mandibles,
four jaws, usually covered by a sort of lip, formed by the first
jaw-feet; vesicular gills disposed in pairs, covered by two
longitudinal and biarticulate leaflets, but free; a tail formed
of a single segment, without lateral fins, but with two bifid
styleta, or two very short appendages, in the form of tuber
cles, at the middle of its posterior edge. Some other appen
dages, in the form of laminlll, situated at its inferior base,
more numerous in the males, distinguish the sexes.

ASELLU8, Geoff.,

Have two bifid stylets at the posterior extremity of the body,
the eyes apart, the upper antennlll of the length, at least, of
the peduncle of the lower, and the hooks of the end of the
feet entire. (.A,elk d'eau douce, Geoff., Idotea aguatica,
Fab.)

ONI8CODA, Latr.,

Or janira of Dr. Leach, differ from asellus in the approxima
tion of their eyes, their upper antennm being shorter than
the pednncle of the lower, and in the knobs of the tarsi,
which are bifid. (Janira fntJCf.,zOIa, Leach.)

IS
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J..ERA, Leach,

Instead of the stylets at the end of the tail, have but two tu
bercles. (J(JJra ulbifrom, Leach.)

Finally, the isopods of the sixth and last section, ONIS

CIDES, Lat., have four antennre, but the two intermediate
very small, but little apparent, and of two articulations at
mosL The lateral are setaceous. The tail is composed of
six segments, with two or four appendages, in the form of
stylets, at the posterior edge of the last, and without lateral
fins. Some are aquatic and others terrestrial. In the latter
the first leaflets of the end of the tail present a range of little
holes, through which the air penetrates, and is carried to the
organs of respiration, which are inclosed there.

Some have the sixth articulation of their antennre or their
stem composed in such a manner, that, counting the little arti
culations of this part, the sum total of all the articulations is
nine at least. These isopods are marine, and form two sub
genera.

TYLOS, Lair.,

Appear to have the faculty of rolling themselves into a ball.
The last segment of the body is semicircular, and fills exactly
the notch formed by the preceding. The posterior appen
dages are very small, and entirely inferior. The antennre
have but nine articulations, of which the last four compose
the stem. On each side is a sunken tubercle, representing
each, one of the intermediate antennre. The intermediate
space is raised. The gills are vesicular, imbricated, and
covered by laminre.

LIGIA, Fab.,

Have the stem of the lateral antennre composed of 'a great
number of small articulations, and two very projecting stylets,
divided at the end into two branches, at the posterior extre·
mity of the body. (Onucw Oceaflicw, Lin.)
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In the others and all terrestrial, the lateral antennw pre
sent at most but eight articulations, whose proportions towards
the extremi.ty diminish gradually, without any of them ap
pearing to be divided or composed.

Here the appendages, or posterior stylets, advance beyond
the last segment. The body does not contract itself, or at
least very imperfectly, into a ball.

PBIL08CIA, Lat.,

Have the lateral antennw divided into eigbt articulations, and
uncovered at their base. The four posterior appendages are
almost equal. (Oni8CU& Syl"eBtm, Fab.)

ONISCU8 (proper) Lin., Wood-lice, Vulg.

Have also eight articulations to the lateral antennw, but their
base is curved, and the two exterior appendages of the end of
the tail are much larger than the two interior. (Oni&CU8 Mu

rarilU, Fab.)

PORCELLIO, Lat.,

Are distinguished from omscus by the number of articulations
of the lateral antennm, which is only seven. (Oni8cru aBelllU,

Cuv.)

ARMADILLO.

The posterior appendages of the body make no projection.
The last segment is triangular; a small lamina, in the form of
an inverted triangle, or more wide, and truncated at the end,
formed by the last articulation of the lateral appendages, fills,
on each side, the vacancy comprized between this segment
and the preceding. The lateral antennw have but seven arti
culations. The upper subcaudal scales have a range of small
holes. (o"uctU Armadill-O, Lin)

VOL. XIII. Q
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THE C R US T ACE A.

WE shall insert here, after the text of Latreille on the MAL.4.

COSTRACA, our supplementary observations on the class in
general, and also on that division in particular.

All the animals of this class, as their name indicates, are
covered with integuments of a cmstaceous substance, more
calcareous than that which envelopes the myriap0d8, the
arachnida, and the insects. Most of them feed on bodies in
a state of putrefaction, and in all the sexes are distinct.

The ancients were very well acquainted with the division
which we call malacostraca, which they placed between the
mollusca and the fish. Aristotle has devoted a particular
chapter to the species which were known to him. Athenama
has given an enumeration of such as are edible, and Hippo
crates has noticed some which, in his opinion, may be UflEIfully
employed for medicinal purposes.

Pliny has scarcely added any thing to the observations of
Aristotle, and those who have since spoken of the crustacea,
sllch as Rondelet, Belon, Gesner, Aldrovandus, and J onston,
who also place them between the mollusca and the fish, have
produced nothitJg which could throw any additional light on the
natural history, or on the structure of this class of animala.

The ancient naturalists, however, and even the modem, to
the time of LinnIEUS, perceived, as we have seen, the necessity
of classing these animals separately. That great naturalist,
howe,·er, united them to the insects, and having taken as the

13
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basis of his first partitions, the presence or absence of wings,
he placed them at the end of this class, in the order aptera,
ofwhich they compose, with the palpous arachnida, the second
division. His opinion was generally followed. But Brisson,
in his CI Regne Animal," continued to distinguish the crustacea
from the insects. placed them immediately after the fish, and
associated with them the arachnida and myriapoda. His
crustacea, therefore, are all the insects of Linnreus which have
more than six feet. The apterous order of the Swedish natu
ralist subsequently underwent some modifications, but it pre
served the same rank in all the methods which were established
on the same principles.

Fabricius at first composed with the crustacea his fourth
order ofinsects, that of agonata, which he thus named because
they have no under lip. In this order he placed the Bcor
pions, and removed the onisci and monoculi of Linnreus.

No regard was paid, in these and other methodical distri
butions, to the essential differences presented by the interual
8tmct~re of these animals, although some great naturalists,
such as Swammerdam, Reesel, and Degeer, had already ob
served a circulation and gills in the crustacea; and though it
was easy to conclude from hence, that their organization dif
fered from that of insects, and approximated more to that of
superior animals, it was reserved for the first naturalist of
onr age, whom it is unnecessary to name, to awaken our atten
tion to this most important point, and to direct our steps into
the true road to a natural classification. At first, in his Ek
mnatQry Vie", of the /l(atural History of Animals, founded
upon such considerations, he transported the crustacea to the
head of the insect class, and formed with them a special and
well-circumscribed division. Soon after, in his Comparative
.Anatomy, he made a peculiar class of the crustacea; and his
example was followed at the same time by M. de Lamarck, in
his public lectures on the invertebraled animals.

Q2
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As we have thus touched, howe\"er slightly, on the history
of the classifications of crustacea, it would he highly improper
to pass over in silence the name of our distinguished country
man Dr. Leach. His labours on certain parts of this order
are highly valuable, and at once excite our regret at their un
happy interruption, and our earnest hope of their auspicious
recommencement and completion. The nature of oor work
will not permit us to follow all his details, or give a minute
analysis of his distribution. His generic divisions are gene
rally noticed in our text, and nothing important in his re
searches shall be omitted in these supplementary additions.

Although tbe name of cnutacea has become one of general
usage, we may yet consider that of malacostraclJ, as in some
measure, if not altogether synonymous, although the latter hu
been used by M. Latreille and other recent writers, to indicate
a single division of the class, in whicb those beings are com
prehended. The term /lIlAaICOaTpIIIWC (molli crustA obtectus)
designated, among the Greeks, those marine animals withont
blood, whose external envelope, much less solid than tbe testa
of the shelled mollusca, is yet considerably more so than the
skin of the naked mollusca.

The crustacea, considered under the various relations which
their organization presents, should incontestably occupy a
very elevated rank among invertebrated animal", and those
which are provided with articulated limbs. They cannot be
placed at a remote distance from the arachnida and insects,
whose body is like their's, symmetrical, encompassed with a
corneous, solid, and resisting skin, which perfonDs the func
tions of the skeleton in the animals of the superior classes ;
whose members are, like their's, composed of several distinct
pieces; whose eyes are always apparent, and whose genera
tion is bisexual.

They are more distant from the animals of the class anne
lides of Lamarck, whose body is destitute of true limbs, in
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which the eyes are usually wanting, and tlte generation is fre
quently hermaphrodite.

It would seem, that the crustacea ought in strictness to be
placed after certain of the mollusca, such as the cephalopoda,
and before others, as the gasteropoda, and more especially the
acephala, which by certaiu shades present evident passages to
the animals of the lowest classes. Nevertheless, as the mol
lusca of the different orders ha\"e well-established relations to
each other, it would not be right to cut their series into two
parts, for the purpose of intercalating between them the arti
culated animals, and consequently the crustacea. We must
therefore decide either to place, after these last, the en
tire class of the mollusca, as the ancients did, or to leave this
class before them, as has been judged expedient by the more
recent zoologists. Of all the modems, M. de Blainville alone
has inclined to the notions of the ancients on this subject: he
has proposed that the crustacea should be followed by the
mollusca and the worms, and placed after the insects and
arachnida, which should themselves immediately follow the
fish. But the other mode of arrangement is justified by the
consideration of those characters which connect the flah with
the cephalopod mollusca, and which have been luminously
exposed by M. LatTeille in a memoir addressed some years
ago to the Society of Natural History in Paris.

In spite, however, of all the pains which can possibly be
taken, it will ever remain impracticable to allocate the crusta
cea, so as not to injure any of their affinities with the animals
of the other classes. This would alone be feasible, if the ani
mated productions of nature, as was long pretended, composed
but a single series, unbroken by interruptions, and undeviating
into digression. But modem science cannot recognize this
continuoU8 chain: she finds that Being in its wonderful nrie
ties of organization is distributed into different groups, con-
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Ilected together by more or less complicated brancbes, thus
forming a kind of reticulated web, whose tissue will perhaps
never be thoroughly unravelled by the art of man.

There exist, in fact, intermediate groups between the class
of crustacea and the other classes, especially those of insecte
and arachnida; and it is more especially the genera of the
families of oni8cide8, of aaelwta, of myriapoda, and pycnogo
Ridea, which form these links. These genera have been alter
nately placed by authors in one or other of these classes of
invertebrated animals. They form their true points of contacL
Nevertheless, these classes are in general very distinct, as may
easily be seen by a reference to our text for their comparative
characters.

We shall enlarge a little here on the brief review in the
text, of the general form and structure of the crustacea, endea
.vouring, as far as the duty of perspicuity will permit us, to
avoid repetition.

The body of all insects, as we have seen (myriapoda ex
cepted) is constantly divided into three very apparent parts.
Such, however, ill not the case with the crustacea. The head
is most frequently indistinct, and its position not to be recog
nized but by the existence of the antennlll, and the aperture
of the mouth. It is intimately confounded with the most con
siderable part of the body, that which encloses the principal
viscera, and affords points of attachment for the feet. The
posterior portion of the body, divided into isolated segments,
merely contains the posterior extremity of the intestinal canal,
and is not provided with genuine feet. Such is the organiza
tion of cancer and aatacu8, or, to speak more generally, of the
brachyurous and macrourous decapods.

In other crustacea. the head is decidedly detached, but there
is no thorax, and the whole of the body is divided into inter
similar segments. This is the case with 8quilUe, aaelUe, &tc.
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In 80me others the head is distinct, but the first rings of the
body are united above, 80 as to form a sort of buckler of no
great extent.

In some others (limullB), the segmentary division of the
body is only apparent underneath, while the head, above, pre.
sents a vast buckler, and the trunk and abdomen are can·
founded, and covered by a second large plate, terminating in
an ensiform appendage.

Sometimes we find the head more or le88 distinct, and the
body not divided neatly into trunk and abdomen, but exhibit
ing scarcely any trace of segments, and comprised in a bivalve
testa, formed by a hardened expansion of the dorsal skin.

The general form of the antennlB is that of a thread or lash,
that is, they are longitudinally conical, or diminished insensibly
in thickness, from a round base to a very attenuated extremity.
They are composed of small hollow cylinders of cornea.calca
reous subsla12ce, or of articulations superadded ODe to the
other, and whose cavity encloses muscles, nerves, and without
doubt ramifications of the circulating system. Each antenna
has its peduncle and thread. The peduncle (a term borrowed
from botany) is a 80rt of stem or stalk, composed of three or
four articulations much thicker than the rest, and frequently
affording an attachment to certain appendatory leaflets. The
thread is single, double, or triple, varying in the number of its
articulations, but often composed of a multitude of small ones.

The antennlB, in certain genera, assume anomalous forms,
which aBSimilate them to organs of locomotion. At other
times their peduncle alone exists, and is transformed into very
broad and crenulated plates. In the decapod cmstacea, the
base of the external antennlB presents a liUle rounded sub
triangular body, strong in the short-tailed, a little membrana
eeooa in the long-tailed species, which closes the externnl
issue of a cavity traversing the testa or shell, and which is
considered to be the auricular organ.
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The simple eyes of the crustacea. when they do exist, are
always sessile, i. e. fixed. The complex eyes are often
pedunculated, and mobile, and this character is exclusively
peculiar to the present class. The peduncle of these eye. is
usually fonned of a single cylindrical piece, varies in its
dimensions, and is lodged in a fosset, sometime. very deep.
The branchipes have pedunculated eyes, but not placed in a
particular fosset.

The principal parts of the month, most freqoently destined
for the operations of grinding and lacerating, are in pairs, and
placed laterally, as in the masticating insects. But some
times, united to other parts, which might be termed lips, they
are modified so as to form a sort of bill, or sucker.

In the ordinary crustacea, or malacostraca, the parts of the
mouth present variations pretty frequent as to dimension and
fonn, so that the most extelior among them are often similar
to feet, and perform the functions of those organs. Tn the
entomostraca, those pieces which are less numerous, present
such varied modifications that it is impossible to describe
them in a general manner. A clear understanding, however, of
this subject is of so much importance, that even at the hazard
ofrepeating some of the substance of the text, we must venture
on a few details respecting the composition of the mouth in
the different orders of the crustacea.

In general, the pieces which compose it, are attached to the
edges of an emargination, presented by the testa underneath,
which has received the name of bvccal aperture, and i.
sometimes regularly quadrilateral, sometimes in the figure of
a trapezium or triangle. This aperture is not distinct, except
in the species which are provided with a calcareous testa of
greater or less solidity.

The decapod and short-tailed crustacea are provided, 1st,
with a transverse upper lip. articulated with the anterilor edge
of the buccal aperture: 2d, with a pair of mandibles, or thick,
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solid, lateral pieces, compressed, and trenchant internally,
carrying on their back, and near their point of articulation, an
appendage or palpus formed of three articulations; these man
dibles being placed anteriorly, and underneath all the other
even pieces: 3rd. with a thin, lameUate, and bifid tongue,
placed agaiDst the posteriOl' basis of the mandibles: 4th. with
a first pair ofjaws,membranaceous, deeply lobate, and ciliated
ou their edges, without palpi, and applied ou the lower face of
the mandibles: 6th. with a second pair of jaws, without paJpi,
applied on the first, equally membranaceous, lobate, and cili
ated : 6th, with a third pair of membranaceous jaws, provided
externally with a palpus, fonned of a long peduncle, which
carries at its extremity a small arched stalk, setaceous and
multi·articulate : 7th, with a fourth pair ofjaws, formed by a
stem rather narrow, compressed, not membranaceous, divided,
like the feet, into six articulations, and by an external ftagelli
form palpus, analogous to that of the preceding jaws, but more
distinct: 8th. with a last pair of pieces, composed like the
preceding, of two parts or stems; the interior. crustaceous and
compressed,is divided into six articulations,ofwhich the second
and third are much larger than the others, and the last small ;
the exterior is in the form of a paJpns similar to those of the
two pair of jaws which are situated before these last.

M. Savigny considers these three pair of external jaws as
nothing but feet, so modified as to serve for manducation, and
his opinion is founded upon this, that the palpus with which
they are provided is analogous to the threads remarked in the
anterior feet of many entomostraca, that the two external ones
are articulated like feet, properly so called, and generally com
posed of the same number of pieces. and that at the base they
sen'e as a point of attachment for the gills like ordinary feet.
According to this naturalist, all the true crustacea should hal'e
sixteen feet, and not differ among themselves, but in the
number of those feet which are thus converted into auxiliary
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jaws. These are what are designated in our text, by the ap
pellation, somewhat startling to the uninitiated, ofjaw-feet.

In the crabs, the external jaw-feet, or third auxiliary jaws
of M. Savigny, are always very apparent. They close the
mouth above, and cover all the space comprised by the buccal
cavity. The second piece of their internal stem, the largest
of all, is pretty generally applied by its interior edge, against
tho corresponding edge of the same piece, in the opposite
jaw-feet, but sometimes these pieces are separated, and lea'-e
a triangular space between them. The third piece is smaller
and of a form sometimes square, sometimes triangular, tra
pezoidal, or oblong, and its point, or internal edge, presents
an emargination, for the juncture of the fourth articulation,
which, itself, affords an attachment to the two last.

The second, and especiaUy the third, articulation of the
external jaw-feet, present the most numerous modifications in
their forms, and most usually serve to characterize the genera
of the brachyurous decapods. In the long-tailed decapods,
(astacini) the mandibles and the two genuine pair of mem
branaceous and lobate jaws, differ but little from the same
parts in crabs. But the jaw-feet, and particularly those of
the external pair, are elongated, prismatic, and stroug. The
final articulations are nearly as thick as the second and third,
and these pieces have an incontestable analogy with the am
bulatory feet. In pasiphae and mysis they are \"isibly em
ployed in locomotion.

The squillre of the order stomapods, crustacea, very ano
malous in their organization, are provided with a large
conical upper lip; with two very strong mandibles, denticu
lated and palpigerous; with a tongue formed of two com
pressed pieces, placed one on each side, and performing the
office of jaws; with a first pair of membranaceous jaws com
posed of two piece!!. and bearing, externally, a small palpi
form appendage; with a secoud pair of foliaceous jaws, trian-
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gular, formed of four pieces, and covering like a lip, but
longitudinally, all the parts of the mouth which have been
just mentioned. After these come eight pairs of appendages
or members, to which it is difficult to assign precise names,
and five of which surround the mouth. M. Savigny considers
the first two as auxiliary jaws, and the other fourteen as
feeL

The cn18tacea, with sessile eyes, amphipods, and isopods
in general, besides the upper lip, palpigerous mandibles, car
tilaginous bifid tongne, and two pair of jaws with two laminm
and without palpi, have also an under lip resulting from the
union of the bra jaw-feet, or auxiliary jaws. There are,
farther on, fourteen feet, properly so called. In bopyrus, the
principal parts of the mouth are indistinct, but its orifice is
cOTered by two anterior membranaceous pieces, a little convex,
under which are two appendages, soft, compressed, and placed
on each side, like the jaws in the other crustacea.

In the entom08lraca, the limulle are equally anomalous, as
the sqnillm among the malacostraca. The pharynx is placed
in the middle of ten appendages in the form of feet or claws.
The haunches of these appendages, situated on the sides of
the aperture of the resophagus are spiny, and serve as jaws
for the trituration of the aliments. In front, are two ap
pendages, called by M. Savigny, succedaneous mandibles,
and palpi by Baron Cuvier, also in the form of forceps, but
much smaller than the others, and annexed to the sides of &

lanceolate, flatted piece, which is composed of their haunches
united, and which M. Savigny considers as performing the
functions of an npper lip. The posterior edge of the pharynx
presents a piece, also flatted, but bifid, and which may be re
garded as the lower lip, formed by the union of the haunches
of a pair of feet not developed. There are no true mandibles
or antennm.

In apus the mouth more resembles that of the crustacea
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proper. There is an npper lip, two large mandibles, two pairs
ofjaws, and a tongne. The caligi and some entomoslraca of
the neighbouring genera, are provided with a bill or sncker,
formed of the nnion of two lips, and two very small mandibles,
and with many of these (cecrops) M. Latreille has recognized,
besides the bill, three pairs of jaw-feet.

Independently of the antennre, &c. the head of same crus
tacea is provided witb certain prolongations, to which different
names have been assigned. Thus, in many decapods, the por
tion of the carapace which is sitnated between the eyes, is
more or less advanced, and takes the name of rostrvm. Its
dimensions vary, and it is sometimes bifurcated, sometimes
denticulated, and sometimes spiny.

In afICtBus the bead of the males is provided with two large
projections, which very much resemble mandibles, but do not
perform their fnnctions, and there are two on the head of
brancbipes, resembling the mandibles of the lucantu cen,-w,
and intended to seize the female in the act of coupling.
Concnrrently with these are two soft productions, spiral, in the
form of a proboscis, which are situated between the others,
and a little nnderneath. The first of these appendages are
also found with females, but are much more simple and less
voluminons, and the others do not exist.

When the anterior edge of the head is not prolonged to form
a rostrom, the interval separating the eyes assumes the name of
front orforehead, and sometimes that of /wod (Fr. Chapet'Oll.)

The forehead is remarkable in the crabs and other brachyul'Ous
decapods, sometimes straight, sometimes arched, sometimes
entire, sometimes lobate, emarginated, or denticulated. It
also varies in extent.

The body, at its lower face, is pretty constantly divided
into transverse segments, but the npper is very often formed
of a single piece called testa or carapace, like the tortoises.
This vast buckler CO\'ers the body of the crabs alt.ogethe~,
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under which the abdomen is fixed. It is fastened by two
points of its middle to some appendages of t.he lower or sternal
pieces, which support it like pillars. All its inferior and an
terior part is articulated with the pieces of the mouth and the
first segments of the inferior face of the body. But there is a
breach of continuity on the sides, so as to allow the water to
penetrate through two clefts into the cavities of the gills. Its
general forms and dimensions, the smoothness or inequalities
of its surface, &c. vary considerably, according to the genera.
We may remark, however, that whatever be the irregularities
of the surface of that of the crabs, the arrangement of it is
always constant, and subjected to invariable laws. The
masses which they form, or the projections which th"ey con
stitute, are marked by deepened lines, more or less perceptible.
M. Desmaresl has giveu them the general name of regiou ;
anel, ID distinguish between them, he has added to each a
peculiar designation which is indicative of the organ which it
coven. Thus we have the gastric, the genital, the cardiac,
the lwanchial, and the hepatic regions. These vary in extent
and distinctness. In the macrourous crustacea, with a very
slender and flexible testa, they are nearly obliterated.

The carapace is wanting in all the isopod and amphipod
crustacea, but we find it again in the sub-class of the ento
mostraca. In some genera of the latter, such as daphni8,
/yru:anu, cypria, &0. this buckler or mantle is large, and as
sumes a greater degree of solidity. It has a keel on the
middle, as in apUIf, but here this keel becomes a sort of hinge,
the sides of the carapace change inID valves analogous in their
use to those of the shells of the acephalous mollusca; and, by
means of certain muscles which appertain to the dorsal region
of the animal, these valves can be opened or closed at plea
sllre. Here we have a decided link between the crustacea
and the testaceoU8 mollusca.

The body of the crustacea which are provided with cara
pace, and particularly that of the decapods, is formed under-
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neath this testa of very distinct segments, and these segments
themselves are composed of several pieces. The under part
of the body in the brachyurous decapods presents a surface
more or less extensive, which may be compared to the breast
plate of the tortoises. Its middle is hollowed by a gutter or
furrow, more or less broad, more or less prolonged in front,
but, in general. of a greater extent in the females than in the
males. This lower surface of the breast-plate is composed of
two orders of pieces: the first, which are medial. and much
larger than the others, are called 8lernal pieces; the others,
being lateral, are termed latero-sternal pieces. Between these
pieces and tile lateral and inferior edges of the carapace, are
situated the feet.

Among ilie enlomos1raca, some, as apUll and lwanchipe8,

have the body annulated underneath, as well as above, and
have no traces of latero-sternal pieces, while others have no
indication of divisions whatsoever.

The name of tailor abdomen is reserved for the terminal
part of the body, which contains only the posterior part of the
intestine. The anus is at its inferior face, to which also ilie
branchial feet are sometimes attached. In some crustacea, it
contains the organs of generation; and in many it is furnished
at its extremity with natatory appendages. In the decapod
crustacea, this tail is always folded under the body, and closes
the furrow or longitudinal gutter of the sternum. It forms
with this furrow a sort of box, in which the eggs are received
and lodged at the period of laying. The tail of the males is
placed entirely in iliis furrow.

The macrourOllS crustacea have received this appellation in
consequence of the extent of the tail; it is sometimes soft,
and withont distinct rings, as in pagurus, sometimes very
solid and very mnscular. A most remarkable circnmstance is,
iliat the paguri betake themselves to ilie cavities of unh'alve
shells, and that ilie spiral form of these cavities takes away
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the symmetry of their tail, by causing it to assume the tur
binated figure of the shell. In this case, the terminal appen
dages of the tail are transformed into hooks, for the purpose of
fixing it in its dwelling. That of the other macroura, always
twice u long u the body, is at first extended in the direction
of the latter, aud beut underneath, at its extremity, which is
provided \\;th five natatory lamiolll, simple or double, which
can be unfolded like a fan, and which, acting simultaneously,
perform the office of a fin.

The abdominal or caudal segments are provided on each
side with small appendages, which have been calledfallefeet,
and the use of which, in the females, is to serve as points of
attachment for the eggs.

The feet of the crustacea are either proper for walking or
S\\imming. Their number, disposition, and more especially
their functions, di1fer considerably, for in certain cues some
of these feet are changed into organs of manducation, and in
others into respiratory organs. The feet, properly so called,
are always larger, more solid, and less variable in their forms
than the others, and especially than those called the branchial
feeL

The feet which mayhe considered as the normal feet ofcrusta
cea are constantly formed of six pieces or articulations. Some
are delliguated by the name of clatDlJ or forceps, the others are
called amplefeet. Their parts are described in the lext, and
the claws do not differ from the simple feet in their compo
lition, but that their penult articulation is more swelled than
the preceding, is prolonged underneath the last in front, and
thus forms an immoveable finger; and that this last articula
tion, corresponding in its length to this appendage, is articu
lated above, so that it moves upou it from top to bottom, to
form the forceps. In the brachyuri the forceps are always
two in number, and belong to the anterior pair of feet,
except in the genus PactolulJ, where it is the last two which
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are terminated by small claws. They are in general larger,
and more especially thicker than the feet properly BO called ;
nevertheless, the latter are sometimes much the largest In a
great number of genera they are equal in size one to the
other, but in BOme one is always thicker. Sometimes they are
very long and slender; BO~etimes very short, and almost con
cealed. They also present considerable t'arieties of surface.

The proper feet vary only in length, p06ition, and the form
of the tarsus: in general they decrease in size regularly from
the first pair, but in some genera the second and third are the
largest In the crabs which swim well they are all larger than
in those which frequent the land, and in a direction more hori
zontal. The land-crabs, and those which frequent shores, all
have the last articulation of their feet more robust, but little
arched, and conical. In those which swim more tban tbey
walk, this articulation is very much depressed, ovoid, and
ciliated on its edges. In tbe macrouri tbe feet are very simi
lar to those of the brachyuri, but in general more elongated.
Some macrouri have no claws or forceps. Besides tbe troe
feet, tbese cmstacea have five pair of what are calledfalle f«l
under tbe tail, terminated eitber by two plates or two threads.

The Squilllll have received the denomination of StomtJpotU,
from tbe disposition of the feet, or rather of the appendages
BO regarded, which surround the mouth. We have already
seen, in describing the parts of the meuth, how embarrassing
it is to gi,'e a suitable designation to those appendages, which
many naturalists consider as feet, while others regard them as
dependencies of the mouth. Be this, however, as it may,
they present the same number of articulations as the ordinary
feet of the decapods. The modifications of the feet in tbe
other divisions are very various, but tbese modificatioDs need
not be described here. The caligi, however, we may obsen'e,
ha,'e very short feet, arcbed in the form of books, and serving.
like tbose of Cymathoe, to fasten on the flesby parts of those
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fishes on which they live. The arguli have three sorts of
feet; the first two like cupping-glasses, round, and broad;
the second with two hooks, proper for prehension, and the
others, eight in number, soft., flesby, and terminated by a fin
formed of two leaflets.

Finally, the names of branchiqpod8, phyllopa, &c. have been
appropriated to those eratom08traca, whose feet are at once both
organs of locomoti~nand of respiration. Apus, limnadia, and
branchiplls, which present this mode of conformation, have
often a great number of these giU-feet ; there are sixty pair at
least in apus, eleven in branchipus, and two-and-twenty in
Jimnadia. They are all composed of several thin and soft.
lamine, diversely configurated, articulated together, and one,
at least, of their edges furnished with numerous hairs. In
apuI, the first of these feet have four articulated threads, the
two upper resembling antennle; all the others have, under
neath, near their base, an ovaliform, vesicular sac, and those
of the eleventh pair, support a capsule, with two valves,
which incloses the eggs.

These animals, like the insects, have their functions very
distinct, and accordingly, like them, they should occupy an
elevated rank in the series of beings. Being provided with
articnlated members, they are evidently in the relation of the
locomotive faculty superior to the mollusca, and annelides, as
well as to the radiated and infusory animals. All of them
possess a nervous system, whose first centres, and first rami
fications are easily to be observed. They are scarcely ever
destitute ofthe organ of vision. In some of them the organ of
hearing has been discovered, and every thing goes to prove,
that the senses of taste and smell exist in the cnlslacea,
88 well as in the insects, although the peculiar seats of these
senses have not yet been recognized. In these respects it is
certain that the Cnlslacea have the priority over very many of
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1he mollusca, over the aunelides, and over all' the animals which
have been placed subsequently to the articulated clauea.

They have the greatest resemblance to the arachnid&, Binee
they possess, in the same degree- of energy, the firat two
animal functions of which we have just spoken. The
arachnida also exhibit ab additional relRtion with the cms
lacea, namely, that which results from the presence of a
heart, or centre of circulation, communicating with the aaaem
blage of vessels, destined to carry the nutritive fluid or lymph,
into the various parts of the body.

The organs of locomotion in the crustacea, consiat, lst. of
passive organs performing the functions of the skeleton, in
vertebrated ani~als, and principally composed ofthe external
akin, which is hardened and divided into segments, or por
tions of segments more or less compJicated, for the body and
limbs, but always symmetrical; 2d. of active organs, soft and
fibrous, or muscJes which are contractile by the agency of the
nervous system.

The solid pieces are articulated together, either with, or
without motioB. Those which are in the firat predicament,
auch as the plates composing the breast-piece of crabs and
astaci, are distinct only by straight sutures. Those which
are in the second, ordinarily move, one upon the other, by
ginglymus, or a hinge-like articulation_ The mobile parts of
the crustacea are those which we have already described, 01'

which are described in the text, such as antenna, the pa.rta of
the mouth, the peduncles of the eyes, &e.

The muscles in the crustacea, as in the insects, are formed
of fibres not adherent to each other, not united by a cellular
tisaue, and not enveloped by aponeuroses, or tendinous 0.

panaiona. These muscles are numerous, and always placed
under or within the solid parts, and diapoaed so that each ar
ticulation in ginglymus, has its flexor, and its e118nlOf mUlde.
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It forms no part of our plan to describe minutely the
muscles of the cmstacea. The reader who is desirous of
further information on this subject, must be referred to special
worlts on the anatomy of these animals, and more particularly
to the Comparative Anatomy of Cuvier. We shall simply
confine ouneJ.ves to stating that those of the feet of the
brachyuri are very powerful. and placed in sorts of lodges,
which are formed undezo the testa by certain vertical solid
partitions which separate the di1ferent pieces of the breast
plate, th,t those of the tail of the macrourous decapods, when
arrived at the maximum of development, are very complicated,
and form a dorsal mass, which is rather thin, and a ventral
mau very thick, both composed of three orders of well-marked
fibl88, finally, that in certain small entomostraca. particular
muacles which do not exist in others are destined to fix the
animal to its shell, and to enable it to open or shut the valves
of the latter. according to inclination.

As to the function of len,ibilit'!l, the oro.tacea have a
DelTOD8 system very similar to that of inllects and arachnida.
It principally consists in a brain placed in front of, and above
the intestinal tube, and in an elongated medulla, composed of
a double knotty cord, placed at the lower face of the body,
IIOmetimes, as in the macrourous decapods, extending through
the entire length of the body; and BOmetiines, as in the
brachynri, forming towards the middle of its lower face, a
medullary circle from which the nerves issue in radiations.

" The brain," says M. euvier, in his Comparative Anatomy,
"in the animals of .these two families, is situated at the an
terior extremity of the body. Its mass is more broad than
long, and its superior face i. divided into two rounded lobes.
The middle lobes furnish, each from the anterior edge, an optic
nerve, and which proceeds directly into the peduncle of the
eye. This nerve is divided into a multitude of threads, each
of which is carried to one of the particular eye8 which form

R2
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the assemblage of the composite eyes. From the lower face
of the brain. originate four other nerves. which go to the an
tennre, and which give out some threads to the neighbouring
parts. From its posterior edge, spring two very elongated
nervous cords. which comprehend the resophagus between
them, and unite underneath, in an enlargement or medial
ganglion, and which give out towards the middle of their
length, a thick nerve which repairs to the mandibles and to

their muscles. The ganglion inferior to the <ESOphagus, fur
nishes the nerves which proceed to the jaws. and to the jaw
feeL"

"In the fJ8taci, and the other macrourous decapod crus
tacea, the two cords remain inter-approximated throughout
the entire length of the body. and form there five successive
ganglia, placed between the articulations of the five pairs of
feet. Each foot receives a nerve from the ganglion, which
corresponds to it, and this nerve penetrates as far as its
extremity. That of the claw, or forceps, is the thickesL
The medullary cords, when arrived at the tail, unite so in
timately that it is no longer possible to distinguish them.
They form then six ganglia. of which the first five furnish
each two pairs of nerves. The last produces four, which are
distributed in radii to the scaly fins that terminate the tail."
In the crabs all the anterior part of the nervous system is the
lI&Dle, but the two resophageal cords are united a little more
backwards than in the astaci. "They are," continues the
Baron, "in the middle of the thorax, and there commences
a medulla, shaped like an oval ring, grooved in the middle,
and eight times larger than the brain. From the circum
ference of this ring spring the nerves which proceed to the
different parts. It furnishes six nerves on each side for the
jaws, and the five feet, and there is an odd one which comes
from the posterior part, and repairs to the tail. It represents.
aa it were, the ordinary knotty cord; but its ganglia. if it have
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any, are not visible. In the pagriri, the nervous cord islongi
todinal, as in the astaci, but the ganglia of the part corres
ponding to the tail, are less numerous. In the squilllE, there
are ten ganglia, without reckoning the brain. That which is
at tbe union of the two cords which have formed the collar,
gives ont nerves to the two large claws, and to the three pairs
of feet which immediately follow them, and which in these
animals are almost ranged on a transverse line; accordingly
this ganglion is the largest of all. Each of the three follow
ing pairs has its particular ganglion. Then follow ~ix in
the length of the tail, which distribute their threads to the
thick muscles of this part. The brain gives out immediately
four trunks on each side, namely, the optic, those of the an.
tennlE, and the cord which forms the collar, and as the an
tennae are placed more behind than the brain, their nerves
are directed backwards to repair to them."

IC In onUcv8, the two cords which compose the middle part
of the nervous system, are not altogether inter-approximate.
They can be perfectly distinguished through their whole ex
tent. There are nine ganglia, without reckoning the brain,
but the first two, and the last two, are so much approximated,
that they may be reduced to seven."

In the entomostraca, the brain is often the only part which
is risible. That of apus is a small transparent globule, situ
ated nnder the interval of the eyes. The medullary cord is
double, and has an enlargement at each of the numerons arti
culations of the body; but the whole is 80 slender, and 80

transparent, that it is difficult to ascertain the true nature of
this organ. In daphnia, and branchipus, the brain is ap
parent. as well as the optic nerves,ofwhich even the divisions
can be observed.

Among the crustacea, without doubt, many degrees may be
distinguished relative to the perfection of vi.ion. Certain of
them, as the crabs, and especially the land.crabs, appear to
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distinguish objects at a sufficiently great distance, whUe othen
aeem to poese8S the power of vision only for those which are
very close. Finally, some of them are absolutely destitute of
eyes altogether.

We have already seen that the eyes of these animals are of
two kinds, simple and compound. The former, which are
sometimes called stemmata, are too small to be dbsectsd in a
satisfactory manner.

As to the compound, or complex eyes, they are better
known. We need hardly repeat that they are divided, like
those of the insects, into a number of hexagonal facettea,
alightly convex, and which form 10 many small particular
comem, whose substance is very t1'ansparent, and thicker at
the middle thaQ at the edges. M. de Blainville informa us
that their internal surface in the Palinuri, which we may
take as an example, is invested with a sort of black vascular
membrane, which muat be cODsidered as a true choroid. In
fact, it is evidently pierced in the middle of each little comea,
by a small ~rifice, which should be analogous to the pupil.
From this orifice proceeds a small membranaceoul produc
tion, in the form of an extremely short tube, which is applied
on a corresponding nipple of a conaiderable, 8ubgelatinous
t.ranslucid mass, and which is indubitably the analogue of
the crystalline, or vitreous humour. M.. de Blainville has been
unable to ascertain whether this mass is divided into &8 IDUly
parts as there are small tubes, by the prolongation of their
very transparent envelope. But he has clearly recognized that
this masa ofvit.reous humour, couves on one side, and concave
on the other, is applied on a thick ganglion, or enlatgement
of the extremity of the optic nerve, which ganglion appeared
to him also to present at its surface, as many amall alveoli, as
there are small ocular tubes.

M. Cuvier haa not found in the eyes of Astacus all the
details of organization which M. de Blainvillc states that he
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has oblJ8lTed in thOle of Palin1lnls. According to him, the
optic nerve traverses the ocular peduncle by a cylindrical
canal which occupies its axis. Arrived at the centre of the
convexity of the eye, it forms a little button, from which pro
eeed in all directions very fine threads, meeting at BOme dis
tance, the choroid membrane, which is nearly concentric to
the cornea, and which envelopes this spherical tuft of the
extremity of the nerve, like a hood. All the distance between
this choroid, and the cornea, is occupied, as in the insects,
by compact whitish threads, which go perpendicularly from
ODe to the other, and whose extremity, which touches the
cornea, is equally invested with a black varnish. These
threads are the continnation of those prodnced by the bntton,
which terminates the optic nerve, and which have pierced the
choroid.

The eyes of ortiM:w, gamrnanu, and other isopod&, or
amphipoda, have not been examined; but tboll8 of certain
entomostTaca, such as daphnia and branchipus, have.. The
daphnia, in the first moment of their development, appear' to
have two distinct eyes, but when they are more aged, these
two eyes are confounded into a single one. Swammerdam and
Leenwenhoek regard as double the single eye of these animals
in the adult state, while Geofti'oy, Degeer, J urine, and Straus,
consider it as simple. "Placed at the most anterior part of
the head," says this lut naturalist, "this single eye is covered
by the general envelope, which communicates no modification
to this spoL Ita form is that of a sphere, moveable on its
centre in all directions. Its surface is furnished with about
twenty erystallines (areolelJ, J or.), perfectly limpid, placed at
lIDall distances one from the other, and rising in a hemisphere
on a black groond, which forms the masl of the eye, but being
isolated, these crystallines present themselves under the form
of a pear, being in their natural situation encased by their
leuer extremity in the globe of the eye, as far as beyond
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one·half their height. Their consistence is that of the comea
very much softened, and they are easily crushed under a
feeble pressure. Their surface is perfectly smooth, and does
not allow us to perceive any indication of adherence. The
black part, when separated, looks like a heap oflittle blackish
brown grains in a filamentous substance. All this assemblage
is enveloped by a membrane, spheroidal, perfectly transparent,
applied immediately to the crystallines. The terminal gan
glion of the optic nerve presents, like that of the decapod
crustacea, a bundle of little nerves, the number of which ap
pears equal to that of the crystallines. These crystalline.
being directed all ways, form by their union a composite eye
nearly similar to that of the insects, and appear to form, each
with the part of the globe of the eye which is related to it, a
simple eye, independent of the others. The general spheroidal
envelope may be considered as being a comea common to

all these simple eyes." M. Straus presumes that each ofthese
simple eyes is provided with a retina, or a choroid.

This same system of organs is found again in lynceUB,
polyphemus and branchipus, but in these last the composite
eye is pedunculated, and its general comea is exterior, instead
of being enclosed in the head.

The eyes of many enwmostraca are moved by four mnscles,
which carry them in very various directions.

It is certain that many of the crustacea possess the sense of
llt!aring; for noise produces an evident impression upon
them. Nevertheless, it is probable, that this sense is very
much obliterated in most of the entomostraca. It is only in
the macrouri that the organ of hearing has been discovered
with any approximation to certainty. Situated in the testa,
at the lower part of the first articulation of the extemal an
tennle, it consists, in Astacus and Squilhe, of a cavity pierced
in the thickness of this testa, and enclosing a little sac or oval
vestibule, formed by a slender membrane, of a white colour,
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and filled with an aqueons fluid, into which a nerve penetrates.
Its external orifice is applied against a round, thick, white
membrane. which closes an aperture olthe same form, pierced
at the posterior part by a tubercle of the crustaceous envelope,
and which is a sort of tympanum.

In the crabs, and other brachyurous crustacea, we find at
the base of the external antennle. the same cavity of the testa ;
but its external projection is much less if it exist. When this
projection is found, it is altogether strong. and has no posterior
aperture provided with a membrane analogous to the tym
panum.

The sense of maeU, ,which seems to be very perfect in the
decapod crustacea, appears also to be sufficiently delicate in
many isopods. Its seat is not better known in these animals
than in many insects; and from the same reasons, which
we have already noticed in treating of the last mentioned
clll88. it has been supposed to reside in the antennre. It
has been remarked, that the first pair of nerves proceed into
these appendages in the same manner as the first pair of
nerves in vertebrated animals is carried into those organs
which are so indubitably known to be olfactory; the analogy of
function has therefore been inferred from analogy of position.

This question, nevertheless. remains totally unresolved, for
if the anteonm be the organs of smell in the insects and crus
tacea. where are those of the arachnida, which have no an
tennle, and which, nevertheless, exhibit an equal perception
of odorant emanations ?

M. Dumeril, in adopting the conjecture of Baster, has en
deavoured to demonstrate that the seat of smell in insects
should be found in the points through which the air necessary
for respiration was introduced into the body. that is to say.
towards the entrance of the stigmata. But where should we
place this seat in the crustacea which respire by gills?

M. Cuvier, who, in hi. Lessons on Comparative Anatomy,
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appean to approve the system of Baster and Dumeril respect
ing the position of the organs of smell in insects, says nothing
particular with regard to the crustacea. M. de Blainrille, in
his last work, adopts as most probable, the opinion that the
antennle are the seat of smell in all the articulated animals,
becanse it illo in accordance with many conllideratioD8 II priori.
He thinks that in the invertebrated animals, th~ apparatus oC
olfaction presents this dUference to what takes place in ver
tebrated animals: that the skin, more or leu modified, no
longer lines a cavity or pouch, lodged in the head; but that
it clothes the extremity of the appendages which may project
more or leas in front of the animal, such as the mUlnne or
tentacula.

Of the four antennle, which exist in the crustacea, M. de
Blainville seems to think that the seat of smell resides rather
in the two intermediate, than in the two exterior.

There can be no sort ofdoubt that the sense of Ia8te exists
in the crustacea, and it appears probable that its seat is
placed at the commencement of the intestinal canal, for we
find that some of the nervous threads which are furnished by
the two cords sunounding the msophagus, proceed to this
part. Nevertbelesa, one might also suppose it to be in the
ftagelliform palpi, which are annexed to the back of the jaw
feet, jnst as it was, for a long time, admitted to exist in the
maxillary and labial palpi of the insects; but theae palpi of
the crustacea are by no means conformed for the perception
of savours, and are not even organs of tacL They can be con
sidered as nothing but true appendages of locomotion, a HUle
modified, and whioh can serve at moat only to direct the prey
towards the jaws.

Touch would appear to be an extremely obtuse sense in the
majority of the animals of this clasa. The very name of

crustacea sufficiently indicates that their skin, the oniinary
lIe81 of this sense, is hardened, and changed into a truly solid

18
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croat. None of their appendages, that is to say the palpi,
the anleIlDle, or the feet, appear to be modified for the exercise
oftacL

Nevertheleu, we may, in this respect, admit of some
shades between the divers crustacea in proporiion to lIle
greater or leas solidity of their testa. Thus the brachyurous
decapods, and some of the macrouri, have their envelope ge.
Denlly thicker, more calcareous, and more solid than all the
others. After them, come certain macrourons decapods, as
PallBUlOn, Penens, i:c. and the stomapods, whose testa is
ftexible, comeaus. semi·transparent; and, finally, the entD
DIOIItraca. of the genera Apus and Branchipus, the softest of
all these animals, which have a skill 80 he that in all parts
of the body it may prove a sufficiently delicate organ of tact..
The male branchipoda ba.ve at the head two soft organs capa.
ble of being rolled into a Spiral form, like a sort of proboscis,
and which may possibly be endued with a great degree of
&eD8ibility.

At a certain period of. the year, indeed, crustacea, even
the hudest, lose their old envelope, and are clothed with a
new testa, extremely thin and yery ftexible. Then tbeir sen·
IIibility is very great, and for fear of being wounded by the
eootaA:t of external bodies, they remain concealed in the
hollows of the rocks, until tbeir new skin has acquired a
aa8icient consistence to protect them against accidents of
this kind.

The skin of the crustacea is composed of many superposed
layers, as baa been ucertaiDed by M. de Blainville. In
Palinurus, we may distinguish, 1st. a first internal stratum,
more fibrous than the others, translucid, evidently living. a.nd
bming the interior lamina. of the parts whicb do not become
crustaceans; 2d. a. second stratum, more cartilaginous, of an
opaline colour, a liUle thicker, and still appertaining to the
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membranaceous parts; 3d. a third stratum, still thicker, of a
less compact texture, in which tbe calcareous molecules are
deposited, whicb give solidity to the testa; 4th. a last stratum,
altogetber external, composed of colouring matter, or pigmen
tum, and an epidermic layer.

The name of moulting has been given to the renovation of
the testa in crustacea. These moultings are more or less fre
quent according to the age of the animals, and the more or
less rapid degrees in which their growth is developed.

In the decapod crustacea, the moulting takes place every
year, towards the middle of the spring. Reaumur has studied
that of the river crawfish, or astaci, and to him we are in
debted for every thing we know concerning the mode in
which this operation takes place. When these crustacea are
desirous of changing skin, they rub their feet one against the
other, and put themselves into very considerable motion.
They afterwards swell out their body in a very sensible degree,
and tbe first segment of the tail appears more separated than
usual from the posterior edge of the carapace. The membrane
which unites tbem breaks, and tbe body, with its new akin,
appears. After a sbort term of repose, they begin to agitate
themselves afresh, intlate and raise themselves more than they
did at first; the carapace rises, is detached, and remains ad
herent in no place except towards the mouth. Soon after, the
eyes are diMengaged from their old skin, which remains fixed
to the former testa, then the antennre, as well as the parts of
the mouth, and finally the carapace, are almost totally sepa
rated. At last, after divers reiterated movements, the astaci
strip their claws and feet in an indeterminate order. Then
they quit their carapace altogether, and suddenly extending
their tail, they disengage themselves entirely from their old
envelope.

After the moulting, the astaci are very soft, and remain in a
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state of exhaustion which lasts many days, unlil the most ex
ternal part of the dermis is filled with calcareous molecules,
which re-establish its solidity.

In the enlomostraca, whose growth is much more rapid than
that of the crustacea properly so called, and in which the
duration of life is extremely short, the moultings succeed each
other quickly. Thus, M. de Jurine, who observed the daphnia
from the moment of their birth to that of their first ovideposi
tion, counted, in an interval of seventeen days, eight moultings,
which took place pretty nearly within two days' interval of
each other. He did not pursue his obsenalions on those
changes of skin beyond this point, as they succeed each other
in the same manner in summer up to the death of the animal.
In winter the moultings are very much retarded, and it is not
uncommon for eight or ten days to elapse between them.

In cypris, apus, branchipus, lynceus, limnadia, and poly
phemus, the moultings are also very frequenL

In all the crustacea and entomostraca, it is remarked that
the old skin is composed of all the principal or accessory parts
which belong to the animal, and that often each spine or each
hair there is hollow, and covers another spine or another hair.
The chemical analysis of the old testa demonstrates that it is
formed of carbonate and phosphate of lime, united to gelatine
in various proportions, which are generally in relation to the
solidity of the testa.

We proceed to a few observations on the function of Nu
TRITION' in the crustacea. Most of these animals feed upon
solid substances, and generally on animal matters more or
leas in a state of decomposition. There are, however, some
among them that live on fluids, which they suck from the ani
mals to which they are parasitically attached.

The former are all provided with a mouth more or les8 com
plicated, and composite, as we have already seen, and fur
ni.hed with a variable number of organs for mastication or
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trituration. The latter have those parts combined, so 88 to
fonn a sort of sucker or siphon. But as the buccal organs
have been already described with some detail both here and
in the text, we shall confine ourselves now to those of nutri
tion, properly speaking.

The intestinal canal of the crustacea is generally short and
straight, and often in the course of its passage presents a re
markable dilatation, which is the stomach; but sometimes the
stomach is apparent only by a very slight eDlargement oC this
canal. The <Esophagus is short.

The stomach. as we have said, varies: that of the decapoda,
both bracbyurooa and maerourous, placed above, and a little
in front of the mouth, occupies a very considerable space un
der the anterior portion of the carapace. It is very capacious,
membranaceous, and its parietes are supported by complicated
cartilaginous arches, which keep them apart, even when the
stomach contains no food. Itll figure is that of a trapezium,
the angles of which are rounded in the form of lobes, and of
wbich the two largest are anterior. In the middle oC the
npper paries, we are told by M. Cuvier, that there is a tran..
verse cartilaginous ridge, which hu within a first tooth, or
oblong oaseons plate, fixed to its external face, directed
towards the pylorus, and terminating behind in a tubercle.
On their posterior extremity is articulated a second ridge,
directed backwards, bifurcated like a Y, and on each of the
l&lel'al branches of this another is articulated, which returns
in front and externally, to arrive at the lateral extremity of the
first ridge. I t is on these two lateral ridges that the largest
pyloric teeth are inserted: they are solid, oblong, and have a
Oat crown furrowed cl'088wise, and its inequalities and fwrows
vary according to the species. From the point of onion of
the transverse and lateral ridge on each side proceeds another
lateral ridge, wbich goes lower than the first, and bears at its
extremity a lateral tooth smaller than the preceding, placed a
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little in front of and below its anterior extremity, and bristling
with three or four small sharp and curved points. These two
small teeth, according to the Baron, take hold of the food
which comes from the mouth, and carry it between the two
large teeth with flat crowns, which grind it between them and
against the first plate which we have mentioned. Near the
pylorus, a fteBby and oval projection is found behind the large
teeth. in the interval which separates them; and the pylorus
it8elfis divided into two semi-canals by a middle ridge. The
stomach haa its peculiar muscles. and also extrinsic muscles,
which are attached to the parts in the neighbourhood of the
thorax, and which serve, with the fint, to move the apparatul
of five teeth that furnish the pylorus.

When the utaci, or crawfish. are ready to moult. we find,
applied within the stomach. and an each side, a calcareous,
Found, flaued, white sWoe. with concentric strata. These
ltonee appear destined to Curnish the matter, or a part of the
calcareous matter. of the new testa; for they diminish in size
from the day after t.he moulLing, and become totally di880lved
in proportion aa the new envelope aoquires conmtence.
There is reason to believe that these bodies, which are vulgarly
deaigna&ed under the name of crab,'.eye'. and to which cer
tain imaginary properties have been attributed, are found in
all the crustacea properly so called. and especially in those
which possess a very solid testa.

In the aquilllll the stomach is small: its form is that oC a
biangular prism. membranaceous, and furnished on each side
of its posterior extremity with a range of "mall pointed teeth.
The oniaci have the anterior pan oC their canal merely a little
more bulky than the rest, and this increaae oC volume repre
sents the stomach.

In Daphnia. the portion of the intestinal canal to which the
name of stomach may be given, is in like manner merely larger
than the rest of the tube. Its pylorus is not distinct, and the
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.,;. cardia alone is very apparent by the difference of volume in
the resophagus. Two blind vessels, rather short and thick,
which lead to the stomach, have been considered by some
naturalists as creca, and by others as replacing the liver.

From the end of the stomach, the intestinal canal proceeds
pretty directly to the anus. Its diameter is then nearly equal
throughout, and sometimes very inconsiderable. Sometimes,
towards the middle, it presents a sort of swelling within,
which is a strong valvule, and from it proceeds a very long
crecum, as in the decapods. Sometimes, as in the enloma
straca, there is no trace of these parts. Finally, its termina
tion is always situated on the lower face of the IMt segment
of the tailor abdomen.

The Ih'er in the crabs, astaci, and other decapod crustacea,
is a very voluminous organ, especially at certain periods of the
year. It is situated at the lower face of the body, that is to
say, underneath the stomach, heart, and preparatory organs of
generation; and in the paguri it fills up more than the entire
base of the tail. Its general form is indeterminate, for it isnot
comprised in a proper membranaceous envelope, such as the
conglomerate glands of vertebrated animals possess. I t is
composed of an innumerable multitude of small secretory sacs,
intermingled together, of a yellow colour, whose parietes ap
pear spongJ', and which contain a brown and bitter bumour,
which is the bile. Their communication with the intestinal
canal by hepatic ducts bas not been yet pointed ont; but
there is reason to believe that it exists not far from the sto
macb, if it be not in the stomacb itself.

In the Squillre, the liver, solid, and very similar to a con
glomerate gland, is divided into lobes, and these lobes are
ranged on the two sides of the wbole length of the intestinal
canal. In the limulre, the liver pours the bile into the intes
tine. through two canals on each side. In oniscus we merely
remark, close by the resopbagus, four volnminoWl and blind
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1"ellSels, floating, undulated, of a yellow colour, altogether
similar to the veasels considered as hepatic in the insects.

Ymally, in the entomostraca, we can admit as organs ana
logous to the liver, only the two small vessel. which lead to
the anterior part of the stomach in daphnis.

We are not acquainted with any organ analogous to the
pancreas in crustacea. It nevertheless is possible that this
\"iacus may be replaced by the cmcum, of which we have
spoken abo,-e, which admits no aliments in digestion into its
interior, and which may be a gland intended to pour a pecu
liar flnid into the intestinal canal.

There is no peritoneum; the stomach, as we have seen, is
snpported by particular muscles. But the intestinal canal is
IOpported only by the Tessels, and by the compression of the
surrounding parts.

The heart, in the decapod crustacea, is placed pretty nearly
towards the middle of the body properly so called, in the rear
of the stomach, and of a portion of the preparatory organs of
generation, and between the gills. It is lodged in a sort of
cavity, surrounded by solid partitions, to which are attached
the muscles of the base of the feet, the assemblage of which
forms two sorts of buttresses on each side, \lhich sustain
the upper part of the testa in the points where we see ex
ternally two small longitudinal impressions upon iL Its
form is oval, a little depressed, its colonr is whitish, and its
parietes, which are semi-transparent, are yet tolerably thick.
Its movements of dilatation and contraction are very apparent,
and in general rather slow. It has no auricles, and no val
\"ulea are found in its interior.

This heart, by its contractions, distributes the lymph to the
gills, by the assistance of as many vessels as there are packets
of branchial plates, and these vessels all proceed from one or
two principal trunks. The lymph which has received the
influence of respiration, issues from the gills through an equal

YOLo XlIJ. S
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number of vessels, which proceed to unite in a ventral canal,
situated underneath the intestine, and this canal distributes it
to the entire body, from whence it retul'lUl to the heart, through
a thick vena cava.

Thus the circulation is double, as the heart must be con·
sidered as the pulmonary ventricle, and the ventral canal as
the aortic ventricle.

In the squillm, the heart is elongated into a thick fibrou
vessel, passing along the back and the upper part of the tail.

That of the small entomostraca, such as daphnis, lynceus,
limnadia, is small, globular, situated near the back, above the
intestinal canal, and ita contractions are very perceptible.

In the limulm it is a thick vell8el, furnished within with
Beshy columns, running along the back, and giving out, like
that of the squillm, branches from both ita sides.

Finally, in branchipes, we see from the head as far as the
last articulation but one of the tail, a brilliant organ, perfectly
diaphanous, which is composed of a series of utricles or little
cells, corresponding in number to that of the rings of the body
(eighteen or nineteen), which contract and dilate successively
with considerable quickness, with movements which may be
compared to those of the systole and diastole. This organ is
very analogous to the dorsal vessel in insecta.

ReBpiration is a very active function in the crustacea. The
respiratory organs are voluminous, and of two kinds, gills or
branchiallaminm, and kinds of air sacs.

The gills are sometimes concealed, sometimes visible; they
are frequently situated on the sides of the body, but often abo
on the posterior extremity of its inferior face. They are
almost always annexed to the base of the ambulatory feet, or
to that of the most exterior part. of the mouth; bnt also, in
many cases, they of themselves alone constitute feet, which
serve at the same time for locomotion and for respiration.

In the brachyurous decapod crustacea, they are placed at
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the root of the feet, under the lateral and inferior jut of the
carapace. They repose upon two solid, oblique tables, of the
iDterior of the body, which serve to close the lodges above,
where the first muscles of the feet are fixed. The water can
penetrate to them throngh a cleft which is behind this edge of
the carapace, and issue out through an anterior aperture sitn~

a&ed near the mouth. In one genus, that of Dorippus, this
anterior aperture, pierced in the body itself of the carapace, is
very remarkable: their gills have each the form of a triangular
pyramid, elongated, attached only by its base, and with the
point directed upwards and inwards. They are composed of
a stem of a cartilaginous nature, supporting numerous soft
and membranaceous lamine, separated into two lOngitudinal
muses by a medial furrow, and piled one upon another, per
pendicularly to the ws of the stem which sustains them. In
the furrow are found two thick vessels, one venous, the other
arterial, which distribute their branches ad ilffinitum over the
surface of the membranaceous and double l.mine of the gills,
10 that the lymph there receives the impression of the respi
rable air mixed in the water.

These gill8 are seven in nomber on each side, five depend
ing on the feet properly so called, and two on the first and se
cond jaw-feet. They are continually rubbed by two long thiD
cartilaginous and flexible lamine, attached near the base of the
jaws, ODe above, the other underneath these organs; and the
functiOD of which appears to be. as M. Cuvier presumes, to
express the water, which has served for respiration, from the
intenal8 ofthe leaflets of the gills; so as to allow fresh supplies
to enter.

The gills of the decapod macrourou8 CTUst.acea differ from
those of the brachynri, in that the leaflets or respiratory
lamiDe are replaced by cylindrical filaments, disposed in tufts,
which have each a vein and an artery. They are also much
more numerous, beiDg twenty-two OD each side, divided into

s 2
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five principal grOUpll, of four each, corresponding to the base
of the first four feet, and of the external jaw-feet. Moreover,
one isolated branch is placed altogether in front, and fixed to
the second jaw-foot, while another equally isolated corresponds
to the last or fifth fooL These gills are compressed by
elongated, cartilaginous laminm, mobile, and attached one to

the basis of each foot, for the purpose of expressing the water.
These laminm separate the groups of gills, and in each group
there is one of these gills, the most external, which is fixed to
the basis of the lamina, and like it, moveable; the others, be
ing adherent to the body itself, ha,"e no proper movement.
Two similar laminm, without gills at their base, are attached
to the most anterior jaw-feet, and to the last jaw properly
so called.

The testa of the crustacea also presents an anterior aper
ture below its edge and on each side of the mouth, for the
issue ofthe water.

In the Squillm the gills are visible, and can serve for loco
motion: they are situated under the body and behind, to the
number of five pail"ll, annexed to some short fins, divided into
two lobes, and formed of membranaceous laminm, ciliated on
their edges. It is at the root of the external lobe of these fills,
and at its internal edge, that the gill, which is very compli
cated, and wbich at first sight resembles a thick pencil, is at
tached. M. euvier, who was the first to observe this organ,
describes it tbus: "The gill is at first formed of a conical pe
duncle, composed of two '-essels. There proceeds from it a
range of cylindrical tubes, which go on diminishing from the
base of this peduncle to its point, similar to the arrangement
of the pipes of an organ. Each of these is curved, and forms
a long conical and fiexible tail, which itself bears a very DU

merous range of long fioating filaments, like lashes. Each
filament contains two vessels, each tail and each tube two
likewise, as does the general pedlwcle.
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The amphipod cmatacea (Gamma,.,") are provided with
nsicular appendages, placed at the interior base of the feet,
with the exception of those of the anterior pair, and which
have been considered as gills. Among the isopods, some,
such as LeptorMt'a (which is placed by M. Latreille in his
fourth order. Lemodipoda) and some others, have, as apparent
or presumed, respiratory organs, only some very soft vesicular
bodies, sometimes six in number, and situated at each side,
on the second, third, and fourth segments, at the external base
of the feet, which are attached there; sometimes there are but
fOUT of them. which are annexed to as many tme or false
feet of the second and third segment, or to their place, if
these segments are absolutely destitute of locomotive organs.
Others, such as typhia, &c. ha\"e gills under the tail, always
naked. and in the fonn of stems, more or less complicated.
Othen. in fine, such as Cymothoe, ABellus, Oniscus, &c. have
gills under the tail, either !!ee, and in the fonn of vascular
scales or membranaceous pouches, sometimes naked, some
times covered by plates; or enclosed in scales. Among these
last are those crustacea which can only respire the atmosphe
ric air directly, and not through the watery medium.

The sub-class of entom08traca presents very numerous vari
ations in the respiratory organs. The limulm have, uuder the
second part of their testa, five large transverse lamiom or jaw
feet united at their base, and bearing at their -posteriol face a
great number of fine leaflets, piled up, which are the- gills.
Similar lalDinm are remarked under the second parf~i'1.:..::

body of the caligi, and probably likewise cover some bran
chiallelUlets. In daphnis, the ten feet are composed of many
shortened articulations, and the last eight are provided, among
these articulations, with a membranaceous lami~a, ciliated on
its edges, and which serves for respiration. It was for a long
time believed, that in Cypris the organs of this function were
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the threads which terminate the antenna and feet; but K.
Straus has proved that they are in the form of pectinated
laminre, annexed to the base of the two pairs of jaws. YmalIy,
in apus, branchipes, and limnadia, they consist, in many
species, of membranaceous leaflets, the assemblage of which
composes the natatory feet of these animals. The name of
branchiopods, which has been particularly applied to them, is
derived from the alliance which has been remarked between
the organs of motion and the organs of respiration.

The function ofgeneration in most crustacea is well known,
as is also the distinction of tbe sexes; but in some of them,
naturalists have been as yet unable to distinguish the male sex.
All the individuals among these last lay eggs, from which
animals similar to themselves proceed, apparently without
any previous sexual intercourse.

The decapods, stomapods, isopods, and amphipods, are
thOle in which the sexes are well known, and in which, in con
sequence of their size, the organs have been better studied.

In the crabs, astaci, and the crustacea of the two familieain
which these animals are ranged, the exterior organs of gene

ration are very distinguishable; and in the interior of the body
the preparatory organs of this fonction are easily discovered.
These last are visible when the carapace is raised up on the
sides and in front of the heart, and they are more especially
apparent at the period of coupling or that of laying. The
lexual organs are double.

Certain individuals of the genus aquille, presnmed to be
males, have near the internal origin of each of their lut am
bulatory feet, a small, crustaceans, filiform appendage, arched
ad not articulated, which is presumed to be a dependence of
the sexual organ of the male.

The amphipods, whOle organa of generation are not well
baWD, couple afteI' the manner of insecta. Some isopods, in
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which the sexual organs of the male have been observed, have
them double, and placed nnder the first leaftets of the tail,
where they are indicated by threads and hooks.

The entomoatraca are the only animals of this class, among
which some are found whose sexes are not distinct. Never
theless, they are still separate in the limullll, for a considera
ble portion of the testa of these animals is filled in some of
them by ovaries, and in o~el8 by organs which may be com
pared to the vua deferentia, &c. of crabs and astaci.

The caligi have at the posterior part of their body two cylin
drical threads, more or le88 long, divided into a multitude of
small articulations, and which have been considered as exter
nal ovaries (bnt sometimes also as respiratory organs.) The
branchipes have the sexes separate, and the males are easily
diatinguiahed from the females, by the claws in the form of
forceps, and the prehensile tentacula with which their head is
furnished.

All the indiridnala of the genus apna are conformed in a
similar manner, and appear to be females, if they are not
hermaphrodites. They have never been observed to couple.
All have on each of the feet of the eleventh pair a capsule with
two valves, enclosing the eggs, which are of a fine red. The
limnadillll appear to exhibit the same mode of generation.

In the genus daphnis there are both females and males; bot
the latter are infinitely more rare, and appear to exist like the
males of the aphides, only at a certain period of the year. A
single act of sexual intercourse suffices in these entomostraca,
u in the aphides, to beget and impregnate seveo or eight
generations of females, which are developed in succeuion.
The organ of generation in the female consists of two ovaries,
whose form is that of vessels, and which extend on each side
of the abdomen, from the first segment to the sixth, where
they open separately on the back of the animal into an empty
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space left by the valvee of the sbell, wbich has been consi
dered as a matrix, and the function of which is to prese"e the
eggs after the laying, until the entire development of the
young. The male organs are not known. The males, how
ever, are sufficiently distinguished by their large antenne,
and generation appears to take place something after the
manner of that of the batracian reptiles.

The males of cypris are not known: all those which M.
Straus submitted to the microscope were females. Their
ovaries are very considerable, in the form of two thick, simple,
conical T'essels, terminating in a cul-de-sac, at their extremity,
placed externally on the sides of the posterior part of the
body, and opening one at the side of the other in the anterior
part of the abdomen, where they communicate with the canal
formed by the tail. In the preeent state of our knowledge, it
is impossible to affirm wbether these animals are hermaphro
dites, and neceuitated to a reciprocal fecundation, or whetber
the males are only to be found at a certain period of the year.
If. however, these animals be hermaphrodites, M. Straus is
of opinion that we might consider in them, as male prepara
tory organs, two very short blind vessels, filled with a gelatin
ous substance, and which are situated above the mandibles;
but, on the other hand, these same "essels might be taken for
salivary glands, if they communicated with the <esophagus, as
M. Straus suspects.

Finally, in cyclops, the sexes are separate; and we see at
the time of laying, in the females, two vesicular saC8, or ex
ternal ovaries, situated at the base of the tail, and which are
in all respects analogous to that which is found, but single, in
the females of branchipes. In the interior of the body, on
each side of the intestinal canal, is an ovary, in the form of a
vessel, similar to tbose of daphnis, and which communicates
with the external ovaries. In the males, the second ring of
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the tail bears tmderneath two oval bodies, sufficiently distant
from each other, and which appear to give rise to two small
organs, which the elder M. Jurine presumes to be those of
generation. Each of them is composed of three rings, which
diminish in size. The second furnishes two or three threads;
and the third is terminated in a poinL

With respect to the prOtlucu of generation, the crustacea
are either oviparous or ovo-\;viparous. The eggs which they
lay have a corneous envelope, solid, and usually transparent,
through which the gum may sometimes be perceived. These
eggs, developed in a liquid cooduit, which in its bottom part
receiYes the name of ovary, and in its most external portion
that of oviduct, are small, often very numerous, of a spherical
or oval form, and present, according to the species, very vari
OU8 colours.

After they issue from the body, they are usnally carried for
a longer or a shorter time by the females, sometimes under
the tail, attached by filaments, resembling, from the desicca
tion of the viscous matter which invests them, two peculiar ap
pendages, which have received the name offalse feet, as is the
case with crabs and astaci; sometimes between leaBets, at the
bue of which the gills are fixed, as in certain isopods i

and sometimes, in nne, in an exterior membranaceous en
velope, forming an ovary or external matrix, as in cyclops
and branchipes, or in a dorsal cavity, as in daphnis and
lynceus.

In certain genera they disclose the young while yet con
tained in the body of the animal, orin the dorsal cavity ,,·hich
we have just mentioned, as is remarked in Argulus and Daph
nis, which, in consequence of this phenomenon, are distin
guished from the other crustacea, as being ovo-viviparous.

The little ones which issue from the eggs are, in the
generality of the crustacea, altogether similar to their parents ;
yet sometimes they differ so mnch from them, that the)' have
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at first been considered to belong to particular genera, 88 haa
been observed in the case of cyclops, whose young, at differ
ent ages, have been named anyone and nauplia, and also in
argulus and branchipes.

These eggs, in one and the same species, are sometimes of
two sorts, according to the seasons. Thus the ordinary eggs
of daphnis are abundant and naked, while those which are to

pass the winter at the bottom of the mud are expelled. only
two in number, each enclosed in a capsule, with a double en
velope, and surronnded, moreover, with the membranaceons
lining of the dorsal caYity, where they were first deposited.
The parietes of this cavity are then thickened and become
opake; and it has appeared to some observers to be affected
with a peculiar malady, to which they have giYeD the name of
epkippium•

.The development of the eggs is more or less prompt, ac
cording to the duration of the life of the species to which they
appertain, and the rapidity of their propagation. We have
just seen, that in certain genera they are diaclosed in the body
of the mother. In others, they appear to grow thicker after
being laid, before they give birth to the young. and remain in
this state many days. There are some, in fine, such as thOle
ofapus, which seem capable of being preserved dry for many
years, withont the gum which they enclose undergoing any
alteration; for, withoot this sopposition, it would be impoe
sible, nnless we had recourse to the theory of spontaneous
generation, to explain the sudden appearance, and in myriads.
after heavy rains, of those aquatic flabby crustacea, which are
destitute of all means of transportation, in places where, in
the memory of man, they have ne~er been remarked before.

One of the most remarkable characteristics of the crustacea
is the reproduction of the lost members. The tutaci and
crabs are subject to lose their feet, which are detached with
the greatest facility io the joints of the articulations. A little
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after a member is plucked away, a reddish pellicle i. formed
upon the flesh, which is left exposed. Some days later, this
pellicle assumes a surface a little convex, it ,is elongated, be
comes conical, still increll888 in size, and being cleft, leaves to

view a soft body, which is composed ~actLy of the parts
which are wanting to the member, but smaller in proportion
than those which l'8IDain. These new parts soon acquire
consistence; but it is not until after many moultings that
they acquire the volume of the old ones. It has been re
marked, that this reproduction does not take place when the
member is broken between two articulations; and it has even
been obee"ed, that when this is ·the case, the crustaeea them
selves tear out the remaining stump, so as to have the ruptme
in the joint, where the new part can then be formed.

The animals of this class compose but a limited assemblage
o(species, but the individuals refenible to each of these species
are very numerous. They are met with in all latitudes, but
more abuudantly, however, in warm and temperate climates
than in the frigid zone; and their species are Dot indifferently
proper to all countries. Thus the amphipod and isopod crus
tacea seem to be more peculiarly the inhabitants of the
colder regions of the globe, while the decapods are more com
mon between the tropiea. In the medial zones we obse"e a
mean p1'Qportion of the species of these difFerent orders.

Certain genera, such as the ocypods, gecarcinus, ge1uimua,
nca, hippa, limulus, grapsus, &c. are found in more southem
latitudes than the others, pretty nearly under the same paral
lels, on the American, Asiatic, and African shores; others, on
the contrary. such as the crabs proper, portunus, and inaehus,
occupy more space, and are extended even to the polar cir
cles.

As to the small entomoSlraea, they have as yet been ob
served only in temperate countries; but there is reason to
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believe that, from the degree of temperature necell8&ry to their
exi~tence, they abound in the Cresh waters of warmer cli.
mates; wbile, on the contrary, they are very rare, if even they
exist at all, in the very northem region&.

The local habitations of the crustacea, considered generally,
are very various: the most numerous of these animals are
aquatic and marine, and some few genera, such as oniscus,
armadillo, &c. are alone truly terrestriaL Certaio bracbyur
OUB decapoda penetrate very far into the land, but are forced
to re-enter the sea at the period of coupling and laying.
Some others, such as thelphusa, thougb they bave forms very
analogous to those of the marine crabs, do not quit the fresh
water, and all the entom08traca, except limwus, caligns, and
some animals approximating to the last, are also inhabitants
ofCresb water only.

Among the marine species, the majority do not quit the
shores, wbile others live in the bigb seas, and have nothing to
repose 00 but those floating banks of sea-weed so abundant
between the tropics. Moreover, the littoral crustacea do not
all sojoum in similar localities: some, as dorippus, and certain
inachi, reside at depths of from two to four bundred feet, wbile
others continually sport 00 the surface of the waters, and pass
one half of their existence on the sbore, wbich is continually
wasbed by the waves. Many species are met with only in
rocky situations, aboWlding in madrepores, and of difficult
access; wbile others seek the bottom of the fine and shifting
sand, into which they sink tbemselves.

Among those wbicb come to land and make a tolerably long
sojoum there, many brachyurous crustacea (the ocypods)
excavate tolerably deep burrows, at. the entrance of which
they usually remain on guard. Some (the ranini) are said

, even to climb on elevated places, and often to mount on the
roofs of the Indian cabins
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The onisci, aselli, and ligim, are fond of humidity and shade,
and most generally fix tbemselves under stones or in the
breaches ofrocks.

The macrourous decapods, such 8S craw-fisb, lobsters,
palinunls. pallilmon, or caridep, as well as the entomostraca,
are the only crustacea which never come to land.

We may observe, that most of the animals of this class walk
as well as swim, their feet being adapted to both these modes
of mation.

The brachyurous decapods are evidently the crustacea most
eminently adapted for walking. In such of them as run best,
the eight posterior feet alone are employed, and they are all
tenninated by strong and pointed claws. They walk with the
same facility forward and backward. on one side or the other,
or in all oblique directions possible; tbey are seen to climb
very inclined planes, and even a perpendicular surface, with
the greatest celerity, providing that these planes be not alto
gether smooth. Man,)', such as the ocypods and gecarcini,
are famous for the rapidity of their course, which is 80 great,
that we are assured that a man would be unable to overtake
them.

Many brachyurous decapods walk much less than others,
and are more decidedly aquatic. These, provided with mem
bers, whose articulations, flatted and ciliated on the edges, are
transformed into true oars, can execute in the water all the
mo\"ements which the others perform on land, and in direc
tions equally varied. Such are the portuni, the podaph
tbalmi, lite.

As for the macrouri, such as adacu8 and pallllmon, if their
feet serve for walking, it is only at the bottom of the water.
Their swimming, which is nsually backward, is performed by
the motions of their strong tail, whose extremity, folded under
neath, is widened by laminlll, which can be separa.ted like a
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fan. Some, such as crangon, when swimming. have the back
underneath, and the belly upwards.

Many amphipods swim by means oftbe contractions of their
tail, aided by the movements of their feet, and some are forced,
in consequence of the extreme compression of their bocly, and
the very strong curvature of the tail, to remain continually
couched on one side.

Although the squiUlIl possess feet adapted for motion, they
appear to make no more use of them than tbe macrouro1l8
crustacea do of their's, and their natation appears to be eft"ec
tuated principally by the assistance of the ten branchial feet,
which are placed under a tailless robust and less curved than
that of the macrouri, but equally terminated by 1labelliform
natatory laminlll.

In the sub-class of the entomoslraca, all the animals which
have numerous soft feet, and furnished with gills, aa apos,
limnadia, and branchipes. advance only by the action of these
limbs, whose motions are soft and undulating. Daphnis and
lynceus appear to jump in the water, which bas caused the
first to be sometimes termed aquatic.fka8, because their swim
ming takes place by violent movements of their ramous an
tenDIIl, which are frequently repeated, leaving but few inter
nls of complete repose. In cypris, it is the feet, and espe
cially the hinder feet, by which the anim.u. advances.

Among the ampbipods, some can leap with considerable
vigour when they are on land, making use of their tail, folded
underneath, as a "Pring.

The instinct, or mental faculty, oC the crustacea in general,
when compared with that of other classes, especially the
insecta, appears to be but very moderately developed. The
orabs and their allied genera, seem to possess it in a higher
degree than the resL Those animals, in fact, exhibit great cun
ning, especially in avoiding their enemies: they are then Db-
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eerved to run along the gronnd with great rapidity, choosing
for a retreat the places most difficult of access to their pol
suers. Many among them, whose carapace is particularly
tender, such as the pinnotheres, make their habitual residence
in the valves of certain mollusca, such as the muscles and
pinna marina; and others, which have a soft and vulnerable
abdomen, place it in the cavities of deserted univalve shells,
or in the hollows of rocks, so as to preserve it. These change
their dwelling at certain periods as their body grows, and
make choice of a more commodious retreat. Some macrourons
crustar.ea (the thalassini) sink themselves into the sand or mud
to escape from their enemies.

The cymothoes and isopods approximating to them, the
caligi and bopyri, which live as parasites on the bodies of the
CTU8f.acea, of fishes, or even under the testa of other crustacea,
possess an instinctive quality which causes them to distin
guish the beings on which they can fix, and the parts of those
beings wbere they ought to place themselves in preference,
for the purpose of finding tbe nutriment which is suitable to
them.

The land-crabs have a constant habit of uniting, at a cer
tain period of the year, in vast numbers, and of walking, by
the most direct course, towards the sea, over almost every ob
stacle wbicb may occur in their passage. After the deposi
tion oC their eggs, they re-assemble and return to their former
abode.

Some species oC different orders always live in numerous
societies, and we may more particularly mention crangon,
talitrus, and most of the small entomostraca, especially daph
nia, whose colour sometimes gives to the water a tolerably
deep red tint.

The crabs are courageous, and when their retreat is cut off,
they advance their claws fiercely, and endeavour to pincb
with their fingers, which they do very strongly, in proportion

13
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to their size. Some of them, closing these fingers with force
and rapidity, produce a considerable noise.

The crustacea in general, as we have already remarked,
live on animal matters, especially on such as are in a state of
decomposition. The crabs, craw-fish, and prawns, come
from all quarters to the dead bodies which 1Ioat upon the
water, or which are cast out by the sea upon the shore; and
there is every reason to suspect that they are brought thither
by the sense of smell.

It also appears that certain isopods live on the substance of
the gelatinous animals, which compose the sponges; at least
it is always on these marine bodies that some of them are to
be found in very large numbers. Some others, such as the
aselli, &:c. are accused of destroying the nets of the fishermen,
by gnawing the ligneous fibres of the cordages with which
they are formed. The onisci, or wood-lice, live, as is well
known, on rotten vegetable substances.

Finally, there is no doubt that the smallest entomostraca
eat, along with the little animalcullll which abound in fresh
waters, the remains of vegetables equally microscopic, for
their alimentary canal, visible at the middle of their body in
consequence of its transparence, is often of a fine green
colour.

Among the carnivorous crustacea, there are some which
seek a lil-ing prey, and fight to procure iL Tn these combats
they often lose their forceps, but they shoot out again after a
little time.

Those of the crustacea whose sexes are separate, never
exhibit unions by pairs, which are observed in animals of the
first two classes, namely, the mammifera and birds, and which
are also to be found again among the insects. In general
there is no relation between the sexes but at the period of
reproduction.

The females, as we have said, preserve their eggs, after
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deposition, for a greater or less time. In some they are fixed
to the false feet by means of filaments, which result from the
solidification of the mucus that surrounded them at the
moment of their issuing forlh; in others, they are placed in
external membranaceous sacs, or in a dorsal cavity.

In most species of crustacea. when the little ones are dis
closed, they remain some days near the mother, and place
themselves under her tail, as has been observed in some crabs,
and in the river craw-fish, or between the leaflets of the gills,
as has been remarked in regard to the onisci.

Most crustacea are used hy us as food. The larger and
middle sized species, of which the individuals are numerous,
are those which are in most request. Their flesh is nourish
ing, but difficult of digestion, and much of it cannot be eaten
with impunity.

The decapod crustacea are the only animals of this class
which are eaten in Europe. Among the brachyuri, the most
esteemed are cancer pagunu, cancer puber. and the maia
MJVillsdo. As to the C. mama8, it is not so much in request,
and its mosl frequent use is as a bait to catch fish and other
crustacea. Among themacrouri, the palinurus and the lobster
hold the first rank in consequence of their size, and then come
pab.emtm pentBU8, many species of nika, the river craw-fish,
and crangon. These last, which are eaten very much, though
more on the continent than in England, are also employed as
bait.

Many of these crustacea, such as pentBUll and Paltsmon, are
salted in some parts of the coast of the Mediterranean, and
lent into the East, where the Greeks make an abundant use
of them, especially in the season of Lent.

Formerly the I.rade in the ston~s which are found in the
stomach of craw-fish, vulgady called crab8' eye8, was suf
ficiently productive, when these bodies were made use of in
medicine as absorbents, and it was particularly from Hungary,
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where these cmstacea are very common, that they were
derived.

It is more especially to the decapodll that the name of crus
tacea has been given. Of all the animals of this class, the
decapods are the most remarkable for their size, the complica
tion of their organs, the solidity of their teguments, and their
longevity. They all possess a very carnivorous instinct. Some
travellers do, nevertbele88. inform us, that certain species feed
on fruits; but this appears to be doubtful. Some pass a very
considerable portion of their lives out of the water, and repair
thither only at the period of their amours, and for the purpose
of laying their eggs. They go in very numerous bands, always
pursuing the shortest and straightest direction, without em
barrassing themselves with any obstacles in the way, and they
return in the same manner, after having fulfilled the decrees
of nature. The others scarcely ever, or at all events, but for
a very short time, abandon the element in which they were
born. Some among them live in the fresh waters; but the
majority inhabit those which are salt or brackish, most fre·
quently near the shore, at depths and localities which vary
according to their means of subsistence, and the resonrces
with which nature has provided them, to escape from the
dangers by which they may be menaced. Thus the pin
notheres withdraw themselves into bivalve shells. The
dromim form with alcyones a sort ofmantle. which completely
covers them. Many apply, upon their back. the valve of a
shell, and on that account, these cmstacea, like dorippus, have
their four posterior feet recurved upwards, and adapted for reo
taining, with the strong hook that terminates them, and which
in some species, is even accompanied by another, but a smaller
one, the bodies which they think proper to appropriate.

Many, such as the matl1ti, portuni, orithyim, and the
macrouri in general, swim with facility. But the other
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brachyuri are rather runners than swimmers, and suffer
themselves to proceed at the will of the waves, assisting them
selves in a trifling degree with their feet. They usually walk
sideways, or backwards, and run with a velocity equalling
or surpassing that of a horse, gaining, on the slightest ap
pearance of danger, their habitual retreats, or any which
chance may happen to present. They pinch strongly with
their claw8 or forceps, and sometimes sacrifice them by leav
ing them within the hands of the person by whom they have
been seized, that they may themselves escape. Nature re
pairs this loss the more speedily, if the breach be made at
the joinla, especially the second or third.

The growth of the craw-fish is slow, and according to the
testimony of fishermen, it is hardly saleable at the end of
seven ar eight years from its birth. Some crustacea, such as
those which remain habitually at great depths, in inaccessible·
situations, and which are better protected by the nature of
their testa, may attain to a very considerable age. It was
believed, in the time of Pliny, that some species could live
for a period exceeding the duration of the life of man. M.
Latreille has seen a great lobster (palinu"") of nearly six
feet in length from one extremity of the body to the other,
whence we may infer its great age.

The family of Brachyurous decapods is composed of the
genus CANCER or CRAB. Under this name are commonly
designated all the cmstacea analogous to craw-fish, and
lobsters, but whose body is proportionally sborter and
broader, with a small tail refolded on the breast. In the
method of Linnreutl, the genus cancer bas an acceptation
much more general, since it comprehends the first three orders
of crustacea, and even a part of the fourth.

The crabs remain in preference on coasts where there are
rocks, in clefts where they are sheltered from the waves of
the sea, and secured from the pursuit of their enemies.

T2
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When the waters rise, they approach the shore, and seize
on marine animals, incapable of resisting, or which have
·perished. They are very voracious, and assemble in great
numbers on the carcases on which they feed. It is prin
cipally during the night that they proceed to plunder. Ne
vertheless, as they do not always regain the sea with suf
ficient promptness, and they cannot swim, they are often
exposed to be stranded in the low waters. If they do not
find, in their neighbourhood, some hole to take refuge in, they
contract their feet, squat down in some comer, and await in
tranquillity the return of the tide, to arrive at the open sea.
Il is the individuals thus detained, that are most frequently
collected b,)' fishermen; for these crustacea will but seldom
take the bait, and are not easily caught in nets. Around the
islands of America and India, where the bottom of the sea,
near the coasts, is visible in calm weather, they are harpooned
with a long pole to which a fork is attached. In other places
they are taken by divers.

The PORTUNI, called also etriUe& by M. Cuvier, scarcely
differ from certain crabs, and particularly from the carci," of
Dr. Leach.

According to the report of M. Bosc, the portunus wllich
be regards as the species named pelagictu, by Fabricius,
swims almost continually, with facility, and even with a sort
of grace. It can sustain itself upon the water, and for a con
siderable space of time, without gil-iug itself any apparent
motio~. It bas uo other points of repose, excepting the
"arecs, and other plants of the Atlantic ocean, where it is
found in great numbers; it lives on other marine animals.
Another portunus, the ha&tata of M. Boac, and which he has
observed on the coasts of Carolina, also swims extremely
well; but it walks as much &8 it swims. In general, it
parades slowly, on the edge of the sea, or at the mouth of
ri,"crs, when the tide is flowing, for the purpose of seeking its
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food. Bot when the tide ebbs, it returns with it by swimming,
because it is then afraid to be left upon the sand, and bas no
further prey to expecL Most generally it swims and. walks
forward; but should it be seized by any sudden fear, it
escapes by swimming sideways, and even backwards. During
the winter it disappears from the coast and retires into the
depths of the sea. It returns in spring, and_ the female, iu
consequence of the eggs which she then carries, is very much
esteemed u food. It is reported that this crustacecum l1ome
timps issues from the water, to seek its subsistence on the
strand. A great number of them are taken daily during the
summer at Charleston.

"All the portuni which inhabit our sea," (the cout of
Nice) says M. Risso, "live united in society, and each species
chooses a dwelling conformable to its wants and habits. The
bimaculalus-takes up its sojourn in the region of the cortici
ferou polyparia. The puber and plicatus prefer rocks seve
ral hundred feet under water. The depurator delights in
pebbly plains, always mixing with the columns oflittle clllpetB,
such as the anchovy and pilchard. Another, imperfectly de
8Cribed by Rondelet, whose name it bears, conceals itself
under the mud. The guttatus inhabits the middle of the
algae, which grow at a considerable depth; and the P. longipes
frequents the boles of the compact limestdne which edges the
couls. The portuni feed on mollusca and small crustacea,
which they break to pieces, and griud by means of the osselets
of their stomach. Their flesh has not the same taste in all
the species, and it is only those which live in the rocks that
are made ue of as food; the others serve as bait for fish.

" Many of these crustacea are tormented by little aselotbe,
which insinuate themselves under their corslet, and attach
themselves upon their gills. The female portuni have many
births in the year, and deposit each time from four hundred to
six thousand little globular and transparent eggs, which dis-
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close in more or less time, according to the state of the tem
perature."

On this last observation of M. Risso, M. Latreille remauks,
" M. Risso has had better opportunities than myself of study
ing"the manners of these animals. I confess, however, that I
have some difficulty in believing that the females of the same
species have many births in the course of one year, from the
spring to the end of the autumn. Analogy, and the observa
tions of other naturalists, seem to contradict this &Ssertion.'·

Pison has represented, in his Natural History of Brazil, a
porlunus bordering on the hastatw of Fabricius, and which,
in the language of the country. he names eire apoa. The
word eire seems to be a common denomination for crustacea
similar to the preceding, which live habituaJly at the bottom
of the sea, and which proceed to the shore only for the pur
pose of seeking the ambergris which has been cast there by
the waves. They are only to be caught at the period of the
strong tides. It appears that they are put into vinegar, and
though many of them. may be eaten, they are rarely found in
digestible. Some other species again form an aliment for the
inhabitants ofthe maritime coasts ofChina, of the East Indies,
&c. These cmstacea abound in the seas which border on the
tropics; but the Northem Ocean furnishes but few species,
and those small, or but of middle size.

The known species of the genus THELPHU8A live in the
fresh waters. The one which is proper to the south of
Europe, and the Levant, has ·been for a loug time known. It
enjoyed a great celebrity among the Greeks, a proof of which
is to be found in the antique medals of AgrigentODl in Sicily,
on one side of which it is usually represented, and often with
so much truth, that it is impossible to mistake it. Particular
mention is made of this cmstaceum in the writings of Pliny,
Dioscorides, Nicander, &c.

It is the carcinos potami08 of the Greeks, and the graflCio
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or grarlZO oftbe Italians. It was believed that its asbes were
useful, from their desiccative qualities, to those who had been
bitten by a mad dog, either by employing those ashes alone,
or mixed with incense and gentian.

According to the report of ..£!ian, the fresh-water crabs
(OcypodeB'!) as well as the tortoises and crocodiles, foresaw
the inundation of the Nile, and, about a month previously to
that event, they resorted to the most elevated situations in the
neighbourhood•.

The 'TItelphwa fttMJiatilitJ is common in the environs of
Rome, and remains in the mud, 80 that to get at it the fisher
men are obliged to dig a trench all round. It removes to a
considerable distance from the water, and can live a week,
and sometimes even a month, out of this element. It even
appears that crabs can be preserved alive in this manner, by
keeping them in cellars, or in fresh and somewhat humid
places.

In Rome, the thelphusa BuviatUis is eaten on fast days, and
at all times of the year. These crustacea, however, are better
in summer, after their moulting, and more especially while
they are undergoing this change. They are then served up
on the tables of the pope and cardinalS. Some persons make
them die in milk, to sweeten and soften their Besh. They are
carried to market, attached by a cord, but placed at a certain
distance from each other, because if they were suffered to
toDch, they would gnaw each other, and lose a portion of their
limbs. Belon observes that the females are distinguished by
their tail, which is broader and more rounded, in Lhe form of
a shield. This difference, however, here, is not so sensible as
in most other species of this family. The same naturalist has
found this decapod in the streams of Mount Athos. The
Caloyers, or monks of Mount Athos, eat it raw, and maintain
Lhat it has more Bavour in this state than when cooked.

M. Menard de Gro,)'c, correspondent of the Academy of
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Sciences, bas collected the following observations respecting
this animal.

" It was on the 28tb day of July, 1812, that 1 bad occasion
to see and observe this curious cmstaceum, on visiting the
celebrated degorgeoir of the Lake of Albano, otherwise the
Lake of Castello. It is known that the basin of this lake is
considered by most travellers, and even naturalists, to be
the crater of an ancient volcano. It is five miles in circuit,
and as much as four bundred and eighty feet of depth is
given to the water which fills the lower part. This water
is limpid, perfectly sweet, and is inbabited by divers kinds
of fresh-water fish, common frogs, &c. The redundancy
of water mns off incessantly in a great stream by this ad
mirable subterraneous canal, whicb is almost two miles
long, and whicb bas been prese1"Ved~ without deterioration,
from the earliest times of Rome. The beat whicb reigned in
the atmosphere when I was in this part of the counqy, the
purity of tbe water, the solitude, the shade, and freshness of
the shore, the bottom of which could be discovered there, to
a very great distance from the edge, like a strand, induced me
to bathe, and it was thus that I chanced to catch three or four
individuals of the species of crab in question.

"I was very much surprised at the first appearance of these
crabs, not being by any means prepared for it. They ap
peared to me 80 similar in figure, size, gait, &c. to those
which are commonly found on maritime shores, in fine, to the
Cancer mamas, that I imagined at first that they might be
those identical crabs, which bad been brought from the sea,
which is not, in fact, very distant, as an attempt to naturalize
tllem in this lake, and that this attempt had succeeded.
NevertbelellS, I remarked that they bad a whitish or livid
colour, whereas the marine ones to which I was comparing
them are brown. Afterwards, perceiving scattered here and
there some carapaces, and other 'old remains of these crabs,
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and observing that they were spread over a considerable ex
tent of shore, where they appeared altogether at home in tbeir
habits, plunging under water if they were out of it, concealing
themselves also under stones, &c. and sbowing a great degree
of vivacity, I no longer doubted that they were then in their
element, and that on the other hand they would find them
selves very ill at ease, if they were carried into the salt-water.
It also appeared to me that these fresh-water crabs were more
cunning and more alert than those of the sea, which allow
themselves to be taken with facility. I could not catch the
former but by drawing them towards the shore with the end
of my stick, which was not easy, so well did they know how
to steal away. They also defended themselves vigorously
when they could do no better; and I could perfectly well feel,
from the force with which they strained the stick between
their claws, that it would not be safe to take them with my
hand. A fisherman, whom I found on re-ascending. also in
formed me that they drew blood. He confirmed me in the
opinion that these crabs were perfectly natural in this lake,
and that they were known there always. But he added, that
they withdrew during winter into the bottom. and did not re
appear upon the banks until summer. He added likewise
that they were very excellent eating."

The crustacea of the genus GELASIMUS are similar to the
ocypodes, in the general form of the body and in habits. One
of their most striking cbaracters is tbe extraordinary dispro
portion in the length of their claws: one, sometimes the right,
sometimes the left, for this varies in individuals of the same
species, is enormously large, while the other is very small, and
often concealed. One would say that tbese animals were
one-banded. They have the habit of raising the thickest of
these claws in the air, as if they wished to make a signal, and
call somebody. For this reason, LinnlEus has designated one
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species under the name of f1OCtJn8; but no doubt this claw
serves them either as a buckler or offensive weapon.

These crustacea, which, as well as the ocypods, more par
ticularly inhabit warm climates, make their dwelling in hU1llid
soils near shores.

M. Bosc has seeu one species (fJOCQm) in Carolina roshing
in crowds upon carcases, covering them, and disputing the
pieces with the vultures. The burrows formed by another
species (pugillator) are 80 numerous that they touch. They
are cylindrical, usually oblique, and very deep. Rarely do
many individuals enter into the same one, for in that case the
peril would be very imminent. These animals do not fear the
water, which sometimes covers them, but they do not seek to
enter it, and never remain there a long time of their own ac
cord, except at the time of laying, and until the eggs disclose.
M. Bosc has found from the end of Febroary eome females in
which the under part of the tail was furnished with eggs; but
he has never met auy young ones in their first age, and he
suspects that they pass the first year of their existence in the
water or in the earth. The males are distinguished from the
females, by being smaller, more coloured, and having the tail
triangular. The pincers do not indicate sexual difference.
This species remains during winter, 01' during three or four
months, in its burrow, which is almost always closed, 80 that
the animal is obliged to re-open it, when the heat of the SUD

is strong enough to force it to quit its dwelling.
This crustaceum is not an article of food. It has many

enemies, and sucb are the otters, the birds, the bears, the tor
toises, and other reptiles; but its multiplication is 80 exces
sive, that no ~sible diminution results from their devasta
tions.

The Gelasima ma,.acOfJni is found at Cayenne and in
Brazil, running on the sea-shore after a reflux, but remain-
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ing concealed at every other time. It Corms an article of
food.

OcYPODE is another genus of cmstacea, very natural,
though previously to the time of 1>ur author, but imperfectly
characterized.

These crustacea are propel' to the hot climates of the two
hemispheres, and remaiu on the sandy tracts of the edges of
the sea, or of rivers near their mouth. They there hol
low burrows, into which they retire in case of danger, and
where they pass the night. It is presumable that they also
shot themselves up there during the period of the moulting
Olivier in vain attempted by mnning to catch the species
which he observed on the coasts of Syria, which is probably
the same of which Pliny makes mention, and which the
Greeks designated, by reason of the celerity of its course,
under the name of Hippeu-cavalier or knight.

"They ran," says Olivier," towards the sea, or repaired into
their hole, according as one or the other was most within their
reach. They almost always trace, in running, an oblique
liDe." M. Bosc also tells us, with respect to a species proper
to Carolina (alba), that he had some difficulty in overtaking
these crustacea on horse-back, and killing them by musket
abot. The ocypodes, like the analogous cmstacea, in all pro
bability feed npon the carcases of animals. Some of the
facts reported by travellers, relative to the eartl&-crab8, should
be applied to them, but some only, because they have con
founded under this latter name many Cn1s1acea of different
genera, such as gecarcintu, grap8UIJ, &c. Pere Labat, in
bis" Nouvelle relation de l'Afrique Occidentale," speaks of a
llpecies of tourlourou, which ill fouud at the point of Barbary,
and which is there called Cf'ob. It is reported that this ani
mal cannot be eaten without danger of poison, and that these
same crustacea cut in pieces and devour the individuals of
their own species, which have been lamed by any accident.

13
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In this part of Africa, it does not appear, from all re
searches, that any species of gecarcinll8 or tourlourous, pro
perly so called, haa as yet been found. But the habitation of
the ocypode hippeua of Olivier extends from Syria and Egypt
as far as Cape de Verde, from which M. Latreille suspects that
to this species must be applied what Pere Labat has related
concerning the crabs of the point of Barbary.

According' to Artus, earth-crabs are also to be seen on the
Gold-coast similar to those of the Leeward Islands, and which
supply the inhabitants with an excellent food. They dig
themselves holes, which serve as a retreat. There are found
in the island of Java other earth or land-crabs, but which are
not eaten. They quit their burrows during the day, and feed,
according to report, on plants. These, perhaps, may be the
ocypode ceratlYphtkalma, which is very much extended on the
maritime coasts of the East Indies. The collection of crua
tacea of New Holland, formed by Peron and M. Lesuenr,
although very numerous, presents no species of ocypode and
gecarcin.

LinnlEus informs us that the ocypO#k kippem, which he
calls cursor, and under which name he includes this species
and ceratophthalma, is to be found in the Mediterranean sea,
as well as in the Indian Ocean; and that after the setting of
the SUD it quits the water for the sandy shores, and runs
with an extreme velocity.

Belon asserts that the lizards succeed in catching it for the
purpose of food. Olivier has had no opportunity of verifying
this assertion.

The ancient naturalists, and some among the modems, have
represented the crustacea named PINNOTHERES, and also
pinnoter and pinnlYpkylax, as the sentinels and guardians of
the mollusca of the genus pinna, as their commensals, and in
some sort their sutlers. It was believed that they were born
at the same time and along with them; that they were even
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essential to their preservation; that these mollusca, destitute
of eJes, and of but little energy of sensation, having held their
shell for some time open, so that the little fishes might enter
there, were advertised, when there WQS a sufficient quantity,
by a bite made by the pinnotheres; that they then closed their
ahell, and partook of the booty together.

This opinion, however absurd, appears to have been
entertained by the ancient Egyptians, among whom the
symbolic representation of the pinna and the cancer de
signated a man or father of a family, whose existence de
pended ooly on the assislance of his children. But what
ever may be the BOurce of these erroneous traditions, the
naturalist should not the less desire to know what the ani.
mals are which have given rise to them. Camus, in his
Commentary on Aristotle's History of Animals, forming the
second volume of his French translation of this work, had
presented on this question some very judicious reflections.
This investigation has equally engaged the attention of M.
Cuvier; and in his critical dissertation, the object of which is
to ascertain the astaci, or in fact decapod crustacea, men
tioned by the ancients, he has discussed, with that sagacity so
peculiarly his own, the testimonies relative to the pinnotheres.
Not only does he consider the history which has been given
of them as the pure fruit of imagination, but he seems to
think that the ancients had no very correct notion concerning
the crustacea which are the object of these fabulous narratives.

It is well known, that divers crustacea, by reason of the
more feeble consistence of their testa, or otherwise, are in
stinctively impelled to choose particular domiciles, usually
moveable, and especially shells, both univalve and bivalve.
The pinnotherea are of this number; but they differ from
the paguri, in inhabiting none but bivalve shells, and always
in company with their proper owners. The same shell
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may present many individuals of the same species of these
parasite crustacea. "The pinnm," ·says Aristotle, " have
in their shell the animal called the guardian of the pinfU/1 ;
it. is a small squilla or cancer, which they cannot lose with
out perishing speedily." He adds a little lower, "There
are born in some testacea, certain white crabs, and very
small. The greatest. Dumber is found in those species of
muscles whose shell is inflated. After this comes the piunm;
its crab is named pinnotherea. Some are also found in cockles
and oysters. These little crabs have no sensible growth, and
the fishermen aasert that they are formed at the same time as
the animal with which they inhabit." He again tells us, a
little further on, " that there are born in the cavities of sponges
some small crabs, similar to the guardian of the pinnm; that
they are there like the spider in its retreat; and that by open
ing and closing these cavities at proper times, they can catch
there the little fishes. They keep them open to cause the prey
to enter, and close them immediately when it has got in."

It is certain that the muscles, cockles, and oysters of our
coast8, previously cited by Aristotle, enclose, at least at a cer
tain period of the year, some small crustacea, generally known,
similar in all respect8 to those which, according to him, and
many other ancient authors, inhabit the shell mollusca, and
with which the genus pinnolheres has been established; that
these shell-fish do not habitually present other animals of the
same class; that there are often found in certain pinnm, either
other pinnotheres larger than the preceding, or small caridite.
We also know that some paguri and porcellanm lodge in
sponges; and it is probably to these crustacea that Aristotle
alludes, in the passage last cited. But it is not proved that
the father of zoology was right in advancing that the guardian
of the pinnm was either a little crab, or a little squilla, or
caridion. According to M. euvier, this disjunctive expres-
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sion would indicate, or rather clearly announce, that Aristotle
had not himself observed the fact which he relates, or that he
would testify BOme uncertainty on the point.

Pliny has confounded, under the common name of pin
nolmell, the paguri, and the species ofour genus pinnotheres,
properly so called.

We must not apply, U BOme authors have done, to these
last crustacea, a passage of Appian, in his Halieutics, in
which he relates that the crab, when the oyster comes to open
its ISbell, puts a stone between the two valves, BO that it cannot
close, and he thus penetrates into it with facility, and devours
its inhabitant. In another passage, which directly concerns
the pinnotberes, Appian does not explain himself respecting
the habits of these animals, in a manner different from that of
his predecessors.

Huaelquisl, in his voyage to the Levant, says, respecting
his pinna muricata, that the cuttle-fish is the most irrecon
cileable enemy of the molluscum, which inhabits this shell.
But, happily for it, there are always inside, one, or several
crab-fish, which remain at the entrance of the shell when the
animal opens it, and give warning to it to close on the ap
proach of the cuttle-fish. "Thus," continues he, " the pinna
permits, in compensation, the crab to reside within its shell."
We may well believe that this crustaceum has no need ofsuch
permission to establish itself there, and that the quick move
ments which it makes to withdraw itself from the danger by
which it is also threatened, are sufficient to frighten the animal
of the pinna, and induce it to keep its shell close. This crab
fu;h of Hasselquist is probably a species of salicoque, (cari
dion) or pinnophylax, considered in the same light as the
ancients considered iL Linnll}us, after the authority of his
disciple, but from very vague information, at first ranged this
crust&ceum in his division of cancri macrouri, but subse
quently, whether he wished to omit it as a species too uncer-
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tain, or whether he believed that Hasselquist was dectlived on
the subject of the division to which it appertains, he made a
brachyurous crab of it, referring to it the characters which
Forskael had imposed upou it, and wbich he had communi
cated in one of bis letters.

We frequently find, more particularly in winter, pin
notheres in the mnscles which are brought to market; but the
females are always observed to be in a state analogous to that
in which a craw-fish is that has just changed its skin. The
occasional deleterious quality of muscles bas been attributed,
thougb probably without reason, to the presence of these
parasites.

The GECARCINI are terrestria crustacea, to which the
Frencb colonists of the Antilles commonly give the name of
tourlourOU8 and land.crabs.

Pere Labat, in his Voyage to the French American Islands,
&c., bas collected several observatioDs on these crustacea
He di~linguishes four species of them; the tourZourow, the
violet.crabs, the white-crabs, and the ceriqru!s. What be
says of these last. may anSWtlr for grapsus. They are found
in rivers and on rocks, at. the edge of the sea; they are much
Batter than the others; their shell is thicker and harder; their
biters, or pincers, though much smaller, do not pinch leu;
they have also much less Besh and fat than the others, which
causes tbem to be in less esteem, or at all events, they consti
tute the last. resource of the negroes. Chauvalon, in bis
Voyage to Martinique, says, that the ceriC&l of the sea, and
wbich are not taken in the fresb waters, are the cire-apoa of
the Brazilians, or tbe xirika of Guiana. It is evident, ac
cording to the figure of the cire-apoa given by Marcgrave,
that this crustacecum is a portunus. It is possible that the
denomination of cerique may be common to crustacea of dif
{erent genera. Those wbich he represents are certainly
grapsi. According to Peron, the last species, and which ap-
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pears to be G. picttU, is employed as an excellent alexi.
phannic ; it ill pulverized and mixed with wine. We see from
passages of Aristotle, of Pliny, of Galen, &c., that the same
virtues were for a long time attributed to dh-ers crustacea.
The grapsus pictus is found upon the sea-shore concealed
under the roots of the manchineel, (Hippomane, Lin.) A
species of the Il8.me genus burrows in the sand.

Rochefort, author of a natural history of the Antilles, and,
anterior to Pare Labat, does not speak of the ceriqut!8. But
he equally distinguishes three sorts of land crustacea; the
toIIrlouroll8, the white crab8, and the paintea cralJ8. M.
Latreille Wild of opinion, that by the last tenD, he meant the
grapsU8; but their habits are so different, that our naturalist
was led to presume that the first crustacea are no other than
L~e f:iolet-crah8 of Pere LabaL

The species most commonly named tourZourou is the
smallest of the three. It is a deep red, bordering on brown or
black, in the middle of the back; its Clawll are unequal, and
the left is always lJIDaller than the righL These animals use
them in cutting roots, fruits, leaves, &c., on which it is re
ported that they feed. They pinch very strongly, and do not
let go when they are seized; their Besh is delicate, wholesome,
except, as it is said, when they hat'e eaten of the fruit of the
mtJffcinella hippomafle, Lin. But Jacquine, however, denies
that they attack this fruit, and it is much more probable, that
like others of the tribe, they subsist on animal substances.
It would be important to ascertain from what cause proceeds
the deleterious quality, which, under certain circumstances,
they possess; this has been attributed to the submarine veins
of copper upon which they live; but this opinion requires the
corroboration of facts.

What we shall presently relate respecting the singular
instinct of the painted crabs, is specially applied by Pere
Labat, to the tourlourous. But he ghes it as a general rul~,

YOLo XIII. U
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that the crabs, craw-fish, cericm, the paguri, the lizards, and
even serpents, descend every year to the sea for the purpose
of bathing, of changing skin, or shell, that the tourlourous,
crabs and ceriques, have also the object of depositing their
eggs there. He equally gives the name of tourlourou to the
crostacea which we have already mentioned, and which are
exclusively found at the point of Barbary. The habit of de
vouring their disabled comrades, he sapiently conceives to be
the cause of the maleficent qualities which they possess. He
is much more exact and judicious in his remarks on the sexual
and external differences of the touroulous and crabs: these he
establishes on the proportions and form of the tail.

The white crabs are the most bulky of all. Some have
been seen, one of whose pincers could contain a man's fisL

They remain at the foot of trees, and in lone and marshy situa
tions near the. sea shore; they make holes in the earth, and
retire thither, as the rabbits do, into their burrows, seldom ap
pearing during the day. On searching in the sand to dis
cover them, it is found that they always have one half of their
body in the water. They are hunted principally in the night,
the people carrying flambeaux of candle-wood in their hands;
and as they do not remove to any distance from their retreats,
and even withdraw into the first hole which they can find,
they must be seized the moment they are perceived.

Labat has observed of the white crabs, that the necessity
of changing air, and the fear of being -covered by the waves of
the sea, oblige them sometimes to issue forth by daylight from
their retreats. The holes which they inhabit are then marked,
and a stick is, on their return, passed into them, which retains
the animals captive. When the tide has flowed, the stick is
removed, and the crab is then found smothered at the edge of
the hole. The negroes unite their claws, fixing them one in
another, then string these crustacea by means of the ring thus
formed, and thus carry them to market.
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The third sort of land crDstaceum of which Rochefort speaks,
is that which he designates under the name of pictUll, and
which appears to be the violet-crab of Labat and other travel
lers. Those animals, intennedia~ in size between the pre
ceding two, are remarkable for the beauty and agreeable mix
ture of their colours. Some are of a violet, variegated with
white; others of a fine yellow, varied with purple or greenish
lines; others have a tan-coloured ground, striped with red,
yellow, and green.

They gnaw, in open day, under the trees to find their food.
and are usually met with in numerous troops in the morning
and evening after the rains. The hollow of some rotten tree,
the cavities which are under its roots, or the cleft of a rock,
usually constitute the asylum where they take refuge, and
withdraw themselves from the view of their enemies. Maugi!
informed M. Latreille that they climb sometimes on trees, to
take the young birds in their nests.

Rochefort states that they repair every year, towards the
month of Mayor June, in the rainy season, to the sea shore
to lay their eggs there, and perpetuate their race, travelling
from the mountains, in which they make their habitual
dwelliug, in such numbers that the roads and woods are ,en

tirely covered by them. They possess the instinct of direct
ing their coone towards the parts, which, by their descents
ornatoral declivities, facilitate theirjoumey, and permit their
more convenient approach to the sea shore, which constitutes
the limit 'of their migrations. This migration has been assimi
lated to an army marching in order of battle, with unbroken
ranks and undeviating line. They scale the houses and rocks,
and surmount everyobstacle which they may encounter in their
path ; the gardens situated on their passage often suffer greatly
from their depredations. Sometimes they even penetrate into
houses, especially in the night, and disturb the inmates by
the noise they make. The males being well fed, and the

u2
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females surcharged with eggs, their flesh forms some little
compensation to the inhabitants for their troublesome visits,
and the mischief which they occasion. It is reported that they
halt twice a day, as well for the purpose of fea.OIting, as for a
short repose; but they travel principally by night

When arrived at the sea shore, they bathe themselves there,
as it is said, three or four times, and then retire into the neigh
bOUling plains and woods, where they repose for some time.
The females then return a second time to the water, and
having washed themselves a little, they open their tails, let
fall the eggs which are there attached, and take a fresh bath ;
after this operation, they seek to regain, in the same order,
the places from which they had proceeded, and by the same
route. But the most vigorous individuals are alone destined
to revisit their former mountain-dwelling; most of them are,
at their return, so feeble and thin, that they are forced to.stop
frequently to recover themselves.

The eggs thus deposited in the sea are thrown back upon
t.be fine sand of the beRch, and after having been for some
time warmed by the rays of the sun, the young are seen to
issue from them. These speedily proceed to establish. them·
selves in the neighbouring woods, until they have acquired
strength enough to repair to the mountains, and to form other
families.

When they return into their habitations, these crustacea have
new trials to undergo. It is then t.be time of their moulting.
They all conceal t.bemselves in the earth for BOme weeks,
so that there are none ofthem to be seen; even the entrance or
their burrows is then closed. It is said that they are t.ben, as
it were, enveloped in the leaves of trees. The flesh of those
which have but just thrown off their old covering is in great
estimation. The inhabitants of tIle islands then name them
crabea bournerea (pouched crabs), for, as in the moultings of
the other crustacea, their teguments then form only a red,
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tense pellicle, similar to wet parchment. It is for this reason,
that they are more delicate, or at all events more profitable.

Rochefort supposes that this change of skin takes place
only on their return from the sea. It precedes it, according
to Labat, and is made immediately after the laying. We
shall neither follow this author nor Rochefort, into the details
which they present us upon this subject, having already al.
luded to them in speaking of the generalities of the class.

The eggs are very small, and of a peculiarly fine flavour.
In cooklng they assume a red coLour, like those of craw-fish
and lobsters. They are collected under the tail of the female,
into two tufts or pellets, separated from each other by a mem
brane, and accompanied with a thick substance, of the colour
of the eggs, but which becomes white when it has undergone
the action of fire. The interior olthe body of the males pre
sents, besides the substance which may be compared to fat, a
greenish matter, the taumalin. Both these substances sen'e
to make the sauce with which these animals are eaten.

These crustacea, with the exception of the white crab,
which is in no great estimation, and is, moreover, an object of
suapicion, because it lives in places where the mancinella
and the mimosa are found, constitute a true manna for the
country. They form a large portion of the food of the Carribs.
The negroes also eat a great deal of them, nor are they re
jected by the whites themselves.

Impressed with the notion that the crabs owe their hurtful
qualities to the fruit of the mancinella, Sloane imagined that
he explained the fatal accidents which have occurred to some
pertIODS after eating these animals, from the neglect of the pre
caution of cleansing their interior, and removing the ill
digested particles of this fruit. But besides that it by no
means appears that these crustacea feed upon this fruit in the
wand of Grenada, where they are often taken under the mau
cinella, it has never been discO\'ered that they disagreed
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with any body. The black coloul' of the taumali,. should in
dicate, according to the report of some writers, that these
crustacea are poisoned. But very positive experiments wonld
be necessary to convince us that the fruits of this tree and
other dangerous vegetables, are the only agents which can
communicate this black colour to the taumalin. The violet
crabs have been in a great measure destroyed in the island of
Martinique; but the Carribs take them there from the neigh
bouring islands.

Linnlllus informs us, on the authority of Brown, that the
cancer ruricola, a variety in all probability of the same
species, sacrifices, to save itself, the pincer or claw with
which it has seized the fingers of the person who has attempted
to seize it; and that the strong action of this pincer lasts for
a minute after it has been detached from the body.

Other land crustacea are to be met with on the Gold coast,
in the Island of Java, &c., but they are probably ocypods;
for it appears that in general the gecarcini are proper to South
America.

The GRAPSI, which are named in the French Antilles
" crabes de paletufJiers," are easily distinguished by their port
and appearance. These crustacea are extended through all
parts of the world, but more particularly through those which
are situated near the tropics. They appear to be the same
which in Martinique are called Cerique8, as we,have before
mentioned.

" I have seen," says M. Bosc, "many of the grap8fuipictfU
in America, and I have observed that they always keep them
selves concealed during the day. under stones and other
bodies which are found in the sea. I have further remarked,
that although they do not swim, they have the fac\11ty of sup
porting themselves for a short time on the water, by reason of
the breadth of their body and feet, and this by means of
repeated leaps. They make these mOl'ements always side-
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ways, sometimes to the right, sometimes to the left, accord
ing to circumstances. They live, like the other crustacea, on
the flesh of other animals which they find dead, or which they
can seize alive, catching them with their claws or pincers."

" The grap6UII cinerelU, which I have likewise observed,
lives in rivers to which the tide of the sea ascends, or to speak
more correctly, on their edges; for it is more frequently out of
than in the water. When anyone appears in the places where
they have assembled, and their assemblies are in general very
numerous, they escape into the water, making a great noise
with their feet, which they strike one against the other.

" The females of these two species of grapsi lay their eggs
in spring, the period in which they commence to re-appear,
for during the winter the first remains at the bottom of the
sea, and the second, doubtless, buried in the mud."

The grap6UII cinerefU often comes on the shore, or on rocks,
to sport or bask in the SUD, according to the report of the
same writer.

This genus is tolerably numerous ·in species, spread over
the maritime coasts of the warm climates of both eontinents.
New Holland furnishes a good many.

The grap6UII mriU& lies in the holes of rocks on the shores
of the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. It issues forth from
them to receive the rays of the SUD, but regains its retreat on
the slightest appearance of danger, and fastens itself with 80

much force with its feet, that it is very difficult to make it
let go.

Among the orbicular crabs, the MAlA is very common on
the coaats of the Mediterranean, where it generally receives
the name of ,ea-spider. It is one of the largest of the crus
tacea, and is the maia of the ancient Greeks, which is figured
on some of their medals. They attributed to it a great
degree of wisdom, and believed that it was sensible to the
charms of music.
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In General Hardwick's collection is a crab which Mr. Gtay
has appropriated to a new genus named GOllfEZA. It is
apparently intermediate between Corystes among the orbicu
lar. crabs. and Leach's genus Atelecydus, having the long
antennm of the former, with the short claws, and somewhat
of the shape of the latter. The thorax is ovate and convex;
over the eyes are two spines with denticulated margins; the
outer antennm, longer than tha body, are ciliated aboYe and
below; the eyes are enclosed in a pit, larger than the stems.
The specimen, G. bicornUJ, is pale yellow (when dry); the
thorax covered with white granules. This species inhabits
the Indian ocean.

The DROllfI..E seize with their hind feet alcyones, the valves
of 8~ellS, and other bodies, under which they shelter them
selves, and which they carry along :with them. Some have
pronounced the cancer tlromia to be venomous.

Our DromitB I,ulica has the thorax subglobose; the back
smooth, evenly convex, covered with short hairs; the front
bifid, with an obscure central inferior tubercle; each side
with five roundish tubercles, distant; the upper edge of the
front. and of the carpus, tubercular. Our figure iii from a
specimen in possession of General Hardwick, which inhabits .
the Indian ocean.·

According to Rumphius, the RANJN..E come to land, and
climb even to the tops of houses; but from the form of their
feet, this appears to be impossible, or at all events of very
small probability.

We have now to speak of the maCf'ouroru decapods, and
shall first make a few general remarks on the genus ASTA
CDS.

This genus, in consequence of the fresh-water species which
is found tbroughout all Europe, and universally used as food,
is one of the most generally known, and one of the most
studied, in the whole class of the crustacea. There are few
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works on the history of fishes, or that of insects, in which a
particular chapter has not been devoted to it, from Aristotle,
who was the first to treat of it, down to the present day.

There are threads attached to the tail of both sexes, varying
in number and figure, and mobile at the base. To these
threads the female fixes her eggs, and it is probable that those
of the male may serve some purpose in the act of generation;
but as the coupling of the astaci has not been yet observed,
nothing positive is ascertained respecting this subject.

It is with the claws that these astaci catch their prey; they
also employ them as a weapon of defence, as may easily be
proved by presenting any thing to them, when they are in the
water. The animal grasps with so much force, that to make
it let go it is necessary to break the foot or bum the tail.

Aremarkable peculiarity in the feet ofthe astaci ofboth sexes
is, that they are the seat of the organs of generation. Buster, on
the authority of another observer, reports thus conceming the
sexual intercourse of these animals:-When the male attacks
the female, she throws herself backwards, and then they em
brace closely by means of the feet and tail. After this, at the
end of two months, the female is found charged with eggs.

The astaci lay a great number, which, as I have before ob
served, they have the art of attaching to the.mobile threads
undemeath their tail, and which they constantly carry there,
until the little ones are disclosed. There is some reason to
believe that these eggs grow aud augment in volume, while
they are thus attached to those threads. They are enclosed
in a species of sac, which is a continuation of their membra
naceous pedicle: each thread, thus charged, represents a
bunch of grapes, the more exactly too, as the colour of these
eggs is of a reddish brown.

When the young a&taci are disclosed, they are transparent and
extremely soft, but in all other respects similar to the old oues.
As their delicacy would expose them the first days after their
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birth to dangers without number, which they -have even some
difficulty in escaping at a later period, the wisdom of Nature
has again provided for them, for some time, a retreat under the
tail of the mother. It does not appear that anyone has ever
happened to eat of the astaci when thus provided with their
little ones. When the mother is tranquil in the water, these
little shell-fish may be seen coming out from between her legs,
and venturing to creep around her, and then. in the moment
of danger, withdrawing altogether into their asylum. It ap
pears that the mother warns them of what they ought to fear,
for it is never without a motive that they fly in this manner.
They nevertheless abandon the mother by little and little, in
proportion as they increase in size; and they are seen but
little with her towards the end of the first fifteen days after
their birth.

The colour of the astaci is of a greenish brown in those of
the rivers (craw-fish), and of a reddish brown, spotted with
blue, or some other colour, in those of the sea. But·whatever
be their colour during life, it always becomes a deep red by
boiling or the action ofacids. The common lobster, however,
sometimes occurs red in the living state. A specimen, which
was caught on the coast of Norway, was lately presented by
the editor to the British Museum: it was alive, perfectly red,
and had all the appearance of having been boiled.

One of the most astonishing facts which the history of the
astaci, and probably ofalmost all the other crustacea, presents
to our observation, is the regeneration of their claws and feet
when broken or tom oft" by any accident. There are even
some species whose limbs are so slightly attached, that it is
sufficient to touch them, to put them near the fire, or even
simply to inspire an apprehension of danger into the animals.
to determine the latter to abandon them in part or altogether.
This fact is so generally known, that no person has ever
thought of casting a doubt upon it. The ancientlt, at least
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Aristotle and Pliny, make mention of it ; but it haa only been
in later times that any explanation of it haa been attempted.

The time necessary to the reproduction of the new legs is
not fixed: they grow faster in proportion as the season is
more hot, and the animal is better nourished. VariollS cir-
CUDlStaDceS, again, render this reproduction more or less
prompt: one of the most essential is the place in which the
rupture has been made.

If the limb of a crab or lobster has been broken during the
aummer season, and that in a day or two after the changes
that have taken place be examined, we shall find a reddish
sort of membrane covering the flesh. In four or five days this
membrane assumes a convex surface, like the segment of a
sphere; afterwards it becomes conical, and is elongated more
and more, in proportion as the foot which pushes it from
underneath is developed. Finally, the membrane is tom, and
the leg appears: it is soft at first, but in a few days becomes
covered with a shell aa hard as that of the old one. It now
wants nothing but thickness and length, which it acquires in
time, for with each change of skin it augments in a more rapid
proportion than the feet which are at their full growth.

Reallmur has attempted to explain the causes of this repro
duction of parts in the astaci. He inquires, if at the base of
each leg there may not be a provision of new legs, as in chil
dren there is a tooth under the milk-tooth, which is one day
destined to fall? if a lobster can repair the loss of its limbs to
an indefinite extent, or if after a·certain number ofreproduc
tions it be capable of no more? with some other questions of
the same kind. It is perfectly obvious that all these are mere
conjectures, on which experiment throws no light, and con
cerning which we shall in all probability ever remain in
obscurity.

The anteDWll, antennulre, and jaws, regerminate in the same
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manner as the feeL But this is not the case with the tail, any
more than in the crabs.

The crustacea which live for many years, and appear to
increase in bulk during their whole life, are invested, as has
been already said, with a solid crust, incapable of distension
without being broken, and consequently calculated to put an
insunnountable obstacle to their growth. if nature had not
provided a means, by the moulting or changing of this crust,
whicb, iCIess surprising than the reproduction of individual
parts, is not less worthy of the meditations of the observers of
nature.

Wben at tbe end of spring the birth of a multitude of ani
mals has furnisbed prey for the crustacea, easy to procure,
when they find tbemselves too much confiued in tbeir ancient
envelope, there is found between their testa and their flesh an
empty interval, which increases, so much so, that if at this
period their back be pressed with the finger, it will be found
to bend perceptibly-, and a little after they are to be found
with a soft skin, and the remains of the old one are to be seen
in the neighbourhood.

These facts have been known from all time; but it is again
to Reaumur that we are indebted for having them confirmed
by direct experiment.

Wben we inspect the spoil of an astacus, nothing is want·
ing to the completion of its exterior. Even the cartilage
which serves to the movement of the mobile finger is to be
found there. Each hair was a sheath whi.ch covered another
hair. The lower articulations of the limbs, which are smaller
than the upper, are divided into two in their length, by a
suture which separates in the operation, but which is not
observed while the animal is living.

The chemical analysis of the testa of the astaci proves that
its composition is gelatine united to calcareous earth: the only
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difFerence between it and that of the mollusca is, that in the
laUer there is much calcareous earth, and but little gelatine;
and in the former there is much gelatine, and but little calca
reous earth.

The astacns being thus left covered with a 50ft membrane,
does not, however, 19n9 remain in this state: the skin within
four and twent)' hours often assumes all the consistence of the
old one. The general period, however, for this to take place
is from two to three days.

The astaci, ready to moult, have always two stones, which
are placed at the sides of the stomach, bnt which are no longer
to be seen in those which have moulted. It appears that
these stones are destined to furnish the matter, or a portion of
the matter of the testa; for, if on the day after the moulting,
when the testa ill as yet but half hardened, an astacus be
opened, it will be remarked that those stones are diminished
one half. If opened on the third day, but a mere atom will
be visible, and afterwards no trace of them whatsoever. This
method, employed by nature to consolidate promptly the
envelope of an animal exposed, while naked, to 80 many
dangers, i. extremely worthy of observation.

Reaumur has measured astaci before and after the moulting,
and bas attained the proof that they augment about one-fifth
in bulk. He does not say that this augmentation is the same
at all ages; but it seems probable that it gradually diminishes,
hence it may be concluded that these animals grow slowly,
and the reporta of fishermen confirm the supposition.

The fresh-water astaci principally delight in the running
and gravelly waters of the mountains. They are also found in
lakes and ponds; but there their flesh, unless these collec
tions ofwaters be augmented by neighbouring sources, is nol so
good. They conceal themselves, during the day, in holes
which they excavate, or under stones, the roots of trees, &c.

It is extremely difficult to stock a stream with astaci, and
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still more a reservoir, in which there have been none before.
Few aquatic animals are more delicate respecting the nature
of the water in which they are to li'l"e ; after being transported
in this way, they have been observed to come out of the
water and die upon land. It is especially when they are
taken from running water, and put into stagnant, that this
phenomenon is observed, although thiR water be not mortal to
them, since they are often naturally to be found therein.
The only waters which are really mortal to them, are those
which are in an actual state of putrefaction.

The astaci, like all the other cmstacea, live only upon
animal substances. It is most probably in consequence of
incorrect observation, that they have been said to eat veget
abIes; every thing in the animal way is to their taste, whether
living or in a state of cormption. In case of famine, and
especially when they change skin, they will eat one another.
Small fish, small mollusca, the larvae of insects, and e,"ery
thing that is drowned in the waters, form the basis of tbeir
subsistence in the summer season. They remain during the
entire winter without eating, or almost without eating any
thing. They have, as enemies, almost all the animals which
frequent the waters, or which constantly inhabit there, sucb
as otters, water-rats, aquatic birds. voracious fishes, and even
the larvmofinsects. Nevertheless, as they multiply greatly,
and the number of their enemies diminishes as they advance
in age, that is to say, when they acquire strength, it is suf
ficient to avoid fishing for some years, in a stream nearly ex
hausted of them, and to keep watch upon the otters and
herons, to have as many there as in the first instance.

The sea astaci are fond of rocky coasts, and rocks. in the
fissures of which they can conceal themselves. They are
found in almost all seas, and are by no means rare npon the
coasts of Europe. Some individuals attain to a gigantic size;
not a few have been seen three feet in length.
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The fishing for the river astaci is carried on in varions ways.
The most common consists in merely taking them by day
with the hand, in the holes, and under the stones, where they
conceal themselves; or during the night with flambeaux,
when they are seeking their food. The most agreeable
method, and that by which the finest are procured, is the one
in which baits are.employed. I.<'or this purpose a net is at
tached to an iron circle, or any other heavy matter, and in the
middle of this net a piece of meat is fixed; the circle is
attached to a long stick by means of three pack-threads; it is
put into the water at dusk, the time in which the astaci quit
their holes; it is not long before they are seen running at the
odour, or the sight of the meat, on which they fling themselves
with the greatest avidity. Then the stick is raised, the net
withdrawn, and the largest are selected. This fishing often
produces very abundant results. Sometimes this plan is
modified by placing the meat at the centre of a faggot of
thorns; the astaci, desirous of attacking it, get entangled in
the branches, and when the faggot is raised, there are some
times several do~ens inside. It is principally in summer that
this manner of fiahin.J; is advantageous.

The astaci may be preserved many d3J's, when the
weather is not too hot, in baskets, in which fresh plants are
placed, or in a bucket, or trough, in which there is water f:o
some depth; ifonly sufficient should be left to cover them, they
would perish in a few moments, because the great consump
tion of air which they make, would not permit them to live
in water which was not in considerable mass, or continually
removed.

The sea astaci are seldom eaten, but when boiled in sea
water, and then seasoned with oil, vinegar, and pepper. But
those of the fresh water are transformed, on the tables of the
rich, into a great number of viands.

In cooking them, we are told, they are obliged to be put
13
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before the fire in cold water, while alive, for were they to be
thrown into the liquor already boiling, the moment they felt
the strong impression of the heat, they would break their
claws, the preservation of which is a necessary condition in
the art of cooking them. When put to the fire in the cold
water, they seem to perish without feeling any pain intense
enough to cause violent movement or agitation.

In the large rivers of Russia, 8uch as the Don and the
Volga, there are astaci of prodigious size, which are never
fished but for the sake of getting the stones above mentioned.
When a certain quantity have been taken, they are heaped
together to cause them to rot, and when their decomposition
is almost complete, they are washed with water. The stones,
as being the most heavy, fall to the bottom. These stones,
which, for many ages, have enjoyed a very high reputation,
and which are still considerabl)· sought after in countries
where prejudice and superstition predominate, are no longer
esteemed in Europe, but as a little bit of chalk, and if it may
still be found in the shops of some apothecaries, it is merely
from a remnant of ancient custom.

The various species of sea astaci have vulgar names, dif
fering from the scientific, in consequence of an error of LiD
nreus. Thus the lobster, (komara, in French) is not the
cancer kama"" of this naturalist, but the cancer marin,,".
The caflCer kamanu is a part of the genus Palinunu, of
which we shall presently speak.

We shall next briefly notice that very curious genus the
PAGURUS.

The Greeks named generically carcinion, the parasite cros
tacea, which lodge themselves in the empty shells of the
mollusca, and the Latins designated these same animals under
a synonymous name canceUi. Aldrovandus, Gesner, Rondelet,
Swammerdam, and other modem naturalists, preserve this last
denomination; but Fabricius has bestowed that of Pagurus
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upon this genus, a name by which the ancients designated a
sort of crab, or one of the brachyurous crustacea. The in
habitants of the maritime coasts oC France, who are also ac
quainted with the habit which these animals have of enclosing
themselves in univalve shells which they find empty, call
them hermit8, or 8oldier8, because they compare this shell,
which serves them as a dwelling, to the cell of a hermit, or the
sentry-box of a soldier. Linnlllus placed them in the genus
cancer, but they have been ascertained strictly to belong to
the macrourous decapods.

Aristotle had already mentioned the fact, that the shell
serving 88 an habitation to the carcinion, or pagurus, was not
ofits own formation; that it had possessed itself of it after the
death of the molluscous animal which had formed it; and that
ita body was not adherent to it, as is that of the last mentioned
animal. Belon, Rondelet, and many other naturalists, had
confirmed these facts; Swammerdam has, nevertheless, pre
tended, contrary to so many and such well founded authori
ties, that the pagurus was born with its shell, and that it even
posseMe<i the faculty of enlarging it, in proportion to its own
growth. It is positively known, that on its issuing from the
egg, ita body is naked or without a shell; that its form does
not then essentially differ from that which it presents in the
adult state; and, finally, that it is without the mantle and the
secretory or~, which nature has accorded to the mollnsca for
the formation of their shells.

It has also been falsely advanced, that the pagurus puts to
death the natural proprietor of the shell in which it is de
sirous of establishing itself. It only takes possession of one
that is empty; and that the posterior extremity of its body
may fasten there, it always selects one, the summit of which
finishes in a spiral. It is but once a year, at the period
of moulting, that, its body, having increased in bulk so as
to be too much confined in its domicile, it is obliged to

VOl•• XUf. X
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choose another more spacious. For this purpose it enters
successively, and backwards, into almost all the empty shella
with which it meets. It endeavours to discover that in which
the hinder part of its body will be most at ease; and unless it
be favoured by chance, it is frequently unable to lodge itselC
until after many trials and examinations.

In their youth, these crustacea sink down almost entirely in
their shells, and scarcely can the extremity of their feet be
perceived; but when more advanced in age, and increased in
bulk, their claws and the two or four following feet always
show themselves, in a great measure, outside. When their
pincers are of a very unequal size, the largest often closes the
entrance of the shell, in the manner of a lid. The same s~
cies of pagurus lodges in univalve shells of different species,
and even of different genera. "But," says Olivier, "what
appears to us not to have been sufficiently observed, though
well worthy of observation, is, whether the same individual,
on quitting its shell now become too small for it, proceeds
constantly to lodge in a shell similar to the first; whether
it confines itself to certain species of the same genns; or
takes indifferently all which present themselves, no matter to
what species they may appertain. Might it not be possible
that the individual which at first inhabits a buccinum, and
in which its body is in some sort modelled, could not after
wards lodge conveniently but in another buccinum, and that
it would find itself incommoded or constrained if it wished to

fix. itself in a murex or a tonna i" It does not, however,
appear, according to the opinion of this skilful naturalist, that
the form of the body of the pagurus is intimately adapted to
that of the cavity of its dwelling; for, were it so, the indivi
duals of the same species of pagurus, inhabiting shells of
divers species, would also present notable differences, which
has not been remarked, and which even cannot take place,
since the trunk, although of a consistence less solid than that
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or the other crustacea, is nevertheleu capable of a certain
degree of resistance, and that a change in its external form
would induce others in the principal organs of life. The em·
barraasment of these crustacea in choosing their retreats would
be still greater, and they would be too much exposed to
perish if they were obliged to lodge in shells analogous to
those which they had abandoned. All the conditions which
nature seems to require are, that the sheIla shall be univalve,
of a capacity proportioned to that of the bulk of the body of
the pagurus; that they should be turbinated at their extre
mity; and that their mouth or aperture should be accomm~
dated to the form, to the thickness, and to the action of the
ClaW8, and of the anterior feet of the parasite animal. It
moves and walks at the bottom of the sea, or on the shore, by
means or its organs of locomotion, and by the pincers of ita
claws it seizes the little marine animals 'on which it feeds.

When menaced with any danger, it retires, as far as is pos
sible, into the interior of its dwelling, and does not show itself
nntillong after the peril has ceased. When seized, it is said
to otter a little cry; bot it resists all efforts which can be
made to draw it out or its shell, and this cannot be done until
after its death. The moments devoted by the paguri to the
catching of their prey, those of their amours, and the periods
of their change of domicile, are to them times of crisis and
danger: they have then to dread a crowd of enemies which
devoor them, and particularly the fish, which are very eager
in their pursuit. These crustacea. according to the testi
moDy of Belon, furnish even an excellent bait to take the
fiah which frequent the rocks, or which approach the shore.

Bot all the paguri do not live in the sea. Le Pere Nichol
IOD, in his Essay on the Natura! History of 81. Domingo,
describes a species which inhabits the dry places of the sea
shores, and of the hills; which, when plunged into the water,
and even into the fresh water, uses every effort to get out,

x2
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perishes there in a short time. and which inhabits univah"e
terrestrial shells. These last being more rare than the
marine shells, the animal does not enjoy the same advantages
as the sea-paguri. It is not always in its power to choose. and
its habitation is less convenient. This fact corroborates the
reflections made above on the passage quoted from Olivier.

Mange. who visited some of the Antilles. and who collected
there a great number ofanimals, informed M. Latreille. that he
found land paguri escape him. at the moment in which he
was about to seize tliem. by rolling with their shells from the
top of the rocks, or of elevated places, to the bottom. This
species is probably identical with that of Pere Nicholson.

According to M. Bosc. there is in the islands of America a
very large pagurus. which lives habitually on land. and which
only goes to the sea to lay its eggs, and afterwards seeks a new
shell, with which it retumsinto the mountains and the woods,
where it habitually resides. When it is taken, it utters a
little cry, and endeavours to pinch the hands. The inhabit
ants eat it, and derive from its body a yellowish oil, which
they esteem a sOvereign remedy in rheumatic cases. The
shell of the same animal yields them, through the medium of
fire, about half a table spoonful of clear water. which these
people consider as an excellent cure {or the pustules produced
upon the skin by the juice of the mancenilla.

It is believed that the paguri issue forth pretty generally
from their shells when they proceed in search of their prey.
But may they not secure it without employing such a method.
and are not their claws. as well as their other front feet, suffi
cient for this purpose r It appears more certain that they
quit their houses at the period of their amours. otherwise it
would be impossible to explain, according to the position of
the sexual organs. how these animals could have intercourse.
The authors, such as Aristotle, Belon. Ulloa. &c. who ha\"e
asserted that they issue from their shells to seek their subsis-
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tence, must have seen them under this particular circum
stance. According to the report of the last-mentioned writer,
the pagurus, which has for a short time quitted its shell, runs
fast, when any danger threatens, back to the place where it
has left it, re-enters it quickly, going backwards, endeavours
to close its entrance against the enemy, and defends itselfwith
its claws. According to him, its bite produces for two days
the same effect as the sting of the scorpion; but the pincers
of the pagurus, being similar to those of the other decapod
crustacea, cannot act in a different manner, and like them can
produce nothing but a pressure, more or less strong, on the
body which they have seized.

Some authors have spoken of the combats in which the
paguri engage for the possession of a shell: it does not always
faIl to the lot of the conqueror; for, during the struggle, ano
ther individual has sometimes the address to possess himself
of the object in dispute.

Other crustacea, which are placed in the same genus, but
little known. and some of which perhaps do not belong to it,
have no need of tlheIls, and make their retreat in the holes of
rocks, in sponges, in the tubes of the serpulw; others remain,
as is reported, in the sand.

Like the other decapod crustacea, the females of the paguri
carry their eggs under the tail, and attached to small barbed
nets, or to the false. feet ; but it appears that these oviferous
appendages occupy but one of the sides of the tail. Accord
ing to M. Risso, these animals lay eggs two or three times a
year, and always approach the sea shore where a collection pf
little empty shells is accumulated, so that the young ones may
choose, as soon as they are born, a suitable retirement. After
their first growth, they possess themselves of columbellw, of
tupire, of fresh water shells, which have been carried into
the sea; afterwards, of buccina, of cerithire, and of rocks.
Whether they walk upon the rocks outside the water, or draw
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themselves into this fluid itself, their antennHl and their palpi
are in continual motion. The same obselTer informs us, that
they live in society, and that when dead bodies approach
them, they are heaped one upon the other to dispute for the
pieces.

Their flesh is of no use for eating, but ushermen occasionally
employ it as hait. Some large species of America and the East
Indies are nevertheless sought after for the flavour of their
flesh. Seba tells us that the pagurWllatro is good for eating,
and that its entrails especially, being properly dressed, COD

stitute an agreeable food. Linneus says, on the contrary,
that it is only good for eating when those parts are removed.
According to Rochefort, they are sometimes eaten by the in
habitants of the Antilles.

It is only in the summer that these animals can be observed.
They are, during winter, remote from oor coasts, or they keep
themselves concealed there. They are extended into all parts
of the globe, but more particularly in the equatorial regions.
It is there that the largest individuals are found.

The PALINURI have very strong relations with astacus, and
indeed are sometimes termed gigantic lobsters. The palinurus
of the European seas is sought after as a delicate meat, espe
cially from the month of May to that of August. The females
at this time, having not yet laid their eggs, are preferred to

the males. Their eggs, which are named coral, form in the
interior of the body two elongated masses, of the thickness of
the tube of a quill, of a very fine red, diverging towards
their two apertures, and situated one on each side, near
the basis of their intermediate feet. These eggs are very
small on issuing from the body of the mother; but they
grow insensibly during the twenty days in which they remain
attached to the leaflets of the under part of the tail. After
this time, they are all detached, together with their envelopes.
They are often found fixed against the rocks, or wandering,
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and carried along by the waves. Fifteen days are still re
quired before the young palinurus iB8ues from its egg. The
female, according to Aristotle, folds back the broad part of her
tail to compress the eggs, at the moment when they issue
from the body, and elongates the inferior leaflets, so that they
may receive and retain them. This is her first laying. The
females, after the second, or that in which they get rid of all
the rest of their eggs, are thin, and but little esteemed, and the
males are then in greater requesL Coupling takes place at
the commencement of spring, and then more males are caught
than females, while the latter are, OD the contrary, more
abundant on the coasts at the end of spring and the com
mencement of summer. Aristotle also describes the moulting,
which he had well observed, and says that it takes place in
spring, and sometimes in autumn. These crustacea abandon
ODr shores towards the end of this last season, or on the
approach of winter, gain the high sea, and proceed to conceal
themselves in the clefts or caverns of the rocks. It is there
also that they change skin. They seldom frequent any but
rocky or stony places, live there on fish and divers marine
animals, and attain, after some years, to the length of a foot,
measured from the head to the e1:tremity of the tail. In
some places, but little favourable to fishing, these crustacea,
being less exposed, and more tranquil, may live a very long
time, and acquire a very large size; some have been observed
nearly three feet in length.

M. Risso tells us, that the males seek their females in
April and in August; that in coupling the two sexes are face
to face, and press so strongly, that they are separated with
difficulty, even when they are out of the water; and that the
eggs descend along the belly, and issue forth through the
an1l8o

This naturalist informs us, that on the coasts of Nice they
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fish for the palinuri with what we call bow-nets or tDeeh.
They put in cages of osier the feet of sepim burnt, with small
fishes, crabs, &c. They let them down during the night into
rocky places, from fifty to two hundred fathoms deep, and
they take in the morning the palinuri which are found there.
Their weight is sometimes very considerable. The fishermen
are persuaded that they have more flesh at the full moon than
at any other time. The extreme fecundity of these crustacea
compensates for the great consumption which is made of them
for the table.

In the maritime to1\"11S, they are brought to market still
alh"e; but they are always cooked when they are to be sent
to any great distance, because they die in a short time after
they have been taken out of the water, and their 1lesh quickly
putrifies, especially in summer.

We have figured two undescribed species of decapod crus
tacea belonging to the Porcellanm of the text. The first

Porcellalla hirBUta, is red-brown, rugulose, velvety; the legs
and abdomen fringed with long hairs; the carpus above flat,
rugulose, front edge with five acute triangular teeth, the
hinder edge with a series of conical, incuned, short spines ;
the front edge of the claw is crenulate at the base; the fore
head is triangular, bent down, with a small spine over the front
edge of each eye.

The other PorceUana, which is named polita, by Gray, is
purplish-brown, much polished, and punctulate; the carpoa
above is flat, the front edge has three long serrated teeth ; the
hinder edge has a spiny ridge near the end; the forehead
is triangular, produced, with the margin rather concave.

To these we have added a figure of the megalope 6cvlpta of
Leach, and the megalope maculata of the same naturalist, both
of which are yellowish white, and were taken in the Gulph of
Guinea.
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We shall now take leave of the decapod order of r.rustacea,
by a brief notice of the pratmU/ and 8krimp8, PAL.EMON and
CRANGON.

The latter are very distinct from the former by several cha
racters. They are, as is well known, in great estimation for
the table, and they are also used as bait in fishing. Their
ordinary movements are forward, and byjumps; but when they
fear any danger, they escape by running backwards. They
live on little animal!!, which they seize with their claws, and
on snch as are dashed by the waves against the rocks; but
they are themselves the prey of a great number of marine
fishes, aquatic birds, echini, asterilll, &c. Their flesh is less
esteemed than that of the prawns or pallilmon. with which
they have often been confounded.

The palttmOfl8, or prawns, a.ppear to belong to the division
of decapod crnstacea, which the Greeks named KaN, and
the Latins have rendered by the word Squilla. They must,
however, be carefully distinguished from the squilla of Fa
bricius, which belongs to the order of Stomapods. They are
marine crustacea, which in the summer frequeut the months of
rivers; they are also found in salt and brackish marshes; they
are fished for by means of a net, in the form of a sac, attached
squarely to the end of a pole, or with large nets with close
meshes, which are thrown to a distance into the sea, and
which bring back innumerable quantities of them to the shore.
As these animals approach very closely to the beach, it is
so1licient, if the first means be employed, to enler into the
water as far as the waist; to plunge the net there, and to drag
it before one in returning to land.

Olivier tells us, that in the Levant they salt the large
species, which they preserve in large baskets, constructed
principally of the leaves of the palm-tree, and that they are
sent in thiA state to Constantinople, Smyrna, and into all the
towns ofTurkey, where the Greeks and Armenians consume a
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great quantity of them during their Lent, and other days of
abstinence; but these species. for the most part, belong to
the genus PenfBUIJ.

The flesh of these crustacea is tender, sweet, agreeable, and
regarded as a nutritive aliment, and easy of digestion. The
use of it is recommended to persons attacked with marasmns,
or threatened with pulmonary consumption. A great quantity
of them is caught in the mouths of the Seine, the Loire, Uld
the Gamnne. "The mode in which they are cooked there,"
says M. Bose, "is by putting them on the fire, with salt and
vinegar." Every part of them may be eaten, in consequence
of the thinness of the testa. The flesh of these animals corrupts
very speedily after their death, which takes place almost on
their issuing from the water, and the odour which they then
exhale, is, like that of other crustacea in the same state,
of the most insupportable kind. They must, therefore, be
cooked immediately, to preserve them for some days. The
females, when they are charged with eggs, which takes place
in spring, are more esteemed and more delicate. These cros
tacea are also employed in line-fishing, and in some places,
as in the United States, according to M. Bose. this is the 01111
use which is made of them.

Several fish are extremely fond of them, and devour a pro
digious quantity. Accordingly they repair in great numben
to the COBats, and the mouths of rivers, a little time after the
arrival of the prawns, and afterwards disappear with them, 011
the return of fine weather.

Nature compensates for the destruction of these crnstacea,
by a prodigious fecundity. The females lay thousands of
eggs, and the species is preserved. These little animals, be
sides, swim with so much celerity, that many of them escape
from the pursuit of their enemies. They usually proceed
forward, and swim by means of the false fin-like feet which
they have under the tail; but in danger they accelerate their

13
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movements, vary their direction, going sideways and back
wards, especially by means of the leaflets of the extremity of
their tail. which, fonning a fan. appear to be more particu
larly destined to strike the water in front, and to carry the
body backwards. The two scales with which their external
antennlB ue accompanied, are also nseful to them under
these circumstances. The sort of rostrum, or advanced and
denticnlated bill, which their front presents, is probably a
defensive weapon; but we cannot believe, with Rondelet, that
it is capable of stopping fish of small bulk, and still less of
killing them.

With respect to the order of STOMAPODA, we have very
little to say. They are all marine, and inhabit, in preference,
the countries situated between the tropics, and do not ascend
beyond the temperate zones. M. Latreille, though he has
seen a great number of individuals, has never met with one
that carried eggs. Their habits are totally unknown; only,
that it is without doubt, that those which are provided with
claws, make use of them to seir;e their prey, after the manner
of those ortboptera called mantia. In consequence of this
conformity. these Stomapods have been called, '00 mantes.
According to the evidence of M. Risso, they remain at great
depths, on the sandy and muddy bottoms, and couple in
spring; but some other stomapods less favoured as to nata
tory appendages, having, moreover, the body very much
Satted, and much more extended in surface, live habitually
at the smf'ace of the waters, and move th~re very slowly.

In the order AMPBIPODA. which is composed of the genus
GAMMA-RUS, the crustacea called PHRONIMA present a re
markable peculiarity. They are small animals, which have
for their domicile the interior of the body of divers soft
radiata, such as the meduslB; "Similar," says M. Risso,
.. to the argonauts and carinaritB. these crustacea may be
seen when the waters are calm, voyaging along in those living
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wherries, without giYiug themselves the trouble to swim;
nevertheless, when they are desirous of diving, they re--enter
their dwelling, and suffer themselves to fall by the mere effect
of their weighL These animals, which live on animalculre,
do not show themselves at the surface of the water, until the
end of spring, and remain in the somewhat muddy depths,
during the rest of the year. Their mode of propagation is yet
unknown; bnt it is certain that they do not carry their eggs
on one of their sides, like the paguri, though, like these, they
have the habit of lodging in the spoils of living bodies.

The T ALITRI, according to M. Risso, remain in troops, and
conceal themselves in the plants which the sea heaps upon
the shore. Their number is always very considerable in the
places which they frequent. and the rapid leap which they
make at the moment when they move, caWies them easily to
be remarked.

M. Boac informs us, that the talitri, unlike gammarus pro
per. are oftener out of the water than in, at least during the
summer months. They love to remain upon the line of the
ordinary tides, that is, in places which are covered with water
only at the Bow. Every time, that on divers maritime coasts,
both in Europe and America, he removed the stones, or the
debris thrown out by the sea, under which these little crus

tacea remain during the day, sheltered from the sun, and in a
humidity necessary to their existence, he obse"ed that they
made their escape with much activity, so that out of many
huudreds which presented themselves to view, he could
scarcely catch above two or three individuals. To execute
these active movements, they bend back, under their body,
the appeudages of their tail, and then let them go at will,
exactly like the pod"ra among the insects. They give, if we
may employ such an expression, continual fillips to the ground
on which they are placed.

The talitri li,"e on animals smaller than themselves, or on
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dead bodies cast on shore by the waves; they are themselves
also the prey of several fishes and aquatic birds; they also
form an excellent bait for taking small fishes by the line.
Like the other crnslacea, they change skin in summer, an
operation which they execute very promptly. "The males,"
says :M:. Bose, carry their females, which are smaller than
themselves, between their feet, and this burthen does not
hinder them from leaping," According to M. Risso, the
females lay several times in the year, a fact, which, however,
appears to need furtber confirmation. They carry their eggs
under the seales of the breast, and when the young are dis
closed, they remain there until they are strong enough to seek
their food themselves.

In the subgenus COROPHIUIlrI, a very curious species is
the longicome. This is called perngs on the coasts of La
Rochelle: it lives in holes which it forms in the mud. The
animal does not begin to appear until the commencement of
May. It carries on a continual war against the nereids, the
ampbinomle, the arenicolre, and other marine annelides, which
make their dwelling in the same places. There is nothing
more curious than to see, at the rising of the tide, myriads of
these crustacea agitating themselves in all directions, striking
the mud with their long arms, and thinning it for the purpose
of discovering their prey. When they find one of these anne
lides, often ten or twenty times larger than themselves, they
unite for the purpose of attacking and devouring it. They do
not give over their carnage until they have smoothed and
thoroughly searched all the mud and slime. The muscle
fishers even pretend that they cut the threads which retain
these shell·fish, so as to make them fall into the mud, and
then that they devour them. They appear to multiply during
the whole of the fine season, since females are found at dif
ferent times charged with eggs. The grallle and many fishes
devour them in their turn.
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On the habits of the order L..t:lIrIODIPODA., we have nothing
of any interest to insert.

On those of the ISOPOD order, there is but little to add to
the text.

We shall first notice ONISCUS, the subgenus proper of
which name is the type of the order, and is composed of the
little animals commonly called wood-lice, in this country, and
Cloporte8 in France.

The name cluportides, or orai,cides, is given by M. Latreille
to a group which comprehends the onisetu of LinDreus, re

spiring the air in an immediate manner, or which have gills,
analogous, as to their properties, to the lungs of vertebrated
animals. These crustacea, with the exceptiOD of ligia, are
all terrestrial, and if plunged into the water, will perish there,
after a greater or less time.

The onisci are, in general, very small crustacea, which sel
dom appear during the day. They usually remain in humid
places, under stones, in the clefts of walls, in cellars, and
often bury themselves in the earth. They appear to dread
the light and heat of the 8un. They walk slowly j but when
they are pursued, they endeavour to save thelD8elves by flight,
and then they run tolerably fast.

They feed on different substances, attack and gnaw fruits of
all kinds which have fallen to the earth, and also eat the
leaves of plants. Degeer haa observed small onisci devour
a large one of their own species, which had been shnt up with
them, which proves that they are carnivorous.

The females lay eggs which disclose the young, as it were,
in their bodies; they carry them in a sort of oval sac, slender
and flexible, placed underneath their body, and extending
from the head towards tbe fifth pair of feet. When the YOUDg
are entirely formed, to give them a free issue, the mother
opens the sac, or ovary, in which are formed one longitudinal
cleft, and three transverse ones i then the little ones issue

•
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forth in a crowd, pressing one against the other, and after they
have gone out, the mother closes the ovary. According
to some writers. these cmstacea are oviparous; but Geoffroy
appears disposed to believe them oviparous and viviparous;
that is, not that the living young are formed in the body of
the mother, but the eggs; and instead of excluding these ex
ternally, she makes them pass into a sort of membranaceo1l8
pouch, which she has under the body, that there she hatches
them, as it were, until these young ones being completely
formed, issue forth from this pouch.

The 00pyru8 cymothoe, and some others of this order, are
parasitical. The former inhabit the head of the palamum
8IJUilla; those of the latter genus live altogether at the ex
pence of fishes, whose blood they suck. The fish appear not
to mind them; but they are not numerous in any individual.



SECOND GENERAL DIVISION.

THE ENTOMOSTRACA, Mull.

Under this denomination, fonned from the Greek, and sig
nifying insects withshells, Otho Frederick MUller comprehends
the genus monoculus of Linnreus, to which we must add some
of his lerncea:. His researches on these animals, the study of
which is so much the more difficult, as they are for the most
part microscopic, and those of Schretfer and J urine the elder,
have excited the admiration and merit the acknowledgment of
all naturalists. Other, but more partial labours, such as those
of Ramdohr, Straus, Hennan the younger, Jurine the younger,
Adolphe Brogniart, Victor Audouin, and Milne Edwards, have
extended Oill- knowledge of these animals, especially in anatD

mical points; but in this respect, M. Straus,-though antici
pated, as well as the elder Jurine, as to many important facts
of organization by Ramdobr, whose memoir on the monoculi,
published in 1805, they do not seem to know,-has surpassed
them all. Fabricius has confined himself to the adoption of
the genus limulus of Mliller, which he has placed in his class
of Kleistagnatha, or our family of brachyura, order decapoda.
All the other entomostraca are united, as in the Linnman sys
tem, into a single genus, that ofmonoculus, which he places in
his class of polygonata, or our isopoda.

These animals are all aquatic, and for the most part in
habit the fresh waters. Their feet, the number of which "aries,
and in some exceeds an hundred, are in general adapted only
for swimming, and sometimes ramified or divided, sometimes
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furnished with pinnulle, or composed of lamellate articula
tions. 1.'beir brain is formed but of one or two lobules. The
heart has always the form of a long vessel. The gills, com
posed of hairs or setre, either isolated or joined together like
beards, combs, or aigrettes, constitute a part of these feet, or
of a certain number of them, and sometimes of the mandibles
or of the upper jaws. (See Cypri,.) Hence is the origin ofthe
word braTlchioporla, which we have applied to these animals,
of which at first we had formed but a single order. Almost aU
of them hlive a ~sta, or shell, composed of one or two pieces,
very thin, and most frequently nearly membranaceous and
diaphanous, or at least they have a large anterior thoracic
segment, often confounded with the head, and appearing to
be a substitute for the testa. The teguments are generally
rather corneous than calcareous; which approximates these
animals to the insects and arachnida. In those which are pro
Tided with the usual jaws, the lower or exterior ones are always
uncovered, all the jaw-feet performing the office of feet pro
perly so called, and none of them being attached to the mouth.
The second jaws, those of the phyllopoda, at most, excepted,
even resemble these latter organs. J urine bas sometimes de
signated them under the name of hands.

Such are the characters which distinguish the grinding or
masticating entomostraca from the malacostraca; the other
entomostraca, those which compose our order of precilopoda,
cannot be confounded with the malacostraca, because they are
destitute of organs adapted for mastication, or because the
parts which appear to serve as jaws are not assembled an
teriorly, and preceded by a labrum, as in the foregoing crus
tacea and the masticating insects, but simply formed by the
haunches of the locomotile organs furnished for this pur
pose with small spines. The plecilopoda represent in this
class those which in that of the insects are distinguished under
the name of mctoria. They are all parasite, and seem to

VOL. XIII. Y
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conduct by gradual shades to the lemrere; but the presence of
eyes, the faculty of changing skin, or even of undergoing a
sort of metamorphosis, the power of being able to transport
themselves from one place to another by means of the feet,
appear to us to establish a positive line of "demarcation be
tween these last animals and the preceding. We have con
sulted with respect to these transformations, different well
informed naturalists, who have had frequent occasions of ob
serving the lemrem, and· none have ever witnessed any
change of skin among them. It is true, indeed, that the
yOllng ofdaphnire, and of some other neighbouring subgenera,
those probably also of cypris, and of cytherea, on issuing
from the egg, scarcely differ from their parents, except as to
size; but those of cyclops, of phyllopus, of argula, undergo
notable changes in their early age, either in the form of the
body, or the number of the feet. In some, such as the argulre,
these organs even undergo transformations, which modify
their uses.

The antennre of the entomostraca, the form and number
of which vary much, answer, in many of these animals, the
purpose of swimming. 'Ine eyes are very rarely supported on
a. pedicle, and when they are, this pedicle is but a. la.teral
elonga.tion of the head, and never articulated at its base.
They are often very closely a.pproximated together, and often
compose but a. single eye. The organs of generation are silo
ated at the origin of the tail; and it is erroneously thai
the antennre of some males have been considered as the seat
of tbem. This tail is never terminated by a. fan-like fin, and
does not present those false fee~ which we ha.ve observed in
the malacostraca.. The final feet, indeed-if we except the
pbyllopoda-are thoracic, or ja.w-feet. The eggs are accumu
lated under the back, or they are external, and under a com
mon envelope, in the form ofone or two small clusters, situated
at the base of the tail. It appears that they may be pre-
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served a long time in a state of desiccation, without losing
their vital properties. At most, it is not until after the third
moulting, that these animals become adult and capable of re
production. In the case ofsome of them, it has been verified.
that a single act of sexual intercourse can fecundate several
successive generations.

We shall here close our supplement on the Crustacea in
general, and on the first principal section of that class, the
Malacostraca in particular, and shall now proceed to the
translation of the Entomastraca.

y2



THE FIRST ORDER OF ENTOMOSTRACA,
OR SIXTH OF THE CLASS OF CRUSTACEA.

THE BRANCHIOPODA.

The characters of tbis order are, a mouth composed of a
labrum, of two mandibles, of a ligula, and of one or two pain
ofjaws; gills---or the first oftbese organs, when there are se-

veral-always anterior. .
These crustacea are invariably erratic, generally covered

by a testa in tbe form of a shield, or of a bivalve shell, and
provided with four or two antennm. Their feet, with some
few exceptions, are solely adapted for swimming. The num
ber of their feet varies; in some it is only six, in others, from
twenty to forty-two, or even more than a hundred. Many of
tbese animals have but a single eye.

The majority of thesecrust&cea, being, as we have already
observed, almost microscopical, it is obvious that the applica
tion of one of the characters which we have hitherto em
ployed, namely the presence or absence of mandibulary palpi,
would, under such circumstances, present difficulties almost
insurmountable. 'Ve shall, however, place at the head of the

. entomosuaca, all the branchiopoda whose mandibles are pro
vided with palpi. They will compose the first two divisions
of the Ioph!Jt'opa; but the form and the number of the feet,
number of the eyes, and the testa, will furnish us with charac
ters more easily to be employed, and more within the reach
of general observation.

The order of the branchiopoda in the methods of Degeer,
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Fabricios, and of LinDmus, was composed, with the omission
of a single species (M. PolyphemUlJ), only of the genus

MONOCULUS, Linn. • ,

Which we shall divide into two principal sections.
The first, that of LOPHYROPA., is distinguished by the num

ber of the feet, which never exceeds ten. Their articulatioDs,
besides, are more or less cylindrical or conical, and never
entirely lamelliform or foliaceous. Their gills are not nu
meroos, and the majority of these animals have but a single
eye. Several, moreover, have mandibles furnished with a
palpos. M. Straus, indeed, appears to attribute this character
exclusively to C'!f1J"'U and cytherea, which compose his order
of ostrapoda; but the observations of the elder J urine, and of
M. Ramdohr, prove that it is also proper to the cyclopes. The
antennm are almost always four in number, and serve for the
purpose of locomotion.

In the second section, that of PHYLLOPA., the number of
the feet is twenty at least, and in some, much more consider
able. Their articulations, or at least the last ones, are flatted,
in the form of ciliated leaflets. Their mandibles never ex
hibit palpi. . They all have two eyes, situated in some at the
extremity of two movable pedicles. Their antennm, the
number of which, in several, is but two, are generally sronn,
and not adapted for swimming.

We shall divide the LOPHYROP.~ into three principal
groups, very natural, and the first two of which approximate
to the crustacea of the first three orders, in consequence of
their mandibles having each one palpos, and likewise from
some other characters.

1st. Those (CARCINOIDA, Lat.) whose testa, more or less
ovoid, or ovaliform, is not bent in two like a bivalve shell,

• In the l)'lItem o( Geoffroy, the genU! Binoculu il include<l.
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and leaves the"lower part of the body uncovered. They never
have antennm in the form oframi6ed arms. Their feet are ten

in number, and more or less cylindrical or setaceous. The
females, whose gestation has been observed, carry their eggs
in two species of external sacs, situated at the base of the
tail. Some have two eyes.

2nd. Those (OSTRACODA, Latr.) 08trapodtz, Straus, whose
testa is formed of two pieces, or valves, resembling those of
the shell of a muscle, united by a hinge, and enclosing the
body in a state of inaction. They have but six feet, none of
which terminate in the manner of a digitated fin, accompanied
with a branchial plate. Their antennre are simple, filiform,
or setaceous. They never have more than one eye~ Their
mandibles and upper jaws are provided with a branchial
plate. The eggs are placed under the back.

8rd. The last, (CLADOCERA, Lat., DaphtWles, Straus,) haTe
also but a single eye, and the testa folded doubly, but with
out a hinge (Jurine), terminated posteriorly in a point, and
leaving the head, which is covered with a sort of buckler in
the manner of a beak, exposed. They have two antennm,
usually very large, in the form of arms, divided into two or
three branches, at the end of the pedicle, furnished with
filaments, always projecting, and serving the purpose of oars.
Their feet, ten in number, are terminated by a digitated, or
pectinated fin, and accompanied, "ith the exception of the
first two, by a branchial plate. The character is particularly
applicable to daphnia, the most numerous subgeuus of this
division, and by analogy, to the polyphemi, and lyuc8li.

Their eggs are also situated under the back. Their body
is always terminated posteriorly, in the manner of a tail, with
two setre or filaments at the end. The anterior extremity of the
body is sometimes elongated into a beak, and sometimes forms
au approximation to a head, almost entirely occupied by a
large eye.
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The first division of the branchiopodous lopbyropa, that of
carcinoida, may be IQbdivided into two, according to the
number of the eyea ; some have two.

Bere t.be testa entirely covers the thorax; the eyes are
large and very distinct; the intermediate anteDDIIl are ter
minated by two filaments.

ZOE.!, B08C,

Have the eyes very large, globular, entirely uncovered; and
certain prominences in the shape of horns on the thorax.

Zoe pelagica, Bosc. (Hist. Nat. des Crust. II. xv. 8. 4.)
bas the body semitransparent, four antennlll ioserted below the
eyes, the exterior ones elbowed and bifid j" a sort of long beak
on the front of the thorax, between the eyes, and a long and
pointed prominence on the hinder part of the back. The
feet are very short, and scarcely visib~e;'with the exception of
the last two, which are elongated, or terminated like a fin.
The tail is of the length of the thorax, CU"ed, formed of five
articulations, lhe last. of whicb is" large, crescented, and
apinous. This Cn1St&ceous animal was found by M. Bose in
the Atlantic ocean.

The fJUmOCIIlua tau"" of Slabber, (MiCroBc. V.) and lhe
ctIIICt!f" germa",," of LinnRms, appear to have some relations
with it. (See the Natural History ofCn1stacea and Insects,
by Latreille, and the work of M. Desmarets on the former
animals.) This genus has not. yet. been described in a com
plete, or at least. in a satisfactory manner, and we have not been
able to procure a single individual of it.

NEBALJA, Leach,

Ha'"e the eyes triangular, flatted, and partly covered by a tri
angular and vaulted shell.

The feet are forked, and the appendages of the end of the
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tail are in the form of selm. Nebalia Her1Jstii, Leach., Zool.,
Miscell. xlv. Desm. Consid. xl. 6; Rambd. monoc. i. 8, 9 ?

The nebalie f:entrue of M. Risso, (Journ. de Phys. Octobre,
1822) probably constitute in the section of the Schizopoda,
a subgenus proper. In the cyclops exiliem of Viviani, the
thorax is divided into several segments, which circumstance
excludes it from the nebalim. It also forms a new subgenus,
intermediate between the preceding and the following.

There the thorax, or the testa, seen from above, is divided
into five segments, the first of which, much the largest, sup
ports the antennm, the eyes, and the jaw-feet. The second and
third have each a pair of feet; the fourth supports the two
follo"'ing pairs, and the fifth the last. Their eyes are small,
and not projecting, all the antennm are terminated by a simple
filament.

CONDYLURA., Lat.,

The lower antennm are much longer; the anterior sides of
the first segment are elongated into a point, and form two
shells, or scales, approximating together like a bill; the feet
are terminated in a silky point. Some of the intermediate
ones have, as in the Schizopoda, an external appendage near
their base. The tail is narrow, composed of seven rings, the
last of which, elongated and conical, advances between the
two lateral appendages, which are slender, in the form of
stylets, with two articulations. the last of which is setaceous.
Condylure de Dorbigny, Lat., on the maritime coasts of La
Rochelle.

Nota. The genus Nicothoii, of MM. Audouin, and Milne
Edwards, on the supposition that it has mandibles and jaws,
would belong to this section; but as the crustaceaus animal
on which it has been established, is parasite, and as I think
that I have perceived in it the ve8tiges of a sucker, I have
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placed it. in the order of precilopoda. I remark, nevertheless,
that the feet, with the exception of the anterior ones, much
resemble those of cyclops, and that the females also carry
their eggs in t.wo sacs, situated at the base of the tail, in the
same manner as the latter.

The second of these naturalists has just published, in the
13th volume of the Annals of the Natural Sciences, some new
researches on the Nebalim, and the characters of those other
new genera of crustacea. Our labours on the animals of this
class having been terminated at the moment when the memoir
of M. Milne Edwards was communicated to the academy,
and not having then the time to return to the subject, we have
transferred our account of those genera, as well as of those
established in the family of the Arane'ides by M. Savigny,
and of some others recently introduced by Count Dejean, into
that of the carnivorous coleoptera, iu the supplement to this
work. We shall also give them the characters of some other
generic sections, established by MM. Guerin, Lepetier de
SL }'argean, and Serville. I could not have introduced them
into my present researches, without hurrying an examina
tion, which should be 80 much the more careful, as it is more
easy to multiply generic groups.

The other lophyropa of our first division, in which the
thorax, as well as in condylura, is divided into several seg
ments, the first of which is much the largest, present but a
lingle eye, situated in the middle of the forehead, hetween the
upper antennle. Such are

CYCLOPS, Mull.,

So accurately observed by the elder J urine and M. Ramdohr.
Their body is more or less ovaliform, soft, or gelatinous, and
is divided into two portions, ODe anterior, and composed of
head aDd thorax, aDd the other posterior, or the tail. The .

•
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segment immediately preceding the sexual organs, and which,
iu the females, supports two appeudages iu the form of little
feet (fulcra, Jurine), may be considered as the fint of the
tail, which is not always very exactly distinguished from the
thorax. It is fonned of six segments or articulations; the
second supports, underneath, in the males, two articulated
appendages, sometimes simple, sometimes haring, at the
internal side, a small division, or branch, of various forma,
and constituting wholly, or in part, the organs of generation.
The vulva is situated, in the other sex, on the same articula
tion; the last is terminated by two points, or stylets, forming
a fork, and more or less furnished with setae, or penniform
filaments. The other, or anterior portion of the body, is di
vided into four segments, the first of which, much the largest,
composes the head and a portion of the thorax, which are
thus covered by a common scale. It mpporta the eye, four
antennm, two mandibles (internal mandible., Jurine), ~
nished with a simple palpus, or divided into two articulated
branches, two jaws (external mandibles, or labrum with bar
bles, J orine), and four feet, each dirided into two cylindri
cal stems, furnished with hairs, or barbed filaments; the an
terior pair, representing the second jaws, differs a little from
the following ones: it is compared to sorts of hands by
J urine. Each of the three following segments serves as aD

attachment to a pair of feet, composed like the two last of the
preceding. T\vo of the antennm, superior to the others, are
]onger, setaceous, simple, and composed of a great number of
small articulations; they facilitate by their action the move
ments of the body, and almost perform the office of feet j the
inferiOl' (antennul4J, J orine) are filiform, present most generally
but foor articulations, and are sometimes simple, sometimes
forked. They make by their rapid movements a whirlpool in
the water. In the males, the upper antennm, or one only, pre-
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sent strangulations and a swelling, followed by a hinge~joint.

By means of these organs, or of one of them, they seize either
the last feet or the end of the tail of their females, in their
amorous preludes, and retain them in spite of themselves
in situations appropriate to the manner in which they
fix. themselves. The females carry 011' the males when they
do not at fust wish to yield to their desires. Intercourse takes
place as in the preceding cmstacea by prompt and reiterated
acts. J urine has witnessed three in the space of a quarter of
an hour. It was believed until his time that the generative
organs of the males were situated at the upper antenna!; and
this erroneous opinion appeared to receive some confirmation
from analogous facts obserred in the araneides. On each side
of the tail oflbe females is an oval sac, filled with eggs (exter
nal ovary, Jurine), adhering by a very slender pedicle to the
second segment, near its junction with the third, and where
also the orifice of the deferential canal of the eggs is visible.
The pellicle forming these sacs is but a continuation of that
of the internal ovary. The number of the eggs which they
contain augments with age. At first, brown or obscure, they
afterwards assume a reddish tint, and become almost trans
parent when the little oues are ready to come forth, but with
ont growing larger. If they are isolated or detached, at least
at a certain period, the germ will perish. A single fecunda
tioo (but that is indispensable) may suffice for succe88ive gene
rations. The same female can have ten broods of eggs in the
space of three months. Counting but eight, and supposing
each of them to consist of forty young, the sum total of births
would amount to nearly fOur thousand five hundred millions.
The dnration of the stay of the fretus in the ovary is from two
to ten days, which depends on the temperature of the seasons,
and diyers otber circumstances. The oviferous sacs some
times present elongated glandiform bodies, more or lestl nume
rous, which appear to be assemblages of infusory animalcules.

18
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At their birth, the young ones have but four feet, and their
body is rounded, and without a tail. MUller had formed with
these young individuals his genus Amymone. Some time
after (in fifteen days, from February to March) they acquire
another pair of feet. This is the genus Naupliw of the
same. After the first moulting, they have the form and all the
parts which characterize the adult state, but with smaller pro
portions. Their antennm and their feet are proportionally
shorter. At the end of two other moultings, they are fit for
generation. Most of these entomostraca swim upon the back,
leap with vivacity, and can go backwards as well as forwards.
In default ohnimal matters, they attack vegetable substances ;
but the fluid in which they live habitually does not pass into
the stomach. The alimentary canal extends from one extre
mity of the body to the other. The heart, in the cyclops CtU

tor is immediately sitnated under the second and third seg
ment of the body, and ovaliform. Each of its extremities
gives birth to a vessel, one of which goes to the head and the
other to the tail. Immediately under it is another analogous
organ, but pyriform, producing also, at each end, a vessel, per
haps representing the branchio-cardiac canals, of which we
have spoken in treating of the circulation of the decapod CTU&

tacea. It would result from several experiments of J urine npon
cyclopes, alternately asphyxiated, and restored to life, that in
this sort of resurrection the extremity of the intestinal canal
and the fulcra give the first sign of life; and that the irritabi
lity of the heart is less energetic. That of the antennm, and
more especially of those of the males, of the palpi, and of the
feet, is inferior. When a portion of the antenna is cut away,
no organic change is effected. The reparation takes place
under the skin, since this organ re-appears perfectly entire at
the next moulting. The cyclops daphyU"," forms a particu
lar division, by reason of its shorter antennm, the upper of
which have much fewer articulations than in the other cyclops,
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while the lower, on the contrary, present more; also by rea
son of its body, which gradually grows slender towards its
posterior extremity, 80 that it appears to have no tail, at least
abruptly formed, and its under parl is armed, in the female,
with a sort of hom, cuned backwards. The cyclops ctJ8tor,
and some others, whose lower antennlll and mandibulary
palpi are divided beyond their base into two branches, may
also compose another group. That which Dr. Leach desig
nates under the generic name of CALANUS, might, indeed,
form a subgenus proper, if it were true that the animal of
which it is the type had no inferior antennm. But has he
ascertained this point himself, or does he speak of it only after
Miiller ? This I know noL

CycWpa quadricornia, .Monoculus quadricmTlis, Linn.,
Mull., Entom. xviii. 1-14; Jurine. Monoc. i. ii. iii., has all
the antennm simple, or without divisions. The lower have
four articulations, and their length scarcely equals the third
of the npper; the body properly 80 called is tolerably inflated,
and almost ovoid; the tail is narrow, and composed of six
segments. The colour varies much; some are reddish, others
whitish or greenish. The total length is two lines. This
species is very common.-Desmarets' Consid. p. 364. See,
for the other species. the same work, p. 361-364; MUll.
Entom. G. CY~'" Jurine Hist. des Monoc. p. 1-84, first
family of the Monoculi with univalve shell, Ramd. Monoc.
i. ii. iii.

The second general division of the branchiopodous lophy
ropa, those whose testa is formed of two valves, united by a
hinge (our OSTRACODA, or the order of Ostrapoda of M.
Straus), is composed of two subgenera, the first of which, that
of Cytherea, appears to us, since the valuable researches of
this naturalist on the second (cypris), to require, for the pur
pose of establishing its characters in a less equivocal manner.
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a profounder study than has been bestowed upon it by
Mtiller, our only authority on the subject. According to him,

CYTHEREA., MUll. CYTHERINA., Lam.,

Would have eight simple feet, finishing in a point, though it
is probable that there are but six; two autennm, equally sim
ple, setaceous, composed of five or six articulations, with
some scattered hairs.

They are found in the salt waters and the brackish waters
of the sea-shores, among the sea-weed and confervm.

If these entomostraca are exclusively marine, it is not sur
prising that J urine and other observers, whose researches, in
consequence of the places of their residence, could extend
only to the entomostraca of the fresh water, should Dot hue
spoken of the Cytherelil.

CYPRIS, MIllI.,

Have but six feet, though M. Ramdohr says four, and M.
J urine eight. The first considered the last two as appen
dages of the male sex; and the second took the palpi of the
mandibles, and the branchial plate of each upper jaw, for so
many feet. Nor did the latter reckon in this number, those
which the former presumed to be sexual organs. He regards
them as filaments of five articulations, issuing laterally from
the pouch of the matrix, and the use of which he is ignorant.

The two antennm are terminated in the manner of a fasci·
ColDS of setre, like a brush.

The testa, or shell, forms an ovalifonn body, arched and
gibbons on the back, or on the side of the hinge, almotlt
straight, and a little emarginated and reniform, on the oppo
'site side. In front of the hinge, in the medial line, the eye
fonns a thick blackish and round point. The antennm. in
serted immediately underneath, are shorter than the body,
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setaceous, composed of seven or eight articulations, the last
of which are shortest, and terminated by a fasciculus of ten
or fifteen setlll, serving as fins. The mouth is composed of a
carinated labrum, of two large denticulated mandibles, each
supporting a palpus divided into three articulations, and to
the first of which adheres a small branchial plate, presenting
five digitations (interior labium, Ramd.), and of two pairs
of jaws; the upper two, much larger, have at the internal
edge, four mobile and setaceous appendages, and at the ex
ternal side a large branchial plate, pectinated at its anterior
edge; the second are composed of two articulations, with
a short palpus (forked in cypri" 8trigata, Ramd.), almost coni
cal, inarticulated, silky at tbe end, as well as tbe extremity
of their jaws. A sort of compressed sternum performs the
office of lower labium (external labium, Ramd.) The feet
are divided into five articulations, tbe third of whicb repre
sents the thigb, and the last the tarsus; tbe anterior two are
inserted below the antennw, much stronger tban the otbers,
directed forwards, with stiff setlll, or long hooks, gathered
into a fasciculus, at the extremity of the last two articula
tions; the following four feet are without them. The second,
situated at the middle of tbe under part of the body, are at
first inclined backwards, arcbed, and terminated by a long and
strong hook, whicb goes forward; the last two ne\'er appear
externally, are raised, and applied on the posterior sides of
the body, to support the ovaries, and are terminated by two
very small hooks. In the figure of Ramdohr, these feet have
but three articulations, and the last is a little dilated and
emarginated at the end, witb a hook in tbe middle of this
emargination. The body presents no distinct articulation,
aDd is terminated posteriorly in a kind of tail, soft, folded
nndemeath, with two conical or setaceous filaments, furnished
with three setlll or hooks at the end, directed backwards, and
issuing from the teaLa. The ovaries form two large simple
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and conical vessels, closed at their origin, situated at the pos
terior parts of the body, under the testa, and open, one by the
side of the other, at the anterior part of the abdomen, where
the canal formed by the tail establishes a communication
between them. The eggs are spherical. The times of laying
and moulting with these crulltacea are not less numerous
than with the cyclops and other entomostraca, and their man
ner of living is the same. Ledermuller says he has witnessed
their sexual intercourse. Nevertheless, none of the modem
naturalists, who have observed them most closely, could ever
positively discover their sexual organs, nor witness their
union. Y. Straus has seen below the origin of the mandibles,
the insertion of a thick conical vessel, filled with a gelatinous
substance, appearing to communicate with the !Esophagus by
a narrow canal, which he suspects to be a testicle or a salivary
gland. The individuals subjected to this obserntion having
ovaries, the cypris would be, on the first of these suppositions,
hermaphrodite. But that is so much the more doubtful, as he
himself remarks, that the males may very probably exist only
at a certain time of the year. and that the vessel of which he
speaks, communicating with the !Esophagus, appears to have
more relations with the digestive functions than with those of
generation.

According to J urine, the antennm are true fins. the filaments
of which these animals develope, and re-llnite at will, accord
ing to the degree of rapidity which they are desirous of com
municating to their progress. Sometimes they only allow
a single one to appear, at others they unfold tbem altogether.
We also think that these filaments, and those of the two ante
rior feet, may just as well concur in respiration as those
laminm of the mandibles and of the two upper jaws, which
M. Straus calls branchial. The last, or those of the jaws,
appear to me to be a true palpus, but much dilated, and the
two others an appendage of the mandibulary palpi.
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According to the Genevese naturalist just cited, these ani
mals, when they swim, move the two anterior feet with as much
rapidity as the antenna:; but they move them slowly when
they walk on the surface of marshy plants.' These feet, con
jointly with the two terminated by a long hook, or the penul
timate feet, then support the body. He supposes that those
which, according to him, form the second pair, are inlended
to produce an aqueous current, and direct it towards the
month. This would assimilate their functions to those of the
lower anlenDle, which he names antennulre. The two fila
ments composing the tail are united, aud seem to form but
one, when lhey come forth from the tesla. They answer the
purpose, as is presnmed, of cleansing its interior. The female
deposits her eggs in a mass, fixing them, by means of a gluten,
on plants or mud. Hooked, at this time, with the aid of the
second feet, and &0 as not to fear the shocks of the water, she
employs almost twelve hours in this operation, which in tbe
larger species furnishes as many as four and twenty eggs.
M. Jurine has collected some of these packets of. eggs, when
they came forth, and after having isolated them, he has seen
them disclose the young, and he has obtained another gene
ration without the intervention of the males. A female which
had laid its eggs on the twelfth of April, up to the eighteenth
of May inclusive, changed skin six times. The twenty-seventh
of the same month she laid a second set, and two days after,
on the twenty-ninth, a third. He concludes from tbis, that
the number of moultings from infancy is in relation with the
gradual development of the individual; that this development
cannot manifest itself but by the general separation of an
envelope become too small to lodge the animal; and that
there is a determinate limit of size to which the latter must
attain.

The lophyropa of our third division, (our Cladocera) or the
Dapbnides ofM. Straus, compose, in the histor,}' of the mono-

VOL. XIII. Z
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culi of Jurine, his second family. The form of two of their
antenne, which resemble two ramified arms, serving as oan,
and the faculty which they have of jumping, have caused
one of their most common species to be called the arl»
rescent aquatic.ftea.

The first of these naturalist&, who has given us an excellent
monograph of Daphnia, a subgenus of this divisioD, has esta
blished two new ones, one under the denomination of LA
TONA, having as character, the antenne in the form of <>an,

divided into three branches, and of a single articulation;
(Daphnia Setifera,Mtlll.) and the other that of SrDA, approxi
mating to the known subgenera of the same division, with
relation to the same antenne, divided only into two branches,
but one of which has two articulations, and the other three.
(Daphnia cristallina, Miill.) According to him, the daphnia
should be distinguished from the preceding, and from the
lyncem, by one of the two branches ofthe oars being composed
of three articulations, and the other of four. Nevertheleas,
Jurine (HisL des Mon. p. 92.) says, that each branch is COlli

posed of three articulations; but it appears that he took no
account of the first of the posterior branch, which is indeed
very short. The last in all those lophyropa, is terminated by
three filaments, and each of the preceding gives out another.
These filaments are simple or barbed. There exiat abo two
·other antennlll, but very short, especially in the females.
situated at the anterior and inferior extremity of the head,
and which have but a single articulation, with one 01' two
setre at the end.

POLYPHEMUS, MUll.,

Have, as well as daphnia and lynceus, their antennle in the
form of oars, divided into two branches; but each of them ia
composed of five articulatioDs. Moreover, their head, very

distinct, and rounded, supported on a sort of neck, is alDlOM
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entirely occupied by a large eye; thei!' feet are completely
uncovered.

As yet we Jmow but a single one, the Polyphemus of tI,e
fKJfItU, Monoculus pediculus, Linn. Deg. InsecL VII. xxviii.
6-18; Polyphemus oculus, Miill., atc.

According to Jorine, the feet in no respect resemble those
of the monoculi of this division. They are composed of a
thigh, a leg, a tarsus with two articulations, and from the
extremity of which come forth (that of the last pg,ir excepted),
some small filaments. From the anterior extremity of the head
some small antennre project, ofa single articulation, terminated
by two filaments. The shell is 10 transparent, that all the vis
cera may be distinguished through iL The matrix, when it is
foll of eggs, occupies the major part of the interior of this shell.
Their largest nnmber does not exceed ten. When we trace
the gradual development of the fretus, we are struck by the
prompt appearance of the eye, comparatively to that of the
other parts of the body: it is at first greenish, and passes in
IeDsibly to deep black. The abdomen, after being convoluted
on itself, from behind forwards, folds suddenly backward to

form a long, narrow, and pointed tail, from which come
two long articulated filaments. The animal always swims
upon its back, and most freqnently horizontally, communi
cating to its arms or oars, and to its feet, lively and reiter
aSed movements. It executes, with considerable nimbleness
and agility, all sorts of evolutions. It is subject, in its youth,
and after its first moultings, to a malady called epkippiwm,
but this ephippium or saddle baa always a determinate figure,
and never contains the two oval balls, which it presents in
daphnia. In a state of captivity, this animal will not live
long, and the young cannot be reared, at least J urine could
not preserve them after the first moultings, nor ob&en"e the
progress of their generations. He did not recoguize males in
uy of the iodividnals which he kept; in fact, he was able to

z2
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procure but a very small number of individuals, this species
being rare in the environs of Geneva. But it appears that it

• is very common in the marshes and ponds of the north, where
it forms very considerable troops.

DAPHNIA, MUll.,

Have their oars always uncovered as far as their base or the
origin of their pedicle, as long, or almost as long, as the
body, divided into two branches, the posterior of which ha.
four articulations, the first very short, while the anterior has
but three. Their eye is small, or in the form of a point, and,
if we except some species, we do not see in front of it, as
in lynceus, a small black spot, in the form of a point, which
Muller took for another eye. This is also the opinion of
Ramdobr, and, as he has discovered it in daphnia ft1lla, it
might be possible that this character was common to this BUb

genus and the Iyncei, although but little visible in the different
species. Schmffer had already observed this spot.

Although the organization of these crustacea, from the
extreme smallness of the animal, would seem to escape the
inspection of the observer, yet there is scarcely any that is
better known. Without speaking of those who have especially
occupied themselves with microscopic researches, four most
profound naturalists, Schmffer, Ramdohr, Straus, and Jurine
the elder,-but the third more particularly,-have studied
these animals with the most scrupulous attention. If BOme

details oforganization have escaped the 18st, the researches of
MM. Ramdohr and Straus supply that deficiency. JUline,
besides, completes their observations as to habits, which, for
a long time, he most accurately traced and observed.

The mouth is situated underneath, at the base of the bill.
We consider, with M. Ramdohr, as a hood of an elongated
form, the lower portion of the head, which M. Straus calls
labrnm, and we apply this last denomination to the part
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which he names the posterior lobule of the Jabrom. Im
mediately underneath are two mandibles, (interior jaws,
Ramdohr), very strong, without palpi, directed vertically:
and applied on two horizontal jaws, (external jaws, Ramdohr),
terminated by three robust corneous spines, in the form of
curved hooks. Then come ten feet, all having the second
articulation vesicular; the first eight are terminated by an ex
pansion in the form of a fin, furnished on its edges with selle
or barbed filaments, disposed in the manner of a crown or
comb; the two anterior appear more especially adapted
for prehension. Accordingly, M. Ramdohr takes them for
double palpi (internal and external). These are the same
pieces that J urine elsewhere calls hands. In the figure which
he has given of them, the terminal selle appear to be barbed.
We do not see why these appendages might not serve for
respiration, a property which M. Straus grants only to the fol
lowing, because these latter have, in addition, a lamina on the
internal side, which, with the exception of the last two, is
bordered with a range of selle, in the manner of a comb, and
equally barbed, to judge from the figures given by J urine and
M. Ramdohr. The last two feet have a structure a little dilfe..
rent, and M. Ramdohr distinguishes them under the name of
claws. The abdomen, or the body properly so called, is
divided into eight segments, perfectly free between its valves,
narrow, elongated, curved underneath at its extremity, and
terminated by two small hooks turned backwardtl. The sixth
segment presents, on its upper part, a range of four nipples,
forming denticulations, and the fourth, a sort of tail. The
ovaries are placed along the sides, between this segment and
the first, and open separately near the back, into a cavity
(matrix, Jurine), situated between the shell and the body,
where the eggs remain for some time after being laid.

\fiiller has given the name of ephippium 01' saddle to a
large, obscure, and rectangular spot, which at certain periods
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of the year, and particularly in summer, shows itself. after the
moulting of the females, at the upper part of the valves of the
shell, and which Jurine attributes to a malady. According
to M. Straus, this ephippinm presents two ovaliform bubbles,
transparent, placed one before the other, and forming with
those of the opposite side two small oval capsnles, opening like
a bivalve capsule. It is dh-ided, as well as the valves of which
it forms a party into two lateral moieties, united by a snture
along their superior edge. Its interior pretellts another Bimi
lar one. but smaller, with the edges free. except the superior
one, which attaches to the valves, and the two moieties of
which, playing like a hinge oue upon the other. present the
R8.me ampulllll, as the exterior valves. Each capsule encloees
an egg, with a horny an!! greenish shell, similar in other re
spects to the common eggs, but remaining longer without being
developed, and pusing the winter under this form. At the
period ofmoulting, the ephippium, along with its egga, is aban
doned, with the exuvia of which it forms a part. It senetl as
a shelter for theBe eggs during the cold. The heat of spring
causes them to discloBe, and little ones come forth, absolutely
similar to those produced from the common eggs. Schm1fer
has asserted that Lhey may remain a long time in a slate of
desiccation, without the germ being injured; but none ofthOll8
which M. Strans preserved in that state discloaed. They are
absolutely free, or withont adhering to each other, in the cavi
ties which are proper to them. According to Jurine, they may
disclose in summer at the end of two or three days. Under
the climate of Paris, where M. Straus has observed them at
all periods of the year, they require at least one hundred hoon.
The fretus, twenty hours after the egg is laid, presents nothing
but a rounded and unformed maas, on which may be remarked,
on close examination, the obtnse rodiments of arms, in the
fonn of very short and imperfect stumps, cemented against the
body. Neither head nor eye are visible. The body, green or
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reddish, is punctated with white, like tbe eggs, and as yet makes
no movemenL It is not until the ninetieth hour, and when
the eye has appeared, that the arms and the valves are elon
gated, and the fmtus commences to move. At the hundredth
boor, it is already very active. In fine, at the hundred and
tenth, it differs from the young just bom, only by having the
selle of the oars glued against their stem, and that the tail of
the valvea is bent underneath, and received between the infe
rior edges of these pieces. Towards the end of the fifth day,
the tail which terminates the valves in youth, and the setre of
the arms, let go, like a spring, and the feet then only begin to
stir. The young ones being then in a state to appear, the
mother immediately lowers her abdomen, and they shoot forth.
Some eggs, newly laid, and placed in a glass vessel, where
they were closely observed by M. Straus, were developed in
the ll8JIle manner. Jurine has also given us, on the progres
sive chmges of the fmtus of daphnia, some analogous obser
UtiODS, but which were made in winter; and as the little ones
were not disclosed until the tenth day, he had the advantage
of being able more accurately to observe and define those
developments. The first day, the egg presents a central bub
ble, surrounded with other smaller ones, with coloured mole
cules in the intervals. These molecules and bubbles appear
inteDded to form the organs by agglomerating, approximating
to the centre, and fiDally disappearing. The sixth day, the
form of the fmtus begins to be defined: the seventh, the head
and feet are d~stinguishable. On the eighth, the eye appears,
as well as the intestine. The following day, the Det-work of
the same eye commences to be visible. The bubbles have
almost entirely disappeared, with the exception of the central
one, which occupies the alimentary canal under the hearL
On the tenth, the development of the fmlus is terminated, the
little one issues from the matrix, and remains for a moment
motionle88.
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The males, at least in the species obBerved by M. Straus,
are very distinct from the females. The head is proportionally
shorter; the back is less projecting. The valves are less
broad, and less gibbous superiorly, and they gape in front, 10

as to present, in this place, a broad and almost circular aper
ture. The antennw are much larger, preBenting the appear
ance of two horns directed downwards, and have been con
sidered by Muller as the sexual organs in the male. These
Itexualorgans, M. Straus was unable to discover, but he has
remarked that the onglet, terminating the last articulation of
the two anterior feet, (the second, supposing the oars to be
the first) is much larger than iIi the female, that it has the
form of a very large hook, strongly curved outwards, and that
the setal of the third articulation is also much longer. TheBe
hooks answer the purpose of seizing the female. The nipples
of the sixth segment of the abdomen, are much less visible,
and have the form of tubercles in early age. With the ex
ception of the lower antennw, much longer in the males, the
two sexes nearly resemble, and th" two valves of the shell are
terminated in both, by a stylet, denticulated ~demeath,

arched towards the bottom. and of a length almost equal to
that of the valves. At each moulting, this stylet grows shorter,
so as to form, in the adults, only a simple obtuse point.

The males are very ardent in the pnrsuit of their females,
and often of the same individual.

A single act fecundates the females for several successive
generations, as far as six at least, as has been proved by M.
J urine; M. Straus remarkinK that the orifices of the ovaries
are placed very deeply under the valves, and that, therefore,
DO part of the body of the male could reach them, suspects
that there is no copulative organ in the latter, and that he
only ejaculates the fecundating fluid under the valves of the
female, wlience it is introduced into the ovaries; but analogy
Becms hostile to lIuch a conjecture. Jurine has "'itnell8ed
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Lheir intercourse. which luts, at most, from eight to ten
minutes. The male. placed at first on the back of the female,
seizes her with the long filaments of his anterior feet; then
getting towards the inferior edge of her shell, and approximat- '
jng his own to its aperture, he there introduces these fila
ments, u well as the hooks or harpoons of those feet; he
then approaches his tail to that of his companion, who at
first rejects his addresses, runs with great swiftness, carry
ing him along with her, but ends by yielding. Some small
bodies, in the form ofgrains. of a green, rose. or brown colour,
according to the seasons, composing the ovaries, ascend
gradually into the matrix, and there become eggs. Jurine
observes, that the males of the D. Pulex are of small num
ber, in comparison with the females, that in spring and
snmmer hardly any are to be found. but that they are less
rare in autumn.

About eight days after their birth, the young daphnire
change their skin for the first time, and subsequently continue
the same operation every five or six: days, according to the
greater or less elevation of temperature; not only the body
and tbe valves, but also the gills and the selm of the oars, are
stripped of their epidermis. It is not until the third moulting.
that tbese crustacea begin to reproduce; they at first lay but
a single egg, then two or three, and increase pr~gressively,

even up to fifty-eight in one species, (D. Magna). In a
single day after the laying, the female changes skin, and in
the teguments which she has abandoned, are found the shells
of the lut laid eggs. In a moment afterwards she lays again.
The young of one and the same birth. are almost always of the
same sex, and it is rare to find in a birth of females, two or
three males, and wee vet'sd. But in five or six births during
the summer months, one at the most, consisting of males,
takes place. Individuals are often to be met with, whose
teguments are of a .iulky white, opake and thick, without the
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animals appearing to be affected by this modification. On
the renewal of their testa, but slight traces of this alteration
are perceptible, and those are manifested by rugosities.

These crustacea cease to reproduce, and to moult, on the
approach of winter, and end by perishing before the com
mencement of the frosts. The eggs contained in the ephippia,
which had been laid during the summer, disclose on the first
retnm of warm weather, the following spring. The poola are
then.. speedily repopulated wita an infinite number ofdaphnUe.
Many naturalists have attributed the sanguine colour which
these waters sometimes assume, to the presence of myriads
of the Daphnia Pulex. But M. Straus declares that he neyer
observed this fact, and that at all times this species is but
slightly coloured. In the morning and evening, and even
during the day, when the sky is cloudy, the daphnUe remain
habitually at the surface of the water. But during the very
warm weather, and when the sun shines strongly on'the
poola or stagnant waters which they inhabit, they sink
into the water; and remain at a depth of six or eight feet, or
more. Frequently, not a single one is to be seen at the sur
face. They swim by little springs, of greater or less extent,
according as their oars are more or less long, and as the
buckler, which covers the front of their body, projects out
wards, more or le88, the largene88 of this projection being
capable of impeding their movements. According to M.
Straus, their nourishment consists e~clusively of small por
tions of vegetable substances which these animals find at the
bottom of the water, and very often of conferve. They con
stantly rejected the animal substances which he presented to
them. He has frequently seen them swallow their own ex
crements, drawn in by the current of water produced by the
action of their feet, and which conveys their ordinary aliment
towards their mouth. The hooks which terminate the ex
tremity of their tail, serve to cleanse their gills.

12
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The Daphffia pukz, the most common of all, (Monoculu
pt'lez, Linn.); pulez aquatic,," arbore8Ctm1, Swamm. Bib.
NaL xxxi; Perro'luet d'eau, Geoff. Hist. Ins. ii. p. 4M;
Schmff. Die. GrUn. arm. polyp. 17M, i. 1. 8.; Straus, Mem.
du Mus. d'HisL V. xxix. 1-20; Jurine, Mon. viii.-xi. has,
according to M. St.raus, the beak large and convex; the selm
of the oars plumose; the first nipple of the sixth segment, in
the form of a little tongue; the valves denticulated at the in
ferior edge, and terminated by a short tail, obtuse in the
females.. This last character distinguishes it from another
species, with which it ~asbeen confounded, the D. lo"gispina,
Su. Deg. InsecL VII. xxvii. 1-4.

S« for the other species, the at'ore cited memoir of M.
St.raua: Muller, Entom. and J urine Hist. des Monocles, se
cond family. page 186. 68. and p. 181-200. See also, for
D. nma, and longiapina, Ramd. Monoc. v.-vii.

The last subgenus of the lophyropa is that of

LYNCEUS, MIiU. CHILODORUS, Lead.

Which is but little distinguished from the preceding. except
by its oars, evidently shorter than the shell, and the lower
portion of which makes little or no projection. According to
:M. Straus, the articulations of their branches should be more
numerous than in the preceding subgenera; all have in front
of' their eye a small spot, which has the appearance ofanother
eye; the beak is proportionally more elongated than that of
daphnia, curved and pointed.

&e Mull. Entom. G. lyncetl8. Jorine, Monoc. page
Ul-168; and Desmar. Coosid. 876-378.

The second section of branchiopoda, that of PHYLLOPA,
i. distinguished, as we have said, from the first, by the num
ber of the feet, which is at least twenty, and by the lamellate
or foliaceous form of their articulations; the eyes are always
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two in number, and sometimes pedunculated; several of them
have, besides, a simple eye.

These animals represent, in the class of the crustacea, the
myriapoda of that of the insects.

These crustacea are distinguished into two principal
groups.

The one, (CERATOPHTHALMA, Lat.,) have ten pair of feet,
at the least, and twenty-two, at most, without a vesicular body
at their basis, and the anterior of which are never longer than
the others, nor ramified; their body is either enclosed in a
testa, in form of a bivalve "shell, or naked, with each of the
thoracic divisions supporting a pair of feet uncovered; the
eyes are sometimes sessile, small, and very much approxi
mated; sometimes, and most frequently, they are situated at
the extremity of two mobile pedicles. The eggs are either
interior or exterior, and enclosed in a capsule at the base of
the tail.

Here the eyes are sessile, immoveable, and the body is
enclosed in an oval testa, having the form of a bivalve shell.
The ovaries are always internal. Such are

LIMNADlA, A.dolph. B,.O!JfI.,

Which are so closely connected with the preceding, that the
only knowu species has been placed among the daphnia by
the younger Hermann. The testa is bivalve, oval, and en
closes the body, which is linear, and inflected in front. At
the head, and almost confounded with it, are, first, two eyes
placed transversely, and very closely approximated; secondly,
four antennm, two of which are much the largest, each com
posed of a peduncle of eight articulations, and of two
branches or filaments, setaceous, divided into eight articula
tions, and a little silky; the other two intermediate ones, are
small, simple, and broad at their extremity; thirdly, the mouth,
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situated underneath, consisting of two mandibles, swelled,
arched, and truncated at their lower extremity, and of two
foliaceous jaws. These parts form, when united, a sort of
inferior beak. The-body, properly so called, is divided into
twenty-three segments, each supporting, with the exception
of the last, a pair ofbranchial feet. All these feet are similar,
very much compressed,bifid, with the external division simple,
ciliate at the external edge, and the other quadriarticulate,
and strongly ciliated at the internal edge. The first twelve
pairs are of the same length, and larger than the others.
The length ofthe latter dimjnishes progressively. The eleventh
pair, and the two following, have at their base a slender fila
ment, ascending into the cavity, which is between the back
and the testa, and serving as a support for the eggs. The last
segment, or tail, is terminated by two filaments. The ovaries
are interior, and situated on the sides of the alimentary canal,
from the base of the first pair of feet as far as the eighteenth,
and their issue appears to be situated at the root of some of
them. The eggs, after the laying, occupy the dorsal cavity,
of which we have spoken, and are attached there, by means
of small filaments, themselves adhering to those of .the sop
ports. They are at first round and transparent; they then
assume a yellowish tint, which afterwards grows obscure at
the centre, and their figure becomes irregular and angular.

All the individuals observed by M. Adolphe Brongniart,
were provided with them. The males, supposing any to exist,
do not appear at the same time as the females, that is, in
the month of June, and are unknown.

Limnadia Hermani, Adol. Brong. Mem. du Mus. d'Hist.
Natur. VI. xiii:; Daphnia gigaa. Henn. Mem. Apterol, Y.,
has been found in great numbers, in the small pools of the
forest of Fontainbleau.

In other cases, each eye is situated at the extremity of a
pedicle, fonned by the lateral and hom-like elongation of each
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side ofthe bead. The body is naked, withont testa. and annu
lated in its entire length. The femiLIes catTY their eggs in &

capsule, situated towards the base of the tail. in those in which
the body thus terminates, or at the postetior extremity of the
body. or of the thorax, in those which have no tail.

These have & tail.

ARTEIIU, Leach,

Whose eyes are supported on very short pedieles; the head
is confounded witb an oval thorax, supporting ten pair of feet,
and terminated by a long and pointed tail. The antenne are
sbort and subulate.

Artemia Salina, Oancer. Salinw., Lin., Montag.. Linn.•
Trans. XI. xiv. 8-10.; Gammarwa Salinw, Fab., Desmar.,
Consid., pag. 898, is & very small crustaceous animal. com
monly found in the saline manbes ofLymington, in England,
when tbe evaporation of the waters is very much advanced,
but concerning which, we bave, as yet, but very imperfect
information.

BRANCHIPUS, Lat. CBIROCEPBALU8, BettMlict Prt!fJUI,
JurifU!,

Have the eyes supported on very projecting pedicles, the body
narrow, elongated. and compressed; the head distinct from
the trunk, variously appendaged, according to the sexes, with
two projections in the form of horns between the eyes;
eleven pairs of feet, and the tail terminated by two leaflets,
more or less elongated, and edged with cilim.

Although Schrefrer, and Benedict Prevost, have given very
detailed monographs on two Bpecies of this genus. their
labours are, nevertheless, still very imperfect, as to the com
plete and comparative knowledge of the buccal organization,
and of some other part. of the head. Considered in the two
sexes, these animals present us with the following generalities:
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the body is almost filiform, composed of a bead separated
from the trunk by a sort of neck; of a trunk or thorax,
hollow underneath, in its length, divided, at least above, the
neck not comprized, into eleven. segments, each supporting
a pair of branchial feet, very much compressed, generally
composed of three lamellate articulations, with the edges fur
nished with a fringe of hairs, or barbed filaments; and of
an elongated tail, going into a point, consisting of nine seg
ments, terminated by two lea1lets, more or less e1oagated, and
bordered with cilim. The under part of its second segment
presents the male sexual organs, and in the female an elongated
sac, containing the eggs which she is ready to lay. The
bead presents, first, two reticulated eyes, apart, situated at the
extremity of two flexible peduncles, formed by lateral ex
tensioD8 of the head. Second, two antennm, at the least,
frontal, scarcely longer than the head, slender, filiform, and
composed of very small articulations. Third, two projections
underneath these antennm, sometimes in the form ofhorns, and
having a single articulation, sometimes digitiform, (the first
finger of the hands, according to Prevost) and of two articula
tioas. Fourth, a lower mouth, composed of two sorts of den
ticulated mandibles, without palpi, and of some other pieces.
We presume that these projections in the form of horns, are
only an appendage, or division of the frontal antennm, but in
creased in size and altered in shape in the males. The two other
antennm may be wanting or obliterated in the females, and form
in the other sex of one of the species (C1&irocepkale diap1lane,
Prevost), those singular tentacula, appendaged, and denticu
lated, in the form ofa flabby probOIlCU,capable ofheing spirally
rolled, which Benedict Prevost designates nnder the name of
fingers of the hands. It is probable that the mouth has, as in
apns, two pairs ofjaws,a ligula, and a labrum,but the forms and
respective situations of which have not yet been well recog
nized. It appears to me indubitable, that this piece, in the
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form of a beak, of which Schmffer speaks, and which M. Pre
vost calls sucker, is not the labrum; that the four bodies or
nipples, placed on the sides, and mentioned by the first,
are not the mandibles, and the two upper jaws; and that the
pieces considered by the second as barbles, are also not
maxillary. The first two feet which, according to Schmffer,
are composed but of two articulations, the last going into a
point, might represent the first t.wo jaw-feet of the decapod
crustacea, and the two large antenniform feet of apus. The
principal male sexual organs, or at. least those which are re
garded as such, consist of two conoid bodies, biarticulate,
and coming forth only on pressure, situated on the under part
of the second ring, at which some vessels end, that proceed
from the firsL M. Prevost presumes that the t.wo VulVIIl of
the female are at the extremity of the tail, but do not give
issue to the eggs. This issue (two apertures, according to
Schmffer,) is at the second ring, and communicates interiorly
with the sac enclosing the eggs, and sening as an external
matrix. But we are not acquainted with any crustaceaus
animal in which the female sexual organs are placed at the
posterior extremity of the body, and therefore this ,opinion
appears to us to possess but slight foundation.

The obsenations of SChmffer on the hairs of the feet of
these crustacea demonstrate, that they are so many aerial
canals, and even the surface of the feet. of which they are
composed, seems to absorb a portion of the air, which is
attached to it in the form of small bubbles.

The Chirocephale diaphane of Benedict Prevost, and which
appears to us to have great relations with our 1waftChi~ ,u.
marau, if indeed it differ from it at all, has, on issuing from
the egg, the body divided into two masses, pretty nearly
equal, and almost globular. The first presents a simple eye,
two short antennlll, two very large oars, ciliated at the end,
and two feet, rather short and slender, consisting of five arti-
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culations. At the end of the lint moulting, the two compo
site eyes appear, the body is elongated posteriorly, and ter
minates in a conical articulated tail, with" two filaments at the
end. The following moultings gradually develope the feet,
and the oars vanish. The sucker, which in the eal'ly age
extends over the belly and coven it, also diminishes in pro
portion.

These branchiopoda are found, and usually in great abund
ance, in small pools of fresh and muddy waters, and often in
those which are formed after great rains, but particularly, as it
would seem, in spring and autumn. The first frosts cause them
to perish. They swim with the greatest facility on the back, and
their feet, incapable of any service in walking, then present an
undulatory movemeut, very agreeable to witness. This move
ment produces a current of water betweeu them, and which,
going along the canal of the chest, carries to the mouth the
small corpuscula on which the animal is sustained; but when
it is desirous of advancing, it strikes the water quickly with
its tail, on the right and left, which causes it to proceed, as it
were, by bounds and leaps. When taken out of this eleme~t,

it moves its tail for some time, and curves itself circularly. If
deprived of a sufficient quantity of moisture, it makes no fur
ther movement.

According to the report of Benedict Prevost, the male of the
species, which is the subject of his memoir, when desirous of
coupling, swims around his female, seizes her by the neck wilh
the camiform appendages of his head, and holds himself fixed
there until she receives the posterior extremity of his tail, so
as to draw near the two valves of the copulative organs. This
conpling thus resembles that of the libellulse. The eggs are
yellowish, spherical at first, and then angular, with a thick
and hard shell, which contributes to their preservation. It
even appears that desiccation, unless carried to too great an
extent, will not injure the germ, ann that the young are dis-

VOL. XIII. A a
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closed, if a sufficient quantity of rain should fall. M. Desma
rest has often observed branchiopoda in the small standing
pools of rain water an the summits of the gre8 ofFontainbleau.
The females of the chirocephali lay several distinct sets of
eggs, after a single coupling, each at several times. These
operations last some hours together, and sometimes as long as
an entire day. Each laying produces from one hundred to
four hundred eggs: they are sent out with much quickness, by
casts of ten or twelve, and with sufficient force to sink a liU1e
in the mud.

Benedict Prevost has observed that his Chirocep1aale di&
plaa"e was subject to some maladies, the description of which
he gives. This species, as we have said, appears to differ but
little from our Branchipe de. marai&. The two ho1U8 situ
ated below the upper antennm are composed, in both sexes,
of two articulations, the last of which is large, and arched
in the male, very short and conical in the other sex. In the
Branchipw Btagnalill the horns present but one articulation,
and those of the male resemble, in their form, direction, and
teeth, the mandibles of the males of LucantMI Cen1U6.

The following have no tail. Their body is terminated
almost immediately at the end of the thorax and of the last
feet. Such are,

EULIMENE, Lair.

Their body is almost linear, and presents four short antenne,
almost filiform, two of which are smaller, and almost similar
to palpi, placed at the anterior extremity of the head; a
trausverse head, with two eyes supported on peduncles tole
rably large and cylindrical; eleven pair of branchial feet, of
which the first three articulatious, and the last are smaller,
going into a point; and immediately after them a terminal
piece, almost semi-globular, replacing the tail, and from which
issuea au elongated filament, which is perhapa an oviduct. I
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have obserYed, towards the middle of the fifth pair of feet, and
of the four following, a globular body, analogous perhaps to
the vesicles which these organs present in the following sub
genus, that of Apus.

The only known species, Eulimene bltmcMtre, Latr. Regne
Animal, par M. Cuvier, iii. p. 68; Noov. Diet. d'HisL Nat. x.
p. 3S3; Desmar. Coosid. p. 8M, 864; is very small, whitish,
with the eyes and the posteriur extremity of the tail blackish.
It is found in the river Nice.

The others, and last phyllopa, ASPIDIPHORA, :lAtr., have
sixty pain of feet, all furnished externally, near their bue,
with a thick ovaliform vesicle, and the two anterior of which,
much larger and branching, resemble antennm; a large testa,
coyering the major portion of the npper part of the body,
almost entirely free, clypeiform, emarginated posteriorly, sop
porting anteriorly, on a circomecribed space, three eyes, sim
ple, sessile, and the anterior two larger and lunulated; and
two biyalve capsules, enclosing the eggs, and annexed to the
eleventh pair of feel. These characters distinguish

Apus, Scop••

Which form a part of the genos BINOCULUS of Geoffror, and
of that tlf LIMULU8 of MtlllefO.

Their body, including the testa, is ovaliform, broader, and
rounded before, and narrowed posteriorly, in the manner of
a tail. But, when we do not include the testa, but consider
the body naked, it is at first almost cylindrical, convex above,
concave and divided longitudinally by a furrow underneath,
and afterwards terminates like an elongated cone. It i. com
posed of thirty rings, diminishing much in size towards the
posterior extremity, and which, with the exception of the last
leven or eight, support the feet; the first ten are membra
naee0D8, soft. without spines. present on each side a small
f'1Dinence, in the shape of a button, and have each but one

Aa2
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pair of feet. The others are more solid or corneous, with a
range of small spines at the posterior edge; the last is larger
than the preceding, almost square, depressed, angular, and
terminated by two filaments or articulated setal. In some
species composing the genus LEPIDURUS of Dr. Leach, we
observe in their interval a corneous lamina, flatted, and ellip
tical. If the number of feet is about a hundred and twenty,
the last rings, commencing \\;th the eleventh or twelfth, must
support more than one pair, which, in this point of view,
approximates these emstacea to the myriapoda. The testa,
perfectly free from its anterior attachment, covers a large
portion of the body, and thus protects the first segments,
which, as we have observed, are of a softer consistence than
the following: it consists of a large corneous shell, very
slender, almost diaphanous, representing the upper teguments
of the head and of the thorax united, and forming a large
oval buckler, convex, notched in the manner of an angle, and
denticulated at its posterior extremity. It is divided at its
upper face by a transverse line forming two united arches,
into two areas, the anterior of which, almost semi.lunar,
answers to the head, and the other to the thorax. The
first presents, in the middle, three simple eyes, or withont
any sensible facettes, very closely approximated, the anterior
two of which are larger, almost in the form of a kidney, and the
posterior of which is much smaller and oval. A duplicature
of the anterior portion of the testa forms underneath a sort of
frontal buckler, flatted, in the form of a half-moon, and serving
as a basis to the labrum. The posterior area, that which
corresponds to the thorax, is carinated at the middle of
its length. This testa is fixed only by its anterior extremity,
so that from this point the entire back of the animal may be
uncovered. The sides of this shell, viewed nnderneath, and
by the light, present each a large spot, formed of a great num·
ber of lines, describing concentric onls, and which appear
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to be tubes, filled with a red liquor. Immediately under the
buckler, or frontal disk, are situated the antenDie and the
mouth. The antennm are two in number, inserted on each
side of the mandibles, very short, filiform, and consisting of
two articulations almost equal. The mouth is composed of
a squared and advanced labrum; of two strong, corneous
mandibles, bellied inferiorly, compressed and denticulated
at their extremity, without palpi; of a large ligula, deeply
emarginated; and of two pairs of jaws, in the fonn of leatlets,
applied one upon the other, the upper of which are spinous
and ciliated at the internal edge. and the lower almost mem
branaceous, are similar to little false feet; they terminate by a
slender elongated articulation, and are lengthened externally,
at their base, into a sort of auricle, supporting an appendage
with a single articulation, and ciliated, which may be consi
dered as a sort of palpus. The ligula presents, according to M.
Savigny, a ciliated canal, which conducts directly to the
WIOphagus. The feet, the number of which is about one
hundred and twenty, diminish insensibly in size from the
second pair j they are all nry much compressed, foliaceous,
and are composed of three articulations, not comprehending
the two long filaments of the end of the two anterior ones, nor
the two leaflets tenninating the following,-pieces which
may be considered as forming, when united, a fourth arti
culation, pincer or forceps like, or with two fingers, lengthened
and connected into sorts of antenniform filaments. On the
po.terior side of the first articulation is inserted a large trian
gular, branchial membrane, and the following, or the second,
supports also, on the same side, a sac, which is ovaliform, vesi
cular, and red. The opposite edge of these feet presents four
triangular and ciliated leaflets, the upper of which is very
much approximated to the fingers of the forceps, and appears
to form a third upon the second feet and the following, as rar
as the tenth pair. In proportion 88 the size of these organs
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diminishes, the leaflets approximate one to the other, the for
ceps is less defined and less sharp, and the first finger is
widened at the expence of its length, and rounded; the two
anterior, much larger, in the form of oars, resemble ramified
antennlll, and have been considered 88 snch by BOme writers.
They present four setaceous filaments, composed of a great
number of articulations, and of which the two of the end (one
more especially), are much longer than the two others, which
are situated at the internal or anterior side. It is evident that
the two of the extremity are the analogues of the two fingers
of the forceps, and that the others also represent two of the
lateral leaflets. Of this we may be convinced, by comparing
these feet with their analogues, and the two or three follow
ing in the young iudividuals. After the sixth or seyenth
moulting, the latter much resemble the two anterior, and the
antennlll are eveu proportionally longer than in the adult
state, and terminated by selm or hairs. The eleventh pair
is very remarkable: the first articulation presents, behind the
vesicle, two circular valves, applied one upon the other,
formed by two lea1lets, aud enclosing the eggs, which re·
aeroble small grains of a very lively red. All the indiriduals
which have been studied up to the present day, having been
found provided with similar feet, it has been suspected. that
they fecundate themselves, and that there are no males.

These crustacea inhabit ditches, pools, and dormant walen
of all kinds, and almost always in iunumerable societies.
When thus auembled, they are swept up by very violent
winds, and have then been seen to fan like showers of rain.
They appear more commonly in spring, and at the commenc.
ment of summer. Their food consists principally of tadpoles.
They swim very well on the back; and when they.ink into
the mud, they keep their tail elevated. When bom, they
exhibit but oue eye, and but four feet, in the form of anns or
oars, having aigrettes of hairs, and the second of which are
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the largest. Their body has no tail. and the testa forms only
a plate, covering the anterior portion of the body. Their other
organs are developed by degrees, in the course Of succewve
moultinp. M. Valenciennes, employed in the Museum of
Natural History, has remarked that these animals were often
devoured by the bird mown vulgarly under the name of wag~
tail.

The bown species being by no means numerous, it is not
necessary to form, as Dr. Leach has done, with those which
haye a lamina between the filaments of the tail, a genus proper
(LEPIDUKUS). Such is the MOfIOCUlu aptl8, Linn.; Schmff.
MODOC. vi.; Limule MWricaude, Herm. fils.; DesIO. Consid.
Iii. 2. The keel of the buckler is terminated posteriorly in
a small spine, wbich is not Been in the following, Apu
C4JlCiformi, (Binocle a queue en filet, Geoff. Insect. xxi. 4;
LimtU," palutm, Milll.; Scbmff. Monoc. i.-v.; rApu vert.
Bosc.; DesIO. ibid, Ii. 1.); the latter has no lamina betWeeII
the filaments of the tail. It is the type of the genus apul

proper of Dr. Leach. He bas figured another species, Apt18

MOfttagui, Edin. Encye. Suppl. i.-xx.

THE SECOND ORDER OF ENTOMOSTRACA, OR
THE SEVENTH AND LAST OF THE CLASS
CRUSTACEA.

PCECILOPODA

Is distinguished from the preceding by the diversity of form
in the feet, the anterior of which, of an iDdeterminate DUm-
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ber, are ambulatory, or adapted for prehension; and the others
lamelliform or pinuated, are branchial and natatory. But it is
more particularly in the absence of the usual mandibles and
jaws, that they differ from all the other crustacea; sometimes
these parts are replaced by the haunches, furnished with spines
of the first six pairs of feet; sometimes the organs of mandu
cation consist, either in an external siphon, in the form of
an inarticulate beak, or in some other instruments adapted for
suction, but concealed, or scarcely distinguishable.

The body is almost always covered, either wholly, or in a
great measure, by a testa, in the form of a buckler, consisting
of a single piece in the majority, of two in some, and always
presenting two eyes, when these organs are distincL Two
of their antennre (Chelicere8, Lat.,) are, in several, shaped
like a forceps, and per!'0rm the functions of one. The greater
number of them have twelve feet, almost all the others ten or
twenty-two. They live for the most part on aquatic animals,
and most commonly on fishes.

We shall divide this order into two families,
The first, that of

XYPHOSURA,

Is distinguished from the following by several characters.
There is no siphon; the haunches of the first six pairs of feet
are provided with small spines, and perform the office of
jaws; the number of feet is twenty-two; the first ten, with
the exception of the anterior two of the males, are terminated
in the manner of a forceps with two fingers, and inserted as
well as the following two, under a large semi-lunar buckler.
These latter support the sexual organs, and have the form of
large leaflets, as well as the following ten, which are branchial,
and annexed to the under part of a second testa, terminated
by a very hard, ensiform, and mobile styleL These animals
are, moreover, erratic. They compose the genus
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LIMULUS, FalJ.

361

The species of which have received in trade the name of the
MolflCCd-cralJ. The body,- suborbicular, a little elongated,
and nanowed posteriorly, is divided into two parts, covered
by a solid testa of two pieces, one for each division, very
hollow underneath, and presenting above, two longitudinal
furrows, one on each side, and a keel at the middle of the
back. The first piece of the testa, or that which covers the
front of the body, is much larger than the other, forms a large
semi-lunar buckler, with an edge, supporting on its upper
part two oval eyes with very numerous facettes, in the form of
small graiD8, sit118:ted one on each side, on the external side
of a longitudinal keel, and at the anterior extremity of that of
the middle, which is common to the two pieces of the testa,
two small simple eyes approximated together. These keels
are armed with some teeth, or sharp tubercles. The duplica
tore of this testa forms, underneath, at its anterior extremity,
a plane border, or reflected edge, very much arcuated, and
terminated inferiorly by a double arch, advanced like a tooth
at the centre of re-union. Immediately below this projection,
in the concavity of the bnckler, is a small inftated labrum,
carinated in the middle, terminating in a point, and above
which are inserted two small antennE, in the form of small
didactylous claws, and elbowed in the middle of their length,
at the junction of the first articulation, and of the follow
ing, OJ' of the forceps properly so called. Immediately under.
neath, are inserted and approximated by pairs, upon two lines,
twelve feet, of which the first ten, the anterior two or four of
the males alone excepted, are terminated in a didactylous
forceps, while their radical articulation is advanced inte
riorly, in the manner of a lobe, furnished with small spines,
and performs the office of ajaw. The size ofthese feet in
creases progresaively. If we except those of the fifth pair,
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they are composed of six articulatioDs, comprehending the
mobile fiuger of the forceps. These have au additional articu
lation, and differ besides from the preceding, in having exter
nally at their base, an arched appeudage, inclining back
wards, of two articulations, the last of which is compressed
aud obtuse; also their fifth articulation is terminated. at the
internal side, by live small mobile leaflets, corneous, narrow,
elongated and pointed, and, moreover, the two fingers of the
forceps are mobile, or articulated at their base. The two
pieces situated in the interval ofLhese feet, which M. Savigny
considers as a ligula, appear ~ me to be but two maxillary
lobes of these organs, but detached or free. The pharynx
occupies"the iuterval comprised between all these feeL The
males are distinguished from the females by the form of the
forceps, which terminate the two or four anterior ones. They
are swelled, and destitute of the mobile finger. The last two
feet of this buckler are united, and in the form of a large mem
branaceous leaflet, almost semicircular, supporting the sexual
organs at. its posterior face, and presenting in the middle of
an emargination of the posterior edge, two small triangular
divisions, elongated and pointed, which appear to represent
the internal fingers of the forceps. Some sutures indicate
the other articulations. The &eCOnd piece of the teet&, arti
culated with the preceding, at the middle of its posterior
emargination, and filling the vacancy which it forma, is
almost in the form of a triangle, truncated and emarginated
angularly at its posterior extremity. Its lateral edges are
aiternate1y emarginated and denticulated, and the emargina
tiODS, beginning from the second, present each in their
middle an elongated and mobile spine. There are six. on
each side. In the inferior concavity are enclosed, aad dis
posed by pairs, ten fin-feet, almost similar, in form, to the last
two feet, but united simply at their base, applied one upon the
other, and supporting at their posterior face, the gills, which
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appear compoeed of very numerous and crowded fibres, dis
posed on a single plane, one against the other. The anus is
litoated at the inferior root of the stylet, terminating the body.
According to an observation which has been communicated
to ns by M. Straus, the interior of the first buckler presents,
besides the brain, but a single ganglion, the sub-msophageal.
The two nervous cords are afterwards lengthened into the
interior of the second \tuckler, and form there at the origin of
the branchial feet, but faintly marked ganglions, which throw
out branches over those organs. According to M. Cuvier,
the heart, u in the stomapoda, is a thick vessel, furnished
internally with deshy columns, running along the back, and
giving off branches on both sides. A rugose msophagus,
ascending forwards, conducts into a very deBby gizzard, fur
niahed internally with a cartilaginous coat, all bristled with
tubercles, and followed by a wide and straight intestine.
The liver pours the bile into the intestine by two canals on
each lide. A great portion of the testa is filled by the ovaries
in the female, and by the testicles iu the male.

These crustacea sometimes attain to the length of two feet;
they inhabit the seas of warm climates, and are found most
frequently on their shores. It appears to me that they are
peculiar to the East Indies, and to the couts of America.
Here we designate the species found there (Limulu cyclop8),
pIM, or ,auce-pan-jiBk, because it has something of a
.imilar form to this article, and by removing the feet, the
Iesta may serve to draw water. According to the testimony
of M. Leconte, a most accomplished naturalist, and who hu
10 greatly contributed by his researches and discoveries to the
progress ofentomology, it is given to pigs to eat. The Bavagea
employ the stylet of the tail to make arrows; the point is
considered formidable; their eggs are eaten in China. When
these animala walk, their feet are not visible. They are found
in a fossil state in certain strata ofa middle formation.
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Knorr. Monum. du Deluge, i. pI. xiv. Desm. Cmst. Foss.
xi. 6, 7. It would seem, according to these figures, that the
lateral spines of the second piece of the testa, form only
smaller teeth, instead of spines articulated by their base ; but
these articulations have, perhaps, disappeared.

Some have the four anterior feet terminated, at least in one
of the sexeil, by a single finger.

We know but a single species of this division, which I have
seen figured on the Chinese vellums, it is the Limulflll hetero
dactylu., l'erving as type to the genus tacllypleUll of Dr. Leach.
This limuIus is probably the Kabutoga"i, or Unlcia of the
Japanese, and representing on their primitive zodiac, the con
stellation of Cancer.

In the others, the two anterior claws at most, are mono
dactylous. All the ambulatory feet are didactylous, at least
in the females.

This division is composed of several species, but which,
seeing the little attention which has been given to the de
tailed form of their parts, to the differences of sex and age,
and of the localities which are proper to them, have not yet
been characterized in a rigorous and comparative manner. It
is thus, for instance, that the limulus, which is found com
monly in America, seen in its early age, is whitish, or of a
flaxen colour, with six strong teeth, all along the crest of the
upper middle of the testa, and two others, equally strong and
pointed, on each lateral crest of the buckler, or of the first
piece of the testa; while in the more aged individuals which
are sometimes more than a foot and a half in length, the colour
is of a very deep brown, or almost blackish, and the teeth,
particularly those of the middle, nearly obliterated. Here
again, the lateral edges of the second piece of the testa, ha\'e
fine denticulatious, which do not exist or are scarcely percepti
ble in the former. We shall refer to the young individuals, the
Limul," cycllYp. of Fabricius, and the" L. SOf£erMi of Leacb,
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(Zoo!. Misc. !xxiv.); his Limulu8 tridentatu8, and the Limule
blanc ofM. Bosc ; and to the second individuals, or the largest,
my Limule de8 Molu'lue8 (MonoculWl polyphemtlll, Lin.;
Cms. ExoL, liv. 6. cap. 14. p. 128; Rumph. mus. xii. a, b.)
whicb I had at first distinguished specifically, in the belief
that these large individuals exclusively inhabited those islands.
In both, that is, at all ages, the tail is a little shorter than the
body, triangular, finely denticulated at the upper crest, with
out any defined furrow underneath. We shall designate this
species under the name of lim'lll·u8 pol'!Jphemtl8. These last
characters will distinguish it from some others described by
me and Dr. Leach. (See the second edition of the Nouveau
DicL d'HisL NaL Desmarets. Consid. p. 844-3[)8.)

The second family, that of

SIPHONOSTOlllA.,

Presents no kind of jaws whatsoever. A sucker or siphon,
sometimes external, and in the form of a sharp inarticulated
beak, sometimes concealed or scarcely distinct, replaces the
mouth; the number of the feet is never beyond fourteen; the
testa is very slender, and consisting of a single piece. These
entomostraca are all parasitical.

The composition of the beak is not yet well known. It is
evident, from the figure given by the younger J urine, of the
argultl8foliaceua, that it encloses a sucker. But is this the
cue with that of the others, and what is the number of its
pieces? On these points we are ignorant. I presume, bow
ever, that this siphon is composed of the labrum, the mandi
bles, and the ligula, which forms the sheath of the sucker.
In the preceding entomostracon, the four anterior feet, the
form of which is very different from that oftbe following, would
correspond to the four jaws of the decapods.

We shall divide this family into two tribes.
The first, that ofC.HIGlDES, Lat., is characterized by the
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presence of a te8ta, in the form of an oval or semi-lunar
buckler; by the number of visible feet, which is always
twelve (or fourteen, if, with Dr. Leach, those may be considered
a8 such, which I think to be the two inferior antennm) j by
the form and size of those of the last ten pair, which ILftl

sometimes multifid, pinnate, or terminated in a fin, and 'Very
well adapted at all periods, and in the adult state, for
swimming; sometimes in the form of leafiets, or broad and
membranaceous. The sides of the thorax never present es.
pansions in the form of wings, inclining backwards, and they
enclose the body posteriorly.

In 80me the body, presenting several segments above, is
elongated, and narrowed posteriorly. to terminate in the manner
of a tail with two filaments, or two other projecting append
ages at the end. This extremity is not covered by a division of
the superior teguments, in the form of a large rounded shell
deeply notched at the posterior edge; the testa occupies at
least ODe half of the length of the bod)"; this subdivision
will comprehend two genera of Muller.

'The first, that of
AROULU8, MUller,

Was at first designated by us under the name of Ozok, and
described in an incomplete manner. The youngerJurine has
since observed the species which serves as its type, with the
most 8CrupulOUS attention, has traced it in all its ages, and
given U8 a monograph which leaves nothing to desire
upon the subjecL He has restored to this genus the name
which Miiller had originally imposed upon iL

The arguli have an oval buckler, emarginated posteriorly,
covering the body, with the exception of the posterior ex
tremity of the abdomen, 8upporting on a middle triangular
space, distinguished under the name of hood, (eAaperMl) two
eycs, four very small antennlll, almost cylindrical, placed in
front, the superior of which, shorter and of three articulations,
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have at their base a strong hook, toothless and recurved; while
the inf'erior are of four articulations, with a small tooth to the
first. The siphon is directed forwards. The feet are twelve in
nomber; the first two terminate by a basement, annulated
transversely, widened circularly at the end, striated and den
ticulated on its edges, presenting at the interior a sort of
rosette, formed by tbe muscles, and appearing to act in the
manuer of a cupping-glass, or sucker. Those of the follow
iIIg pair are adapted for prehension, with tbe thighs thick
and spinous, and tbe tarsi composed of three articulations,
the last of which is provided with two hooks. The other
feet are terminated by a fin, formed of two fingers or
elongated pinnullE, furnished on tbeir edges with barbed
1ilaments; the first two of these, that is, the third pair,
comprebending the two preceding pairs, bave eacb an addi
tional finger, but recurved; the last two are annexed to that
portion of the body which projects posteriorly out of the testa,
i. e. the tail. The females ha\'e but a single oviduct, and
covered by two small feet, situated behind these two palettes i

tile organ considered as the penis of the male, is placed at the
internal extremity of the first articulation of the same feet,
near the origin of the two digits. On the same articulation
of the two preceding feet, and facing tbese copulative
organs, is a vesicle presumed to be seminal. The abdomen,
considering as sucb that part of the body which extends
behind from the ambulatory feet, tbe beak, and a tubercle
enclosing the beart, is entirely free, from its origin, without
distinct articulations, and is terminated immediately after the
last two feet, by a sort of tail, lamelliform, rounded, deeply
emarginated, or bilobate, and without hairs at the end. It
is a sort of fin. The transparence of tbe body allows the heart
to be distinguished; it is situated behind the base of the sipbon,
lodged in a solid tubercle, semi.transparent. and formed of a
single ventricle. The blood, composed of small transparent

13
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globules, is directed forward in the form of a column, which
is soon divided into four branches, two of wbich go directly
towards tbe eyes, and two otbers towards the antennm; these
last branches, then reflected backwards, and united to the first,
form on eacb side a single column, which desc£nds towards
the cupper, goes round its base, and disappears. A little nn
derneath the two following feet, we distinguisb on each side
another sanguineous column, wbich is curved outwards, subse
quently extends near the edges of the testa, and, having ar
rived near the two penultimate feet, is bent forward, and ceases
to be visible. Another column, in which the blood, as well as
in the preceding, proceeds from frout to rear, traverses the
middle of the tail longitudinally ; it unites posteriorly to two
other currents, which are observable on the edges of this tail,
but proceeding in a contrary direction, or seeming to bring
back the blood to the beart. The younger Jurine has avoided
the employment of the term tJeuel, because the blood driven
into the anterior part, appears to spread and to be disseminated
there, so as to couutenance the notion that the globules of
the blood are dispersed in tbe parenchyma of those parts,
rather than contained in particular vessels. But after what
we have said respecting the circulation of the decapods, it
may be seen that in the present case the blood is at. first dis
tributed in the same manner; and the currents or columns, of

.which we have just spoken, appear to indicate the existence
of peculiar vessels. Accordingly, we find this skilful observer
afterwards allow that the circulation does not take place
throughout, in a manner equally diffuse, as in the anterior part
of the testa, wbere to us it appears to be effectuated as in
the decapods. The brain, placed behind tbe eyes, appears to
him to be divided into three equal lobes, one anterior and two
lateral. The anterior part of the stomach gives birth to two
large appendages, divided, eacb, into two branches, which
ramify into the wings of the testa. The alimentary substances,
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of a bistreoo8 colonr, which they contain, render these rami
fications perceptible. 'The crecum is provided, towards its
origin, with two vermiform appendages.

'The males are very ardent in love, which causes tbem to
mistake one sex for anotber, or address themselves to females
pregnant or dead. In coupling, they are placed upon tbe back
of the females, to which they hook themselves by means of
their copper-feet, and remain in that situation for several
bOnrB. The length of gestation is from thirteen to nineteen
days. The eggs are smooth, oval, and of the whiteness of
milk: they are fixed with a sort of glnten on stones, or otber
hard bodies, either in a right line, or in two ranks, to the num
ber of from one to four hondred. When pressed against
each other, their form becomes almost hexagonal.

Twenty-five days after the laying, and after having at first
assumed a yellowish and opake tint, we commence to distin
guish the eyes and some portion of the embryo. Subsequently,
at the end of about ten days, or towards the thirty-fifth day
after the laying, the shell is cleft longitudinally, and the young,
or tadpole, comes into the world. It is then scarcely tbree
eighths of a line in length. Its form generally resembles what
it is to be in the adult state; but its locomotive organs present
some essential differences. Miiller has described it in this state,
under the name of Argrtlus charon. Four oars, or long arms,
two ofwhich are placed before the eyes, and the other two be
hind, terminated, each, by a pencil of flexible and pionated
selle, which the animal moves simultaneollsly, and by means of
which it swims with facility and by jumps, issue from tbe
anterior extremity of the testa; they do not represent antennm,
as these last organs are abo to be seen. The cupper-feet are
replaced by two strong feet, elbowed near their extremity, and
terminated by a powerful hook, with which this animal can
futen on fishes. Other feet, proper to the adult state, viz.
those of the second and third pair, or the two ambulatory Bnd

VOL. XIII. B b
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first two of the swimming feet, are the only ones which anl

developed and free; the followiDg are, as it were, swathed up,
and fixed on the abdomen. The heart, the proboscis, and
the ramifications of the appendages of the stomacb, are all
distinct, When the first moulting, which ia performed by
means of a rupture of the lower surface, has taken place, the
oars disappear, and all the swimming feet are to be BeeD.

Three days after comes the second moulting, whicb produces
no important change. Bnt at the third, which takes place
two days after, we commence to perceive, towards the
middle of the two anterior feet, the mdiments of the cup
pel'S. On tbe fourth moulting, which likewise takes place
at the end of two days, these same feet are finally trans
formed into regular cupping-feet, preserving, however, the
terminal hook. At the end of six days comes a fresh change
of skin, and tbe appearance of the genital organs of either
sex; but another moulting, wbicb is delayed for six days
longer, is necessary to enable these animals to unite and mul
tiply. Thus the duration of tbeir state of infancy, or of their
metamorphoses, is five and twenty days. AI yet, howeYer,
they have arrived to but one-balf oC their proper size. For
this, some other moultings, which take place every six or
seven days, are necessary. J urine has ascertained that the
females cannot become mothers without the inteI'Yention of
the males. Those wbicb he had isolated, periahed of a dia
ease, which was indicated by the appearance of several brown
globules, disposed in a semi-circle towards the posterior part
of the hood, and wbich are formed, as it would seem, in
the parencbyma, since tbey are not destroyed by the
moultings.

The only known species of this genus, Argule foliaci~,

(Jurine fils., Ann. du Mus. d'Hisl., NaL, vii. xxvi., MOII6CII

ItSB foliacelU, Linn., Argulw delpAinlPl, et argult18 CAaroll.,
~Ilill.,Enlom.,ArgubtB delphinw, Herm. fils., Miom.Apter.v. 3.
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vi. 2; MonocullU gyri"i, Cuv. Tab. Elem. de I'Hist. Nat des
An. p. 4:s4; OzoltIB gastero,tei, Lat.; Hist. Nat. des Cmst.
et des Insect. IV. xxix. 1-7; Desm. Consid. L. i.; PO'll du

gruI&Oate, Baker, Micros. II. xxiv.) fixes itself on the under
part of the body of the tadpoles of frogs, of stickle-backs, &0.,
and SUCD their blood. Its body is Batted, of a clear yellowish
green, and abont two lines and a half in length. The younger
Hermann, who has very well described this animal in its per
fect state, and who quotes a manuscript of Leonard Baldaneur,
a fisherman of Strasburg, bearing the date of 1666, in which
the same animal is figured, says, that it is seldom to be met
with in the environs of that city, except on trouts, and that it
often causes their death, especially of those which are kept in
fiab-ponds. It is also found on perch, pikes, and carps. It has
never been found upon the gilla. Like the gyrini, this animal
whirls round like a top. He says that its body is divided into
five rings, DOt very distinct, opon the back.

CALlOUS, MUll.,

Have no copper-feet; those of the anterior pairs are un
guiculated, the others are divided into a number, more or
leu considerable, of pinnulm, or in the form of membranaceous
leaflets. The testa leaves discovered a good part of the body,
which i. terminated posteriorly, in the majority, by two long
filamenu, and in the others by appendages, in the form of a
fin or stylet. This interval also frequently presents some
other appendages, but small, or much less projecting.

The name of fis~lice, .under which they are collectively
designated, indicates that their habits are the same as those
of the arguli, and the other siphon08tomata. Many naturalists·
have considered the tubular filaments of the posterior extre
mity of their body to be ovaries. I have sometimes discovered
eggs under the posterior and branchial feet; but never in
these tubes. Moreover, we never see any exterior oviducts,

8b2
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similarly prolonged, excepting in snch females as laJ their
.eggs in holes or deep cavities. Now the females of the caligi
are not in this predicament. Miiller, and other zoologists,
have remarked, that these crustacea can erect and agitate
these appendages. We think with Jurine the younger, and
such is also the opinion of his father, that they answer the
purpose of respiration, in the same manner as the filaments of
the end of the abdomen in apus.

We find in the third volume of the General Annals of the
Physical Sciences, printed at Brussels, an extract from the ob
servations of Dr. Surriray, on the fcetus of a species of caligus,
which he believes to be the elongatus, and which is very com
mon on the operculum of the esox belone. This naturalist
informs us, that having ruhbed the two threads of the tail of
this crustaceous animal, he pnshed out many transparent and
membranaceous eggs, each enclosing a living fcetus, very dif
ferent from the mother, and the description of which he gives
us. From these observations we might deduce, that these
filaments are sorts of external oviducts. But may there not be
some mistake in the case? for I have studied, with some
attention, these same organs in several individuals, presened,
it is true, in spirits, without having discovered a body of any
description in them.

Some. whose feet are all free, and annexed, with the excep
tion of the last two, to the anterior part of the body, (Ceplaale

thorar, Lat.) covered by the shield; in which some at least of
the posterior feet are furnished with numerous and pinnat.ed
filaments; and in which the siphon is not apparent, have the
abdomen naked above, and terminated by two long filaments,
Qf by two stylets. They compose the subgenus

CA.LlOUS (proper). CA.LIGUS RISCULUS, Leach.

Caligus piscinus, Lat.; Caligus curtw, MUll. Entomost.
xxi. 1, '2; Mo-noCtIlUll pillcinu8, Lin.; Caligus Mullen', Leach;
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Desmar. Consid. 1. 4. The OniM:tu IfltOlfU of Slabber (En
cyclop. Method. AU. d'HisL Natur. cccxxx. 7, 8), appears, by
reuon ofthe fin-like appendages of the tail, to form a subgenus
proper. The mnocle apeue en plflmet of Geoffroy might be
p1aced in iL

In all the others, the upper part of the abdomen is imbri
cated. or this part of the body, is, as it were, enclosed in a
sort of case, formed by the hinder feet, which reaemble mem
branes, and are folded upwards.

Among theae last there are some whose antennle are never
aciyanced in the manner ofsmall claws, all whoae feet are free,
and the last of which do not envelope the body in the man
ner of a membranaceous case. They form the following sub
genera,

PrERYGOPODA, Latr, NOGAUS? Leach,

Which have the posterior extremity of the body terminated by
two fin-like appendages; feet pinnated gr digitated on the
under part of the post-abdomen, or of the second division of
the body Dot covered by the shield, and a distinct beak.

Bnt a single liying species, found upon the shark. See the
genus Nogatu, Desm. Consid. p. 840.

PANDARUS, Leach,

Which haye two filaments at the posterior extremity of the
body; the feet of the first and of the fifth pair unguiculated,
and the others digitate, bnt whose siphon is not apparenL

Paflda",. bicolor, Leach, Desmarest, 1. ~; Panda",.
B08Cii, Leach, Encyc. Brit. Suppl. I. xx. See, for the other
species, Desm. ibid. p. 889.

DINEIIOURA., Lat.,

Having likewiae two long filaments to the anus, but whose
siphon is apparenL Their two anterior feet are unguiculated,
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the foUowiDg are terminated by two long digib; &he olben
are in the fOrm of membranaceous lea8ets. CAlifi'" prHw
'''8, MUll. Entom. xxxi. 5, 4; MonlH:tUf18 SalmDItefU, Fab.

The last BUbgenus of this suodivision, 11Iat of

ANTHOSOMA, Leacll,

Approaches the preceding, as far as the existence of a sipbou,
and that of tbe two filameots at tlle end of the iail; bua is re
moved from it, as well as from those which precede it, by rea
80n of two of ita antenne, carned f(ll'wards, in the form of amall
monodactyloUB claws, and of the last six feet, which are 1Wl'ID

branaceolls, joined inferiorly, and folded laterally on the post
abdomen, 80 as tD fOrm a case tD envelope it; those of the
first and third pair are unguiculated; the second are termi
nated by two short and obtuse digits. Antk080ma SmitMi,
Leach, Desm. Consid. 1. 3; Caligw imbricatu8, Risso.

In otbers the body is oval, without projecting appendages ill
the manner of a tail, composed of filamenta, or of appendages
in the form of lines, at ita posterior extremity. A portion of
the upper tegumenta forms at first, and in front, a bucl1«,
not covering its anterior moiety, being more narrow, rounded,
and emarginated anteriorly, widened, and, as it were, bilobate
at the other end; then come successively three other pieces,
or scales, rounded aud emarginated posteriorly; the second
of which, the smallest of all, is alm08t ill the form of an in
verted. lIeart, and the last and largest is vaulted. The four
posterior feet are in the fonn of lunine, and unitled by pain;
&b0lle of the first and third are unguiculated; the 8eCOIld
have their ~tremities bifid. The siphon is apparent. The
eggs are covered by two oval pieces, contiguous, coriaeeous,
placed under the abdomen, and exceeding it in length.
Such are the characters of the genus
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CECROPS, Leach,

.375

Ofwhicb but a single species is known, wbicb bas been found
at1acbed to the gills of the tunny and the turbot, the CeN'ops
_ Lalreilk (Leach, Encyc. BriL Suppl. i. pI. xx. 1. 8, male,
-2,4, female-6, antennle, magnified. Desm. Consid. 1. 2.)

'The second tribe, that of LERN..EIFORMES, Lat., is com
posed of entom08traca still more approximated than the pre
ceding. from their external forms, to the lernele. The number
of discernible feet is but ten, and these organs are for tbe most
part very sbort, and not at all, or but little, adapted for swim
ming. Sometimes the body is almost vermiform, cylindri
cal, with the anterior segment simply a little broader, and
provided with two advanced didactylous forceps; sometimes,
in consequence of two lateral expansions in the form of lobes,
or wings, thrown bebind the tborax, and ot the two posterior
OYaries, it forms a small quadrilobate mass. This tribe is
compoeed of two genera. 'The first, tbat of

DJCBELE8TIVJI, HermamI (SQII),

Pre8enta U8 with a narrow and elongated body, a little dilated
in mmt, composed of seven segments, the anterior of which
(CM'llet, Hermann), is broader, rbomboidal, formed of the head,
aDd • portion of the thorax united. It supports, lst, four
short antennle, the lateral of wbicb are filiform, and composed
of seven articulations, and the intermediate advanced in the
manner of little arms, of four articulations, with the last in
the form of a didactylous forceps; 2nd, a sipbon, inferior.
membranaceous, and tubular; 3d, three sorts of shapeless
palpi (two multifid feet!) on each side, situated on a promi
nenee; 4th, foor feet adapted for seizing, of which the first
two are fonned of a thigh and leg, and terminated by divers
unequal and denticulated hooks, and the second consist of an
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enlarged thigh, terminated by a strong claw. The second and
third segments are almost lunulated, and support, each, a pair
of feet, formed of a I!ingle articulation, terminated by two sorta
of digits, denticulated at the end. To the fourth segment is
attached another pair of feet, the fifth and last, but in the form
ofsimple. oval vesicles, divergent, and immoveable, and which
Hermann presumes to be ovaries, rather than feeL Both this
segment and the following are almost square; the sixth is
much longer and cylindrical; the seventh and last is three
times shorter, almost orbicular, flatted, and terminated by two
small vesicles. The eyes are not distinct.

Dicheleati,n" Sturionia, Hermann, fils, Mem. Apterol,
page 125, v. 7, 8; Desmar. Consid., L. v., is about seven
lines in length. and one in breadth. The second segment,
lengthened on each side into an obtuse papilla, and the follo,,"
ing four are red, and of a whitish-yellow laterally. The feet
do not appear when the animal is viewed from above. It
insinuates itself deeply into the skin, and COyers the 088e0U8

arches of the gills, but without fixing itself, as would appear,
on their combs. Hermann has collected as many as a dozen
from a single fish. Two or three of this number, males, per
haps, were one-third shorter than the others. and had a coned
body; one of these twelve individuals lived for three days.
These cmstacea tum round frequently, and with viyacity i

they hook themselves ycry strongly by means of their &ontaJ
forceps.

. NICOTHOE, .4.ud. and Milfl. EdUl.,

Terminate the class of cmstacea, and are distinguished from
the rest by their heteroclite form. They present, on a simple
view, nothing but a body formed of two lobes, united in the
manner ofa horse-shoe, and enclosing two othen. But when
observed tbroush the microscope, we discover that. the two
large lobes, are large lateral expansions of the thorax, in the
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form of wings, alm08t Oyal, and thrown backwards; that the
other two lobes are external ovaries, or clusters of egg8,
analogou8 to those of the female cyclopes, inserted one on
each side, by means of a short pedicle, at the base of the
abdomen; and that the body of the animal i8 compo8ed of the
followiug parts: lst, a di8tinct head, supporting two eye8,
separated, two antennlll, lateral, short, setaceous, of eleven
articulations, having each a hair on the internal side, with
the mouth formed of a circular aperture, performing the
oOice of a cnpper, and accompanied on each side with maxil
liform appendages (anterior feet): 2d, a thorax of four seg
ments, having underneath five pairs of feet, the two anterior
of which are terminated by a very strong hook, bidenticulate
at the internal side, and the other eight are composed of a
large articulation, terminated by two stems, almost cylindrical,
almost equal, furnished with setlll, and of three articulations
each: 3d, an abdomen, proceeding to a point, of five rings,
the fint of which, being larger, gives birth to the oviferous
saC8, and the last is terminated by two long hairs. The
lateral expansions appear to be only an excessive develop
ment of the fourth and last ring of the thorax.' We perceive
in their interior two sorts of intestines, proceeding from the
medial line of the body, and which may be considered as two
CC2Ca, or divisions of the intestinal canal, which had formed a
hernia. They are endned with very distinct peristaltic move
ments. We have seen, in speaking of the arguli, that their
stomach also presents two creca, which ramify into the in
terior of the wings of the testa, and, perhaps, the thoracic
expansions of the nicothoes, are also two analogous lobes.
It so, \his genus might be placed near the preceding.

We owe our knowledge of the only species composing the
genus, namely,

Nicot1we tJltaci, ADn. des Scienc. NaL Die. 1826, xlix.
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1-9. to MM. Victor Audooin and Milne Edwards; it is half
a line in length, and neat'three in breadth, comprebeuding
the thoracic extensions. It is of a rcMIe-Colour, BORer on the
omerous sacs, with the expansions yellowisb. It adherell
closely to the gilla of the lobster. and links deeply between
the filaments or these organs. The species is not ll1I1Del'OUS,

and merely to be found on some individuals. All the nicothoes
observed by these two naturalists were provided with ovaries.
It is probable that these cmstacea can swim before they fix
themselves, and that their thoracic lobes bave acquired their
onlinary development; this development, as in tbe caae of
tbe Ixodes, may be the product of the superabundance of the
nutritive juices.

OF THE TRILOBITES.

IN tbe neighbourbood of tbe limuli, and oftbe other entomos
traca, provided with a great number of feet, are ranged ac
cording to the opinion of one of my compeers of the Royal
Academy of Sciences, M. Alexander Brogniart, and of divers
other naturalists, those singulll! fossil animaJs, confounded at
fint under tbe general denomination of EntMftolitluu para
doZtU, designated at present under tbat of trilobites, and of
whicb be has given an excellent monograph, enricbed with very
fione lithographic figures. M. Eudes Longcbamps, profesPoor at
the university ofCaen, Y. Ie Comte de Razoumowski. M. Dal
man, and some other men of science, bave since published
some new observations on tbose fossils. We must, on the
hypothesis in question, admit as a pofitive, or at least, a very
probable fact, the existence of locomotive organs, though,
notwithstanding. all researches on the subject, no vestige of
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them eeem. to bave been discovered. Y. Outlines, iDdeed,
in biB Oryctology, thinks that be baa perceiyed IIOmething of
this kiDd, ad that they are unguiculated. )I. Victol'
Audouin, embracing with ardour the opinion of M. Brogaiart,
.. combated in a particular memoir, the one which I put
fVl1h on this sooject, and according to which, I approsimated
them to chit.on. The most ell88ntial part of the difficulty ...as
to anthenticate the existence of the feet, which he baa DOt
done. As for the application of his theory of the thorax of
inaects to the trilobites, it appears to me 110 much the more
doublful, as. according to my views, the firat rings CJi the ab
domen of the insects, alone represent the thorax of the decapod
crustacea.

Suppoaiog, on the contrary, thOlle lIDUna1& to be deprived
of feet, t1aey COllIe more naturally near die chitoae8, or rather,
perhaps, they iOrmed the primitive souree of the articulated
aoimals, being connected OD the one side with these laA
lIlollUIICa, and OD the other with the aboft mentioaed CI1l8

taeea, ad even with glomeris, to which lOme trilobites, such
as the calymene, appear to approximate, sa weD &8 to Canon,
inasmuch &8 they could alllO usume in contracting, the ilrm
of a spheroid. Since the. publication of the work of M•
.&ogniart, some Daturalists have not agreed with !lim in
opinion, and have wholly or in part, adopted mille; others
still hesitate. Be this, however, &8 it may, these animals
appear to have been annihilated by the ancient revolutions
Qf our planeL

If we except an heteromorphous genus, that of AgnoMw,
the trilobites have, as well as the limuli, a large anterior seg
ment, in the form of a shield, almost semi-circulll', 01' lonu
lated, ad followed by about from twelve to twenty-two seg
meuts, all, with \be exception of the last, transverse, and
divided by two longitudinal furrows, into three ranges ofpartll,

12
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or lobes, and from thence the origin of the denomination
trilobites. With some scientific men, these are called eJlto

-.o8tracitea. The squiJ1m, various amphipod and isopod
crustacea, have also several of their segments divided into
three, by two sunk and longitudinal lines; but those lines are
more approached to the edges, and do not form deep fUTTOwa.

It would seem that in many trilobites, and particularly in
the Asapbi, that the body is composed, (the buckler not com
prehended) of a dozen segmenta, very much detached over
the sides, and of another forming the post.abdomen, or a tail,
triangular or semi-lunar, presenting only superficial divisions,
and which do not cot its edges. In the paradoxides, on the
contrary, the lateral lobes are terminated by sharp and very
distinct elongations, of which we reckon nearly twenty-two.
A species of trilobite mentioned by Count Razoumowsky, in
a memoir on the fouils, and which he presumes ought to con
su'tute a new genus, is, in this particular, very remarkable.
Ita lateral lobes form sorts of strips, very long, and going into
a point The feet of the nymphs of the gnaLs are in the form
of elongated, flatted laminm, without articulations, terminated.
by filaments, and folded back upon the sides. They are in a
rudimentary state, and may be analogous to the lateral divi
sion of this species of trilobite, which is neighbouring to the
paradoxides.

The genus AGN08TU8, BrO!J"., is the only one whose body
is semi-circolar or reniform. In all the other genera it is oval
or elliptic, and presents the general characters which we have
above indicated.

CAL ENE. Brogn., is distinguished from all the other
trilobites, by the faculty of being able to contract the body
into a ball, and in the same manner as spheroma, the arma
dillo, the glomeris, that is, by approximating together, un
derneath, the two extremities of the body. The buckler, u

DICltl7c d ly Coogle
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broad, or broader, than long, presents, as in Asaphus and
Ogygia, two ocoliform eminences. The segments do not
edge ont beyond the body laterally, they are united as far aa
the end, and the body is terminated posteriorly in a sort of
triangular and elongated tail.

In AS,APHUS, Br0!J"., the ocnliform tubercles appear to
present a lid, or are grannlar. The sort of tail which ter
minates the body posteriorly, is less elongated than in caly
mene, and either almost semi-circular, or in the form of a
ahort triangle. In the alJaphUII ofBr0!l"iart, described and
fignred by M. Eudes des Longchamps, the posterior angles
of the buckler, instead of being directed backwards, as in the
other species, are recurved.

The buckler of OGYGI.A, Br0!J"., is longer than broad,
with the posterior angles elongaled like a spine. The oculi
form eminences present neither lid nor granulation. The
body is elliptical.

These eminences having the appearance of eyes, do not
exist, or do not at all appear in the genus PARADOXIDES,
Brogn. The segments, or at least most of them, out-edge the
body laterally, and are free at their lateral extremity.

Such are the characters of the five genera established by
M. Alexandre Brogniart, and which may be distributed into
three principal groups; the r,mi/ormes, (genus AONOSTUS)
the contractiles (genus CALYMENE) and the ertetuiles,
(genera ASAPBUS, OGYGIA, and PARADOXIDES).

We shall refer, for the knowledge of the species and their
localities, to the admirable labours of this naturalist, who,
with respect to the fossil crustacea, properly so called, or
clearly recognized to be such, has associated with bimself
one of his first pupils, and a corr~pondent of the Academy of
Sciences, M. Anselm Gaetan Desmarest, often cited by us,
both for this part, and his work on the living crustacea.
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Other naturalists have proposed some other generic sections
for the trilobites; but as I must confine myself to the IIIOllt

general considerations, I stop at those presented to us by the
last work as yet in our possession, on these singular fouils.



THE SECOND CLASS OF ARTICULATED ANI
MALS, AND PROVIDED WITH ARTICULATED
FEET.

THE ARACHNIDES

ARE. like the crustacea, depriyed of wings, and likewise not
subject to chauge form or undergo metamorphoses, but merely
moult or change skin. They have also the sexual organs
remote from the posterior extremity of the body, and situated,
with the exception of those of BeYeral males, at the basis of
the belly. But they di1fer from these animals 81 well 81 from
insects in many pointl. In the same manner, as in the latter,
their body exhibits at its surface some apertures, or transverse
clefts, named stigmata, destined for the entrance of air, but
few in number (eight at most, more commonly two), and in
variably situated at the lower part of the abdomen. Respira
tion otherwise is performed, either by means of air-gills per
forming the office of lungs, enclosed in pouches, of which
these apertures form the entrance, or by means of radiated
trachere. The organs of vision consist in small simple eyes
grouped. in yarious ways, when they are numerous. The
head. usually confounded with the thorax, presents, in place
of antenne, only two articulated pieces, in the form of small
didactylous or monodactylous claws or forceps, which haye
been erroneOUl1y compared to the mandiblea of insects, and
similarly designated. They move in a different direction, or"
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from above downwards, assisting. nevertheless, in manduca
tion, and replaced in the Arachnides, whose mouth is in the
form of a siphon or BUcker, by two pointed laminm, which
serve as lancets. A sort of labium, or rather tongue. produced
by a pectoral elongation; two jaws formed by the radical
articulation of the first articulation of two small feet or palpi.
or by an appendage or lobe of this same articulation; a piece
concealed under the mandibles, called 8temal tOt'lflW, by
M. Saviguy (Description and figure of the plullangiufII
copticurnj, and which is composed of a projection in the form
of a bill, produced from the union ofa very small epistoma, or
hood, terminated by a very small triangular labrom, with a
lower longitudinal keel, usually very well furnished with hair ;
all these, with the pieces called mandibles, constitnte generally,
with some tri1ling modifications, the mouth of the arachnides.
The pharynx is placed in front of a sternal projection, which
has been considered as & labrom, but which, from its imme
diate situation behind the pharynx, and the absence of palpi,
is rather a tongue. The feet like those of insects, are com
monly terminated by two hooks, and sometimes by one more,
and all annexed to the thorax (or rather cephalothorax),
which, a small nnmber excepted, is formed but of a single
articulation, and very often closely united to the abdomen.
This last part of the body is soft or but ill defended in the
majority.

Considered in the relation of the nervous system, the
arachnides are strikingly remote from the cruatacea and in
sects. For ifwe except the scorpions, which, in consequence
of the knots or articulations forming their tails, have some
additional ganglia, the number of these swellings of the t.wo
nervous cords, is three at most, and even in these last
animals, taken altogether, it is no more than seven.

Most of the arachnides live on insects, which they seize
living, or on which they fasten and suck the juices. Others
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live parasitically on vertebrated animals. There are some,
however, found only in flour, cheese, and even on divers
vegetables. Those which are attached to other animals
often multiply very considerably. In some species, two of
their feet are only developed with a change of skin; and in
general it is only after the fourth or fifth moulting at most,
that the animals of this class become proper for generation.

DIVISION OF THE ARACHNIDES INTO TWO ORDERS.

The first have pnlmonary sacs, a heart, with very distinct
vessels, and from six to eight simple eyes. They compose
the first order, that of THE PULMONARY ARACHNIDES.

The others respire by tracheal, and present no organs of cir·
eulation, or if they have any, this circulation is not com·
p.lete. The tracheal are divided from their origin into dh·ers
branches, and do not form, as in the insects, two trunks, ex·
tending parallel to each other through the whole length of
the body, and receiving the air from its different parts, through
numerous apertures or stigmata. Here we find very distinctly
but two at most, situated near the base of the abdomen (none
in the pycnogonide,). The number of simple eyes is four at
mosL These araehnides form our second and last order, that
ofT1lACBEAN ARACBNIDES.

VOL. XIII. (' C



THE FIRST ORDER OF ARACHNIDES.

THE PULMONARI£. UNOGATA, Fah.,

Present, 88 we have already said, a well-marked system of
circulation, and pulmonary sacs, always placed under the beUJ,
indicated externally by apertures or transverse clefts (stigmata),
sometimes eight in number, four on each side, sometimes to
the number of four or two. The number of simple eyes is
from six to eight, while in the next order there are but four at
most, and generally but two; and even these are sometimes
very little apparent, or altogether wanting. The respiratory
organ is formed of smalilaminlil. The heart is a large veuel
which runs along the back, and gives out branches on each
side, and in front. The feet are always eight in number. The
head is invariably confounded with the thorax, and presents
at its anterior and superior extremity two pincers or forceps
(mandibles with some authors, ckelicere, or antenne"fJitu:e, of
Latreille), termin.ated by two fingers, one of which is mobile,
or by a single one, in the form of a hook or claw, and always
mobile. The mouth is composed of a labrum, of two palpi,
sometimes imitating arms or talons, of two or four jaws, formed,
when there are but two, by the radical articulation of these
palpi; and in addition, when there are four, by the same arti
culation of the first pair of feet, and of a tongue composed of
one or two pieces. In taking 88 a basis the progressive dimi
nution of the number of pulmonary sacs, and of stigmata, the
scorpions, in which there are eight(while the other arachnides
have but four or two), ought to form the first genus of this
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class, and then our family of pedipalpi, to which it belongs,
sbould precede that of aranei'des. But Lhese last arachnides
are in some sort isolated, by reason of the male sexnal organs,
of the hook of their frontal forceps, of their pedicled abdomen,
and its spinnents, and of their habits. The scorpions, more
over, seem to form a natural transition from the pulmonary
arachnides to the family of the P,evdo.,corp1.ones, the first of
the following order. We shall commence, therefore, as we
have done, with the araneides, or spinning arachnides.

The first family of the PULMONARY ARACHNI DES, that of

ARANEIDES,

Is composed of the SPIDERS (A.ranea, Linn.) They have
palpi in the form of little feet, without pincers at the end, ter
minated, for the most part, in the females, by a small hook,
while the last articulation encloses, or carries, in the males.
di"ers appendages, more or less complicated, serving for the
purposes of generation. Their frontal forceps (mandibles of
some writers), are terminated by a mobile hook, folded back
inferiorly, having underneath, near its extremity, always
pointed, a little cleft, for the issue of a poison. enclosed in a
gland of the preceding articulation. The jaws are never above
two in number. The tongue is of a single piece, always ex
ternal, and situated between the jaws, either more or less
square, or triangular, or semi-circular. The thorax, having
usually an impression in the fonn of a V, indicating the space
occupied by the head, is of a Ringle articulation, to which is
II1l8J>8Dded behind, by means of a short pedicle, a mobile
abdomen, Dsually soft. In all, it is fumished below the
anDS with four or six nipples. fleshy at the end, cylin
drical or conical, articulated, very much approximated one
to another, and pierced at their extremity with an infinity
of smaIl holes, for tbe passage of silken threads of an
extreme tenacity, issuing from internal reservoirs. The (eet,

cc2
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similar in form, but of various sizes, are composed of seven
articulations, the first two of which form the haunches, the
following the thigh, the fourth and fifth the leg, and the other
two the tarsus. The last is terminated by two hooks, usually
denticulated like a comb, and in many by an additional one,
but smaller, and without denticulations. The intestinal canal
is straight: it consists of a first stomach, composed of several
sacs, then towards the middle of the abdomen, a second
stomachal dilatation surrounded with silk. According to the
observations ofM. Leon. Dufour (Annal. des Be. Phys. tom. vi.),
it occupies the greater portion of the abdominal cavity, and is
immediately enveloped by the skin. It is of a pulpy con
sistence, formed of small grains, whose peculiar excretory
ducts unite into many hepatic canals, pouring into the alimen
tary tube the product of the secretion. At the middle of its
superior surface is a deep line, where the heart is lodged, and
which divides this organ into two equal lobes. Its form vanes
like that of the abdomen, according to the species, thus its
contour is festooned in the Epeira sericea. In this sob
genus, as well as in the Lyc08a tarentula, its surface is
covered with a coat of a chalky white, cut into areolle, which
are easily perceived through the smooth skin of some species.
They are observed to obey the motion of the systole and dias
tole of the hearL The individuals of both sexes often shoot
through the anus an excrementitious fluid, composed of one
part white as milk, and another black as ink.

The nervous system is composed of a double cord, occupy
ing the medial line of the body, and of ganglia, which distri
bute nerves to the nrious organs. M. Dufour has been unable
to determine the number and disposition of these ganglia;
but, according to the figure which Treviranus has given of this
system, the number of ganglia should be but two. The obser
vations of the latter also supply the deficiencies of M. Dufour,
relatively to the organ of circulation, which, according to him,
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appears to consillt but of a simple dorsal vessel, and al80 rela
tively to the testicles and the spermatic vessels, on which he
has afforded no information.

The dorsal region of the abdomen in many araneldes, espe
cially in those which are smooth or but slightly furnished with
hair, presents deep or umbilical points, the number and dis
position of which vary. M. Dufour has ascertained that those
little orbicular depressions were determined by the attach.
ment of the filiform muscles which traverse the liver, and
which he has also observed iu the scorpions.

The pulmonary cavities, to the number of one or two pair,
are indicated externally by so many yellowish or whitish
spots, placed near the base of the belly, immediately after the
segment, which, by means ofa fleshy thread, unites the abdo
men with the thorax. Each pulmonary pouch is formed by
the superposition of a great number of triangular leaflets,
white, and extremely slender, which meet together around the
stigmata, which always answer in number to the pulmonary
sacs. Where there are four of them, a sort of fold, or vestige
of a ring, existing even in those where there are but two, and
placed immediately after them, forms a line, which separates
the two pairs.

The female arane'ides have two very distinct ovaries, lodged
in a sort of capsule formed by the liver. Notfecundated, they
appear of a spongy tissue, ,as it were flaky, and constituted
by the agglomeration of rounded corpuscles, scarcely percep
tible, which are the germs of the eggs. In proportion to the
progress of fecundation, the cluster formed by these eggs
becomes less compact; and we find that they are inserted
laterally on many canals. Their great analogy with the
O\'aries of the scorpion causes the same observer to presume
that they form meshes, terminating in two distinct oviducts,
which open into one and the same vuh·a. The configuration
of the latter varies much: sometimes it is a longitudinal bila·
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biated cleft, as in the Micrommata argelas i sometimes it is
sheltered by. a prolonged operculum, and terminated like a
tail, as in the Epe"ira diadema i or it sometimes presents itself
in the form of a tubercle.

With respect to the simple eyes, the same observer remarks,
that they shine in darkness, or dusk, like thOlle of the cat, and
that the arane'ides have probably the faculty of seeing both
by day and night.

The abdomen of the arane'ides putrifies and changes after
death to such a degree, that its colours and even its form be
come undistingnishable. M. Dufour has succeeded, by means
ofa '\"Cry prompt desiccation, of which he explains the process,
in remedying this inconvenience.

According to Reaumur, the silk undergoes a first elabora
tion in two small reservoirs, having the fignre of a Rupert's
drop, placed obliquely one on each side, at the basis of six
other reservoirs, shaped like intestines, situated one at the side
of the other, bent six or seven times, setting out a little below
the origin of the belly, and leading to the nipples by a very
slender thread. It is in these last vessels that the silk acquires
more consistence and the other qualities which are peculiar
to it. They communicate with the preceding by branches,
forming a great number of bends, and then divers interlacings.
On proceeding from the nipples, the silken threads are glutin
ous; a certain degree of desiccation or evaporation of moisture
is necessary before they can be employed. But it appean,
that when the temperature is propitious an instant is sufficient,
since these animals make use of them almost immediately as
they escape from their spinnerets. Those white and silky
flakes which we see flying about in spring and autumn, on
days in which there has been a fog, anei which are vulgarly
termed" the "irgi",'. thread8," are certainly produced, as we
have been convinced by following them from their point of
departure, by divers young arane'ides, and especially by Epelrnl
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and Thomisi. These are principally the large threads which
should serve as an attachment to theradii of the web,orthose
which compose its chain, and which, becoming more heavy in
proportion to the degree of moisture, sink, approach towards
each other, and end by being formed into pillet&. They are
often seen to unite near the web commenced by the animal,
and where it remains. It is, moreover, probable, that many
of these araneldes, not having as yet a sufficient provision of
silk, con1ine themselves to throwing out some simple threads
to a distance. It is, in my opinion, to some young lycosm,
that we must attribute those which are seen in great abund
ance croBBing the furrows of ploughed fields, where they reflect
the light of the sun. Chemically analyzed, these threads of
the virgin present precisely the same characters as the silk of
the spiders. They are not therefore formed in the atmosphere,
as has been conjectured, for want of proper observations with
hi. own eyes, by a philosopher, whose authority is of great
weight, M. Ie Chevalier de Lamarck. Stockings and gloves
have been fabricated with this silk, but such attempts not
being sosceptible of application on a large scale, and being
subject to many difficulties, are more curious than useful.
This Bubstance is of much greater importance to the araneldes.
It is with it that the sedentary species, or those which do not
hunt their prey, weave those webs ofa tissue more or less com
pact, whose forms and positions vary according to the habits
of each, and which are so many snares to take the insects on
which they feed. These are scarcely arrested by means of the
hooks of their tarsi, when the spider, sometimes placed in the
centre of its net-work, or at the bottom of its web, sometimes
in a peculiar habitation situated near it, and in one of its
angles, rons np, approaches the insect, makes use of all its
efforts to strike it with its murderous dart, and distil into the
wound a poison which acts most promptly. When the insect
opposes too powerful a resistance, or it might bc dangerous to
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struggle with it, the spider retires for a moment, to wait until
the other has lost its strength, or become more entangled•

. But if there is nothing to fear, the spider hastens to fetter its
prey, by winding its threads of silk round its body, which
sometimes completely envelope it, and form a covering that
withdraws it fl"Om our £light.

Lister has asserted, that the spiders ejaculate and dart out
their threads, in the same manner as the porcupines shoot
their quills, with this difference, that the latter weapons,
according to the popular opinion, are detached from the body,
while in the spiders, these threads, though pushed to a dis
tance, remain attached to the animal. This feat has been
considered impoaible. Nevertbele88, we have seen threads
iawng from the nipples of some thomisi, directed in a right
line, and forming, as it were, moveable radii, when the animal
moved circularly. Another use of the silk, and common to all
the female arane'ides,is in the construction of cocoons,destioed
to enclose their eggs. The contexture and the form of these
cocoons are variously modified, according to the habits of
the races: they are generally sphero'idical. Some have the
form of a cap, or that of a kettle; some are supported on a
pedicle or stem, or terminate in a knob. Foreign substanCCll,
such as earth, leaves, &c. sometimes cover them, at least
partially. A finer tiaue, a sort of wadding, or down, often
envelopes the eggs internally: they are either free or agglu
tinated, and more or less numerous. These animals, being
very voracious, the males, to avoid all surprise, and not to be
the victims of a premature desire, approach their females at
the season of love with· the most extreme distrust and the
greatest circumspection. The apparatus of generation in the
males, or at all events that which is presumed to be so, is
usually very complicated and urious, formed of scaly pieces,
more or less hooked and irregular, and of a white fleshy body,
on which vessels are sometimes perceived, of a sanguine
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appearance, and which is regarded as the fecundating organ,
properly so called; but in the arachnides, with four pulmon
ary sacs, and in some others of the division of those which
ha'"e but two, the last articulation of the palpi' of the same
indi"iduals presents but a single corneous piece, in the form
of a hook or ear-pick, without the least distinct aperture.
Although Miiller and some others were wrong, with reference
to some entomostraca, in placing the male sexual organs OD
two of their anlennlll, it is not less true that the parts cODsi
dered as analogous in the araneides are very different from
those which have been observed on the antennre of these crus
tacea, and that we cannot conceive what their use can be if
we refuse them this office.

According to the experiments of Audebert, who has given
us a history of the Similll, worthy of the talents of this great
painter, it is proved that a single fecundation can suffice for
many successive generations. But as in all the insects, and
other analogous classes, the eggs are sterile if the two sexes
do not unite. The coupling, in our climates, takes place
from the end of summer, uutil towards the end of September.
The eggs. which are first laid, often disclose before the·end of
autumn; the others pass the winter. It has been remarked
that the females of some species of lycoBlll, or UJOlf-8pider8,
tear the cocoon of the eggs, when the young are about to
come into the world. When newly born, they climb on the
back of the mother and remain there for some time. Other
female arane'ides carry the cocoon under the belly, or watch
over its preservation, by fixing it near them. The two
hinder feet are not developed, in some young ones, until a
few days after their birth. There are some which, at the same
period, are assembled for some time in society, and appear
to spin together. Their colours then are often more uniform,
and the naturalist who has but little experience, might very
erroneously be induced to multiply the species. One of our
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fellow-labourers in the Encyclopedie Metlwdique, M. Amedee
Lepelletier de St. Fargeau, has observed, that these animals,
as well as the cmstacea, possess the faculty of regenerating
their lost members.

I have ascertained that a single sting of an araneid of
middle size will kill our domestic l1y in the space of a few
minutes. It is also certain, that the bite of those large
araneides of South America, which are known under the
name of crab-spiders, and which we range in the genus
mygale, will kill small vertebrated animals, such as little
birds, colibris, pigeons, &c., and may produce a violent
attack of fever in man himself. The wound even of some
species of our southern climates, has proved mortal. We
may, then, without adopting all the fables which Baglivi and
others have put forth respecting the tarantula, be cautious,
especially in warm climates, of the bite of the araneides, and
particularly of the large species. Divers species of the genus
8plte:c of linnEUS seize the araneides, pierce them with their
sting, and transport them into the holes where they have
deposited their eggs, that they may serve as food for their
young. Most part of these animals perish in the after season;
but there are some which live many years, and of this num
ber are the mygale, lycosa, and probably several others.
Though Pliny says that the pkalangium are unknown in
Italy, we nevertheless presume that these last araneides, and
other large species, spinning no web, and also the galeodes,
are the animals designed collectively by that name, and of
which many species are distinguished. Such was also the
opinion of Mouffet, who has figured as a species ofphalanginm,
a lyeosa, or a mygale of the island of Candia.

Lister, who was the first properly to observe the araneides
whose habits fell under his notice, viz. those of Great Britain,
has laid the basis of a natural distribution, which all suble
quent authors have done little more than modify. The more
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recent knowledge of some species peculiar to hot climates,
sucb aa the maMm-qJider, described by the Abbe Sauvages,
and some others analogous; the employment of the organs of
manducation introduced into the method by Fabricius; a
more precise study of the general disposition of the eyes, and
their respective sizes; and, further, the consideration of the
relative length of the feet, ha!e all contributed to extend this
c18B8ification. M. Walckenaer has entered in this respect
into the most minute details, and it would be difficult to dis
cover a species which does not find its place in some one of
the sections which he haa established. There is, however, a
character, the application of which haa not been generalized,
the presence or absence of the third hook at the end of the
tarsi. M. Savigny haa presented us in this point of view, a
new method, but of which I am oulyacquainted with a simple
synopsis.

M. Leon Dufour, who has published some excellent memoirs
on the anatomy of insects, who has made an especial study of
those of the kingdom of Valencia, where he has discovered
many new species, and to whom botany is not less indebted,
haa bestowed particular attention on the respiratory organa of
the araneides, and it is according to him that we shall divide
them into those which have four pulmonary sacs (and exter
nally four stigmata, two on each side, and very near each
other), and into those which have but two. The tint, which
embrace the order of araneides theraphOSle, ofM. Walckenaer,
and some other genera of that which he designates collec
tively under the denomination of spider, compoee according
to our method but a single one, that of

MYGALE.

Their eyes are always situated at the anterior extremity
of the thorax, and usually very closely approximated. Their
forceps and feet are strong; the copulatory organs of the mare.

J8
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are always projecting, and often very simple; the majority
ha"e but four spinnerets, two of which, lateral oresterior, and
situated a little above the other two, are longer, with three
articulations, not reckoning the elevation formed by their
peduncle. They fabricate silken tubes, which serve them for
an habitation, and which they conceal, either in burrows that
they have excavated, or under stones, the bark of trees, or
between leaves.

The theraphosae of M. Walckenaer will form a first
division, having for characters-four spinnerets, the two in
termediate and inferior very short, and the two exterior
extremely projecting; crooks of the forceps bent under
neath along their keel or lower edge, and not within or on
their internal face; eight eyes in all, most frequently grouped
on a small eminence, three on each side, forming, when
united, a reversed triangle, and the upper two approximate,
the other two disposed transversely, at the middle of the
preceding.

The fourth pair of feet, and after them, the first, are the
longest; the third is the shortest.

In some the palpi are inserted at the upper extremity of
the jaws, so that they appear to be composed of six articula
tions, of which the first, narrow and elongated, with the in
ternal angle of the superior extremity projecting, performs the
office ofjaw. The tongue is always small,and almost square;
the last articulation of the palpi in the males is short, in the
form of a button, and bearing at its extremity the sexual
organs. The two anterior legs of the same individuals have
a strong spine, or spur, at their lower extremity. Such are
the characters of

MYGALE (proper), Walck.

Some do not present at the upper extremity of their forceps
immediately above the insertion of the claw, or hook, which
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terminates it, a transverse series of spines, or corneous and
mobile points, disposed in the manner of a rake. The hairs
which furnish the under portion of their tarsi, form a thick
and tolerably broad brush, edging, and usually concealing
the hooks. The masculine sexual organs consist in a single
scaly piece, tenninated in an entire point, that is, without
notch or division. Sometimes it has almost the fonn of an
ear-pick; sometimes, and most frequently, it is globular un
derneath, and then grows narrow, terminating in a point, and
forming a sort of arched hook.

This division is composed of the largest species of the
family, and some of which, in a state of repose, occupy a
circular space of six or seven inches in diameter, and some
times seize on humming birds and colibris. They establish
their domicile in the clefts of trees, under their bark, in tlle
interstices of stoncs, or rocks, or on ilie surfaces of the leaves
of divers vegetables. The cell of the lIfygale avicularia has
the form of a tube narrowed to a point at its posterior ex
tremity. It is composed of a white web, compact in its tissue,
very fine, semi-transparent, and similar in appearance to
muslin. M. Goudot has given me one, which, unfolded, was
seven or eight inches long, by about two wide, measured in its
greatest transverse diameter.' The cocoon of ilie same species
was of the form and size of a large nul. Its envelope, com
posed of a silk similar in kind to that of its habitation, was
formed of three layers. It appears that the young are hatched
there, and undergo their first moulting. M. Goudot informed
me, that from & single one, he took out a hundred young
ones.

This mygale (Aranea avicularia, Lin,; Kleem, insect xi.
and xii., male) is about &n inch and a half in length, blackish,
very hairy, with the extremity of the palpi, of the feet, and
ilie lower hairs of the mouth reddish. The genital organ of
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the males is hollow at its base, and finishes in an elongated
and very sharp point.

South America and the Antilles furnish other species,
which are known by the French colonists under the name of
araignees-erabes(crab-spiders). Their bite is sopposed to be
very dangerous. The East Indies have also another very
large species, (M.fallCiata, Seba., Mus., I. lxix. 1. ; Walck.
Hist. des Aran., iv. 1. fem.) We also receive from the Cape
of Good Hope, a species almost as large as the aviculariL
Another of the same division, (M. mlentina) has been found
in the arid soils and deserts of Moxenta, in Spain, by 1\1
Dufour, who has described and figured it, in the fifth volume
of the Annals of the Physical Sciences, published at Brossels.
M. Walckenaer has made os acquainted with another species
found in this peninsula (M. calpeiana) which has two
eminences above the respiratory organs. These two species
form a small particular group, having as character, the hooks
of the tarsi projecting or naked.

In the following mygales, the superior extremity of the

first articulation of the forceps presents a series of spines,
articulated, and mobile at their base, according to the obser
vations of M. Dufour, and forming a sort ofrake•

The tarsi are less hairy underneath than in the preceding
division, and their hooks are always uncovered. The males of
one species, the only one which I have seen, have their copula
tory organs less simple than those of the preceding species.
The scaly and principal piece encloses in an inferior cavity a
particular body, semi-globular, and terminating in a point,
bifid.

These species excavate, in dry and mountainous places,
situated to the south, in the southern coontries ofEurope, and
some others, subtelTaneous galleries, tubiform, being often two
feet in depth, and so sinuous, that, according to M. Dufour,
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the trace of them is often 10sL They construct at the entmnce,
with clay and silk, a moveable cover, fixed by a hinge, and
which, in consequence of its form, perfectly adapted to the
aperture, of its inclination, of its natural weight, and of the
superior situation of the hinge, clOIleS ofitself, and in the most
exact manner, the entrance of the habitation, and thus forms
a trap, which it is difficult to distinguish from the surrounding
soil. Its interior face is clothed with a silken layer, to which
the animal hooks itself, to draw to it this door, and hinder it
from being opened. If it is a little open, we may be sure the
spider is in its retreaL When it is discovered, by a fissure
made in the conduit, in front of its iBSue, it remains stupefied,
and suffers itself to be taken without resistance. A silken
tunnel, or the nest properly so called, invests the interior of
the gallery. The naturalist just cited is of opinion that the
males do not excavate in this way. Independently of his
never baving met with them except under stones, they appear
to him to be leBS favoured by nature with organs proper for
the execution of such labours. Without pronouncing on this
point, we presume, with him, that our Mygale carmiflana is
only the male of the following species. Nevertheless, M.
Walckenaer has his donbts on this poinL

The female m(JllDn-apider (M. crementaria, Latr.; Araignet!
mtlfonne, Sauvag. Hillt. de l'Acad. des. Scienc. 1758, p. 26;
Araignee mineuse, Dorthes Linn. Trans. ii. 17. 8, &c. &c.)
is about eight lines in length, of a reddish, b rdering on
brown, and more or less deep, with the edges of the corslet
paler. The forceps are blackish, and have, each of them,
above, near the articulation of the hook, five points, the inter
nal one of which is shorter. The abdomen is of a mouse-grey,
with deeper coloured spots. The first articulation of all the
tarsi is furnished with small spines; the hooks of the last
have a spur at their base, and a double tange of sharp
teeth. The spinnerets project but little. According to M.
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Dufour, the presumed male, of which I have made a sPecies,
M. cardenae, differs from the preceding individual by its
longer feet, by the hooks of the tarsi, the teeth of which are
as numerous again, but without spurs, and by its spinnerets
being shorter. But a more apparent character is the strong
spine terminating underneath the two anterior legs. This
mygale is found in the 80uthemdepartments of France, situ
ated on the shores of the Mediterranean, in Spain, &c.

The female pioneer-spider (M. fodiens, Walck. Faun.
Franc. Arach. ii. I, 2; M. Sauvageaii, Dufour. Ann. des
Scienc. Phys. V. lxxiii. 8; Aranea SauvageaU, Ross.) is a
little larger than that of the preceding species, of a clear red
dish brown, and without spots. The external spinnerets are
long. The four anterior tarsi alone are furnished with small
spines. All have a spur at the end, and their hooks present
but a single tooth, situated at their base. The forceps are
stronger, and more inclined, than those of the mason-spider.
The points of the rake are a little more numerous. The first
articulation presents, underneath, two ranges of teeth. The
male is unknown. This species is found in Tuscany and
Corsica. The Museum of Natural History possesses a small
clod of earth, in which four of its nests are to be seen, dis
posed in a regular quadrilateral figure.

M. Lefcvre, so zealous for the progress of entomology, and
who has made 80 many sacrifices for this science, has brought
from Sicily a new: species of mygale, the body of which is
entirely of a blackish brown. The male does not present at
the extremity of the anterior legs this strong spine. which
appears in general to be peculiar to individuals of the same
sex in the other mygalcs.

There is found at Jamaica another species, M. nidularu.
represented with its nest by Brown, in his Natural History of
Jamaica, pI. xli\"'. 8.

In others, the palpi are inserted in a lower dilatation of the
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external side of the jaws, and have but five articulations. The
tongue, at first \-er)' small (atypus), is afterwards elongated
and advanced between the jaws, and this character becomes
general. The last articulation of the palpi of the two sexes is
elongated, and fined into a point, towards the end. The males
have no strong spur at the extremity of their two anterior
legs.

ATYPUS, lAir. OLETERA, Wakk.,

Have a "ery small tongue, almost co\'ered by the internal
portion of the base of the jaws, and the eyes close together
and grouped upon a tubercle.

Atypu Sulzeri. Latr., Gen. Crust. et Insect. I. v. 2, male j

Dufour, Ann. des Science Phys. V. lxxiii. 6. j Aranea picea,
Sulz. j Olet~e atype, Walck. Faun. Fran~. Arach. ii. 8, has
the body entirely blackish, and about eight lines in length.
The thorax is almost square, depressed posteriorly, swelled,
widened, and broadly truncated in front, which gives it a form
very different from what this part of the body presents in the
mygales. The forceps are very strong, and their claw, under
neath, Dear the base, has a small eminence, in the form of a
tooth. The last articulation of the palpi of the male is
pointed at the end. The genital organ below gil-es origin to a
small semi-transparent piece, in the form of a scale, widened,
and unequally forked at the end, with a small silky hair at one
of its extremities. This species excavates, in inclined soils
covered with turf, a cylindrical tube, seven or eight inches in

'length, at first cylindrical, afterwards inclincd, where it spins
a tunnel of white silk, of the same form and the same dimcn
sions. The cocoon is fixed with some silk, and by tbe two
ends, to the bottom of this tunnel. It is found in the environs
ofParis, and of Bordeaux j and M. de Ba80ches has obsen-ed,
near 8eez, a variety which is constantly of a clear brown.

M. Milbert, correspondent of the Museum of Natural His-
TOL. XIII. D d
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tory, has discovered, in the environs of Philadelphia, another
species (Atypw nsfipes) altogether black, with the feet fawn
coloured.

ERIODON, Latr. MISSULENA, Walck.,

Differ from the atypi, in their elongated and narrow tongue
advancing between the jaws, and their eyes scattered on the
front of the thorax.

The only known species (Eriodon occatorius, Latr. ; Mi#u
lena, Walck. Tab. des Aran. pI. ii. 11, 12), is an inch long,
blackish, and proper to New Holland, from which it has been
brought by Peron and Lesueur.

Our second and last division of mygales, or araneides with
four pulmonary sacs, presents characters common to eriodOD,
as that of having the tongue prolonged between the jILWS, the
palpi composed of five articulations; but the claws of the
forceps are bent along their internal edge; their spinnerets are
six in number; the first pair of feet, and not the fourth, u the
longest of all ; the third is always the shortest. Some of theee
arachnides have but six eyes. The number ofpulmonary lI8CI

will not permit us to remove the subgenera of this diviaioa
from the preceding; and as it conducts us to tlrtu&tU, to clotM,
to ,egestria, subgenera presenting only two pulmonary sacs,
the natural order will not per~it us to pass from the mygales
to the lyc08lll and other hunting or erratic araneidea. The
mygales aloe genuine weaving spiders; and, in truth, it 1VU iD
this division that the avicularia of LinnEUS was originally
placed.

This second division comprehends the two following sub
genera,

DYSDERA, Latr.,

Which have but six eyes, arranged in the form of a hone
shoe, with the aperture in front; whose forceps are very strong
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and advanced, and whose jaws are straight, and dilated at the
insertion of the palpi.

FILISTATA, Lair.,

Which have eight eyes grouped on 11 little elevation at the an·
terior extremity of the thorax, the forceps small, and the jaws
arched at the external side, and surrounding the tongue as a
centre.

We now paa to the aranei'des which have but a single pair
of pnlmonary sacs and stigmata. All present palpi with flve
articulations, inserted on the external side of the jaws, near .
their bue, and most freqnently in a sinus; a tongue advanced
between them, either almost square, or triangular, or semi
circular; and six nipples or spinnerets at the &Dns. The last
articulation of the palpi of the males is more or less ovoid, and
encloses, most frequently, in an excavation, a complicated and
very varied copulatory organ. Rarely (Segestria) it is un
covered.

With the exception of a small number of species, entering
into the genus mygale, they compose that of

The SPIDER, ARANEA of Linfl4U8, or ARANEUS of some
writers.

A first division will comprehend the SEDENTARY SPI

DER8. They make webs, or at least send forth threads, to

BUJPrise their prey, and remain habitually within those lOares,
or close beside them, as well as near their eggs. Their eye.
are approximated on the breadth of the forehead, sometimes
to the number of eight, four or two of which are at the middle.
and two or three on each side; sometimes their number i. six.

Some, which in walking always proceed straight forward,
and which we name on tbat account RECTIGRADE8, wean
webs, and are always stationary. Their feet are elevated in

Dd2
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a state of repose; sometimes the first two and the last two,
sometimes tbose of the two anterior pairs, or tbe fourth and
the third, are the 10ngesL The eyes do not form, by their
general disposition, a segment of a circle or a crescenL

They may be divided into three sections: tbe first, that of
TUBITELES, or WEAVERS, has cylindrical spinnerets, col
lected in a bundle, directed backwards, the feet robust, and
the first two, or the last two, and vice "'ersli, longer in some,
wbile in otbers the eight feet are nearly of equal length.

We sball commence witb two subgenera, which, considered
as to the jaws forming an arch round the tongue, approach
the filistata, and depart from the following. The eyes are
always eight in number, disposed by foors on two transverse
lines. The first, that of

CLOTHO, Walck. UROCTEA, Dufour,

Is one of the most singular. Its forceps are yery small, with
out denticulations, and but little capable of separation, which
character approximates this subgenus to the last. The hooks
are "'ery small. In the short form of tbe body, and length of
its feet, it resembles much tbe spider.crab or Thomisus. The
relative length of these orgaD6 differs little. The fourth pair,
and then the preceding, are only a little longer than the tirst
four legs. The tarsi alone are furnished witb prickles. The
eyes are more remote from the anterior edge of the thorax
than in the following subgenus, approximate, and disposed in
the same manner as in the genus mygale of M. Walckenaer.
Three on each side form an inverted triangle. The other two
form a transverse line, in the space comprized between the
two triangles. The jaws and tongue are proportionally smaller
than those of the last-mentioned subgenus. The jaws have
on the external side a short projection, or slight dilatation,
serving as an insertion to the palpi, and terminating in a
point. The tongue is triangular, and not almost oval, like that
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of drasms. The two upper spinnerets, or Lbe most lateral.
are long; but that which, according to M. Dufour, particu
larly characterizes his uroctea, or our c1oLbo, is, that in place
of the two intermediate spinnerets, we find two pectiniform
valves, opening and closing at Lbe will of the animal.

As yet but a single species is known, Uroctea, 5-Maculata,
Dufour, Annal. des. Scienc. Phys. V.lxxvi. 1; Clotho DU1'an

dii, Latr. Its body is five lines in length, ofa chestnut-brown,
with the abdomen black, having five round, yellowish spots
above, four ofwhich are disposed transversely in pairs, and the
wt or odd one is posterior; the feet are hairy. We see by the
plates ofthe great work on Egypt, Lbat M. de Savigny found it
in that country, and Lbat he proposed to form wiLb it a new gene
ric group. M. Ie Comte Dejean brought it from Dalmatia, and
the Chevalier de Schreibers, director of the imperial cabinet of
Vienna, has sent me some individuals collected in the same
places. M. Dufour has also found it in the mountains of Nar
bonne, in the Pyrenees, and in the rocks of Catalonia. We
are indebted to him, independently of the knowledge of the
external characters of this araneid, for some curious observa
tions respecting its habits. " It makes," he tells us, " at the
inferior surface of large stones, and in the clefts of rocks, a
cocoon, in the form of a cap or little dish, a good inch in
diameter. Its contour presents seven or eight emarginations,
of which the angles alone are fixed upon the stone, by means
of bnndles of threads, while the edges are free. This singular
tent. is of an admirable texture: the exterior resembles the
finest taffetas, composed, according to the age of the worker,
of a greater or les8 number of doublings. ThUll, when the
uroctea, as yet young, commences to establish its retreat, it
only fabricates two webs, between which it remains in shelter.
Subsequently, and, I believe, at each moulting, it adds a cer
tain number of doubles. Finally, when the period marked
for reproduction arrives, it weaves a cell for this very purpose.
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more downy and soft, where the sacs of eggs, and the yOUDg
ones newly disclosed, are to be shut up. Although the exter
nal cap or pavilion is designedly, without doubt, more or leu
soiled by foreign bodies, which serve to conceal its presence,
the apartment of the industrious fabricator is always scrupu
lously clean. The pouches which enclose the eggs are four,
five, or even six, for each habitation, which, ne\"ertheless,
forms but a single habitation. These pouches are of a lenti
cular form, and are more than four lines in diameter: th~y are
formed of a sort of taffeta as white as snow, and furnished
internally with a down of the finest kind. It is only at the
end of December, or in the month of January, that the laying
ofthe eggs takes place; it was therefore necessary, beforehand,
to provide for the defence of their progeny against both the
rigour of the season and hostile incursions. Every thing of
this kind has been carefully done. The receptacle of this
precious deposit is separated from the web, immediately ap
plied upon the stone, by a soft down, and from the external cap,
by the various stories of which I have spoken. Among the
emarginations which border the tent, some are altogether
closed by the continuity of the stuff; others have their edges
simply lapped over, so that the uroctea, by raising them, may
issue at will from the tent, and re-enter. When it quits its
domicile to proceed to the chase, it has little cause to fear
that its habitation should be invaded, for itself alone possesses
the secret of the impenetrable emarginations, and the key to
those by which it can introduce itself. When the yOUDg ones
are in a state to do without maternal cares, they take their
departure and proceed to .establish elsewhere their particnlar
habitations, while the mother dies in her own tenL Thul the
last is at once the cradle and the tomb of the uroctea."

DBA8SUS, Walck.,

Differ from Clotho in many characters. Their forceps are
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robut, projecting, and denticulated underneath; their jaws
are truncated obliquely at their extremity, and the tongue
forms an onI, truncated inferiorly, or an elongated cunilinear
triangle; the eyes are more approximated to the anterior
edge of the thorax, and the line formed by the four posterior
is 10DgeI' than the anterior, or extends beyond it on the sides.
The proportions of the external spinueretl differ but little,
and we do not see, between them those two pectiniform
valves which are proper to the clothos. Finally, the fourth
feet, and next the first two, are very manifestly longer thaD
the othera. The legs, and the first articulation of the tarsi,
are armed with prickles.

Theile arane'ides remain under stones, in the clefts of walls,
and the interior of leaves, and there fabricate cells of a very
wbite silk. The cocoons ofsome are orbicular, flatted, and com
poeed oftwo valves applied one upon the other. M. Walcke
D&eI' diatributes the Draasi into three families, according to
the direction and approximation of the lines formed by the
eyes, and the greater or less dilatation of the middle of the
jaws.

The species which he names tJiridi8nmw, (Hist. des Aran.
fuc. iv. 9.) and which alone composes his third division,
constructs on the surface of leaves a fine, white, and trans·
parent web, beneath which it establishes itself. One of the
llides of the leaves of the pear-tree has sometimes presented
to my observation a similar web, but angular at the sides, in
the form of a tent, like that made by Clotho, aod under which
wu the cocoon. It is, I presume, the work of this species of
Drauus, and indicates the analogy of this sUbgeDUS with the
preceding. M. Leon Dufour has given us, in the Annals of
the Physical Sciences (Dra68U8 aegeatriformi8, VI. xcv. 1.) a
very complete description of a species of Drassus, which he
fouod UDder stones in the high mountains of the Pyrenees,
and lMWer below the Alpine Zone. It is one of the largest
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of this subgenus, and appears to me closely allied "'ith that
which I have named melanogaster, and which I believe to be
the Dras8'US lucifugus of M. Walckenaer, (Schreff. Icon. d.7.)

One of the prettiest species, and which is very commonly
found in the neighbourhood of Paris, mnning on the ground,
is the D. relucens. It is small, almost cylindrical, with the
thorax fawn-coloured, cOl"ered with a silky and purple down;
the abdomen mixed with blue, green, and red, with metallic
reflexions, and two transverse lines of a golden yelloW', the
anterior of which is arched. There are also seen there s0me

times four golden points.
In the other tubiteles, the jaws do not form a kind of arch

enclosing the tongue. Their external side is dilated inferiorly,
below the origin of tbe palpi.

Some of them bave but six eyes, four of which are anterior,
forming a transverse line, and the other two posterior, situated
one on each side, behind the two lateral ones of the preceding
line. Such is the essential character of

SEGESTRH., Latr.

Their tongue is almost square and elongated. The first
pair of feet, and after them the second, are the longest; the
third is the shortest. These aranei'des spin for themselves,
in the clefts of old walls, silken. cylindrical, elongated tubes,
in which they remain, having their first pair of feet directed
forwards. Somo diverging threads border externally the
entrance of their habitation and form a small web proper for
catching insects. The genital organ of the segestria perfida
(Aranea.ftorentina, Ross., Faun., Etrusc., xix. 8.),a tolerably
large species, black, with green forceps, and not uncommon in
}<'rance, is in the form of a drop, or ovoi'do-conical, very sharp
at the end, entirely projecting, and red.

The other tubiteles ha,·e eight eyes. We may, by reason of
the difference uf the medium in which they live, divide them
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into terrestrial and .aquatic. Although M. Walckenaer has
made of the last his final family of araneides, that of nayade"
they have 10 much relation with the other tubiteles that, not
withstanding this disparity of habits, they must be placed
with them. In those which are terrestrial, the tongue is
almost square, or but little narrowed, very obtuse, or truncated
at the summiL The jaws are straight, or almost straight, and
more or less dilated towards their extremity. The two eyes
of each lateral extremity of the ocular group. are in general
tolerably distant from each other, or at least are not grouped
in pairs, and borne on a particular eminence, like those of the
aquatic tubiteles.

CLUBIONA, Latr.,

Are scarcely distinguished from the following subgenus, ex
cept in this, that the length of the external spinnerets are but
little different, and the line formed by the four anterior eyes, is
straight, or almost straight. They form silken tubes, serving
them as an habitation, and which they place either under
stones, in clefts of walls, or between leaves. The cocoons are
globular.

THE SPIDERS, proper. (ARANEA),

Which we had at first designated under the generic name of
tegenaria, preserved by M. Walckenaer, and to which we
reunite his agelena, and his ny'lU8, have their two upper
spinnerets remarkably longer than the others, and their four
anterior eyes disposed in a line curved backwards.

They construct in the interior of our habitations. at the
angles of walls, on plants, hedges, and often on the edges of
roads, either in the earth, or under stones, a large web, nearly
horizontal, and at the upper part of which is a tube, where
they remain without making any motion.

Now come the nagades of M. 'Valckenaer, or our aquatic
tuhiteles, and which compose the genus
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ARGYRONETA, Lair.

The ja~'8 are inclined on the tongue, the form of which ill
triangular. The two eyes of each latentJ extremity of tbe
ocular group are very much approximated one to another,
and placed upon a special eminence. The other four form a
quadrilateral figure. A"!I!Jf'Dneta (Aranea aquatica, Lin.,
Geoff'., Deg.) is ofa blackish brown, with the abdomen deeper,
silky, and having on the back four deep points.

It lives in our stagnant waters, swims there, the abdomen
being enclosed in an air-bubble, and forms there, as a retreat,
an oval cocoon, filled with air, lined with silk, from which
proceed threads, directed on all sides, and attached to the
neighbouring plants. There it lies in wait for its prey, fixes
its cocoon for the eggs, which it watches assiduously, and
encloses itself in it to pass the winter.

fhe second section of the sedentary and rectigrade spiders,
that of INEQUITELES, has the external 8pinnerets almost
conical, projecting but little, convergent, disposed like a rosette,
and the feet very slender. Their jaws are inclined on the
labrum, and grow narrow, or at least do not sensibly widen,
at their posterior extremity.

The majority have the first pair of feet, and then the fourth
the longest. Their abdomen is more voluminous, more soA,
and more coloured, than in the preceding tribes. They mue
webs with an irregular net-work, composed of threads, whicb
el"08S each other ill all directions, and on dift'erent planet.
They bind their prey with cords, watch carefully over the pre
Bet'Vation of their eggs, and do not abandon them until they
disclose the young. They live but a short time.

Some have the first pair of feet, and after them the fourth,
the longest. Such are

SEYTODES, Lair.,

Which have hut six. eyes, disposed in pairs. According to
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M. Dufour, the hooks of the tarsi are inllerted on a supple
mentary articulation.

Two speciea are known, one of which, thoracica. inhabits
the interior of our apartments, and the other, blonde, (Ann.
des Sc. Phys. V. lxxvi. 6.) has been found by this naturalist,
under calcareous debris, in the mountains of the kingdom of
Valeneia. It weaves itself a tube, of no regular form, of
slender fabric, and milky whiteness, pretty nearly like the
tlJ.dera erytAriRCI.

THERIDlON, Walck.

The eyes of which are eight in number, and thus disposed:
four in the middle, in a square, of which the two anterior are
placed upon a small eminence, and two on each side, also
situated on a common elevation. The corslet is in the form
of a revenred heart, or almost triangular. This subgenus is
very numerous•

..4.ranea,13-guttata, Fab., Ross., Faun., Elrusc. II. ix. 10.
Eyes lateral, apart from each other; body black, with thirteen
round spots, one of a blood-red, on the abdomen-Tuscany,
Island of Corsica.

Its bite is believed to be very venomous, and even mortal.
The ..4.. mactam of Fabricius, another species of Theridion,

but from South America, inspires the same fears in that
country. It would seem that these prejudices arise from the
black colour, cut with sanguine spots. of these animals.

EPISINUS, Walck.,

Have also eight eyes, but approximated on a common eleva
tion, and the corslet narrow, and almost cylindrical.

The other INEQUITELES have the first pair of feet, and
then the second, the longest. Such are

PHOLCUS, Walck.,

Whose eyes, eight in number, &1'8 placed on a tubercle, and
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divided into three groups; one on each side, formed of three
eyes, disposed in a triangle, and the third in the middle, a
little anterior, composed of two other eyes, and on a transverse
line.

PltolCWl phalangi8ta, (Araignee dome.tiqUl! a longua
patte. Geoff.) ph. phalangio'ides, Walck., HisL des Aran.
'asc. ~, tab. x. Body long and narrow, of a very pale, or
livid yellow, pubescent; abdomen almost cylindrical, very
80ft. and marked abO\'e with blackish spots; feet very long.
very fine, with a whitish ring at the extremity of tbe thigbs
and legs.

Common in bouses, wbere it spins, at the angles of tbe
walls, a web composed of loose threads, with but little ad
berence between them. The female agglutinates her eggs
into a round naked body, which she carries between her
mandibles.

M. Dufour has found a second species. Pholque Ii queue
(Annal. des Scieric. Physique, V. lxxvi. 2.), in the clefts of
rocks at Moxente, in the kingdom of Valencia.· . Its abdomen
is terminated by a conical projection, thus forming a kind
of tail, like that of the conical epeira. Like the preceding, it
balances its body and feet. Tbe palpi of the male have the
genital organ extremely complicated.

The third section of the sedentary rectigrade spiders, that
of ORBITELES, has the external spinnerets almost conical,
but little projecting, convergent, and disposed like a rosette,
and the feet slender, as in the preceding. They differ from
thol!e in tbe jaws, which are straight, and sensibly wider at
their extremity.

The first pair of feet, and then the second, are always the
longest. The eyes are eight in number, and thus disposed:
four in the middle, forming a quadrilateral figure, and two on
each side.

They approach the 11U!quitele. in the size, the softness, and
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the variety of colours of the abdomen, and the short duration
of their life; but they make webs with a regular net-work,
composed of concentric circles, crossed by straight radii,
dh-erging from a centre, where these spiders always remain
in an inverted position, towards the circumference_ Some
concealthemseh'es in a cavity, or a lodge which they have
constnlcted near the edges of the web, which is sometimes
horizontal, sometimes perpendicular. Their eggs are agglu
tinated, very numerous, and enclosed in a voluminous cocoon.

The threads which support the web, and which may be
elongated to aboot one·fifth of their length, are used for the
divisions of the micrometer. This observation has been com
municated to us by M. Arago.

LINYPHIA, Lair.,

Well characterized by the disposition of their eyes: four in
the middle, forming a trapezium, of which the posterior side
is wider, and occupied by two eyes, much thicker and more
apart, and the four others grouped by pairs, one on each side,
and in an oblique direction. Their jaws are widened only
at their superior extremity.

They construct on bushes, brooms, lite. a horizontal, thin
web, of no great compactness, and spread above it, on several
points, or in a very irregular manner, other threads. This web
is thus a sort of mixture of those of the inequiteles and orbi
teles. The animal remains at the lower part, and in an
inverted posture.

ULOBORUS, Lair.,

Have the four posterior eyes placed at equal inte"als on a
straight line, and the two lateral ones of the first line more
approximated to the anterior edge of the corslet than the two
comprized between them, 80 that this line is arched back
wards. The jaws, like those of the epeira, begin to wideo a
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little above their base, and terminate in the form of a pallet
or spatula. The tarsi of the last three pair of feet terminate
in a single claw. The first articulation of the two posterior
ones has a range of little hairs.

These weavers, as well as the species of the followiug sub
genus, have .the body elongated, and almost cylindrical.
Placed at the centre of their web, they carry forward, and in
a straight line, the four anterior feet, and extend the last two
in an opposite direction; those of the third pair are directed
laterally.

These arachnides form webs similar to those of the other
orbiteles, but more loose, and horizontal; they completely en
velope, in less than three minutes, the body of a small coleop
terous insect, which is caught in their net. Their cocoon is
narrow, elongated, angular on the edges, and snspended ver
tically, by one of its ends, to a net-work; the other extremity
is as it were forked, or terminated by two prolonged angles,
one of which is shorter, and obtuse. Each side has two acute
angles.

I am indebted for these interesting observations to my friend
M. Leon Dufour.

VI. Walckenarifl8, Lat. Nearly five lines in length, of a
reddish yellow, covered with a silky down, forming on the
upper part of the abdomen two series of little bundles; fK>me
rings, paler at the feet. Of the woods in the environs of
Bordeaux, and the other southern departments.

TETRAGNATHA, Latr.,

Whose eyes are situated, four by four, on two lines almost
parallel, and separated by intervals nearly equal, and which
have jaws long, and narrow, and widened only at their supe
rior extremity. Their forceps are also very long, particalarly
in the males. The web is vertical.

12
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EPEIRA, Walck.,

Which have the two eyes of each side approximated by pain,
and almost contiguous, and the four others, forming in the
middle a quadrilateral figure. The jaws are dilated from
their base, and form a rounded palette.

The epeira curcubitina is the only one known whose web
is horizontal; that of the others is vertical, or sometimes
inclined.

Some place themselves in the centre of the body inverted,
or head downwards; the others make for themselves a dwel
ling close by, either arched on all sides, and sometimes in the
form of a silken tube, sometimes composed of leaves brought
together, and connected by threads, or open at the top, and
imitating a cup or bird's nesL The web of some foreign
species is composed of threads so strong, that it arrests little
birds, and even embarrasses a man, who may happen to be
engaged in iL

Their cocoon is most frequently globular, but that of some
species has the figure of a truncated OVOId, or of 0. very short
cone.

The natives of New Holland (Voyage 8. la recherche de La
Peyrouse. p. 239), and those of some islands of the South Sea,
eat, for the want of other aliment, a species of epeira, very
near the Aranea eauriena of Fabricius.

M. Walckenaer mentions, in his tabular view of the ara
neldes, sixty-four species of epelrre, generally remarkable for
the variety of their colours, forms, and habits. He has dis
tributed them into divers small and very natural families, and
of which we have endeavoured, in the article Epelra, in the
second edition of the.New Dictionary of Natural History, to

simplify the study. Some important considerations, such as
those of the sexual organs, have been neglected, or not suffi
ciently pursued. It is thus, for example, that the female of
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the epei"ra diadema, and some others, present, at the part
which characterizes their sex, a very singular appendage,
which reminds us of the apron of the Hottentot women.
These species should form a particular division. Others may
probably be established, not less natural, by pursuing this
examination.

We shall confine ourselves to citing some principal species,
commencing with the indigenous.

E. diadema, Aran. diadema, Lin., Fab. Rres. Insect. IV.
xxxv.-xi. Large, reddish, and hairy; abdolDen very volu
minous in the females, especially when they are on the point
oflaying their eggs; of a deep brown or yellowish red, with a
thick and rounded tubercle on each side of the back, near its
base, and a triple cross, formed of small spota or white points;
palpi and feet spotted with black.

Very common in Europe, in autumn. The eggs disclose io
the spring of the following year.

E. Bcalaria, Aran. Bcalaria, Fab., Panz.,Faun. IV. xxiv. has
the corslet reddish, the npper part of the abdomen nsually
white, with a black spot in the form of an inverted triangle,
oblong, and denticulated. It makes its web on the edge of
ponds, streams, &c.

E. cicatr08Q, Aran. cicatricosa, Deg., A. impre8Jla, Fab.,
whose abdomen is Batted, of a greyish brown or obscure yel
lowish, with a black band, festooned, and bordered with grey
along the middle of the back, and eight or ten thick sunken
points, situated on two lines.

It weaves its web against walls or other bodies, and remains
concealed ~n a nest of white silk, which it forms under some
projecting part, or in some cavity, near its web.

Itneither works, nor takes any nutriment, except at nigbt,
or when the light of day is feeble. It withdraws under the
old bark of trees or stakes.

Eprira .ericea, Walck., Hist. des Aran. iii. 11, is covered
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above witb a silvery silken down; its abdomen is flatted, with
out spots. and festooned upon the edges. It is found in tbe
south of Europe and in Senegal.

Epe'ira fiuca, Walck., Hist. des Aran. ii. 1. fern., is very
common in the cellars of the town of Angers. Its cocoon is
white, almost globular, fixed by a pedicle, and composed of
"ery fine threads, and as soft to the touch as wool.

That of the Epe"trafa8ciata, Walck., Hist. des Aran. iii. I,
fern., if, about an incb in length, resembles a small balloon, of
a grey colour, with BOme black longitudinal radii, and one of
the extremities is truncated, and closed by a Bat and silky
opercle. The interior presents a very fine down, which
envelopes the eggs. This species establishes itself on tbe
banks of rivulets, and there spins a vertical web, not ,'ery
regolar, at the centre of whicb it remains. It is very common
in tbe South of France. Its corslet is covered with a silken
and silvery down. Its abdomen is of a fine yellow, interrupted
at intervals by transverse lines, black, or of a blackish brown,
arched, and a little waved.

M, Leon Dufour has given us, in the Annal. des Sc.
Pbys. (tolD. VI. pI. xcv. 5), a detailed description of this
species, of its babits, and was the first to make us acquainted
\lith the male. He has figured the sexual organ: it is in the
form ofa twisted hair. Epe'ira cucurbitina, (Aran. cIlcllrbi
tina, Lin.; A. senocillata, Fab.\ Walck., Hist. des Aran. III.
iii., small; abdomen OVOId, of a citron yellow, with black
points, a red spot at the anus. It spins between the stems
and the leaves of plants a borizontal web of no great extent.

Epeira conica (Aran. conica, De G., PalL), Walck. Hist.
NaL des Aran. n. iii., remarkable for its abdomen, humped
in front, and terminated in the form of a cone, with the anus
placed at the centre of an elevation.

It suspends to a tbread the insect which it has sucked.
We may place after this species that \\'hich M. Dufour
VOl.. XlII. F. e
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names Epe,re d-e l'opuntia (Annal. des Scienc. Phys. V. blix.
S), because it constantly remains at the middle of the leaves oC
the agave and opuntia, and thllre establishes ita toils by meaDS

of a net-work, with loose threads, and irregularly interlaced.
It is black, with white and inclined hairs, forming the appear
ance of scales. Its abdomen has on llach side two pyramidi
cal tubercles, and terminates posteriorly with two othen, bot
obtuse, and separated by a broad emargination. The posterior
face of each of these pyramidical tubercles presents a spot of
a fine snow·white. These spots are connected with one ano
ther, and with one or two more which are posterior to them
by white zig-zag lines. These tubercles do not exist in indi
viduals which are but just born. The cocoons are oval,
whitish, and formed of two tunic», the interior of which is a
species of wadding enveloping tbe eggs. We often find seveo,
eigbt, and even ten of these cocoons in file, one after the other.
This species inhabits Catalonia and the kingdom of Valencia.

Among the exotic 6pecies tbere are some very remarkable.
Some have the abdomen invested with a very firm wn, with
comeons points or spines; others have blmdles of hain to the
feet.

We shall now pass to spiders, sedentary, like the preceding,
but which can walk sideways, backwards, and forwards; in a
word, in all directions. This is the section of LATERIGRADE

SPIDERS. The four anterior feet are always longer than the
others; sometimes the second pair exceeds the first, and some
times they are nearly equal. The animal extends them in
their wbole length on the plane in which it is situated.

The forceps are U5ually small, and their hook is bent trans
versely, as in the four preceding tribes. Their eyes are alway.
eight in number, often very unequal, and form, by their union,
the segment ofa circle or a crescent; the two lateral posterior
ones are more removed backwards, or more approaching the
lateral edges of the corslet than the others. The jaws are in

13
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a great Dumber inclined upon the labinm. The body is gene
rally flatted, crab-formed, with the abdomen large, rounded,
and triangular.

Theae arachnides remain tranquil, the feet extended, on
Yegetables; they form no web, but simply throw out some
solitary threads, for the purpose of arresting their prey. Their
cocoon is orbicular and Batted. They conceal themsel"es
between leaves, the edges of which they draw together, and
watch asBiduoualy until the birth of the young.

MICROHHATA, Latr. SPABASSU8, Walck.,

Which have the jaws straight, parallel, and rounded at the
edge, and the eyes disposed four by four on two transverse
lines, the posterior of which is longer, and arched behind.
The BeCond feet, and then the first, are the longest of all. The
tongue is semi-circular.

We find very commonly in the woods, in the neighbour
hood of Paris, the

Micrommate Smaragdine (Aranea Smaragdula, Fab.; A.
mridWimo, De G.) Clerck. Aran. Suac. pl. 6. tab. iv., which
u of middle size, of a grass-green, with the sides edged with a
clear yellow, and the abdomen ofa greenish yellow, cut on the
middle of the back by a green line.
lt collects three or four leaves together in a triangular packet,

lines the interior with a thick silk, and places its cocoon in
the middle, which is round, white, and allows the eggs to ap
pear. These eggs are not agglutinated.

The Micrommate argeltu (Dufour, Ann. des Scienc. Phys.
vi. p. 806, xcv. 1; Walck. HillL des Aran. IV. ii.) whose
denomination reminds naturalists of one of our most zealous
philoeophen, whom I have already recommended to their
esteem, as my preserver, in the storm of the rel-olution, is one
of our largest species. M. Dufour has completed the descrip
tion which I had given of it, and has observed its habits. Its

Ee2
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body is Beven or eight lines in length, of an ash-coloured
blonde, furnished with down, and more or less spotted with
black. The upper part of the abdomen presents from its
middle, as far as the end, a band, formed by a series of small
spots, in the form of a hatchet, of this last colour. There is a
longitudinal band under the belly, eqnally black. but grey io
the middle. The feet are ringed with black. This species
was disco"ered in the environs ofBourdeaux by the naturalist
to whom I have dedicated it. M. Dufour has since found it
in the most arid mountains of the kingdom of Valencia; it
runs with velocity, the feet being laterally extended. Its
feet, cushioned, and furnished with claws, give it the facility
of hooking itselfon the smoothest surfaces, and in every posi
tion. It fixes, at the lower face of the fragments of rocks, a
cocoon, which has much analogy, from its contexture, with
that of the clotho of Durand. It retires there to shelter itself
from bad weather, to escapefrum its enemies, and to lay its eggs.
It is an oval tent, nearly two inches in diameter, applied 00

the stones, pretty much after the manner of the marine patelllll:
it is composed of an external envelope, of a yellowish taffeta,
as fine as the peel of an onion, but capable of resistance, and
of an interior sheath, more supple, softer, and open at the t,,"o
ends. _It is through apertures, provided with valves, that the
animal comes out. The cocoon for eggs is globular, placed
underneath its dwelling, so that the spider can co,"er it, aDd
it contains about sixt.)" eggs.

The same naturalist has described and figured another spe
cies, the M. a iarses Spongieux (Ann. des Science Phys. V.
lxix. 6), which he found on a tree in a garden in Barcelona;
but I presume, from its habits, and some descriptive charac
ters, that this araneid belongs to the genus Pl&ilodNmuu of
M. Walckenaer.
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SENELOPS, Dufour,

Form the passage from the preceding subgenus to the follow
ing: thejaws are straight, or but very little inclined, without
lateral sinus, and proceed into a point, being truncated
obliquely at the internal side. The tongue is semi-circular,
like that of the micrommata; but the eyes are differently dis
posed: there are six in front, forming a transverse line; the
other two are posterior, and situated, one on each side, behind
each extremity of the preceding line. The feet are long; the
second, and then those of the two following pair, exceed the
first two in length.

The species which serve as type, Senelopll omalolloma,
(Dl1fl>ur, Ann. des Scienc. phys. V.lxix. 4.) has been found
by M. Dufour in the kingdom of Valencia, but it is very rare
there. Its body is about four lines in length, very flatted, of
a reddish grey, with ash-coloured spots, and black rings to
the feet; the abdomen appears to present behind some
vestiges of rings, forming laterally the appearances of teeth.
It inhabits rocks, and flies with the rapidity of an arrow. It
is also found in Syria, (Collection of M. de Labillardiere) and
Egypt, Senegal, the Cape of G0!ld Hope, and the Isle of
France, furnish other species of the same subgenus.

PHILODROMUtl, Walck.,

Differ from the two preceding subgenera. by having their
jaws inclined upon the tongue. This part also is more high
than broad. The eyes almost equal among themselves, alwayli
form a crescent, or a semi-circle; the lateral ones are never
placed on tubercles, or eminences; the forceps al'e elongated
and cylindrical; the last four, or the last two feet, do not
differ remarkably in length from the preceding.

According to M. Walckenaer, these aranei'des run with
rapidity, the feet extended laterally, \\'atch for their prey,
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spread solitary threads to retain it, and conceal themselves in
clefts, or in leaves which they draw together to lay their
eggs in.

Some have the body Batted, broad, the abdomen short,
widened posteriorly, and the four intermediate feet more elon
gated. Such is the PkiWtlrome tigre, (Thmni&e tigree, LaL,
,A,.aneUB ma"garitariMs, Clerck, VI. iii. Scbretf., IcOll. lxxi. 8;
Frisch., Ins., 10. centur. II. 'Xiv. ; htutea letJi~B, liD.) This
species is three lines in length. Its two intermediate IUlteDor
eyes, and the four lateral, are situated on a space a liUle mOftl
elevated, and the lateral, according to the same natunlist,
are a litlle larger, or at least more apparent. The thorax is
very broad, flatted, of a reddish Cawn-colour, brown laterally,
and posteriorly, and white ill troDt; the abdomen, which
appears to form a pentagon, is striped like a tiger, by meaae
of the red, brown, and white hairs, with which it is invested.
I t is edged with brown on the sides, and has at tile middle of
the back, four or six sunken points; the belly is whitish; the
feet are long, slender, reddish, with brown spots.

This species is very common on trees, woods partitiOlUl,
walls, &c., and sticks there with the feet extended, and as it
were glued. As soon as touched, it takes to tight \\ith ex
treme rapidity, or suffers itself to Call by unwinding a thread
which supports it. Its cocoon is of a fine white, and contains
about one hundred eggs, which are yellow, and not agglu
tinated. It places it in the clefts of trees, or of poets exposed
to the north, and watches it assiduously.

The other philodromi, which in the method of M. Wakke
naer, form many small groups, have the body, and sometimes
the forceps, proportionally longer. The abdomen is some
times pyriform or ovoid, sometimes cylindrical; the secoDd
pair of feet, and then the first or fourth, are the longest.

We shall cite the PhilodromUB rlumthifenJs (Faun., FruK:.
8l'aneide, ,.j. 8, male). Its body is three lines and a half in
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lengtb, reddish; the second feet, and tben the lut two are
the longest; the thorax is brown on the sides; the abdomen
is OYoid, and has above a black or brown spot, li'ke a lozenge,
and bordered with white.

PIeilot/,ro7lltU oblonguB (Walck., ibid. ead. fig. 9.) belongs
to the same division, as regards the relative proportions of the
feet, and the disposition of the eyes; but the abdomen is
longer, almost cylindrical, or in an elongated cone, with three
longitudinal sbipes, lIDd 8O'Dle brown points, Oft a yellowish
ground, which is also tile colour of the thorax. This part
presents in the middle two brown stripes forming an elon
gated V.

These two species lire mund in the neighbourhood of Paris.
See, with respect to the others, the French FauD'll, from which
we have extracted the preceding descriptions.

THOMISU~, Walck.,

Differ from philodromY1s in their forceps, proportionally
smaller and cuneiform, and in their four hinder feet, \'ery
sensibly, or even suddenly shorter than the preceding. Toe
lateral eyes are often situated on eminences, while those of
the philodromi are constantly sessile. H~re, again, the two
lateral posterior eyes are more cut behind than the two inter
mediate ones of the same line, while iB the thomisi, these
four eyes are pretty nearly on the same level.

The species of this subgenus are those which have been
more especially designated by the name of crab-spiders.
'The males are often very different in colonr from the females,
and sometimes much smaller.

Some, all exotic, have the eyes disposed four by four, on
two transverse lines. almost patallel, and of which the hinder
one is the longest.

In the others, which form the greater number, the assem-
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blage of these eyes represents a crescent, the convexity of
which is anterior and external.

T. glob081U (Aranea globosa, Fab.) A. irregularu, Panz.,
Faun., Ins., Germ., Fasc., 74. tab. xx. fem.; Walck., Fann.,
Fran~. araneid. vi. 4; nearly three lines in length, black, with
the abdomen globular, red or yellowish all around the back.

ThomUus cristatus, Clerck, Aran., Suecic. pl. 6, tab. vi. ;
size of the preceding; body of a reddish grey, sometimes
brown, sprinkled with hairs, with small spines to the feet;
the lateral eyes larger, and· placed upon a tubercle; a trans
verse yellowish stripe' on the front of the corslet, and others
forming a V of the same colour on the back; the abdomen
rounded, with a yellowish band, having on each side three
divisions, in the form of teeth, on the middle of its back.
This species is common, and is usually found upon the
ground.

T. citreUJl, Aranea citrea. Deg., Schroff., Icon., lnsec., tab.
xix. 13.; of a citron yellowish, with the abdomen large,
broader behind, and having often on the back two red stripes
or spots. Found on flowers.

A subgenus established by M. Walckenaer, under the name
of STORENA, but which is yet but imperfectly known, seems
proper to terminate this section, and conduct to the oxyopes,
which partake as much of the crab-spiders as of the wolf
spiders. The storenre have the jaws inclined upon the tongue,
which is. almost as long as the,}" are, and in the form of an
elongated triangle. The forceps are conical i the two anterior
feet, and then the second, are the longest of all; the two fol
lowing exceed the last; the eyes are disposed on three trans
verse lines, 2. 4. 2.; the posterior two form, with the inter
mediate two of the second line, a small square, and the an
terior two are apart.

Other spiders, whose eyes, always eight in number, are
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more extended in the direction of the length of the comet,
than in that of its breadth, or at least as much in one as the
other, and which Corm by their union, either a cu"ilinear
triangle, or an oval truncated, or a quadrilateral figure, com
pose a second general division, the ERRATIC SPIDERS,
wbich I thus name in opposition to those of the first division,
or the SEDENTARY.

Two, or four of their eyes, are often much larger than the
others; the thorax is large, and the feet are robust; those of
the fourth pair, the first two, or, after them, those of the
second pair, usually exceed the others in length.

These spiders form no webs, watch their prey, seize it by
mnning, or by jumping on il

We shall divide them into two sections.
The first, that OfCITIGRADES, is composed of the 'VOLF

SPIDERS of many writers. The eyes form, by their disposi
tion, either a curvilinear triangle, or an oval, or quadrilateral
figure, but the anterior side of which is much narrower than
tbe thorax, measured in its greatest breadth. This part of
the body is ovoid, narrowed in front, and keel-formed in the
middle of its length; the feet in general are proper only for
mnning; the jaws are always straight and rounded at the
end.

The majority of the females remain upon the cocoon, or
ef"en carry it along with them, applied against the breast, and
at the base of the belly, or suspended to the anus; they do
not abandon it but in extreme necessity, and return to seek
it. when they have nothing more to fear; they also watch
during some time over the presen"ation of their young.

OXYOPES, LaIr., SPHASUS, Walck.

Which have the eyes ranged two b,)" two, on' four transverse
lines, and of which the two extreme are shorter; they design
a sort of oval, truncated at both ends; the tongue is elongated,
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IJIOre narrowed at its base, dilated and rounded towards the
end; the first pair offeet is the longest; the fOurth aud second
are almoltt equal; the third is the shortest.

CTENUS~ Walck.,

Have the eyes disposed on three transverse liDes,2, 4,2, aDd
forming a sort of curvilinear triangle, inverted, and truncated
before O!' at its point; the tongue is sqoare, and allDOllt isome
trical; the fourth pair of feet, and, next to them, the first, are
the longest; the third is the shorte8t.

This genus has been established on a sort of arachnid,
tolerably large, whieh is found at CayenDe. Some others
have been since discovered, either at the same coloJly, or at
Brazil, but all unpublished.

DOLOMEDES, La,,..,
Whose eyes, disposed on three traRsve1'8e lilies, 4, 2, 2, re
present a quadrilateral, a little broader than long, with the
two last, or posterior ones, situated on aD eminence, and
whieh have the second pair of feet as long, or lODger than the
first; those of the fourth are the longest; the tongue is square,
and as broad as higb, like tbat of Ctenua.

Some have tbe two lateral eyes of tbe anterior line larger
than the two comprized between them, and the abdomen in
an oblong oval, and terminating in a point.

The females construct at the summits of trees loaded with
lea"es, or in bushes, a silken nest, in the form of a funnel or
bell; lay their eggs tbere, and when tbey proceed to the
chase, or are forced to abandon their retreat, they always
carry with them their cocoon, which is fixed upon the chest.
Clerck tells us that he has seen individuals leap very promptly
on flies which· were hovering around them.

The otbers have the four front e)'es equal, and the abdomen
oval, or rounded at tbe end.
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They inbabit the edges of the waters, rim on their surface
with astonishing swiftness, aDd even enter them a little with
out being weL The females make, between the branches of
plants, a thick irregular web in which they place their cocoon;
they guard it until the young are disclosed.

LYCOSA, lAtr.,

Which again have eyes disposed in a qnadrilateral figure,
but as long, or longer than broad, and the two posterior ones
are not placed on an eminence. The first pair of feet is
sensibly longer than the second, but shorter thaa the fourth,
which, in this respect, exceeds all the others; the jawl are
trnncated obliquely at their internal extremity; the tongue is
square, but longer than broad.

Almost all the Iycosm remain upon the ground, where they
nm very fast; they lodge in holes which they find formed, or
which they haye excavated, strengthening the walls with silk,
and they enluge them in proportion as they grow. Some
establish themselves in the cavities or clefts of walls, fonnimg
those tubes ofsilk, which they COVel' at the exterior with parcels
of eanh or sand. It is in these retreats that they moult and
pass the winter, after having closed, as it would appear, the
aperture. It is there also that the females lay their eggs.
When they proceed to the chase, they c9.lll'y their COCooD,

which is attached by threads to the anus. The little ones, on
issuing from the egg, fasten themselves on the· body of the
motber, and remain attached there until they are strong
enough to seek nutriment for themselves.

The lyc081e are very voracious, and defend courageously
the possession of their domicile.

One species of this genus, the Tarantula, thus named Crom
the town of Tarentum in Italy, in the environs of which it is
common, possesses a great celebrity. In the opinion of the peo
ple, its poison produces very grievous accidents, often even
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followed by death, or the Tarentimltu, as it is called,and which
cannot be relieved but by the assistance ofmusic and dancing.
Enlightened and judicious persons think that it is more neces
sary to combat the terrors of the imagination, than the e~ecls

of this poison, and. medicine, besides, offers remedies more to
be relied on than those just mentioned.

M. Chabrier has published (Soc. Acad. de Lille. 4e cabier)
some curious observations on the lycosa, tarantula of the
BOUth of France.

This genus is very numerous in species, but which are not
as yet very well characterized.

Lyco8a tarantula (Ara.n. tarantula, Linn., Fab.) Abbin.
Aran., tab. xxxix. Senguerd, de Tarent. About an inch in
length; red under the abdomen, traversed in the middle by a
black baud.

The tarantula of the BOuth of France (LycOM! Narho1lnaw,
Walck., Faun., Fran~. Aran. I. 1-4.) is a little sma11er, with
the under part of the abdomen very black, bordered with red
all round.

An analogous species is fouud in tlle neighbourhood of
Paris, Lyco8e ouVf'iere (FabriliB, Clerck., Aran., Suec., pI. 4.
tab. ii., Walck., Faun., Fran~. aran. ii. ~.)

L. Saccata, (.Aran. Saccata, Lin., Ara1leu Af'1U!fItatlU,
Clerck. iv. tab. viii. Lister. tit. 2~. fig. 2~.) small, blackish;
keel of the corslet of an obscure reddish, with an ashy line i a
small bundle of grey hairs at the upper base of the abdomen,
feetofalivid red, intersected \\;th blackish spots; cocoon flatted,
and greenish. Very common in the neighbourhood of Paris.

We shall terminate this sectiou with the subgenus

MYRMECiA, LAtr.,

\Vhich appean to conduct to the following, and of which we
have exposed the characters in the Annals of the Natural
Sciences, (vol. iii. p. 27.) The eyes form a short and broad
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trapezium. There are four in front on a transverse line; two
others, more interior than the two preceding extreme ones,
compose a second transverse line; the last two are behind the
two preceding; the forceps are strong; the jaws are rounded,
and very hairy at the end; the tongue is almost square, a little
longer than broad; the feet are long, almost filiform; those of
the fourth, and the first pair, are the longest of all; the thorax
seems divided into three parts, the anterior of which, much
larger, is square, and the other two in the form of knots or
bosses; the abdomen ill much shorter than the thorax, and
covered from its origin to its middle with a solid epidermis.

Myrmeciafu'/va, on which I have established this genus,
is found in Brazil. But it appears that other species of it
exist in American Georgia.

The second section ofERRATIC SPIDERS, that of SALTI
GRADES, has the eyes disposed in a large quadrilateral figure,
the anterior side of which, or the line formed by the first,
extends through the whole breadth of the corslet; this part of
the body is almost square, or semi-ovo"id, plane, or but little
gibbous above, as broad in front as in the rest of its extent,
and falls abruptly on the sides; the feet are proper both for
running and leaping.

The thighs of the two fore-feet are generally remarkable for
their size.

The spider a chevron' blanc' of Geoffroy, a species of
Salticns, very common in summer on walls or glass-windows
exposed to the sun, walks as it were by jerks, stops short after
having made a few steps, and raises itself on the anterior feet.
H it discovers a fiy, or a gnat more especially, it approaches
quite softly within a distance which it can clear at a jump, and
then instantly darts on the animal which it was watching. It
docs not hesitate to leap perpendicularly from a wall, in con
sequence of the thread of silk which attaches it, and which it
unwinds in proportion as it advances. This also sen-es to
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suapend it in the air, to enable it to reascend to the point Croll
which it had descended, and to waft it from one place to
another, by the asaistance of the wind. These habil8 are
generally common with species of this division.

Several construct between leaves, under stones, &.c., nests
of silk, in the form of oval sacs, and open at both ends.
These arachnides retire thither to repose themselves, to change
skin, and to shelter themselves from the inclemency of the
weather. If any danger menaces them, they issne forth im
mediately, and ron off with great agility.

Some females form, with the same material, a sort of tent,
which becomes the cradle of their posterity, and where the
little ones live for some time in common with the mother.

Some species resemble ants, in raiaing their anterior feet
and causing them to vibrate very rapidly.

The males sometimes betake themselves to combats Yery
singular in their manCBuvres, but which have DO fatal issue.

ODe subgenua, established by M. Rafinesque, that of

TESSABOPS,

Appears to ua very much to approach the following in most of
its characters and habits, but to differ greatly, if there be no
error, as to the Dumber of eyes, which should be but four.
(See the Annales Generales des Sciences Physiques, tom. viii.
p.88.)

Another subgenua, which is equally unknown to us, except
by its description, is that of

PALPIMANUS,

Published by M. Dufour in the Annales des Sciences
Physiques (V. lxix. :», and which appears to him to be inter
mediate between Eresus and SaltiCU8. The disposition of the
eyes is pretty nearly the same as in the first of these subgenera.
The tongue is equally triangular and pointed, and the jaws
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again are dilated aud rounded at the end; but, according to
this naturalist, tbey would be inclined, and not straight, like
those of eresus. The terminal articulation of the anterior
tarsi would be inserted laterally, and destitute of hooks.

Be deecribes but a single species (Palpimane bo#u). It
d0e8 not jump. walks rather slowly, and is found under stones
in the kingdom of Valeocia; but it is very rare there.

M. Lefevre haa brought from Sicily a new species of
araneid, which appears to me to belong to this genus.

In the two following subgenera the number of the eyes is
always eight, and the jaws are straight.

ERESUS, Walck.,

Which have, near the middle of the anterior extremity of the
corslet, four eyes, approximated in a small trapezium, and the
four others on its sides, forming also another quadrilateral
figure, but much larger. Their tongue is triangular and
pointed. Their tarsi are terminated by three hooks.

SALTICUS, Latr. ATTus, Walck.,

Which have four eyes, placed in a transverse line along the
front of the corslet, the centre two of which are the largest;
the other four are situated near the lateral edges, two on each
side; they thus form a large square, open posteriorly, or a
parabola. The tongue is very obtuse, or truncated at the sum6

mit. The tarsi present at their extremity but two hooks.
Many males have very large forceps.

Some have the corslet thick and sloping, very much inclined
at its baae.

SaUique de Sloane (Araflea 8anguinolf!1tta, Lin.) Black,
a white line, formed by a sort of down, on each side of the
corslet; the abdomen of a cinnabar red, with an elongated
black spot at the middle of the back. South of France, on
stones.
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The others have the corslet very much Batted, and almost
insensibly sloping at its base.

Sometimes their body is simply oval, fnmished with hairs,
or with thick down, and the feet are short and robusL

Saltique ckevronne (Aranea Scenica, Lin.; Araignee d
chevrons, Geoff.), Araign~e abandes blanches, De. G., Insect.
VlI. xvii. 8, 9. About two lines and a half in length, black
above, with the edges of the corslet, and three lines in the form
of chevrons on the upper part of the abdomen, white•. Very

common.
Sometimes their body is narrow, elongated, almost cylindri

cal, and smooth; the feet are long and slender.
Salticus formicariU8; A. formicaria, De G., Insect. tom.

VII. xviii. 1,2; Aiie fowrmi, Walck. Fann. Fran~. Aran. y.

1. 8. Red, front of the corslet black; some black bands and
two white spots on the abdomen.
. The second family of the PULMONARY AR.,cHNIDES,
that of

The PEDIPALPI,

PresentS to our observation very large palpi, in the form of
advanced arms, terminating like a pincers or talon; forceps
or antennm-pincers, with two fingers, one of which is mobile;
an abdomen composed of very distinct segments, without IIpin
nerets at the end, and the sexual organs situated at the base of
the belly. All the body is clothed with a tolerably solid der
mis. The thorax is of a single piece, and presents, near the
anterior angles, three or two simple eyes, approximated or
grouped; aDd near the middle of its anterior extremity, or p0s

teriorly, but in the middle line, two other simple eyes, eqoally
approximate. The number of the pulmonary sacs is four or
eight.

Some, which form the genus
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TARANTULA, Fabr.,

Have the abdomen attached to the thorax by a pedicle, or by
a portion of their transverse diameter, without lamiolil. in the
form of a comb, at its inferior base, or sting at the extremity.
Their stigmata, four in number, are situated near the origin of
the belly, and covered with a plate. Their antennlll-pincers,
or forceps (mandibles of authors), are talon-like, or simply
terminated by a mobile hook. Their tongue is elongated, very
narrow, in the form of a dart, and concealed. They have but
two jaws, which are formed by the first articulation of their
palpi.

They all haTe eight eyes, three of which on each side, near
the anterior angles, are disposed triangularly; and two near
the middle, at the anterior edge, are placed on a common
tnbercle, or a small eminence, one on each side. The palpi
are spiny. The tarsi of the two anterior feet differ from the
others: they are composed of several articulations, in the form
of a thread or bristle, and without a little claw at the end.

These arachnides inhabit only the very warm climates of
Asia and of America. Their habits are unknown. At the
present day we form two genera of them.

PHRYNUS,

Which have the palpi terminating in a talon, the body much
flatted; the thorax large, almost in the form of a crescent;
the abdomen witbout tail; and the two anterior tarsi very
long, very slender, and similar to bair-like antennre.

TBELYPHONUS, Latr.,

Are distinguished from Pbrynus by their palpi being shorter,
thicker, terminating in a pincers, or in two united claws, by
their long body, with the thorax oval, and the end of the ab
domen provided with an articulated thread, forming a tail ;

VOL. XIII. 2 F
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their two anterior tarsi are short, of the same size, and with
but few articulations.

The others have the abdomen intimately united to the
thorax in its whole breadth, presenting at its lower base two
mobile laminm in the form of a comb, and terminated by a
knotted tail, armed with a sting at its extremity; their
stigmata are eight in number, uncovered, and disposed fODT by
four on each side, through the length of the belly; their an
tenruB pincer8 (forceps) are terminated by two claws, the ex
terior of which is mobile. They form the genus

SCORPIO,

Which have the body long, and terminated abruptly by a
long and slender tail, composed ofsix knots, the last of which
finishes in an arched and very sharp point, or in a dart, under
the extremity of which are two small holes, serving for an
i88ue to a poisonous fluid, contained in an interior reservoir.
Their thOTax, in the form of a long square, and generally
marked in the middle with a longitudinal furrow, has a.t each
side, near its anterior extremity, three OT two simple eyes,
forming a curved line, and towards the middle of the back
two other simple eyes approximated; the palpi are very large,
\\ith a talon at the end in the form of a hand i their first
articulation forms a concave and rounded jaw; at the origin
of each of the four anterior feet, is a triangular appendage,
and these pieces form, by their inter-approximation, the ap
pearance of a labium with four divisions, the two lateral of
which may be considered as kinds of jaws, while the two
others form the tongue; the abdomen is composed of twelve
rings, 'comprehending those of the tail; the first is divided into
.two parts, the anterior ofwhich supports the sexual organa, and
the other the two combs. These appendages are composed of
one principal piece, narrow, elongated, articulated, mobile
at its base, and furnished along its lower side with a series
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of small laminle, united with it by an articulation, narrow,
elongated, hollow internally, parallel, and resembling the
teeth of a comb. Their number is more or le88 considerable,
according to the species; sometimes it varies within 11 certain
quantity, and perhaps according to age in the same species.
The use of these appendages has not yet been ascertained by
any positive experiments. The four following rings have
each a pair of pulmonary sacs and stigmata; immediately
after the sixth, the abdomen suddenly grows narrow, and the
other six rings, in the form of knots. compose the tail. All
the Larsi are similar, having three articulations, with two hooks
to the end of the last. The last four feet have a common
base, and the first articulation of their haunches is soldered;
the last two are even partly set back to the abdomen.

The two nervons cords proceeding from the brain, are
united at intervals, and form seven ganglia, the last of which
belongs to the tail. In all the other arachnides, the number of
ganglia is but three at most.

The eight stigmata open into as many white pouches, each
enclosing a great number of small and very slender laminm,
between which it is probable that the air is filtrated. A
muscular vessel runs along the back, and communicates with
each pouch by two vessels: other branches proceed from it
to all parts. The intestinal canal is straight and narrow;
the liver is composed of four pairs ofglandular clusters, which
pour their flnid into four points of the intestine. The male
has two penes issuing forth near the combs, and the female
two vulvie. These last open into a matrix composed of
several canals, which communicate one with another, and
which we find at the time of parturition filled with living
young. The testicles are also formed of certain vessels anas
tomosed together.

These arachnides inhabit the hot countries of both hemi
spheres, live on the ground, conceal themselves under stones

2 F 2
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or other bodies, most frequently in ruins, or in sombre and
moist places, and even in the interior of houses. They run
fast; curving their tail in the form of an arch over the back,
they turn it in all directions, and make use of it as an offensive
and defensive weapon i they seize with their taloos wood-lice
and different insects, such as carabi, weevils, orthoptera, &c.,
on which they feed, wound them with the sting of their tail,
pushing it in front, and then cause their prey to pass between
their forceps and jaws. They are fond of the eggs of ara
neldes and those of insects.

The sting of the European scorpion, as far as it appears, is
not in general dangerous. That of the scorpion ofSouvignar
gues, of Maupertius, or the species which I name redduA
(occitanus), and which is stronger than the preceding, pro
duces, according to the experiments which Dr. Maccary had
the courage to make upon himself, accidents more serious
and alarming. The poison appears to be more active in pro
portion to the age ofthe scorpion. Volatile alkali is employed,
either internally or externally, to arrest its effects.

Some naturalists have advanced that our indigenous species
produce two generations in the year. The one which appears
to me to be the best authenticated, takes place in the month
of AuguSL According to M. Maccary, the female changes
skin before she brings forth the young. The male does 80

likewise at the same period.
The female brings forth the young in succession. She

carries them on her back during the first days, does not then
come forth from her retreat, and watches for their preservation
for the space of a month, at the end of which time they are
sufficiently strong to establish themselves elsewhere, and
provide for their own subsistence; after two years they become
capable of engendering.

Some have eight eyes, and form the genus But/It" of M.
Leach.
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T1ae African Scorpion, (Afer. Lin., Fab.) Rals., Insect.
3. lxv.; HerbsL, Monog., Scorp. 1.; nve or six inches long;
of a blackish brown, with the talons large, heart-fonned, very
much shagreened, and a little hairy. Anterior edge of the
corslet strongly emarginated; thirteen teeth on each comb.
Of the East Indies, Ceylon, &c.

The retldi8h Scorpion, (OccitanUB, Amor.) TunitanUB,
Herbst, Monog. Scorp. iii. 8.; ButkUB ocdtanUB, Leach.
Zool. Misc. cxliii. Yellowish or reddish; tail a little longer
than the body, with raised and finely crenulated lines.
Twenty-eight teeth and upwards (~2--6~. Maccary) in each
comb. South of Europe, Barbary, and very common in
Spain.

The others have but six eyes, and compose the genDS Scorpio,
proper, of the same naturalist.

The Scorpion of Europe, (EuroptBtIB, Lin., Fab.) Brown,
more or le88 deep; feet, and last articulation of the tail, of a
more clear or yellowish brown; claws heart-fonned, and
angular; nine teeth in each comb. The most southern and
eastern dt'partments of France.



SUPPLEMENT

ON THE

CLASS ARACHNIDA-,

THE animals of this class, though approximating to the
insects, and though always considered as such in popular
language, differ from them, as may be seen in the text, by
certain marked characters which it is unnecessary to repeat
here. They were first separated under the above denomina
tion by M. de Lamarck. He, however, comprehends in this
class all the apterous inBec41 of Linnleus, with the exception
of the genera cancer, monoculua, oniacua, which compose his
class of the crustacea, and those of termea and pulex, which
he reunites to the insects properly so called.

The Arachnida, thus named from the principal and most
numerous genus, that of the spiders, (arachne in Greek) have
at the external surface of the body apertures for the admission
of air, or stigmata, in this respect approaching the insects,
and departing from the crustacea. But they ha'"e not, like
the first, antennle and a distinct head. Their mandibles, or
rather the pieces which replace them, are contiguous and
advanced parallel to one another, in the direction of the length
of the body; the jaws, or the parts analogous thereto, are but an
expansion of the first articulation of the haunches of the an-

• We adopt the word Arachnida in the Supplement as the term IIIOlIt

used by English naturalists, though it will be observed that the equivalent
Arachnides is the word made use of in the teXt.-ED.
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terior feet, or the articulation itself. The eyes are invariably
simple, and the feet almost always eight in number.

The abdomen of the arachuides, like that of the insects,
is the seat of the vital functions. The external organs of re
spiration, however, occupy there a more circumscribed space,
being exclusively situated on the sides of the belly, or those of
the chest; and not along the whole lateral portions of the
body, as in insects. The stigmata lead either to pouches, or
IllCS enclosing bodies analogous to gills, but performing the
office of lungs, or to two trunks of trachem, which are divided
almost from their origin, and in all directions, into a great
number of branches.

The myriapods, the thysanoura, and the parasites, are alone,
of all the numerous class of insects, like the arachnida, truly
apterous. Like them also, they undergo no metamorphosis,
properly speaking, can engender several times, and have their
growth not limited to the term of the development of their
several organs, or of their aptitude for reproduction. But
these insects are, nevertheless, remote from. the aracbnida in
the characters which we have already noticed, or those which
are proper to their own peculiar class.

Among the arachnida, some have two articulated man
dibles, terminating in a talon or pincers, similar to small feet;
two palpi still more analogous to locomotive organs; two, or
several jaws, formed by the dilatation of those palpi, or of the
anterior pair of feet; and a lip without palpi. The other
arachnida have a mouth after the manner of a sucker, but the
pieces of which, though otherwise modified, appear to cor
respond with the preceding. It is also, most frequently,
accompanied with two palpi. The number of simple eyes
varies from two to eight. Their situation. their symmetrical
disposition, their relative sizes, and their forms, often furnish
to the naturalist the appropriate means of distinguishing the
principal divisions.
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The number of feet is usually eight. Some, however, have
but six, and the females of some others have two more, which
only, however, answer the purpose of carrying the eggs.

Most of the arachnida subsist on living prey, or suck the
blood, or other fluids of several animals.

The sexual organs of the females, and even in many of the
males, are situated at the base of the belly, or near its junc
tion with the thorax. They are double in most of the pul
monary arachnida, and perhaps in all. The males of the
araneides, or spinning arachnida, have theirs at the extremity
of the palpi; a character which indicates the natural aftinity
between these animals and the last order of the crustacea.

The araneida do not undergo any e88eDtial change of
form, and are only subject to moulting. In some, however,
two of the feet are not developed, until some days haTe
elapsed from their birth. It is onlyaner the fourth or fifth
change of akin, that these animals become adapted for the
purpoBeS of generation.

Most of the pulmonary arachnida are suspected, or dreaded,
88 being venomous. The bite or incision made by some of
them may produce, under some circumstances, and more
especially in warm climates, accidents of a serious nature.

The body of the araneides, or spinniug arachnida, is com
posed of an inarticulate trunk, with which the head is con
founded, and the abdomen fixed to the posterior extremity
of the trunk by a small thread. It is Ulually soft, without
rings, or with nothing but Colds, and having Crom four to six
external nipples placed under the anus. These nipples are
a sort of spinnerets, and exist in both sexes.

The trunk is crustaceous, and presents, at'its anterior part,
a triangular space, which appears to correspond with the
head, and ou which the simple eyes are situated. These
organs evidently replace the composite eyes of the insects,

and are always 3ix or eight in number. Their size and di...
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position vary according to the manner in which these
animals hold themselves in a state of repose, and according
to some peculiar habits. They are very brilliant, and in
some species ofFer the appearance of a pupil and an iris.

The organs of manducation occupy the anterior and lower
extremity of the trunk. They consist of two mandibles, two
palpi, a lip, and a kind of epiglottis, or interior tongue. The
mandibles advance in parallel directions, and are composed of
two tubular articulations, the first of which is the largest, and
the terminal one more solid and scaly, in the form of a very
sharp crook, and having at its extremity a small cleft, destined
for the passage of a poisonous fluid, which is conducted thither
by an interior canal, from the base of the fint articulation,
where its reservoir, or the poisonous receptacle exists. The
palpi, like little feet, especially in mygale, are of the same
thickness, or filiform, in the females, thicker at their extremity
in the males, and composed of five, or even Bix, articulations.
The jaws are composed of a single piece, in the form of a
lamina, more or leas oval and triangular. The palpi articu
late with their summit in the mygale, so that the jaws in
reality form the first articulation. However, in the other
araneides, it is at the base of their internal Bide, that the
palpi are inserted. The lip is also of a single piece, the
figure of which most usually approaches a square, or an oval,
tnmcated at its base, and is but an appendage of the anterior
extremity of the breasL The interior of the mouth, or palate,
presents a fleshy piece, hairy, in the form of a tongue, which,
in most of the species, is applied against the internal surface
of the lip. There is, probably, on each of its sides, an aper
ture for the passage of the alimentary fluids. The mandibles,
DO doubt, contribute to manducation j but though hollow and..
pierced at their extremity, they do not perform the office of a
sucker. Their use is to retaiu the insect seized by the
araneid, and facilitate the compreuion made upon it by the
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jaws, so that the nutritive fluids may be extracted. Besides,
we know that the scorpions, though without perforated maD
dibles, nevertheless suck their prey in the same manner.

The feet, in their relative size, vary, according to the dif
ferent positions, habitual to these animals, and sometimes
even according to the sexes. They are inserted all around the
sides of the chest, and composed of seven articulations. The
last two constitute the tarsi, which are terminated by two
hooks. It is easy to conceive that these two hooks answer
the purpose to the arachnides of holding by their web, and
that they must also be useful in its construction.

The spinning epeirw are the only animals of this family that
have the abdomen covered with a crustaceous or solid dermis,
folded in the form of a ring. In all the other species this part
of the body is soft. and without any apparent division. lla
envelope is only a sort of sac, in which the organs of circula
tion, of respiration, the intestines, the vessels that secrete the
silk, and in the females the ovaries, and the other sexual parts,
are enclosed. Immediately under the dermis, the mucoWl
tissue is perceptible, composed of a soft matter, divided into
an infinite number of small grains. The heart is a large
vessel along the back, throwing out branches on each side.
The respiratory organs are t\VO in number, and composed of
small laminw, adherent to the interior parietes of two pouches
situated one at each side, near the base of the belly, and
covered by a membranaceous lid, leaving a transverse cleft,
for the passage of air. The place of these organs is usually
indicated by two yellow or whitish spots.

The intestinal canal is straight. There is a first stomacb,
composed of several sacs; then, towards the middle of the ab
domen, is a second stomachal dilatation, surrounded by the
liver. The silk-vessels, usually six in number, extend, on eacb
side, along the whole interior: they resemble tortuous intes
tines, filled with a yellowish matter j coutracted rather abruptly
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towards their extremity, they terminate in a straight thread,
leading to the nipples, which are cylindrical or conical parts,
and membranaceous, serving as a conduit to the threads of
silk, which are named spinnerets.

The mygalle have but four apparent nipples, the upper two
of which form a small forked t.ai1; but in the others they are
six. In these the nipples have but two articulations, the last
of which, in the form of a head, is bordered all round, like a
crown, with several conical pieces, which give issue to the
silken threads, and are in fact the spinnerets properly 80

called.
The proper spl'onerets of each nipple are carried by some

authors to the number of a thousand, so that, when all the
nipples are at work, the quantity of threads which proceed
from them should be six thousand. But these animals manage
with economy a substance which constitutes a portion of their
means of existence, and which is also necessary to the preser
vation of their posterity. Moreover, this calculation is not
applicable to all the species, since many of them form no web,
and employ their silk only in the CODstruction of the cocoon,
which is to envelope their eggs.

It has been attempted,by weaving, to derive some advantages
from the silk ofcertain of the araneides of the genus epeira, and
gloves and stockings have been made of this silk, ofa greyish
colour, almost as strong as those fabricated with the ordinary
silk. Lebon employed that of the cocoon of these animals,
and thirteen ounces of these cocoons yielded four ounces of
silk. To put it into a state for being wove, he caused it to be
beaten with the hand, and with a small stick, for the purpose
of expelling the dust; he afterwards washed it in tepid water,
and put it then into soap-suds, in which some saltpetre and
gum.arabic were di880lved. The whole was kept boiling over
a slow fire for two or three hours, and the cocoons after this
operation were washed in tepid water, until they yielded to

18
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the water the soap with which they were impregnated. They
were then suff'ered to dry. and softened a little with the fingers,
to fit them for being carded the more easily. FJ;his carded
silk was easily spun upon a spindle. The thread drawn from
it was finer and sl.ronger than that of common silk, and euily
assumed, in dyeing, all the colours which were desired. The
Academy of Sciences. however, to which Lebon imparted the
result of his experiments, considered that this branch of
industry presented but little expectations. Reaumur, at
tempted, but to no purpose, to rear araneides on vegetable mb
stances. These were by no means to their taste,-nothing
would do but insects, and therefore an education of this kind
would prove more embarrassing than useful, if attempted to be
executed on a great scale, as it would be necessary to rear
flies for the purpose of supporting the spiders. It was calcu
lated that seven hundred thousand spiders would produce but
a pound of silk. Moreover, these animals devour each other,
and the threads of their silk are so extremely fine, that, as it is
said, ninety of them would be neceBBary to equal the thickness
of the thread ofasilk-worm, and eighteen thousand to produce
a thread proper for the purpose of manufacture. The thread of
a young spider is still finer. Notwithstanding this, these threads
can support, without breaking, a weight six times &8 heavy as
that of the body of these animals. Wilhelm informs us, that
a fabricator of stuff's at Paris also made silk stockings with the
cocoons of the epeira diadema. He reared eight hundred
individuals in one room, the ceiling of which was covered
with a great number of pack-threads crossing each other.
These animals were so tame, under his management, that
when he entered the room with a plate full offUes, they imme
diately used to descend to take their food, and reascend after
they had feasted. This they would also perform when he
entered without bringing them anything.

It is well known that poor Pelisson, confined in the prison
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of the Bastil6, bad so completely familiarized a spider, wbich
bad taken up its abode on the edge of a cbink giving light to
bis gloomy dwelling, that it would come at the sound of an
instrument, and at a certain signal, to take a tIy, even on the
knees of its teacber. It is truly painful and disgusting to
remember, that the inhuman governor of that castle deprived
the prisoner of this tritling consolation, by crushing the ani
mal, even at the very moment in whicb it was exhibiting
proofs of its docility.

Aatronomers alone derive some advantages from the threads
of the spider: they employ the one which sustains its web,
and which is the strongest, for the divisions of the microno
meter. It acquires, through its ductility, about a fifth more
than its ordinary length.

Althougb these animals inspire a kind of borror in a great
number of persons, which is founded on the opinion that they
are generally venomous, they do not the less merit to be known,
either for this Tery reason itself, or in consequence of the
interesting facts wbicb their economy presents to our contem
plation. If they live, like so many other beings, on the fruit
of their rapine, tbey achieve this end by means very different
from those adopted by other races: to remain in ambush, to
dart like an arrow on their prey, or to catch it by speed, &re

the ordinary means employed by carnivorous animals to
satisfy the wants of nature. There is nothing in all this
bnt a simple exercise of that superiority which nature has
gifted them with above the beings on which they subsisL
All their stratagems, all their instinctive combinations, are
reduced to the concealment of the irresistible arm of strength,
80 that they may surprise the feeble with greater success;
but the majority of the araneides have been provided by nature
with peculiar resources, and bigbly worthy of our ntmost
attention: she bas instructed them in the art of laying sn&rell,

and that with a substance drawn from their own entrails. Let
us observe the delicate and ingenious manner in wbich this
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aerial web is woven, which is suspended over our heads; the
regularity of the numerous concentric circles, and the radii
which cut them, and give to this web the form of a circular
net-work. Examine itll points of attachment: it is wonderful
to conceive how the animal which baa constructed it has been
able to fix them, and that too at such considerable distances
from each other. Our garrets and apartments, long left in a
state ofneglect, serve for an habitation to many species whOll8
mode of labour is not the same. Some of them give to their
web a more compact and thicker tissue, which allows no
meshes to appear, and which they place in a horizontal situ
ation. Another spider, having established its sojoum in cel
lars, exhibits a tapestry, whose whiteness rivals that of snow.
Some form a species of cylinder in a hole between leaves, and
there remain in ambush. The argyronetes form, in the midst
of the waters, an oval cocoon, filled with air, carpeted with
silk, from which proceed threads, in all directions, and
attached to the plants in the neighbourhood; there they
watch their prey, and when the necessity of respiration. or
other motives, force them to issue from their domicile, they
envelope their abdomen with a bubble ofair, which presents to
the eyes of the astonished observer the spectacle of a silver
globe rolling rapidly in the midst of the waves. Some min
ing arane'ides, or those which dig subterraneous galleries,
know how to clolle the entrance of their habitation, with a
door of clay, fixed by means of a sort of hinge, opening at
the will of the animal. and falling by its own proper force
and position.

Endowed with an instinct le88 surprizing, the araneides
(inequitele&, Latreille), attach on trees, to the comers of wall.,
in garrets, &c. some threads, the union ofwbich has no deter
mined figure, but forms loose and irregular webs.

These animals remain tranquil at the centre of the snare, or
in the cell which they have constmcted near iL Woe to the
imprudent insect which should fall into their net !-the
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slightest impreuion is sufficient to advertise the spider of the
presenceofilB prey. It proceeds with the rapidity oflightning
to the spot where the insect appears. If this, for instance,
should prove to be a large fly, it envelopes it with a tolerably
strong layer ofsilk, which it draws from its spinnerets; it then
attaches it to its own hinder part, and drags it within its den,
that it may suck and devour it atleisnre. If the fly be small,
the spider carries it off without any envelope. But if, on the
contrary, an insect which is larger than itself should fall into
the net, it assists to disembarrass and disengage it, by break
ing some threads of the web, which it mends afterwards; or, if
the efforts which it has made have broken the web too much,
it abandons it and forms a new one. Some species simply
suck flies; others devour them altogether, leaving only the
hardest parts. As the arane·ides have not always as many flies
as they can eat, they are 80 organized as to be able to support
a very long Cast; but when opportunit.y offers, they make full
amends for this by gormandizing. They pauthe winter in a
sort of lethargy, and take no nourishment dnring that season.
In every other, they can still remain many months withqut
eating. It appears, from the observations of M. Amedee Ie
Pelletier, that they have the faculty of reproducing the feet
which they have lost.

When one of these animals wishes to commence its web, it
causes to issue from its nipples a drop of the silky fluid. It ap
plies it against a wall or tree, and then removes from it, spinning.
In proportion as it proceeds, this fluid, which at first was 80ft,

assumes a consistence, grows thick, and forms a thread, which
the spider glues to the oppoaite end of the wall, or to another
branch of the tree. I t is thus that all the araneides commence
their web; but they do not all finish it in the same manner.
The domestic spider returns along the line to fix another to
the place from whence it set out, returns on its path, to do the
same at the other end, and continues the same manrnuvre until
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it has fixed a great number in this direction; after this, it
places more in an opposite line; and as all these threads are
gluey, they become cemented one to the other, and soon form
a tolerably solid web.

The Epeira diadema,. which makes a perpendicular web
with radii, and the threads. of which lead to a common centre,
proceeds iu another fashion. According to the majority of
authors, it suffers itself to hang to its thread, and the wind
curies it to a tree different.from that to which it was at tint
attached; it there applies one end of its thread. This done,
it returns to the middle of this thread, along which it walks,
where it attaches a second, the extremity of which it fastens to
some branch near the first, and so on. The opinion of Lister
is, that the arane'ides can shoot their threads to a very great,
distance, as the porcupine shoots his quills, with this difference,
however, that the quills of the porcupine are detached from its
body, whereas the threads of the araue'ides remain attached.
This opinion has been combated. People have been unable
to conceive that the silk, which hardens in the air, can be
syringed in this manner, like a fluid. Besides, it has been
contended, that so weak a thread could not be shot any dis
tance \\ithout being forced by the resistance of the air to fold
upon itself, and envelope the body of the animal. Be this.
however, as it may, M. Latreille has very distinctly observed
the...4ranea caRcer turning on itself, and dartingin all directions,
in a horizontal line, a thread proceeding from the anus.

We shall now explain how the Epeira diadema makes its
web between two branches, or two trees, separated from each
other by a ditch, or by a stream which it cannot cross. In
calm weather, placed at the end of some branch, it remains
firm on its front feet, and with its two hinder feet it draws
{rom its nipples a thread, tolerably long, which it suffers to
float in the air. This thread is pushed by the wind against
some solid body, where it is quickly cemented by its Datura!
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gluten. The epeira draws it to itself from time to time, to
ascertain if it be attached. When it is assured of this by the
resistance which it experiences, it binds and fastens the
thread to the place where ilis itself: the first thread serves all a
point of communication for placing the others. The 'spider
imparts to it more solidity. Afterwards, it spins others, per
pendicular and oblique, which it attaches to different branches,
and the ends of which all repair to a common centre. When
this labour is finished, it spins others, which it fastens above.
They are apart from each other, and it places them circularly
round the centre. The web being finished, the epeira con
structs at one of the upper extremities, between two approxi
mating leaves, a little lodge, which serves it as a retreat. It
usually remains there all day, and does not issue forth but in
the morning and evening. It chooses the top of its web for
a sheltering place, because insects ascend better than they
descend.

We have now exhibited the most general and interesting
points in the economy of the sedentary araneides. Those
which M. Latreille has designated under the name ofwander
ing araneides, seize their prey by running or leaping upon it.

These animals being carnivorous, and devouring each other
when they meet, the sexual intercourse does not take place
without great precautions on the part of the male, who IS

obliged to make the advances. The coupling which has been
most observed by naturalists is that of the Epeira diadema, so
common .in gardens, towards the commenc~ment of autumn,
which is the season of its amours. The female remains tran
quil in the midst of its web, the head down, and the belly
upwards. The male rambles around the web, and finally
Yentures to mount upwards; but he takes care first to attach
a thread to some place, at no great distance, 80 that he may
make use of-it to save himself if the female should not be dis
posed to grant him a favourable reception. As lloon as he hILI

VOL· XIIJ. G g
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ascended, he walks gently over the web, approaches the female
by little and little. If she remain quiet, he touches her gently
with one of his fore-feet, and quickly draws back. and then the
female makes some slight movements to touch him in tum.
During this, which appears to be the prelude of the coupling,
the antennule of the male half open at their extremity, the
buds which enclose the generative organs become humid,
and the sexual part of the female also opens a little; then
the male, emboldened, inserts there one of his anlennule,
and retires. A moment after, he returns, and iuserts the
other antennula. He touches the female several times
in succession in the same manner, using the two antennnle
alternately. During the act, wbich appears to consist only in
these simple touchings, tbe male introduces into the female
organs a part which appears to be the organ of generation,
issuing fmm the bottom of the antennulle during the act, and
re-entering there immediately after. The same precantions
are used by the males of those species which do not spin.
Audebert has observed, that in a species commonly found in
houses, a single act suffices for the fecundation ofall the eggs
which a female can lay at different times, for many yeaI'll in
snccession. In geoeml there is but one brood of eggs in the
year, and which, in our climates, takes place towards the end
of summer, or at the commencement of autumn.

Soon after the females are fecundated, their belly, always
much larger than that of the male, increases very much. All
are oviparous, and lay a great number ofeggs. The spinners,
and those which form no web, envelope them with a thick
bed of white silk, in the form of a cocoon; some place them
on a tree or wall. Some species carry their's enveloped in a
round cocoon, very close, and they are often seen dmgging
this cocoon after them. by means of a thread which keeps it
attached to the hinder part of their body: it has the form ofa
truncated ovo"id, ofa grey or whitish colour. and divided longi-
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tudinally by blackish bands. Its apertnre is hermetically
sealed by a silken plug. This envelope contains a second,
the ti88Ue of which is still BOfter: it is a true down, wbich
preserves the eggs from any accident. Almost all the cocoons
of the arane'ides are equally composed of two kinds of silk,
the interior of wbich is finer, and BOfter to the touch.

The insects wbicb do not live in society, as BOon as their
eggs are laid, give themselves no further care touching their
~terity. Many of the arane'ides, on the contrary, guard
with the utmost vigilance the fmit of their amours; some even
carry between their feet their eggs, shut up in the cocoon.
When the young ones are first disclosed, they attacb tbem
selves on the back of tbeir mother. All the eggs are of a
round form, white, or yellowish white. Those of many species
exclude fifteen or twenty days after they bave been laid;
others pass the winter, and do not exclude until spring. Some
days before the young issues forth from them, the pellicle,
which is very slender, changes form, and sutrers all tbe parts
of the insect to appear.

As soon as the young araneides which make webs have left
the egg, they begin to spin directly. The female lycosre tear
open the cocoon, which encloses their young, to give them a
greater facility of coming fortb, at the moment in wbich they
should quit it. These mount on the back of the mother, who
carries them along with her; and when she finds an insect,
she shares it with them. The araneides, in general, exhibit
lL very great attacbment to their young. All the young
arane'ides live, as it were, in 6O(;ietJ" uutil tbe first moulting:
they tben separate, and become mutual enemies. They grow
very much in their youth, and in augmenting in volume, they
change their skin. It is believed that they quit it three times
before they are in a state Cor reproduction. Their life is more
or less long. Audebert brought one up, and preserved it for
several years.

G g 2
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The araneides, that cause so great a destruction of Hies
and other insects, are not without their enemies. Birds, and
80me insects feed their young with them. Many species of
wasps, the sphengea, carry them off from the middle of their
webs to bring them to their larvlll. The slightest wound which
a spider receives, effectually puts it out of all condition for
battle, and it dies in a short time after having received it.

According to the observations of Homberg, the domestic
spiders are subject to a malady which makes them appear
hideous. Their body becomes covered with scales, bristling
one above the other, and among which species of mites are
discovered. When the spider walks, it shakes itself, and
throws off part of the scales and of the insects. This malady
seldom occurs to the spiders of cold countries. The author
whom we have cited, says, that he has never observed it but
in those which are found in the kingdom of Naples.

The body of the araneides is in general hairy, with colours
most frequently sombre, and forms far from agreeable; women,
children, and even men, have an insurmountable repugnance
to them. This aversion is not founded merely on the ugliness
of these animals; it is also caused by the opinion that their
bites are dangerous. Many authors, in fact, relate, that dif
ferent persons have died after having been bitten by them.
Other testimonies, however, combat the preceding. Clerk
and Lebon, who were often bitten by araneides, assure us that
they never felt any other inconvenience from their wounds
than what might be occasioned by gnats, and some insects,
whose stings produce upon the skin a trifling inflammation
and itching. Degeer is also of opinion, that the araneides
of Europe are formidable only to flies and other insects.
With regard to the pretended mortal bite of the tarantula, a
species of lycosa, which is found in the most 80uthem parts
of France, and in Italy, of which 80 many authors haTe made
mention, and on which Bagli\'i has more especially written;
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people are pretty well recovered from the fright which it
occasioned in his time, and no longer believe that it can be
the cause of the malady which was imputed to iL The bite
oC the three species of tarantula which he has described,
occasioned maladies, the symptoms of which were differenL
Those which followed the bite of one of them, were, according
to him, very terrific, and sometimes a&8umed all the charac
ters of a malignant fever. The patient often died of this
malady, or if the symptoms were mitigated, he fell into a me
lancholy of a peculiar kind, and of which music alone could
cure him. But we are at present aware, that the tarantula
ueveroccasioned any such disease, which was merely feigned;
accordingly the bite of this animal is no longer dreaded.

Nevertheless, we cannot avoid noticing some observations
in the Encyclopedie Methodique, which prove that sometimes
the bite of the araneides is followed by accidents more or less
grievous. In the southern part of Provence, a young peasant
girl, when sitting, found herself stung in the right thigh; when
she was about to rise, on shaking herself, there fell out a very
large spider, which the pressure of her hand had killed. She
had crushed it at the moment on the wound, and experienced
only a trifling swelling round the place which was biUen,
and slight cramps in the thigh and leg, which were removed
by time, and a sudorific drink. A farmer of the isles of
Hy~res,aged more than sixty years, according to the report of
his children, was bitten by a large spider, in gathering up a
sheaf of com. This bite at first occasioned only a slight in
ftammation, to which the man paid bnt little aUention. But
the inflammation soon very considerably increased, and ter
minated some time anar in mortification and death, the
remedies which were employed being found altogether in
adequate to stop the progress of the disorder. From these
facts, we may conclude, that under certain circumstilnces, the
bite of the arane'ides may be dangerous. The more or less.
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serious effects resulting from itt also depend opon the state of
health and constitution of tbe bitten person; but, speaking
generally, tbe spiders of cold countries are not formidable.

Travellers tell us of some species which are reputed to be
venomous. The avicularia of Linnleus, which is found at
Cayenne and Surinam, is considered dangerous to men, and
its bite is always followed by grie\"ous accidents, according
to those writers. It is frequently fatal to the humming.birds,
and colibris, on which it feeds. The least wound which it
inflicts instantly kills them, which is not surprizing, consider
ing the strength of its hooks, and the extreme delicacy of
those little birds. Swammerdam, and other naturalists, have
endeavoured to discover if the araneides have really a poison
which they insinuate into the wound, after they have bitten.
Nothingt however, was discovered which could indicate that
they poison the wound which they inflict. Poultryt and
birds in general, eat these animals without suffering any in
convenience. It also sometimes happens to men to swallow
small arane'ides in eating froit, without experiencing any
accident in consequence; and some persons have even eaten
very large ones to prove that they are not venomous. The
astronomer Lalande, swallowed four of them in the presence
of M. Latreille, without any evil result.. The latter gentle
man iSt however, of opinion that they do possess a venom,
though it ordinarily produces no sensible effect upon us. It
is ,"ery certain, though contrary to the testimony of some
naturalistst that the talons of their mandibles are pierced at
the extremity. It is equally easy to be convinced that in
sects which ha'"e been bitten by a tolerably strong spider, die
almost immediately. Rossi informs us that a species of
theridion inflicts wounds which are mortal, even to man.

• This, however. doell not negative the existence of venom. as we Imotr

that the poilOn of a viper may be taken into the IItomach without injury.
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It would therefore appear, that some caution is requisite,
respecting the larger species. In endeavouring to avoid the
Charybdis of credulity, we should take care not to stumble
on the Scylla of imprudence.

The araneides are very generally spread through all coun
tries, and found, in fact, in every habitable portion of the
globe. Those of warm climates are larger than the spiders
of temperate regions. The m&les and females live separately.
The latter are more frequently met than the former, which
do not approach the females but at tbe time of coupling, for
fear ofbeing devoured. Nevertheless, in some small species,
both inhabit the same web; the male, however, remains a
little apart. All are extremely carnivorous, and live only by
rapine. They seize flies and other insects, which fall into
their nets. Those which construct no webs, such as the
wandering araneides, catch their prey by running, or darting
upon it from above; others watch for it concealed under a
leaf. The males often fall victims to the females, and the
latter carry on a cruel war against each other when they
meet. If one spider should happen to fall into the web of
another, a desperate and mortal combat immediately takes
place. When tbe two combatants are of equal strength, they
wound each other reciprocally. The proprietor of the web
is almost always the aggre880r. The stranger remains on tbe
defensive; but when the nrst nnds itself tbe weaker of the
two, it flies, and yields its web to the other, which never
pursues, but remains, and pronts by the -labour of its adver
sary. It often occurs, according to Geoffroy, that some old
arane"ides take posseuion by force of the web of a younger
spider, because with the advance of age, the reservoir of the
fluid which furnishes their threads becomes exhausted, and
they can no longer construct a web, of which they. nevertbe
leu. have need, for the purpose of catching their prey; they
therefore compel a young one to gi,·s up its own. Nature,
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according to the same author, has accorded to each spider a
sufficient quantity of the silky matter to make six or seven
webs during its life. When no more remains, they must either
die, or appropriate to themselves the prodnction of others.

The life of many species scarcely extends beyond the term
of eigbt or twelve months. But the mygales, the spiders
properly so called, and the lycosre, can live many years.
Many pass the winter shut up in holes concealed under
stones. Some even construct for themselves, in that season, a
cocoon of silk, which serves them as a retreat.

In the fine days in autumn, we may see floating in the air
a tolerable quantity of threads of silk, which are often carried
by tbe wind to a considerable height. Many of these threads
are the work of some young araneides ; of thii we may convince
ourselves by examining them closely. We shall find at one of
the ends, little spiders occupied in producing new threads,
or elongating tbose which have been already spun, until they
are fixed at a distance to some solid place, whither they can
transport themselves.

Quatremee d'Isjonval believed that he discovered in the
epeirre, a natural barometer; but it does not appear that this
opinion has been followed up, or has led to any results.

The spiders of the genus MYGALE appear to be nocturnal
animals. Their sombre colours, and Bome observations which
have been made upon them, seem to authorize this conjecture.
They establish their domicile in cavities usually subterraoeoos,
which they either prepare for themselves or find by chance,
and whose aperture they line after the manner of the tubicohe,
which are likewise nocturnal animals.

In this genus are found those monstrous arane'ides which
can occupy a circular space of from seven to eight inches in
diameter, and which sometimes even seize small birds.

These species are in general peculiar to the equatorial
countries, and those which border on the tropic.. They are
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extremely dreaded in Antilles, and in South America, where
they are called crab-spideJ'lJ.

The habits of all these mygales are probably the same, and
we shall therefore preseDt here what authors have collected
on the subject, though as far as actual observation is concerned,
they priDcipallyapply to the species called avicularia.

That which PisaD, in his Natural history of Brazil, names
nhamdu, or nhamdu-guafU (great spider) is a species very
much akin to at*ularia. According to him, it Didificates,
after the manner of birds, in the rubbish and cavities of old
and decaying trees. It lives a very long time, and can sup
port an extreme degree of abstinence. Some individuals,
which the author had shut up in boxes, have lived there some
months without any sort of nourishment. This species con
structs, though but seldom, with the two projecting spinnerets,
which it carries at the anus, webs, similar, as he says, in dis.
position to those made by the other spiders. But the gene
rality of this assertion, and the description which this author
gives of the webs of these mygales, would seem to prove, that
he does not speak ex 1!i8u, but abandons himself to argument
and conjecture. Such, again, is the case when on the subject
of the coupling of these animals, he advances that theil"bodies
are opposed one to the other (averBis clunilnu). The females
carry their eggs under the belly. The talons of their mandi.
bles are enchased in gold, to serve as tooth-picks, and are
even supposed to be an excellent odontalgic. Not only the
pricking of these animals, but the liquor which is distilled
from their mouths, and even, it is reported, their hairs, are
reputed venomous. The part of the body which the animal
has wounded, grows bennmbed, livid, and blackish, swe]]s
considerably, and the malady proceeds, according to Pisan,
to such aD extent as to prove incurable. The wound is
cauterized; but the best antidote, &8 the same author tells us,
is furnished by that preparation of the crab, which he names
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Arata (grap8U8 pictw). It is pounded, and a potion made
of it with wine: it acts as an emetic.

The ancients, in like manner, boast of the anti-poisonous
qualities of the crustacea, and the employment of them may
certainly prove salutary, in circumstances where the nse of
alkalies is required. Y. Arthaud has caused death to
chickens, by causing them to be stung by the large crab
spider of the Cape of Good Hope (mygale cancende8, Lat.).
This species, according to him, frequents humid places, kill.
and sucks large insects, kakerlaks, and often its own COD

geners. He maintains that this mygale often perishes, by
the sling of a sort of gadfly under the belly, moet probably in
the organs of respiration. The touching of this last arane'ide,
or rather its hairs, produce severe smartingB, similar to those
caused by the introduction of the hairs of certain caterpillars,
into the epidermis.

Though sound criticism may authorize us to call in doubt,
or suspect of exaggeration or partiality, the testimony of some
travellers, or of some historians respecting the venomous
powers of these araneides, prudence, enlighteued by obse"a
lion, forbids us to deny the existence of their poison, or to
lull ourselves in a fancied security against the dangers which
it may occasion. Here, as in so many other cases of uncer
tainty, further experiments will be necessary to decide our
judgment.

The hairs of these mygales, as we have already hinted,
make the same impression upon the skin as the hairs of cer
tain caterpillars. "One morning, as I was getting up, ODe

of the Spanish travellers made an exclamation on seeing on
my garments, from the feet even to the shoulders,a brown trace,
occasioned by the passage of one of these crab-spiders, and by
an acrid and caustic liquor which distils continually from
its mouth and feet. Happily it passed innoxiously while I
was sleeping profoundly, and contented itself with thUI
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leaving ita visiting card." (Lescallier, Notes sur la traduct.
Fran~. du Voyage du Capitaine Stedman.)

Pison relates that the mygale of which we have spoken a
little farther back, sheds its hairs with age, and that then, the
skin of its belly is of a pale carnation colour.

Madlle. Merian informs us that she had found many in
dividuals of the mygale at--icularia on the tree named guajafJe,
there making their domicile. and remaining in ambush in the
cocoon. which is formed by a caterpillar of the same tree, for
its change into the form of a chrysalis. She assures us ex
plicitly, that this mygale does not spin long cocoons, as some
travellers would have us to believe. The majority of the
other testimonies which we could allege here, do not appear
to us of great authority, either because they were not ocular,
or because it is difficult to ascertain to what species of
araneides they should be applied. The author of the Nalural
History of Equinoxial France, places the habitation of the
avicularia, or that of some other species, in the clefts ofrocks.
In Stedman's Voyage to Guyana, this animal is called the
lnulNpider, and its web is said to be of small extent, but
strong. The mygale aDicularitJ is provided with two long
apinnerets; thus there can be no doubt of its capacity for
spinning. But when we examine the form of the books of its
tarsi, when we find them so small, and almost without denti
colalions, and thus so different {rom those o{ the industrious
arane'ides, we must feel inclined to refuse to this mygale the
facullies which the majority of the araneldes possess, and to
sUpp08c that its strength may suffice for all the purposes of
its enstence. It lives, according to Madlle. Merian, on ants,
which escape with difficulty {rom its vigilance and pU1'8uiL
In failure of these it endeavours to surprise small birds in
their nests, whose blood it sucks with avidity. This change
of nutriment is rather different, but the appetite of the animal
is equally voracious and accommodating. The anUl occa-
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sionally avenge themselves for the evils they endUre from their
formidable adversary, and fall npon him in such numbers,
that he is unable to defend himself, and is finally devoured.

M. Moreau de JODDes, who, during a residence of mauy
years in Martinique, had especially devoted himself to the
study of the natural productions of that island, communicated
to M. Latreille a digest of the observations which he had
made on the subject of a species of mygale very common in
that country. We shall present our readers with the short,
but interesting statement of facts which he has addnced.

"The mygale amcularia bears in the Antilles the name of
crab-spider. It also preserves that of Matoutou, given to it
originally by the Caribs. This species is the largest of two
hundred which are known to naturalists. Its length is an
inch and a half, and when its feet are extended, it covers a
surface of six or seven inches. It avoids inhabited places,
and I have never found it in the towns, where the lallllti"1/.
spider of Linnlllus, and six other species of the same genus
are, on the contrary, extremely multiplied.

" As M. Latreille had recognized by the mere inspection
of the organization of the animal, it spins no web, to sene it
as a dwelling. It burrows, and lies in ambush in the clefts
of hollow ravines, in volcanic tufas, or in decomposed laVL

It often hnnts to a considerable distance, and conceals itself
under leaves to surprise its prey, or it climbs on the branches
of trees to devour the young of the colibris and the certAiIJ

flaveola. It usually takes advantage of the night to attack
its enemies, and it is commonly on its return towards ita
burrow that one may meet it in the morning, and catch it
when the dew, with which the plants are charged, slackens
its walk.

" The muscular force of the mygale is very great, and it is
particularly difficult to make it let go the objects which it h8ll
seized, even when their surface affords no purchase, either to
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the hooks with which its tarsi are armed, or to the claws
which it employs to kill the birds, and the anolis. The
obstinacy and bitterness which it exhibits in combat cease
only with its life. I have seen IlOme which pierced twenty
times through and through the corslet, still continued to assail
their adversaries, without showing the least desire of escaping
them by flighL In the moment of danger, this spider usually
seeks a support against which it can rise itself, and mark the
opportunity of casting itself upon its enemies. Its four
posterior feet are then fixed upon the ground; but the others
half extended, are ready to seize the animal which it is about
to attack. When it darts upon it, it fastens itself upon its
body with all the double hooks that terminate its feet, and
stretches to obtain the superior base of the head, that it may
sink its talons between the cranium and the first vertebra.
In some other American insects, I have recognized the same
instinct of destruction.

Ie When the mygale applies its claws on a hard and polished
body, we see there immediately the traces of a liquid, which
must be the poison that it ejects, and that renders its
sting, or bite, dangerous. Nevertheless I have been unable
to discover the issue through which the emission of this fluid
is made, the effects of which are considered to be very formid
able in the West Iudian islands. Never, either, have I seen
the mygale employ, as has been strongly asllerted, another
lluid secreted by glands situated at the extremity of the ab
domeu, and which is said to be darted by it against its
ad"ersaries, to blind them by its corrosive qualities. The
individuals of this species, which I have preserved for a long
time, and in great numbers, never had recourse to this means,
in the combats which they camed ou for the possession of
their prey; but I have recognized the existence of this
liquor, which is lactescent, and singularly abundant in pro
portion to the size of the animal.
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" The mygale cames its eggs enclosed in a cocoon of wbite
silk, ofa very close tissue, fanniug two rounded pieces, united
at their border. It supports this cocoon under its corslet, by
means of its antennullE, and transports it along with itself.
When very much pressed by ita enemies, it abandoDB it for
an instant; but it returns to take it up as 809D as the combat
is concluded.

" The little ones are disclosed in a rapid succession. They
are entirely white; the first change which they undergo is the
appearance of a triangular and hairy spot, which forma on the
centre of the upper part of the abdomen.

" I had preserved from 1800 to 2000 of these, all which
proceeded from the same cocoon. They were all devoured
in a single night by some red ants, which, guided by an
instinct that set at defiance all my cares, discovered the
box in which I had inclosed the spiders, and insinuated
themselves into it by means of an almost imperceptible aper
ture, through which myriads of them passed, one by ODe, in
the space of a few hours. It is owing, in all probability, to

the destructive war waged upon the avicularim by these
insects, that the number of these arachnides is confined within
such narrow limits, which by no means correspond with their
prodigious capability of reproduction."

According to M. Palisot de Beauvoill, the mygak amCII

laria, inhabits the open country, and establishes itself in the
cavities presented to it by the soil. It closes the aperture of
its dwelling with a web, as do many other congeneric ara
neides.

Another mygale, called reclu,e by M. Latreille, constructs
its nest in the same manner as the mtuOn-myga}e, of which
more anon. It fixes its abode in stony places, and its bite,
according to Brown, causes a very severe pain, which lasts
for many hours, and is sometimes even accompanied with

fever and delirium. The ordinary sudorifics, spirituous
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liquors, such as tafia, rum, soon relieve such symptoms, by
inducing sleep and perspiration. Badier has often met with
the same species in the island of Guadaloupe; but he has
always found it in argillaceous soils which present a gentle
declivity. Retired within its nest, this animal scarcely gives
any sign of life.

Olivier has observed, in the environs of Saint Tropes, and
in the isles of Hyeres. the nest of a mygale, which, from il.8
position and construction, would seem to be very distinct from
the others, and to announce peculiar manners. Thill nest was
I!ituated in a horizontal soil. Its door, although of clay,
and closing of itself by a sort of spring, resembled a circle,
from which a small portion had been cut off. It was
attached to one of the sides of the aperture, and the entrance
was free. The inhabitant was absent, and this naturalist
conjectured that it does not close this entrance but at tbe
time wben it is actually occupying the nesL M. Latreille
beliel'es this species to be his mygale carmina1l8. M. Boyer
de Foulolombe has observed this same nest with more atten
tion than Olivier, although he was never able to surprise the
animal in its dwelling. It is formed of a sort of tube of silk,
sunk vertically in the ground. and covered at its orifice by
two shutters placed in a horizontal position, at the suface of
the soil. A solid partition cuts this external door. a little
above iL Some persons informed this naturalist that the)'
had seen the animal come out, and re-enter. sbutting the door
after it.

A very curious species is the mason-spider (mygale cemen
taria) wbich is found in the neighbourhood of Mont
pellier. Almost all the araneldes have the two upper books
of their tarsi pectinated, or formed like a comb, we may
easily conceive that from this arrangement of tbese parts,
they find the means proper for the execution of tbeir labours.
But the hooks of this mygale, from their simplicity, seem bllt

13
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little adapted for working, though its industry yields in
nothing to that of the other araneides, but even exceeds it.
IL was necessary, therefore, that nature should supply it with
other instruments. These reflections led M. Latreille to a very
attentive examination of the organs of these animals, and he
discovered, above their mandibles, some hard, corneous points,
the anterior of which, ranged in a transverse series, resemble
a sort of rake. Without seeing these animals in the per
formance of their operations, it could scarcely admit of donbt
that this peculiar instrument must be very useful to them for
the formation of their nest.

In so carefully concealing their retreat, in preparing and
constructing it with so much art, these aranei'des have less in
view their own preservation than that of their offspring.
Rossi has found in the nest of that species, which he names
Aranea aauvage8ii, its numerous family. These two species
(cementaria and sauvage8ii) excavate, in argillaceous soils,
a burrow, or cylindrical trench, having the same diameter
throughout. Its relative dimensions may vary according to
the species and the age of the animal. It usually chooses
soils iu declivity, or cut vertically, so that it may not be
stopped by the rains, and which besides are arid, and com
posed of a strong earth, without any mixture of pebbles or
small stones. It takes cBfe to unite the interior walls of its
habitation, and to line them with a silken pellicle, 80 as to
consolidate them, and prevent any fallings in. This web may
also contribute to the facility of its movements, and advertise
it, by the motions which it undergoes, of what is passing at
the entrance. A door, or sort ofllat trap, but tolerably thick,
circular, composed of different beds of earth, moistened and
bound together with silk, smooth, a little convex, covered with
very strong threads, forming a very close tissue underneath,
closes the aperture of this burrow. The threads wilh which
the interior surface of this door is lined, are prolonged from
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the side ofthe most elevated edge of the entrance, fasten there,
and attach the coverlid, forming a sort of hinge, so that being
inclined in the direction of the soil, it falls back by its own
proper weight, and the entrance of the babitation is always
naturally closed. The contour of the door corresponds so well
with that of the aperture, that it does not out-edge it in any
place, that t.!tere is not tbe least vacancy in the joinings, and
that the proportions could not have been better observed had
they been taken by the compass. Wben tbis door, therefore,
faUs, it seals the entrance bermetically. Tbe posterior con
vexity of the door also contributes to the precision of the
closme.

The Abbe Sauvages, from wbom these observations are
taken, was unable to discover the manner in which tbis
animal proceeds in the formation of tbis nest, or its mode of
subsistence and propagation. The individuals whicb he took
alive, all perished, in spite of the cares which he employed
for their preservation.

This spider employs a singular degree of strength and
address, when an attempt is made to open the door of its
domicile. The observer just quoted, being desirous to raise
it by means ofa pin, experienced a resistance whicb he by no
means expected. He saw the animal in a reversed attitude,
booked by the legs, on one side against the walls of the en
trance of the bole, on tbe other at the web, which covers the
hinder part of its door, dragging the door to itself, so that in
this struggle it opened and closed alternately. The mygale
did not give way until the trap was entirely raised. It tben
precipitated itself to the bottom of the hole. Every time,
,,-hen similar attempts were made, even at the slightest move
ment, the animal runs forward immediately, to hinder its
door from being opened, and never ceases to keep guard there.
If it be closed, one· may work at the clay all about, and
excavate it to carry off the habitation, without the peril with

VOL. XIII. H h
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which it is menaced causing it to desert its posL But as
soon as it has been expelled from its dwelling, one would
believe that it had lost all its vigour. It appears languid,
benumbed, and if it makes some steps, it is only in a tottering
manner. It is never seen of itself to issue forth from iLl
habitation, and the light of day appears to he injurious to it.
Olivier tells us that tbe mygale ariana, which belongs to the
island of Naxos, remains constantly in its nest during the
day, and never leaves it but at night.

The Abbe Sauvages had discovered the mason-spider in
the neighbourhood of Montpellier, on the edges of the
roads, and the high banks of the small river of Lez. But the
description which he had given of it was very insufficient.
This defect, however, was supplied by Dorthes, in a memoir
in the second volume of the Linnman Transactions.

Dorthes has added some observations to those of Sauvages.
If the lid which closes the entrance be fixed with a pin, or if
it be taken away, a new one is found to the aperture on the
following day. It appears certain, that it is only by night
that this animal plunders, and works at the construction of iLl
abode. The bottom of this often contains debris of varioo.a
insects, and even of tolerably large coleoptera. In August
this spider attains its full growth, is disposed for coupling.
and is most timid. Fecundity appears to change the cha
racter of the female; become a mother in September, she DO

longer flees, but grows fierce and more voracious. The
threads which sbe extends over the inequalities of the ground
near her dwelling, procure her different insects for nutriment,
and more especially diptera. She then lives in society with
tbe male, and Dorthes has found thirty little ones in the

nesL
The SPIDERS proper (aranea) are almost all of them

domestic. In the comers of neglected apartments, garrets,

stables, &c., they spin large horizontal webs, which exactly
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occnpy the angles. Their surface forms a triangular plant',
but which becomes a little concave in consequence of the
natural sinking in of the web. Its threads are very close, cross
each other, and being strongly bound together by their
viscosity, give it some resemblance to a very fine stuff, but
which can, nevertheless, retain the various insects which
come there, on which these animals feed, and frequently even
coleoptera of tolerable size. Many loose, and as it were,
80ating threads, compared by Lister to cordages, or sail-yamI!

of vessels, are placed on the upper side of the web, and
become sorts of snares for the insects which get embarrassed
there. Immediately at the angle formed by the union of the
two walls, the spider weaves a cylindrical tube, having one of
its apertures above, the other underneath. It there remains
constantly in ambush, the head being turned forwards; as
soon as a 8y, or any other little animal is arrested in the web,
it runs forward, promptly seizes its prey, and drags it to the
bottom of its lodge, for the purpose of sucking it with the
greater facility. If any pressing danger should frighten the
spider, it takes to 8ight, and speedily escapes through the
lower aperture of its habitation. Homberg has also described,
in the memoirs of the Academy of Sciences, 1707, the man
ner in which these animals manage in spreading their webs.
The cavities which are foond onder ston88, in robbish, also
serve them {or the purpose of retreat. Lister has occasionally
encountered them in the woods. He has scen the malc and
female on the same web, in the commencement of June, the
season of their amours. Having thrown some 8ies to them,
each individual took one. The laying takes place towards
the end of the following month. The cocoon has a double
eDvelope of very white silk. It is placed near the anterior
aperture of the tobe where the spider remains, and it seems to
form a portion of the web. The eggs are whitish, and have
no adherence. Audebert brought up, and kept for some

Hh2
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years, many individuals of the domestic spider. Some females
which he had isolated, produced in succession several ge
nerations equally fruitful. The domestic spider grows con
siderably with age, and some individuals are found extremely
large; but according to Lister the feet alone increase in
volume, and become more hairy.

The Aranea liWyrinthica constructs its web on the same
model; but it places it on hedges, bushes, at the lower part
of trees, or on different tufted vegetables. There may be
seen in the fields, towards the end of summer, a great quantity
of these webs. This species, however, is less common towards
the north of Europe. Lister observes, that it establishes itself
preferably in the neighbourhood of the habitations of the
great ants. It also appears that this spider lays its threads
in succession, to embarrass these insects while they are
running; that it stings them when they stop, and returns to

seek them some seconds after, when the poison has produced
its effect. It also feeds on bees; but in failure of them, on
other insects, even on coleoptera. The feet of the male are
larger than those of the female, as well as in the common
spider. Coupling takes place, at least in the south of Eng
land, towards the end of July. The cocoon is placed like
that of the domestic spider, and contains about sixty eggs of
a whitish colour, which Lister observes were the largest he
had ever seen.

A female which he reared, suspended her COCo3OD to the
middle of a glass in which she was enclosed. She enveloped
it with different webs, dhided by partitions, forming kinds of
chambers or alleys, but which conducted to the depot of the
eggs. The cocoon had the figure of a star.

In the genus ARGYBONETA., the habits of the only species,
Aquatica, ha\'e, from their singularity, attracted the at1eDtion
of several naturalists. It lives in the dormant or very sloW'
,,'aters of marshes and d)'kes, which are not dried up, at1eut
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entirely. It is in the interior of these waters, and not at the
surface that it inhabits, differing in this respect from some
other species of aquatic spiders. We begin to find it. from the
first warm days in spring. It swims in a reversed position,
having the under part of the body turned upwards; its abdo
men is then enveloped with a ball of air, and appears like a
little silvery and very brilliant globe. Degeer tells us that
the entire body, feet excepted, is involved in a globe of air.
This has not been verified by other observers to the same
extenL It often comes to the surface of the water, keeping
its body suspended there, the lower extremity upwards, ap
parently {or the purpose of respiration. We at present
know the place of the organs of respiration, and that they are
not apinneretB, as Clerk supposed. But how does it manage
to envelope a large portion of its body with this mass of air 1
what is the cause of its adhesion! These are problems which
observation has not yet solved.

A property of these araneldes, not less singular, is the
capacity of constructing for themselves, in the bosom of the
water, a kind of aerial mansion, a true diving bell, where they
can respire freely, live in safety, and which serves as a cradle
for their family. This may be compared to a diving bell,
Dot on]y because it has the same destination, but the same
form, namely, that of a cap, or that. of one half of the shell of
a pigeon's egg. It is entirely 'filled· with air, perfectly close,
the under part excepted, where there is a tolerably large
aperture, giving an entrance and exit to the animal. Its
walls are slender, and composed of a tissue of white silk,
.lrong, and close, a great number of irregular threads fix it
to the stems ofp]ants, or other bodies. Sometimes the upper
part is out of the water, but most generally it remains entirely
immersed. Its inhabitant is thus environed with air; she
remains there quietly, the head usually down, a situation.
which permits her to see more easily what passes, to watch
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her prey, and to escape from the leut danger. Degeer has
seen her with her head upwards, and the feet applied against
the body.

It is easy to conceive the mode in which the argyroneta
introduces the air into her ball, and how she totally fills iL
At first the water may be supposed to occupy ita interior
capacity. To empty it, and substitute another fluid, the animal
goes continually to the lIUl'face of the water, charges itself
with a bubble of air, transports it into its habitation, un
burthens itself of its aerial provision, and displaces an equal
mass of water, which iBlues through the lower aperture. By
repeating this operation several times, it succeeds in expelling
all the water ont of ita cell, and introducing the same volume
of air. The males, as well 8S the females, construet for
themselves. at all the favourable seasons of the year, similar
habitations, which demonstrates the analogy existing between
these and the other araneldes of the same tribe. Degeer
found, in the month of December, one of these balls, closed
in all parts, and in which the animal was, as it were, im.
prisoned. It issued forth through a rent made by this ob·
server, and immediately proceeded to luck a fresb·water
assellus, which he presented to iL It is probable that these
araneldes shut themselves up in this manner to pass the winter.
The same naturalist, as well as Clerk, has preserved, in the
same ve88el, many individuals of both sexes, without one
devouring the other; and though they had been deprived, for
several days, of every kind of nourishment, all that passed in
the rencontres between male and male, and female and
female, was simply touching each other, or attacks which led
to no murderous conclusion. Thu8 some writers have falsely
attributed to the aquatic spiders, probably presuming from
analogy, a cruel and voracious character, with regard to their
OWll species.

The eggs are round, of a yellow sulphur colour, and shut IIp
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in a globular silky cocoon, the volume of which occupies
one-fourth of the internal capacity of the cell. The female
remains constantly by them, having the a.bdomen in the in
terior of the habitation, and the trunk in the waler. Clerk
bas seen many little ones swimming in the month of July.
which leads to the supposition that the eggs are all laid in the
course of the preceding month. It takes place a little sooner
in France.

Some species of THERJDION remain under stones; others
inhabit the parts of houses which are little frequented or
seldom visited, and make their webs either at ilie angles of
walls, or in closets, and amongst furniture. But most part of
the others choose as a domicile, trees or flowers. Such is
particularly the species which M. Walckenaer has named
6eni!J'ltlm, and whose manners he has studied with so much
attention. He has given us in ilie fifth fasciculus of his
History of the Animals of this family, some extremely curious
and complete observations respecting the coupling of this
species, of which the following is an abridgment.

This species is frequently Been, especially in autumn, in
gardens, and kitchen gardens. Its irregular web, notwith
standing its extreme tenuity, often protects grapes from the
bite of insects. It is seldom that this fruit is used without
finding the animal there. It is also fond of spreading its
threads over the surface of the leaves, between the flowers,
and at the extremity of different vegetables. The female
deposits her eggs three times a-year; her cocoon is lenticular,
Batted, of a close Us8Ue, and a. very brilliant wbite.

The bUllinesa of reproduction so completely absorbs both
sexes, that when ilie coupling is commenced, the leaf on
which they are may be detached, and the union observed with
a microscope, without in the least disturbing iliem.

The coupling most usually takes place on ilie shrubs of
our gardens, such as lilacs, rose-bushes, &c., towards the
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middle of May, and particularly in the morning of those daya
in which the weather is disposed to be stormy. The two
sexes cover themselves with a thin and very delicate tissue,
which they construct in common. The male, after having
spread some threads on that side of the tent where the female
is placed, advances towards her, touches her gently a minute
or two on the back, and finally determines her to quit the
motionless and contracted posture which she held. After
this the coupling takes place. When the amours of these
animals are terminated, the two sexes live together in tran
quillity, forming, in this respect, a rare exception in the
spider race. This good understanding appears to be general
among all the Theridia.

Of all the known theridia, the species most deserving 0(

our attention is that which Rossi calls lS-guttata, and
which is the spider known in the island of Corsica, under the
name marmignatto, or fllarmagtlalo. According to him its
bite is mortal, even to man himself. It produces the moat
serious symptoms, which scarcely disappear by the operation
of sudorifics and scarifications. This animal spreads along
the furrows of the fields di1Ferent threads, 80 as to atop or
impede the progress of ]ocusts, of which it makes its prey.
Having the body reversed, and suspended by the fore-feet, it
draws, by the help of the hinder feet, 80me new threads,
which it shoots very quick, and by an undulatory movement,
on the feet of the locust, until it has sufficiently entangled it
to approach without any fear. It first bites it near the neck,

and then Bucks it at its leisure, as the animal, on being biUen,
fal]s into a convulsion immediately, and perishes. Ifenc10eed
in a vessel with a locust, the theridion, by trying to enTelope
it, 800n exhausts all its silky matter and dies itself, having
lost all its strength. Itwill not attack the European scorpion,
or different spiders which may share its captivity; but it is
Dot so with individuals of its own species, with which it
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fights to the death. It has been observed, that where this
theridion is most common, a hymenopterous insect, known by
the trivial name of St. John', fly, in all probability a sphex,
or pompilus, destroys a great number of lhem. The cocoon
is about the size ofa hazel·nut, and the mother guards it with
the greatest assiduity.

Degeer has observed another Tberidion" (araMa lJiptme
taala of Linnleus) spin round the insect arrested in its snare,
&8 well as all round the neighbourhood, fresh threads, drawing
them with its hinder feet, so as to hinder its prey from break
ing its fetters, and then attack it with open force, kill it, and
drag it withio its domicile; this is usually in the cleft of a
casement. The angles, the comers of the walls which are
near it, are curtained with its web, which is loose and
spreading.

Tbe species of the genus LINYPHI.A, the most common
(trianplari,) spins on bushes, &c., particularly towards the
end of summer, a horizontal web, hung between the branches,
slender, oot compact, and the extent of which, often consider
able, varies in proportion to its proximity to, or distance from,
the points of attachment. To maintain it in the same situa~

tion, and prevent its sinking, it spreads above and on all sides,
perpendicular and oblique threads, which it fixes to the
branches in the neighbourhood. They are sometimes even so
drawn that lhe web becomes convex. It is suspended in the
midst of this very irregular assemblage of threads, being
directed and crowng on all sides. The animal remains in an
inverted position, having the belly upwards and usually at
the centre of the web; as soon as an insect is caught there,
it runs out quickly, pierces it with its mandibles through the
web, makes a rent there to allow it to pass, and wilhout
enveloping it with silk, sucks the insect which is dead, or
excessively enfeebled by lhe effects of the poison. When
many individuals of lhis species are placed togelher, they
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slaughter each otber without mercy. There is scarcely any
resemblance between the males and females. It appears,
according to the observations of Degeer, that at the se&8On
of reproduction, the female receives the male without the
least movement, or giving him the slightest cause of appre
hension. In this respect, the males of this species are far
more fortunate than most of their confreres, who, in their
amorous essays, are in a state of perpetual alarm, lest they
should be devoured by their mistresses.

The abdomen of tbe females enlarges considerably, as the
time of laying the eggs approaches. The cocoon, composed
of a loose silk, is placed close by the web. Lister has some
times seen two, oue by the side of the other, but unequal in
size, one of wbicb contained the young, and the other the
eggs. These eggs, tolerably numerous, are of a reddish
colout, bordering on brown, and not agglutinated together.
The same observer has f01md some cocoons in the middle of
June; but he has also seen at the commencement ofSeptem
ber, a great number of females with their males, in the same
webs, and ready to lay. He presumes that the laUer conceal
their cocoons under the moss, and at the roots of old trees, to
preserve them from the rigours of winter. It is clearly cer
tain, that many of these eggs, those probably whicb have
been first laid, exclude the young before winter, Lister having
met, in the month of November, a great number of young
ones of tbis species casting threads, suspended with them,
hovering iu the air, and repeating these manmuvre8, until they
had escaped from his bands.

The EPEIILE most generally remain at tbe centre of their
snare, the body being immersed, or the head downwards.
But others construct for themselves a dwelling neal' the web,
either entirely arched, and sometimes in the form of a silken
tube, sometimes composed of leaves connected together by
threads, or open at the top, and like a cup, or a boo's neal
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The cocoon is usually globular, or ovoid, and presents at
the interior, a wad ofsilk, tolerably thick, and often differently
coloured from the silk which forms the exterior envelope.
The eggs are very numerous, agglutinated, and placed in the
middle of this sort of down.

Many of theee ar&neldes lay eggs but once a year, which
happens at the end of summer, or the commencement of
autumn. Some epeine compose webs of very strong threads.
capable of arresting the flight of birds even as large as a wild
pigeon. The epeirm described by M. Labillardiere, in his
Voyage in search of La Peyrouse, is a viand greatly in esti
mation among the inhabitants of New Caledonia. They first
kill these animals in earthen vessels, which they cause to be
heated, and then grill them on the coals. The naturalist just
mentioned saw two children swallow about one hundred of
them. This species inhabits the woods, and ita web also
oppolle8 much resistance.

The Epeira cicatr06tJ spins its web against walls or other
bodies, and remains concealed in a nest of white silk, which
it forms under some projecting part, or in some cavity in the
neighbourhood of its web. It gives no sign of life when it is
taken, and never comes forth except at night; it is then, or at
all eventa when the light is weak, that it spins. Its web is
oRen loaded, but without any order, with the carcases of the
different insects which have served it as food; even scolo
pendne have been found there. Clerk, howeTer, tells us
that this species prefers phalenm, and other nocturnal lepi
doptera to flies. It is also in the darkness of night that it
devotes itself to the pleasures of love. The female lays in
spring, and conceals its eggs in its habitation, or near it. Ac
cording to Clerk, the cocoon is the size of an ordinary pea..
Lister tells us that the eggs are very crowded, and placed one
upon the other in several strata, so that they form a firm,
flatted, and orbicular body, like in figure and bulk to • lupin

13
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seed. They are covered with a loose wad, and the animal
often cements over its cocoon a tolerable quantity of detritus
of various kinds. The young are excluded towards the end
ofspring or the beginning of summer. Arrived to a consider
able degree of their growth, when the cold weather comes on,
they support its rigours, by remaining concealed. under the
old barks of trees, and stakes.

The Epeira apolisca, is fonnd in woods, near ponds, and
in hnmid places. Its nest is composed of a very close silky
matter, which Lister compares to the substance yielded. by
prepared flax. There is but one little aperture placed. under
neath, which the animal closes with its feet, when one
attempts to seize it. On the approach of winter, it consoli
dales this habitation with grains, or pieces of vegetables,
which it attaches there. It remains there entirely closed. up,
not to come forth until the return of fine weather. But it
appears, however, that, according to Lister, this epeira some
times selects for itself, for hyhernation, a locale of a different
kind, and one more sheltered. It proportions the extent ofits
web to that of the soil, so that the number of concentric
circles of its net-work varies from fifteen to eight and thirty.
The same naturalist has seen males confine themselves to

spreading simple threads, and without much order, upon the
summits of gramineous plants. He has ascertained. that the
same female, in the space of about two months, laid in suc
cession, three broods of eggs, which were indicated by 80

many cocoons, and even four in a little longer time. The
first took place towards the end of May. He amused himself
{or nearly a month and a half, in undoing every day the web of
an individual of this sex, which he had transported from the
country into his garden, and which had established its nest
between the green leaves of the rose-tree. The animal was
never tired in reconstructing its work, and never abandoned
the cradle of its offspring. It appears, that under luch cir-
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cumstaDces, the mothers do not change place, not even for
the purpose ofseeking food. With respect to the other species
of this genus, we could add nothing, except details pretty
nearly similar to the foregoing.

In the genus micrommata, the manners of the species have
been but little observed, with the exception of one (.tma

ragflina). It is found in spring on plants, and particularly
on the yoke-elm, and on trees, of which it even gains the
summit. Clerk says that it leaps uncommonly well, a fact
also remarked by M. Walckenaer. It is also extremely agile
in running. A female individual which the first of these
naturalists had reared, gave him an opportunity of observing
the mode in which this spider performs the business of man
ducation. As soon as it had seized a fly, it pierced it with
the talons of its mandibles, then compressed it, and chewed
it with its jaws. It seemed to move their denticulations, or
rather the hairs with which their internal side is provided,
then held it, and turned it over with its palpi, and then with
drew one of its talons and plunged it into another parL In
the interval of these jaws, or what this naturalist terms the
throat, a frothy matler was observed, which absorbed the
nutritious juices expressed from the carcase. The action of
these different organs was more easily observed when the
body of the fly was reduced one-third. All its soft, or liquid
substance being exhausted, the animal threw away the re
mailUl. It then cleaned the extremity of its palpi, using the
claws of its mandibles, its jaws, and particularly by the as
sistance of a liquid malter which it caused to flow from the
resophagus.

The female lays her eggs in June or July. She draws
together, and binds with a great number of threads, three or
{our leaves, of which she makes a packet, which has some
thing of & triangular form. Its interior is lined with a thick
silk, and in the middle of this nest is placed the cocoon itself,
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composed of the same material. It is round, white, formed
of a single stratum, and the tenuity of its walls allows the
egg to be perfectly well distinguished. Clerk has counted
about one hundred and forty oC them. They are the size of a
grain of beet-root, spherical, of a clear shining white, with
white circles on one of the sides. They are exceedingly
smooth, and when placed on paper they roll like little drop.
of mercury. They are seen to go equally from one side to the
other in the cocoon, not being agglutinated. The female
fixes henelfin the midst of the packet ofleaves, to watch fOT
the preservation of her posterity. Clerk tells ua that the
young are born towards the end of July.

It is more particularly to the species of the genua THO

iusus, that Europeans give the name of cralJ-8pider8. They
are seen running on the ground, climbing on the bushes, on
plants, and even on elevated trees, from which they often
descend by means of a thread which they unwind, and by
means of which they can reascend. Accordingly Lister bas
compared them to rope-dancen. Contracting their feet against
their body, they balance themselves in some sort, in the air,
impress a movement on their thread, and direct it as if natme
had given them wings and oars. Degeer also tells ua, that
these araneides unwind always in walking, a thread which is
attached to the place where they were seated. They are
again to be met with in the coroille of flowen, where they
seize the little insects which come to settle. The ThfWlli8u.l
tigrinulf is very common on the stems of trees. Clerk has
seen the ThomuUII cri8tatU8, which he preserved in a box,
make at one of its angles a little web as thin as paper. It
appears, however, certain, according to the observations of
other naturalists, that the Thomisi do not weave nels for the
purpose of surprizing their prey, which they take by running,
or they wait patiently until it imprudently approaches within
their reach. M. Walckenaer tells HI! that they inlrodllce
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themselves into the webs abandoned by other aranei'des, and
profit by the fruits of their labours. We speak here only of
species indigenous to Europe. It would seem, according to
the observations of some travellers, that the other exotic
thomisi are more industrious, and approach in that respect to
the epeirm, and that they even live in houses. It may. never.
theless, be possible that they take possessiou of the webs
of other aranei'des, as M. Walckenaer observes concerning the
thomisi of Europe. The latter are sometimes embarrassed
in the threads of the epeirm, and s~e them for food, as
Lister has observed.

Degeer has witnessed the coupling of the Thomiftu cit,.eutI.
Having found, in the month of May, many individuals on a
willow bough, he put them into the same sand-box; the
weakest soon became the prey of the strongest, and he was
obliged to separate them. He discovered among them an
individual di1ferently coloured, which he imagined to belong
to another species. But he soon was perfectly convinced
that it was a male, by seeing it couple. There is nothing
di1Ferent from the other genera in this particular.

The cocoon is composed of a white silk, very close, and
forming a papyraceous or membranous tissue. It is usually
orbicnlar or very flatted. We shall have an idea of its form, by
imagining two caps a little gibbous, applied one against the
other in an opposite direction, and united at their edges.
Lister describes that of one species, which is snow-white,
angullU', and of a radiated form. It was found attached to a
little branch of the ulex EuroptDtI8, at the commencement of
June. He saw, on the same sbnlb, at the same period, the
cocoon of another species of the same genus. and which was
attached to one of the summits of the branches; the female
was clinging to the cocoon. Lister having detached the
branch which bore it, and having placed it along with the
spider in a box, this tender mother did not attempt to ascend
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the branch, but remained constantly on her cocoon, placing
it under her breast. The Thomistu citratw, of which we
have spoken above, bends a willow leaf in two, and 611s its
interior capacity with a web of white silk, in the midst of
which it encloses its cocoon, which is onl, and about the
size of a cherry stone. The leaf is then closed on all sides
by a web similar to that of the interior, strong, and tolerably
thick. The female places herself at its external surface,
watches assiduously over her depot, and never lets it go, even
when an attempt is made to drive her from iL Other species
place their cocoons in the clefts of old stakes, &.c. The eggs
of the thomisi are round, more or less yellow, and forty or fifty
in number in some cocoons, a hundred in others; they are
not coherent. The young are born in Jnne or July. To
pass the winter, they, as well as their mothers, conceal them
selves under heaps of dry leaves, under different bodies, and
sometimes even in the nests of small birds. They re-appear
in the earliest fine days of spring. When the thomisi are
seized, they contract their feet towards the body, and roll
themselves into a ball, as do some other species of araneides.

The LYCOSE remain almost continually on the ground.
where they run very fast; the holes which they find there, or
those which they make, and enlarge as they grow older, pre
venting them from tumbling in, by strengthening the interior
walls with a web of silk, serve them as an abode. The LycOltJ
perita raises, above the hole which she inhabits, a small
cylindrical tube, formed of earth. Some others establish
themselves in cavities and clefts of walls. The species.AUo
Moma even constructs a tube there, composed of a fine web,
covered at the exterior with parcels of earth or sand, a few
lines in length; it closes it at the time of laying. Placed
near the entrance of their dwellings, they there watch their
prey. It is there also, or at least in similar retreats. tilat
they hybemate. The tara"tula, according to Olivier, lakes
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the precaution of closing the aperture exactly, and it is pro
bable that many other species are similarly pmdent.

The ly«:osll3, especially such as frequent the neighbour
hood of aquatic places, begin to be found from the earliest
fine days of spring. Coupling takes place, according to the
species and the temperature of the weather, from the month
of May to the middle of July. The eggs are free, usually
spherical, and their number "aries according to the species,
bemg sometimes twenty, seventy, eighty, and even one hun
dred and eighty. They are enclosed in a sac or cocoon,
sometimes globular, sometimes flatted, circular, and formed by
two caps united at their edges. It is membranaceous, and
composed of. a compact silk. Clerk has observed some
which were whitish above, and blackish underneath. The
cocoon of the Lycoaa litlorali8, one of those· whose figure is
lenticular, is grey externally, with a white circle, and formed
ofa less compact silk; ita interior parietes are whitish; the egg
sac isalways attached to the binderpartoftbe female by means
ofa small pellet, or silken tie, i88uing from the spinnerets; she
applies the threads over its surface, causing to act upon it
with rapidity, the nipples, which are the conduits of the silk.
If we ~etach this sac, we unwind, at the same time, a thread
of silk which issues from the spinneret. Lister has even
maintained that the animal can withdraw this sac into the
interior of its spinnereta, which Degeer conceives to be im.
po88ible. The female always carries this precious deposit
along with her, and in spite of her burthen, mns with celerity.
If she is separated from it, she testifies her uneasine88 by
running to and fro on all sides, and as soon as she has found
it, she seizes and runs off with it. Clerk tells us, with re
spect to the species which he names Am.entatuB, that when
she has recovered her cocoon, she cames it at fint, putting it
ander the belly, and approached a little to one aide of the

VOL. XIII. Ii
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breast, where it may be in safety, and that after having at
tached it, as before, she betakes herself to flighL

Degeer having enclosed in a box, a female of the species
~Nricola, she spun there, against its walls, a stratum of white
silk, to which she attached her cocoon; she then removed to

a certain distance, but would return to it from time to time,
sitting herself down upon it in an affectionate manner. This
cocoon contained more than one hundred and eighty eggs.

This observer presumes that the mother assists the young
in issuing from their prison, by piercing the cocoon, and that
this assislance is even necessary for them. The eggs disclose
the young in June or July. The little ones remain for some
time longer, or until their first change of skin, in the cradle
where they were born. Less feeble, after this transformation,
they abandon their dwelling, mount on the body of the
mother, cling all around her abdomen, more particularly on
the back, and arrange themselves there in a large sort ofball
or cushion, so that the mother becomes hideous, and not to be
recognized. She walks about every where, thus loaded with
her progeny, which do not abandon her, and with which DO

doubt she shares her booty. Towards the end of June, or
the commencement of July, the 19coaa liltoralu is frequently
observed in this situation.

Lister has observed, in the middle of October, when the
weather was serene, a great number of young lycoS&l hovering
in the air. He tells us that he has sometimes seen them ejacu
late from their spinnerets, several simple threads, like the rays
ofa comet, and which exhibited all the splendour ofa brilliant
purple. Sometimes they broke the threads, and sometimes
collected them into a little ball of snowy whitenea, moving
their feet with rapidity all around, and above their heads.
They abandoned themselves to the impulse of the air, and
were transported to very considerable elentions. These loug
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aerial threads united in the form of nnequal cords, and inter~

mixed, often answer the purposes of a net for catching dies.
Among the di1ferent species of )yCOSIll, there is on~ which

enjoys a very great celebrity, the far-famed Tarantula, so
named from the town of Tarentum, in Italy, in the neighbour
hood of which it is very common. The effects which have
been attributed to the poison resulting from its bite, or that
singular malady, called by some authors TarentilJmu8, and
the cure of which, as was believed, could only be obtained
by the assistance of music and dancing, have rendered this
spider greatly renowned. But since these marvellous facts
have been submitted to judicious investigation, and to the
lights of experience, they have lost, at least in the opinion of
educated and unprejudiced persons, this reputation, the un
happy fmit of the terrors of a credulous imagination. It is
ascertained, at the present day, that the poison of the tarantula
a very little, or rather not at all dangerous to man, and that
it is very easy, through the means which medicine affords, to
prevent the least ill consequence from its reception.

In the moat southem departments of France, there is a
species of lycosa, which differs very little from the tarantula
of Italy, and which has even been confounded with it hy
Olivier. He has studied ita habits, and has published the
result of his observations in the fourth volume of the Natural
History of the Encyclopetlie MetlaotlilJue. It strengthens
with a fine and compact web, the interior surface of its cell,
and ita eggs are in a silken cocoon. This cell consists of a
perpendicular cylindrical cavity, which it hollows in dry and
uncultivated soils. Ita dimensions augment progressively
with the age, and often according to the bulk of the indi
vidual. It usually places itself at the entrance of this, and
as soon as it perceives an insect, it darts upon it with pro
digious swiftness, seizes it with its forceps, carries it to the
bottom of its dwelling, and devours it almost entirely, or leaves

J i 2
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nothing but the hardest parts. It often takes its course
through the fields to carry on ill! trade of rapine, but in
variably returns to its nesL Coupling takes place during the
hottest part of summer, or from the month of June to the
middle of July. Towards the end of the month of August,
the female lays a very considerable quantity of eggs, perfectly
similar to the seeds of the white poppy. She encloses them
in a cocoon of white silk, of a very compact tissue, which is
strongly attached to her anus, and which she always carries
with her. When the little ones are excluded, the mother
tearslhe envelope, to enable them to get out. She carries
them on her back, and nurses them until the first moulting,
or until they become sufficiently strong to fonn an habitation
for themselves, and provide for their own necessities. "The
tarantula," says Olivier, " which we have always observed,
dies at the end of summer, or passes the winter in a lethargic
state, shut up in its nest, after having closed it exactly, to
protect itself. It does not come forth until the heat of spring
is sufficiently strong to re-animate it." The death, however, of
this spider is not owing to cold, but to many fortuitous circum
stances which kill other spiders that are naturally long lived.
The mother usually passes the winter with her family under
the same roof, and dispersion does not take place until the
return of the fine season. Occasional inclemency, or varia
tions of temperature, cause the destruction of a great number
of these young individuals.

They may be seen, in the first fine days, at the end of
March, issuing from their dwelling, to enjoy the gentle heat
or the sun, and making excursions, but of short duration. The
slightest zephyr is sufficient to cause the family to re-enter its
habitation. At the end of the second winter, the tarantula has
acquired about one-third of its proper size, and it is not until
the third year that its growth is terminated. The duration of
their existence may be very considerable; but the heavy rains
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of automn, and a large species of scolopendra, are enemies
from which few of them escape. This scolopendra attacks the
largest tarantulle, and, after. an obstinate combat, succeeds in
killing them, and takiug possessioo of their habitation. The
two sexes live separately, and, except during the season of
reproduction, carry on a mortal warfare. This tarantula is
8U8Ceptible of anger to an extreme degree, especially wheo
forced to quit its habitation, which it never does without a
desperate struggle.

In the genus SALTICUS, the species named Aranea Icenica
by Linnll!us is ¥ery common, and remains generally on walls
exposed to the sun, or on the glasses of casements, where it
parades at all hours during the summer. It walks, as it were,
by jerks, stopping short altogether after having gone some
paces. It rises on its first feet, elevates the anterior part of
its body, to~consider on which side it shall leap ; and it is
thus that it seizes small insects, especially gnats, which it
appears to prefer. When it has discovered the object of its
prey, it approaches it softly, with gentle steps, until it comes
to a distance which it can crass by a single jump, and faU
upon the litlJe animal which it has been watching. It does
not fear to leap perpendicularly from a wall, because it always
finds itself attached by a thread of silk, which it continually
unwinds in walking, and which, onder these circumstances,
holds it soapended. The other species of Saltici also use the
lame precaution when they fall, either of their own accord or
from some sudden impulse; and this thread serves the pur
pose, being moved by the wind, to transport them with facility
from one place to another. They can also re-ascend to the
point from whence they had descended.

Some individuals of the species above mentioned, and which
Degeer kept in a box, spun against the walls little nests in the
form of oval or rounded sacs, composed of white silk, and
pierced 00 both sides with an aperture. Lister says that this
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spider paBSes the winter in a thick web, which it has made for
itself, and from which it does not issue forth until the middle
of February. But it results from observations collected re
specting other species, that they also fonn a cocoon with
another view, namely, that of preserving their posterity, and
sheltering themselves at those critical periods when they
change skin.

Degeer found, at the end of July, on a branch of pine, a
large oval cocoon, of white silk, placed around the branch,
and intertwisted with its leaves. It was the dwelling of one
of those leaping spiders, and of its youug, which were living
along with it, in a state of good intelligence, and appeared to
subsist in common on the prey taken by it. On the middle of
one of the sides of the cocoon was a cylindrical aperture, a
sort of door, where the mother used to remain in ambosb.
The same observer found under stones, on the shores of the
Baltic sea, many indil"iduals of another species, resembling
an ant, which M. Walckenaer has placed in a particular
family. All the individuals were lodged separately in small
oval cocoons of white silk, having an aperture at each end,
and which they had spun against the under-side of the stoneL
If he touched their cocoons ever so slightly, they would issue
forth from oue of the apertures, and betake themselves to flight
with great rapidity. When he wanted to take them, they
easily escaped, by suffering themselves to descend on a thread
of silk. They abandoned their nests without any difficulty.
as they were able very speedily to coustruct new ODeL
Degeer has witnessed their changing skin. When they walk,
they stop short at intervals, raise the two anterior feet in the
air, agitate them up and down like antennle, and feel the
ground with them, as they would with true anlennle. They
would then appear to have but six feet. The individuals of
this species, which this naturalist kept in a sand-box, seemed
to dread each other extremely. When they met, they first
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placed themselves in a posture ofdefence, face to 'face, cover':'
ing the body, lowering the abdomen, contracting the feet,
making a few steps on one side, and then forward, approach
ing nearer to each other. They opened their mandibles, and
seemed desirous to fight; but the combat ended, either by the
flight of one or both. Another species does not fear the
approach of the human hand, but will present to it its large
forceps.

Degeer has remarked, relatively to another species (Gro8
ape8), that it can run equally sideways and backwards, as
well as forwards; and that it often makes leaps in its
walking.

M. Walckenaer,wi~ equal exactitude and conciseness, has
given DB a definitive recapitulation of what is most general
and certain in the history of these arane'ides, in the following
terms:-" Araneides watching their prey, seizing it by running
or leaping, enclosing themselves in a sac offine and white silk,
between leaves which they draw together, or in empty shells,
receptacles offroits, clefts, and cavities."

We shall conclude this supplement on the pulmonary arach
nida with a few general observations on the genus SCORPIO.

The scorpions live exclusively in the warm climates of both
hemispheres, and are so multiplied in certain districts, that
they become a subject of continual terror to the inhabitants,
to snch an extent, according to some accounts, as to oblige
them to abandon the soil. The zodiacal constellation of the
scorpion proves that the knowledge of this animal is of the
very bighestdegree of antiquity. Its effigy became the symbol
ofTyphon, the maleficent genius of the Egyptian mythology.
On the antique engraved stoues which present us with the
traces of this mythology, Anubis is represented facing the scor
pion, as ifhe intended to conjure and annihilate the inOuence
of this evil principle. All the fables which superstition and
ignorance have brought forth, during a series ofages, respect-
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ing this animal, are exhibited at length in the natural history
of Pliny. The ancients, however, did obsene that it coupled,
was viviparous; that its sting was pierced, so as to give
passage to the poison, and that t.his poison was white. They
further remarked, that the females carried their young; but
they supposed that there was but one to each mother; that this
had escaped by stratagem from the general slaughter which abe
had made of her posterity, and that it finally revenged its
brethren, by devonring the aut.bor of its life. According to
others, the mother beeame the prey of her own family; but at
all events the voracity of these animals was fully recognized.
We cannot rank among the number of these fables the exist
ence of scorpions, since tbere are specimens of such to be
fouud. It is likewise p088ible that individuals may have been
fonnd wbose tail was composed of seven knots instead of six,
whicb is the common number. It is probable that thp winged
scorpions, wbich excited astonishment from their size, such as
those which Megasthenes informs us were to be found in India,
are orthoptera of the genus Phasma or spectrum, or hemiptera
of that of nepa of Linna'lls. Indeed, the name of agtUJIit:
8corpion bas been given to an insect of the latter genus, ex
tremely different from tbe arachnida so designated. Pliny
informs us that the Psylli endeavoured to naturalize in Italy
the scorpions of Africa, but that their attempts proved wholly
unsuccessful. He distinguished, on the authority of Appollo
darns, nine species. Nicander, who reckons one less, gives
some particular details on the subject, but guided by views
purely medical. It is from modem writers, and more~
4lially from Dr. Maccary, that we must look to obtain more
certain information respecting the habits of tbese curious
animals. The scorpions live on the grolwd, concealing them
seh"es under stones, most frequently in ruined buildings, in
sombre and humid situations, and even sometimes in the in
terior of houses; they have e,"en been found in beds. They
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run swiftly, curving their tail arch-like over the back. They
are able to turn it in all directions. and employ it as an
offensive and defensive weapon. They seize with their claws
wood-lice and different insecta, snch as carabi, weevils, orthop
tera, &C. wound them with the stiug of their tail, pushing it
fOl'W'ard, and tben devour them, placing them between tbeir
mandibles and jaws. They are fond of the eggs of aranei'dcs
and insects; they even attack araneides much larger than
themselves, and appear to carryon a special war against them.

They vary considenbly in size: those of Europe are
scarcely more than an inch in lengtb, whereas in India there
are some five inches long. It is supposed tbat these are very
venomous, and that the wound which they make with their
sting very frequently causes death, from the introduction of
the poisonous fluid.

It is an error, however, to believe that all these animals are
venomous to us. It has been proved that those of Tuscany
are not so, for the peasants of that country touch them, and
allow themselves to be stung by them, witbout suffering any
serious iuconvenience. This observation, bowever, must not
be too generally extended, as we find from the experiments of
Redi and Maupertuis. These writers, wbo have made many
experiments on the effect of the poison of another species of
scorpion, larger than the common (occitanw), and which is
found iq. Languedoc, at Tunis, in Spain, &c. have seen young
pigeons die in convulsions, and vertigoes, five hours after
they were stong, and others which evinced no sign of pain
from the woonds which they had received. Redi attributes
this difference to the exhaustion of the scorpion, whicb, in
his opinion, has need of time to recruit its forces for the pur
pose of reproducing venom. Of tbis he had a proof in a
fresh experiment which he made after ha.ving allowed the
scorpion to repose for a single nighL
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In his experiments, Maupertuis caused many dogs and
pullets to be stung by the scorpions of Languedoc; bnt o( all
these animals only a single dog died, which had received on
that part of the belly without hair three or four wouuds from
the sting of a scorpion which had been previously much
irritated. All the other dogs, and even the pullets, in spite of
the fury and repeated blows of scorpions recently taken in the
country, suffered nothing.

The author of this last experiment tells us, that in an hoor
after the dog which fell a victim was slung, it became very
much swelled and staggering. It ejected all that it had in
its stomach and intestines, and continued for three hours to
vomit up from time to time a 80rt ofviscous slaver. Its belly,
which was very tense, diminished after each vomiting, and
then swelled anew. These alternations of swellings and
vomitings lasted about three hours, at the end o( which the
dog had convulsions, bit the ground, dragged himself along on
his fore-paws, and died at last six hours after he was stung.

Dr. Maccary had the courage to try upon himself, and with
the same species of scorpion, some experiments. which prove
that its poison may produce very serious accidents, and that
it is more active in proportion as the animal is older. He told
M. Latreille that several of the French soldiers died in Spain
from the sting of this scorpion. Accidental ci~cumstances,

as a morbid habit of body, (or example, may augment the
danger.

D'Opsomille, in his E"au Philo,oph. BUr k, ~f(Btlr, tla
divers Animaux Etrangers, says, " the bite of marsh or field
snakes, such as those we see in Europe, is commonly as little
dangerous in Asia. A slight scarification, and the applica·
tion of a little quick lime, 01' of a piece of copper rusted with
verdigris, which is fixed on the wound, will suffice to effect a
cure. These two receipts are also employed against the sting
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of the scorpion called agrab in Persian, gargonali in Hindos
tanee, and atUtralis by Linnlllus, which in different parts of
Asia is almost as common as the spider.

On this subject, therefore, we may refer to that part of our
work which treats of the serpent tribe. Olivier informs us,
that the sting of the scorpion, which he terms crassicauda,
and which is very common in the Levant, is never dangerous
to life, and that the effects of its poison are easily dissipated
by analogous remedies.

According to the observations ofM. Maccary, the scorpions
couple very nearly in the manner of crabs. The female changes
her skin before she brings forth the young, and the male does
the like at the same epoch. The species indigenous to Europe
produce two generations every year. M. Dufour has found in
summer some females whose eggs were at their full growth,
and others in automn with but very small germs, the perfect
development of which would not take place nntil the follow
ing spring. These facts, and those ascertained by Dr. Mac
cary, seem to establish that there are in fact two generations,
one in this last season, and the other in summer. The female
brings forth the young one by one. She carries them on her
back doring the first days, never issues then from her retreat,
and watches over their preservation for the space of about a
month, a period, at the end of which they become strong
enough to establish themselves elsewhere, and provide for
their subsistence: They are not in a state to reproduce their
species until the end of two years.

It has been asserted that the scorpion, when enclosed in a
circle of lighted coals, and when it finds that it is impossible
to escape from the action of the heat, will sting itself to death.
Maupertuis,after some experiments,has combated this opinion.
Other observations, however, are in its favour; and M.
Latreille informs us, that Count de Senneville made several
experiments on this subject, and in the presence of a great

10
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number of persons, the result of which went to confirm this
popular notion respecting the scorpion.

The scorpioDs, at least under certain circumstances, kill
and devour their young. Maupertuis, having shut up about
one hundred of them, found at the end of a few days, no more
tnan fourteen alive. Another curious instance of this kind
occurred about a dozen years ago to the Baron Cuvier. A
collection of more than four hundred living scorpions, which
he had received from Italy, was reduced, in the course of a
very little time, to a few individuals.

The ,corpio occitanw remains under slones, in the moun
tains of southern countries. exposed to a strong hea.t. M.
Dufour has described this species at full length, and in a very
exact manner, and a part of his description is common to all
the species of the genus. It is extremely common in the
kingdom of Valentia, and Lower Catalonia provinces, in
which M. Dufour was unable to discover any individual of
the European scorpion. These two species appear to exclude
each other reciprocally from the same localities. Thus we
should look in vain for the second, or the European scorpion,
in the mountains, or arid hills of the environs of Narhonne,
on those of schistose nature, 01' the deserts wbicb form, from
north to soutb, a maritime border of eight or ten leagues in
breadtb, between Barcelona and St. Philippe, as well as on
tbe confines of Lower Catalonia and Arragon, all localities
wbere the occitanu, or reddi,h scorpion is found, and often
in "ery great abundance. Its country in Spain is the same
as that of the carob-tree (ceratonia Siligua, Linn). Thus,
for example, a little beyond Barcelona, where we meet the
first plantatioDs of this tree, we also begin to find the first
individuals of this species of scorpion. This concomitance
is entirely referrible to the identity of the temperature and of
the soil. The carob.tree, as well as this arachnid, can pros
per only in dry soils, exposed to a tolerably strong beat, and
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situated at a little distance from the sea. 1\1. Dufour pre
sumes this scorpion never advances inland beyond the limits
above indicated, and does not thiuk it is to be met with at
a height of more tban J:SO fathoms above the level of the sea,
since the mountains of Porta-Cmli, situated six leagues to
the west of Valentia, although within the Zone, or locale of
this scorpion, of an elevation favourable to tbe propagation of
subalpine plants, ba,:e not presented to him, in spite of the
most careful research, any trace of this animal. The habitat
of the scorpion of Europe, is, in like manner, subjected to
the ioftuence of tbe soil and the temperature of the climate.

This observer was unable to disco"er any individual of either
of these species in the plain of Madrid, the two Castilles,
Guipuscoa, the environs of Tudela, and those of Tafalla, in
Lower Navarre, although hOe pursued his investigations during
the fine season. But in France the European scorpion begins
to make its appearance at a higher latitude, towards the forty
fourth degree, or uuder the zone which is proper for the
culture of the almond and the pomegranate, and approaching
within the northern limits of that of the olive-tree. M.
Latreille presumes that if it does not inhabit the provinces of
Spain, the reason is that the winters there are longer or more
rigorons than in the part of :France just mentioned. It is also
to be observed that the habitation of the reddish scorpion
(occita",u), is also determined by the nature of the insects
on which it feeds, and which are proper only to certain
localities. M. Dufour has never met with more than two of
these under the same shelter. Most usually they are solitary,
and dig in the soil a conchoid cavity, where they squat down.
When they quit their retreat to seek their food, which is
usually in the evening, or during the night, they put forward
their palpi, and keep the tail dragging along the ground.
Bnt when irritated, or menaced by any danger, they throw
the palpi back, and curve the tail over the body, so that the
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sting protects the head, and becomes an essential weapon,
which the animal directs on all sides, for the purposes of
attack or defence. These scorpions fight together to the last
extremity, and finish by the one devouring the other. Divers
insects, either in the perfect or the larva-state, which they
seize with their forceps, and mash completely, constitute
their food. Bul they can support very long fasts, and M.
Dufour has preseITed some during six months, deprived of all
kind of aliment, without their having appeared to have suf
fered any thing. Redi had previously made a similar obser
vation. They moult several times, like the other arachnid&.
The females carry the young on their back; the male does not
differ from the other sex, except in being a liUle smaller and
less bulky in the abdomen.

The gestation of the scorpions is considerably longer than
that of insects. From the commencement of autumn, all the
adult females are fecundated. Their eggs are then lateral,
small, and pedicled. They augment in volume during the
winter, 80 that in spring their bulk is four times greater than
it was in autumn. They are at this period entirely in the
matrix. The gestation of the scorpion thus continues for
nearly a year, which is very extraordinary, even when com
pared with that of red-blooded animals.

The poisonous fluid which the scorpion distils throogh the
two pores of its sting is of a whitish colour, analogooa to the
serosity of milk, and when spread on white paper, this fluid
produces a spot such as oil or grease would make. and the
stained paper, in drying becomes more consistent and trans
parent.



THE SECOND ORDER OF ARACHNIDES.

THE TRACHEAN (TRACHEARI..E),

DIFFER from the preceding, in the respiratory organs con
sisting of radiated or ramified trachem, and not receiving the
air but through two apertures or stigmata; in the absence of
a circulatory organ; and in the number of eyes, which is but
from two to four. From the want of anatomical observations
sufficiently general, the limita of this order are not yet rigor
ously traced. Even some of these arachnides, snch as the
pycnogonides, present no stigmata, and their mode of respira
tion is unkuown.

The trachean arachnides are very naturally divided into
those wbich are provided with forceps terminated by two
claws, one of which is mobile, 01' by one alone, likewise
mobile, in tbe form of a talon, or hook; and those in which
these organs are replaced by simple laminm, or lanceta,
and which, with the tongue, constitute a sucker. Bot most
part of these animals being very small, this examination in
volves great difficulties, and we feel that such characters"
should not be employed but when we find it impossible to do
without them.

The first family of TRA.CBEAN AJUCBNIDES, that of

PSEUDO SCORPIONES,

Has the thorax articulated, with the anterior segment much
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more spacious, in the form of a corsleL An abdomen very
distinct and annulated i palpi very large. in the form of feet
or claws; eight feet in both sexes, with two equal hooks at
the end of the tarsi, the anterior two, at most, excepted i two
antennill-pincers or forceps apparent, terminated by" two' claws.
and two jaws formed by the first articulation of the palpi.
They are all terrestrial, and hU'e the body oval or oblong.
This family comprehends but two genera.

GALEODES, Olivo SOLPUGA, Licht., Fab.,

Have two very large forceps, with vertical claws, strongly
denticulated, one upper, fixed. and often provided at its base
with a slender elongated appendage. terminating in a point,
and the others mobile; the palpi large, advanced in the form
of feet, or antennlll, terminated by a short articulation. in the
form of a button, vesicular. and without a hook at the end.
The two anterior feet are of a figure almost similar, equally
devoid of hooks. but smaller; the others are termidated by a
tarsus, the last articulation of which is provided at the end
with two small cushions. and two long claws, with a hook at
their extremity. There are five scales in the form of a half
funnel, and pedicled, on each oftbe binder feet, disposed in a
range along their first articulations; and two eyes, very much
approximated on an anterior eminence of tbe first tboracic seg
ment, which represents a large head, bearing. besides the
parts o~the mouth, the two anterior feet.

Their body is oblong, generally soft, and provided with
long hairs. The last articulation of tbe palpi. or their button,
encloses, according to M. Dufour, an especial organ. in the
form of a disk. of a mother-of-pearl white, and wbicb never
presents itself externally, but when the animal is irritated.
The two anterior feet may be considered as second palpi.
The labmm has the form of a very small aD:d compressed
beak, curved, pointed, and hairy at the end. The tongue is
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small, in the form of a keel, and is terminated by two barbed
threads, divergent, and placed eacb on a small articulation;
tbe other pairs of feet are annexed to 88 many segments. I
bave perceived a large stigma on eacb side of the body, be
tween the first and second feet, as well as a cleft at the base
of the belly. The abdomen is ovaliform, and composed of
nine rings.

We suspect tbat the ancients bave designated these arach
nides under the names of Phalangium, SOlifuga, tetrag
fllJtha, &c. M. Poe bas discovered a species in the environs
of Havannab; but tbe others are proper to the bot and sandy
countries of the old continent. These animals run witb ex
treme swiftness, throw up tbeir head, and scem to wisb to
defend themselves, when they are attacked. They are reputed
venomoDS.

CBELIFER, Geoff. OBISIUM, llig.,

Have the palpi elongated, in the form of arms, with pincers
like a hand, and didactylous at the end. AU the feet are
equal, terminated by two hooks, and the eyes placed on the
sides of the thorax.

These animals resemble little scorpions deprived of a tail.
Their body is flatted, with the thorax almost square, and having
on eacb side one or two eyes.

They run fast, and often backwards or sideways, like tbe
crabs. Rresel has seen a female lay its eggs, and 88semble
them in a heap. Hermann, tbe fatber, says that these in
dividuals carry them collected in a cnshion under their belly.'
He even thinks, according to another obse"ation, that these
aracbnides can spin.

His son (Men,. apteroZ.) divides this genus into two llections.
Some (Chelij'er, Leach) have the first segment of the trunk or
tborax, dhided into two by an impre8lled and transverse line;
the tarsi witb a single articulation; a species of stylet at tbe

VOL. XUI. X k
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end of the mobile claw of the forceps, and the hairs of the
body in the form of a spatula.

Phalangium canCf"'oidea, Lin.; Scorpio cancroitkB, Fab.,
Rms., Ins., iii. supp. lxiv. vulgarly, book BCorpWn (Scorpiorc

de8 livre8) is found in herbals, old books, &c., where it lives
on the little insects which destroy them.

Another, Scorpio cimicoideB, Fab., Herm., Mem., Apter.
vii. 9. lives under the barks of trees, stones. &c.

Others (ObiBium, Leach) have the thorax without division,
the forceps without stylet, the hairs of the body in the form of
threads; but the number of the eyes fumish us with a more
important character. It is four in obisium, and two in
chelifer proper.

The second family of the TRACHEAN ARACHNIDES,
that of

PYCNOGONIDES,

Has the trunk composed of four segments, occupying almost
all the length of the body, terminated at each extremity by a
tubular articulation, the anterior of which, larger, sometimes
simple, sometimes accompanied with forceps and palpi, 01'

with a single species of these organs, constitutes the mouth.
The two sexes have eight feet proper for mnning; bnt the
females have, besides, two false feet, situated near the two
anterior, and serving only to carry the eggs.

The Pycnogonidea are marine animals, having some analogy
with cyami and caprelltB. or with the arachnides of the genns
Pkalangium, to which Linnillus has united them. Their body
is generally linear, with the feet very long, with eight or nine
articulations, and terminated by two unequal hoob, appearing
to form but one, and the smallest of which is cleft. The first
articulation of the body, and which holds the place of head
and mouth, forms an advanced tube, almost cylindrical. or in
a truncated cone, having at its extremity a triangular aperture,
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01' like a trefoil. It carries at its base the forceps and the
palpi. The forceps are cylindrical or linear, simply prehensile,
composed of two pieces, the last of which is pincer-like, with
the lower claw, or that which is immoveable, sometimes
shorter. The palpi are in the form of a thread, of five, or
nine articulations, with a hook at the end. Each following
segment, with the exception of the last, serves as an attach
ment to a pair of feet; bnt the first, or that with which the
mouth is uticulated, has on the back a tubercle, carrying on
each aide two simple eyes, and underneath. in the females
only, two other small feet, folded back upon themselves,
and carrying the eggs which are assembled all around them, in
one or two pelleta. The last segment is small, cylindrical,
and pierced with a little hole at ita extremity. No vestiges
of stigmata are discoverable.

These animals are found among marine planta, sometimes
under stones, near banks or shores, and sometimes also on
cetaceans animals.

PYCNOGONUM, Brun., MUll., Fab.,

Are without forceps or palpi, and the length of their feet but
little exceeds that of the body, which is proportionably shorter
and thicker than in the following genera. They live on the
cetacea.

PHOXICHILUS, Latr.,

Present no palpi, as in the preceding, but have very long feet,
a.nd two a.ntennlB-pincers.

NYMPBON, Fab.,

Resemble the Plaorichili, in the very narrow and oblong fonn
of their body, the length of their feet, and the presence of
antenne.pincers, or forceps; but they have, besides, two
palpi.

Kk2
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'The third family of the TRACHEAN ARACHNIDElf,

that of

HOLETRA, Hermann,

Has the thorax and abdomen united in a mass, under a cam
mon epidermis; the thorax is mostly divided into two, by a
strangulation, and the abdomen presents only in some the
appearances of rings, formed by some folds of the epidermis.

'The anterior extremity of their body is often advanced in
the form of a muzzle, or bill. The majority have eight feeL,
and the others six.

This family is composed of two tribes.
The first tribe, that of PHALANGITA, Lat., has very ap

parent forceps, either projecting in front of the trunk, or in
ferior, and always terminated by a didactylous pincer, pre
ceded by one or two articulations.

They have two palpi in the form of a thread, of five articu
lations, the last of which is terminated by a small claw; two
distinct eyes; two jaws formed by the elongation of the radical
articulation of the palpi, and often four additional ones, which
are likewise nothing but a dilatation of the haunch of the first
two pair of feet; the body oval, or rounded, covered, at leat
on the trunk, with a more solid skin j some appearances of
rings, or folds, on the abdomen. 'The feet, always eight in
number, are long, and distinctly divided after the manner of
those of insects. Many at least (pkalangiumj have, at the
origin of the two posterior feet, two stigmata, one at each side•

.but concealed by the haunches.
The majority live on the ground, on plants, at the bottom

of trees, and are very agile j others conceal themselves under
stones, and in moss. Their sexual organs are placed under
the mouth, and internal.
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PBAL.ANOIUII,

Which have the forceps projecting, much shorter than the
body, and the eyes placed upon a common tubercle.

Their feet are very long, very slender, and when detached
from the body, they exhibit, for a few instants, some signs of
irritability. The generative organ of the male has the form of
a dart, terminating in a semi-barb. The female has a mem
braneous oviduct, in the form of a thread, flexible, and
annulated. The trache.e are tubular.

Pkalaftgium comutum, Lin., male j Opilio, ejusd. female,
Herbst., Moraog. phal. i. s. male, ibid. i. female. Body oval,
reddish, or ash-colour above, white underneath, palpi long j

two ranges of small spines on the tubercle which carries the
eyes, and prickles on the thighs. Forceps homed in the
male; a blackish band with its edges festooned in the female.

A celebrated English entomologist, Mr. Kirby, has formed,
under the name of GONOLEPTE8, a peculiar genus, or species,
which have the palpi spiny, with the last two articulations
almost of the same size, subovoid, and' with a strong terminal
claw, and the haunches of the two posterior feet very large,
soldered together, and forming a plate nnder the body. These
feet are remote from the others, and thrown backwards.

In pkalangium proper, the palpi a~ filiform, withont
spines, terminated by an articulation, much longer than the
preceding, and with a small hook at the end. All the feet
are approximated, with hannches similar and contiguous at
their origin. Such are all our indigenous species.

SIRO, Latr.,

With projecting forceps almost as long as the body; eyes
apart, and each carried on an isolated tubercle, or without
support.
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MACROCHELES, Lat.,

Have also the forceps very projecting, and long; but the eyes
are non-existent, or sessile. The two anterior feet are very
long and antenniform. The upper part of the body forms a
plate, or scale, without distinct rings.

I refer to this genus. the Acanu marginal,". and tNttMli
nariu8, of Hermann the younger, (Memoire, aptero!. p.76,
pl. vi. fig. 6, and pag. 80, pI. ix. fig. 1.)

TaOGULUS, Lair.

The anterior extremity of the body is advanced"in the fonn
of a hood, and receives, in a lower cavity, the {oreep, and the
other parts of the mouth.

Their body is very flatted, and covered with a very finn
skin. Under stones.

The second tribe of HOLETRA, that of ACARIDES, some
times has forceps, but simply composed of a single pincer,
either didactylous, or talon-like, and concealed in a sternal
labium; sometimes a sucker, fonned 'of laminm, like lancets,
and united; or even but a mere cavity for a mouth, withont
any other apparent pieces.

This tribe is formed of the genus of the

MITES. ACARUS, Lin.

Most of these animals are very small, or almost micro
scopic. They are dispersed every where: some are erratic,
and we find them under stones, leaves, the barks of trees,
in the earth, the water, or in household provisions, such as
flour, dried meat, old cheese, or animal substance in a state
of putrefaction; others live, parasitically, on the skin, or in
the flesh of various animals, and often greatly enfeeble them
from their excessive multiplication. To some species the
origin of certain maladies is even attributed, and e8peci~ly
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that ofthe itch. It appears to result from the experiments of
Dr. Gales, that the mites of the human itch, placed upon the
body of a souud person, will inoculate him with the virus of
this malady. We also fiud various sorts of mites on insects,
and many coleoptera which live on cadaverous or excremen
titious substances, are sometimes altogether covered by them.
They have been observed even in the brain and the eyes of man.

The mites are oviparous, and multiply exceedingly. Many
are bom with only six feet, and the other two are developed a
little time after. Their tarsi are terminated in various ways,
and appropriate to their habits.

Some (ACARJDES proper) have eight feet, exclusively
adapted for running, and forceps.

TROMBIDIUM, Fab.,

Which have the forceps talon-like, or terminated by a mobile
hook; projecting palpi, pointed at the end, with a mobile
appendage, or sort of claw, under their extremity; two eyes,
situated each at the end of a small fixed pedicle, and the
body divided into two parts, of which the· first or anterior is
very small, and carries, besides the eyes and mouth, the first
two pair of feet.

T. hokJBericeum, Fab., Hermn., Mem. Apt. pI. i. 2. and ii.
1. Very common in spring in gardens; of a blood-red; the
abdomen almost square, narrowed behind, with an emargina
tion; the back charged with papillre, hairy at their base, and
globular at their extremity.

Another species is found in the East Indies, three or four
times larger, and which yields a red tincture. (T. tinctof'ium,
Fab.) Herm. Mem. ApL I. i. 4.

ERYTBILEUS, IAtr.,

Which have the forceps and palpi of Trombidium, but the
eyes are not carried on a pedicle, and the body is not divided.
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GAMASUS, Lat,.., Fab.

The forceps are didactylous, and the palpi projecting. or very
distinct, and in the form of a thread.

Some have the upper part of the body clothed, altogether
or in part, with a scaly skin; others have the body entirely
soft. Some species of this division live on different birds and
quadrupeds; some are known, such, especially, as the aca""
telariw of Linnreus, which form on the leaves of several vege
tables, particularly on those of the elm, very fine webs, and
injure these plants very much. This species is reddish, with
a blackish spot on each side of the abdomen.

CHEYLETUS, ZAt,..,

Which have also didactylous forceps, but the palpi are thick,
in the form of an arm, and terminated like a scythe.

ORIBATA, Lat. NOTASPI8, Hennn.

The forceps are again didactylous, but the palpi are very
short, or concealed. The body is covered with a firm coria
ceous or scaly skin, in the form of a buckler or shield, and the
feet are either long or of middle size.

The fore-part of the body is advanced like a muzzle. We
often see an appearance of corslet. The end of the tarsus is
terminated by a single hook in some, by two or three in the
others, without vesicular cushion.

They are found on stones, trees, and moss, and walk slowly.

UROPODA, ZAt,..,

Which have, as analogy would lead us to presume, the forceps
pincer-like. The palpi are Dot apparent or projecting. The
body is entirely covered with a scaly skin, but the feet are
very short, and there is a thread at the anus, by means of which
they fix themselves on the body of some coleopterous insects,
and suspend themseh'es in the air.
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ACARVS, FalJ., Lat,.. SARCOPTES, Lat,..,

Having, as well as the preceding, two didactylous antennlll
pincers, palpi very short or concealed, but the body very soft,
or without scaly crust.

The tarsi have at their extremity a vesicular pellet. Many
species feed on our alimentary substances; others are found
in the ulcers of the human itch, in those of the horse, dog,
and cat.

Other mites (the TICS, RicinitB, Lat.), have also eight feet
exclusively proper for running, but are without antennlD-pin
cers or forceps properly so called. These organs are replaced
by two laminlll, like lancets, forming, with the tongue, a
sucker.

Sometimes they have distinct eyes, projecting palpi, fili
form, and free; a sucker composed of membranaceous pieces,
and without denticulation8; and the body very soft. They
are erratic.

BDELLA, Lat,.., FalJ. SCIRVS, Hermn.,

Which have elongated palpi, elbowed with threads or hairs at
the end; four eyes; and the hinder feet the longest. Their
sucker is advanced in the form of a conical bill, or like an

awl. They are found under stones, the barks of trees, or in
moss.

Acanu longicomis, Lin., La Pince rouge, Geoffr., Scinu
wlgaris, Hermn. Mem. Apt. iii. 9; ix. Scarcely half a
line in length, of a scarlet-red, with the feet paler; sucker in
the form ofan elongated and pointed bill; palpi, with four arti
culations, the first and last of which are the longest; the last
is a little shorter than the first, and terminated by two threads.
Common in the environs of Paris, nnder stones.

SMARIDIA

Are distinguished from Bdella by the palpi, which are scarcely
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longer than the sucker, straight, and without threads at tlJe
end-by their eyes, which are two in number, and by tlJeir
two anterior feet being longer than the others.

Sometimes these mites with eight feet and without pincers
have no perceptible eyes. Their palpi are either anterior and
advanced, but in the form of valvules, widened or dilated
towards the end, serving as a sheath to the sucker, or inferior.
The pieces of the sucker are corneoos, very hard, and denti
culated. The body is clothed with a coriaceous skin, or has,
at least in front, a scaly plate.

These tics are parasites, gorge themselves with the blood
of several vertebrated animals, and being at first very Batted,
acquire by suction a very great volume and a vesicular form.
They are round or oval.

IXODES, Lat" Fab. CYNOR<ESTHES, Hermfl.,

Whose palpi sheath the sucker, and form with it an advanced,
short, and truncated beak, a little dilated at the end.

The ixodes frequent thick woods, hook themselves to plants
of no great elevation by the two anterior feet, and keep the
others extended. They attach themselves to dogs, oxen,
horses, and other quadrupeds, and even to tortoises, and en
gage their sucker so deeply in the Besh, that they cannot be
detached- from it but by force, and removing a portion of the
Besh which adheres to the sucker. They lay a prodigious
qu~tity of eggs, and through the mouth, according to M.
Chabrier. Their multiplication on one ox or horse is some
times so great, that these animals perish from exhaustion.
Their tarsi are terminated by two hooks, inserted on a pallet,
or united at their base by a common pedicle.

It would seem that the ancients designated tbesearachnidea
under the name of ricin,". The French huntsmen give tlJe
term wuvette to the species which fixes on the dog, or the
following,
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Izode. ricin,", Acanu Ricin.,., Lin.; Acanu retlu17i,",
D. G. InsecL VII. vi. I, 2.: of a deep blood-red, with the
anterior scaly plate deeper, sides of the body edged, a litlle
hairy palpi sheathing the sucker.

I:cotle. reticulatU8, Latr., Fab.; Acaru.,.eduviu, Schrank.
Enum. InsecL Aust. No. 1043, iii. 1, 2; Oynorhwde. pictU8,
Hermn.: aah~coloured,with small spots, and small annular
lines of a reddish brown; edges of the abdomen striated;
palpi almost oval. It attaches itself to oxen, and is, when
swelled np. five or six lines in length.

The study of the species of this genus has not heen suffi
ciently pursued.

ARGAS, Lat. RHYNCOPRION, Herm.,

Differ from I:corle. by the inferior situation of the mouth, and
by the palpi, which do not sheath the sucker; have a conical
form, and are composed of four articulations, and not of three,
8S in the preceding genus.

I:corlea ,.t[jle:cua, Fab., LaL, Gen., CrusL, et insect, &c.
Of a pale yellowish, with lines of a deep blood-colour, or
obscure and anastomosed. On pigeons, whose blood it lucks.

Another species, Aruaa perricu., described by travellers,
under the name of the venomous bug of Miana, hll.8 been, as
well as other ixodes, the object of a curious notice, by M.
Fischer.

Other MITES, HYDRACHNELLA:, have still eight feet, but
ciliate, and adapted for swimming.

They form the genus HYDRACHNA of Muller, or Atha:c of
Fabricius, and live exclusively in the water. Their body is
generally oval, almost globulu, and very soft. That of some
males is narrowed posteriorly, in a cylindrical manner, or in
the form of a tail. Their genital parts are placed at ita ex~

tremity; the female has them under the belly. The number
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of eyes varies from two to four, and goes even as far as six,
according to Muller.

The mouth of the species, which I have studied, preaeDt.&
the three following modifications, which have served as bases
for three generic sections, but to which it is impoSllible to
refer all the species of Muller's Hydrachllal, this naturalist
Dot having described them with sufficient detail.

EYL.A1S, Lat.,

Which have antenDle-pincers. terminated by a mobile hook.

HYDRACDNA, Lat.,

Whose mouth is composed of laminle, forming an advanced
sucker, and whose palpi have under their extremity a mobile
appendage.

LIJrlNOCHARES, Lat.,

Similar to hydrachna, in the sucker-formed mouth, but whase
palpi are simple.

Other 'MITES, MICROPHTBIRA, Lat., are remote from all
the other aranchnides, by the number of feet, which is only six.

They are all parasite.

CARIS, Lat.,

Which have a sucker and apparent palpi; the body rouoded
very flat, and clothed with a scaly skin.

LEPTUS, Lat.,

Having also a sucker, and apparent palpi, but whose body is
very soft and ovoid.

L. AutflmnaliB, Acarua AutumnaliB, Shaw, Zool., Mise.
1. II. pI. xlii., a species very common in autumn, on gra
mineous and other plants. It climbs and insinuates itself
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into the skin at the root of the hairs, and occasions itchings
as insupportable as those produced by psora. In French it is
called Rouget, and is in fact of a red colour, and is very small.

The other species are found on different insects, and enter
into the division of Trombidia ke:capoda of Hermann.

ACLYSIA, Awl.,

Whose body has the form of a bag-pipe, with a siphon, with
ont distinct palpi, situated underneath its anterior extremity,
which is narrowed, curved and obtuse; the feet are very
small.

The aclysire live on the bodies of the dytisci. At first but
one species was discovered. A. dytisci, that after which, M.
Victor Audouin established this subgenus. But M. Le
Count de Manheim, a Russian naturalist. who has already
well deserved of science. by his Entomological Essays, and
his zeal in seconding the efforts of those who devote their at
tention to it, has discovered, as it would seem, another species.

ATOMA, lAtr.,

Have neither sucker nor palpi visible. Their month consists
only of a small aperture situated in the breast. Their body
is oval, 80ft, and the feet are very short.

OCYPETE, Lat.,

Of Dr. Leach; they belong to this tribe, from the number of
their feet; but, according to him, possess mandibles.



SUPPLEMENT

ON THE

TRACHEAN ARACHNIDA.

TUE genus GALEODES of the first family of this order was
established by Olivier, in 1791, in the "Encyclopedie Metlw
dique," under this denomination, as well as in almost all tbe
works of the French naturalist&. But Fabricius bas preserved
that of Solpuga, which was bestowed npon this genas a few
years after by Lichtenstein. Respecting the general cha
racters of these arachnida, it may be necessary to enlarge a
little on the text. The body is oblong, and annulated; the
anterior segment is much the larger, and supports two very
strong projecting and compressed mandibles, terminating in a
denticulated forceps, the lower branch of which is mobile.
There are two simple eyes, which are dorsal, and approxi
mated to each other on a common tubercle; and two large
filiform palpi, without any terminal hook. The first feet
are also filiform, imperfect, and in the form of palpi. The
mouth is composed of two sciatic jaws, formed each by the
union of the base of one of these palpi, and one of the anterior
feet, and of a sternal subulate ligula, situated between the
mandibles. There are six other filiform feet, terminated each
by two species of long mobile digits, with a little hook at the
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end. The two posterior feet are larger, with a range oC small
pedicellated Bcales under the haunches.

The celebrated Pallas was the first who described with consi
derable detail a species of this genus, the Galeode. araneoWe•.
In his Spicilegia Zoologica, and in Herbst.'s Monograph of the
Solpuga, is a full development of the characters of these
arachnids. Sonnini's Voyage into Greece also contains some
valuable information on this snbject,and more particularlysome
good figures, drawn by Marechal, painter to the Museum oC
Natural History in Paris. Olivier has published a notice oC
those species which he observed in his travels in the Levant.

The Galeodes, as we have observed, have an oblong body.
generally covered with a skin oC a weak consistence, or
slightly scaly, brown or yellowish, often bristling with long
hairs, some of which, belonging to the mandibles, very dis
tinctly appear to be tubular. The anterior part of the body
presents two enormous mandibles, of a form pretty nearly
conical, contiguous to each other all along their internal side,
and terminating in a point. Each mandible is armed at its
extremity with two talons, or scaly teeth, vertical, crossed one
npon the other, c1enticulated internally, and finishing in a
hooked point. In some species, or rather, perhaps, in the
individuals of different sexes, a small BCaly appendage is
remarked, brown, and almost filiform, on the upper part of
each mandible, and inclining against the posterior part. This
appendage originates from the base oC the interval between
the hooks. Its use is unknown.

The palpi are very large in this genus: they exceed the
feet in bulk, and are longer than the two or three anterior
pair; they are advanced, filiform, of six articulations, the
radical one of which is prolonged into a point at its internal
and superior angle, and cemented with the corresponding
articulation of the two following feet, to form a jaw. The
second is very short, the three following very long, and the

IS
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sixth very short, rounded at the end, appearing to be closed
by a membrane, and without a hook. The two anterior feet,
united with the palpi at their origin, and similarly annexed to

the anterior segment of the body, which forms the major part
of the thorax, resemble them in the form, the direction, and
the manner in which they terminate; but they are shorter.
and particularly much more slender. Their haunches pre
sent an additional articulation, and which appears to be formed
by a division of the lower part of the third, or of the first of
the elongated articulations, that which corresponds to the
thigh. Analogy does not permit ns to doubt that these organs
represent the two anterior feet of the other arachnida; but
from the nature of their functions we may conclude with M.
Walckenaer, that the galeodes have four palpi, or rather six.
palpated feet; they approximate in this respect to Phryne
and Thelyphone. The jaws are separated only by a linear
cleft, and are even confounded together at their internal and
superior angle. This angle is dilated in front, and forms, in
the interval of the mandibles, at their origin, a small hifid
ligula, and terminated by two silky appendages. It conceals
a scaly piece, likewise ligulate, and having at the superior
end a claw or tooth, arched towards its base, and in the form
of a scythe. The two mandibles are very large, ovoid, com
pressed, applied one against the other by their internal faces,
entirely nncovered, and ad\'ancing straight forward; they are
terminated by two very strong teeth, scaly, vertical, crossed
at their point, and denticulated at their internal side. One
might snppose that these arachnida had four jaws. These
mandibles, the first segment of the thorax, which is much
more extended than the following, and its accessory parts,
l'resent, nnited, the appearance of an enormous head. This
segmen.t, or rather its dorsal plate, has the figure of a triangle,
whose base is a little cnrved from the anterior edge of the
corslet.· We see near its middle, a small elevation, having on
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each side a small simple eye, placed a little obliquel)'.
Another, but a very small plate, covers the second segment,
that one which supports the second pair of feet. The rest of
the body is soft, forms an oblong o\-al, and is composed of ten
rings, which are simply folds of the skin; the third and fourth
serve as an attachment for the four posterior feet.

These four feet, as well as the preceding two, are united in
pairs, at their origin, by means of a common transverse arti
culation, divided in its middle by a depressed line, and cor
responding to the maxillary articulation of the first two feet,
and of the palpi. There is no sternum properly so called, the
space which occupies its place being taken up by this series
of radical articulations. These six feet, the lengths of which
augment progressi\-ely, present, as usual, those parts which
are distinguished by the names of haunch, thigh, leg, and
tarsus. The haunch is composed of two very short articula
tions i the thigh and leg are long, and of a single piece; the
tarsus, more slender, as well as the leg, is divided into three
articulations, the first of which is very long, and the last very
short; at the superior extremity of this last are implanted two
filiform appendages, arched, hairy, similar to two fingers, and
each terminated by a small scaly hook. All these divers arti
culations are cylindrical.

The feet are bristling with long hairs, and have here and
there some small mobile spines. The haunches of the two
last have, underneath, a range ofsmall scales, very thin, tran8
parent, and composed each of a pedicle, at the end of which
is a mobile triangular piece, broad, folded in two, or forming
an angle, and inclined in some species. These scales might
be compared to one-half of a funnel, compressed, and cut in
two, in the direction of its length. They represent, thoogh
but very remotely, the combs of the scorpions. The abdomen
is oblong, soft, and more or less hairy, as well as the body,
and without any appendase, at least any projecting one, at

VOl,. XIIJ. L I
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its extremity. It is composed of nine segments, of which
that of the base, viewed underneath, represents a scaly plate.
A stigma is perceptible on each side of the breast, near the
second pair of feet.

The galeodes are peculiar to the wanner climates, espe
cially to those of Southern Europe, of Asia, and Africa.
MM. Dufour, and Dejean, have discovered one species in
Spain; MM. de Humboldt and Bonpland, brought back
another, but. a very small one, from the equatorial countries
of America. It appears from the travels of Panas and
Gmelin, that these arachnida are not rare in southern Russia,
along the banks of the Volga and the Borysthenes, and that
they are distinguished by the Calmucs, under the name of
bych(J'f'cho.

They are greatly dreaded in all the countries where they
are found. Not only is t.he history of these animals but
little known, but the descriptions of their species are still con
siderably defective.

The Mtmograph of Herbst, which, like most of his other
works on entomology, is little more than a mere compilation,
furnishes us but with little matter in this point ofview. Olivier,
in his travels to Persia, has given us, on the species of the
same genus which he has found, some useful notices, which
we shall give in his own words. After having spoken of a
prodigious number of locusts, by which himself and the
caravan were infested, and which even came into the tents,
he thus expre88es himself:-

"In the evening, these small locosts were succeeded by
another insect not less troublesome. and more disagreeable to
behold. It belongs to that genus which I haye established in
the EncycltJpedie MethodifJue under the name of gtJle«le.
The Arabs regard it as very venomous, and at 61'8t endeavoured
to prevent us from touching it. When they saw, however,
that we took sufficient precautions to avoid being bitten, they
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contented themselves by telling us an infinity of stories, one
more appalling than the other. According to them, the bitten
place swells very con8iderably, lOOn grows black, and is
speedily followed by mortification and death. This opinion
is equally established in Egypt and the lOuth of Persia. M.
Pallu relates seyeral facts, of which he declares himself to
have been a witness, which appear to prove that the poison
of this insect is mortal, if a timely remedy be not applied.
He considers oil and all unctuous substances &8 the fittest for
this purpo8e. We confess, that in spite of the assertion of the
Arabs, of the Egyptians, and of all the natiyes of those COUD

tries where the galeodes are found,-in spite of the assertion
of M. Pallas himself,-we doubt that these insects are u
venomous as is reported. Has not a similar reputation been
given in Persia to the 1C0rpion, in It&ly to the tarantula, ill
almost all the east, and in the iouth of Europe, to the differ
ent species of gecko8 which Uye in houses or in ancient
ruin8 ? In Egypt and in Crete, are not the akinks equally
considered as venomous ?

" We have found the galeodes very common in Penia, in the
desert of Mesopotamia, and in that of Arabia. Every even
ing it used to run over us, over our effectll, our table, and our
beds, with the utlD08t celerity, and· without ever stopping.
Nobody was bitten; and we ha\"e never been able to ascer
tain a well-authorized fact which could prove that this insect
is u dangerous &8 they say. The bite of the galeodes must
doubtle.. be yery painful, if we may judge from the powerful
forceps with wbich the mouth is armed; but is it perfectly
certain that this bite is accompanied with an effusion of
poiaoo, as in the yipers ? The inspection of the mouth of the
animal does not appear to prove this. This insect conceals
itself pretty generally during the' day, and seldom comea
forth except at night. It would seem that it i. attracted by
the light of & lamp or candle, for it wu particularly iu 011I'

Ll2
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tent, the only one which was lit, that the galeodes assembled.
We saw less of them afterwards, because we had no longer
auy occasion for light.

" The species which ran with most celerity, and which was
most commonly observed, seems referrible to that which Pallas
observed to the north of the Caspian Sea, and which be has
described nnder the name of Phalangium araneoide8. The
feet are very long, and the whole body is hairy, of an ash.
colour, a little reddish; the mandibles are entirely ciliated,
and armed with strong teeth.

" We took a second species, Galeode8 Phalangium, which
less frequently presented itself, and which ran with consider
ably less rapidity. Its feet are not nearly half as long. The
body is hairy, and of the same colour as that of the preceding;
but the mandibles are of a ferruginous red. They are less
denticulated, and on the internal side of the upper piece may
be remarked an arched, recurved, mobile hook, which is
wanting in the Galeode8 araneoide8.

" We also saw, in the neighbourhood of our tent, two other
galeodes, which differ but little one from the other, and which
probably might be, perhaps, like the two preceding, not two
species, but the two sexes of a single species. In the one,
Galeode8 melanu8, the body is very black, the feet short and
hairy, and there is an arched, recurved, mobile hook, at the
internal part of the mandibles.

•, The other, Galeode8 arab8, which is evidently a female,
has the feet very" short, hairy, and the body of a veh·ety
black. Its mandibles are denticulated, and without a lateral
hook."

Pallas has made his description of the Phala"gium ara
neoides from two individuals in the collection of Natnral
History of St. Petersburg, without informing us what country
they belonged Lo. He considers the differences which he ob
served between these individuals, as merely sexual differences
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of the same species; but M. Latreille does not cODsider this
opinion sufficiently authorized, and rather considers the in
dividual taken by Pallas for a female, to be the galeode8 of
the Cape of Good Hope, represented by Petiver, in conse
quence of the hairs with which the breast, and the base of
tbe feet are fumisbed. The species wbicb Pallas gives as
the male, M. Latreille would rather refer to tbe second, than
to tbe first species of Olivier. Its palpi, which Pallas calls
arms, and its feet, are much shorter than those ofthegaleou8

araneoiu8, figured by Olivier. The mandibles bave been
represented in Olivier's figure in a position contrary to that
whicb they naturally have, to render the forms of the forceps
more sensible. This species is the Solpuga aracknoide8 of
Herbst. Its body is nearly an inch and a half long. It is of
a pale reddish yellow, with the extremity of the claws brown.
It is bristling with hair, particularly on the palpi. The
tubercle supporting the eye is blackisb.

It is found in southern Russia and in the Levant.
. Some passages of Pliny would lead us to conclude that the

galeodes were known in his time. But the species whicb he
might have observed, must have been tbe aralU!fiide8 which
is found in the Levant, and not a species of Bengal, as the
citation made by Herbst would indicate.

The galeo4e8 8etifera, Oliv., is a little smaller than the pre
ceding, of a brown red colour, and hairy. The abdomen has
a lateral white stripe. The mandibles have each, at their
upper part, an appendage in the form of a seta, and recurved.
But it may be questioned whether tbis is a &pecific character.
This species ill from the Cape of Good Hope.

The Galeodes dorsali8, which MM. Dufour and Dejean
found in Spain, is little more than half an inch long. Its
body is whitish, and a little red underneath, ofan ashen black
aboTe, with the forceps of the mandibles of a ferruginous
colour, and tbe feet a "ery pale fulvous; tbe top of tbe palpi
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is more oblCUre. But in the southern part of Spain, a species
hu been found u large u the araneoidea.

The Solp1lga fatal" of Herbst, a natiye of Bengal, should,
according to this author, be distinguished from i~ congeners
by ita forceps being horizontal. But the question i8,
whether this position be natural and constant, and not the
result of some forced change.

The Greeks anciently employed in the composition of the
medical substance called 'Aeriaca, a species of phalangium.
It wu the same aolpuga, according to the opinion of the
naturalist just quoted.

The genus CUELIFER is the pkalangitMIt of Linneos, the
8COt'pio of Fabricius, and the OM_", of Uliger.

The most known species of thil genua, the OA. ca7lCf"Oi#la,
or lICorpicm-araigrree of GeoffioY,fau: ICM'pioft trEtwOpe of
Degeer, wu at fint placed by LinnlBuI with lJCtJt'W. He
afterwards united it to p1&aJtuagium, with which it hu but a
,-ery tri1ling resemblance. Geoffroy, with reason, haa made a
genus proper of it, which he has named c1&eliftr', in French
pince; but he hu placed in the same genus the tJCM''" longi
comia, an arachnid of quite another family. The CA. Ct.ItI

erDirk., .ith Fabricius, is a species of lICOf'PioII, and these
animals are in fact very nearly related. The cheliferi, how
ever, differ from the scorpions by their body not being ter
minated by a tail, by having but two or four simple eyes, and
by being destitute of those pectinated lamiu., called otMIia,
which are exhibited by these latter arachnida. The younger
Hermann, in bis excellent work on the apterous iuaecta of
Linnlllus, bu adopted the genus cMlifer of Geoffroy, and
hu made known several Ipecies, which he hu eeparated into
two divisions, founded on new and acute observations. He
hu made of the acarua longicomUJ of Linnams, and of some
other analogous arachnida, a genus proper, sci,..., but which
had been previously established by M. Latreille.
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Illiger, in a table, merely nomenclatory of the genera of
the clus iruecta, which he haa placed at the end of his work
on the Coleoptera of Pmssia, separates from the scorpions the
species which Fabricius names caflCrD'lM" and ci",ictiUJa, to
form a particular genus, which he calls OlJUiflfll, and which
corresponds exactly with the cMlifer of M. Latreille in his
Summary of the generic characters of insects, published
anteriorly to the work of M. Dliger. Dr. Leach, addiog
some new observations to the preceding, hu preserved the
genus obUium of Hliger, but restrains it to the genera of
cheliferi, which have four simple eyes, the body almost cylin
drical, and the eight posterior feet composed of sis articula
tions. The species in which the feet have but five articula
tions, whose body is depressed, and present. but two simple
eyes alone, form the genus chelifer, of this gentleman. (Zool.
Mi,ceU. vol. iii. p. 48.) He places these two genera in the
family of the .ctWpionidea.

Although it cannot be denied that these arachnida have, in
their general structure, a great resemblance to the scorpion&,
they appear, nevertheless, to durer from them in some anato·
mical considerations. They present but two stigmata, situated,
one on each side. above the origin of the two anterior feet.
M. Latreille hUt therefore, placed this genus, in his family of
PIeUdo-lCOrpiofu!" which immediately succeed that of the
lCtWpionide,. If it be tnie, that M. Fischer has observed in
these animals, and the galeodes, respiratory organs, similar to
those of the araneldes, the family of false Icorpions, composed
of these two genera, shonld naturally terminate the order of
pnlmonary arachnida.

The cbeliferi have the body ovoid and depressed. or oblong,
and almost cylindrical, invested with a dermis somewhat
coriaceons, almost smooth, or but elightly furnished with
hain. It is composed, lat. of an anterior segment much tbe
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largest, almost square, or triangular, occupying the place o(
head or corslet, supporting two or four simple eyes, litoated
laterally, the organs of mastication, two palpated feet, large,
in the talon form, terminated by a didactylous forceps, and
the first six feet; 2. of eleven other segments, but transverse,
annuliform, and on the first of which, the (ourth, and last
pair of feet, appear to be inserted; the subsequent rings com
pose the abdomen. The mouth is formed, 1st. of two mandi
bles, situated at the anterior and superior extremity of the
corslet, contiguous, advanced, and entirely uncovered in the
obiBia, corneous, ofa single piece in the form of a forceps, ovoid,
didactylous, and of which the external digit is mobile, denticu
late, or ciliated; 2. of two large palpated feet, or claws, ter
minated also in a didactylous forceps, composed of six articn
lations, the mobile digit included; 3. oftwo jaws, formed by the
internal prolongation of the radical articulation of the claws,
l'alvular, a little gibbous, or convex in the middle, depressed,
and with reflected edges,near the internal margina,joining along
these margins, thus closing the mouth inferiorly, and terminated
in a point; 4. of a sternal tongue, situated in the interior o(
the mouth, between the jaws and mandibles, cuspidated at its
superior extremity, and presenting, at each side of this point,
a small appendage, according to the observations of M.
Savigny. The younger Hermann had already observed this
piece i he says that it is a conical papilla, embraced by two
sorts of valvules, (the jaws) and that it is doubtless the
proboscis of these animals. The feet are divided into .five
(cltelifer, properly so called) or six articulations, (the obiriG)
according as the tarsus is composed of one or two pieces.
The extremity of the last articulation is always armed with
hooked, elongated, and approximated teeth, under which i. a
small pellet. The articulation which corresponds to the
thigh is in general broader, and elongated. The length of the
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feet goes on increasing, beginning from the eecond pair.
They are shorter and thicker in chelifet" (propel') than in
obi&illm.

These aracbnida are very small. The most common species,
the 6COf'pion araignb1 of Geoffroy, is found in humid places,
understonesand garden flower-pots,in the unfrequented parts of
houses, in dusl, old books, and herbals. Illives on those little
insects called P6OCU6 pu18atorill6 by Fabricius, on small acari,
and it even attaches itself to flies. Goetze usures us that be has
fed it with small aphides. LinnlllUs .lells us that it sometimes
introduces itself into the skin, and there produces a painful
swelling of the size of a pea. He even relates, on the faith of
Dr. Bergius, that a peasant, during the nigbt, having had hi.
thigb pierced by one of these arachnida, there formed a pus
tule, of the size of a nut, which occasioned most frigbtful
tormenL But these facts require authentication. When this
arachnid is pursued, or when it meets in its way some object
that it is desirous to avoid, it walks tolerably fast, both for
wards, backwards, and sideways, like the scorpion and the
crab. Bresel has seen tbe female lay small eggs of a greenish
white, and assemble them one beside the other. Bot he has
not told us whether the young took a long time to come forth
from theee eggs.

The elder Hermann, according to the testimony of his son,
haa eeen the same animal carrying its eggs, gathered up in &

pellel under its belly, after the fasbion of many araneidea.
He once found one of them euc10eed in a silken follicle,
covered witb dust, and attached to a wall by one of its sides.
It is M. Latreille's opinion that this cocoon was foreign
to this animal, and that it merely made it its temporary
domicile.

The PYCNOGONJDES appear to M. Savigoy to form the
passage from the crustacea to the arachnida. The PYCNO.

GONA differ from the other genera of the same family, not-
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only by the absence of mandibles and palpi, but still further
by the shorter proportions of the body and the feet. The feet
appear to have an articulation less than in the other pycno
ganides. The last but one appears to form, in the pycnogoua,
only a small inferior knot, and joining the lut articulation of
the tarsus with the preceding.

But a single species appears as yet to be known, the
P. baltBnarum, figured by Briinniche, MUller, and some other
naturalists. It is found under the stones on the shores of the
European ocean; it is rare ou the couts of England and
France.

The genus PHOXICHILUS M. Latreille at first thought to
differ from the preceding, in having mandibles, and from the
succeeding (Nymplum), by these organs being terminated by a
single digit, and by the want of palpi u in the former geuWl.
But having subsequently examined, with more attention, the
mandibles of the species in which he had established this new
generic section, he obse"ed that they terminated in a didac
tylous forceps, in the same manner as those of the npplaolu,
and that the inferior digit, covered by the ordure which at first
had prevented him from perceiving it, was only smaller than
the superior one, or that which is mobile. But the Phoxicbili
are, nevertheless, strongly distinguished from the nymphoDB,
by the absence of palpi. They are also removed from them
in other points of view-I. The tube, or siphon, forming the
sucker, and the aperture of which represents a trefoil, sa is
the case with that of the same part in other animals of this
family, is bellied in the middle, a little narrowed afterward&,
and is terminated by a ronnded expansion furnished with
hairs. Each of its sides, and the middle of its back, presents
two impressed longitudinalliues, and which, uniting by their
extremities, describe a sort of ellipsis. In considering these
lines as sutures of united pieces, this tube wonld be compoeed
of six valvules, or lamiom, cemented together, and which
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would represent the principal parts ofthe mouth of the insects.
The siphon of the nymph(}ftl exhibits no division at its sur
face. 2. In this last genus, the first articulation of the body
is narrowed a little in front of the insertion of the two anterior
feet, and of the two oviferous feet; then it is prolonged and
dilated insensibly, in the manner ofa neck, or obconical pedicle,
the anterior extremity of which serves as a support to the
mandibles. This support is formed by the union of the radical
articulation of each of these mandibles. These two articula
tions, intimately united, and dilated inferiorly, embrace the
anterior extremity of the pedicle in the manner of a collar.
The tubercle supporting the four eyes is situated at the pos
terior and dorsal extremity of the first segment behind the
pedicle; but in the phoxichili, the first segment of the body
is short and transverse, 80 that the two anterior feet, and the
oviferous feet are inserted near the origin of the siphon. At
the posterior and dorsal extremity of this part, are set back to
back, and united longitudinally, the two radical articulations
of the mandibles. The tubercle supporting the eyes, is
situated between this common articulation and the following;
the mandibles, exclusive of the support we have just men
tioned, seem to take their origin from the anterior base of the
oculiferous tubercle. 8. We see, on each aide of the base of
the siphon, iu front of the insertion of the oviferoua feet, a
small articulation in the form of a rounded tubercle. 4. The
feet, less elongated proportionably than those of the nymphons,
have an articulation lesa than ~e latter, that i. to say, eight,
the lateral and projecting prolongations of the segments of
the body included, instead of nine, the one which in the
nymphoDs forms the last but one, or the eighth, being here
almost insensible. The oviferous feet of the phoxichili re
semble in their form and proportions, those ofthe nymphon••
They are composed of ten articulations, a. well as in tbis
last genus; the mandibles are filiform, and terminate a little

10
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beyond the end of the siphon; but the upper digit is cun-ed
towards the internal side of these organs. The species which
furnished these' details is found in the seas of Australasia.
(PAalangioide6). Its body is entirely of an obscure brown.
and five lines in length.' The feet are about three times as
long. a little hairy, with the first two articulations, as well llS

the fifth and tlixth; terminated by some salient angles, in the
form of conical tubercles; these are visible at the superior
extremity of the fifth.

The genus NYKPHON was at first confounded with that of
pAalangium, and subsequently with that of P!lcnogoraum.

Fabricius placed it among the diptera; but in one of his later
works, in which he has more especially treated of the insects
of that order (SYlltmca antludorvm) he neither mentions this
genus, nor that of pycnogonum. He neither says any thing
about it in his System of Rhyngotes, which silence may be
attributed either to negligence, or to an intention of this
naturalist, of forming a particnlar order of these animals.

Olivier placed the nymphons in this third section of the
order aptera, taking for antennlll the parts which are now con
sidered as palpi. He also considered that the two feet which
exclusiyely carry the eggs, were not less genuine feet than the
others, and thus extended the total number of those organs of
locomotion to ten; and then resting on some other approxi
mations founded on habits, he was induced to believe, that
these animals have more affinity with the Cnlstacea than with
the arachnida. M. Savigny appears to have adopted the
same opinion, or at least to think that the nymphonll fOnD
the passage from the cyami, a gellUS of cnlstacea, to the
arachnida. It is evident, he says, that the nymphon has l08t
the antennlll, the composite eyes, and the masticatory organa
of the cyamus; but it appears equally certain that it has pre
selTed the fourteen feeL When we consider, he adds, the
changes which take place exteroaJ1~', in the genera which con-
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duct from the crabs to phalangium, we might believe, that
nature, in subtracting from tbe crustacea their anterior
organs, and replacing their tail by an abdomen, thus con
verted them into arachnida. But, admitting this hypothesis,
it would still be necessary to pass from the nymphons to the
arane"ides, or to the arachnida called pedipalpi, and it would
not be very easy to explain the mode adopted by nature in
operating this new transformation.

As the interior organization ofthe pycnogonides is unknown,
it is not possible to determine the place which these singular
animals should occupy in the natural series of created beings.
Nevertheless, as they appear to have, in spite of some ano
malies, great relations with cAelifer and pAalangium, affinities
whicb had already been remarked by celebrated naturalists;
-as the body of many trachean arachnida also presents an
anterior articulation, supporting analogous mandibles and
palpi i-as the tubular sucker of the pycnogonides may be
nothing but an union of jaws and under lip prolonged and
cemented i-as the absence of composite eyes, and the exist
ence of a tubercle supporting the simple eyes confirm these
relations ;-as the feet of the pycnogonides are composed of
nine articulations, a character for which we should seek in
\"ain in the crustacea,but which we shall find in several of these
aracbnida ;-a8 in giving to the pycnogonides feet as long, and
a linear form adapted to their habits, Nature has been obliged
to extend their thorax to the prejudice oftheil' abdomen, wbich
is here represented by a small articulation in the form of a
tail j-M. Latreille was originally determined to place these
animals between the pseudo-scorpions, and the phalangia.
In his work called " General Considerations on the Natural
Order ofCruslacea, Arachnida, and Ins('!cts," the pycnogonides
alone form an order, which unites the parasite insects, such
as the pediculi and ricini, to the acerated, 01' arachnida.

The nymphoDs are distinguished from the pycnogona by
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having mandibles and palpi; and from the phoxichili, becaule
their mandibles are forceps-like or didactylous.

The nymphons are, of all the pycnogonides, those whOle
body and feet are most slender and most long. They allO
differ in the form of the first articulation of the body, which
may be considered as the head.: it is proportionally longer,
and more narrowed in the middle. The sucker is cylindrical,
which is likewise the case with the phoxichili, but not with
the pycnogona, ",hen this part has the form of an elongated
cone, and truncated at the poinL The two neighbouring feet
in the females have two intermediate articulations, much
longer than the others, and curved. The external and general
organization of the nymphons, being otherwise similar to that
of the other arachnida of the same family, it would be super
fluous to dilate upon it here. Of their history nothing parti
cular is known.

In the third family of Trachean Arachnida, that of HOLE

TRA, we have now to treat of the genus PSA.LA.NGIUJI.

The pbalaDgia are very remarkable for the length of their
(eeL The first naturalists wbo wrote upon these insects called
them long-legged ttpitler.; but they dUFer from the spiders,
not only in their internal organization, but alllO with respect
to the general form of the body, the number of the eyes, the
parts of the mouth, and the mode of living. They are to be
seen every where. In the country they may be found upon
plants, and alllO are observed in houses, upon plastered walla.
to which they are fond of hooking themselves.

Their body i. ovoid or rounded, often depresaed, aocl
enclosed beneath a skin slightly COriaceouL Their conlet,
the anterior ofwbicb is angular, and which is about one-third
and a half of the length of the body, is separated from the
abdomen only by a transverse line. This abdomen is covered
with a skin of a single piece, forming several folds, which
mark the rings. It bas a stipaon each side, near the origin
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of the posterior feet; these stigmata are concealed by the
haunches.

The feet, eight in number, are very long, 'fery slender,
cylindrical, composed of the haunch, of the thigh, of the leg
fonned of two articulations, 3.Dd of the tarsus, whose length at
least equals that of the leg and thigh taken together, and
which is composed of a great number of articulations, the first
of which is very long, and the last provided with a small hook,
which appears simple, and arched.

The naturalista who have treated of the phalangia, with the
exception of Lister and the younger Hermann, whose obser
vations, however, were not published until after those of M.
Latreille, were not acquainted with the sexual organs of these
insects. These organs have a singular form, especially those
of the males, and in the two sexes their position is curious:
the male organ is a sort of elongated dart, composed of two
pieces, the first of which, forming the base, is short, thick, and
of a soft consistence; it serves as a case to the second, which
i. a little longer, more narrow, almost scaly, terminated in
Ph. CON.ut"fJI by a triangular membranaceous piece, hooked
at the internal side, with a small setaceous point, black, and
arched, which proceeds from the superior angle of this piece.
In a state of inaction, this part is concealed in a sheath, situ
ated immediately under the mouth. The sexual part of the
female is placed similarly to that of the male. We discover
there a membranaceoUl tube, compressed, and very lIexible,
which serves as an oviduct. By pressing a small eminence
called lip, which is found between the last two pairs offeet, at
the base of the abdomen, these parts may be made to protrude
in both sexes.

These arachnida do notspin,1LB some authors have pretended.
Many species have a strong odour of the walnut-tree, and all
are carnivorous. They feed on little insecta, which they seize
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with thejr mandibles: they pierce them with tile crooks with
which they are armed, and suck them. They also engage
together in mortal combat, and constantly devour their con
similars.

The long legs with which nature has provided them not only
serve the purpose ofenabling them to walk with very great faci
lity, but also to escape from the pursuit oftheir enemies, and to
ad,"erUse them of their presence. In a state ofrepose, placed
upon a wall, or on the trunk of a tree, the phalangium extends
its feet circularly around its body. As they occupy a consi
derable space, if an animal touches at one of its parts, the
phalangium places itself immediately on its feet, which form
so many arcades. under which the animal passes, if it be
small. Shonld this stratagem not succeed, the arachnid leaps
to the ground, and soon escapes. It frequently escapes in the
same manner from the hands of the observer, but seldom with
out leaving between the fingers which has seized it one or more
of its feet, which will continue to move for hours togetller. fold
ing and unfolding alternately. This phenomenon takes place
because each foot is a hollow tube, which contains in the whole
length of its cavity a sort of very fine tendinous thread, on
which the air acts, when the foot is detached from the trunk.
Geoffroy, having found a phalangium with the third foot much
shorter than the others, presumes that this foot had replaced
one that was lost, as it happens to crabs and lobsters in a
similar predicament. But the shortness of life in the phalan
gium militates agaiust tbis conjecture.

In spring only small phalangia are found, which proceed
from the eggs deposited the preceding autumn. It is hardly
until tOlWards the end of summer that they have acquired their
full growth, and then they couple. Sometimes this does not
occur without a combat on the part of the males, and some
resistance on that of the female. After this, the female
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deposits in the earth, at a certain dIstance from its surface,
some eggs, of the size of a grain ohand, of a whitish colour,
heaped one upon the other.

Although these animals are akin to the spiders, neverthe
less they do not live, like them, for many years. Almost all
of them perish at the end of autumn. One of their enemies,
which fixes on their bodies to suck them, is a species of mite
of the subgenus LeptU8. This insect sometimes holds to the
phalangium only by its bill; the rest of its body appears sus
pended in the air. A gDrdiw, similar to that which is often
found in the interior of locusts, being found in the abdomen
of the Phala"gium comutum, would lead os to believe that
these arachnida are subject to be infested by these worms.
That which was observed was very smooth, a little transpa
rent, and filled with a milky matter. It was about seven
inches four lines in length, and two-tenths of a line in
breadth.

We are now come to the ACARIDES, or last family of the
Arachnida, and our general obsen-alions upon them will be
comprized in what we have to say respecting the genus
ACARUS, or the MITES.

The name of .A.canu in the method of Linnlllos designates
a genus of apterous insects very numerous in species. The
acanu (proper) of M. Latreille comprehends the species of
this tribe which have eight feet: simply ambulatory mandi
bles like forceps, palpi very short or concealed, and the body
'Very soft, with the tarsi usually terminated by a vesicular pellet.

The .A.canu domeBticm, or common mite, is elfall the species
the best known. It is found in great abundance upon old
cheese, on dry or smoked meat, on birds and insects, in col
lections of natural history, on old bread, and dried up confec
tionary, which have been kept too long. It is for this reason
that Degeer has named this species dome8tic. He also
observed some ofthese mites in the flower-pots which he had
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in his chamber. This insect is almost invisible to the naked
eye; its colour is a dirty white, bordering a little on the
brown, with two brown spots produced by the internal parts,
which appear through the skin, which is transparent. The
body is bristling with hairs, thick, oval, a little narrowed in the
middle; its anterior part is terminated in a cone, or a sort of
muzzle, containing the organs of manducation; the mandi
bles have been distinguished; the palpi are very short and
setaceous; the skin is smooth and tense; the eight feet are
rather long, always curved towards the plane of position, ter
minated by an oval piece, transparent, and swelled like a
small bladder with a long neck, having iu front a sort of small
cleft or separation. The insect can impart to it all kinds of
inflexions, swell and contract it. It dilates it when walking,
and contracts it, so as to make it disappear, when the foot
does not touch the plane of position, and is raised. The vesi
cle can be folded in two in its length, by reason of the cleft
which we have just mentioned. Each moiety is furnished
with a small hook, which enables the mite to fix itself on the
object upon which it walks. The feet are of equal length, but
the two anterior pair are much thicker than the two last.

The females are larger than the males, and have at the
hinder part a small cylindrical tube, perhaps an oviduct. and
a small eminence underneath.

The numerous hairs with which the body is bristled are
barbed on both sides, and what is singular is, that the insect
can move them on one side and the other. Each hair, says
Degeer, must necessarily be attached to, or have communica
tion with, a muscle, which gives it motion. What marvellous
mechanism in so small an object! Theile sorts of prickles are
placed upon the body in regular order: two are observed on
the upper part of its anterior extremity. which represent, as it
were, two small antennle. There are some on the feet which
are finer, and on which Degeer has observed no barbs.

10
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The sexual intercourse of these mites takes place in the
same manner as that of other insects. The female lays some
oval eggs, very white, and which appear to be reticulated or
spotted with brown.

Leuwenhoek,who has particularly observed this species,saw
but six feet upon the little ones just disclosed; and the same
has beeu remarked in relation to the mite of the itch. Pro
pagation goes on even in winter, at least in our houses, the
temperature which reigns there being favourable to the activity
of these little animals.

Acaru8farint'B, Deg. (the mite in flour), is elongated, white,
with the anterior part reddish, and advanced in the form of a
thick and conical muzzle. The eight feet are thick, and
tolerably long, especially those of the first two pair. The
body also has hairs, and those of the hinder part are very long.
Degeer could not perceive'at the extremity of the feet the
vesicle which we have mentioned belonging to the feet of the
preceding species. These animals walk tolerably fast.

Linnlllu8 at first distinguished separately the mite of lhe
itch, but he subsequently confounded it with the two preced
ing species.

"The mites," says Degeer, "which I bad occasion to ex
tract from the ulcers of the itch, were very small, and not
larger than grains of ordiuary sand. The colour of the b~y
is white, and transparent; but the head and feet have a slight
tinge of red or yellowish brown. The body is of a rounded or
almost circular figure, and its surface is rugged, having ine
qualities, and here and there some hairs, but in small quanti
ties. The head is in the form of a muzzle, short, cylindrical,
rounded at the end, and furnished with some hairs; but the
smallness of the insect prevented me from detectiug its parts,
and ascertaining their true construction. Not having been
able to remark upon the back two curved brown lines of which
Linnleus speaks, I have reason to believe that the mite of which

M' m 2
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I present the description here, is of a species different from
the one observed by that naturalist. It aI'pears to me more
conformable to the species which the same author designates
by the name of Acarus exulcerans, judging merely by the
phrase which he applies to it, as he has given no other
description."

Its eight feet are rather short, especially the fint two pairs.
These last are thick, conical, have some hairs, of which a few
are tolerably long. These feet are terminated by a slender,
straight, cylindrical part, having at the end a litLIe ball, in the
form of a vesicle, which the animal rests on the level on which
it walks, and guides in various directions. The four posterior
feet are equally terminated by a slender and brown part; but
Degeer could not perceive the vesicle of the preceding. These
posterior feet have a very long hair, and are placed at a eer
tain distance from the first two pairs. When removed from
the epidermis, this little animal remains at first inactive, but
it moves its feet by degrees, and commences to waUr, though
but slowly.

Whether this mite be not that of the common human itch,
or whether Degeer has made his observations on individuala
of different Corms, or did not study the subject with sn1licient
attention, the figure which he gives of it does not accord with
that of the itch-mite published by Dr. Gales in a dissertation
or"great research on this subject, and whose observations have
been confirmed by several celebrated naturalists. He had
the courage to inoculate himself with the itch by means of
this acarus. Other researches on this subject, made on divers
animals, have proved that the mites, taken from their wounds
when they were affiicted with this malady, differed from that
of the human itch.

M. Latreille saw a quadruped of New Holland, (the
pkascolomys) brought alive to Paris, where it died a few
days after, as it would seem, of the itch. The surface
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of its spoil was covered, from tbe effect of the preparation it
underwent to preserve it, with an innumerable quantity of
mites, almost invisible, being scarcely the twentietb part
of a line in their greatest diameter. Examined with
the microscope, some of these mites, the smallest, appear to
bave great relations with the itch-mite, and others, with that
which infects sparrows, .Acanu pauerinuI, Lin.

The persons who prepared the animal, had their arms 'rery
speedily covered with small irritating pustules, occasioned by
the introduction of the mite into the skin.

The study of these little animals is of the greatest interest,
not only to the naturalist, but also to the physician. It appears
by the best observations tbat the ulcers of the itch, both in
man, horse, dog, and cat, almost always exhibit mites; and
that these animals, impregnated with the morbific vims, can
communicate it. But this circumstance excepted, it remains
an' undecided question, whether or no they are the primary
causes of this malady. That they may establish themselves,
and propagate in sores favourable to their development; that
they may aggravate the malady in proportion to their multi
plication; and that they may spread over other parts of the
body, we may very naturally and easily conceive; but to draw
any further conclusions, appears to be somewhat precipitate.
Through an injudicious rage for generalization, the origin of
the dysentery has been attributed to a species of the same
genus; and Olivier was even of opinion that a similar cause
might have given rise to the plagne.



ALPHABETICAL LIST

OP

SPECIES OF ANNELIDA, CRUSTACEA, AND

ARACHNIDA.

ANNELIDA.

PL. PIO.
3. 2. AOL.luaA fulgida, pqe 20

Shining with metallic hua.
I. 3. Amphitrite }Egyptl., 14

Aah coloured.

6. 1. Dentalium entall., 17
Wbitlah pink, or /lah co

loured.

7. I. Eunice (Ieoclice, s...) anten
nata, 19
Liyjd, drrhi IIDd brlatlea

browni.h.
7. 2. Eunice aangnlnea, 19

Body red, with trana"ene
ail"ery .tripea.

7. 3. ElIDlce tublcola, 19
Light yellow.

6. 1. Euphroaine laureat&, 18
A.h coloured, gilla red.

6. 2. Eupbroalne min-, gilla of,
18

4. 1. OIycerea dubl~,lJS

Body light chocolate colour.
4. I. OIycerea, Cront riew of the head

of, lIS

6. S. H iJlPOllDe Oaadicbodll, 1D
A.hy.

2. • Nereb nunda, 20
Green, head blul.h.

3. I. (Enone ludd&, 10

PL. PI!J.
Varied with IFftD and pur

ple.

8. 6. Sabella protula, pap II
Yellow and red.

8. I. Serpul. coDtortuplieata, 10
Gilla red, or Yaried with yei

low or riolet; body browu
iah.

8. 2. Serpula coetalia, tube or, 10
8. S. Serpula .tellata, operculum of,

8. .. 8erpuIa blcomia, operculum of,
10

6. 2. SlphOitoma diplocbaltoa, 18
Blue; aide of body .tnw

colour.
6. 3. SlphOltollla uncIata, detaila 0(,

18
4. 2. 8plo IIetlcarnia, 1I2

Light chocolate colour.
4. 2a 8plo IIedc:oml., upper part of

the head of, 1I2
4. 16 8pio IIedcornia, an appendia,

1I2
4. lie 8plo IIedcornia, one of the _ta·

ceoua crook. of; 1I2
8. 8. 8plrorbla nautiloidea, 11

Alby.

1. 1. Terebella nriabilia, 12
L1ghtilb red.

,I. I. Terebella medna, 12
A.hy red.
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CRUSTACEA.

PL. PIO.
2. 1. ACANTBOIfYX lunulatua, paol66

Body greeni.h, lega brown.
8. So./Ega emarginata, 218

Brown.
7. 2. ./Eglea I_vi., 184

Reddi.h bro...n.
22. 8. Anceu. MuiUari., 210

Slate coloured.
21. 2. Anthoaoma Smithii, 374

Blackiah green.
23. 2. Apua cancriformia, 360

Dark .late.
8. 8. Armadillo puatulatua, 225

Yello...i.h .tripea and .polI
on a dark ground.

8. 7. Aaellua aquaticua, 223
Brown.

lIO. 1• .utacua Marinua, 188
Claret colonr, with dark

patehea.
3. 2. Atelecyclua cruentatua, 162

Brown, Yaried ...ith reddish.

O. 1. Birp latro, 180
Slate, Yaried with red brown.

8. 4, 6. Bopyru. crangorum, 216
Dirty yellow.

I. 2. Calappa tuberculoaa, 173
Brown; reddi.h on the back

and cia.....
7. 4. Callanula .nbterranea, 167

Greeniah IUh colour.
21. 8. Caligu. Mullen, 372

Dingy green.
n. 1. Campoacia retuJa, 168

Dirty yellow.
3. 1. Cancer Rnmphli, 162

Browniah, varied with a lit
tle red and blue.

22. 6. Corophlum longlcomia, 211
Dirty .Iate colour.

16. So Coryata penonatua. 161
Brown, varied with light

blne.
8. 1. Cymothoa -uum, 224

Greeniah yellow.
21. 4. Cyclopa commnni., 330

Dark green.
21. 1. Cypria rellgloaa, 3:14

Dark green and black.
18

a

PL. PIO.
21. 3. Cytherea fulva, psge 3lU

Greeni.h.

21. 7. Daphnia clathrata, 340
Dirty green, with black

patebea and .po....
21. 9. Dicheleatlum .lurionia, 376

Dirty green.
]3. 2. Dorippe nodul.... 174

Ligbt yellow.
24. 2. Dromia Indica,

Blueiah bro...n.
14. 1. Dromia nodipea, ]75

Green.
14. 2. Dynomene hiapida, 175

Browniah.

6. 3. Ericthna armatus, lIOl
Light brown.

6. 4. Ericlhu. vitrens, 201
Brownish.

4. 1. Eriphia 1_Yimana, 154
Dvkgreen.

7. 3. Eryon Cuvieri,]88
Brown.

]. 3. Ethra depreaa. 173
Dingy brown, wltb cLarker

.hadow..
16. l. Eurypodiua Latreillii, 171

Dark green.

]9. Galathea gregaria, 184
Whitiah brown, claws darker.

7. 6. Gebia Itellata, 186
Brown, with darker dots.

24. 1. Gome.. bicomia, 296
Dark brown.

10. 1. Grapan. Yariegstua, 160
Dark red brown, varied wilh

yellow.

11. 2. Halimna ariea, 168
Green.

17. ]. Hippolyte Sowerbii, 193
Dingy aah colonr.

13. 1. Homola Cuvieri, 174
Body reddiah green, cl.".

red
9. 1. Hymenoeoma Leachii, 168

Green, claw. yellowi.h.
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PL. FIG.
20. 2. Ibacus Peronii, page 188

Dingy brown.
9. 2. Inachus tboracicus, 170

Body dark green, claws
varied yellow and green.

22. 7. Leptomera pedata, 21.
Dingy Ilate.

16. •• Leptopodia sagittaria, 171
Green.

9. 3. Leptopullongipes, 169
Brown.

15. •• LeucOlia urania, 161
Body Ilate colour, claws

brown.
22. 3. Leucotboe articulata, 210

Dingy slate.
11. 3. Libinia spinosa, 168

Dark uh colour.
8. 6. Ligia oceanicus, 224

Brown, with dark dots.
23. I. Limulul Polyphemul, 3M

UniCorm dingy yeUow.
1. 1. Litbodel artica, 172

Reddish yellow.
21. 6. Lynceus rOIeUI, M7

Dark green.

12. I. Matuta Peronil, 148
Yellow, with red irregular

mark..
26. 3. Megalopus macalata, 186

Ligbt yellow.
7. 1. MegaJopus muticus, 186

Dirty ub colour.
26. 1. Megalopus lCulpta, S12

Light yellow.
10. 2. Micippe criatata, details oC, 166
10. 1. Micippe pbylira, 166

Ash, with darker clouds on
the back.

17. 4- Myaia Pericil, dark uh, 196

lIS. S. Nebalia Herbltii, S66
Blackisb.

8. 2. Nll!S& bidentata, lItl
Dark brown.

17. 2. Nib cannelata, 191
Darkiabuh.

22. 4- Orcheltia lIttoralia, 208
DarkbrowD.

12. lI. Orythia mamillaris, 1~
Yellowish browD, with red

patches.

6. 3. Pagurua clypeatul (C..nobita,
LiU.) antenne oC, \80

VOL. XIII.

PL. FIG.
5. 2. Pagurul guttatus, page 180

Body dingy yellow, claws
reddilh.

17. 3. Pandalul annulicornil, 193
Ash coloured.

21. 6. PaDdarus bicolor, 373
Oreenish dingy yellow, and

black.
2. 3. Pericera trispinooa, I fl6

Slate coloured.
22. 6. Pberul& Cusicola, 210

Dirty Ilate. .
lit. 1. PhroDima ledentaria, 206

Dark ub.
6. 2. Phyllosoma clavicomis, 202

Light diDgy yellow.
12. 3. Podophtaimul vigil, 147

Dirty yellow, witb darker
cloud••

4. 2. Pilumnus aculeatul, 155
Reddish uh.

2. 2. Pin serpuliCera, 166
Yellowish slate.

16. 2. Plaguaia depreu., detaill oC,
180

18. Porcellana hinuta, 312
Body and lega dark brown;

clawl aDd tail yellowilh.
25. 2. Porcellaria poUta, 1114

Slate coloured.
22. 10. Prani.. ceruleatuI, 212

Dark uh.

U. 3. Ranina lerrata, 176
Red brown.

6. 1. Squilla cbiragra, 200
Dingy yellow.

10. S. Stenocionopa cerric:omil, 167
Alh colour.

16. 2. SteDorhynchul phalsngium,I71
Dark brownilh yellow.

22. D. StenOlOma linearia
Dark uh.

16. 3- Stenorhynchus tenuirOitril, de-
tai1a oC, 171

22- 2. Talitrul loculta, 208
Blackilh green.

12. •• Thalamitea admetel,
Reddilh uh colour.

4- 4- Thelpul& lIurialil, Cront or, 166
4- 3. Thelpul& Indica, 166

Brownlah yellow.
3- S. Thla poUta, 153

Body Inclined to brown,
clawl ciDereoua.

Nn
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, ARACHNIDA.

PL. FlO.

22. 2. Acarua dimidiatua, page 506
Body transparent white;

head reddish.
8. I, 2, 3. Agelena labirinthica, 409

Thorax and abdomen black
ish, edged and barred with
asb colour; legs asb.

8. 6, 7. Agyroneta aquatiea, details
of,410

27. 5. Argas papistrella, 607
27. 6. A. columba, 007

0. 1,2, 3,4. Atypua suberi, La'.,
401
Shining black.

22. 3. Bdella longiroatria, 005
Scarlet, legs paler.

2'J. 4. B. latirostria, li05
Red.

2'2. 5. B. setirostris, 506
Light red.

25. I. Cbelifer parasita, 498
Red.

25. 2. C. carcinoide.. 498
Red.

11. 1. Clubiona nutris, 409
11. 2. Cl. acccntuata, 409
II. 3. CI. boloaericia, 409

Body cinereoua, lega yel
lowiab.

II. ,. CI. atros, 409
Brown.

II. 6. CL feros, 409
Black atriped yellow.

5. 7, 8. Ctenua dubiua, details of, 426
3. 2. Ctenus Walkenaerii, 426

Yellowish, marked with
reddiah and black lines.

9. 9, 10, II. Diedera erythrina, 402
Tborax cinereoua, abdomen

red.
26. I, 2. Dolomedea marglnalua, 426
26. 3, 4, 5, IJ. DoL mirabilia, 426
26. 7. Dol. Iimbatua,426
16. 4, 5, 6. Draaaua lucifugua, detaila of,

408
2. 7. Draaaua melanogaater, mouth

of,408
46. 7. Draaaua riridiaaimua, 407

Green.

PL. PIO.

3. I. Epeira AualraJuia, pege 417
Brown, thorax inclining to

green.
12. 9. Epeira ClaYipes, page 417

Thorn cinereoua; aWomen
pale yeDow, with white
apom.

12. 7,8. EpeiraClaripea,detailsot,417
14. 1,2. Epeira, details of, 417
14. 3. E peira faaciata, 417

Thoras reddiah brown; ab
domen yellow, with black
ban.

14. 4. Epeira LatreiUaoa, 417
Abdomen annulated brown

and yellow,wjth whitedata.
14. 5. Epelra lericea, 416

Body silvery, legII annu1alal
red and black.

14. 6. Epeira comuta, 416
Brown, with whitiah lines,

legs annulated blue and
yellow.

14. 7. Epelra angulata, 416
Brown, with reddish donal

linea.
14. 8. Epeira bicomi.. 416

Green, with ashy donal
marks.

14. 9. Epeirs diadema, 416
Red, with white spota.

16. I. Epeira quadrala, 417
16. 2. Epeira fuaea, 417

Brown, with dark stripes.
16. 3. Epeira cucurbitina, 417

Green, with blackish dota.
16. 4. Epeira conica, 417

Thorax black; abdomen yel
low with black spota.

16. 6. Epeil'll oculata, 417
Blackiah, legs annulated.

16. 6. Epeira, gracilia, 417
COl'lliet dark brown, aWo

men yellowiah.
16. 7. Epeira cancriformis, 417

COl'lliet black; abdomen
brown, with black data.

16. 8. Epeira geminata, 417
Coloured like the luI.

16. 9. Epeira c1ypeata, 417
Red4iah yellow.

24. 3, 4, 5. EresUlt ciJmaheninus, 0131
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PL. PIO,

27.
27.

'1:1.

Black; abdomen red, with
black dolJl.

2. 1. Erlodon occatorium, page 402
Black.

2. 6, 6, 7, 8. Erlodon occatorlum, de
t.i1s of, 402

17. 6. Erythnoua pbalangioidea, 603
Obscure red, with an orange

yellow band on the back.

16. 1,2,3. Filillata bicolor, 403
Pale fulvoua, abdomen, and

feet blackilh.

I. •. Galeodea Ipinlpalpil, .00
BrowD.

23. 1. GIlIU&8UI hirundinil,~
Black and pink.

20. I. Gonoleptel Ipinipel, 601
Dark rich brown, varied

with lighter dati and linel,
20. 2. Gonoleptea chilenais, 601

Dark brown, varied with
light dati and linea.

2. Ixodel erlanei, 507
3. Ix. trabeatua, 607

Red.
•. 1. reduviua, 607

Red, with a black patch.

12. I. Linyphia triangularil, .13
Cinereoua; abdomen varied

with yellow and blue.
12. 2,3. Linyphia montana, detaila of,

.13
24. 1. Lyco.. allodroma, 428

Brown and yellow, legs an
nulated.

2-1. 2. Lycou fabrilia, .28
Gray, with uhy gray banda

on each aide.
2. 8. Lyeoaa tarantula, 428

Blackilh red, with uhy gray
banda.

26. 8, O. Lyeoaa varas, 428

2a. 6. Matrochelea marginatua, 602
Dark brown, edged with

alate.
17. 1. Macrochelel teatudinariua,602

Alhy.
19. 1,2. Micrommata, 418
19. 3. Micrommata ornata, detaila of,

418
1IJ. 4. Mlcrommata argeluia, 419

Whitilb ..b, with dark data.
19. ii. Micrommata rotea, 418

PL. rto.
Yellowub, with three purple

linea on back.
2. 2. Mygale cemenlaria, male, page

397
Brownlah yellow, bocIyedged

with a ligbter line
2. 5. Mygale avicularia, book of the

mandibles of, 397
(, I, 2, 3. Mygale calpeiana, 398

Reddilh browD.
4. 4. Mygale notaaiana, eyn oC, 398
4. 5, 6. Mygale cementaria, detaila of,

399
6. Mygale Fudala, female, 308

Brown, with dark banda.
7. Mygale nitida, 398

Dark brown, abdomen yel.
lowilh.

8. 4, 6. NyAua coloripea, detaila 0(,409

21. 4. Nymphon gracile, 499
Yellow.

23. 2. Oribata horrlda, 604
Dirty brown.

23. 3. OribBta thaleproctoe, 604
Alh with light curved Itripe..

23. 4. Oribata caataneuI, 604
Alhy brown.

23. a. Oribata aegnis, 604
Slaty black.

23. 6. Oribata clavipea, 604
Nearly black.

6. 3••. Oxyopes IndicuI, details oC,426
6. 6. Oxyopea beterophthalmu.. 426

Reddilh brown, with dark
atripeL

6. 8. Oxyopea ltalicua, 426
Reddi.b brown, with dark

Itripea.

26. 3. Pbalangium IpinOlulum, 601
Reddiah.

26. •. Pbalangium annulatwD, 601
Red and yellow.

19. 6. Pbilodroma rhombiCera, .23
Reddilb, witb a black Ipot

on abdomen
19. 7. PbiJodroma oblong&, 423

Yellow with dark atrlpea.
13. 4, 6, 6. Pboleua pbalangioidel, 412

Pale yellow.
l. 1. Phrynua renifonnil, 433

Dark red brown.
21. I. I'yenogonum groaaipea, 499

Straw colour.
21. 2. I'yenogonum littorale, 4!l'J

Reddilb yellow.

2
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PL. FlO.
21. 3. Pyenogonum sanguineum, page

499
Reddish.

24. 6, 7. Saltieu. seeniens, 432
Blaek, with white ban and

spotl.
24. 8. Saltien., tanligradUJ, 432

Body blaek, butc:overed with
uhy down.

24. 9, 10. SaltieUi fonniearius, 432
Conlet black and red; ab

domen oboeure red, with
trannene banda of black.

24. 11. Saltieua formieariu., palpus of
male, 432

I. 2. Seorpio &fer, 437
Black brown.

8. 8,9,10. Seytodeo thoraca, 410
Reddish yellow, striped with

black.
2. 3. Seythodeo thoraciea. 410

Pale reddbh, .potted with
black.

16. 8,9,10. Segestria senoeulata, 408
Sooty uh, with whitish Spoil

on abdomen.
16. 11. Segeotria per6da, 408
20. 6. Siro eruoipes, 001

Reddbh ash c:olour.
22. 6. Smaridia papilloaa, 006

Reddish ub.
27. 1. Smaridia squamata, 506

6. 1,2. Btorene eyanea, 424

II. 6. Tegenaria domestiea. 409
II. 7. Tegenaria <:irili., 409
12. 4, 6,6. Tetragnatha elltenaa, 414

Reddish; abdomen g1'eeni.h
yellow, with black lines.

1. S. Theliphonu. eaudatus, 433
Deep brown.

10. 1,2. Theridion 4 punetatum, ..11
Blackish brown, abdomen

striped uhy.
10. So Theridion paykullianum, ..10

Black, with whiti.h bandL
10. ",6,6, 7. Theridion si.ipbum, 411
10. 8, 9. Theridion, eryptieoleus, 411

PL. PIO.
10. 10, II, 1~ Tberidion triangulifrr,

page 411
Yellowlah brown; abcJoown

liKht, with red banda.
10. 13. 14. Tberidion apbane, 411
13. 1,2,3. Theridion (Latrodecu) 12

guttatum, 411
Blaek. with red spots.

13. 7, 8. Tberidion inc:rrtum, 411
Whitish; with abdamm

nearly black with ligbt
down.

8. 11, 12. Theridion reclimitmn, 411
Whitbb, with blaek longitu

dinal Itripe.
2. 4. ThornisUl beteroguter, 423

18. 1. Tbomilul diana, ..23
Yellow, with two red spots.

18. 2. Thomilus truneatus, 423
Pale yellow; abdomen red

disb, witb oblenre Itripes.
18. 3,4. Tbomlsn. eitreus, 424

Yellowilb with red .tripes.
18. 6. ThomilUl onUltn., 423
18. 6,7. Tbombul ma1aeostraceUJ. 423
18. 8,9,10. Thomisus pigru.. 423
18. 11. Thomisus leuCOlia, 423

Palei.h yellow; brown, with
asby bands.

18. 12. 1So ThomilUl oblongus, 423
Pale yellow, bounded with

hair.
19. 8,9. Tbomisua c:ancerides, 423

Deep brown; with p}
down, and witbout apotl.

19. 10. Tbombua rotundatus, 423
17. 2. Trogulus, nepeformia, 602

Red.
17. 3. Trombidium holOlerieeum, 502

Red, with blaek bars.
17. 4. Trombidium fuliginOllum, 002

Red, wltb blaek bars.
17. 6. Trombidium trimac:ulatum.502

Red, with three white spota,
black dotted.

22. 1. Uropoda spinitania, 004
Dirty white.

THE END.
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